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Some role-playing games are so simplistic that any realism is lost. Ever played a game where: 

• only thieves can pick locks? 

• rapiers do the same type of damage as clubs? 

• each combatant makes one attack every ten seconds, and can only wear one type of 
armour? 

 
This game has been designed from scratch to be realistic yet flexible. There is enough depth 
to satisfy experienced role-players and enough explanation for novices. The rules provide: 

• 13 character races; 

• 180 detailed monster descriptions; 

• 499 spells in 13 schools of magic; 

• a simple and flexible skill development system; 

• a realistic combat system that allows: 
o second-by-second attacks; 
o different pieces of armour to be worn on different parts of the body; 
o no tracking of hit points; 
o severe injuries to be modelled simply.  

 
FEAR RPG can be adapted to virtually any fantasy world invented. Just add dice and 
imagination… 
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CHAPTER 1 – 
INTRODUCTION 

 
 
 
 
 
This short chapter explains how a role-playing game works. It describes the roles required 
from those participating in the game, and the equipment they need.  

1) WHO DOES WHAT? 
In order to play this game, one person must be the referee, known as the Games Master or 
GM. The others take the part of players. There should be at least two players; a number 
between three and five is probably best. 
 
Each player has a character – a persona or alter ego. It is a player’s task to act the part of, or 
role-play, his character. The GM describes each character’s surroundings; that character’s 
player imagines the scene and how his character would react in such circumstances. The 
player then explains to the GM the actions that he wants his character to take.  
 
Apart from describing the world in which the game takes place to the players, the GM also 
acts as a referee. She decides if the actions described by the player are possible or not and, 
where multiple characters’ actions conflict, the GM acts as a judge, deciding who acts in what 
order and who succeeds and fails.  
 
So why is role-playing entertaining? For a player, the fun comes from being able to act the 
part of an individual with totally different abilities, personality, past and future. For the GM, 
the fun comes from managing the infinitely varying and unpredictable interactions between 
the players’ characters and the new world she creates. 

2) WHAT EQUIPMENT IS NECESSARY? 
Role-playing games do not have boards like conventional board games. All of the action 
takes place in the imaginations of the players and GM. To keep track of what has happened 
and how characters develop with time, the GM and players will need pencils and paper.  
 
The only other items required are ten-sided dice – preferably six of them. Dice are used to 
add an element of chance to the game. A section on dice rolling conventions can be found 
at the end of this chapter. If you do not have dice, you could use a dice roller computer 
programme like Bone-Shaker (http://www.bone-shaker.com/wp/). 
 
The next sections discuss the roles of the GM and players in more detail. 
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3) THE ROLE OF THE PLAYER 
Each player simply has to role-play the part of his character.  
 
In order to role-play well, a player must try to visualise the surroundings that the GM 
describes and, putting himself in his character’s shoes, decide what his character will do. 
Obviously, the character’s unique personality – his personal goals, fears and memories – 
should shape how the character will behave. It’s the player’s job to try to reflect this 
personality as best he can. 

3,1) ADVENTURING 
What kinds of things do PCs get up to? (PC stands for Player Character, i.e. a character 
controlled by a player, as opposed to NPCs, Non-Player Characters, which are controlled by 
the GM.)  
 
Of course, role-playing the typical daily humdrum tasks of a farmer, baker or other tradesman 
would get very dull very quickly. It is not compulsory but almost all PCs are adventurers. 
That is, they have forsaken the common professions to travel through the world seeking 
adventure, fame and fortune.  
 
This can be risky. PCs will meet all sorts of NPCs and creatures, some of whom will be 
friendly and others not so. Players must keep their wits about them or they may find that 
their characters are in great danger. 

4) THE ROLE OF THE GM 
The GM has three main responsibilities. 

4,1) THE SENSES OF THE PLAYERS’ CHARACTERS 
The GM must describe what the PCs can see, hear, smell, touch and taste.  
 
The GM should try to make her descriptions as rich as possible. By providing more detail, 
the GM makes it easier for the players to imagine their characters’ surroundings and, 
consequently, the more the GM can develop a sense of ambience, emotion and suspense as 
the game is played.  
 
Obviously, though, the GM can only go into so much detail – if the PCs have entered an 
empty room, spending half an hour describing each and every flagstone is probably 
unproductive and unnecessary. However, the GM must always provide enough information 
so that each player is able to imagine his character’s surroundings well enough to make 
sensible choices for the character. It wouldn’t be very fair on the players for the GM to spend 
ages describing a room’s furnishings, and neglect to mention the fearsome dragon coiled in 
the corner. 

4,2) THE PLOT 
The GM’s second main responsibility is to create a plot – in much the same way that an 
author creates a storyline for a book – within which the PCs have the starring roles. The plot 
will often be a series of missions that the PCs have to undertake, with goals that are attained 
after the PCs have accomplished challenging tasks.  
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Of course, unlike an author writing a book, the GM does not control the starring characters 
– the players decide what actions their PCs will attempt. This lack of control makes being 
the GM such an interesting challenge. A GM might map out an elaborate plot, planning in 
great detail the events that will occur and the people that the PCs will meet along the way, 
but the PCs always behave in ways that the GM doesn’t expect, meaning that the GM must 
constantly adapt and evolve her plot.  

4,3) MASTER OF THE UNIVERSE 
Finally, the GM is the referee for the game, and has the ultimate authority to decide what 
happens and what does not.  
 
While the players control the actions of their characters, the GM controls everything else. 
This means that the GM decides how all other creatures – from the most insignificant gnat 
to people, to monsters and even the gods themselves – will behave; their attitudes, desires, 
fears, memories and so on. The GM also controls the whole environment, from the 
landscape itself to natural forces like the weather and tides, to all social interactions beyond 
those directly involving the PCs, such as history and politics, trade and warfare, and the 
movements and settlements of the peoples of the world. 
 
This game has been designed for a typical fantasy environment, i.e. medieval Tolkienesque 
swords-and-sorcery. The GM must define the shape and colour of the world as the game 
progresses and the PCs encounter more of it. (It is assumed that the GM’s world will obey 
the same physical laws as those acting in reality – gravity, inertia, light travelling in straight 
lines, etc. – although the fantasy world also contains magical forces which don’t obey these 
natural constraints.) 
 
Apart from controlling the whole world on this macroscopic level, the GM also plays a part 
in controlling the actions of PCs too. Although the players decide what their characters will 
attempt to do, the GM actually decides if these actions are possible or not, by evaluating 
whether they break any of the physical (or magical) laws of her world. If the GM decides that 
a PC’s action is physically possible, she applies the rules given in this rulebook to determine 
if the action succeeds or fails. If the GM decides that a PC’s action is impossible, then the 
player must think of something else for his character to try.  
 
When many different PCs and NPCs are performing different actions at the same time, the 
GM acts as referee, impartially applying the rules in this rulebook to determine who acts first 
and how conflicting actions are resolved. 

5) MAKING THE GAME REALISTIC 
This probably all sounds like a very tough challenge for the GM. Players are only limited by 
their imaginations with regard to the actions that their characters attempt, so how can the 
GM possibly hope to judge all possible actions consistently?  
 
While this rulebook contains rules for helping the players and the GM deal with common 
situations, the GM will have to make frequent judgements for herself. The one guiding 
principle that will help with all decisions is that the game should be made as realistic as 
possible.  
 
This might sound a bit strange since the role-playing takes place in an imaginary fantasy 
world. However, this does not preclude applying physical laws realistically and, the more 
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consistently this is done, the more challenging and fun the game will be for the players and 
the GM.  
 
Since everything happens in the imagination of the GM and players, it is sometimes very easy 
for the players and the GM to get carried away. If the GM doesn’t prevent the PCs from 
making unrealistic actions, the PCs will quickly become demigods capable of leaping 
hundreds of metres in a single bound, fighting forty enemies at once and dodging all attacks 
with effortless grace – and no puzzle or enemy that the GM throws at the PCs will ever 
challenge the players. Likewise, if every enemy that the PCs encounter has godlike powers 
and can do anything, then the PCs will never have a hope of defeating them. Either way, if 
the game isn’t kept realistic and balanced, it quickly becomes so stupid that the fun and 
challenge are lost.  
 
The rules provided in these chapters have been designed to provide constraints which should 
keep the interactions between the PCs, NPCs and monsters, and natural and magical forces 
reasonably realistic. However, if the GM feels that the rules given in this book make a specific 
situation unrealistic, she should feel free to change how the rules work so that a more realistic 
outcome is produced consistently.  
 
The onus isn’t just on the GM, however. A player will get the most from this game by role-
playing his character well – by imagining himself in his character’s situation and by immersing 
himself in his character’s personality. If he does this, the player will naturally restrict his 
character’s actions to those which are realistic within the world and situation in which the 
character finds himself. 

6) WHAT’S IN THE RULEBOOKS? 
This book – the Players’ Guide – contains the following chapters: 

1. Introduction; 
2. Character Generation – describes the process that each player should work through to 

create his character; 
3. Actions – explains how the GM and players determine whether characters’ actions 

succeed or fail; 
4. Combat – details the weapons available to characters, and gives rules for determining 

the damage that different types of attacks do against differently armoured targets; 
5. Magic – describes how magic works, and the spells and prayers that can be used by 

characters; 
6. Optional Races – a short chapter providing rules for optional PC races; 
7. Character Sheet – use this template for recording a PC’s details. 

 
The accompanying GM’s Guide contains the following chapters, which guide the GM through 
creating and populating the imaginary world where this game takes place: 

1. The GM – provides further advice about the role of the GM and refereeing the game 
fairly; 

2. Harms Beyond Combat – gives rules for handling threats from disease, madness, falling, 
drowning, etc.; 

3. Advanced Magic – lists the most powerful and closely-guarded spells in each discipline; 
4. The Bestiary – describes creatures and monsters for the PCs to encounter; 
5. Goods and Services – lists prices for the equipment and services that PCs typically wish 

to buy and hire; 
6. Treasure – contains rules for determining the nature of treasure that PCs find; 
7. Optional Rules – contains optional rules that some GM’s might wish to adopt. 
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As a minimum, a player only needs to read through the Character Generation chapter and refer 
to the Character Sheet. However, as PCs will attempt actions many times each session, and will 
often be fighting and evading enemies with weapons and spells, it is sensible for players to 
familiarise themselves with the rest of the Players’ Guide too. However, much of this book 
is reference material that can be referred to as the game progresses, rather than read cover-
to-cover like a novel. 
 
Whilst the GM should read the Players’ and GM’s Guides, there is no need for players to read 
the GM’s Guide (unless they are to be the GM). The contents of the GM’s Guide should be 
left to the GM to read and explain as necessary. The less of the GM’s Guide that players read, 
the more surprising and enjoyable they will find the game. 

7) CONVENTIONS 
This chapter ends with an explanation of the conventions that are used in this book for dice 
rolling and fractions. 

7,1) DICE 
The shorthand “d” refers to a die. The number of sides that the die has is given by a numerical 
suffix after the “d”, so a ten-sided die is referred to by “d10” (and one of the common six-
sided dice used in board games would be referred to as a “d6”). 
 
The number of dice to be thrown is given in a numerical prefix before the “d”. Hence, 1d10 
means throw one ten-sided die, and 2d10 means throw two ten-sided dice. Unless otherwise 
stated, assume that the result of the dice roll is the sum of each individual die’s result. So the 
result of a 2d10 throw would be 17 if one die had scored 10 and the other 7. 
 
Occasionally, mathematical operators are applied to the dice rolls listed in text. For example: 

• 1d10/2 means roll 1d10 and divide the result by two; 

• (1d10/2)+5 means roll 1d10, divide the result by two, and add five to the total; 

• 1d10 x 1d10 means roll 1d10 and multiply its result by that of another 1d10 roll; 

• 1d10 x 2d10 means roll 1d10 and multiply its result by that of a 2d10 roll (where the 
result of 2d10 is, of course, the sum of the results of throwing two 1d10s).  

 
Although this role-playing game is designed to only require d10s (i.e. ten-sided dice), 
sometimes a 1d100 die roll is required. Obviously, 1d100 indicates a hundred-sided die. This 
can be simulated by throwing two d10s. The units part of the first die’s result gives the tens 
part of the final number, and the units part of the second die’s result gives the final number’s 
units. So a roll of: 

• 06 and 08 should be read as 68; 

• 08 and 06 should be read as 86; 

• 10 and 01 should be read as 01; 

• 01 and 10 should be read as 10; 

• 10 and 10 should be read as 100; 

• and so on… 
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7,2) FRACTIONS 
Unless otherwise noted, throughout this game fractions ≥0.5 should be rounded up to the 
nearest whole number, and fractions <0.5 rounded down. The following table helps to 
determine fractions of integers up to 20: 
 

INTEGER 
FRACTION 

4/5 3/4 2/3 3/5 1/2 2/5 1/3 1/4 1/5 1/10 1/20 

20 16 15 13 12 10 8 7 5 4 2 1 

19 15 14 13 11 10 8 6 5 4 2 1 

18 14 14 12 11 9 7 6 5 4 2 1 

17 14 13 11 10 9 7 6 4 3 2 1 

16 13 12 11 10 8 6 5 4 3 2 1 

15 12 11 10 9 8 6 5 4 3 2 1 

14 11 11 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 1 1 

13 10 10 9 8 7 5 4 3 3 1 1 

12 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 1 

11 9 8 7 7 6 4 4 3 2 1 1 

10 8 8 7 6 5 4 3 3 2 1 1 

9 7 7 6 5 5 4 3 2 2 1 0 

8 6 6 5 5 4 3 3 2 2 1 0 

7 6 5 5 4 4 3 2 2 1 1 0 

6 5 5 4 4 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 

5 4 4 3 3 3 2 2 1 1 1 0 

4 3 3 3 2 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 

3 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 

2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 

1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 





 
 

 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 

CHAPTER 2 – 
CHARACTER GENERATION 

 
 
 
 
 
This chapter explains how a player creates a character to role-play. The process has several 
stages and the player should record all of the details on a piece of paper. A specially designed 
Character Sheet has been included at the end of this book to help with this. It is suggested that 
records are made in pencil, so that amendments can be easily made. 

1) RACE 
Each player either:  

• chooses his character’s race; 

• or rolls 1d100 to determine his character’s race randomly; 
…from those listed in the next table. 
 
If the player rolls his character’s race, a bonus will be applied later in the Status section which 
is likely to be beneficial to the character’s initial capabilities.  
 

1d100 RACE 
01 to 40 Human 

41 to 50 Wood Elf 

51 to 55 Bone Elf 
56 to 70 Dwarf 

71 to 85 Halfling 
86 to 93 Orc 

94 to 100 Goblin 

 
Descriptions of these races follow. Don’t worry if the descriptions sometimes refer to 
concepts that have yet to be explained. All will become clear as this chapter progresses. 
 
The GM should note that rules for six other races are provided in the Optional Races chapter. 
These races tend to be more complicated to role-play than the normal races and she may 
wish to allow them only as NPCs – thus, they have been left out of this chapter for 
simplicity’s sake. Also, sexual relations between races do occur but have never been fruitful 
– so there are no half-elves, half-orcs, etc. 
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1,1) HUMANS 
Humans are the “average” race, against which the others will be compared. Their societies 
are structured in a wide variety of manners, but perhaps the most common are feudal 
monarchies with government mediated by councils of nobles and guild masters. 
 
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION As variable as in the real world. 

HEIGHT (centimetres) Male 3d10+170; Female 3d10+150 

WEIGHT (kilograms) (Height / 3.0) + 2d10 
FAVOURED HAND 1d10: 1 to 8 = Right, 9 to 10 = Left 

NATURAL LIFESPAN (years) 80+CO+LU 
STARTING AGE (years) 1d10+15 

SPECIAL ABILITIES None. 

1,2) ELVES 
Elves are very similar to Humans in many ways but are taller, have a much more slender 
build, and have pointy ears (of course). There are two sub-races – Wood and Bone Elves. 

1,2,1) WOOD ELVES 

Wood Elves are long-lived, with a lifespan three times that of a Human. Additionally, old 
age does not begin to wither their bodies until just a few years before death – giving them 
two centuries of physical fitness to enjoy, unless they are slain early by accident or malice. 
This longevity greatly affects a Wood Elf’s approach to life. His memory, though not perfect, 
is long enough to diminish the excitement of most situations. To those of other races, a 
Wood Elf will often seem to react to events by becoming languid and withdrawn (as he 
contemplates similar happenings a century earlier) or aloof and cold (as he realises yet again 
how fleeting seem the problems of other races). However, he will also be quick to engage 
with vigour when an experience piques his interest, trying to enrich every moment to the full. 
The desire of Wood Elves to seek out the new helps their race to father some of the greatest 
artists, explorers and adventurers. 
 
As their race’s name suggests, a typical Wood Elf settlement will be located within trees – a 
network of wooden chambers and halls suspended in the canopy and linked by rope bridges. 
Generally, their societies are liberal in nature with little hierarchy, being ruled by sporadic 
council meetings attended by nominees from each ancient family. Few children are seen in 
their settlements, for Wood Elves are infertile in comparison with fecund Humanity. Nor 
are the elderly seen, for they are reclusive. Wood Elves favour bows, swords and flexible 
armour in combat. 
 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 
Taller and more slender than Humans. While their 
hair colour varies as widely as that of Humans, they all 
have fair and usually flawless skin. Pointed ears. 

HEIGHT (centimetres) Male 2d10+200; Female 2d10+180 

WEIGHT (kilograms) (Height / 3.3) + 2d10 

FAVOURED HAND 1d10: 1 to 5 = Right, 6 to 10 = Left 
NATURAL LIFESPAN (years) 240+CO+LU 

STARTING AGE (years) 1d100+25 

SPECIAL ABILITIES 

• Excellent vision: +1 to Observation skill for 
Action Rolls for visual perception in sunlight. 

• Resistant to disease: +3 to Resistance Rolls versus 
non-magical diseases. 
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1,2,2) BONE ELVES 

The founding fathers of the Bone Elves are believed to have been Elves who saw their 
longevity as proof of their superiority to the non-Elvish races, and who thirsted for dominion 
over lands and peoples rather than a tranquil life of peaceful crafts and trade. Leaving the 
forest homelands of the Elves, a small group of individuals stole away to meet in a lost 
cavern, and began experimenting with terrible magicks that might assist their conquests. One 
of these arcane rituals went awry and scarred these doomed Elves forever. They developed 
pallid ivory complexions, their hair turned almost metallic silver in colour and their eyes’ 
irises became black as coals. And, henceforth, the founders of the Bone Elves found their 
lifespan halved compared with their woodland kin. 
 
Through the centuries that have passed since this calamity befell their forefathers, Bone 
Elves have grown jealous of the longevity of their woodland kin. This tempts many to study 
dangerous magic, particularly Necromancy, in order to seek immortality. Thus, Bone Elves 
remain widely distrusted and feared and, as a consequence, they are guarded and cautious in 
their dealings with others, appearing cold and calculating. 
 
Bone Elves’ largest settlements are great citadels carved into hill sides – labyrinthine tunnels 
linking large halls, decorated with elaborate ornamentation with a floral motif and supported 
by stone columns shaped like trees. These cities are the capitals of monarchies with 
governments mediated by councils of the nobility. Like Wood Elves, they favour swords and 
flexible armour in combat. 
 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 
As Wood Elves, but always with ivory skin, silver hair 
and black eyes.  

HEIGHT (centimetres) Male 2d10+200; Female 2d10+180 
WEIGHT (kilograms) (Height / 3.3) + 2d10 

FAVOURED HAND 1d10: 1 to 5 = Right, 6 to 10 = Left 
NATURAL LIFESPAN (years) 120+CO+LU 

STARTING AGE (years) 1d10+35 

SPECIAL ABILITIES 

• Night vision: able to see in low light twice as far as 
a human (but unable to see in complete darkness). 

• Resistant to disease: +2 to Resistance Rolls versus 
non-magical diseases. 

1,3) DWARVES 
Dwarves are almost the opposite of Elves, both physically speaking and in terms of attitude 
(indeed, the two races are renowned for a healthy mutual dislike). Dwarves are short and 
stocky people – their builds suited to their subterranean lifestyle. Dwarves dwell in great 
cities hewn from the rock deep beneath mountains – they are the greatest miners and workers 
of stone and metal. They tend to be dour and bleak pragmatists, but still value things of 
beauty – Dwarven jewellery is renowned for its intricacy and their stonework is decorated 
with angular carvings of breath-taking splendour. Dwarves are canny merchants and have 
long-standing trading relationships with most people of the world, exporting arms and 
jewellery in return for foods, woods and cloth. In combat, they favour axes, maces, flails and 
hammers, and wear heavy armour. 
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 
Much shorter and stockier than Humans, with ruddy 
skin. Males always grow long beards.  

HEIGHT (centimetres) Male 2d10+140; Female 2d10+130 

WEIGHT (kilograms) (Height / 2.8) + 2d10 

FAVOURED HAND 1d10: 1 to 7 = Right, 8 to 10 = Left 
NATURAL LIFESPAN (years) 100+CO+LU 

STARTING AGE (years) 1d10+20 

SPECIAL ABILITIES 

• Night vision: able to see in low light three times as 
far as a human (but unable to see in complete 
darkness). 

• Resistant to heat and fire: +2 to Defence versus 
heat and fire Attack Rolls. 

1,4) HALFLINGS 
Halflings are shorter and far less stocky than Dwarves. Their small stature makes them a 
quiet unobtrusive people who find it better to avoid warfare and concentrate on the simple 
things in life. They often reside underground but, while Dwarves favour large towns and 
cities dug deep into rock, Halfling settlements tend to be villages of shallow burrows, dug 
only a short way into a hillside’s earth and with windows overlooking the fields and gardens 
where they love to spend their days. Their love of horticulture and food is well known, and 
Halfling cooks are prized throughout the world. Their societies are usually structured 
democratically, with the common populace of each settlement electing councillors. As a race, 
Halflings favour thrown weapons and light armour. 
 
Halflings are also renowned amongst other races for their good fortune. While others tread 
in dog dirt, Halflings frequently stumble across dropped purses, magic rings, etc. 
 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

Similar to Dwarves, but shorter and less stocky. They 
have big feet with thick curly hair on the uppers and 
tough leathery soles. Halflings dislike wearing 
footwear. 

HEIGHT (centimetres) Male 2d10+120; Female 2d10+110 

WEIGHT (kilograms) (Height / 2.8) + 2d10 

FAVOURED HAND 1d10: 1 to 8 = Left, 9 to 10 = Right 
NATURAL LIFESPAN (years) 120+CO+LU 

STARTING AGE (years) 2d10+20 

SPECIAL ABILITIES Very lucky! 

1,5) GOBLINOIDS 
Legends about the creation of the Goblinoids refer to evil magical experiments that sought 
to mix the traits of Humans, Elves and certain beasts to create races of terrible soldiers. The 
Orc and Goblin resulted. When unified and disciplined, they make a formidable force – 
Goblins’ agility and cunning complementing the brawn of Orcs. However, more often than 
not, their military effectiveness is limited by the short temper and unruliness of both races. 
 
The oldest Orc and Goblin settlements are complex networks of subterranean tunnels, 
heavily fortified and of the most utilitarian architecture. These strongholds are ruled by rival 
clans, and skirmishes between them continue. However, each passing generation seems to 
lessen the brutish tendencies of Orcs and Goblins. These days, most encounters between 
them and other races involve commerce, although distrust remains. 
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1,5,1) ORCS 

Orcs vary widely in height but all are very muscular. Not renowned for their intelligence, 
they are often quick to resort to violence to win arguments. Orcs make excellent warriors 
and are capable of crafting ruthlessly functional weaponry and armour. They favour two-
handed weapons and heavy armour in combat. 
 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

Very muscular build in comparison to that of 
Humans. Swarthy, warty skin with a greenish-grey 
colour. Heavy brows, pointed ears and enlarged 
canines. 

HEIGHT (centimetres) Male 4d10+150; Female 4d10+130 

WEIGHT (kilograms) (Height / 2.0) + 2d10 
FAVOURED HAND 1d10: 1 to 5 = Right, 6 to 10 = Left 

NATURAL LIFESPAN (years) 60+CO+LU 

STARTING AGE (years) 1d10+15 

SPECIAL ABILITIES 
Night vision: able to see in low light four times as far 
as a human (but unable to see in complete darkness). 

1,5,2) GOBLINS 

Goblins look like short, lithe Orcs. Although they share Orcs’ impatience, they are generally 
more intelligent and prefer to use guile and cunning over brute force. They favour short 
bows and swords with flexible armour. 
 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 
Similar in height to Halflings, but with an extremely 
wiry and athletic build. Other features are like those of 
Orcs. 

HEIGHT (centimetres) Male 2d10+120; Female 2d10+110 

WEIGHT (kilograms) (Height / 3.0) + 2d10 
FAVOURED HAND 1d10: 1 to 5 = Right, 6 to 10 = Left 

NATURAL LIFESPAN (years) 60+CO+LU 
STARTING AGE (years) 1d10+15 

SPECIAL ABILITIES 
Night vision: able to see in low light five times as far as 
a human (but unable to see in complete darkness). 
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2) ATTRIBUTES 
Characters have the following attributes:  
 

ATTRIBUTE ABBREVIATION DESCRIPTION 

Agility AG 
Suppleness, dexterity, co-ordination. A high 
AG helps to aim attacks in combat, and to 
dodge those of opponents. 

Beauty BE 
Physical attractiveness to those of the same 
race. 

Charisma CH Presence, leadership, influence. 

Constitution CO 

Stamina, health, physical toughness. A high 
CO staves off exhaustion, helps to minimise 
the effects of some injuries and to resist 
poisons and diseases, and reduces how much 
sleep is needed each night. 

Empathy EM Compassion, emotional intelligence. 

Enchantment EN 
Ability to sense and manipulate magical 
energies. A high EN helps a character to cast 
spells. 

Luck LU Good fortune. 

Reasoning RE 
Intelligence, deduction, memory. A high RE 
helps the study of skills. 

Self-Discipline SD 
Self-control, willpower, mental discipline. A 
high SD helps to resist spells and mental 
threats like fear and madness. 

Strength ST 
Physical power, musculature, leverage. A high 
ST increases the damage done by attacks, and 
the amount that can be carried. 

 
Each attribute is associated with a value, usually a number between 1 and 6. The higher the 
value of each attribute, the more pronounced is that particular quality in the character. For 
instance, a character with an AG of 5 is more agile than a character with an AG of 4. 

2,1) RACIAL AVERAGES 
Different races have different averages for each attribute: 
 

RACE AG BE CH CO EM EN LU RE SD ST 
Dwarf 3 4 3 5 3 4 4 4 6 4 

Elf, Bone  5 4 5 2 3 6 4 6 2 3 
Elf, Wood  5 4 6 2 5 4 4 5 2 3 

Goblin 6 4 3 6 3 4 4 4 3 3 

Halfling 4 4 3 4 6 4 6 4 3 2 
Human 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 

Orc 5 4 4 6 2 3 4 3 3 6 
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2,2) CUSTOMISING ATTRIBUTES 
Each player can customise his character’s attributes to a limited degree, if he wishes. He may 
increase an attribute by 1 point so long as 1 point is taken from another attribute, keeping 
the total number of points unchanged. No attribute can be increased above 6 or decreased 
below 1, or moved more than 1 point away from the racial average. Thus, the player of a 
human might choose to raise his AG and ST attributes from 4 to 5 if, in return, he decreases 
his EN and RE attributes from 4 to 3. 

2,2,1) GENDER 

Each player may now choose a gender for his character. This does not affect the character 
generation process further. 

3) STATUS 
How skilled and well-equipped a PC is when he starts the game depends largely on the 
surroundings into which he is born. PCs lucky enough to be born into a wealthy family will 
have more opportunities to acquire skills and possessions.  
 
Each player should roll on the following table to determine his character’s status, i.e. the 
particular social division into which the character was born. Some of these divisions are 
described in the GM’s Guide, in the Society section of The GM chapter. Note that the result of 
both 1d100 rolls should be increased by 20 (to a maximum of 100) if the character’s race was 
selected by rolling. 
 

RACE 
1ST 

1d100 
2ND 
1d100 

STATUS STATUS RANK 

Dwarf 

01 to 90 
01 to 75 Labourer 2 

76 to 100 Craftsman 3 

91 to 100 

01 to 90 Gentry 4 

91 to 99 Nobility 5 

100 Royalty 7 

Elf, Bone 
01 to 98 

01 to 50 Slave 1 

51 to 90 Labourer 2 
91 to 100 Academic 4 

99 to 100 
01 to 98 Nobility 6 

99 to 100 Royalty 7 

Elf, Wood 

01 to 90 
01 to 75 Peasant 2 

76 to 100 Craftsman 3 

91 to 100 

01 to 90 Gentry 4 

91 to 99 Nobility 5 
100 Royalty 6 

Goblin 

01 to 75 
01 to 75 Slave 1 

76 to 100 Labourer 2 

76 to 100 
01 to 90 Warrior 4 

91 to 100 Chieftain 6 

Halfling 
01 to 90 

01 to 75 Peasant 2 

76 to 100 Craftsman 3 

91 to 100 
01 to 75 Lower Gentry 4 
76 to 100 Upper Gentry 5 
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RACE 
1ST 

1d100 
2ND 
1d100 

STATUS STATUS RANK 

Human 

01 to 90 

01 to 30 Slave 1 

31 to 80 Villein 2 
81 to 100 Freeman 3 

91 to 100 

01 to 90 Gentry 4 

91 to 99 Nobility 5 
100 Royalty 7 

Orc 

01 to 75 
01 to 75 Slave 1 
76 to 100 Labourer 2 

76 to 100 
01 to 90 Warrior 4 

91 to 100 Chieftain 6 

3,1) EFFECT OF RACE AND STATUS ON SKILL 
VALUES 
It is possible to develop a skill in certain types of action, e.g. riding or swimming. Like 
attributes, a skill has an associated value which determines the character’s proficiency with 
the skill, ranging from 0 to 10. Many skills are listed by default on the Character Sheet at the 
end of this book, and the Actions chapter describes them all in detail. 
 
Certain races have a propensity towards certain skills, because of cultural heritage. The 
following tables list those skills which start with a non-zero value, due to a character’s race 
and status. The numbers given by each table are initial skill values. Assume that all other skills 
have values of zero, for now. 

3,1,1) DWARF 

SKILL 
STATUS RANK 

2 3 4 5 7 
Combat – Crossbows 1 1 2 2 2 

Combat – 1-Hand Club/Hammer/Mace 2 2 2 2 2 
Combat – One-Handed Axes 2 2 2 2 2 

Dragon Lore 1 1 1 1 1 
Geography – for area where raised 2 2 2 2 1 

Gem Physic 1 1 1 1 2 

History – Dwarf 2 2 3 4 4 
Language – Common 5 5 6 6 7 

Language – Dwarvish 9 9 9 9 9 
Mechanics 2 2 2 1 1 

Metal Working 2 2 2 1 1 

Mining 3 3 3 2 2 
Resilience 1 1 1 1 1 

Stone Working 2 2 2 1 1 
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3,1,2) ELF, BONE 

SKILL 
STATUS RANK 

1 2 4 6 7 

Combat – Crossbows 0 0 1 1 2 
Combat – One-Handed Swords 0 1 1 2 2 

Combat – Unarmed (choose 1 type) 2 2 1 1 0 

Eat Magic 1 1 1 1 1 
Geography – for area where raised 2 2 2 2 1 

Gymnastics 1 1 1 1 1 
History – Bone Elf 2 2 3 4 4 

Influence 1 1 2 2 3 
Language – Bone Elvish 8 9 9 10 10 

Language – Common 5 5 6 6 7 

Language – Wood Elvish 7 7 8 8 9 
Magic Lore 0 1 2 2 3 

Medicine 0 0 2 1 1 
Mining 1 1 1 1 1 

Undead Lore 1 1 3 2 2 

3,1,3) ELF, WOOD 

SKILL 
STATUS RANK 

2 3 4 5 6 

Botany 2 2 2 1 1 

Bow Making 2 2 1 1 1 
Combat – Bows 2 2 2 2 2 

Combat – One-Handed Swords 2 2 2 3 3 
Combat – Staffs 2 2 1 1 1 

Expression 2 2 2 2 3 

Geography – for area where raised 2 2 2 2 1 
Gymnastics 2 1 1 1 1 

History – Wood Elf 2 3 3 4 4 
Influence 1 1 2 2 3 

Language – Common 6 7 8 9 8 
Language – Hobbitish 3 4 4 5 3 

Language – Wood Elvish 9 9 10 10 10 

Quickening 1 1 1 1 1 
Wood Working 2 2 1 1 1 
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3,1,4) GOBLIN 

SKILL 
STATUS RANK 

1 2 4 6 

Climbing 2 2 2 1 
Combat – Bows 0 1 2 1 

Combat – Daggers/Knives 1 1 2 2 

Combat – Unarmed (choose 1 type) 2 2 2 1 
Foolery 1 1 1 1 

Geography – for area where raised 2 2 2 2 
History – Goblin 2 3 4 4 

Language – Common 6* 6* 7 7 
Language – Darkspeech 7* 7* 8 9 

Legerdemain 2 2 1 1 

Mechanics 1 2 1 0 
Metal Working 1 1 1 1 

Reflex 1 1 2 1 
Stealth 1 1 2 1 

3,1,5) HALFLING 

SKILL 
STATUS RANK 

2 3 4 5 
Botany 1 2 2 3 

Combat – Daggers/Knives 2 2 2 2 

Combat – One-Handed Swords 2 2 1 1 
Combat – Slings 2 2 2 2 

Cookery 2 2 2 2 
Contingency 1 1 1 1 

Geography – for area where raised 2 2 2 2 

History – Halfling 2 3 4 4 
Language – Common 8 8 9 9 

Language – Hobbitish 8 9 9 10 
Language – Wood Elvish 3 4 4 5 

Medicine 1 1 2 2 
Stealth 2 2 2 2 

Wood Working 1 1 1 1 
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3,1,6) HUMAN 

SKILL 
STATUS RANK 

1 2 3 4 5 7 

Combat – one common 1-handed weapon 0 1 1 2 2 2 
Combat – Bows 0 2 1 1 1 1 

Combat – Unarmed (choose 1 type) 2 2 1 1 0 0 

Craft – one common craft skill 3 3 3 2 1 0 
Craft – another common craft skill 2 2 2 1 0 0 

Geography – for area where raised 1 2 2 2 2 1 
History – Human 1 1 2 2 3 4 

Language – Common 7* 7* 8 8 9 9 
Music 1 1 2 2 3 3 

Riding 0 1 1 2 2 2 

Running 2 2 1 0 0 0 
Trading 1 1 2 2 3 3 

3,1,7) ORC 

SKILL 
STATUS RANK 

1 2 4 6 
Combat – 2-Hand Club/Hammer/Mace 1 2 2 3 

Combat – Two-Handed Axes 1 2 2 3 
Combat – Unarmed (choose 1 type) 2 2 2 1 

Brawn 1 2 1 1 

Frenzy 2 2 3 1 
Geography – for area where raised 2 2 2 2 

History – Orc 2 3 4 4 
Language – Common 6* 6* 7 7 

Language – Darkspeech 7* 7* 8 9 

Metal Working 2 2 1 1 
Mining 2 2 1 1 

Running 3 2 1 1 

3,2) EFFECT OF RACE ON SKILL ADVANTAGE 
A character will have certain skills which are easier to use and which develop faster than 
others. This is determined by a skill’s advantage tier – explained further in the Actions chapter. 
For now, understand that there are five tiers, as follows. The first two tiers are beneficial and 
the last two are detrimental. 

• strongly advantaged; 

• advantaged; 

• not advantaged – the default; 

• disadvantaged; 

• strongly disadvantaged. 
 
Certain races have predispositions towards certain skills, due to their general physique and 
psyche. The player should set the following skills as being advantaged, due to his character’s 
race: 

• Dwarf: Gem Physic, Mining, Stone Working; 

• Elf, Wood: Botany, Expression, Wood Working; 

• Elf, Bone: Eat Magic, Magic Lore, Medicine; 
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• Goblin: Foolery, Legerdemain, Mechanics; 

• Halfling: Contingency, Cookery, Stealth; 

• Human: Geography, Music, Trading; 

• Orc: Brawn, Frenzy, Running. 

4) CALLING 
Each player should now decide which calling his character follows. There are three callings: 

• Fighter – specialised in skills related to combat; 

• Magician – specialised in academic skills and those related to magic; 

• Jack (-of-all-Trades) – favours a combination of skills related to combat and magic, 
and is less specialised but more versatile than a fighter or magician. 

 
The calling chosen for a character determines skills’ advantage tiers even more than does 
race. It also affects how easy it is to learn magic spells – see Limits on Memorising Spells in the 
Magic chapter.  

4,1) EFFECT OF CALLING ON SKILL ADVANTAGE 
Some skills’ advantage tiers deviate from the default because the character is a fighter, jack 
or magician. Each player should now mark on his Character Sheet those skills which are 
advantaged or disadvantaged due to calling, as per the following table: 
 

TYPE OF SKILL 
CALLING 

FIGHTER JACK MAGICIAN 

Adrenal Advantaged No advantage Disadvantaged 

Advanced Combat No advantage Disadvantaged 
Strongly 

disadvantaged 

Art No advantage No advantage No advantage 

Combat Advantaged No advantage Disadvantaged 

Craft No advantage No advantage No advantage 

Lore Disadvantaged No advantage Advantaged 

Magic Disadvantaged No advantage Advantaged 

Manoeuvre Advantaged No advantage Disadvantaged 

 
Next, players of Fighters (but not Jacks or Magicians) should mark one of the following 
advanced combat skills as advantaged, reflecting their race: 

• Dwarf – Giant-Slaying or Manoeuvre in Armour; 

• Elf, Bone – Death Prod or Whipcraft; 

• Elf, Wood – Inspire or Twinshot; 

• Goblin – Evade or Smell Violence; 

• Halfling – Dodge Death or Misdirect; 

• Human – Feint or Prediction; 

• Orc – Bloodied or Momentum. 
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5) MAGIC SKILLS 
There are twelve different magic skills, each developed for casting spells in one of the 
following disciplines of magic: 

• Aeromancy 

• Alchemy 

• Curses 

• Force 

• Healing 

• Hydromancy 

• Lithomancy 

• Mind 

• Nature 

• Necromancy 

• Pyromancy 

• Wizardry 

5,1) ADVANTAGE FOR MAGIC SKILLS 
Spells and spell-casting are discussed in detail in the Magic chapter. Being of a certain race 
and calling will allow a character to cast spells from particular disciplines of magic more easily 
than can those of other races. The following table shows whether certain magic skills are 
advantaged (“Adv”) or disadvantaged (“Dis”) depending on a character’s race. A hyphen 
indicates no change. 
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Aeromancy - Adv - Dis - - - 

Alchemy - - - Adv - - - 

Curses - Dis - - Dis - Adv 

Force - - Dis - Dis Adv Adv 

Healing - - Dis - Adv - - 

Hydromancy - - - Dis - - - 

Lithomancy - Dis - Adv Adv Adv - 

Mind - Adv Adv - - Dis Dis 

Nature - Adv Dis Dis Adv Dis Dis 

Necromancy - Dis Adv - Dis - - 

Pyromancy - - - Adv - Adv Adv 

Wizardry - - Adv - - Dis Dis 

 
Magician characters’ magic skills are already advantaged so, if the table indicates that a 
particular skill is: 

• advantaged, change it to strongly advantaged; 

• disadvantaged, change it to no advantage. 
 
Fighter characters’ magic skills are already disadvantaged so, if the table indicates that a 
particular skill is: 

• advantaged, change it to no advantage; 

• disadvantaged, change it to strongly disadvantaged. 
 
E.g. a fighter’s magic skills are disadvantaged by default. If he is a Dwarf, his Alchemy, 
Lithomancy and Pyromancy have no advantage, and his Aeromancy, Hydromancy and 
Nature are strongly disadvantaged. 
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5,2) STARTING SPELLS 
Some PCs will start the game having memorised (i.e. learnt to cast) one or more magic spells. 
The number of spells that a character has memorised is given in the following table: 
 

CALLING LU+RE 
STATUS RANK 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Fighter 

≥11 0 0 1 2 3 4 5 

7 to 10 0 0 0 1 2 3 4 
1 to 6 0 0 0 0 1 2 3 

Jack 
≥10 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

6 to 9 0 0 1 2 3 4 5 

1 to 5 0 0 0 1 2 3 4 

Magician 
≥9 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

5 to 8 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 to 4 0 0 1 2 3 4 5 
 
If this table’s result is zero, then the PC starts the game having memorised no spells and 
unable to use magic. However, it is possible to develop these skills later, during the game, 
through tuition or study – see Directed Skill Development in the Actions chapter. 
 
If the table’s result is one or more spells, then the player should now decide with the GM 
(who will consult the disciplines in the Magic chapter) which spells his character starts the 
game having memorised. Spells can be chosen from the following maximum number of 
disciplines, depending on calling, and must be of the following difficulty rank or easier: 
 

CALLING 
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF 
STARTING DISCIPLINES 

MAXIMUM  
DIFFICULTY RANK 

Fighter 2 Novice 

Jack 3 Dabbler 

Magician 4 Apprentice 
 
A PC’s spells should be chosen preferentially from those disciplines whose magic skills are 
beneficially advantaged. In addition, their selection of spells must be such that they have 
more spells from a discipline’s Novice rank than its Dabbler rank, and more spells from its 
Dabbler rank than Apprentice. (Or, if there are fewer Novice spells available than Dabbler, 
for example, then all of the Novice spells must be chosen before any Dabbler spells.) Thus, 
a character cannot begin the game having memorised a spell of Dabbler rank if he has not 
memorised at least two of the Novice spells in that discipline too. 

5,3) STARTING MAGIC SKILL VALUES 
Each character starts with magic skill values equal to the number of different Difficulties of 
spells that he has learnt in each discipline. So, if a character starts the game knowing how to 
cast all of the novice spells in the Alchemy discipline, and also one of its dabbler spells too, 
then he will start with an Alchemy skill value of 2. If he also knows a novice spell in 
Aeromancy, he will start with an Aeromancy skill of 1. His other magic skills will have values 
of zero. 
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6) PERSONALISATION OF SKILLS 

6,1) VALUES 
Each player now personalises his character by increasing the values of ten skills from zero to 
one. Skills can only be chosen if their value is currently zero. Magic and language skill values 
cannot be increased at this stage (nor can Devotion skill). 
 
Many skills are listed by default on the Character Sheet at the end of this book, but there are 
others in the Actions chapter which could be chosen and given a value of one on the Character 
Sheet. Their advantage will be determined by the character’s calling – see the Effect of Calling 
on Skill Advantage section earlier.  
 
Which skills are most important for PC adventurers? Consider: 

• At least one Combat skill for fighting; 

• Boon – for obtaining information and resources; 

• Botany – to forage for healing herbs; 

• Climbing – for climbing ropes, trees, cliffs and shafts; 

• Fishing or Trap Setting – for finding food in the wilderness; 

• Geography – to avoid getting lost, and to find sanctuary; 

• Gymnastics – for jumps and leaps; 

• History – to inform social interaction and etiquette; 

• Influence – for charming, leading, lying, intimidating; 

• Observation – for spotting clues and dangers; 

• Resilience – to keep fighting when hurt, especially for non-spell-casters; 

• Riding – to have a break from walking; 

• Running – to run away from monsters, or after the thief who stole the gold; 

• Stealth – to hide from monsters; 

• Swimming – to survive falling from boats and bridges; 

• Trading – to get a good price; 

• Unarmed – for fighting when disarmed; 

• Zoology – for identifying monsters. 

6,2) ADVANTAGE 
Each player now personalises his character further by improving the advantage tier of five 
skills by one tier. Every improvement must be balanced by worsening by one tier a different 
skill of the same type. The different types of skills are as follows: adrenal, advanced combat, 
art, combat, craft, lore, magic and manoeuvre. The Character Sheet lists these types and many 
of their associated skills – all of which, and more, are described in the Actions chapter. 
 
E.g. the player of a Jack decides to give his Observation skill advantage. He must give a 
different art skill disadvantage to compensate. He chooses Begging. 
 
There are some restrictions on how players personalise their characters, depending on calling. 
Players of: 

• fighters may only improve the advantage of a single magic skill; 

• jacks may only improve the advantage of a single advanced combat skill; 
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• magicians may only improve the advantage of a single combat skill, and cannot 
improve the advantage of advanced combat skills. 

 
If a player wishes, he may choose a single craft skill to improve twice (i.e. changing from not 
advantaged to strongly advantaged). Two other craft skills must be penalised in return (i.e. 
changed to disadvantaged). This counts as one of his five personalisation choices. 
 
Blind Fighting, Devotion and language skills should not be personalised. Devotion skill is 
always set as not advantaged. Blind Fighting is always disadvantaged – unless the PC’s race 
has night vision, in which case it is strongly disadvantaged. 

7) MOVEMENT RATE 
Three different movement rates are calculated for each character – one for walking, one for 
jogging and one for sprinting. Obviously, characters can move at any speed they like (up to 
their sprinting rate, which acts as their top speed) but these three set speeds are used as 
defaults for simplicity. 
 
The rates are calculated in the following sections using formulae based on a character’s 
attributes and height. In all cases, use the character’s height in centimetres and, if the final 
result of each formula is not a whole number, round the result up or down to the nearest 
0.5. Thus, a result of 0.7 is rounded down to 0.5, 0.8 is rounded up to 1.0, 1.3 is rounded up 
to 1.5, and so on. The slowest movement rate permissible is 0.5 metres per second, i.e. any 
result of <0.5 should be rounded up to 0.5. 
 
The formulae are calibrated such that Human male with optimum attributes and height will 
walk at about 6.5 kilometres per hour, run a marathon in about 2 hours, and sprint 100 metres 
in 10 seconds. 

7,1) WALKING 
Walking is the default movement rate. The formula used to calculate this in metres per 
second is:  
 

Walk = AG x Height/600 

7,2) JOGGING 
Jogging is the optimum speed used for running long distances, and equals:  
 

Jog = (CO+SD) x Height/390 
 
If this formula produces a result which is slower than walking, use the walking rate plus 0.5 
instead. 
 
The GM will require a jogging Action Roll (Running+CO) (see the Actions chapter) to 
determine for how long a character can jog without needing to rest. 

7,3) SPRINTING 
Sprinting is the maximum speed that the character can achieve, and is given by:  
 

Sprint = (AG+ST) x Height/220 
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If this formula produces a result which is slower than jogging, use the jogging rate plus 0.5 
instead. 
 
The GM will require a sprinting Action Roll (Running+ST) (see the Actions chapter) to 
determine for how long a character can sprint without needing to rest. 

8) LUCK REROLLS 
Fate has marked every PC out as being different in some way to the general populace – 
marked for some particular destiny as a great adventurer. Consequently, a player can force 
any die roll to be rerolled by expending one of his character’s Luck Reroll Points (or LURPs).  
 
Consequently, LURPs are very valuable for saving PCs from fatal situations. The general 
populace (i.e. Non-Player Characters – those characters role-played by the GM) and creatures 
do not have LURPs. 
 
Whenever an unfavourable die roll arises, each player must decide quickly whether to use a 
LURP or not. The GM should not allow a player to force a reroll once the plot has moved 
on. 
 
If a LURP is expended but the resulting reroll is still unfavourable then, if desired, another 
LURP can be spent to force another reroll – and so on until all LURPs are gone. The LURPs 
do not need to be spent by the same PC; multiple PCs can contribute LURPs to try to change 
the outcome of a particular roll if they wish. 
 
The maximum number of LURPs that a PC can have is equal to LU, and each PC starts the 
game with a number of LURPs equal to this value. The GM will allow PCs to regain 
expended LURPs when they complete adventures. (Halfling PCs can regain them more often 
by smoking Winterbine pipeweed.) 

9) SLEEP REQUIREMENT 
The number of hours of sleep that a character needs each night depends upon his CO 
attribute, as shown in the following table. Failing to rest sufficiently can make a character 
weak (see Lack of Sleep in the Harms Beyond Combat chapter). 
 

CO HOURS OF SLEEP  CO HOURS OF SLEEP 

1 10  5 6 

2 9  6 5 

3 8  ≥7 4 

4 7    

10) STARTING WEALTH AND POSSESSIONS 
The GM may wish to allow characters to start the game with a number of gold sun coins 
equal to their Luck attribute multiplied by their Status Rank. A player may then use this 
money to buy equipment for his character. The lists in the Goods and Services chapter can be 
consulted by the GM to see how far their money will go.  
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If the PC starts the game having memorised some spells, he will also start the game with a 
spell book in his possessions, in which these spells are transcribed (unless the GM deems 
otherwise). 

10,1) ENCUMBRANCE PENALTY 
If the weight of a character’s worn and carried possessions is excessive, he may find his 
mobility impeded. The following table shows the maximum weight that a character can carry 
in kilograms without penalty, depending on his ST attribute and Brawn skill values. This 
includes the weight of everything worn or carried on his person, including clothing and 
armour.  
 

BRAWN 
ST 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

0 10 14 16 18 20 30 46 63 125 250 

1 14 16 18 20 22 32 51 69 138 275 

2 16 18 20 22 24 34 55 75 150 300 

3 18 20 22 24 26 36 59 82 163 325 

4 20 22 24 26 28 38 63 88 175 350 

5 22 24 26 28 30 40 67 94 188 375 

6 24 26 28 30 33 43 72 100 200 400 

7 26 28 30 33 36 46 77 107 213 425 

8 28 30 33 36 39 49 81 113 225 450 

9 30 33 36 39 44 54 87 119 238 475 

10 33 36 39 44 50 60 105 150 300 500 

 
If a character carries more than: 

• this weight in kilograms, he suffers a -2 Encumbrance Penalty; 

• twice this weight, he suffers a -5 Encumbrance Penalty; 

• three times this weight, he suffers a -10 Encumbrance Penalty. Other than walking, 
many moving actions are likely to be impossible whilst carrying this load. 

 
Each player should now calculate his character’s Encumbrance Penalty and record it on his 
Character Sheet. 

10,2) HINDRANCE 
A character’s Hindrance, abbreviated to HI, is a penalty that is applied whenever a character 
attempts an action, reducing the likelihood of success. It is the sum of a range of penalties 
which might affect the character, including his Encumbrance Penalty. HI will be explained 
next chapter. For now, assume it equals the character’s Encumbrance Penalty, if he has one, 
or zero otherwise. 

11) PERSONALITY FRAMEWORK 
Each player is now encouraged to answer the following five questions about their character’s 
personality. Answering them will help the player to create a distinctive character to roleplay. 
Even a few words or a short sentence for each will do. Afterwards, there are five personality 
traits to grade the character against. 
 
A player should revisit their answers and gradings periodically because their character’s 
experiences may change their personality and answers. 
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11,1) WHAT IS THE PC’S LONG-TERM GOAL? 
What is the PC’s primary long-term objective? What does the PC really want to achieve with 
their life? In hard times, what motivates them? E.g.: 

• Advancement – through a hierarchy; 

• Adventure, discovery, exploration; 

• Destruction – of a threat; 

• Duty, e.g. to protect the weak or poor; 

• Enlightenment – to learn; 

• Fame; 

• Honour – to uphold honour, e.g. respecting codes of behaviour; 

• Infamy; 

• Influence; 

• Instruction – to educate; 

• Love – to be loved or to love; 

• Mastery – of a craft or profession, being the best; 

• Pleasure-seeking, hedonism; 

• Power; 

• Rebellion – establishing a new world order; 

• Religion – proselytising a faith; 

• Security – a comfortable life; 

• Service – helping family, clan or guild, etc.; 

• Wealth. 

11,2) WHAT IS THE PC’S PLAN? 
How does the PC intend to achieve their long term goal? What is their main strategy? If not 
so methodical, then what is their default approach? E.g.: 

• accumulating contacts, favours; 

• accumulating power – perhaps by acquiring magical items or spells; 

• accumulating wealth; 

• acts of daring theft; 

• acts of extreme violence; 

• acts of glorious bravery; 

• ascetic lifestyle; 

• conquests, e.g. defeating monsters, or in the bedroom; 

• paragon – to be an exemplar, e.g. of virtue or honour; 

• service; 

• survival at any cost. 

11,3) WHAT BOUNDARIES DEFINE THE PC? 
What is sacrosanct to the PC? E.g.: 

• duty; 

• fairness, natural justice; 

• faith, e.g. a religion’s tenets; 

• freedom – including not being caught; 

• honour, e.g. codes of conduct, keeping vows; 
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• law; 

• life, e.g. mercy not killing; 

• nothing – do whatever it takes; 

• truth; 

• violence only in self-defence. 

11,4) WHAT ARE THE PC’S IDIOSYNCRASIES? 
What quirks distinguish the PC? Describe one or two. E.g. their favoured type of humour, 
their bad habit, their hobby, etc. 

11,5) WHAT IS THE PC’S ROLE IN THE PC GROUP? 
This question is entirely optional, but it may be helpful to think about the answer. How does 
the PC fit into the party of adventurers? Do they fit an archetype, e.g.: 

• bard; 

• evil mastermind; 

• fixer; 

• healer; 

• leader; 

• magician; 

• negotiator; 

• priest; 

• ranger; 

• thief; 

• warrior. 
 

11,6) PERSONALITY TRAITS 
The next questions relate to five different spectra for ten personality traits, as defined by the 
extremes. Where does the PC sit on every spectrum? Assume that each spectrum is scored 
from +2 to -2 at each extreme, with zero in the middle (indicating balance or neutrality), and 
+1 and -1 in between. What are the PC’s five scores? 
 
Normally, a PC’s five scores should not include more than two scores of either ±2 or 0. Too 
many twos will produce a character whose tendencies are so extreme that they will be hard 
to roleplay. Too many zeros will produce a nondescript character, with no meaningful 
personality. 

11,6,1) IS THE PC CREATIVE OR CONSERVATIVE? 

• Creative (+2): open to new experiences, imaginative, curious; 

• Conservative (-2): closed-minded, traditional, pragmatic. 

11,6,2) IS THE PC IMPULSIVE OR CAREFUL? 

• Impulsive (+2): spontaneous, flexible, disorganised; 

• Careful (-2): conscientious, prepared, organised. 

11,6,3) IS THE PC EXTROVERT OR INTROVERT? 

• Extrovert (+2): externally orientated, gregarious, talkative; 

• Introvert (-2): internally orientated, self-reliant, taciturn. 

11,6,4) IS THE PC KIND OR CALLOUS? 

• Kind (+2): agreeable, altruistic, empathic; 

• Callous (-2): cold, selfish, manipulative. 
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11,6,5) IS THE PC STABLE OR HIGHLY-STRUNG? 

• Stable (+2): calm, level-headed, relaxed; 

• Highly-Strung (-2): neurotic, anxious, stressed. 

11,7) EXAMPLE 
Kivni the Dwarf is the daughter of an ancient line of gold smiths. Her: 

1. long term goal – service to her clan (by recovering the Crown of Narvogin, a long-
lost heirloom); 

2. plan – accumulate power (to improve her Alchemy magic, ingratiate herself with the 
Human Guild of Magicians, then research the fate of the Crown in their libraries); 

3. boundaries – truth (Kvini abhors dishonesty); 
4. idiosyncrasies – singing (Kivni has an excellent voice and enjoys singing for an 

audience); 
5. group role – magician; 
6. personality traits – creative +2, careful -1, extrovert +1, callous 0, stable +1. 

12) BACKGROUND 
Having thought about the PC’s personality, the player should consider their history, 
upbringing, etc. with the GM. Think about answers to the following questions: 

• What is the character’s name? 

• Where was he born and raised? 

• Are his family still alive? If so, where are they now, who are they and what do they 
do? If not, what happened to them? 

• Does the character have a home or safe place he can retreat to? If so, where and 
whose is it? If not, why? 

• Does the character have any friends or allies? 

• Does the character have any enemies? 

• What were the key events in the character’s life so far? 

• What does the character enjoy, fear, hate, etc.? 

• Has the character got any short-term ambitions or duties, other than adventuring? 
 
Obviously, the answer to a question like “Where was the PC born and raised?” will be heavily 
influenced by the PC’s race and status – and can only be decided in conjunction with the 
GM. She will have some ideas about the land and society within which the game is going to 
take place. The GM must approve all facets to every character’s background. She might 
require some PCs to have specific details in their backgrounds so as to tie them more 
effectively into her plot. 
 
By deciding on answers to these questions, and those about personality, each player should 
be building up a detailed picture of his character’s identity. By the time that the role-playing 
begins, each player should have an idea not only of his character’s physical appearance, 
abilities, skills and belongings, but also of their personality – of how the character’s race, 
status and background have shaped how they view the world. 
 
The PCs are now ready to begin adventuring!



 
 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 

CHAPTER 3 – 
ACTIONS 

 
 
 
 
 
Once each player has generated his character, and the GM has an idea for a plot, the game 
is ready to start. The GM will describe the surroundings that the Player Characters can see, 
hear, smell, etc., and the players will then tell the GM what their characters are going to do. 
 
Imagine that the GM tells the players that their characters are fleeing from a bear which is 
hunting them, and that they come across a horse tied to a tree. The players decide that one 
of the characters should untie and mount the horse, and gallop off to get help while the 
others climb the tree. The horse will travel fastest with one rider. So how do the players 
decide which character is the best at riding? Which characters are best at climbing? How does 
the GM determine if the rider actually manages to control the horse? How does she 
determine if the climbers manage to scale the tree without falling?  
 
This chapter describes how the GM and players resolve whether characters’ actions succeed 
or fail in a realistic and consistent manner. 

1) TYPES OF ACTION 
All types of actions that a character performs can be classified as routine or non-routine.  

1,1) ROUTINE ACTIONS 
Routine actions are so simple that they are always successful, e.g. breathing.  
 
Whether an action is routine or not can depend on the circumstances and the level of risk. 
E.g. walking across a dry, flat and firm surface may be a routine action, but walking across a 
very slippery or uneven surface may not be. 

1,2) NON-ROUTINE ACTIONS 
If an action is not routine, it may succeed or fail. To determine whether the action succeeds 
or fails, the player must roll a die – making an Action Roll. This process is described shortly. 

1,3) MOVING AND STATIC ACTIONS 
Actions are also sometimes divided into moving and static types, i.e. those requiring 
movement to accomplish (e.g. swimming) and those which are static and more mental in 
nature (e.g. recollection). 
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2) DETERMINING THE OUTCOME OF 
NON-ROUTINE ACTIONS 
If a character wishes to perform an action that could succeed or fail, a die roll is required. 
First, the GM should decide which combination of skill and attribute is most relevant to the 
action.  

2,1) RELEVANT SKILL 
It is possible to develop a technique or skill in certain types of action. This skill develops as 
the character becomes more experienced at performing the action. The more skilful the 
character is, the more likely he is to succeed in performing this action in difficult 
circumstances.  
 
Consider riding, for example. This is an action requiring technique, which can be developed 
and improved with practice. All characters that ride develop a value in Riding skill, and the 
higher a character’s Riding skill value, the more proficient he is at riding.  
 
If a player wants his character to undertake a risky riding manoeuvre, such as galloping down 
a steep slope, then the GM will require him to make a successful riding Action Roll to 
succeed. Success will be more likely if the character has a high Riding skill value. 
 
The skills used in this game are described later this chapter. 

2,1,1) MINIMUM SKILL VALUE 

By default, skills are developed from an initial value of zero. Characters will start the game 
with some positive skill values from the character generation process. It is relatively easy to 
increase skill values – as will be seen in the Character Development section later. 

2,2) RELEVANT ATTRIBUTE 
A character’s attributes were described in the Character Generation chapter. The GM should 
choose which attribute is most relevant to the action in question.  
 
The GM’s choice will usually be straightforward but it may depend on the subtleties of the 
situation. For riding down a steep slope, the attribute would likely be AG. However, if the 
rider needs to conquer his fear, then the GM may choose SD. If the rider’s mount is nervous 
and must be calmed, the rider’s CH may be more important. 

2,2,1) MINIMUM ATTRIBUTE VALUE 

Unlike skills, attributes do not develop from zero, but are – for normal purposes – fixed with 
the values assigned to them in the character generation process. It is sometimes possible to 
change attributes, but this is much harder than for skills. 

2,3) DIFFICULTY 
Once the GM has chosen the combination of skill and attribute that is most relevant to the 
action being attempted, she must decide the Difficulty of the action. 
 
If the GM thinks that success should be as likely as failure, then the Difficulty will equal the 
sum of the character’s relevant skill and attribute values, plus 5. If she thinks that the action 
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is more difficult, she should choose a higher value for the Difficulty. And if she thinks that 
the action is easier, then the GM should choose a lower value.  
 
Alternatively, she could set Difficulties using the following crude classification: 

• 8 for very easy actions; 

• 10 for easy actions; 

• 12 for moderate actions; 

• 15 for difficult actions; 

• 18 for very difficult actions; 

• 21 for incredibly difficult actions. 

• (And infinity for impossible actions.) 
 
It is a key part of the GM’s job to decide what Difficulty is used in each Action Roll. She 
should always ensure that the value chosen encourages a realistic outcome.  
 
Whilst the GM often has to set the Difficulty arbitrarily, sometimes its value is 
predetermined. E.g. the Difficulty of an Attack Roll is equal to twice the target’s AG attribute 
(known as their “Defence”). And the Difficulty for a Spell-Casting Roll always depends on 
the rank of the spell, i.e. it is automatically 12 for an apprentice spell, 18 for an expert spell, 
etc. 
 
Once the action’s Difficulty is decided, the player can choose whether his character will 
attempt to perform the action or not. He may wish to change his character’s approach, in 
which case the GM may have to revisit her assessment of the Difficulty. 

2,3,1) MINIMUM DIFFICULTY 

The minimum Difficulty that can apply in an Action Roll is zero. (Note that this does not 
mean that the Action Roll will automatically succeed, as it would with a routine action.) 

2,4) ACTION ROLL 
Once the GM has decided upon the relevant skill, attribute and Difficulty, and the player has 
decided that his character will attempt the action, the Action Roll is made. The player rolls 
1d10 and adds to its score his character’s relevant skill and attribute. If the Action Roll’s 
result: 

• exceeds the Difficulty, the character successfully performed the action. If there was 
a big difference between the two results, then the character made it look easy! 

• is less than the Difficulty, then the character failed in the attempt. The bigger the 
difference, the worse the failure. 

• equals the Difficulty, then the GM must decide if a marginal success occurred, or 
whether a draw or stalemate outcome would be more appropriate. 

 
E.g. the GM has selected Riding skill and the AG attribute as most relevant combination for 
riding down a steep slope. She reflects on the circumstances – the hillside is treacherous scree 
– and sets the Difficulty as 17. The character’s Riding skill value is 5 and his AG attribute is 
3, so the player’s Action Roll is 1d10+8. He throws his die and scores 6, so the total is 
6+8=14. This is three points less than the Difficulty so the riding action fails. The GM 
decides that the horse gets part way down the slope before slipping over. She invites the 
player to make a diving Action Roll (Gymnastics+AG) to see if his character is able to leap 
to safety before being crushed by the horse… 
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Throughout this book, combinations of skill and attribute are written in the format 
“Skill+Attribute”. E.g. “Gymnastics+AG” means add the character’s Gymnastics skill value 
to his Agility attribute value. And “1d10+Gymnastics+AG” means roll 1d10 and add to the 
result the character’s Gymnastics and AG values. 

2,4,1) DIFFICULTY ROLL 

Usually, the Difficulty is a fixed value. However, sometimes a die is thrown – turning the 
Difficulty into a Difficulty Roll. This happens when the Difficulty represents a PC’s 
characteristics. E.g.: 

• Defence. An NPC’s Defence against an Attack Roll is always 2xAG. But a PC’s player 
makes a Defence Roll, throwing 1d10+(2xAG) instead.  

• Resistance. An NPC’s resistance to poison equals 2xSD. But a PC’s player makes a 
Resistance Roll, throwing 1d10+(2xSD) instead. 

• Action Rolls where one PC is opposing another PC. E.g. Stealth versus Observation. 
If one PC is trying to spot another PC who is hiding, then a hunting Action Roll 
(Observation+RE) for the first PC is pitted against a hiding Action Roll (Stealth+SD) 
for the second PC. The hiding Action Roll becomes a Difficulty Roll. If it were an 
NPC hiding instead, the Difficulty of the hunting Action Roll would be fixed at 
Stealth+SD and no die would need to be rolled. 

 
Thus, players tend to make Difficulty Rolls for their characters, whereas the GM does not 
roll for her NPCs and creatures. (This mechanism favours PCs over NPCs and creatures, as 
PCs benefit from a 1d10 roll. However, it saves the GM a lot of dice-rolling.) 

2,4,2) EXPLODING DICE 

If the d10 thrown in an Action Roll (or Difficulty Roll) scores a natural 10 (natural meaning 
the number shown on the die, before any modifiers are applied), then another d10 is rolled 
and its score is added to the total. If this die also scores a natural 10, then a third d10 is added 
to the total – etc. This process continues until a d10 scores a natural result other than 10. 
 
This is known as exploding the dice. It means that even the weakest character can very 
occasionally accomplish extremely difficult actions. (But not impossible ones. The GM will 
set the Difficulty of an impossible action as infinite.) 

2,4,2) ADVANTAGE TIER 

Along with its value, a skill’s advantage tier affects whether an Action (or Difficulty Roll) 
using that skill is likely to be successful or not. Here’s how. If a skill is: 

• not advantaged, the player rolls 1d10 – this is the default; 

• advantaged, the player rolls two d10s instead of one, and uses the highest result; 

• strongly advantaged, the player rolls three d10s and uses the highest result; 

• disadvantaged, the player rolls two d10s and uses the lowest result; 

• strongly disadvantaged, the player rolls three d10s and uses the lowest result. 
 
When rolling multiple dice due to advantage, if any of the dice score a natural 10, then 10 is 
taken to be the result. Then that single result of 10 is exploded, i.e. a series of single d10s is 
rolled, and their scores added to the total, until a result other than natural 10 is obtained. 
 
When rolling multiple dice due to disadvantage, if one die scores a natural 10, that result is 
ignored because the lowest result has to be used. If all of the dice score natural 10s, then 10 
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is taken to be the result. Then that single result of 10 is exploded, i.e. a series of single d10s is 
rolled, and their scores added to the total, until a result other than natural 10 is obtained. 

2,4,3) FUMBLES 

If an Action Roll scores a natural 1, after any advantage tier has been resolved, then the 
attempt automatically fails. In addition, the attempt may fail in an unusually deleterious 
manner known as a fumble. The character’s player must make a Fumble Roll, throwing 1d10 
(unmodified). If the result is: 

• >V, where V is the relevant skill value, then the attempt is fumbled; 

• ≤V, then no fumble occurs and the attempt just fails. 
 
E.g. a character is trying to load their heavy crossbow in 4 seconds, rather than the usual 8. 
The GM requires an Action Roll (Crossbows+AG) to see if they succeed. The character’s 
Crossbows skill is disadvantaged and its value is 7. Their player throws two d10s and chooses 
the lowest result, a 1. They have therefore failed, but did they fumble too? The player throws 
1d10. If they score: 

• ≤7, then the attempt fails – the GM declares that the character takes 8 seconds to 
crank up their crossbow; 

• >7, then the attempt is fumbled – the GM declares that the character shoots 
themselves in the foot… 

 
The GM decides what kind of mishap occurs when a fumble happens, but it should be 
unfortunate for the character concerned, and also embarrassing and probably funny to 
perverse observers. The fumble could also be dangerous to the fumbling character and even 
those around him. Other example fumble outcomes include: 

• dropping the item that is being used; 

• losing balance and falling flat on the face; 

• angering a merchant so much that he refuses to trade; 

• striking an ally instead of an enemy. 
 
The higher the result of the Fumble Roll, the worse should be the fumble. If the Fumble 
Roll scores a 10, then a dire fumble has occurred. This should result in as grim and 
spectacular a failure as the GM can realistically impose. If the character is in danger, such a 
fumble might even be fatal (unless a LURP is expended). (Note that, once a character’s skill 
value equals 10, Fumble Rolls are no longer required with that skill – they can fail but cannot 
fumble.) 
 
Other types of rolls can be fumbled – not just Action Rolls. E.g. Attack Rolls, Spell-Casting 
Rolls, Attribute Rolls, Resistance Rolls, etc. If no skill is involved, e.g. in the case of an 
Attribute or Resistance Roll, then the Fumble Roll is compared against the character’s Luck 
attribute instead of skill value. 
 
A Difficulty Roll can be fumbled if it represents a PC pitting himself against someone or 
something else, e.g. his: 

• Stealth versus an opponent’s Observation (he might sneeze involuntarily, revealing 
his hiding place); 

• Defence Roll versus an opponent’s attack (he might trip and land flat on his back); 

• Resistance Roll versus a spell or poison (the effects might be more potent than 
usual). 
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2,4,4) FEATS 

Feats are almost the opposite of fumbles. If the d10 thrown for an Action Roll scores a 10, 
and the Action Roll succeeds, then the action succeeded in an unusually advantageous 
manner. This is known as a feat. The player invents a way in which the outcome is expanded 
beyond that which was expected. Feats cannot be used to increase the damage, hit more 
targets or produce magical effects – but they can personalise the outcome and make the 
character look heroic by adding flourish and finesse. Example feats include: 

• gracefully performing a dangerous moving action, to the extent that witnesses are 
impressed or even awe-struck; 

• learning some unexpected information, e.g. glimpsing or overhearing something of 
import; 

• creating a particularly fine object or artwork; 

• some other stroke of good fortune. 
 
Whilst the player should come up with the idea for his PC’s feat, the GM has the final say 
over exactly what occurs – but she should try to incorporate the player’s idea if she can. Feats 
can be an opportunity for players to influence the plot in interesting ways. 
 
The GM should ensure that the feat’s benefit is proportional to the amount by which the 
Action Roll beat the Difficulty. Lesser feats should be advantageous for the character 
concerned but relatively inconsequential, e.g. noticing a gold coin on the ground. A 
spectacular feat could be pivotal, however, e.g. noticing a strange magic ring. A spectacular 
feat occurs if the d10 thrown for an Action Roll scores a 10, and the Action Roll’s total is 20 
points more than the Difficulty, or better. 
 
Apart from adding flourish, feats have the following specific benefits: 

• momentum – a feat gives the character’s next Action Roll a +1 bonus. With a 
spectacular feat, the bonus is +2. The next action must be linked to the feat action, 
either because it follows immediately afterwards, or because it is part of a series of 
related actions. 

• crafting items – if the Action Roll represents the making of an item, then a feat gives 
the item a +1 non-magic bonus. A spectacular feat gives it a +2 non-magic bonus. 
Non-magic bonuses represent superior craftsmanship, and are applied to the skill 
normally used to wield the item. These bonuses quickly degrade with use of the item, 
unless it is well maintained. 

 
At the GM’s discretion, feats could occur with other types of rolls, not just Action Rolls. The 
GM should listen to the player’s suggestion for the feat and either adopt it or adapt it as far 
as possible into her story. 

2,5) ATTRIBUTE ROLLS 
Action Rolls are sometimes made using just an attribute value – in which case, they are known 
as Attribute Rolls. This arises when the GM combines an attribute with a skill in which the 
character has a value of zero. 
 
E.g. a speeding coach rattles down the narrow street towards the party of Player Characters. 
The GM asks the players to make dodge Action Rolls (Gymnastics+AG) for their characters 
to see if they leap aside in time. A particularly slovenly character has a Gymnastics skill value 
of zero, so can only roll 1d10+AG. 
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Occasionally, there is no skill relevant to the particular circumstances. In such cases, players 
roll 1d10 plus twice their attribute value. This is known as a Double Attribute Roll. E.g. it is 
not possible to develop a skill to help with resisting exposure to diseases, so players roll 1d10 
plus twice their Constitution instead, i.e. 1d10+(2xCO). (Note that this is different to the 
case where a skill could be developed, but the author has not thought to list it in this book. 
In such cases, the GM should invent a new skill and require a single Attribute Roll instead 
until that skill’s value can be developed by the character.) 

2,6) MODIFIERS 
Several types of modifier might be applied when a character attempts an action. Positive 
modifiers are known as bonuses, and increase the result of an Action Roll. Negative 
modifiers are called penalties and decrease the result. It is acceptable for penalties to make 
an Action Roll’s total negative. 
 
Some modifiers only affect certain types of action. E.g. the Augment Attack spell gives a 
bonus that is added when the user makes an Attack Roll. 
 
Other modifiers are applied to all Action Rolls, regardless of their type. Penalties of this kind 
contribute to a character’s Hindrance. 

2,6,1) HINDRANCE 

A character’s Hindrance (HI) reflects the various different factors which impede him 
physically or mentally – such as the weight of carried belongings, pain from injuries, tiredness, 
terror, etc. Some of these factors are described in the subsequent sections. Each results in a 
penalty, and these penalties are all added together to give an overall value which is the 
character’s HI. This HI reduces the result of every Action Roll made by that character. 
 
For example, a character with a heavy backpack and a major injury might have a -5 
Encumbrance Penalty and a -5 Injury Penalty, making his HI=-10. Whenever his player 
makes an Action Roll, the result is reduced by 10.  
 
If none of these factors is applicable to the character – i.e. he is travelling light, is uninjured, 
etc. – then his HI will equal zero, the default value. 
 
At the GM’s discretion, a character’s HI might be sufficiently large that some routine actions 
become non-routine, i.e. needing an Action Roll to accomplish. 

2,6,1,1) ENCUMBRANCE PENALTY 

As was seen in the Character Generation chapter, if a character carries too much weight, 
compared to his ST attribute and Brawn skill values, he will have an Encumbrance Penalty. 
This contributes to his HI. 
 
Obviously, characters may discard equipment in order to reduce their Encumbrance Penalty, 
and their HI, before they attempt actions. E.g. a thief might remove a heavy backpack before 
he picks a lock. 

2,6,1,2) INJURY PENALTIES 

Injuries are severe wounds that are discussed further in the Combat chapter. The physical 
damage and pain of most injuries will result in Injury Penalties – these are added to a 
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character’s HI. E.g. a character with a fractured leg bone may have a -5 Injury Penalty added 
to his HI. 

2,6,1,3) EXHAUSTION PENALTY 

Exhaustion represents the acute tiredness felt after prolonged physical activity (and should 
not be confused with lack of sleep). If the activity is also stressful, then exhaustion sets in 
much more quickly. E.g. engaging in combat, digging a trench, running a marathon and 
climbing a mountain could all induce exhaustion, but melee combat will do so most quickly.  
 
The Combat chapter provides specific rules for Exhaustion Penalties arising from combat. In 
other situations, the GM should choose the level of Exhaustion Penalty which seems 
appropriate. In all cases, these penalties worsen a character’s HI until such time as he is 
adequately rested. 

2,6,1,4) WEAKNESS PENALTIES 

Weakness Penalties are inflicted by a number of different causes, e.g. lack of sleep, hunger 
and thirst, hypothermia, etc. (See Harms Inflicting Weakness Penalties in the Harms Beyond Combat 
chapter.) A character’s total Weakness Penalty is added to his HI. 

2,6,1,5) MISCELLANEOUS FACTORS 

Any other factor which results in a penalty that affects all of a character’s Action Rolls should 
be added to his Hindrance. Examples include the effects of certain spells (e.g. Transfer 
Impediment), diseases (e.g. the Cough), psychological factors (e.g. the GM may apply -1 to 
the HI of a character that is severely frightened or depressed), etc. 

2,6,1,6) EXAMPLE 

A healthy character has a ST attribute of 4 and a Brawn skill of 5. He can therefore bear 28 
kilograms without Encumbrance Penalty. He wears gambeson and mail hauberks, with a 
plate cuirass and full helm. The weight of this armour, his clothing, long sword and other 
carried possessions comes to 40 kilograms. This exceeds his 28 kilogram limit (but does not 
exceed 2x28=56 kilograms) so he has an Encumbrance Penalty of -2. He is fit and well, so 
his Hindrance, HI=-2 also. Thus, a -2 penalty applies to his Action Rolls. This reduces the 
chance that he will perform actions successfully. 
 
During combat, this character is wounded and gains a -5 Injury Penalty. His HI therefore 
worsens to -7. He manages to escape from the fray for a few minutes – long enough to shed 
his damaged armour and backpack. Imagine that the weight of his carried belongings is now 
just 20 kilograms. His Encumbrance Penalty is gone, reducing his HI to -5, i.e. that due to 
the injury alone. 

2,6,1,8) PROHIBITED MOVEMENT RATES 

As discussed in the Character Generation chapter, each character has three standard movement 
rates – walking, jogging and sprinting. His Hindrance may restrict which movement rates he 
can use and thus reduce his top speed: 
 

HINDRANCE 
(HI) 

PROHIBITED 
MOVEMENT RATES 

ALLOWED 
MOVEMENT RATES 

0 to -4 None Walking, Jogging and Sprinting 

-5 to -8 Sprinting Walking and Jogging 

-9 and worse Jogging and Sprinting Walking 
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E.g. a character whose HI=-4 or better can sprint at his top speed if needs be. However, a 
character whose HI=-5 or worse cannot move faster than his jogging movement rate 
(because sprinting is prohibited). Once a character’s HI=-9 or worse, he will only be able to 
walk. 

2,6,1,9) HINDRANCE AND DIFFICULTIES 

As will be seen in the Skills section shortly, in many circumstances, a combination of skill 
and attribute values are used in Action Rolls and the opposing Difficulties. E.g. consider two 
PCs. If Hawk-Eye the Wood Elf is trying to spot Sneaky the Goblin, who is hiding, then 
Hawk-Eye’s player will make a hunting Action Roll (Observation+RE) and the Difficulty 
Roll will reflect Sneaky’s ability at hiding (Stealth+RE). In such cases, Hawk-Eye’s HI is 
applied to the result of hunting Action Roll, and Sneaky’s HI is applied to the Difficulty Roll 
too. The weight of equipment, bulk of armour and all of the other distractions which 
constitute Hawk-Eye’s HI all serve to reduce his ability to perceive well, and the same types 
of factors impede Sneaky’s ability to hide effectively. 
 
The same process occurs in Attack Rolls in combat too. The Attack Roll will be reduced by 
the attacker’s HI, whilst the opposing Defence Roll will be reduced by the defender’s HI. 

3) SKILLS 
The following sections describe the skills available to characters. There are nine types: 

• adrenal – specialisms enabling great feats of strength and endurance; 

• advanced combat – specialist techniques for melee combat; 

• art – skills involving creativity and expression; 

• combat – skills for making attacks with weapons and when unarmed; 

• craft – skills in different manual trades; 

• language – skills in using different languages; 

• lore – academic knowledge about specific subjects; 

• magic – skills for casting spells from specific disciplines of magic; 

• manoeuvre – skills involving physical movement. 
 
Each skill’s description lists the various attributes which can be combined with the skill to 
attempt different types of actions. The GM can use other combinations too if she feels that 
they are appropriate.  
 
The method for determining the opposing Difficulty is also given, unless it is just an arbitrary 
value chosen by the GM. 
 
Throughout, “V” is used to represent the character’s value in the skill being described. And 
“P” is used to represent the amount by which the relevant Action Roll was passed. These 
numbers may affect what occurs. 

3,1) ADRENAL SKILLS 
Through practice and willpower, the body can be made to perform great feats of strength 
and endurance. These are represented by adrenal skills. 
 
A character’s Hindrance is applied to their Action Rolls for adrenal skills as normal. The 
opposing Difficulty is 12 by default – but this may change by one of two means. If the 
character has: 
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• an Injury Penalty, this is added to the Difficulty so as to reduce it. (The pain making 
it easier to produce a surge of adrenalin.) E.g. if a character has an Injury Penalty 
of -2, the opposing Difficulty would be 12+(-2)=10. 

• no Injury Penalty, they may try to concentrate immediately prior to using an adrenal 
skill. The Difficulty of 12 is reduced by 1 point per consecutive second of 
concentration, to a minimum of zero. The character’s player can decide for how long 
to concentrate. Whilst concentrating in this way, the character cannot perform any 
other actions, including defending attacks. 

 
Each time that a character attempts to use adrenal skills more than SD times in one day, the 
GM should require a Resistance Roll versus madness with a Difficulty of 15 (see Madness in 
the Harms Beyond Combat chapter). 
 
Terms like Defence, Exhaustion Penalty, etc. will be explained in the Combat chapter. 

3,1,1) FRENZY 

When a successful Action Roll (Frenzy+EM) is made, the character harnesses their adrenalin 
so that they go berserk. In this state, their Defence is halved but they can ignore their HI 
completely. The berserker is focused solely on making furious melee attacks against 
opponents within range. For this purpose, within range means within 5xV metres of the 
berserker’s current position, and in sight. By default, the berserker attacks the nearest enemy 
within range. Once that enemy is unconscious or slain, they move to engage the nearest 
conscious enemy, and so on. Once there are no conscious enemies within range, the 
berserker’s player should make a Double SD Attribute Roll. The opposing Difficulty is 12. 
If this roll is:  

• successful, the berserker is no longer frenzied and immediately regains their 
composure; 

• failed, the berserker remains frenzied, and will attack the nearest conscious creature 
within range. This could be an ally or innocent. They continue attacking such 
opponents until there is no conscious creature of any sort in range. The berserker 
then regains their composure automatically. 

 
A berserker can also make a Double SD Attribute Roll to try to calm themselves each time 
that they knock out or slay a non-enemy. But the Difficulty in such circumstances is 17. 
 
Note that the set of potential opponents for a berserker will change as they move between 
opponents. Range is calculated from the berserker’s current position. 
 
Other than engaging in melee combat, the only actions that a berserker can make (beyond 
roaring and screaming with rage) are moving to reach opponents to attack, or brute force 
use of strength to shift obstacles. If they have no melee weaponry, they will bludgeon with 
punches, kicks and butts. They may use their Defence to dodge, but they may not parry. 
 
Once V=10, a frenzied character can distinguish friend from foe normally and choose to 
attack only the latter. 
 
Orcs may get a bonus to their roll to enter frenzy. If an Orc is fighting in melee alongside: 

• 1 other Orc, the bonus is +1; 

• 2 to 3 other Orcs, the bonus is +2; 

• ≥4 other Orcs, the bonus is +3. 
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3,1,2) MIGHT 

When a successful Action Roll (Might+ST) is made, the character harnesses their adrenalin 
so that their ST is increased by V/3 (minimum of 1). This adrenal high lasts just long enough 
for an Action Roll for some manoeuvre involving ST, e.g. a brute force push (Brawn+ST), a 
sprint (Running+ST), a leap (Gymnastics+ST). 

3,1,3) QUICKENING 

When a successful Action Roll (Quickening+AG) is made, the character harnesses their 
adrenalin so that the default durations of their moving actions are decreased by 1 second, to 
a minimum of 1 second. This adrenal high lasts for V seconds. 
 
Once V is: 

• ≥7, default durations of moving actions are decreased by 2 seconds (minimum of 1); 

• 10, default durations of moving actions are decreased by 3 seconds (minimum of 1). 

3,1,4) REFLEX 

When a successful Action Roll (Reflex+AG) is made, the character harnesses their adrenalin 
so that their Defence is increased by V/2. This adrenal high lasts for V seconds. 

3,1,5) RESILIENCE 

When a successful Action Roll (Resilience+CO) is made, the character harnesses their 
adrenalin so that they can ignore their Exhaustion Penalty, and also Injury Penalties from 
certain severities of injury. This improves his Hindrance for V seconds. V must be: 

• ≥1 to overcome minor injuries; 

• ≥3 to overcome medium injuries; 

• ≥5 to overcome major injuries; 

• ≥7 to overcome mortal injuries. 
 
If the resilience Action Roll results in a feat, a minor injury is healed. A spectacular feat heals 
a medium (or minor) injury. 

3,1,6) STABILISATION 

When a successful Action Roll (Stabilisation+CO) is made, the character harnesses their 
adrenalin so that death from a mortal injury is delayed by 10xV minutes. 

3,2) ADVANCED COMBAT SKILLS 
These skills enhance a warrior’s combat repertoire. Note that: 

• if these skills are used in association with an attack, then the associated combat skill 
must not be disadvantaged and its value must be ≥5; 

• (with the exception of Dodge Death, Evade, Manoeuvre in Armour and Prediction) 
a character cannot use more than one of these skills at the same time, e.g. it is not 
possible to make an attack that uses Death Prod and Stagger; 

• using an advanced combat skill does not in itself alter the duration of the associated 
attack. The attack can be made more quickly than the default duration, but the usual 
penalty (-2 per second quicker) will be applied to both the Action Roll for the 
advanced combat skill and any Attack Roll (see Reducing the Time Required for an Action 
later this chapter). 
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Terms like Defence, Armour Class, Location Penalty, etc. will be explained in the Combat 
chapter. Remember, throughout the skill descriptions, “V” is used to represent the 
character’s value in the skill being described. And “P” is used to represent the amount by 
which the relevant Action Roll was passed. 

3,2,1) ARCING AMBUSH 

This skill applies only to the use of thrown weapons. It allows the character to throw their 
weapon in an arc. This enables the weapon to fly around an intervening obstacle to reach the 
intended target. Or it helps the character to remain undetected – the weapon striking from 
an angle that does not betray their hiding place. Before making the Attack Roll, an Action 
Roll (Arcing Ambush+AG) is made versus a Difficulty of 12. If the Action Roll is: 

• successful, a target can be attacked which is up to Px10 degrees off straight. The 
target must be at medium or long range (see Range in the Combat chapter). 
Additionally, a hiding character receives a +P bonus to their Stealth skill versus 
attempts to spot them by the target or those nearby. (This bonus does not apply 
against those who witnessed the character throw the weapon, obviously.) 

• unsuccessful, the attempt fails and the attack automatically misses; 

• fumbled, an ally is struck rather than the intended target. A dire fumble indicates that 
the weapon curves so much that it strikes the character that through it, and they are 
surprised by the attack. 

3,2,2) BLOODIED 

This skill allows a character to draw upon his experience to gain focus and resolve from an 
injury. Each time that the character receives a medium injury, his next attack – which must 
follow immediately after the injury – is enhanced. The character’s player makes an Action 
Roll (Bloodied+CO). The opposing Difficulty equals 12. If the Action Roll is: 

• successful, the character’s Injury Penalty is ignored for his next attack; 

• unsuccessful, the Injury Penalty applies normally; 

• fumbled, the Injury Penalty is doubled for his next attack. 
This skill can only be used once per injury. It cannot be used repeatedly to ignore the same 
injury’s penalty. 
 
Once V is: 

• ≥7, this skill can be used following medium and major injuries; 

• 10, this skill can be used following medium, major and mortal injuries, even delaying 
unconsciousness long enough to make the attack. 

3,2,3) CONSOLATION 

If the character’s attack with a one-handed melee weapon misses, they may immediately use 
this skill to deliver an Unarmed Strikes attack against the same target. The character’s player 
makes an Attack Roll using this skill. The usual modifiers apply, but the Defence is halved. 
The unarmed blow will land just 1 second after the missed melee weapon attack. 
 
E.g. Aradir attacks a wolf with his dagger and misses. Aradir has a Consolation skill of 5 and 
an Agility of 4, so his player may follow up with an Attack Roll of 1d10+9. The Wolf’s 
Defence opposing this attack is halved. If Aradir’s new Attack Roll exceeds this number, he 
delivers a successful punch with his free hand, 1 second after missing with his dagger. 
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3,2,4) DEATH PROD 

This skill allows a character to deliver a precise melee attack that causes excruciating pain – 
sometimes enough to paralyse the opponent, or even to kill them. 
 
The character’s opponent must be of the standard PC races, with an unarmoured neck. The 
character must make an attack aimed at their opponent’s neck, delivering the Crush or Kick-
Box damage type, e.g. with a blunt weapon or an Unarmed strike. A -6 Location Penalty 
applies, representing the difficulty of striking the requisite nerve centre or artery. If this attack 
is successful then, instead of calculating the damage normally, the character’s player makes 
an Action Roll (Death Prod+AG). The opposing Difficulty equals 12. If the Action Roll is: 

• successful, the attack inflicts agonising pain, worsening the opponent’s HI by -V for 
the next 5xP seconds. The opponent is also rendered mute for the duration. 

• unsuccessful, the opponent suffers a glancing blow, i.e. they are not hurt but 
completion of their current (or next) action is delayed by 1 second (see Injury Severity 
in the Combat chapter). 

 
Once V is: 

• ≥7, the character can choose to paralyse the opponent for 5xP seconds. They are 
unable to move, and the GM must decide whether they over-balance and fall to the 
floor, or are frozen in a standing position. Whilst paralysed, the opponent suffers the 
pain and muteness too. 

• 10, the character can choose to kill the opponent. The opponent will appear to 
recover from the pain, muteness and paralysis after 5xP seconds. However, CO 
minutes after the blow, the opponent dies suddenly due to the rupturing of multiple 
heart vessels. 

 
The paralysis and muteness can be ended by healing a major or mortal head injury. This will 
also prevent death due to this skill. 

3,2,5) DEFLECT MISSILE 

This skill allows the character to use their melee weapon to parry an attack by a ranged 
projectile, e.g. an arrow or throwing knife. Without this skill, parries can only be made versus 
melee attacks.  
 
Immediately before the Attack Roll for the projectile, the character’s player must make an 
Action Roll (Deflect Missile+AG). The opposing Difficulty equals 12. If the Action Roll is: 

• successful, the character is able to parry the projectile (some or all of their melee 
combat skill value can be transferred to their Defence in the subsequent Attack Roll, 
increasing the chance of the attack failing); 

• unsuccessful, the attempt to parry fails (the character’s Defence cannot be increased). 
 
Once V=10, the character can parry projectiles shot by firearms (see the Treasure chapter). 

3,2,6) DISARM 

This skill allows the character to knock an opponent’s weapon from their hand, disarming 
them. 
 
To use this skill, the character must make a melee attack aimed at the opponent’s weapon 
hand (a -4 Location Penalty would normally apply). If this attack is successful then, instead 
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of calculating the damage normally, the character’s player makes an Action Roll 
(Disarm+AG). The opposing Difficulty equals 12. If the Action Roll is: 

• successful, the opponent is disarmed – their weapon dropping to the ground; 

• unsuccessful, the opponent keeps their grip on his weapon and suffers no damage 
from the attack. 

 
Once V is: 

• ≥7, the character can choose to knock the opponent’s weapon away, rather than it 
dropping to the ground (it flies P metres to the side chosen by the character); 

• 10, the character can also choose to flick the weapon from their opponent’s hand 
into their own (assuming that they have a free hand). 

3,2,7) DODGE DEATH 

This skill reflects an experienced warrior’s ability to dodge a blow that would have felled 
another person. It can only be used once each day. 
 
When a player needs to make a Defence Roll in a life-or-death situation for their character, 
e.g. against a surprise attack, the player can elect to use this skill first. They make an Action 
Roll (Dodge Death+LU) versus a Difficulty of 12. If the Action Roll is: 

• successful, then the character receives a +P bonus to their subsequent Defence; 

• unsuccessful, no bonus is gained to the Defence; 

• fumbled, then the character stumbles and their Defence is halved versus the attack. 

3,2,8) EAT MAGIC 

The skill reflects a character’s ability to channel hostile magic into healing. 
 
If the character resists a spell in the heat of combat, their player should make an Action Roll 
(Eat Magic+CO) versus a Difficulty of 12. If the roll is: 

• successful, their Injury Penalty is reduced by V/3 points (minimum of 1); 

• failed, their Injury Penalty is unchanged; 

• fumbled, they suffer a magic injury. Consult the Magic Damage Table, with a Damage 
Score equal to 1d100 plus the amount by which the eat magic Action Roll failed. 

3,2,9) EVADE 

This skill allows the character to increase their default Defence in melee combat. They 
carefully plan their attacks to maximise the defensive opportunities of their stance and 
positioning relative to their opponent. 
 
No Action Roll is required to use Evade skill. Instead, if the character’s player wishes, 
Evade+AG is used as the character’s Defence against melee attacks rather than the default 
Defence of 2xAG. 
 
Initially, the character’s Evade skill may be so low that Evade+AG is less than 2xAG, making 
the character more likely to be hit when using Evade. However, by selective use of Evade 
against weaker opponents, the skill’s value can be developed so it eventually exceeds AG. 
 
Once V is: 

• ≥7, the character can lure their opponent into overbalancing. If the opponent’s 
Attack Roll, versus a character using Evade, fails by ≥5, assume that the character 
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tricked the opponent into overreaching. The opponent must spend the next 3 
seconds recovering their balance, during which they may not perform any other 
moving action.  

• 10, the character can lure their opponent into attacking a different target. (To do so, 
there must be an alternative target within melee range of the opponent.) If the 
opponent’s Attack Roll fails by ≥5 versus a character using Evade, assume that the 
character tricked the opponent into turning, and that the character slipped away at 
the last moment, such that the opponent’s blow struck a different target to that 
intended. The GM should treat the target struck by the blow as surprised, so no 
Defence Roll is allowed for them. If the attack hits, assume that it struck their default 
body location. 

3,2,10) FEINT 

This skill allows the character to feign an attack to distract their opponent in melee, 
improving the chance that their real strike hits. It cannot be used against surprised or 
immobile targets. 
 
To use this skill, the character must make a melee attack. At the end of the attack’s duration, 
before making an Attack Roll, the character’s player makes an Action Roll (Feint+CH). The 
opposing Difficulty equals 12. If the Action Roll is: 

• successful, the character has successfully feigned an attack. Their player treats the 
associated combat skill as if it were strongly advantaged for this attack, i.e. for their 
Attack Roll, they roll three d10s and chooses the highest. In addition, the Defence 
opposing their attack suffers a -3 penalty. 

• unsuccessful, both the feint and the attack fail, inflicting no damage on the opponent. 
The attack is wasted. 

 
Once V is: 

• ≥7, the Defence opposing their attack suffers a -4 penalty; 

• 10, the Defence opposing their attack suffers a -5 penalty. 

3,2,11) FLAILCRAFT 

This skill allows a character to curl their flail around a target’s shield. This lets them strike 
body locations which would normally be protected by the shield. 
 
To use this skill, a successful Action Roll (Flailcraft+AG) is required, versus a Difficulty of 
12. If this roll is: 

• successful, the character may immediately make an attack with their flail, aiming at a 
body location that would normally be protected by the target’s shield. The GM may 
apply a Location Penalty, reflecting the difficulty of striking the chosen body location 
as if the shield was not there. E.g. the character might aim at the target’s head with 
the appropriate Location Penalty for a first division body location, rather than having 
to aim at a second division body location to bypass the shield. Or the character can 
strike the hand with which the target holds their shield, potentially causing them to 
drop the shield (see Blows to the Hand in the Combat chapter).  

• failed, the attack hits the shield harmlessly; 

• fumbled, the attack goes awry – the character loses grip on their flail, which lands on 
the ground behind the target. 
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3,2,12) GIANT-SLAYING 

This skill makes a character more effective at fighting targets which are much larger, i.e. of 
the large or huge size bands. (Size bands are explained in the Size section of The Bestiary but, 
for now, note that all of the PC races are medium, except for Common Trolls which are 
large.) The character uses such a creature’s bulk against it, e.g. by shielding from its attacks 
behind its legs, by keeping it off-balance or luring it into narrow spaces, etc. The character 
must be wielding a sturdy, two-handed melee weapon with a long reach. 
 
To employ this skill, the player makes an Action Roll (Giant-Slaying+SD). The opposing 
Difficulty equals 12. If the Action Roll is: 

• successful, the creature suffers a -1 penalty to its Hindrance for the next 3xP seconds; 

• unsuccessful, no penalty applies; 

• fumbled, the character suffers the penalty to their HI instead. 
 
Once V is: 

• ≥7, the creature’s HI penalty is -2 for 4xP seconds; 

• 10, the creature’s HI penalty is -3 for 5xP seconds. 
 
Dwarf fighters often favour this skill, their race having suffered much at the hands of trolls 
and dragons. (Troll PCs may not use this skill.) 

3,2,13) IMPROVISE WEAPON 

In this character’s hands, almost any object is a deadly weapon… 
 
The rules for attacking enemies with pewter tankards, rolling pins, chamber pots, pocket 
knives, etc. are set out in the Improvised Weapons section in the Combat chapter. If the character 
has this skill, then their player should make an Action Roll (Improvise Weapon+AG). The 
opposing Difficulty equals 12. If this Action Roll is: 

• successful, the character attacks as if they were using the most similar actual weapon, 
but a -1 penalty applies to the Attack and Attack Strength; 

• unsuccessful, the normal penalties for improvised weapons applies, i.e. Attack and 
Attack Strength are halved. 

 
A single Improvise Weapon Action Roll will do for a whole bout of combat with the same 
improvised weapon. 

3,2,14) INSPIRE 

This skill lets the character make an inspiring call to hearten their allies in a battle, and 
demoralise enemies. 
 
Immediately after inflicting a medium or worse injury on an opponent, the character’s player 
makes an Action Roll (Inspire+CH), versus a Difficulty chosen by the GM. The Difficulty 
should reflect the morale of the character’s allies, as the GM judges it. E.g. if the battle is 
going well for them, the Difficulty might be as low as 10; if the battle is going disastrously, it 
could be as high as 21. If the Action Roll is: 

• successful, the character calls out with heartening words that cheer the allies that hear 
them. Their Injury Penalties are improved by 1 point until the end of the battle. 
Making this inspiring call takes 5 seconds, during which time the character may not 
undertake any other actions but movement or parrying. 
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• failed, the character’s call has no effect. It may have been lost in the noise of melee 
combat. 

• fumbled, the character’s words sound hollow and their allies quail – their Hindrance 
worsening by 1 point until the end of the battle. 

 
Only the first attempt to employ an inspiring call can succeed for a particular side in a battle. 
Subsequent attempts automatically fail. 
 
Once V is: 

• ≥7, the character can make a “rallying” call immediately after defeating an opponent. 
This works in the same way as for an inspiring call but has an additional benefit. Any 
ally who reaches the character’s side within a number of seconds equal to the 
character’s Inspire skill value, has their Injury Penalty improved by another point 
until the end of the battle (i.e. a +2 improvement in total). Only the first attempt to 
employ a rallying call can succeed for a particular side in a battle. Subsequent attempts 
automatically fail. 

• 10, the character can make a call to rout the enemy. To do so, the character or their 
allies must first capture the enemy’s flag or some other important symbol, e.g. a 
hilltop or fort. The character must call out whilst holding the flag aloft, or when 
otherwise positioned so that enemies and allies alike can easily see what has been 
captured. In this case, the Difficulty pitted against the rout Action Roll is a value 
chosen by the GM to reflect the morale of the enemies when they see that their flag, 
fort, etc. has been captured. E.g. if the character lifts up a minor captain’s flag, the 
Difficulty might be as high as 17. If they lift up the decapitated head of the enemy’s 
general, enemies’ morale might sink so low that the Difficulty is 8. The GM need not 
roll for each enemy if there is a host of them; a single roll will do for all, unless 
particular groups of enemies care very differently about the captured symbol. If the 
rout Action Roll is: 

o successful, the enemies flee. They will fight only to clear their escape; 
otherwise they flee the battlefield as fast as possible. 

o failed, the enemies rally but suffer a -1 penalty to their Hindrance for the rest 
of the battle. 

o fumbled then, instead of fleeing, the enemies are enraged and rejoin the battle 
with renewed vigour. Their Injury Penalties are improved by one point till 
the end of the battle. 

 
There can be multiple attempts to rout the enemy in a battle using Inspire skill but, each 
time, the captured enemy symbol must outrank the value of the previous one used. 

3,2,15) KNOCK OUT 

This skill allows the character to render their opponent unconscious with a blow to the head. 
The character’s opponent must be of the flesh-and-bone PC races (not Trolls or 
Changelings), with an unarmoured head. The character must make a melee attack aimed at 
the crown of their opponent’s head, delivering the Crush or Kick-Box damage type. A -4 
Location Penalty applies, representing the difficulty of striking the crown precisely. If this 
attack is successful then, instead of calculating the damage normally, the character’s player 
makes an Action Roll (Knock Out+AG). The opposing Difficulty equals 12. If the Action 
Roll is: 
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• successful, the character’s attack renders the opponent unconscious, doing no other 
damage. The character will regain consciousness after 1d10+P seconds. (The Revive 
spell in the Healing discipline can be used to bring round the opponent sooner.) 

• failed, then damage is calculated for the attack as normal. 
 
A blackjack is especially useful with this skill. A leather bladder filled with sand on a short 
wooden handle, this weapon hits silently and is less likely to seriously injure if the Knock 
Out Action Roll fails (use the Mental Damage Table, not Kick-Box). 
 
Once V is: 

• ≥7, the character can choose to knock out the opponent for 1d10+P minutes or 
seconds; 

• 10, the character can choose to knock out the opponent for 1d10+P hours, minutes 
or seconds. 

3,2,16) MANOEUVRE IN ARMOUR 

This skill allows the character to reduce their Encumbrance Penalty (and hence their 
Hindrance) for a short time. It can only be used if the character is wearing armour weighing 
more than Brawn+ST in kilograms. 
 
To employ this skill, the player makes an Action Roll (Manoeuvre in Armour+ST). The 
opposing Difficulty equals half of the weight of the character’s armour in kilograms. If the 
Action Roll is: 

• successful, the character’s Encumbrance Penalty is reduced by 3 (to a minimum of 
zero) for the next 3xP seconds; 

• unsuccessful, the attempt fails and the Encumbrance Penalty applies as normal.  
 
Once V is: 

• ≥7, a successful roll reduces the Encumbrance Penalty by 4 for 4xP seconds; 

• 10, a successful roll reduces the Encumbrance Penalty by 5 for 5xP seconds. 

3,2,17) MASTER WEAPON 

The character must designate a specific weapon to use with this skill, i.e. an individual weapon 
in his possession. If the Damage Score of the character’s attacks with this weapon falls below 
2xV, he can make an Action Roll (Master Weapon+ST). The opposing Difficulty is 12. If 
this roll is: 

• successful, the Damage Score is increased to equal 2xV; 

• failed, the Damage Score is unchanged; 

• fumbled, the Damage Score is reduced to zero. 
 
This skill cannot be used more than three times each day. And the character may only have 
a single mastered weapon at any time. Changing the mastered weapon requires the sacrifice 
of all but one point of Master Weapon skill. 

3,2,18) MASTER WEATHER 

This skill applies only to the use of missile weapons. It allows the character to compensate 
perfectly for the weather when making their shot. Immediately before making their Attack 
Roll, the player makes an Action Roll (Master Weather+RE). The opposing Difficulty equals 
12. If the Action Roll is: 
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• successful, they may ignore any penalty to their Attack Roll that the GM applies to 
reflect poor weather, e.g. wind, rain, fog. They may also ignore half of any associated 
decrease in maximum range. 

• unsuccessful, the attempt fails and the attack automatically misses. 
 
Once V is: 

• ≥7, the character can ignore three-quarters of any weather-related decrease in 
maximum range; 

• 10, the character’s maximum range is not affected by the weather. 

3,2,19) MISDIRECT 

This skill lets a character trick an opponent in melee combat into striking an unintended 
target. The character, opponent and target must all be of the same size band, and all must be 
within melee range of each other. The character’s player makes an Action Roll 
(Misdirect+CH). The opposing Difficulty is 12. If the misdirect Action Roll: 

• succeeds, and P≥5, the opponent’s next strike lands on the default body location of 
the target chosen by the character, and the target is surprised by the attack; 

• succeeds, and P<5, the opponent’s next strike lands on the default body location of 
the target chosen by the character, and the target may defend themselves; 

• fails, the opponent’s attack is not misdirected; 

• fumbles, the opponent’s attack is not misdirected and the character is surprised by it. 

3,2,20) MOMENTUM 

This skill allows a character to draw upon his experience to gain momentum from 
dispatching an opponent. Each time that the character knocks out or kills an opponent in 
melee, his next melee attack – which must follow quickly after – is enhanced. The character’s 
player makes an Action Roll (Momentum+LU). The opposing Difficulty equals 12. If the 
Action Roll is: 

• successful, the character receives a +1 bonus to his next attack; 

• unsuccessful, no bonus is gained; 

• fumbled, the character’s next action is delayed for 1d10 seconds, whilst he muses 
upon the condition of mortality. 

 
Once V is: 

• ≥7, the bonus becomes +2; 

• 10, the bonus is +3. 

3,2,21) PREDICTION 

This skill allows the character to read their opponent’s moves, increasing the chance of 
dodging their next melee attack. Experts in this skill can notice and evaluate the most subtle 
signs, from an opponent’s glances to the changes in their stance and grip on their weapon. 
This skill is used immediately prior to the resolution of the opponent’s Attack Roll. The 
player makes an Action Roll (Prediction+RE). The opposing Difficulty equals 12. If the 
Action Roll is: 

• successful, the character has successfully predicted the opponent’s attack. Their 
Defence Roll against this attack is strongly advantaged, i.e. their player rolls three 
d10s and chooses the highest. In addition, the opposing Attack Roll suffers a -3 
penalty. 
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• unsuccessful, the attempt to read the opponent fails. Their attack is resolved 
normally. 

 
Reading an opponent’s moves in this way takes concentration, so cannot be done if the 
character is dividing their Defence between multiple opponents. 
 
This skill can be used against melee attacks made by creatures not of the PC races. However, 
in such a case, a successful Action Roll (Zoology+RE) must be made first, versus a Difficulty 
chosen by the GM to reflect the character’s familiarity with this species’ attacks. (A specialist 
Lore skill could be used instead.) 
 
Once V is: 

• ≥7, the opposing Attack Roll suffers a -4 penalty; 

• 10, the opposing Attack Roll suffers a -5 penalty. 

3,2,22) PRESERVE ARROWS 

The character’s next V arrows or crossbow bolts, fired in the same combat, have double the 
default chance of being reusable without repair. 
 
The default chance that a used arrow is undamaged is given by (10-AC)x5%, where AC is 
the Armour Class of the body location struck by the arrow. E.g. the chance is 50% for AC 0, 
whilst it is 20% for AC 6. 

3,2,23) RICOCHET 

This skill applies only to the use of missile weapons. It allows the projectile to be intentionally 
deflected off a surface, which must be hard, flat and relatively smooth. In this way, a target 
can be hit for which there is no straight-line trajectory from the attacker – at the cost of some 
of the attack’s power. The target must be at short or medium range (if it is at long range, the 
attack will automatically miss or hit harmlessly). Multiple deflections are allowed, e.g. 
bouncing a shot off both walls of a narrow corridor. However, this skill is only successful at 
angles ≤22.5 degrees. At greater angles, the projectile automatically misses or hits harmlessly. 
(Note that 22.5 degrees is 90 degrees halved and halved again. Obviously, it will be useful to 
draw a plan showing the attacker and target and the surfaces being used for deflections, so 
that angles can be estimated.) 
 
To use this skill, the character’s player makes an Action Roll (Ricochet+RE). The opposing 
Difficulty is 12. If the Action Roll is: 

• successful, the player can make an Attack Roll to strike the target as if there was a 
straight-line trajectory, but the Damage Score is reduced by 5 points for each 
deflection; 

• unsuccessful, the associated attack misses; 

• fumbled, the associated attack strikes the wrong target, if there is another nearby. 
 
Once V is: 

• ≥7,  each deflection costs 4 points from the Damage Score; 

• 10, each deflection costs 3 points. 
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3,2,24) SHIELD WALL 

This skill allows a warrior to protect an ally to their left, as well as themselves, with their 
shield. Note that the following description assumes that the combatants are holding their 
shields in their left hands, but this does not have to be the case, of course. 
 
To use this skill, the character must be wielding a shield and must have an ally close by and 
to their left. There must be a melee attacker in front. 
 
The character’s player makes an Action Roll (Shield Wall+AG). The opposing Difficulty 
equals the attacker’s Attack. (If both the character and their ally are fighting opponents, 
then the Difficulty equals the highest of the opponents’ Attacks.) If the block Action Roll 
is: 

• successful, both the character and ally are protected by the character’s shield for the 
next 3xP seconds. I.e. the character’s shield protects the usual first division body 
locations of the character (head, torso, left arm, left leg) and also the mirror image 
locations of the ally (head, torso, right arm, right leg). (See Shields in the Combat 
chapter.) If the ally is also wielding a shield, this means that all of their first division 
body locations are shielded. 

• unsuccessful, the ally is not protected by the character’s shield and, in addition, the 
character is unbalanced such that their current or next action takes 1 second longer 
than normal to complete. 

• fumbled, the ally is not protected by the character’s shield and, in addition, both the 
character’s and ally’s current or next actions take 2 seconds longer than normal to 
complete. 

3,2,25) SMELL VIOLENCE 

This skill reflects an experienced warrior’s ability to detect and react to threats before they 
are apparent to others. It can only be used once each day. 
 
When the GM calls for a Reactions Roll before a combat situation (see Reactions Rolls later 
this chapter), a player whose character has this skill may first make an Action Roll (Smell 
Violence+LU). The opposing Difficulty equals 12. If the Action Roll is: 

• succeeded by P points, then the character receives a +P bonus to their subsequent 
Reactions Roll; 

• unsuccessful, no bonus applies to the Reactions Roll; 

• fumbled, then the character is stupefied and reacts last in the subsequent combat. 

3,2,26) STAGGER 

This skill allows the character to deliver a mighty blow that staggers the opponent, forcing 
them to regain their balance. It can only be used against humanoid opponents of the same 
size band as the character, or smaller.  
 
To use this skill, the character must have made a successful melee attack, hitting the 
opponent’s torso. Damage is calculated as normal. Afterwards (assuming that the attack did 
not knock the opponent over anyway) an Action Roll (Stagger+ST) is made. The opposing 
Difficulty equals 12. If the Action Roll is: 

• successful, the opponent is staggered in addition to the default damage. The 
opponent must spend the next 3 seconds recovering their balance, during which they 
may not perform any other moving action.  
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• unsuccessful, the opponent is not staggered and the attack’s default damage is not 
enhanced.  

 
Once V is: 

• ≥7, a staggered opponent is knocked over and takes 4 seconds to regain their feet 
and balance; 

• 10, a staggered opponent is knocked over and takes 5 seconds to regain their feet 
and balance. 

3,2,27) STRONGARM 

This skill applies only to the use of missile or thrown weapons where ST determines range 
(i.e. not crossbows). It allows the character to increase the maximum range of their next 3 
attacks with the same weapon in this combat. The character’s player makes an Action Roll 
(Strongarm+ST). The opposing Difficulty is 12. If the Action Roll is: 

• successful, 0.5 is added to the character’s ST for the purposes of calculating the 
maximum range (do not round fractions up or down until after calculating the 
maximum range). Apart from allowing the character to hit a more distant target, this 
also makes it easier to hit a specific body location on the target (see Range in the 
Location Penalty section of the Combat chapter). 

• unsuccessful, maximum range is unmodified; 

• fumbled, the bow string snaps, or similar. 
 
Once V is: 

• ≥7,  the character’s ST is increased by 1 for the next 4 attacks; 

• 10, the character’s ST is increased by 1.5 for the next 5 attacks. 

3,2,28) STUDIED STRIKE 

This skill allows the character to study their opponent’s melee technique and also their 
posture and armour, so as to inform a precise and, hopefully, deadly strike at a vulnerable 
spot. 
 
On deciding to use this skill, the character gains a -5 HI penalty for 5 seconds whilst they 
divert much of their attention from trading blows to studying their opponent. After this 
period is over, the player makes an Action Roll (Studied Strike+RE). The opposing Difficulty 
equals 12. If the Action Roll is: 

• successful, the character’s next melee attack can be aimed at a third division body 
location with zero Location Penalty (not -6 as usual); 

• unsuccessful, the attempt fails and Location Penalties are applied as normal. 
 
The character can make and receive melee attacks whilst studying their opponent in this way. 
They may not commence the precise strike until after this period is over, however. 
 
As the character’s skill increases, they are able to study opponents more efficiently. Once V 
is: 

• ≥7, the HI penalty reduces to -4 for 4 seconds; 

• 10, the HI penalty reduces to -3 for 3 seconds. 

3,2,29) SUNDER 

This skill lets the character split an opponent’s shield, or break their armour or weapon. 
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If V is ≤6, the character is restricted to splitting shields. They must make a melee attack 
aimed at the opponent’s shield. (Any attack aimed at the opponent’s head, torso, shield arm 
or shield leg will automatically hit the shield, as the opponent will use it to block the attack – 
see Shields in the Combat chapter). Then, instead of making an Attack Roll, the character’s 
player makes an Action Roll (Sunder+ST). The opposing Difficulty equals three times the 
Armour Class of the shield: 

• wooden – AC 2; 

• wooden with metal reinforcing – AC 4; 

• plate metal – AC 5. 
 
E.g. for a plate metal shield, the Difficulty is 15. If the sunder Action Roll is: 

• successful, the character’s attack will break the opponent’s shield. It is useless until 
repaired. 

• unsuccessful, the attempt to break the shield fails. The attack is wasted. 
 
Once V is ≥7, the character can try to break a particular piece of the opponent’s armour. 
Note that: 

• if they are targeting a piece of flexible armour (e.g. leather or mail), they must make 
an attack of the Slash damage type; 

• if they are targeting a piece of rigid armour (e.g. plate), they must make an attack of 
the Crush damage type. 

 
Hitting the chosen piece of armour is not automatic, as it is with a shield. The normal Attack 
Roll process must be gone through, remembering to apply the relevant Location Penalty. If 
the Attack Roll is successful, damage is calculated as normal and, afterwards, the character’s 
player makes an Action Roll (Sunder+ST). The opposing Difficulty is three times the Armour 
Class of the piece of armour. If the Action Roll is: 

• successful, the piece of armour was broken by the attack. It now offers no further 
protection until it can be repaired. E.g. leather armour could be slashed wide open 
and mail links split apart, the resulting flap exposing the opponent. Plate armour 
could have fastenings destroyed, or be so dented that it can no longer be worn. 

• unsuccessful, the attempt to break the piece of armour fails. 
 
Once V is 10, the character can try to break an opponent’s weapon. This is most difficult, as 
weapons are much harder to hit than shields or armour. (Parrying is insufficient – the weapon 
must be actively struck.) The normal Attack Roll process must be gone through, but a -6 
Location Penalty is applied to reflect the difficulty of striking the weapon precisely so as to 
break its handle or blade. If the Attack Roll is successful, the character’s player makes a 
Sunder Action Roll instead of determining damage as normal. The opposing Difficulty is 
determined as if for a shield. E.g. striking the wooden shaft of an axe has a Difficulty of 6, 
whereas the metal blade of a sword has a Difficulty of 15. If the Action Roll is: 

• successful, the character’s attack breaks the opponent’s weapon. It is useless until 
repaired. 

• unsuccessful, the attempt to break the weapon fails. The attack is wasted. 
 
Note that shields, armour and weapons should only break if the GM feels that the attacker’s 
weapon is reasonably hard enough to damage them. E.g. an attack with a fist should not be 
able to break a long sword’s blade. Magical, mithril or adamant shields, armour and weapons 
rarely if ever break. 
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3,2,30) TACTICS 

This skill reflects a character’s tactical awareness and ability to use terrain to their advantage 
in an imminent battle. 
 
A successful Action Roll (Tactics+RE), versus a Difficulty of 12, bestows a +1 bonus to the 
character’s Observation skill for noticing an ambush before it occurs. (Thus, if the GM asks 
players to make observation rolls to test if their characters spot an ambush, she should direct 
players whose characters have this skill to make tactics rolls first.) Note, though, that this 
skill can provide no help against ambushes hidden by magic. 
 
Additionally, if a character has been able to prepare immediately before a battle for at least 1 
minute, their player may make an Action Roll (Tactics+RE). Preparation involves 
communication about tactics between the character and their allies, which is secret from their 
enemies. The opposing Difficulty is 12. If this roll is: 

• successful, the character and their allies receive a +1 bonus to their Attack for the 
first 3xP seconds of combat; 

• failed, the character and their allies gain no bonus; 

• fumbled, the character and their allies suffer a -1 penalty to Attack for the first 3xP 
seconds of combat. 

 
If the character has been able to influence to their advantage the location of the battle, and 
the relative positions of their forces versus those of the enemy, and prepare for at least 1 
hour, then the bonus (or penalty) from this skill is received for the first minute of combat. 
 
Once V is: 

• ≥7, the bonus for spotting ambushes and for battle tactics increases to +2; 

• 10, the bonus becomes +3. 

3,2,31) TAUNT 

This skill lets the character taunt a nearby enemy in a battle, so that they rush to engage the 
character – leaving their current opponent behind. 
 
The target must be a member of the PC races and a warrior in the melee. They must also be 
able to hear the character’s words. 
 
The character must spend 20-V seconds taunting the target – provoking them with cunning 
words that disparage their combat technique, appearance, parentage, etc. During this time, 
the character suffers a -2 penalty to their Hindrance, as some of their attention is focused on 
making insults. After this time has elapsed, the character’s player makes an Action Roll 
(Taunt+CH), versus a Difficulty equal to twice the target’s SD attribute. If the roll is: 

• successful, the target is so enraged by the character’s taunting that they immediately 
abandon their current action and rush to engage the character (even turning their 
back on their current opponent if necessary to do so); 

• failed, the taunts fail to affect the target; 

• fumbled, the taunts fail to provoke the target, and they receive a +1 bonus to their 
melee attacks for the following 3xP seconds. 

 
Once V is: 

• ≥7, the HI penalty that the character suffers whilst taunting a target reduces to -1; 
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• 10, the character suffers no penalty whilst taunting a target. 

3,2,32) THUNDERBOLT 

This skill applies only to the use of missile or thrown weapons. It cannot be employed in 
confined spaces. It allows the projectile to be launched skyward so that it travels in a steep 
arc calculated to fall downward upon the target. In this way, a target can be hit for which 
there is no straight-line trajectory from the attacker – at the cost of some of the attack’s 
power and speed. The attack’s duration is increased by 1 second. Additionally, the target 
must be at long range (otherwise, the attack will automatically miss). Finally, the attack always 
strikes a randomly chosen body location, biased towards those uppermost on the target. The 
GM can use the following table for an upright humanoid: 
 

1d100 BODY LOCATION 

01 to 31 Crown 

32 to 43 Shoulder, left 

44 to 55 Shoulder, right 

56 to 73 Chest 

74 to 79 Arm, upper left 

80 to 85 Arm, upper right 

86 to 93 Stomach 

94 to 95 Arm, lower left 

96 to 97 Arm, lower right 

98 to 99 Face 

100 Other 

 
To use this skill, the character’s player makes an Action Roll (Thunderbolt+RE). The 
opposing Difficulty is 12. If the Action Roll is: 

• successful, the player can make an Attack Roll as normal against the chosen target, 
but the Damage Score is halved; 

• unsuccessful, the associated attack misses; 

• fumbled, the attack strikes the wrong target, if there is another nearby. 
 
Once V is: 

• ≥7,  the attack can be aimed at a target at medium or long range, and the Damage 
Score is reduced by one-third; 

• 10, the attack can be aimed at a target at short, medium or long range, and the 
Damage Score is reduced by one-quarter. 

3,2,33) TWINSHOT 

This skill applies only to the use of bows or slings. It allows the character to fire two 
projectiles simultaneously – at the cost of some of the attack’s power. The target must be at 
short or medium range (if it is at long range, the attack will automatically miss or hit 
harmlessly). Also, the attack must be aimed at the largest first division body location, 
normally the torso. 
 
To use this skill, the character’s player makes an Action Roll (Twinshot+ST). The opposing 
Difficulty is 12. If the Action Roll is: 

• successful, the player can make two simultaneous Attack Rolls (with no Simultaneous 
Attack Penalty applying), but the Damage Score is halved for each; 
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• unsuccessful, the projectiles miss; 

• fumbled, the projectiles hit the wrong target, if there is another nearby. 
 
Once V is: 

• ≥7,  each attack’s Damage Score is reduced by one-third rather than half; 

• 10, each attack’s Damage Score is reduced by one-quarter. 

3,2,34) WHIPCRAFT 

This skill allows the character to use a whip to disarm or trip an opponent. Tripping can only 
be used against humanoid opponents of the same size band as the character, or smaller. 
 
To use this skill, the character must have made a successful attack with a whip, hitting the 
opponent’s hand or lower leg. Damage is calculated as normal. Afterwards, an Action Roll 
(Whipcraft+AG) is made. The opposing Difficulty equals 12. If the Action Roll is: 

• successful, the Damage Score is doubled for the purpose of determining if the target 
is disarmed or tripped over (see Blows to the Hand or Blows to the Lower Leg in the Combat 
chapter); 

• unsuccessful, the normal Damage Score applies. 
 
Once V is: 

• ≥7, the Damage Score is tripled for the purpose of determining if the target is 
disarmed or tripped; 

• 10, the Damage Score is quadrupled for this purpose. 

3,2,35) BONUSES FOR FIGHTERS 

As will be seen later, the more that a skill is used, the more likely it is that its value will 
increase. Skills whose values might develop are flagged by marking them with a pencil tick 
on the Character Sheet (see The Development Roll section later this chapter). A player can sacrifice 
a number of these development ticks – rubbing them out – in return for an equivalent bonus 
to an advanced combat skill that he is about to employ. Only characters of the fighter calling 
are eligible for such bonuses – jacks and magicians cannot benefit from them. And the 
development ticks must be sacrificed from combat skills – ticks against other skills will not 
do. 
 
E.g. a fighter character is about to use Prediction skill to boost his guard against a dangerous 
opponent’s melee attack. He has development ticks against three combat skills, and his player 
decides to sacrifice them. The player erases the three ticks and receives a +3 bonus to his 
Prediction skill.  
 
Such bonuses are only valid once. They must then be purchased anew by spending further 
development ticks. 

3,3) ART SKILLS 
Art skills generally involve perception, creativity and expression – or empathy with those 
traits in others. 

3,3,1) BEGGING 

This skill is used to earn money by looking pathetic and deserving of charity in the eyes of 
carefully chosen passers-by, whilst evading the attentions of thugs and the Watch. After 
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spending 5 hours begging, an Action Roll (Begging+CH) can be made, versus a Difficulty 
equal to 12. Unusually, Hindrance is not applied. If the roll is: 

• successful, the beggar will have earned 1d10+V bronze shields. If this die scores a 
10, roll another 1d10 and add the result, and so on. The beggar will also have been 
given food, though this comprises of leftovers and scraps, used trenchers and the 
like; 

• failed, the beggar will have earned nothing but insults, or may have scavenged a few 
crusts if they are lucky; 

• fumbled, the beggar has been caught by the Watch and will be dragged off to be 
beaten, relieved of their money and valuables, and locked in the stocks overnight. 

 
Begging also reflects how streetwise is a character. After 5 days of begging (and people-
watching) in a busy settlement, an Action Roll (Begging+RE) can be made. The default 
Difficulty is 12. A successful roll indicates that the beggar has identified V/2 people involved 
in the local criminal economy, e.g. pickpockets, dealers, fences, racketeers, heavies, whores, 
etc. They have also learnt who is in the Watch, and something about their patrols. 
 
The GM can also use Begging skill for attempts to move at speed through crowds, combined 
with AG. The Difficulty would reflect the density and mood of the crowd, e.g. 15 for a busy 
market, 21 for an angry mob baying for blood. 

3,3,2) BLIND FIGHTING 

This skill is used to reflect a blind character’s ability to use his hearing to detect his physical 
surroundings when he needs to perform actions requiring movement. Listening to the timbre 
and texture of sounds allows the character to gauge the proximity of nearby objects and 
surfaces, their shape and size, whether they are hard or soft, stationary or moving, etc. This 
ability is referred to as Blind Fighting, although it can be useful outside of combat. 
 
Whilst blind, many moving actions will become impossible and most that are normally 
routine will require successful Action Rolls to accomplish. By default, the GM is advised to 
apply a penalty of at least -8 to any rolls for moving actions that are attempted whilst blind. 
 
However, if an Action Roll (Blind Fighting+EM) is passed, this penalty is reduced by V/2. 
The character effectively becomes able to “see” using his hearing out to a distance of V 
metres. (Echoes from more distant objects might be heard, but they cannot be mapped 
effectively into the character’s mental picture of his surroundings.) Note that successfully 
using Blind Fighting improves the character’s ability with all moving skills, not just combat. 
 
The Difficulty of the blind fighting Action Roll is chosen by the GM to reflect how hard it 
is to hear the subtleties of sounds. E.g. the Difficulty should be low if the character is fighting 
a noisy opponent in an otherwise quiet area, or high if the opponent is stealthy and the 
surroundings are noisy. If there are hard and regular (i.e. reflective) surfaces nearby (e.g. stone 
walls), this should lower the Difficulty, whilst the proximity of soft or irregular (i.e. 
unreflective) surfaces (e.g. foliage or water) should raise the Difficulty. 
 
The GM should require another blind fighting Action Roll whenever circumstances change 
such that the Difficulty would alter significantly, e.g. the degree of background noise alters, 
or another combatant enters the melee, etc. 
 
Sighted characters can use Blind Fighting skill to fight invisible targets. Normally a -8 penalty 
would apply to their attacks, which can be reduced with this skill. 
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Many spells must be cast upon targets that are within sight. Blinded characters may not cast 
such spells unless they first pass a blind fighting Action Roll. 
 
Blind Fighting skill is not easy to use. It is automatically disadvantaged for Humans and other 
races which do not have night vision. For races with night vision, Blind Fighting is always 
strongly disadvantaged. If a character permanently loses his sight, this skill becomes not 
advantaged. 

3,3,3) BOON 

This skill reflects the strength of the character’s network of contacts – people that can be 
called upon for favours, e.g. help, information, resources and, if the character is of a high 
status, an allowance of money. The character leverages his name (and title, if any) and the 
standing of his kinfolk. 
 
This skill can only be used if the character is able to communicate with one of his contacts, 
either directly or indirectly through third parties, or via some sort of message, e.g. a letter 
delivered by a courier. This generally restricts the skill’s use to times during which the 
character is staying in a reasonably large settlement. If the character is isolated, e.g. in a prison 
cell or in the Wilderness, then making contact with his network may be impossible without 
magical means – and having a favour delivered to him may take a very long time, if it is 
possible at all. 
 
To use this skill an Action Roll (Boon+CH) is made. Unusually, Hindrance is not applied. A 
bonus may be applied to this roll, as follows. If the character is requesting the favour whilst 
in: 

• his home settlement, or territory close by, then the bonus equals his status rank; 

• a place ruled by his kinsfolk, then the bonus equals half of his status rank; 

• a place ruled by his own race, then the bonus equals one-third of his status rank; 

• a place ruled by other races, then no bonus is applied. 
(If the GM is using Repute – see the Optional Rules chapter – then this can be substituted for 
status rank if it is greater. Also, the GM may consider the character’s standing within an 
organisation like a guild or army, if it is more relevant than his kin.) 
 
By default the opposing Difficulty is 10, but this increases to 12 for favours involving 
criminality or danger. If the favour will involve bloodshed, the Difficulty becomes 15. If the 
favour is more dangerous still, the GM should use 18 for the Difficulty. 
 
If the Action Roll is: 

• successful, the favour is successfully called in – or, if the player prefers and the 
character’s status rank is ≥5, then the character receives an allowance instead. The 
allowance is always V2 coins. If their status rank is: 

o 5, the coins are silver moons; 
o 6, the coins are gold suns; 
o 7, the coins are gold drakes. 

E.g. a character whose Boon skill is 7 and whose status rank is 5 would have an 

allowance of 7x7=49 🌖S. 

• failed, the character is unable to make the necessary contact with their network, or a 
connection they have made fails to deliver. 

• fumbled, then perhaps an old enemy becomes aware of the character’s location… 
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Favours take many forms but will generally be the provision of: 

• hospitality or other assistance in need, e.g. use of a safe house, payment of a fine, or 
perhaps a servant like a guard, guide or interpreter; 

• information, e.g. which guard might be bribed, or who controls a particular guild in 
a town; 

• mundane equipment, e.g. fresh horses, provisions, swords and armour. 
Valuable gear will be loaned rather than gifted to the character, or given in exchange for 
things of equal value. If the favour asks for cash beyond the most petty amount it will be 
loaned; only characters of high status will be given money rather than loaned it, and this via 
their allowance. 
 
How long does it take for a favour to be granted? The GM should consider the 
circumstances. E.g. if the character has been able to meet a contact face to face, they have 
information that he needs, and the Boon Action Roll succeeded, then the information or 
resources might be delivered immediately. If the character is in a remote hamlet, and must 
send a messenger to a nearby town, who must then negotiate with a contact on the character’s 
behalf and, assuming the Boon Action Roll is successful, make the return journey (without 
being waylaid), then it may take several days or even weeks for the information or resources 
to be delivered. (The GM should consider the Travel section of The GM chapter.) 
 
How often can favours be requested? A character cannot use this skill too often without 
abusing his network of contacts. But his network will be more resilient in a large settlement 
with many potential contacts. As a guide, exceeding the following limits will result in 
automatic failure and abuse. When based in a: 

• village, more often than once every 12-V months; 

• town, more than once every 12-V weeks; 

• city more than once every 12-V days. 
In no circumstances can an allowance be claimed more than once per month. 
 
Importantly, reciprocity is required. The higher the character’s Boon skill value, the more 
likely is it that he will be approached by contacts (or their representatives) asking for favours 
in return. Failing to reciprocate or, especially, to repay a loan is an abuse. The system of 
boons relies upon the willingness of participants of all sorts – from lords and councillors to 
merchants and innkeepers, all forming strands in a great web of favours, patronage, 
guarantees and graft – each providing boons and requesting them in return… Consequently, 
if a character abuses or offends a contact, the GM should lower his Boon skill value by one 
point (to a minimum of zero). Alternatively, the GM should bestow a development tick 
against a character’s Boon skill if he develops a contact with resources and connections 
during role-playing. 
 
The GM may prefer to roleplay some of these interactions with the players, rather than 
representing them with a die roll – particularly if the favour will be significant for the PC’s 
survival or progress. She should treat any favour that would intentionally subvert her plot as 
an abuse, and dock a skill point accordingly. 

3,3,4) CONTINGENCY 

This skill reflects a Player Character’s ability to plan for many eventualities. Once per gaming 
session, a player may describe preparations that his PC undertook in the past and which now 
help the PC in his current predicament. E.g. the PC: 
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• thought to pack a rope and grappling hook; 

• has been bribing this guard for weeks; 

• paid a courier to fetch allies for help, and here they are; 

• etc. 
 
If the GM thinks that the preparations described by the player would have been possible, 
she should require an Action Roll (Contingency+RE). The opposing Difficulty reflects just 
how unlikely are the preparations. E.g. quite reasonable measures might warrant a Difficulty 
of 12, whilst almost impossible acts might warrant a Difficulty of 21. The GM should apply 
a Hindrance to the player’s roll that reflects the character’s situation at the time that they 
made their preparations. If the player’s roll is successful, the GM will allow the preparations 
to have occurred and now to bear fruit. (This may require changes to her planned plot, but 
that’s part of the fun.) 
 
The preparations must: 

• be actions that the PC could have undertaken in the recent (but not immediate) past, 
and without the knowledge of companion PCs; 

• represent planning, not luck. E.g. the PCs have infiltrated a castle and are faced with 
a locked door which they cannot open. A player could not use this skill to say, “My 
character just happened to find the key to this door a while ago.” Instead, the player 
could say, “My character broke into here a few nights ago, and made wax impressions 
of the  warden’s keys whilst he went to the garderobe. My character then had copies 
made of the keys.” The GM then decides whether such preparations were possible 
and, if so, how likely they would be. For this example, she might feel that these 
preparations are quite unlikely, even for a skilful thief, and set the Difficulty as 18. 

 
If the GM feels that the player’s preparations would have been impossible or are otherwise 
unreasonable, she should ask the player to think again, or adjust the preparations to 
something possible. 
 
If a Contingency Action Roll is: 

• failed, then perhaps the PC’s preparations went wrong somehow, e.g. the key does 
not unlock the door; 

• fumbled, then perhaps the preparations alerted an enemy to the PC’s plans, and they 
intend to thwart them. 

 
Only one attempt to use Contingency is allowed per gaming session. Once an attempt has 
been made, whether successful or not, the players must wait till the next session to use this 
skill again. 
 
The GM may not use this skill for NPCs. (Rather, they effectively use this skill all the time 
without needing to roll!) 

3,3,5) DEVOTION 

This special skill is used to indicate a priest’s devotion to his god, and his ability to use magic 
prayers. See Pious Magic in the Magic chapter. Devotion skill is never advantaged nor 
disadvantaged (unless otherwise noted). 

3,3,6) EXPRESSION 

The default skill for artistic endeavours that are non-musical. When combined with: 
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• AG, this skill is used for actions involving dance, mime, etc. 

• CH, this skill is used for actions involving: acting, story-telling, poetry, etc. 

• EM, this skill is used for actions involving: drawing, painting, sculpture, etc. 

3,3,7) FOOLERY 

The staple skill for fools and jesters. When combined with: 

• AG, this skill is used for slapstick. 

• CH, EM or RE, this skill is used for actions involving humour: banter, satire, 
innuendo, etc. When conveying hidden meaning to a particular audience, the 
Difficulty would be the Observation+EM of those receiving the message who are 
not the intended audience of the hidden meaning. 

 
Goblins fools and jesters are both admired and feared. Foolery skill is always advantaged (at 
least) for them. Once V is: 

• ≥7,  a goblin can use this skill to engage a person in disarming banter, and uncover 
an embarrassing secret that the person knows. In safe circumstances, with several 
minutes to spare, this is a routine action; 

• 10, people will volunteer embarrassing secrets to a goblin – as if they are unburdening 
themselves somehow… 

These gifts are from the Goddess of Doom. She finds pleasing the ancient goblin tradition 
of pursuing the truth through merciless lampoonery… 

3,3,8) GEM PHYSIC 

When combined with EM, this skill is used for attempts to heal injuries and ailments using 
precious stones (see Healing with Precious Stones in the Goods and Services chapter). 
 
Dwarves excel at this skill, being especially favoured by the God of Earth. By default, this 
skill is advantaged for them. 

3,3,9) INFLUENCE 

When combined with: 

• BE, this skill is used for attempts to sexually seduce. The Difficulty is usually the 
target’s Influence+SD, modified by the GM if there are differences in race or sexual 
persuasion. 

• CH, this skill is used for attempts to: command, inspire or persuade; or to befriend. 
The Difficulty is usually the target’s Influence+SD, modified by the GM to reflect 
the level of morale, etc. 

• EM, this skill is used for attempts to lie or dissemble. The Difficulty is usually the 
target’s Observation+EM, modified by the GM to reflect the circumstances.  

• SD, this skill is used for attempts to conceal one’s emotions or motivation, etc. The 
Difficulty is usually the audience’s Observation+RE. 

• ST, for attempts to intimidate with threats of imminent physical violence, and with 
RE otherwise. 

3,3,10) LIPREADING 

An Action Roll (Lipreading+EM) can be made to comprehend speech whilst deaf or 
otherwise unable to hear the words. The GM chooses the Difficulty to reflect the closeness 
of the character to the speaker, their angle of view and the speed of the speech. Usually the 
Difficulty would be: 
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• 10 if the character is close to the speaker, standing squarely in front of them, and the 
speaker is talking slowly and clearly; 

• 15 if the character is standing nearby, at an acute angle from the front of the speaker, 
and the speech is fast; 

• 18 if the character is distant from the speaker, viewing them from the side, and the 
speech is very fast. 

 
Remember that many creatures can talk, yet use mouthparts very different to those of 
Humans, Elves and the like. Lipreading the speech of a troll, lich or dragon will be 
impossible… 

3,3,11) MUSIC 

When combined with EM or CH, this skill is used for singing, playing instruments and 
musical composition. A separate skill value must be developed for different types of 
instrument, e.g. drums, flutes, harps, horns, lutes, etc. 
 
Music can make certain spells more powerful and easier to cast. See the Bardic Magic section 
in the Optional Rules chapter of the GM’s Guide. 

3,3,12) OBSERVATION 

When combined with: 

• AG, this skill is used for Reactions Rolls to determine who acts first in combat. 

• EM, this skill is used for understanding psychology and motives. E.g. a successful 
Action Roll allows lies and falsehoods to be noticed. The Difficulty is usually the 
target’s Influence+SD. 

• EN, this skill is used for attempts to perceive magical effects and other normally 
invisible phenomena – like a magic sense. The Difficulty is usually that of the spell 
which created the magic effect. And attempts should not be allowed if the character 
is more than 1 metre away from the effect. Using Observation skill is far less effective 
than casting a Detect Magic spell.  

• RE, this skill is used for a wide variety of actions relating to all types of perception, 
whether sight, hearing, smell, taste, touch. E.g. spotting and following tracks, where 
the Difficulty would be the quarry’s Stealth+AG. (Zoology skill is required to identify 
the creature that made the tracks.) 

• SD, this skill is used for attempts to perceive whilst distracted, e.g. by pain or fever. 

3,3,13) SERENITY 

Serenity skill is always disadvantaged (or worse). When combined with SD, this skill 
represents the ability to focus on a particular task despite fear and distraction. To use it, first 
the character must meditate (keeping still, breathing deeply, eyes closed) for a consecutive 
number of seconds equal to 15-V. Then the player makes an Action Roll (Serenity+SD), 
versus a Difficulty of 12. If this roll: 

• scores a feat and succeeds by P points, then the character’s next Action Roll is made 
with a bonus equal to P/2 and one better advantage tier; 

• succeeds by P, the character’s next roll is made with a bonus equal to P/2; 

• fails, no bonus is gained and precious seconds are wasted; 

• fumbled, no bonus is gained and the GM will require a Resistance Roll versus 
madness with a Difficulty of 15 (see Madness in the Harms Beyond Combat chapter). 
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The next roll must follow immediately after meditating and be for something that benefits 
from a clear and focused mind. E.g.: 

• an Action Roll for a lore skill to recall some knowledge; 

• a Double RE Attribute Roll to recall a general memory; 

• a Bows Action Roll to perform a challenging shot; 

• a Resistance Roll versus fear; 

• a battle of wills with a sentient magic item. 
 
Once V≥7, the character can attempt to use this skill to ignore an Injury Penalty. The 
character’s HI applies to their serenity Action Roll as normal, and the opposing Difficulty 
equals the Injury Penalty. If successful, the Injury Penalty can be ignored for 3xP seconds. 

3,4) COMBAT SKILLS 
All characters will need to be able to use a weapon of some description. They may develop 
combat skills chosen from those listed in the following table, depending on the types of 
weapons that they wish to use. Note the following. 

• All combat skills are combined with AG for Attack Rolls, unless otherwise noted. 

• The same skill is used for wielding a weapon in the right or left hand, or both hands. 
(An Off Hand Penalty may apply though – see the Combat chapter.) 

• Some weapons can be used to make melee attacks and can also be thrown at 
opponents, e.g. daggers, spears. The same skill is used for both kinds of attacks. 

 

SKILL EXAMPLES OF WEAPONS COVERED 

Ambush Weapons Blackjack, Garrotte 

Axes, One-Handed Hand Axe 

Axes, Two-Handed 
Battle Axe, Halberd, Fauchard, Glaive, 
Guisarme 

Bows Short Bow, Long Bow 

Clubs/Hammers/Maces, One-Handed Cudgel, Mace, Morning Star, War Hammer 

Clubs/Hammers/Maces, Two-Handed Club, Great Hammer, Great Mace 

Crossbows Light Crossbow, Heavy Crossbow 

Daggers/Knives Dagger, Knife 

Flails, One-Handed Military Flail 

Flails, Two-Handed Great Flail 

Nets/Whips Gladiator’s Net, Whip 

Shield Bash Buckler, Medium and Tower Shields 

Slings Sling, Staff Sling 

Spears Javelin, Spear, Trident, Lance, Pike 

Staffs Quarterstaff 

Swords, One-Handed 
Arming Sword, Short Sword, Falchion, 
Scimitar, Rapier, Bastard Sword (one-handed) 

Swords, Two-Handed Long Sword, Bastard Sword (two-handed) 

Unarmed Grapples Wrestling holds, etc. 

Unarmed Strikes Punches, kicks, head-butts, elbow jabs, etc. 

Unarmed Trips/Throws Sweeps, trips, throws, etc. 

3,5) CRAFT SKILLS 
This section includes many skills that will probably be used to represent the trade that a 
character developed before he became an adventurer.  
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3,5,1) BARBERING 

When combined with AG, this skill is used for professional hair cutting and shaving. 

3,5,2) BOAT BUILDING 

When combined with RE, this skill is used for the construction of boats and ships. Also used 
to calculate loads, forces and structural strengths in nautical applications. 

3,5,3) BOW MAKING 

When combined with AG, this skill is used for the preparation of bows, including crossbows. 
Metal crossbow parts cannot be made without Metal Working skill and apparatus. The GM 
chooses the Difficulty. Firing a poorly made bow should decrease the archer’s Attack. 

3,5,4) BREWING 

When combined with RE, this skill is used for brewing ales and other alcoholic beverages. 
Ale was a staple of the medieval diet, as water from rivers was sometimes unclean. 

3,5,5) BUILDING 

When combined with RE, this skill is used for the construction of structures of stone and 
wood. Also used to calculate loads, forces and structural strengths in applications related to 
the construction of buildings, bridges, etc. 

3,5,6) CALLIGRAPHY 

When combined with AG, this skill is used for all scribing and calligraphy-related tasks, 
including forgery of documents. It also covers the making of inks of different colours. 

3,5,7) CHANDLERY 

When combined with RE, this skill is used for all preparation of oil, soap, candles, etc. 
 
If a character has skill values exceeding 6 in Chandlery, Medicine and Botany or Zoology, 
they know how to safely make poisoned candles. Anyone breathing in the fumes from a lit 
poisoned candle is exposed to the poison used in the candle’s manufacture. 

3,5,8) COOKERY 

When combined with EM, this skill is used for all food preparation. A successful Action Roll 
would allow a morale-boosting meal to be prepared despite adverse conditions, e.g. with 
limited ingredients, equipment or time. 
 
Once V is: 

• ≥7, and if the character has some seasoning (salt and common herbs like rosemary, 
sage, etc.), then even a basic meal prepared outdoors in the Wilderness will taste so 
hearty that those eating it gain a +1 bonus to Attribute Rolls versus Weakness 
Penalties for the next V hours; 

• 10, the +1 bonus also applies to all Resistance Rolls too. 

3,5,9) COOPERING 

When combined with ST, this skill is used for the construction and repair of barrels. 
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3,5,10) EMBALMING 

When combined with RE, this skill is used for all embalming and taxidermy work. 

3,5,11) FARMING 

When combined with RE, this skill reflects knowledge of soils, crops, animal husbandry, etc. 

3,5,12) FIRE LIGHTING 

Starting a fire is normally a routine action. The GM may require an Action Roll (Fire 
Lighting+LU) in poor conditions, e.g. outdoors in wet weather, or with inadequate 
equipment. The GM will only allow a single attempt unless conditions change significantly. 

3,5,13) FISHING 

When combined with EM, this skill reflects understanding of the techniques and tools for 
catching edible fish in various habitats. 
 
PCs can use this skill to help survive in the wilderness or at sea. If a PC with a net and/or a 
rod, line and hook spends at least two hours fishing in a waterbody that is home to fish, they 
can make an Action Roll (Fishing+EM). The GM sets the Difficulty to reflect the conditions 
(e.g. the weather), the quality of equipment and any further hours spent. The degree of 
success is proportionate to the number of people that can be fed by the fish caught. 

3,5,14) FLETCHING 

When combined with AG, this skill is used to assemble arrows or bolts, or make components 
from readily available materials (e.g. shafts and flights). Metal arrow heads cannot be made 
without Metal Working skill and apparatus. The GM chooses the Difficulty. Firing a poorly 
made arrow should decrease the archer’s Attack. 

3,5,15) GLASS BLOWING 

When combined with CO, this skill is used for all glass preparation, working and repair. 

3,5,16) JEWELLERY 

When combined with AG, this skill is used for the construction of intricate metal jewellery 
and the preparation and setting of precious stones. 

3,5,17) LEATHER WORKING 

When combined with AG, this skill is used for all leather, hide and fur preparation, working 
and repair (e.g. of gambeson and brigandine armour). Includes skinning. 

3,5,18) MECHANICS 

When combined with RE, this skill is used for the construction, dismantling or disarming of 
complex mechanisms, e.g. locks, siege engines, elaborate dungeon traps. Also used to 
calculate loads, forces and structural strengths in mechanical-related applications. (Covertly 
picking a lock with lock picks is covered by the separate Pick Lock skill.) 

3,5,19) MEDICINE 

When combined the EM, Medicine skill is used for the diagnosis of injuries and ailments, 
and performing first aid. First aid allows a character with suitable bandages and splints to 
shift the severity of a medium injury to minor. This reduces the Injury Penalty and the natural 
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recovery time. But the patient must avoid exertion and keep the wound still, change soiled 
dressings, etc.  
 
An Action Roll (Medicine+EM) can also be made for attempts at leechcraft, to reduce an 
excess of the sanguine humour (blood – see Bloodletting in the Harms Beyond Combat chapter 
of the GM’s Guide). 
 
When combined with AG, Medicine skill is used for attempts at surgery, including bone-
setting and bloodletting. With a successful Action Roll (Medicine+AG) versus an appropriate 
Difficulty, surgery can shift the severity of a major injury to medium. This reduces the Injury 
Penalty and the natural recovery time. The GM should set much higher Difficulties than for 
first aid. And with any surgery, there is a risk of death by exsanguination. This will be 
proportionate to the invasiveness and duration of the procedure, but should be at least 40% 
for any significant operation. If, after surgery, the victim does not rest, they will reopen the 
wound – a further 1d100 roll should be made to see if they avoid death by exsanguination. 
 
Given these risks, why is surgery every performed? Healing spells and herbs are far safer, but 
may be unavailable or too costly. Surgery is therefore often the only option. It is frequently 
used in the common populace for removing rotten teeth and foreign bodies (e.g. arrows), 
realigning broken bones in open fractures, amputating damaged tissues and cauterising 
wounds to stop exsanguination. Alcohol (or a spell like Ignore Pain) is used as an anaesthetic. 
 
When combined with RE, Medicine skill allows a character to prepare and administer herbs 
or poisons. See Apothecary in the Goods and Services chapter. It might also allow a character to 
deduce the cause of death, or what type of weapon inflicted a wound. 

3,5,20) METAL WORKING 

When combined with ST, this skill is used for all metal preparation, working and repair (e.g. 
of weapons, metal armour, horse shoes, etc.). Includes, smelting of ore, smithing, etc. 

3,5,21) MINING 

When combined with RE, this skill is used for prospecting, and for the construction of 
underground excavations, including mining, quarrying, tunnelling, sapping, etc. Also used to 
calculate loads, forces and structural strengths in subterranean applications. 

3,5,22) NEEDLECRAFT 

When combined with AG, this skill is used for the tailoring of clothes. 

3,5,23) PAPER MAKING 

When combined with AG, this skill is used for all paper preparation, working and repair. 

3,5,24) PICK LOCK 

When combined with AG, this skill is used for picking locks. The Difficulty is the lock-
maker’s Mechanics+RE. 

3,5,25) POTTERY 

When combined with AG, this skill is used for all ceramics preparation, working and repair, 
including firing in kilns. 
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3,5,26) STONE WORKING 

When combined with ST or EM, this skill is used for stone working or sculpture. 

3,5,27) TRAP SETTING 

When combined with RE, this skill is used to construct, set and disarm hunting traps and 
snares. (This skill is not applicable to complex mechanisms like locks or elaborate dungeon 
traps, which require Pick Lock or Mechanics skill, instead.) 
 
PCs can use this skill to help survive in the wilderness. If a PC with traps and/or snares 
spends at least two hours setting them in a habitat that is home to game animals, they can 
make a trapping Action Roll. The GM sets the Difficulty to reflect the conditions (e.g. the 
weather), the quality of equipment and any further hours spent. The degree of success is 
proportionate to the number of people that can be fed by the animals caught overnight. 

3,5,28) WATERCRAFT 

When combined with AG, this skill is used for sailing, rowing and using all types of 
watercraft. With RE, it represents ability at rigging, knot-tying and splicing of ropes in a 
nautical context. 

3,5,29) WEAVING 

When combined with AG, this skill is used for all cloth preparation, dyeing and rope making. 

3,5,30) WOOD WORKING 

When combined with AG, this skill is used for all wood carving and the construction and 
repair of wooden objects. 

3,6) LANGUAGE SKILLS 
The following table shows how a language skill’s value relates to ability at using the language. 
 

VALUE GRADE DESCRIPTION 

0 Unknown The language is unrecognisable and unintelligible. 

1 Awareness 
The character can recognise the language. He knows a 
few words like “Yes”, “No” and “Ale”. 

2 to 3 Tourist 

The character has a basic vocabulary, enough to 
understand the general subject of slow speech about 
mundane subjects and to use simple sentences, e.g. 
“How are you?”, “Where is the inn?”, etc. 

4 to 6 Student 
The character can engage in conversation about 
common subjects, but has a poor understanding of 
idioms or unusual subjects. 

7 to 9 Native 
The character can converse as fluently as a normal 
native speaker. If not a native, he will have an accent. 

10 Master 

The character has a masterful grasp of the language, 
understanding its subtleties, etymology, local dialects, 
etc. He can assume the accent of a native speaker if 
desired. 

 
Here are the languages that will be encountered most frequently by PCs: 

• Common – the language of Humans and the standard tongue used between races; 
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• Arachni – the language used by giant spiders. Arachni is very hard for other races to 
speak properly (those without chelicerae struggle to click and hiss in the necessary 
way). Consequently, other races cannot develop an Arachni Language skill value >3. 

• Bone Elvish – the closely guarded language of Bone Elves; 

• Darkspeech – the language of Orcs and Goblins; 

• Demonic – the foul tongue of Demons; 

• Dwarvish – this language’s runic script is designed to be easy to carve into stone; 

• Hobbitish – the language of Halflings; 

• Kalash – the language of Kalamen. Kalash is very hard for other races to speak 
properly (those without beaks and tentacles struggle to click and slurp in the 
necessary way). Consequently, other races cannot develop a Kalash Language skill 
value >3. 

• Leaftongue – the language of the Green Men; 

• Trollish – the language of Trolls. Trollish is very hard for other races to speak 
properly (those without stoney innards can’t make the necessary rumblings and 
gratings). Consequently, other races cannot develop a Trollish Language skill value 
>3. Also, Trollish is never written down, at least by Trolls. 

• Wood Elvish – the musical language of the Wood Elves. 
 
It can be assumed that use of language skills is almost always routine. On the rare occasion 
that the GM might require an Action Roll, e.g. to interpret a rare word, she should combine 
the skill with the RE or EM attributes, applying no advantage tier. 

3,6,1) ILLITERACY 

By default, it is assumed that a character’s ability to read and write a language parallels his 
ability to speak it. If a character is illiterate, i.e. can speak a language but cannot read or write 
it, then his language skill value should be followed by an asterisk, e.g. 4*. 

3,6,2) MAGICKA 

Characters are also very likely to encounter the language Magicka. Although a language which 
is spoken and written, Magicka is highly specialised for spell-casting (indeed, its words are 
innately magical), and it cannot be used for mundane tasks like buying loaves of bread or 
describing the weather.  
 
A character’s Magicka Language skill value is automatically equal to his highest magic skill 
value. 

3,7) LORE SKILLS 
This section includes skills representing a character’s knowledge in a particular field of study. 
Unless otherwise noted, they are combined with RE. 

3,7,1) ASTRONOMY  

Knowledge of the movements of celestial bodies. Assists with night-time navigation. 

3,7,2) BOTANY 

Knowledge of plants, including recognition of herbs and plant-based poisons. With a low 
skill value, only basic facts about common species are known. A higher value means more 
detailed knowledge of rarer plants. The Difficulty may be the Rarity value of a herb or poison; 
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see the Goods and Services chapter. (The preparation and administration of herbs and poisons 
requires Medicine skill.) 
 
PCs can use this skill to help survive in the wilderness. If a PC spends at least two hours 
foraging in a habitat with plants that may yield nuts, fruit, tubers or mushrooms, etc., they 
can make a foraging Action Roll. The GM sets the Difficulty to reflect the conditions (e.g. 
the weather), the time of year (e.g. plentiful autumn versus barren winter) and any further 
hours spent. The degree of success is proportionate to the number of people that can be fed 
by the food collected. 

3,7,3) DEMON LORE  

Specialist knowledge of demons and the Demonic Realm, also known as the Labyrinth. 

3,7,4) DRAGON LORE  

Specialist knowledge of dragon-newts and dragons. 

3,7,5) FEY LORE  

Specialist knowledge of the Fey, i.e. gnomes, salamanders, sylphs and undines. 

3,7,6) GEOGRAPHY 

Understanding of the use of maps and navigation techniques and instruments. 
 
This skill also reflects knowledge of the geography of a specified region. A separate skill value 
must be developed for different regions and major settlements, e.g. the Gondor region or 
Minas Tirith city. The first Geography skill for almost all characters (except those with 
amnesia) will be for the region or major settlement in which they grew up. 
 
E.g. by making a successful Action Roll (Geography+RE) versus a Difficulty of 12, a 
character knows a safe place nearby to rest for the night. This might be an abandoned house 
in a town or city, a remote barn or cabin in the wilderness, or a dense copse or shallow cave. 
 
To determine if a PC is lost, the GM can ask for a bearings Action Roll (Geography+RE, or 
Astronomy+RE on a clear night). The Difficulty should be proportionate to the: 

• difficulty of seeing known landmarks (or constellations at night); 

• inaccuracy of any maps being relied upon; 

• speed of travel; 

• etc. 
 
Geography also provides general survival skills in the relevant type of environment. E.g. a 
character with Geography skill for the Forest of Murkwood could use this skill to make a 
shelter, or find game or the easiest terrain, etc. – in this particular forest and similar ones. 

3,7,8) HISTORY 

Knowledge of the history and customs of a specified race, including heraldry (knowledge of 
emblems and coats of arms, etc.), etiquette (knowledge of social structure and correct forms 
of address, etc.) and other cultural details. A separate skill value must be developed for 
different races, e.g. Humans or Orcs. 
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When combined with CH, this skill can be used for interactions with complex bureaucracies, 
or insights into political structures. 

3,7,9) MAGIC LORE 

Knowledge of the history of profane magic, e.g. the development of the disciplines, famous 
magicians, guild politics, renowned magical items, consequences of spell failure, etc. 

3,7,10) MATHEMATICS  

When combined with: 

• LU, this skill is used for gambling of all sorts, including making bets, judging odds, 
playing cards and dice, etc. Mathematics+CH can be used for bluffing. 

• RE, this skill shows knowledge of mathematics, from basic arithmetic to algebra, 
trigonometry, etc. 

3,7,11) THEOLOGY  

Knowledge of the philosophy, history, doctrine, practices, etc. of the various religions and 
their gods. Also of renowned priests, relics, holy places, etc. 

3,7,12) TRADING 

When combined with: 

• CH, this skill is used to obtain good deals when buying or selling goods and services. 
The Difficulty is usually the other party’s Influence+SD.  If the Action Roll is: 

o passed, the character negotiates a better offer; 
o failed, the other party refuses to change the offer; 
o fumbled, the other party worsens the offer or refuses to trade with the 

character. 
The degree of success or failure will indicate to the GM how much lower or higher 
the price becomes following the negotiation (which could be role-played). 

• RE, this skill represents knowledge of trade craft, including value of goods, customs, 
taxation, important merchants, trade routes, etc.  

3,7,13) UNDEAD LORE  

Specialist knowledge of undead and the Spirit Realm. 

3,7,14) WEATHER LORE 

Knowledge of meteorological phenomena, and ability to predict the weather. 

3,7,15) ZOOLOGY 

General knowledge of animals and monsters (including recognition of animal-based 
poisons). With a low skill value, only basic facts about common species are known. A high 
value implies general knowledge of rarer creatures. (Specialist lore skills are required to 
provide anything but basic facts about demons, dragons, fey and undead. The Fishing and 
Trap Setting skills cover practical knowledge of catching common animals for food.) 
 
A Zoology Action Roll also lets a character identify the type of creature that made specific 
tracks.  
 
Preparation and administration of animal-based poisons requires Medicine skill. 
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PCs can use Zoology skill to help survive in the wilderness. If a PC with a bow, crossbow or 
spear spends at least two hours hunting in a habitat that is home to game animals (e.g. birds, 
rabbits, goats, deer), their player may make the following Action Rolls: 

• hunting (Zoology+RE) – to find the game; 

• stalking (Stealth+AG) – to stalk the game; 

• attack (Bows or Crossbows or Spears+AG) – to kill the game. 
 
Whilst the player must make these three rolls, the GM chooses just one value for the 
Difficulty. She sets it to reflect the conditions (e.g. the weather), the degree of cover (e.g. 
woodland versus open plain) and any further hours spent. All three of the player’s rolls must 
beat the Difficulty. The degree of success is proportionate to the number of people that can 
be fed by the animals killed in the hunt. E.g. passing by 1 might mean a small partridge has 
been shot. Passing by 2 could yield a brace of coneys, 3 for a small sheep or goat, 4 for a 
deer, 5 for a boar, etc…  
 
The hunting of dangerous animals should be role-played, since hunter may become hunted… 

3,8) MAGIC SKILLS 
There is a specific magic skill for each discipline of magic, i.e.: 

• Aeromancy; 

• Alchemy; 

• Curses; 

• Force; 

• Healing; 

• Hydromancy; 

• Lithomancy; 

• Mind; 

• Nature; 

• Necromancy; 

• Pyromancy; 

• Wizardry. 
 
The relevant magic skill is combined with EN to cast a spell, and SD to resist one. Spell-
casting is described further in the Magic chapter. 

3,9) MANOEUVRE SKILLS 
Manoeuvre skills are used for moving actions. 
 
Remember, throughout the skill descriptions, “V” is used to represent the character’s value 
in the skill being described. And “P” is used to represent the amount by which the relevant 
Action Roll was passed. 

3,9,1) BRAWN 

When combined with ST, this skill is used for all actions requiring application of brute force, 
whether lifting heavy objects, barging open doors, pulling on ropes, etc. 
 
Once V is: 

• ≥7, the character can ignore an Encumbrance Penalty up to -2 for up to V minutes, 
once an hour; 

• 10, the character can ignore an Encumbrance Penalty up to -5 for up to V minutes, 
once an hour. 

3,9,2) CLIMBING 

When combined with: 
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• ST, this skill is used for all climbing manoeuvres; 

• RE, it represents ability at knot-tying, harnessing and splicing of ropes in a climbing 
context. 

3,9,3) GYMNASTICS 

When combined with: 

• AG, this skill is used for all reflex dives, dodges, tumbles and in-air manoeuvres; 

• SD, this skill is used for balance and contortions; 

• ST, this skill is used for jumps and leaps. One-half of a character’s Gymnastics+ST 
gives the maximum distance that he can jump in metres, from a run. One-fifth gives 
his jumping distance from a standing start. 

3,9,4) LEGERDEMAIN 

When combined with AG, this skill is used for all slight-of-hand, including picking pockets. 
The Difficulty is the victim’s Observation+RE. 

3,9,5) RIDING 

When combined with: 

• AG, this skill is used to ride horses and other creatures. The GM should alter the 
Difficulty to reflect factors like the speed of the mount, the roughness of the terrain 
and the difficulty of the manoeuvres being performed. 

• CH, this skill is used to calm, master and train horses and other creatures, including 
those not used as mounts. The GM should increase the Difficulty in very stressful 
circumstances, or if unusual creatures are being mastered. 

3,9,6) RUNNING 

When combined with: 

• CO, this skill is used to determine for how long a character can sustain jogging 
movement rate (see the Character Generation chapter) before needing to rest. If the 
character passes the Action Roll, versus a Difficulty reflecting the terrain, then he 
may jog without stopping for V hours. 

• ST, this skill is used to determine for how long a character can sustain sprinting 
movement rate (see the Character Generation chapter) before needing to rest. If the 
character passes the Action Roll, versus a Difficulty reflecting the terrain, then he 
may sprint without stopping for 3xV seconds. 

3,9,7) SKIING 

When combined with: 

• AG, this skill is used for down-hill skiing or tobogganing, ice skating, and related 
jumps, leaps and other manoeuvres. The GM should alter the Difficulty to reflect 
factors like the quality of skis or skates, the terrain and the difficulty of the 
manoeuvres being performed. 

• CO, this skill is used for cross-country skiing, snow-shoeing, ice skating, etc. 

3,9,8) STEALTH 

When combined with: 

• AG, this skill is used for stalking, i.e. moving quietly and without being seen. The 
Difficulty is modified by the GM to reflect the speed of movement and the terrain. 
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• RE, this skill is used for hiding when movement is not required, including use of 
camouflage, etc. The Difficulty is modified by the GM to reflect the degree of cover, 
light level, etc. 

 
In both cases, the Difficulty is usually the greatest Observation+RE of the people or Senses 
of the creatures whose gaze is being avoided by the character who is stalking or hiding. 

3,9,9) SWIMMING 

When combined with: 

• AG, this skill is used for swimming manoeuvres requiring agility. 

• CO, this skill is used for swimming long distances (the equivalent of jogging). In 
good conditions, a character can swim at a speed of (Swimming+CO)x(H/2000) 
metres per second, where H is height in centimetres. Round results up or down to 
the nearest 0.5. This pace can be sustained for the same number of hours before 
needing rest. E.g. a character with Swimming of 10, CO=5 and H=210 can swim 
non-stop at 1.5 metres per second for 1.5 hours. 

• ST, this skill is used for swimming at speed (the equivalent of sprinting). In good 
conditions, a character can swim at a speed of (Swimming+ST)x(H/1500) metres per 
second, where H is height in centimetres. Round results up or down to the nearest 
0.5. This pace can be sustained for twice as many minutes, before needing rest. E.g. 
a character with Swimming skill of 10, ST=5 and H=210 can swim non-stop at 2 
metres per second for 4 minutes. 

3,10) NEW SKILLS 
If the GM feels that none of the previously listed skills, in combination with any attribute, is 
appropriate for a particular circumstance, she is encouraged to invent a new skill (e.g. 
Blowing Smoke-Rings). 

3,11) SKILL AND ATTRIBUTE COMBINATIONS FOR 
COMMON ACTIONS 
The following table lists some common actions, with perhaps not immediately obvious 
combinations of skill and attribute. 
 

ACTION SKILL ATTRIBUTE 

Abseil Climbing AG 

Act Influence EM 

Appraise value Trading RE 

Battle-of-wills n/a SD+SD # 

Befriend Influence CH 

Blind Fighting Observation RE 

Bloodletting Medicine AG 

Calm mount Riding CH 

Choke – resist Swimming CO 

Command Influence CH 

Contort Gymnastics SD 

Deceive Influence EM 

Diagnose illness/injury Medicine RE 

Disarm mechanism Mechanics RE 

Disarm snare Trap Setting AG 
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ACTION SKILL ATTRIBUTE 

Disease – resist  n/a CO+CO # 

Dive Gymnastics AG 

Dodge Observation AG 

Draw weapon fast Varies @ AG 

Emotion – conceal  Influence SD 

Emotion – inspire  Influence CH 

Emotion – perceive  Influence EM 

Fear – resist  Varies * SD 

First aid Medicine RE 

Food preparation Cookery RE 

Forge document Calligraphy AG 

Frenzy – regain composure n/a SD+SD # 

Gamble Mathematics LU 

Haggle Trading CH 

Haul using rope Brawn ST 

Herb – forage for Botany LU 

Herb – identify, prepare, administer  Medicine RE 

Hide Stealth RE 

Influence/coercion – resist  n/a SD+SD # 

Innuendo – convey hidden meaning Expression RE 

Jog Running CO 

Jump Gymnastics ST 

Knots Climbing or Watercraft RE 

Leechcraft Medicine EM 

Lie – employ Influence SD 

Lie – notice Observation EM 

Lift Brawn ST 

Mimic voice or sound Expression EM 

Navigation Geography RE 

Navigation by stars Astronomy RE 

Persuade Influence CH 

Pick pocket Legerdemain AG 

Play instrument Music CH 

Poison – identify, prepare, administer Medicine RE 

Poison – resist  n/a CO+CO # 

Prospect for ore Mining RE 

Push object Brawn ST 

Push through crowd 
Begging AG 

Brawn CH 

React Observation AG 

Recall memory n/a $ RE+RE # 

Reload fast Bows / Crossbows AG 

Row Watercraft AG 

Sculpture Stone Working AG 

Secret door/trap – notice by luck Observation LU 

Secret door/trap – find by searching Observation RE 

Seduce Influence BE 

Sing Music CH 
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ACTION SKILL ATTRIBUTE 

Skin Leather Working AG 

Smith metal Metal Working ST 

Spell – memorise Magic RE 

Spell – resist  Magic £ SD 

Sprint Running ST 

Stalk Stealth AG 

Surgery Medicine RE 

Tailor Needlecraft AG 

Taxidermy Embalming RE 

Tightrope walking Gymnastics SD 

Tracks – follow Observation RE 

Tracks – identify Zoology RE 

Train animal Riding CH 

Tumble Gymnastics AG 

 
Key: 

# Where the attribute is listed as SD+SD or CO+CO, etc. then a Double Attribute 
Roll is required because no relevant skill can be developed. 

@ Use the skill for the weapon concerned. 
* Characters might combine their SD attribute with a relevant lore skill, if the GM feels 

that some knowledge of the threat might empower them, e.g. Undead Lore for 
conquering fear of undead creatures. 

$ The GM may consider Serenity skill. 
£ Use SD+SD if better. 

4) COMPLIMENTARY ACTIONS 
Often a character will wish to perform an action that is potentially affected by a combination 
of skills. Generally it is enough for the GM to require a series of successful Action Rolls, one 
using each skill. But, in some cases, this can be too laborious. Consider mounted combat. A 
character on horseback may wish to make a series of attacks over the next few minutes. The 
GM should apply a penalty to the Attack Rolls to represent the difficulty of attacking whist 
riding. She could also say that, if a successful riding Action Roll (Riding+AG) is made before 
each Attack Roll, then the penalty is reduced or eliminated. But this would require a lot of 
die rolling. It is better to make a single riding Action Roll and apply the result to all of the 
subsequent attacks. In such cases, the riding Action Roll is called a complimentary Action 
Roll. 
 
If the complimentary Action Roll is: 

• unsuccessful, the penalty being applied to subsequent Action Rolls is applied in full; 

• successful, the penalty is reduced by V/2, where V is the character’s complimentary 
skill value. This effect normally lasts for V/2 minutes, before another complimentary 
Action Roll should be required – although the GM should require them at other 
times if the character’s circumstances change significantly. (If the character’s 
complimentary skill value is great enough, it can cancel out the GM’s penalty 
altogether and even add a bonus to subsequent Action Rolls.) 

 
Complimentary rolls might also be useful when a character wishes to perform a series of 
actions whilst swimming or climbing, for example. It is also used when blind fighting. 
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E.g. a character is swimming away from his wrecked ship. The sea is teeming with sharks, 
and he needs to make frequent kicks and punches to deter their attentions. The GM will 
apply a -4 penalty to these Unarmed Strikes Attack Rolls to reflect the drag of the water, 
unless he makes a successful complementary Action Roll (Swimming+AG). Say that he does 
so. His Swimming skill value is 6, so the -4 penalty is reduced by 6/2=3, i.e. down to -1, for 
the next 3 minutes. (If the character’s Swimming skill value were 10, this would reduce the -4 
penalty as follows: (10/2)-4=+1. I.e. the character’s Swimming skill is great enough to cancel 
out the GM’s penalty altogether, such that a +1 bonus is added to his Attack Rolls for the 
next 5 minutes.) 

5) TIMING ACTIONS 
The rules have now been explained for determining whether a character succeeds or fails 
when he attempts a potentially risky action. But how long does it take a character to perform 
an action? 
 
In many situations, timing actions is not necessary. If a character is buying a drink at an inn, 
then determining how long it takes him to give his order to the innkeeper and how long it 
takes to pour the ale is not very important. Even many potentially risky (non-routine) actions 
do not require timing. E.g. imagine a thief in the cellar of a merchant’s town-house, trying to 
pick the lock on a strongbox. If he is alone and unobserved in an empty house, then it is 
probably only essential to determine if he manages to pick the lock or not; timing how long 
the lock-picking actually takes is likely to be unimportant. 
 
However, if the GM decides that the merchant is in the house after all and, having heard a 
noise, is creeping towards the cellar door with a sword in his hand, then it suddenly becomes 
vital to time how long it takes the thief to open the box. Will he be able to open the box, 
steal its contents and hide before the merchant enters the cellar and sees him?  
 
Keeping track of how long each action takes is often most important in combat situations. 
If two opponents are fighting each other with weapons, who strikes first and who strikes 
second? The slowest combatant may be slain before he can make his attack.  
 
Guidance on the default durations for common actions is given in The GM chapter. The 
durations of attacks with different weapons are listed in the weaponry tables in the Combat 
chapter. These are given in seconds, the default unit of time for combat situations, in which 
actions are resolved on a second-by-second basis. The second is the smallest unit of time in 
this game and everything that occurs in the same second is treated as being simultaneous. 
 
While each player may decide how much time his character will devote to his actions (he can 
speed them up – see Reducing the Time Required for an Action shortly), the GM acts as ultimate 
arbiter as to what is reasonable, and has to decide how long everything else takes to occur. 
The Combat chapter ends with a worked example of timing in a fight. 

5,1) REACTIONS ROLLS 
As mentioned above, the GM will frequently need to decide who reacts first and last to an 
event. This is often necessary at the beginning of situations which the GM needs to time, 
like combat. One person in a stand-off might suddenly draw his sword and begin to attack. 
How quickly can his opponents react and draw their weapons? Which of them draws first 
and which last?  
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In such situations, the GM should first divide the participants into two categories: 

1. those that do not need time to react – usually because they were already aware of 
what is happening and are not surprised (e.g. it may be their actions which have 
surprised the others); 

2. those that must react to events – usually because they are surprised, wrong-footed, 
caught unawares, etc. 

 
Participants in the first category may start their actions automatically at zero seconds, i.e. at 
the start of the timed situation. (Note that, in some situations, everyone present will have to 
react to a sudden surprise event, e.g. a landslide, and no-one will be in the first category.) 
 
A Reactions Roll should be made for each participant in the second category (including 
NPCs and creatures if they are involved) by throwing 1d10+Observation+AG. Add 
Hindrance too, as normal. The players and GM then compare scores. The participant with 
the highest score gets to commence his actions first, typically 1 second after the timed 
situation has started. The participant with the next highest score may begin his actions 1 
second later, and so on. I.e. each participant commences actions at 1 second intervals, with 
the participant with the lowest score starting his actions last. (The GM should feel free to 
choose a different interval, e.g. 2 seconds, if it would be more appropriate.) 
 
Note that a character may not perform any actions until the allotted time when he finally 
reacts to the situation. During the intervening period of limbo – between the start of the 
situation (at zero seconds) and the time at which he finally reacts – the character is immobile 
and unable to effectively defend himself against attacks (see the Beating the Target’s Reactions 
section of the Combat chapter) while his brain is struggling to assimilate information and 
decide what to do.  
 
If there are many participants all starting one second apart, then the slowest will be unable 
to commence his actions for a long time after the quickest. In such situations, the GM should 
group the participants into three or four phases instead. Each participant in the first phase 
begins their actions simultaneously, then those in the second phase follow suit one second 
later, and so on.  

5,2) ACTION ROLL RESOLUTION 
Action Rolls are always resolved, i.e. performed, at the end of the duration of an action. An 
action fails if it is cut short before the time required to perform it has elapsed. E.g. if a 
character in the process of making a 3 second attack is knocked unconscious after 2 seconds, 
then the attack is not resolved, i.e. the Attack Roll is not made. 

5,3) CANCELLING ACTIONS 
A player can cancel his character’s current action and begin a new one at any time. (Before 
the character begins a new action, the GM might require some intervening recovery time to 
reflect the momentum of a particularly forceful action or the need to glance around to re-
orientate.) 

5,4) REDUCING THE TIME REQUIRED FOR AN 
ACTION 
A player may wish his character to attempt an action more quickly than its default duration. 
If the GM allows this, then the action’s duration can be reduced to no less than half of the 
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default duration and to no less than 1 second. However, for every second that the action’s 
duration is reduced, the GM should increase the Difficulty of the Action Roll by two.  
 
E.g. Humphrey needs to leap over a 2 metre wide crevasse. Humphrey has a Gymnastics 
skill value of 8, and a ST attribute of 4. So his player normally throws 1d10+12 for a jumping 
Action Rolls. The GM decides that this jump, including the run up, would normally require 
6 seconds to accomplish and have a Difficulty of 12. However, Humphrey is being chased 
by a pack of wolves and doesn’t have very long to make the jump – the wolves are almost 
snapping at his heels. Humphrey’s player tells the GM that he will attempt the jump in only 
3 seconds (half of the default duration, so the minimum possible). Each second faster 
increases the Difficulty by 2, so 3 seconds quicker increases the Difficulty by 6. So the 
Difficulty becomes 12+6=18. Humphrey’s player must beat the GM’s score to make the 
jump successful. Taking a short run-up, Humphrey leaps into the air, and his player throws 
the die… 

5,4,1) REDUCING THE TIME REQUIRED FOR A ROUTINE 
ACTION 

Routine actions are accomplished automatically, without an Action Roll. However, if a 
character wishes to accomplish a routine action in a faster time than normal, there is an 
increased element of risk and the GM may consequently require an Action Roll, using the 
relevant skill and attribute.  
 
For instance, the GM will normally class drawing and reloading weapons as routine actions. 
However, if a character wants to draw or reload more quickly than the default duration, the 
GM should require an Action Roll, using the skill associated with the weapon being drawn 
or reloaded and AG. E.g. a heavy crossbow takes 8 seconds to reload and aim normally. 
Reloading the crossbow in 4 seconds would require a successful Action Roll 
(Crossbows+AG) with the normal Difficulty (e.g. 8) increased by 2x4=8. A successful roll 
would indicate that the crossbow had been reloaded in 4 seconds. Failure indicates that the 
reload took 8 seconds. A fumble might indicate that the crossbow is dropped, or worse that 
it jams, or even that it is accidentally fired into an ally’s stomach… 

6) CHARACTER DEVELOPMENT 
Players can develop and improve their characters as they role-play by increasing their skill 
values. This is done by using skills or with tuition and study.  

6,1) INCIDENTAL SKILL DEVELOPMENT 
The standard process for skill development occurs through a character’s normal use of skills 
during role-playing – hence it is called incidental skill development. The process means that, 
if a character uses a skill more frequently, its skill value is more likely to increase. 
 
Whenever a character makes an Action Roll or a Difficulty Roll using a skill, his player should 
check whether the natural score of the d10 exceeds the character’s current skill value. If so, 
a Development Roll can be made. (Where multiple d10s are being thrown due to 
disadvantage, consider only the die whose score is used, i.e. the lowest value, rather than the 
dice whose results are discarded.) 

6,1,1) THE DEVELOPMENT ROLL 

The following procedure is used for every Development Roll. The player throws 1d10. 
(Development Rolls are never advantaged or disadvantaged.) If the result is: 
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• >V, where V is the current (unmodified) skill value, then the skill value is increased 
by +1; 

• ≤V, then the skill’s value remains unchanged. 
 
E.g. Enid the Wood Elf attempts to swim across a pool. She has a Swimming skill value of 
7 and an AG attribute of 4. Her player makes a swimming Action Roll, throwing 1d10+11. 
The d10 scores a natural 8, giving a total of 19. Whether or not this beats the opposing 
Difficulty chosen by the GM, and allows Enid to cross the pool, the natural result beats 
Enid’s current Swimming skill value, so her player can make a Development Roll. She throws 
1d10. If the result is: 

• >7, then Enid’s Swimming skill value increases to 8; 

• ≤7, then Enid’s Swimming skill remains unchanged. 
 
E.g. a speeding coach rattles down the narrow street towards the party of Player Characters. 
The GM asks the players to make dodge Action Rolls (Gymnastics+AG) to see if the PCs 
leap aside in time. One of them is Herbert the Halfling, a brand new PC and a very portly 
fellow, whose Gymnastics skill value is zero and whose AG is 2. Consequently, his player 
can only throw 1d10+2 for his Action Roll. The d10 scores a natural 1, meaning an automatic 
failure and a Fumble Roll. Regardless, the natural score of 1 has beaten Herbert’s current 
Gymnastics skill value of zero, so his player can make a Development Roll. He should throw 
1d10, but any result will obviously exceed zero. So Herbert’s Gymnastics skill value can be 
raised from zero to 1 automatically. 
 
There are two limits to Development Rolls. 

• Each skill may only be increased once per session of role-playing as a result of a 
successful Development Roll. Once a particular skill has been increased, no further 
Development Rolls can be made for that skill for the rest of the session. 

• No more than five different skills can be increased by Development Rolls each 
session. (If the GM feels that this limit is slowing the development of her player 
characters too much, she should increase it, e.g. to six or seven. Or she could allow 
players that have role-played well to make more skill increases than those that have 
not.) 

 
Whilst role-playing, each player should mark a tick, in pencil, on his Character Sheet beside any 
skill for which a Development Roll can be made. These are called development ticks. At the 
start of the next role-playing session, the player makes Development Rolls for the ticked 
skills, stopping once five skill values have been increased. He then erases all of the ticks from 
the Character Sheet, and starts role-playing again. 
 
Players of fighter characters can expend development ticks against combat skills to add a 
bonus when making Action Rolls for advanced combat skills. See Bonuses for Fighters in the 
Advanced Combat Skills section earlier this chapter. 

6,1,2) DUE TO FUMBLES AND FEATS 

If a character’s use of a skill results in a dire fumble or a spectacular feat, then their player 
may place a development tick next to a different skill of the same type. E.g. if a character 
fumbles an Action Roll involving Undead Lore, his player may choose to tick Dragon Lore. 
(This allows the occasional development of rarely employed skills, perhaps reflecting a 
random connection made in the unconscious or some other inspiration.) 
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6,1,3) DEVELOPING LANGUAGE SKILLS AND DEVOTION 

Action Rolls are not usually made for language skills, so their values will not normally increase 
by incidental skill development. Instead, the GM will decide when and by how much each 
character’s language skill values change. She should take into account the character’s recent 
exposure to and use of the language, and whether he has undergone any tuition or study 
(these are described in the next section). In some cases, the character may develop his spoken 
ability whilst remaining illiterate. 
 
Similarly, incidental skill development does not apply to Devotion skill. Neither can it be 
developed through tuition and study, which are described next. Instead, a character’s 
Devotion skill value is set by the GM, as a reward for accomplishing quests for his god. 

6,2) DIRECTED SKILL DEVELOPMENT 
As an alternative to incidental skill development, a character can aid his development of 
many skills through: 

• tuition – this requires the guidance of a skilled teacher; 

• study – this requires access to useful texts, books, maps or other written resources 
which contain information that is new to the character. 

 
Both techniques require the character to purposefully dedicate time to developing a specific 
skill – hence this is called directed skill development. Both techniques follow a similar 
procedure which will be described next. 

6,2,1) TUITION 

First, a character must receive tuition in the skill to be developed for >V hours, where V is 
his current unmodified skill value. The maximum number of hours of tuition that can be 
accrued before making a Tuition Roll is V+RE, where RE is the student’s Reasoning 
attribute. Note that this time may need to be spread across several days. A character may not 
spend more than RE hours in a single day on tuition and/or study (or memorising spells). 
Any longer than this in one day and the character becomes “burnt-out”, and a full period of 
sleep is required if further tuition or study is to be effective. 
 
Once the student has accumulated the prerequisite number of hours of tuition, his player 
makes a Tuition Roll. He throws 1d10 and adds the number of hours of tuition. This roll 
may be made with advantage, depending on the competency of the tutor relative to the 
student. If the tutor’s skill value (modified by his Hindrance) is: 

• the same as the student’s (unmodified) skill value, or less, then the Tuition Roll fails 
automatically; 

• 1 point greater than the student’s (unmodified) skill value, the roll is disadvantaged, 
i.e. roll 2d10 and choose the lowest score; 

• 2 to 3 points greater than the student’s (unmodified) skill value, the roll is not 
advantaged; 

• 4 to 6 points greater, the roll is advantaged, i.e. roll 2d10 and choose the highest 
score; 

• ≥7 points greater, the roll is strongly advantaged, i.e. roll 3d10 and choose the 
highest. 

 
The GM makes a Difficulty Roll in opposition, throwing 1d10+V. 
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If the Tuition Roll scores: 

• more than the Difficulty Roll, the student’s player can make a Development Roll for 
the skill (i.e. he puts a pencil development tick by it on his Character Sheet for now); 

• less than or equal to the Difficulty Roll, then the tuition fails. 
 
This all assumes that the environment is conducive to tuition. If there are too many 
distractions, or a lack of necessary equipment (e.g. in the case of Bows skill, bows, arrows 
and targets), then the GM should apply a penalty to the Tuition Roll. 
 
For example, a character with a Bows skill value of 4 and RE of 3 is being taught bow-craft 
by a master archer whose Bows skill is 10. The tuition is undertaken in perfect conditions, 
i.e. in an archery range with plenty of arrows, straw targets, etc. and neither character has a 
Hindrance Penalty. The character decides to pay for V+RE=4+3=7 hours of tuition (the 
most he can accrue before making a Tuition Roll), spread across a week in the city. The 
tutor’s skill value, 10, is 6 points greater than the student’s value, so the Tuition Roll will be 
advantaged. At the end of the week, the student’s player makes the Tuition Roll. He rolls 
2d10 and picks the highest result, a 5. He adds the number of hours of tuition, 7, giving a 
total of 12. The GM makes the Difficulty Roll, throwing 1d10+V=6+4=10. So the Tuition 
Roll is successful, and the student’s player can make a Development Roll for Bows skill. For 
this to be successful, he must throw 1d10 and exceed the current skill value of 4. The player 
throws a 9, and so his character’s Bows skill value increases to 5. 

6,2,2) STUDY 

The process for modelling study is the same as that for tuition, with one exception. Since the 
studied text – which is effectively the teacher – does not have a skill as such, the GM assigns 
an effective skill value to it, which reflects the worth of the information that it contains, and 
how easily accessible that information is to the student. E.g. an effective skill that is: 

• 10 might indicate that a book is the definitive treatise on a particular subject; 

• much greater than V, the student’s current unmodified skill value, indicates that the 
studied materials contain a lot of clearly explained information which is pertinent to 
developing the character’s skill; 

• a little greater than V indicates that the materials contain little relevant information 
which is hidden by unclear language or complex explanation (this will often be the 
case); 

• the same as V, or less, indicates that the materials contain no new information, and 
can teach the student nothing. 

 
For instance, a character with a Botany skill value of 6 and RE of 4 has found an ancient 
tome entitled “Flowers of the Eastern Plains”. He spends several evenings reading the book, 
accruing 9 hours of study altogether (less than the limit of 10=6+4). The GM decides that 
the book contains some information which might improve the character’s knowledge of 
botany and so gives it an effective skill of 7. This is just 1 point greater than the student’s 
skill value, so the Tuition Roll will be disadvantaged. And the GM also decides that reading 
at the bar in a busy inn is not the best environment for study, and will apply a -2 penalty to 
the Tuition Roll. At the end of his studies, the student’s player makes the Tuition Roll, 
throwing 2d10 and selecting the lowest value, 3. He adds the number of hours of study, 9, 
and the -2 penalty, giving a total of 10. The GM makes the Difficulty Roll, throwing 
1d10+V=4+6=10. So the Tuition Roll and Difficulty Rolls have scored equally. The GM 
decides that the character cannot make a Development Roll for Botany skill. The character 
is close to concluding something useful from the text, but just cannot marshal their thoughts 
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in the noisy bar. The character may study the book further, if he wishes – though perhaps 
somewhere quieter. 

6,2,3) SOURCES AND SUPPLIERS 

Some guilds and temples may provide tuition in certain skills. The typical fee is 1 gold sun 
per hour of tuition per point of skill value of the teacher. So a teacher with a skill value of 10 
will typically charge 20 gold suns for two hours of tuition. Of course, characters can train 
each other if they wish and if they have differing skill values. 
 
Guilds and temples may also provide access to their libraries, enabling those who can pay 
the opportunity to develop their skills by study. Typical library fees range from 1 gold sun 
per hour of access to a book to hundreds of gold drakes if it is a rare tome (and the reader 
will be supervised by armed guards). Characters may also find useful books on their 
adventures. 
 
Note that certain skills lend themselves to being improved via: 

• tuition, e.g. combat skills; 

• study, e.g. lore skills; 

• both tuition and study, e.g. craft skills. 

6,3) ADVANCED SKILL DEVELOPMENT 
Once a skill’s value reaches 10, the player may, if he wishes, improve the skill’s advantage tier 
by one, e.g. giving advantage to a skill with no advantage. (This cannot be done for skills that 
are already strongly advantaged.) In return, he must reduce the skill’s value to 1. This may 
cause the loss of special abilities requiring a minimum skill value. However, skill development 
recommences for the skill as normal and, in time, lost abilities may be regained as its value 
rises again. 
 
A skill’s advantage tier can only be improved once. (The player should underline this skill’s 
advantage on his Character Sheet to indicate that it has been improved.) Some special skills 
have fixed advantage tiers, e.g. Devotion and Blind Fighting. They cannot be improved in 
this manner. 
 
Whenever a strongly advantaged skill’s value reaches 10, the player may reduce the value to 
1 in return for five Development Rolls for skills of the same type. These can be rolled for 
the same or multiple skills. 

6,4) DEVELOPING ATTRIBUTE VALUES 
Unlike skills, a character’s attributes cannot be increased through use, tuition or study. 
However, magic can raise them. E.g. a character might wield or wear an item bestowed with 
the Alchemy spell Attribute Enhancement. Some magic potions can also change attributes 
for a while. Or he might become a devoted priest and receive gifts from a god.





 
 

 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 

CHAPTER 4 – 
COMBAT 

 
 
 
 
 
Combat is a key part of every fantasy role-playing game – in fact, having the chance to slay 
dragons with huge swords is probably the reason that most people play. Combat is also a 
very tricky thing to make realistic in a role-playing game. Different types of weapons, armour, 
defensive manoeuvres and injuries all need modelling. Hopefully, the rules given in this 
chapter, in combination with those for performing and timing actions, will allow combat to 
be realistic and yet still flow at a fast and exciting second-by-second pace.  
 
For easy reference, a summary of the attack process is provided at the end of this book, 
between the Index and Character Sheet. 

1) TYPES OF ATTACK 
The different types of weaponry available to characters are listed first. The terms used in the 
tables are explained in later sections. 

1,1) MELEE WEAPONS 

1,1,1) ONE-HANDED (INCLUDING SHIELDS) 
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Axe, Hand 2 ST+5 Slash Crush 3 2 0.7 

Blackjack # 1 ST/2 Kick-Box n/a 2 1.5 0.5 

Cudgel 2 ST+1 Crush n/a 3 1.5 0.9 

Dagger 1 ST+3 Puncture Slash 2 0.5 0.3 

Flail, Military 4 ST+3 Puncture Crush 3 2.5 0.6+0.3 

Hammer, War 4 ST+5 Puncture Crush 3 2.5 0.9 

Lance 5 ST+5 Puncture n/a @ 4 3.6 

Mace 4 ST+3 Crush n/a 4 3 0.9 

Morning Star 4 ST+5 Puncture n/a 3 2.5 0.9 
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NAME 
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Shield, Buckler 1 ST Kick-Box * n/a 2 V
aries 

* 

0.3 

Shield, Medium 3 ST Kick-Box * n/a 3 1.1 

Shield, Tower 5 ST Kick-Box * n/a 4 1.5 

Sword, Arming 2 ST+5 Slash Puncture 3 1.5 0.9 

Sword, Falchion 2 ST+5 Slash Puncture 3 1.5 0.9 

Sword, Rapier 1 ST+5 Puncture Slash 3 1 0.9 

Sword, Scimitar 2 ST+5 Slash Puncture 3 1.5 0.9 

Sword, Short 1 ST+4 Puncture Slash 3 0.75 0.6 

Torch (alight) $ 1 AG Burns (Heat) Crush 3 0.5 0.7 

Whip # 1 AG Grapple Slash 2 0.5 3.0 

 
Key: 

# Blackjacks and whips are ineffective against heavy armour. The Attack Strength is 
modified by -2 versus targets with Armour Class >2. For more information about 
blackjacks, see Knock Out in the Advanced Combat Skills section of the Actions chapter. 

@ The GM should decide what duration is appropriate for a lance attack, depending on 
the success of the associated riding Action Roll made to charge at the target (see the 
Mounted Combat section later this chapter), the distance to be covered, speed of the 
mount, etc. 

* If a shield has spikes, the primary damage type for shield bash attacks is Puncture 
whilst the secondary is Kick-Box. The price and weight of a shield depends on its 
make, as listed in the Goods and Services chapter. 

$ A torch can be used as a melee weapon – use half of a character’s best one-handed 
melee weapon skill value for the combat skill. 

1,1,1,1) MINIMUM STRENGTH (mST) 

The minimum strength required to use the weapon without penalty. A Strength Penalty of 
ST–mST, i.e. the attacker’s ST attribute minus the minimum strength of the weapon, is 
applied to the Attack Roll. This will be explained further in the Strength Penalty section later. 

1,1,1,2) ATTACK STRENGTH 

The weight and design of some weapons means that they deliver more damage than others. 
A blow from a long sword will generally deliver more damage to a target than a blow from a 
short sword, because the long sword is heavier and more leverage is gained from its greater 
length. This is represented by a weapon’s Attack Strength. The associated contribution to 
damage is explained more in the Damage Score section later.  
 
The Attack Strengths of the metal weapons listed above (and later, e.g. two-handed weapons 
and arrowheads) are for steel weapons. Iron weapons are available too. These are 20% 
cheaper than steel equivalents, but their Attack Strengths are decreased by 1 (to a minimum 
of 1), reflecting their relative softness compared to steel. (There is a similar mechanism for 
iron armour rather than steel. These modifiers to Attack Strength can be ignored for an iron 
weapon striking iron armour, or a steel weapon striking steel armour.) 
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1,1,1,3) DAMAGE TYPE 

The type of damage inflicted by the weapon, i.e. whether the attack slashes, crushes, 
punctures, etc. Different damage types cause different types of wounds and injuries on 
targets, and are more or less effective against different types of armour (see the Damage 
section later). The attacker can choose to inflict the primary or secondary damage type, but 
choosing the latter comes at the cost of a -2 penalty to his Attack Roll. 

1,1,1,4) DURATION 

The default time required to make an attack, in seconds. This can be shortened to a minimum 
of half of the default duration or 1 second (whichever is greatest). However, every second 
that the attack’s duration is reduced bestows a -2 penalty to the Attack Roll. 
 
A weapon’s duration does not just represent the time taken to swing the weapon in an attack. 
It also represents the time required to recover between one attack and the next – to overcome 
the weapon’s inertia, to reposition the feet, etc. in readiness for the next strike. Consequently, 
heavier and longer weapons have the greatest durations. 

1,1,1,5) PRICE 

The average cost of the weapon, where 🐉G = gold drake, ☼G = gold sun, 🌖S = silver moon, 

☆S = silver star, ♕B = bronze crown and 🛡B = bronze shield (see Exchange Rate for Coinage 
in the Goods and Services chapter). 

1,1,2) TWO-HANDED 
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Axe, Battle 4 ST+10 Slash Puncture 4 4 1.1 13 🌖S 

Club 4 ST+5 Crush n/a 6 3 1.2 1 ♕B 

Flail, Great 5 ST+8 Crush n/a 6 4 0.9+0.6 19 🌖S 

Garrotte @ 2 ST Grapple n/a 2 0.5 1 3 ♕B 

Halberd 4 ST+10 Slash Puncture 4 4.5 2.4 14 🌖S 

Hammer, Great 5 ST+10 Puncture  Crush 5 4 1.2 2 ☼G 

Mace, Great 5 ST+8 Crush n/a 6 4.5 1.2 1 ☼G 

Pike 4 ST+10 Puncture n/a 5 4 3.6 12 🌖S 

Quarterstaff * 2 ST+5 Crush n/a 4 2 1.8 5 ♕B 

Spear * 2 ST+5 Puncture n/a 4 2.5 2.3 23 ☆S 

Sword, Bastard * 3 ST+8 Slash Puncture 4 3 1.2 2 ☼G 

Sword, Long 5 ST+10 Slash Puncture 4 4 1.8 2 ☼G 

Trident * 3 ST+5 Puncture n/a 4 2.5 2.1 4 🌖S 

 
Key: 

* Almost any two-handed melee weapon can be swung with only one hand, but the 
weight and lack of balance make effective attacks very tricky to deliver. In all such 
cases, the character’s ST attribute is halved for the purposes of determining the 
Strength Penalty, i.e. a penalty equal to (ST/2)–mST is applied to the Attack Roll. 
Some two-handed weapons, like quarterstaffs, spears, tridents and bastard swords 
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(asterisked above), have long handles and are balanced such that they can also be 
used one-handed relatively easily – hence their low mST attributes. 

@ A garrotte is a special weapon – just a length of thin cord with handles at either end 
– that allows the attacker to make an attack to the neck which is very likely to render 
the target unconscious by restricting the carotid artery and wind pipe. A number of 
conditions apply for successful use: 

o the target must be of the flesh-and-bone PC races (not a Troll or Changeling); 
o the attacker must make a successful Attack Roll to hit the target’s neck (a -4 

Location Penalty applies, although the target will have zero Defence if 
surprised); 

o the Armour Class of the target’s neck must be ≤2. 
The resulting Damage Score is cross-referenced on the Grapple Damage Table to 
give a modifier to HI. This applies to the target whilst he is being choked by the 
garrotte. He can try to break free every second – this requires a successful Brawn 
Action Roll (Brawn+ST) versus the attacker’s Ambush Weapons+ST. However, the 
HI from the grapple will progressively make his attempts to escape less likely to 
succeed. If the target is choked by the garrotte for 2xCO consecutive seconds, he 
loses consciousness. Holding the garrotte tight for a further CO minutes will cause 
death due to asphyxiation. 

1,2) THROWN WEAPONS 
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Axe, Hand 4 ST+3 Slash 3xST 3 2.5 0.9 

Dagger 1 ST+3 Puncture 4xST 2 0.5 0.3 

Hammer, War 5 ST Crush 3xST 3 2.5 0.9 

Javelin 2 ST+3 Puncture 10xST 3 2 1.8 

Mace 5 ST Crush 3xST 3 3 0.9 

Morning Star 5 ST+3 Puncture 3xST 3 2.5 0.9 

Net, Gladiator’s 2 AG Grapple 2xST 3 1 1.5 

Spear 2 ST+3 Puncture 10xST 3 2.5 2.4 

 
Note that thrown weapons have only one damage type. 

1,2,1) MAXIMUM RANGE 

Note too that the maximum range given in this table is not the furthest that a weapon can 
be thrown, but is the longest distance over which successful attacks can be made. I.e. the 
distances given in the table are for fairly flat trajectories which are easy to aim. A dagger, for 
example, could be lobbed high up into an arcing, parabolic trajectory so that it travels much 
further than 4xST metres horizontally. However, it would be extremely hard to aim such a 
throw so that it hit a specific target. Many attempts might be needed, and the dagger would 
be as likely to hit handle first as blade first. The advanced combat skill, Thunderbolt, must 
be developed for such attacks. 
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1,2,2) THROWING ROCKS 
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Rock, Small 1 ST/2 

Crush 

5xST 

2 

1 Apple 

Rock, Medium 4 ST 4xST 3 Grapefruit 

Rock, Large 8 2xST 3xST 15 Pumpkin 

Rock, Huge 16 3xST 2xST 100 Barrel 

 
E.g. a character with ST=5 can hit targets up to 25 metres away with a small rock.  
 
Note that, unless a character specifically develops a skill at throwing rocks, Attack Rolls are 
made as just 1d10+AG. 

1,3) MISSILE WEAPONS 
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Bow, Long 5 2xST # 

Punc-
ture 

1 3 30xST 1.5 1.5 

Bow, Short 2 ST # 1 3 20xST 1 0.9 

Crossbow, Heavy 4* 12 1 8 150 4.5 0.9 

Crossbow, Light 2* 6 1 5 100 2.5 0.6 

Sling 1 ST+1 Crush 2 3 5xST 0.5 0.9 

Sling, Staff 2 ST+2 Crush 2 3 10xST 1 0.9+0.3 

 
Key: 

# The listed characteristics apply with bodkin arrows. These have narrow heads, barely 
wider than the shaft of the arrow, with a square cross-section tapering to a point. 
However, broadhead arrows are commonly available too; these have the stereotypical 
triangular and flat “arrow-head” shape. The maximum range of a bow firing a 
broadhead arrow is 20% less than with a bodkin, and the Attack Strength is modified 
by -2 versus targets with Armour Class >2. However, against AC≤2, the Attack 
Strength is modified by +2 with a broadhead. 

* The Strength Penalty for crossbows does not apply to Attack Rolls, as firing simply 
involves pulling a trigger. However, if a character has a Strength Penalty with a 
crossbow, it should be added so as to increase the reload time. 

 
Note that missile weapons have only one damage type. 

1,3,1) RELOADING AND AIMING 

The Reload column in the previous table gives the default time, in seconds, to reload the 
weapon, assuming ammunition is to ready hand, e.g. arrows or bolts in a quiver, sling stones 
in a belt sack or pocket, etc. Reloading is normally a routine action, not requiring an Action 
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Roll. However, if rushed, a reloading Action Roll using the character’s combat skill+AG 
should be made versus the appropriate Difficulty. 
 
The Duration column is the time required to aim and fire the weapon, and for the projectile 
to fly to its target. For simplicity, this time of flight does not vary with range. 

1,4) UNARMED COMBAT 
Unarmed attacks are divided into the following three types: 
 

ATTACK TYPE mST 
ATTACK 

ST 
DAMAGE 

TYPE 
DURATION 

(secs) 

Grapple # 0 ST Grapple 4 

Strikes 0 ST Kick-Box 2 

Trips/Throws #* 0 ST Crush 3 

 
Key: 

# Grapple and Trips/Throws attacks are only effective versus opponents that are of 
the same size band as the attacker, or smaller. Size bands are explained in the Size 
section of The Bestiary but, for now, note that all of the PC races are medium, except 
for Common Trolls which are large. 

* Trips/Throws attacks only result in injuries if they hit an arm or leg (or associated 
second or third division body locations) and if they cause the target to fall to the 
ground. Otherwise they are harmless. The percentage chance that a target falls 
because of a trip or throw equals five times the Damage Score. See Blows to the Lower 
Leg in the Damage section shortly for an example. 

1,5) IMPROVISED WEAPONS 
Almost any small, rigid object can be used as a weapon, from an arrow to a clay jug to a 
wooden stool to an iron key. If a character uses an improvised weapon, the GM decides to 
which actual weapon it is most similar, choosing from those in the tables earlier this chapter. 
This is likely to be a cudgel for bashing, a dagger for stabbing or a small rock for throwing. 
The Attack Roll is then made as if this weapon were being used. However, the Attack 
(described in The Attack Roll, shortly) and Attack Strength are both halved. The advanced 
combat skill, Improvise Weapon, helps in this situation. 
 
E.g. Percy the Goblin has been forced to defend himself with a rolling pin. This approximates 
as a cudgel. His One-Handed Clubs/Hammers/Maces skill value is 7 and his AG is 6. So his 
Attack is 13=7+6. For the Attack Roll, his player rolls 1d10+13 and halves the result. If he 
hits, the Attack Strength will be (ST+3)/2. 

2) ARMOUR 
Armour can be worn to protect the body from harm caused by weapons, teeth, claws, etc. 
Different pieces of armour, made from different materials (e.g. mail or plate), can be worn 
on different parts of the body. 
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2,1) AVAILABLE PIECES OF ARMOUR 
The following table lists: 

• the types of armour that exist; 

• the standard pieces available in each type of construction; 

• the specific parts of the body (known as body locations) protected by each piece; 

• weights (for pairs, where applicable). 
 

TYPE 
(ARMOUR 

CLASS) 

GARMENTS 
AVAILABLE 

BODY LOCATIONS 
PROTECTED 

W
E

IG
H

T
 

(k
g

) 

Leather 
(AC 1) 

Boots Lower Legs, Feet 0.5 

Coat Torso, Arms 3 

Gloves Hands and Wrists 0.5 

Hauberk Torso, Arms, Upper Legs 4 

Hood Head (not Face or Throat) 0.25 

Jerkin Torso (not Groin or Bottom) 2 

Shoes Feet 0.25 

Trousers Legs, Groin and Bottom 1.5 

Gambeson 
or wood 
 (AC 2) 

Clogs @ Feet 1 

Coat Torso, Arms 3 

Hauberk Torso, Arms, Upper Legs 4 

Hood Head (not Face or Throat) 1 

Jerkin Torso (not Groin or Bottom) 2 

Mail 
(AC 3) 

Chausses Feet, Legs, Groin and Bottom 8 

Coat Torso, Arms 12 

Coif Head (not Face or Throat) 1 

Gauntlets Hands and Wrists 1 

Hauberk Torso, Arms, Upper Legs 15 

Jerkin Torso (not Groin or Bottom) 10 

Socks Ankles and Feet 1 

Brigandine 
(AC 4) 

Coat Torso, Arms 10 

Hauberk Torso, Arms, Upper Legs 12 

Jerkin Torso (not Groin or Bottom) 8 

Plate 
(AC 5) 

Breastplate Torso (Front only) 3 

Codpiece Groin 1 

Cuirass Torso (not Groin or Bottom) 6 

Cuisses Upper Legs (not Knees, Hips, Groin) 3 

Gauntlets Hands and Wrists 1 

Greaves Lower Legs and Knees (not Ankles) 2 

Helm, Full * Head (Crown and Neck but not Face) 2 

Helm, Pot Head (Crown only) 1 

Helm, Visored # Head (Crown, Neck and Face) 3 

Pauldrons Shoulders and Upper Arms 2 

Sabatons Ankles and Feet (not Soles) 1 

Suit All (assuming visored helm) 25 

Vambraces Lower Arms and Elbows (not Wrists) 1 
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Key: 

@ Wearing wooden clogs allows the wearer’s kick attacks to deliver Crush damage 
rather than Kick-Box. However, they bestow a -2 penalty to the wearer’s Stealth skill 
when stalking. 

* A full helm bestows a -1 penalty to the wearer’s Observation skill (not his HI) due 
to restricted view and muffled hearing. 

# A visored helm bestows a -2 penalty to the wearer’s Observation skill (not his HI) 
due to restricted view and muffled hearing. 

 
Glossary: 

• Breastplate – a piece of armour protecting the front of the torso.  

• Brigandine – a leather garment reinforced with dozens or even hundreds of 
small steel plates like scales. These are riveted between two layers 
of leather, the rivets forming a decorative pattern on the outside. 
Worn over gambeson for padding, or over mail and gambeson. 

• Chausses – leggings with feet. 

• Coat – a sleeved jerkin. 

• Codpiece – a pouch covering the genitals. 

• Coif – a hood. 

• Cuirass – a coupled breastplate and backplate, protecting the sides and back 
of the torso as well as the front. 

• Cuisse – a piece of armour protecting the thigh. 

• Gambeson – a quilted garment made of a dozen layers of wool or cotton, faced 
with leather. Worn as padding under mail, brigandine or plate, or 
on its own. 

• Gauntlet – an armoured glove, with protection for the wrists. 

• Greave – a piece of armour protecting the lower leg, with a guard plate in 
front of the knee. 

• Hauberk – a long coat, which hangs down enough to protect the upper legs. 
Split up to the groin to allow horse riding. 

• Helm – a piece of armour protecting the head. Worn over gambeson for 
padding, or over mail and gambeson. 

• Jerkin – a sleeveless vest. 

• Mail – armour made solely from fine interlocking rings of steel. Worn 
over gambeson for padding. 

• Pauldron – a dome-shaped piece of armour protecting the shoulder and 
upper arm. 

• Plate – armour made from a single shaped plate of steel, or several plates 
hinged or riveted together. Worn over gambeson for padding, or 
over mail and gambeson. 

• Sabaton – an armoured covering for the foot, worn over a shoe or boot. 

• Suit – a full suit of articulated plate armour, tailored to protect the whole 
body (except for narrow openings at the joints which should be 
guarded by gambeson, or gambeson and mail, worn beneath). 
Generally includes a visored helm, gauntlets and sabatons. 

• Vambrace – a wide bracelet around the forearm, with a guard plate over the 
elbow. 
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The prices listed above for metal armours are for steel – but iron equivalents are available. 
Iron armour is 20% less costly than steel. However, it corrodes more quickly, requiring care 
and maintenance. And Attack Strengths of strikes against iron armour are increased by 1, 
reflecting its relative softness compared to steel. (There is a similar mechanism for iron 
weapons rather than steel. These modifiers to Attack Strength can be ignored for an iron 
weapon striking iron armour, or a steel weapon striking steel armour.) 

2,2) ARMOUR CLASSES 
Some types of armour offer more protection than others. This is represented by Armour 
Class (AC). The following table also shows some equivalent natural animal hides. 
 

AC 
TYPE OF 

ARTIFICIAL ARMOUR 
EXAMPLE OF EQUIVALENT 

NATURAL HIDE 

0 
Unarmoured 

(including wearing cloth and furs) 
Skin 

e.g. wolf, bear, octopus 

1 Leather 
Thick Hide 

e.g. bull, elephant, crocodile 

2 Gambeson 
Bone, Carapace, Shell or Wood 

e.g. skeleton, giant scorpion, green man 

3 Mail 
Armoured Hide,  

e.g. dragon  

4 Brigandine 
Armoured Hide 

e.g. dragon 

5 Plate 
Metallic Skin 

e.g. metal golem, disarmer scarab 

6 Adamant 
Stony Skin 
e.g. troll 

 
The degree of protection given by different ACs will be demonstrated in the Damage section 
later. To summarise: 

• leather armour is better than none, but only against the weakest blows; 

• gambeson is required for padding under heavier armours (leather armour is 
insufficient); 

• mail is most effective versus arrows and other puncturing attacks; 

• plate is almost impervious against slashing attacks like swords; 

• brigandine acts like a cross between mail and plate. 

2,3) DONNING ARMOUR 
How long does it take to put on armour? The GM should assume that it takes 30 seconds 
per piece of non-plate armour, and 1 minute per piece of plate, which is heaviest and likely 
to be secured with straps and fastenings. Thus, it would take 4 minutes to don a leather 
hauberk, hood and both boots, mail coat and coif, and a pot helm. If the character has 
assistance, reduce the time required by one-third. 

2,4) SLEEPING IN ARMOUR 
Given how long it takes to don amour, PCs may be tempted to sleep in it, especially if they 
are camped in a dangerous place. However, they will get little rest if they do this. The GM 
should inflict a -1 Weakness Penalty (see Lack of Sleep in the Harms Beyond Combat chapter of 
the GM’s Guide) when they wake if they have slept in any armour except leather or gambeson. 
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If they are wearing plate armour, falling asleep will be nigh on impossible unless or until the 
character becomes completely exhausted. 

3) THE ATTACK ROLL 
The Attack Roll process is explained here, and demonstrated in the detailed example given 
at the end of this chapter. 
 
First, the character’s Attack is determined. This is the sum of the relevant combat skill value 
and AG attribute. E.g. if the attacker is attacking with a scimitar, his Attack equals One-
Handed Swords+AG. To make an Attack Roll, the attacker’s player rolls 1d10 and adds his 
character’s Attack. As usual, if the relevant skill is advantaged or disadvantaged in some way, 
multiple dice are thrown and either the highest or lowest value is selected. And (after 
resolving any advantage tier) Attack Rolls: 

• explode with a natural 10, i.e. if the d10 shows a 10, then 1d10 is added to the total, 
and so on; 

• automatically fail with a natural 1, triggering a Fumble Roll. 

3,1) DEFENCE ROLL 
The target’s player makes a separate die roll – known as the Defence Roll – throwing 1d10 
plus the target’s Defence. This value represents how well the target dodges or blocks the 
blow, and is described later this chapter. For now, note that Defence defaults to twice the 
target’s AG attribute – and that Defence Rolls explode on a natural 10 and automatically fail 
on a natural 1, triggering a Fumble Roll. 
 
If the target is an NPC, the Defence Roll is replaced with twice the NPC’s AG, i.e. their 
Defence. If the target is a creature, its Nimbleness is substituted for the Defence Roll. I.e. 
the GM does not roll. 

3,2) HIT OR MISS? 
If the Attack Roll’s total is: 

• greater than or the same as the Defence Roll’s total, then the attack is successful and 
hits; 

• less than the Defence Roll’s total, the attack misses. 

3,2,1) FUMBLING ATTACKS 

Like other Action Rolls, if an Attack Roll scores a natural 1, after any advantage or 
disadvantage is resolved, then the attack automatically misses and a Fumble Roll is required. 
If this produces a fumble (i.e. if it exceeds the attack skill), then the attack misses in a 
particularly bad fashion. Example fumble outcomes include: 

• dropping the weapon; 

• breaking the weapon (note that magical weapons rarely break); 

• stumbling and ending up lying prone at an attacker’s feet; 

• hitting the nearest ally with the attack; 

• inflicting an injury upon oneself, where the Damage Score equals the result of the 
Fumble Roll plus the Attack Strength. 
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3,2,2) ATTACK FEATS 

If an Attack Roll’s d10 scores a 10, before any modifiers are applied, and the attack hits, then 
the attack is a feat. The player may describe some flourish that makes the attack particularly 
remarkable. If an Attack Roll is a feat and it succeeded by ≥20, the feat is spectacular. 

3,3) MODIFIERS TO THE ATTACK ROLL 
Before making an Attack Roll for a character, consider whether any of the following penalties 
and bonuses are applicable. They are cumulative 

3,3,1) HINDRANCE 

The attacker’s Hindrance, HI, will reduce his Attack Roll’s overall score. The factors which 
contribute to HI were listed in the Actions chapter. However, Exhaustion Penalties which 
specifically arise from combat are described more fully now. 

3,3,1,1) EXHAUSTION ROLL 

At 10 seconds into a combat, the players of all participants make Exhaustion Rolls by rolling 
1d10 each. If a roll scores >CO, that character gains a -1 Exhaustion Penalty, worsening his 
HI by -1 too. These rolls are repeated at subsequent 10 second intervals, and Exhaustion 
Penalties accumulate for those who fail their rolls. (The GM may trigger the first set of 
Exhaustion Rolls at 20 seconds if more appropriate, e.g. because some participants have 
barely started their actions.) 
 
A character’s Exhaustion Penalty remains in effect until such time as he is adequately rested.  
 
Note that characters need not be engaged in vigorous melee combat to make Exhaustion 
Rolls. They are required of all participants (unless they are resting), including those firing 
missile weapons, casting spells, etc. It reflects the concentration required in life and death 
situations. 
 
Some creatures do not tire in combat, e.g. undead. These creatures do not suffer Exhaustion 
Penalties, giving them an advantage over those that do. 

3,3,2) STRENGTH PENALTY 

Obviously, the heavier a melee weapon is, and the longer the distance between the centre of 
gravity of the weapon and the handle, the harder it is to wield effectively. Likewise, the larger 
the bow is, the harder it is to bend to fire.  
 
Consequently, weapons are given an attribute called Minimum Strength (mST). A Strength 
Penalty of ST–mST, i.e. the attacker’s ST (unmodified by HI) minus the minimum ST of the 
weapon, is applied to the Attack Roll. 
 
Note that, if a character’s Strength Penalty with a weapon is positive, i.e. he is stronger than 
the mST of his weapon, then the Strength Penalty is ignored and he can use the weapon 
unhindered – but he does not gain a bonus to his Attack Roll. 

3,3,3) SECONDARY DAMAGE TYPE 

If a weapon is capable of delivering a primary and secondary damage type, and its wielder 
chooses to inflict the latter, then a -2 penalty is applied to his Attack Roll. 
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3,3,4) FAST ATTACK 

The default time required to make an attack can be shortened, to a minimum of half of the 
default duration or 1 second (whichever is greatest). However, every second that the duration 
is reduced bestows a -2 penalty to the Attack Roll. 

3,3,5) LOCATION PENALTY 

The attacker should choose which part of the target’s body he is going to strike before 
making his attack. Certain parts of the target may be harder to hit than others because they 
are relatively small, distant or fast-moving – these have an associated Location Penalty which 
is applied to the Attack Roll.  
 
Why would an attacker wish to aim at a part of the body which is hard to hit, if this penalises 
his Attack Roll and, thus, the likelihood of a successful attack? The answer is armour. By 
aiming his attack at a specific area on the target, the attacker can strike where armour is weak 
or absent. 

3,3,5,1) FIRST DIVISION BODY LOCATIONS 

The first division of body locations is comprised of the head, torso and four limbs. By default, 
the Location Penalties are as follows: 

• Torso, 0; 

• Limbs, -1; 

• Head, -2. 
 
The torso, with its zero Location Penalty, is the default body location. If the attacker does 
not choose a body location to aim at before making his Attack Roll, it should be assumed 
that his attack is aimed at the torso. 
 
If the attacker is able to strike from behind the target, i.e. make a rear attack, the Location 
Penalty of all of the first division body locations becomes zero. The attacker must be able to 
keep behind the target for the duration of his attack. (Note that some creatures’ physiology 
might be such that they do not have a front or back, making rear attacks impossible, e.g. 
plague demons, creeping jellies, sylphs, etc.) 
 
The GM may deviate from these defaults if necessary. E.g. they may not be appropriate for 
non-humanoid targets. Imagine a human attacking a lion from the front. In this case, the 
lion’s head will be the easiest first division body location to strike, as it is in front of the torso 
and limbs. The GM should give the lion’s head a zero Location Penalty, making it the default 
body location. She should give the lion’s forelegs and torso a -1 Location Penalty, and the 
hindlegs -2. 
 
Likewise for rear attacks against non-humanoid targets. Not all first division body locations 
will be equal in terms of Location Penalty. If a human is attacking a lion from the rear, he 
may not be able to reach its head and forelegs. Body locations which are out of reach cannot 
be attacked successfully. This obviously depends on the reach of the attack, e.g. a spear will 
reach more body locations than a dagger. Now consider a human attacking a crocodile from 
the rear. This has a large and powerful tail which the GM should treat as a first division body 
location in its own right. The GM should give this a zero Location Penalty, making it the 
default location, and -1 for the body and -2 for the hindlegs – with the forelegs and head 
impossible to reach without a polearm, bow or similar. 
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First division body locations should not have Location Penalties exceeding -2.  

3,3,5,2) SECOND DIVISION BODY LOCATIONS 

The torso, limbs and head can be sub-divided into smaller body locations, if necessary. This 
is often required because the attacker will wish to aim at an area which is not covered by 
armour. 
 

HUMANOID BODY LOCATION LOCATION 
PENALTY 1ST DIVISION 2ND DIVISION 

Torso 

Front 

-4 

Back 

Side 

Limb 

Left Upper Arm Right Upper Arm 

Left Lower Arm Right Lower Arm 

Left Hand Right Hand 

Left Upper Leg Right Upper Leg 

Left Lower Leg Right Lower Leg 

Left Foot Right Foot 

Head 

Face 

Crown * 

Neck 

 
* The crown is classed as the rest of the head after the face and neck have been discounted. 
 
All second division body locations attract a Location Penalty of -4. 

3,3,5,3) THIRD DIVISION BODY LOCATIONS 

The second division body locations can also be sub-divided if the attacker wishes to pinpoint 
an attack at a very precise area, e.g. to strike an eye through a helmet’s visor. The following 
table gives examples of third division body locations: 
 

HUMANOID BODY LOCATION LOCATION 
PENALTY 1ST DIVISION 2ND DIVISION 3RD DIVISION 

Torso Front, Back, Side 
Shoulder, Arm Pit,  

Chest, Stomach, Spine, 
Hip, Groin, Bottom 

-6 
Limb 

Upper Arm or Leg, 
Lower Arm or Leg, 

Hand or Foot 

Elbow, Knee, Wrist, 
Ankle, Palm, Heel, 

Finger, Toe 

Head Face, Crown, Neck 
Eye, Nose, Mouth, 

Ear, Throat 

 
All third division body locations attract a Location Penalty of -6. 

3,3,5,4) BODY LOCATIONS AND ARMOUR CLASS 

If an attacker is aiming at a body location which has several different types of armour (e.g. 
gambeson and mail), then the most protecting Armour Class found on that body location is 
used to determine its level of protection versus the attack. 
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E.g. an attacker decides that he is going to slash at a target’s torso with his sword. The target 
is wearing a plate (AC 5) breastplate over mail (AC 3) and gambeson (AC 2) coats, so has 
ACs 2 and 3 on the whole torso, and ACs 2, 3 and 5 on the torso’s front only.  
 
The torso is a first division body location with a Location Penalty of zero (in this case), 
making it the easiest to hit. As there are several different types of armour on this body 
location, the most protecting AC is used to calculate the damage, i.e. AC 5 in this case. 
 
Alternatively, the attacker could choose to aim at one of the second division body locations 
on the torso. Whilst the front of the torso benefits from the plate breastplate, the sides and 
back do not. By choosing to aim specifically at one side of the torso, instead of just the torso 
as a whole, the attacker will suffer a -4 Location Penalty to his Attack Roll as the side is a 
second division body location. However, AC 2 or 3 will be used to calculate the damage and 
both offer less protection against slashing attacks than AC 5. (Against a slashing attack, AC 
3 is more protecting that AC 2, so would be used in this case.) 
 
To summarise, whenever an attacker’s player chooses which part of a target to aim at, he 
should balance the difficulty of aiming at a small specific part of the target with the benefit 
of striking a less protected area and consequently doing more damage if he hits. 
 
The GM should remember that armour is frequently hidden by clothing, cloaks, etc., so it 
will often be reasonable to restrict attackers to aiming at first division body locations until 
such time as they have made a successful Action Roll (Observation+RE). Afterwards, they 
can aim at gaps in the target’s armour. 

3,3,5,5) RANGE 

The default Location Penalty can be changed if an attack is made with a missile or thrown 
weapon at a distant target. This depends on the range: 
 

DISTANCE TO TARGET, 
AS PERCENTAGE OF 
MAXIMUM RANGE 

DESCRIBED 
AS 

LOCATION 
PENALTY 

IS 

10% Short range Halved 

11 to 49% Medium range Unmodified 

50% Long range Doubled 

 
E.g. a light crossbow, with a maximum range of 100 metres, is being used to fire a bolt at a 
target’s face. The Location Penalty for such a second division body location is normally -4. 
If the target is at short range, i.e. up to 10 metres distant, then the Location Penalty becomes 
-2. If the target is at long range, i.e. 50 to 100 metres distant, then the Location Penalty 
becomes -8. 

3,3,5,6) REACH 

The GM may decide that some parts of the target are out of reach of the attacker; she should 
not allow such attacks to succeed. Reach will depend on a range of factors, from the relative 
sizes and shapes of attacker and target, to their relative positions and stances, weapon length, 
etc. The GM should listen to the players and use her judgement. 
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3,3,6) MAGICAL WEAPON BONUS 

If a weapon has a magic bonus (typically +1, +2 or +3), it should be added to its wielder’s 
Attack Roll.  

3,3,7) OFF HAND PENALTY 

It is not necessary to develop a separate skill value in order to wield a weapon with the off 
hand (i.e. the left hand if the character is right-handed, and vice-versa). However, a -2 penalty 
is applied to all Attack Rolls (for one-handed weapons) using a character’s off hand. E.g. a 
right-handed character with a Daggers/Knives skill of 8 and an AG of 5 would make an 
Attack Roll with 1d10+13 when wielding a dagger in the right hand, and 1d10+11 when 
wielding a dagger in the left hand.  

3,3,7,1) AMBIDEXTERITY 

Off Hand Penalties should not be applied to ambidextrous characters. 

3,3,7,2) OFF HAND PENALTIES AND NON-COMBAT SKILLS 

At the GM’s discretion, a -2 Off Hand Penalty may be applied to other types of actions in 
which the lead hand is predominantly favoured if they are utilised with the off hand. E.g. if 
a character that is right-handed is forced to pick a lock using his left hand, his lock picking 
Action Roll (Pick Lock+AG) will be modified by -2.  

3,3,8) SIMULTANEOUS ATTACK PENALTY 

It is possible to deliver simultaneous attacks with multiple weapons. However, it is hard to 
co-ordinate multiple attacks. Consequently, when making simultaneous attacks, a cumulative 
-2 penalty for each extra attack beyond the first is applied to all of the Attack Rolls. Note: 

• for these purposes, simultaneous attacks are those whose durations overlap, even 
partially; 

• these penalties are cumulative with any applicable Off Hand Penalty; 

• simultaneous attacks can be directed at the same or different targets within range.  
 
E.g. if a character wields two daggers simultaneously, then a -2 penalty will be applied to his 
Attack Rolls for both weapons. He could even attempt to simultaneously head-butt a target 
whilst striking with his both of his daggers – in this case, a -4 penalty would apply to all three 
Attack Rolls. And one of his dagger Attack Rolls would also be penalised by a -2 Off Hand 
Penalty. 

3,3,9) MISCELLANEOUS MODIFIERS 

As always, the GM should feel free to apply further modifiers (penalties or bonuses) to reflect 
other factors that might affect the Attack. For example, if an attacker is firing an arrow at a 
target through vegetation, the GM may wish to apply a penalty. Likewise, if the target is 
clearly silhouetted against the skyline, then a bonus could be applied. And so on. 

3,4) DEFENCE 
If the target of an attack is a PC, then opposing the Attack Roll is a Defence Roll, made by 
the target’s player. They throw 1d10 plus the target’s Defence. By default, a target’s Defence 
equals twice his AG attribute. This represents how well the target dodges (or perhaps parries) 
the blow. 
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As usual, the Defence Roll is modified by the target’s Hindrance (including Exhaustion 
Penalty) and any other modifiers that the GM cares to apply. And Defence Rolls explode on 
natural 10s, i.e. if the 1d10 scores a 10, then another 1d10 is added to the total, and so on. 
 
In some circumstances, a character can have zero Defence, e.g. when outnumbered or 
surprised. In such cases, his Defence Roll is just 1d10 (plus modifiers, e.g. HI). 
 
Defence Rolls are not made by the GM for her NPCs or creatures. For the Difficulty of 
Attack Rolls against them, she just uses their Defence (plus modifiers, e.g. HI). A creature’s 
Defence equals its Nimbleness. 

3,4,1) FUMBLING DEFENCE 

If a Defence Roll scores a natural 1, then a Fumble Roll is required. If this produces a fumble 
(i.e. if it exceeds the defender’s LU), then the defence against the attack is fumbled. The 
outcome chosen by the GM will be unfortunate for the defender.  Example fumble outcomes 
include: 

• dropping a weapon; 

• falling flat on the back; 

• breaking a weapon (note that magical weapons rarely break); 

• taking extra damage from the attack; 

• winding oneself (e.g. apply the attack’s damage on the Mental Damage Table as well). 

3,4,2) PARRYING 

The target’s player can choose to shift his focus from making melee attacks to blocking them, 
transferring points from his Attack to his Defence. This makes opponents’ attacks more 
likely to miss, but reduces the effectiveness of the target’s own attacks. 
 
The target’s player can decide how many points to transfer from Attack to Defence, the 
maximum being the target’s combat skill value. If all of these points are transferred, the target 
makes a full parry, i.e. he loses his attack (makes no Attack Roll) and concentrates solely on 
parrying. His Defence will then equal 2xAG plus his relevant combat skill value plus HI. 
 
E.g. a character (with zero Hindrance) is fighting with a one-handed mace. His One-Handed 
Clubs/Hammers/Maces skill is 4 and his AG is 6, so he has an Attack of 10 and a Defence 
of 12. He can make a parry by transferring up to four points from his Attack to his Defence. 
If he makes a full parry by transferring all four points, he sacrifices his own Attack Roll to 
increase his Defence to 16. 
 
A player must decide whether to parry and, if so, by how much, when his character begins a 
melee attack – at the same time as choosing the attack’s target, duration, etc. The amount of 
points transferred from Attack to Defence cannot then be altered until this attack has been 
resolved or abandoned. 
 
Note that: 

• parrying increases the risk of the parrying weapon breaking (see Damage to Weapons 
later this chapter); 

• surprise attacks cannot be parried; 

• ranged attacks, e.g. arrows and thrown weapons, cannot be parried without using the 
advanced combat skill Deflect Missile. 
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3,4,3) DIVIDING DEFENCE 

If a character is being struck by only one attack in a particular second, then he should use his 
whole Defence to defend against it. However, if multiple attacks are simultaneously striking 
the character, he may (depending on his calling) choose to: 

• use his whole Defence against one of the attacks, and have an effective Defence of 
zero versus the others; 

• divide his Defence up between the different attacks. 
 
Note that, for these purposes, simultaneous attacks are those which end (i.e. are resolved) in 
the same second. 
 
The maximum number of opponents between which a character can divide up his Defence 
each second depends on his calling: 

• fighters can split their Defence between any number of attacks less than or equal to 
their Defence. 

• jacks can split theirs between no more than two attacks; 

• magicians cannot divide their Defence. They must allocate it all against one attack, 
leaving zero against any others striking that second. 

 
A fighter’s or jack’s player can change if and how his character’s Defence is divided between 
attacks whenever he likes, so long as he does this only once each second and before any 
Attack Rolls are made. The GM should keep a check to ensure that, at any one time, no 
player’s Defence allocations exceed the correct total.  
 
E.g. imagine that a PC jack with a Defence of 10 is facing three opponents. All are swinging 
their swords at him at the same time. As a jack, he cannot divide his Defence between more 
than two attacks. His player decides to set a Defence of 7 against the most fearsome 
opponent, and 3=10-7 against the second attacker. He has zero Defence for the third 
attacker. So his player will throw 1d10+7 for his Defence Roll against the fearsome 
opponent’s attacks, 1d10+3 against the second attacker, and 1d10 against the third (plus 
modifiers, e.g. HI). 
 
(The GM may have to decide whether to treat an NPC or creature, who is targeted by 
multiple attackers, as a fighter, jack or magician. She may want to class less intelligent 
creatures as magicians because this will simplify their options in combat, compared with 
more intelligent creatures which could be treated as jacks or even fighters for the purpose of 
dividing Defence.) 

3,4,4) DEFENDING SURPRISE ATTACKS 

A character’s Defence against a surprise attack is automatically zero. His Defence Roll will 
be just 1d10 (plus modifiers, e.g. HI). He must rely on luck not skill. (This makes surprise 
attacks particularly deadly against NPCs and creatures, as the GM makes no roll for them. 
They have zero Defence.) 
 
An attack is classed as surprising if the target does not detect it before it strikes, or cannot 
react in time (usually because of a poor Reactions Roll). For the purposes of determining if 
an attack has been detected or not, it should normally be assumed that a target in melee 
combat will be aware of most attackers – even those to his rear. In the cut and thrust, he will 
be moving to and fro and rarely standing still looking in only one direction for any length of 
time. If in doubt, the GM should require an Action Roll (Observation+RE) from the target’s 
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player to verify if he has spotted a particular attacker. The attacker’s Stealth+AG should be 
used as the Difficulty. If the roll is failed, the attack is surprising and the target’s Defence is 
zero. Remember that a penalty could be applied to the Attack Roll if the attacker is 
constrained by cover or a tight hiding place, etc. 

3,4,4,1) BEATING THE TARGET’S REACTIONS 

If an attack strikes a target before it has chance to react, e.g. because it made a poor Reactions 
Roll at the start of a combat, then the attack is treated as surprising. 

3,4,5) DEFENDING WHEN RESTRAINED 

If a character is restrained and the target of attacks, the GM should apply a Hindrance Penalty 
to reflect how much the character is impeded. (As is done for grapple attacks by using the 
Grapple Damage Table.) If a character is prone on the ground, as a guide the HI applied 
should equal -AG, i.e. halving their Defence and penalising any attacks they make from this 
position. 
 
Immobile targets – e.g. unconscious characters or locked doors – cannot defend against 
attacks in any way. Their Defence is zero and they make no Defence Rolls versus Attack 
Rolls. 

3,4,6) SHIELDS 

No special skill is required to use a shield. And using a shield bestows no modifier to a 
character’s Defence. However, a shield does provide cover to large parts of the body, forcing 
opponents to aim at more difficult body locations. 
 
Using a shield automatically protects the following first division body locations: 

• Head; 

• Torso; 

• Shield Arm; 

• Shield Leg. 
 
It should be assumed that any attack that is aimed at one of these first division body locations 
will either miss or hit the shield, doing no damage to its bearer. The exception is for surprise 
attacks – the automatic protection bestowed by a shield does not extend to attacks of which 
the bearer is unaware. 
 
Note that all shields protect the same first division body locations, regardless of size or type. 
Bucklers are far smaller than tower shields, but are much more mobile. 
 
The only way to hit a shield bearer and not his shield is to aim at a: 

• first division body location not covered by the shield, i.e. the arm or leg opposite to 
the shield; 

• second or third division body location – though a larger Location Penalty will apply. 
E.g. the attacker could strike at the shield bearer’s side, neck, upper shield arm, etc. 
The GM may decide that certain second and third division body locations will be 
impossible to hit because of the shield, e.g. the hand holding a medium shield might 
be so well hidden that it cannot be struck, and the lower arm too with a tower shield. 

 
If a target is carrying a shield but is not actively using it to block blows, then the GM should 
allow attacks to hit a broader range of first division body locations, e.g. the head. 
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4) DAMAGE 
If an attack hits, use the following process to work out what damage results. 

4,1) DAMAGE SCORE 
First, calculate the Damage Score of the attack. This is the sum of the following. 

4,1,1) DEGREE OF ATTACK ROLL SUCCESS 

The first contributor to the Damage Score is the difference between the results of the Attack 
Roll and Defence (or Defence Roll if one was made). Remember that an attack is damaging 
only if the Attack Roll beat or equalled the Defence. 

4,1,2) ATTACK STRENGTH 

As was noted previously, some weapons deliver more damage than others. A blow from a 
long sword will generally deliver more damage to a target than a blow from a short sword, 
because the long sword is heavier and more leverage is gained from its greater length. 
Additionally, the stronger the weapon’s wielder, the more damaging is the attack likely to be. 
These factors are represented by the attack’s Attack Strength, which is added to the Damage 
Score. 
 
Attack Strengths are listed for weapons in the Types of Attack section earlier this chapter. 

4,1,3) TARGET’S SIZE 

All creatures are classified into one of five size bands – tiny, small, medium, large and huge. 
All of the Player Character races are of medium size (except Common Trolls which are large 
– see the Optional Races chapter). The tiny band includes things like common insects and 
birds, while the most powerful dragons fit into the huge band.  
 
If the target of an attack is medium sized, the Damage Score of the attack is unmodified. 
However, if the target is of another size band, then the following modifier is added to the 
Damage Score: 

• +8 for tiny targets; 

• +4 for small targets; 

• -4 for large targets; 

• -8 for huge targets. 
 
E.g. if a Human (medium) attacks a Common Troll (large), the Damage Score is reduced by 
4 points. If the Common Troll retaliates against the Human, its Damage Score will be 
unchanged. 

4,1,4) CHARGING 

Charging at an opponent bestows two benefits: 

• The attacker’s speed in metres per second, rounded to the nearest whole number, is 
added to the Damage Score if a successful charge was made immediately prior to a 
melee attack. (If the attacker is charging whilst mounted, he obviously uses his 
mount’s speed instead of his own when working out the Damage Score.) 

• Three times the resulting Damage Score gives the percentage chance that the impact 
of the charge knocks the target down to the ground. E.g. consider a knight on 
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horseback charging at a foot soldier. If the knight’s Damage Score comes to 25, then 
the foot soldier’s player must roll 1d100 and score >75 to remain standing. 

 
What constitutes a charge and what does not? The GM is the judge of this but, generally, 
charging requires that the: 

• attacker is able to run at the target and reach a good speed before making his attack; 

• target is stationary relative to the attacker (being in the to-and-fro of melee combat 
is classed as being stationary for these purposes), or is himself charging at the 
attacker. In the latter case, where two opponents charge each other, both will receive 
the relevant bonuses to their attacks from speed. 

 
In all cases, a charge should only be allowed if a successful Action Roll (Running+ST) has 
been made if on foot, or a successful Action Roll (Riding+AG) if mounted (see the Mounted 
Combat section later this chapter). If a charging attacker fumbles, he may end up prone on 
the ground at his opponent’s feet… 

4,1,5) BRUTE FORCE ATTACKS 

In a manner akin to the opposite of parrying, a character can temporarily shift his focus from 
defending opponents’ attacks towards putting more force into his next melee attack.  
 
Whilst making a brute force attack, the character’s Defence is zero. If he is a PC, this means 
that his Defence Rolls are just 1d10 (plus modifiers, e.g. HI). If the brute force attack hits, a 
bonus is added to the Damage Score. The size of this bonus depends on the character’s 
calling: 

• half of the character’s Defence if a fighter; 

• one-third of Defence if a jack; 

• one-quarter of Defence if a magician. 
 
E.g. a magician is fighting with a quarterstaff. His Defence is 8. He can increase the Damage 
Score of his next blow by up to 8/4=2 points if he makes a brute force attack, but his 
Defence will be zero for the duration of this attack. If he were of the fighter calling, he could 
increase the Damage Score by 8 points in this way. 
 
A brute force attack is often made as a “coupe de grace”, delivering a merciful deathblow to 
a mortally injured opponent. 
 
Note that it is clearly impossible to make a brute force attack and a parry at the same time. 

4,2) INJURIES 
Injuries are sudden physical traumas inflicted on the body by attacks and accidents. 

4,2,1) DAMAGE TABLES 

Once the Damage Score is known, use the following Damage Tables to determine the 
severity of the injury caused by the attack. The GM should select the Damage Table 
corresponding to the damage type of the attack, and note the Armour Class of the body 
location struck. 
 
Key: 

- ACs 3-, 4-, 5- and 6- are used in some of the tables. These are used for attacks to the 
head or torso only, where the corresponding AC is worn without a layer of gambeson 
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padding beneath. If no gambeson is worn beneath mail, brigandine, plate or adamant 
armour, the attack’s impact will be transmitted in full to the wearer, making it more 
damaging. (The need for padding is less critical with the limbs.) 

* An asterisk indicates that the armour is very effective at resisting slashes or punctures, 
and transmits only the impact of such attacks to the wearer. Consequently, the 
resulting injury is always of the crush type, e.g. bruising, fractures, internal bleeding 
or organ damage. 

# A hash indicates that some slashes or punctures may penetrate the armour. If the 
Damage Score is an even number, the resulting injury is of the expected slash or 
puncture type, e.g. a laceration or a deep stab wound. If the Damage Score is odd, 
the armour has resisted the blow and only the impact is transmitted to the wearer, 
such that a crushing injury results. 

4,2,1,1) BURNS 

Includes damage from heat, cold and acid, but not electricity. 
 

AC 

DAMAGE SCORE 

≤9 10 to 13 14 to 17 18 to 21 22 to 25 26 to 29 ≥30 

Feeble 
Very 
Weak 

Weak 
Mod-
erate 

Strong 
Very 

Strong 
Devast-

ating 

0 Minor Medium Major 
Mortal 
Slow 

Mortal 
Fast 

Fatal Fatal 

1 Glancing Glancing Major 
Mortal 
Slow 

Mortal 
Fast 

Fatal Fatal 

2 Glancing Glancing Glancing Minor Major 
Mortal 
Slow 

Fatal 

3 Glancing Glancing Glancing Minor Major 
Mortal 
Slow 

Fatal 

3- Glancing Glancing Major 
Mortal 
Slow 

Mortal 
Fast 

Fatal Fatal 

4 Glancing Glancing Glancing Minor Medium Major 
Mortal 
Slow 

4- Glancing Glancing Glancing Minor Medium Major 
Mortal 
Slow 

5 Glancing Glancing Glancing Minor Medium Major 
Mortal 
Slow 

5- Glancing Glancing Glancing Minor Medium Major 
Mortal 
Slow 

6 Glancing Glancing Glancing Minor Medium Major 
Mortal 
Slow 

6- Glancing Glancing Glancing Minor Medium Major 
Mortal 
Slow 
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Example injury descriptions: 
 

INJURY EXAMPLE DESCRIPTION 
ALSO 
CONSIDER… 

Minor  
cold burn  
to limb 

The cold inflicts a tender superficial burn. -1 to 
the target’s HI. Their current action is delayed by 
1 second. 

…sections on: Blows 
to the Hand; or Blows 
to the Lower Leg. 

Medium  
fire burn  
to torso 

The flames inflict a partial thickness burn on the 
target’s abdomen, causing significant pain. -2 to 
the target’s HI. Their current action is delayed by 
2 seconds. 

 

Major  
cold burn  
to head 

The target suffers a serious burn to his face and 
scalp. He cannot see through one eye. The pain is 
intense. -5 to the target’s HI. Their current action 
is lost, and they may not start a new action for 5 
seconds. 

…section on Blows to 
the Head. 

Mortal slow 
fire burn  
to limb 

The blast melts the limb away, leaving an oozing 
stump. The target feels no pain as his nerves have 
been destroyed, but shock makes him dizzy. He 
glances at the wound and slumps to the 
ground. -10 to the target’s HI. Their current 
action is lost, and they may not start a new action 
for 10 seconds. 

…does the target 
lose consciousness? 
How many minutes 
till they die? 

Mortal fast  
fire burn  
to torso 

The flames burn away skin, fat and muscle, 
exposing blackened ribs. The target slumps to the 
ground in shock, wheezing and in agony. -10 to 
the target’s HI. Their current action is lost, and 
they may not start a new action for 10 seconds. 

…does the target 
lose consciousness? 
How many seconds till 
they die? 

Fatal  
cold burn  
to torso 

The target’s torso freezes solid. Momentum and 
sudden loss of balance cause the victim to topple. 
When he hits the ground, his torso shatters into 
fragments. The target’s head rolls away, a 
surprised look on its face. 
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4,2,1,2) CRUSH 

Crushing weapons are effective against all ACs but are usually heavy and relatively slow. 
 

AC 

DAMAGE SCORE 

≤9 10 to 13 14 to 17 18 to 21 22 to 25 26 to 29 ≥30 

Feeble 
Very 
Weak 

Weak 
Mod-
erate 

Strong 
Very 

Strong 
Devast-

ating 

0 Minor Minor Medium Major 
Mortal 
Slow 

Fatal Fatal 

1 Glancing Glancing Medium Major 
Mortal 
Slow 

Fatal Fatal 

2 Glancing Glancing Minor Major 
Mortal 
Slow 

Mortal 
Fast 

Fatal 

3 Glancing Glancing Minor Major 
Mortal 
Slow 

Mortal 
Fast 

Fatal 

3- Glancing Glancing Medium Major 
Mortal 
Slow 

Fatal Fatal 

4 Glancing Glancing Minor Major 
Mortal 
Slow 

Mortal 
Fast 

Fatal 

4- Glancing Glancing Medium Major 
Mortal 
Slow 

Fatal Fatal 

5 Glancing Glancing Minor Medium Major 
Mortal 
Slow 

Fatal 

5- Glancing Glancing Medium Major 
Mortal 
Slow 

Fatal Fatal 

6 Glancing Glancing Minor Medium Major 
Mortal 
Slow 

Fatal 

6- Glancing Glancing Medium Major 
Mortal 
Slow 

Fatal Fatal 
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Example injury descriptions: 
 

INJURY EXAMPLE DESCRIPTION 
ALSO 
CONSIDER… 

Minor  
crush 
to limb 

The blow causes bruising. -1 to the target’s HI. 
Their current action is delayed by 1 second. 

…sections on: Blows 
to the Hand; or Blows 
to the Lower Leg. 

Medium  
crush 
to head 

The blow causes a hairline fracture to the target’s 
skull, and gives him a severe headache. -2 to the 
target’s HI. Their current action is delayed by 2 
seconds. 

…section on Blows 
to the Head. 

Major  
crush 
to torso 

The painful blow fractures ribs, tears muscles and 
causes internal bleeding. -5 to the target’s HI. Their 
current action is lost, and they may not start a new 
action for 5 seconds. 

 

Mortal slow 
crush 
to limb 

The awesome impact shatters bone – the shards 
lactating tissues. Blood oozes from the open 
wound. The target sags to the ground. -10 to the 
target’s HI. Their current action is lost, and they 
may not start a new action for 10 seconds. 

…does the target 
lose consciousness? 
How many minutes 
till they die? 

Mortal fast  
crush 
to torso 

The blow staves in the target’s chest, crushing 
various organs. The target collapses in a heap. -10 
to the target’s HI. Their current action is lost, and 
they may not start a new action for 10 seconds. 

…does the target 
lose consciousness? 
How many seconds 
till they die? 

Fatal  
crush 
to head 

The target’s skull cracks like an egg. Brains leak 
everywhere. Death is immediate. 

 

4,2,1,3) GRAPPLE 

Grapple attacks restrain the target, limiting its movements and inflicting pain. The Damage 
Score in the table below is calculated slightly differently to normal (i.e. as for Crush, Puncture, 
Slash, etc.) in that no bonus is gained for charging. 
 

 DAMAGE SCORE MODIFIER TO HI 

Feeble ≤9 -1 

Very Weak 10 to 13 -2 

Weak 14 to 17 -3 

Moderate 18 to 21 -4 

Strong 22 to 25 -6 

Very Strong 26 to 29 -8 

Devastating ≥30 -10 

 
The modifier to the target’s HI from the grapple only applies whilst the attacker maintains 
his hold. The target can attempt to break free every second. The target must pass an Action 
Roll (Brawn+ST), versus the attacker’s combat skill+ST, to break free. Obviously, the 
target’s roll is worsened by HI (the attacker’s HI applies to his opposing roll too). Note that, 
as time passes, both the attacker and target may become tired, one from maintaining the hold 
and the other from struggling, so the GM may apply Exhaustion Penalties to further worsen 
their HIs. 
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4,2,1,4) KICK-BOX 

This table is used for blunt attacks that are ineffective against heavy armour – especially 
unarmed combat strikes. 
 

AC 

DAMAGE SCORE 

≤9 10 to 13 14 to 17 18 to 21 22 to 25 26 to 29 ≥30 

Feeble 
Very 
Weak 

Weak 
Mod-
erate 

Strong 
Very 

Strong 
Devast-

ating 

0 Minor Minor Minor Medium Major Major 
Mortal 
Slow 

1 Glancing Glancing Minor Medium Major Major 
Mortal 
Slow 

2 Glancing Glancing Glancing Glancing Minor Medium Major 

3 Glancing Glancing Glancing Glancing Minor Medium Major 

3- Glancing Glancing Minor Medium Major Major 
Mortal 
Slow 

4 Glancing Glancing Glancing Glancing Minor Medium Major 

4- Glancing Glancing Minor Medium Major Major 
Mortal 
Slow 

5 Glancing Glancing Glancing Glancing Minor Medium Major 

5- Glancing Glancing Minor Medium Major Major 
Mortal 
Slow 

6 Glancing Glancing Glancing Glancing Minor Medium Major 

6- Glancing Glancing Minor Medium Major Major 
Mortal 
Slow 

 
For example injury descriptions, see Crush. 
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4,2,1,5) LIGHTNING 

Includes all electricity-based damage. Very dangerous against metal armour. 
 

AC 

DAMAGE SCORE 

≤9 10 to 13 14 to 17 18 to 21 22 to 25 26 to 29 ≥30 

Feeble 
Very 
Weak 

Weak 
Mod-
erate 

Strong 
Very 

Strong 
Devast-

ating 

0 Minor Minor Medium Major Major 
Mortal 
Fast 

Fatal 

1 Glancing Glancing Minor Medium Major 
Mortal 
Fast 

Fatal 

2 Glancing Glancing Minor Medium Major 
Mortal 
Fast 

Fatal 

3 Glancing Glancing Minor Medium Major 
Mortal 
Fast 

Fatal 

3- Minor Medium Major 
Mortal 
Slow 

Mortal 
Fast 

Fatal Fatal 

4 Glancing Glancing Minor Medium Major 
Mortal 
Fast 

Fatal 

4- Minor Medium Major 
Mortal 
Slow 

Mortal 
Fast 

Fatal Fatal 

5 Glancing Glancing Minor Medium Major 
Mortal 
Fast 

Fatal 

5- Medium Major 
Mortal 
Fast 

Fatal Fatal Fatal Fatal 

6 Glancing Glancing Glancing Glancing Glancing Minor Major 

6- Glancing Glancing Glancing Glancing Glancing Minor Major 

 
Example injury descriptions: 
 

INJURY EXAMPLE DESCRIPTION 
ALSO 
CONSIDER… 

Minor  
lightning 
to head 

The target’s hair stands on end. -1 to the target’s 
HI. Their current action is delayed by 1 second. 

…section on Blows 
to the Head. 

Medium  
lightning 
to torso 

The target yelps as sparks fly across his chest, 
leaving a blistering burn. -2 to the target’s HI. Their 
current action is delayed by 2 seconds. 

 

Major  
lightning 
to limb 

The target’s muscles spasm and his nerves are 
damaged, causing significant pain. -5 to the target’s 
HI. Their current action is lost, and they may not 
start a new action for 5 seconds. 

…sections on: Blows 
to the Hand; or Blows 
to the Lower Leg. 

Mortal slow 
lightning 
to torso 

The blast knocks the target down. He lies there 
twitching as his muscles convulse. His heart beats 
more and more irregularly. -10 to the target’s HI. 
Their current action is lost, and they may not start 
a new action for 10 seconds. 

…does the target 
lose consciousness? 
How many minutes 
till they die? 
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INJURY EXAMPLE DESCRIPTION 
ALSO 
CONSIDER… 

Mortal fast  
lightning 
to head 

The blast makes the target’s hair stand straight, and 
his eyeballs burst. His brain is on fire. His body 
jerks for a few seconds. -10 to the target’s HI. 
Their current action is lost, and they may not start 
a new action for 10 seconds. 

…does the target 
lose consciousness? 
How many seconds 
till they die? 

Fatal  
lightning 
to limb 

The target’s body lights up for a split second as his 
every nerve glows with white fire. His limb is 
disintegrated, blowing away as dust. The rest of his 
corpse drops to the ground, lifeless. 

 

4,2,1,6) MAGIC 

The Damage Table for magic is found in the Advanced Magic chapter in the GM’s Guide. 

4,2,1,7) MENTAL 

Mental attacks stun the target, slowing his thoughts. They are normally caused by sudden 
impacts, spells, etc.  
 

 
DAMAGE 

SCORE 
EFFECTS 

Feeble ≤9 
Stun. -1 Injury Penalty (i.e. -1 to HI) for 1d10-CO seconds 
(minimum of 1 second). 

Very Weak 10 to 13 
Stun. -2 Injury Penalty (i.e. -2 to HI) for 2d10-CO seconds 
(minimum of 2 seconds). 

Weak 14 to 17 
Stun. -4 Injury Penalty (i.e. -4 to HI) for 4d10-CO seconds 
(minimum of 4 seconds). 

Moderate 18 to 21 
Temporary blindness. Clouded vision inflicts a -8 Injury 
Penalty (i.e. -8 to HI) for 8d10-CO seconds  
(minimum of 8 seconds). 

Strong 22 to 25 

Unconsciousness. 
The victim falls unconscious for 1d10 hours. The victim also 
suffers brain damage, one of the following attributes being 
modified by -1: AG, CH, RE or SD. (Class this as a major 
injury for healing purposes.) 

Very Strong 26 to 29 
Coma. 
The soul is ejected from the body, joining the souls of the 
dead in the Spirit Realm. The body remains alive in coma. 

Devastating ≥30 

Mind Wipe. 
All electrical activity in the brain ceases and the soul is 
erased. Resurrection is impossible. The body remains alive 
in a vegetative state (until death occurs from hunger and 
thirst). 
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4,2,1,8) PUNCTURE 

Puncture weapons are usually weaker than crushing or slashing weapons, but are often 
ranged. Mail armour is especially resistant to them. 
 

AC 

DAMAGE SCORE 

≤9 10 to 13 14 to 17 18 to 21 22 to 25 26 to 29 ≥30 

Feeble 
Very 
Weak 

Weak 
Mod-
erate 

Strong 
Very 

Strong 
Devast-

ating 

0 Minor Minor Medium Major 
Mortal 
Slow 

Fatal Fatal 

1 Glancing Glancing Medium Major 
Mortal 
Slow 

Fatal Fatal 

2 Glancing Glancing Medium Major 
Mortal 
Slow 

Mortal 
Fast 

Fatal 

3 Glancing Glancing Glancing Glancing Glancing Minor# Major# 

3- Glancing Glancing Minor* Minor* Minor# Major# 
Mortal 
Slow# 

4 Glancing Glancing Glancing Glancing Minor* Major# 
Mortal 
Slow# 

4- Glancing Glancing Minor* Medium* Major* 
Mortal 
Slow# 

Fatal# 

5 Glancing Glancing Glancing Minor* Major* 
Mortal 
Slow* 

Fatal* 

5- Glancing Glancing Minor* Major* 
Mortal 
Slow* 

Fatal* Fatal* 

6 Glancing Glancing Glancing Glancing Glancing Minor* Major* 

6- Glancing Glancing Minor* Minor* Medium* Major* 
Mortal 
Slow* 

 
Example injury descriptions: 
 

INJURY EXAMPLE DESCRIPTION 
ALSO 
CONSIDER… 

Minor  
puncture 
to limb 

A pin prick. -1 to the target’s HI. Their current 
action is delayed by 1 second. 

…sections on: Blows 
to the Hand; or Blows 
to the Lower Leg. 

Medium  
puncture 
to head 

A nasty stab through the cheek draws blood and 
spittle. -2 to the target’s HI. Their current action is 
delayed by 2 seconds. 

…section on Blows 
to the Head. 

Major  
puncture 
to torso 

The thrust stabs through muscles, inflicting 
debilitating pain and stiffness. -5 to the target’s HI. 
Their current action is lost, and they may not start 
a new action for 5 seconds. 

 

Mortal slow 
puncture 
to limb 

The target’s limb is impaled. It is useless, and blood 
seeps from lactated vessels. -10 to the target’s HI. 
Their current action is lost, and they may not start 
a new action for 10 seconds. 

…does the target 
lose consciousness? 
How many minutes 
till they die? 
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INJURY EXAMPLE DESCRIPTION 
ALSO 
CONSIDER… 

Mortal fast  
puncture 
to torso 

The thrust passes through the target’s abdomen. 
Fluids and parts of several organs splash onto the 
ground behind him. He slumps on top of them. 
-10 to the target’s HI. Their current action is lost, 
and they may not start a new action for 10 seconds. 

…does the target 
lose consciousness? 
How many seconds 
till they die? 

Fatal  
puncture 
to head 

There is a hole where the target’s face once was. 
His liquefied brain slops out of the shattered 
remains of his skull. 

 

4,2,1,9) SLASH 

Slashing weapons tend to be fast but are less effective against metal armour than crushing 
weapons. Plate armour is almost impervious to slashes. 
 

AC 

DAMAGE SCORE 

≤9 10 to 13 14 to 17 18 to 21 22 to 25 26 to 29 ≥30 

Feeble 
Very 
Weak 

Weak 
Mod-
erate 

Strong 
Very 

Strong 
Devast-

ating 

0 Minor Medium Major 
Mortal 
Slow 

Mortal 
Fast 

Fatal Fatal 

1 Glancing Glancing Major 
Mortal 
Slow 

Mortal 
Fast 

Fatal Fatal 

2 Glancing Glancing Medium Major 
Mortal 
Slow 

Fatal Fatal 

3 Glancing Glancing Glancing Minor* Major# 
Mortal 
Slow# 

Fatal# 

3- Glancing Glancing Minor* Major* 
Mortal 
Slow# 

Fatal# Fatal# 

4 Glancing Glancing Glancing Glancing Minor* Major# 
Mortal 
Slow# 

4- Glancing Glancing Minor* Medium* Major* 
Mortal 
Slow# 

Fatal# 

5 Glancing Glancing Glancing Glancing Glancing Minor* Major* 

5- Glancing Glancing Minor* Minor* Medium* Major* 
Mortal 
Slow* 

6 Glancing Glancing Glancing Glancing Glancing Minor* Major* 

6- Glancing Glancing Minor* Minor* Medium* Major* 
Mortal 
Slow* 
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Example injury descriptions: 
 

INJURY EXAMPLE DESCRIPTION ALSO CONSIDER… 

Minor  
slash 
to limb 

A long but shallow cut. -1 to the target’s HI. 
Their current action is delayed by 1 second. 

…sections on: Blows to 
the Hand; or Blows to the 
Lower Leg. 

Medium  
slash 
to torso 

A swift laceration across the flank causes pain 
and bleeding. -2 to the target’s HI. Their 
current action is delayed by 2 seconds. 

 

Major  
slash 
to head 

A cut across the forehead fractures the target’s 
skull. Blood seeps into his eyes. The throbbing 
pain makes him dizzy. -5 to the target’s HI. 
Their current action is lost, and they may not 
start a new action for 5 seconds. 

…section on Blows to the 
Head. 

Mortal slow 
slash 
to limb 

The cut amputates part of the limb. Blood 
spurts from the gory stump, then slows to a 
steady trickle. The target’s complexion turns 
ghostly white, and he sags to the ground. -10 to 
the target’s HI. Their current action is lost, and 
they may not start a new action for 10 seconds. 

…does the target lose 
consciousness? How 
many minutes till they 
die? 

Mortal fast  
slash 
to torso 

The slash spills the target’s innards out of his 
abdomen. He somehow remains standing for a 
few seconds, staring at the entrails and organs 
hanging from the wound.  -10 to the target’s 
HI. Their current action is lost, and they may 
not start a new action for 10 seconds. 

…does the target lose 
consciousness? How 
many seconds till they 
die? 

Fatal  
slash 
to head 

The slash decapitates the target, sending his 
head spinning in a bloody arc through the air. 

 

4,2,1,10) LAYERING DIFFERENT ARMOURS 

The Damage Tables show that the damage caused by an attack depends on the AC of the 
body location struck. Generally, the heavier the armour and the higher the AC, the higher 
the Damage Score must be to produce a severe injury. Of course, there is a trade-off – as 
wearing lots of heavy armour will increase a character’s Hindrance, worsening his skill and 
attribute values and Defence. 
 
It is possible to wear one type of armour over the top of another. For example, gambeson 
(AC 2) armour is usually worn under mail (AC 3), brigandine (AC 4) or plate (AC 5) armour 
to provide padding. If different ACs are layered over the same body location, the most 
protecting of those ACs should be used for the purpose of determining the damage. 

4,2,2) INJURY SEVERITY 

The following sections describe what effect an injury of each severity will have on the victim.  

4,2,2,1) GLANCING BLOW 

A very light attack that does no lasting damage. 
 
The attack distracts and disorientates the victim. Completion of his current (or next) action 
is delayed by 1 second, i.e. the action takes 1 second longer than intended to accomplish. 
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A single action can be delayed up to three times by glancing blows and minor injuries, so 
that it takes up to 3 seconds longer than expected to complete. 

4,2,2,2) MINOR INJURY 

The attack inflicts minor harm, but the victim is able to continue fighting. E.g. bruising, a 
superficial burn or cut, etc. 
 
Minor pain delays completion of the victim’s current (or next) action by 1 second (as for a 
glancing blow). In addition, he gains a -1 Injury Penalty (i.e. -1 to HI) until the injury is healed. 
 
This injury will heal naturally given 12/CO days of rest. 

4,2,2,3) MEDIUM INJURY 

The attack inflicts significant harm, but the victim is able to continue fighting. E.g. painful 
bruising, a partial thickness burn, a hairline fracture, mild concussion, etc. 
 
Pain and stiffness delays completion of the victim’s current (or next) action by 2 seconds. In 
addition, he gains a -2 Injury Penalty (i.e. -2 to HI) until the injury is healed. 
 
This injury will heal naturally given 60/CO days of rest. 

4,2,2,4) MAJOR INJURY 

The attack inflicts serious harm. The victim may be able to continue fighting, but will be 
severely hindered by the injury. E.g. a deep wound, major bone fracture, serious concussion, 
damage to a non-vital organ (e.g. blinding of one eye, a collapsed lung), etc. 
 
Severe pain and stiffness inflicts a -5 Injury Penalty (i.e. -5 to HI) until this injury is healed. 
Any current action is lost. 
 
This injury will heal naturally given 120/CO days of bed rest – although whether full function 
is regained will depend on the nature of the injury, the vigour of the victim, etc. 

4,2,2,5) MORTAL SLOW INJURY 

The attack inflicts a deadly injury which will kill in CO minutes. It is unlikely that the victim 
will be able to carry on fighting during this period without magic or other assistance. E.g. the 
severing of an artery, the amputation of a limb, damage to a vital organ (like the heart or 
brain), etc. 
 
The victim’s player should throw 1d10. If the result is: 

• ≤CO, then the victim will remain conscious until death. He gains a -10 Injury Penalty 
(i.e. -10 to HI) until the mortal injury is healed. (This injury will not heal naturally.) 
Any current action is lost, and the victim may not start a new action for 10 seconds.  

• >CO, then the injury knocks the victim unconscious. He will not regain 
consciousness without assistance. 

4,2,2,6) MORTAL FAST INJURY 

As Mortal Slow but death occurs more quickly – after COx10 seconds rather than CO 
minutes. 
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4,2,2,7) FATAL INJURY 

The attack inflicts a catastrophic wound which kills immediately. E.g. beheading, 
disembowelling, destruction of vital organs, etc. 
 
Fatal injuries usually only result if vital organs are harmed. If the body location struck was 
one that lacks vital organs, e.g. a limb, then apply a mortal injury instead. 

4,2,2,8) BLOWS TO THE HEAD 

If a character receives a successful attack to the head from one of the physical damage types 
(Burns, Crush, Kick-Box, Lightning, Puncture or Slash – but not Magic or Mental), then 
there is a percentage chance equal to three times the attack’s Damage Score that he will also 
suffer a mental injury in addition to the usual damage. This makes attacks to the head 
especially dangerous. 
 
If a mental injury has resulted, the GM should apply the attack’s Damage Score to the Mental 
Damage Table later in this chapter. The result is likely to be a temporary stun causing an 
Injury Penalty, but more serious brain damage can result. 
 
E.g. a war hammer attack to an unarmoured head hits with a Damage Score of 18. The GM 
will first look at the Crush Damage Table, cross-referencing 18 with AC 0. The result is a 
major injury. However, there is a 3x18=54% chance that a mental injury has also been caused. 
The victim’s player rolls 1d100 and scores ≤54. The GM therefore consults the Mental 
Damage Table too, for a Damage Score of 18. So the blow also inflicts temporary blindness, 
the victim gaining a -8 Injury Penalty for 8d10-CO seconds, in addition to the major injury 
from the crush. 
 
(These rules should be adjusted by the GM for creatures with less vulnerable brains than the 
PC races. Many animals use their heads in combat – whether for biting, ramming or butting 
– and they should be less prone to suffering additional mental injuries. Other creatures of 
unusual physiologies may not even carry their brains in their heads, if they have brains at all, 
e.g. Green Men, the Fey, etc.) 

4,2,2,9) BLOWS TO THE HAND 

If a character receives a successful attack to the hand from one of the physical damage types, 
then there is a percentage chance equal to three times the attack’s Damage Score that he will 
drop whatever is held in that hand. This is useful for disarming opponents. 

4,2,2,10) BLOWS TO THE LOWER LEG 

If a character receives a successful attack to the lower leg from one of the physical damage 
types, then there is a percentage chance equal to three times the attack’s Damage Score that 
he will fall to the ground. (This is not cumulative with the chance of being knocked over by 
a charging attack.) These rules may need adjusting by the GM for non-bipedal creatures, e.g. 
for quadrupeds the chance might be one quarter of the Damage Score, etc. 
 
Trips/Throws (see the Unarmed Combat section earlier) are treated differently to other attacks 
in the following respects. They can cause the target to fall following successful attacks to the 
arms and legs, not just the lower leg, and the percentage chance of falling equals five times 
the Damage Score.  
 
E.g. a ninja with an Unarmed Trips/Throws skill of 8, AG and ST attributes of 4, and zero 
Hindrance makes a throw attack by grabbing at an opponent’s arm. Aiming at the arm gives 
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a Location Penalty of -1, so the ninja’s player rolls 1d10+8+4-1=1d10+11 for his Attack 
Roll. Say the roll scores 3 more than the opponent’s Defence Roll (if they are a PC, or the 
Defence if they are an NPC or creature). The Damage Score is therefore equal to 3 plus the 
Attack Strength. This equals the ninja’s ST of 4. The Damage Score is therefore 3+4=7. 
There is a 5x7=35% chance of the opponent being thrown to the ground. If the opponent’s 
player rolls 1d100 and scores >35, the attack will do no harm. But if he scores ≤35, the 
opponent is thrown over (and may suffer falling damage – described in the Harms Beyond 
Combat chapter of the GM’s Guide). 
 
A fit, lightly armoured opponent knocked down to the ground will normally need 2 seconds 
to get back into a standing fighting stance. During this time, their Defence is reduced (see 
Defending When Restrained earlier this chapter). 

4,2,2,11) DEATH, COMA AND THE SOUL 

Every living or sentient creature has a soul as well as a physical body. During consciousness 
and unconsciousness, the soul and the body are united. On death, the soul immediately leaves 
the body and enters the realm of the dead – the Spirit Realm (unless the soul is trapped in 
the realm of the living as a ghost). 
 
If a creature is in a coma, its body is still alive but its soul has somehow left and entered the 
Spirit Realm. Recovery from coma will not occur naturally. Indeed, most of the comatose 
perish from malnutrition (see Hunger and Thirst in the Harms Beyond Combat chapter of the 
GM’s Guide). The lucky are revived using powerful magic or herbs. 

4,2,3) INJURY DESCRIPTION 

The GM is now in a position to invent a full description of the injury, i.e. exactly which part 
of the victim has been damaged, how and to what extent. The details should fit the type of 
the attack, the body location struck, the damage type, the injury severity, any armour present, 
etc.  
 
Some example injury descriptions were given with the Damage Tables earlier this chapter. 
Here are two further examples. Imagine a: 

• strike to the torso with a crushing weapon like a mace, resulting in a minor injury. 
The GM might decide that the victim’s ribs have been fractured, and this is causing 
a sharp pain when he breathes and, thus, the -1 Injury Penalty. In addition, 
completion of the victim’s current action is delayed by a second. 

• chop at the victim’s left lower leg with an axe, a slashing weapon, resulting in a 
mortal slow injury. The victim loses his current action and gains a -10 Injury Penalty. 
Because this is an injury to the lower leg, the victim’s player rolls 1d100; he scores 
less than three times the Damage Score, so the victim falls over. Because this is a 
mortal injury, the player also throws 1d10; he scores >CO so, mercifully, the victim 
falls unconscious. The GM decides that the blow has hacked off the victim’s foot at 
the ankle, causing him to collapse on the ground, unconscious. The victim will die 
from exsanguination in CO minutes if left unaided.  

 
The GM should remember that the heavy ACs are very effective at resisting slashes or 
punctures, often transmitting only the impact of such attacks to the wearer (see the key for 
the Damage Tables above). Consequently, even though an attack’s damage type might be 
Slash or Puncture, the resulting injury might not produce lots of visible blood and gore. 
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4,2,4) HEALING INJURIES 

The GM will also need to know whether and how an injury can be healed, especially if a PC 
is the victim. 
 
As has been seen, minor and major injuries will heal naturally, given enough rest. However, 
it is possible to greatly speed recovery by the use of skills, magic, herbs and crystals. 
 
While the GM needs to invent a working description of every injury, she often does not need 
to impart all of this information to the victim’s player. Some injuries will be bloody gashes, 
obvious to all, but other injuries will be internal and hidden – the victim may feel pain in part 
of his body, or woozy due to shock, but be otherwise unaware of the severity of the injury. 
A successful Action Roll (Medicine+RE) may be required to diagnose an injury’s full extent, 
versus a Difficulty chosen by the GM to reflect the subtlety of the symptoms, the 
thoroughness of the examination, etc. Alternatively, the Diagnosis spell (from the Healing 
discipline) might be used. Medicine skill is also used for first aid and surgery. See its 
description in the Craft Skills section of the Actions chapter. 
 
The GM should also consider whether an open wound becomes infected with Wound Rot 
– a nasty disease which can cause the loss of injured body parts. See Disease in the Harms 
Beyond Combat chapter of the GM’s Guide. 
 
The majority of healing is done using magic, as revealed in the next chapter, or through the 
application of healing herbs (described in the Apothecary section of the Goods and Services 
chapter in the GM’s Guide) or crystals (described in Healing with Precious Stones in that chapter). 

4,3) DAMAGE TO OBJECTS 
Characters will occasionally wish to attack inanimate objects – doors and locks, commonly.  
 
If the characters wish to break through a locked door, for example, the GM should look at 
their Attacks. In this case, consider Brawn+ST or, if a suitable tool or weapon is being used 
like an axe or hammer, then the relevant combat skill+ST. The following table lists minimum 
Attacks required to break through different types of doors (and the same values could easily 
apply to forcing treasure chests). If the character’s Attack does not equal or exceed the 
relevant minimum, then the door is too sturdy for them to break through. If they are strong 
enough then half of the minimum Attack equals the default time, in minutes, to break 
through the door. No Attack Roll is necessary. 
 

DOOR TYPE MINIMUM ATTACK EQUIVALENT A.C. 

Wood, weak 6 2 

Wood, strong 8 2 

Wood, reinforced with metal 10 4 

Metal 12 5 

Stone 14 6 

 
If time is of the essence, then the GM should ask for Attack Rolls, applying appropriate 
modifiers, e.g. HI. The door’s Defence is zero and it is super-resilient (see the Super-Resilient 
section in The Bestiary). Assume that “killing” the door destroys it. 
 
E.g. a party of adventurers reaches a strong wooden door, locked and barring their way. One 
of them, Æthelred, has a hatchet and offers to cut through the door. (Before doing so, he 
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puts down his heavy pack and long sword to eliminate his Hindrance.) His One-Handed 
Axes skill is 3 and his ST attribute is 4, giving him an Attack of 7. This is less than the 
minimum Attack of the door, so Æthelred cannot break through it. 
 
If a door is large enough, it may be possible for multiple people to attack it side by side. If 
they do so in an uncoordinated fashion, then a bonus equal to +1 per attacker is added to 
the best of their Attacks. If they manage to coordinate so that their attacks land together and 
in the right spot, then, instead, the bonus equals the combined ST attributes of the attackers. 
This makes a battering ram very effective – it allows strength to be combined, potentially 
from more than two people. (A battering ram must be wielded by at least two people. If a 
single person uses a small ram, treat it as a hammer instead.) 
 
Continuing the previous example… A companion with a mace steps forward to help 
Æthelred. The GM decides that there is space for both to stand side by side before the door, 
but no-one else can assist. Ælfwynn’s One-Handed Clubs/Hammers/Maces skill and ST are 
both 3, giving her an Attack of 6. This is weaker than Æthelred, but if they both go at the 
door, Æthelred’s Attack gets a +1 bonus. This would take it to 8 – enough to equal the door’s 
minimum Attack. They will break through the door in 8/2=4 minutes. Now imagine that 
Æthelred and Ælfwynn effectively coordinate their attacks on the door, combining their 
impact. This adds Ælfwynn’s ST to Æthelred’s Attack, taking it to 7+3=10. This improves 
the Damage Score of Attack Rolls and the chance of destroying the door quickly. It would 
also enable them to break through a metal reinforced wooden door… 

4,3,1) DAMAGE TO WEAPONS 

Weaponry will often sustain damage during combat.  
 
If an attack is dire fumbled (i.e. the Fumble Roll scores 10), the GM should pronounce that 
the weapon used in the attack has been broken (unless it is magical). Such items need 
repairing before they can be used again, or replacing if the GM feels the damage was severe 
enough. Characters can pay an armourer to effect repairs, or they may attempt repairs 
themselves but this will require skills such as Metal, Wood and Leather Working, and suitable 
equipment and raw materials, e.g. hammer and anvil, forge and tongs, needle and thread, 
steel ingots, ash wood, leather strips, etc. 
 
Parrying with a weapon increases its chances of breaking. If an attack is fumbled whilst a 
weapon is being used to make a parry, then the GM should also declare the weapon to have 
broken. 
 
Skilled warriors are able to purposefully break weapons with their attacks – see the Sunder 
skill in the Actions chapter.  

4,3,2) DAMAGE TO SHIELDS 

The GM can decide that a shield is broken if its user’s player fumbles a Defence Roll, or if 
the attacker’s blow results in a feat. Note that a shield is only likely to break if the attacker’s 
weapon was harder than the shield, e.g. it would be rare for a wooden club to break a plate 
metal shield. Shields may also break if shield bash attacks are dire fumbled. A broken shield 
is useless until repaired. 
 
The advanced combat skill Sunder can be used to intentionally break an opponent’s shield. 
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4,3,3) DAMAGE TO ARMOUR 

As with shields, attacks that inflict serious injuries may damage armour too. If the injury is: 

• mortal or fatal, assume that the piece of armour is broken and, until repaired, 
provides no protection to the body location struck; 

• minor or major, assume that the armour remains fully effective, though it might be 
damaged. 

4,3,4) DAMAGE TO MAGICAL ITEMS 

The GM should ensure that magical items break far, far less frequently than mundane items, 
especially those made of mithril or adamant (see the Treasure chapter). Some magical items 
may have such powerful destinies that they can only be destroyed by elaborate and dangerous 
means, e.g. in the fiery maw of a volcano… 

5) MOUNTED COMBAT 
Attacking with a weapon whilst riding at speed can bestow enhanced leverage and 
momentum. Those on foot have little time to hit the rider as he gallops by. However, the 
rider’s lack of mobility as he sits on his mount makes it impossible to dodge blows effectively. 
 
The following rules are based on a rider on horseback. As will be seen from The Bestiary, 
however, there are other types of creature that can be used as mounts… 

5,1) COMPLIMENTARY RIDING ACTION ROLL 
If a character intends to engage in combat whilst on horseback, the GM should immediately 
require a complimentary Action Roll (Riding+AG). If this roll is: 

• unsuccessful, the GM will apply a penalty to the character’s Attack and Defence, e.g. 
-5; 

• successful, the penalty is reduced by V/2, where V is the character’s Riding skill value. 
This effect normally lasts for V/2 minutes, before another complimentary riding 
Action Roll will be required. 

 
Remember that, if the rider makes a charge, the horse’s speed will increase his Damage Score 
(see Charging previously).  
 
The GM should ensure that the Difficulty opposing the complimentary riding Action Roll 
reflects all of the factors which may impede the rider’s control of his mount, e.g.: 

• the terrain over which they are moving (firm and flat versus muddy and irregular); 

• the proposed speed of the horse (trot versus gallop); 

• whether the horse is calm or disturbed (trained war horse versus skittish riding 
horse); 

• whether the rider has a hand free to hold the reigns (using a hand axe alone versus 
hand axe and shield, or bow); 

• whether the rider will need to lean down to reach targets (using an arming sword 
versus a dagger). 

 
Unless the combat lasts for longer than a few minutes, the GM will only need one 
complimentary riding Action Roll from the rider’s player – this being made just before the 
battle, with the resulting penalty modifying the rider’s Attack and Defence throughout the 
subsequent fighting. However, if any of the factors in the previous paragraph change (e.g. 
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the combat moves onto significantly different terrain) then the GM should ask the player for 
another riding roll. The rider’s player can force a new roll if his character is able to spend 
some focused time calming his mount and establishing better control of it. 
 
E.g. a knight on horseback engages a foot soldier. The GM should apply a penalty to the 
knight’s Attack to reflect the difficulty of stabbing with his spear whilst staying on his horse 
and controlling it. Likewise for his Defence too; it is hard to dodge blows whilst riding, 
especially when holding reigns and with feet in stirrups. As the terrain is favourable and the 
mount is a war horse, well accustomed to the noise of battle, the penalty will be only -2. 
However, the knight can avoid this penalty if his player makes a successful complementary 
Action Roll (Riding+AG). Say that he does so. His Riding skill value is 7, so the -2 penalty 
becomes a bonus of -2+(7/2)=+2 for the next 7/2=4 minutes. This bonus reflects the extra 
leverage and momentum that the knight’s attacks gain from his being on horseback, and 
which he is able to utilise because of his high Riding skill. The knight’s player may choose to 
make a charge at the foot soldier, in which case the Damage Score of this attack will be 
further increased by the speed of the horse’s gallop in metres per second, e.g. 16. And there 
will be a percentage chance of knocking over the foot soldier equal to three times the total 
Damage Score. 

5,2) TIMING ATTACKS 
Because of the relative speeds involved, the timing of attacks becomes critical in mounted 
combat. The rider must ensure that his attack is completed at exactly the moment that he 
passes his target. A moment too soon or too late and the target will be out of reach. The 
same is true of attacks against the rider. A foot soldier must ensure that his attack is 
completed at precisely the moment that the rider passes him by.  

5,3) LOCATION PENALTIES AND WEAPON 
LENGTH 
If a rider with a melee weapon tries to hit a target on foot, his height will make it harder than 
normal to reach the target’s legs but easier to hit his head. Likewise, an attacker on foot will 
struggle to reach a rider’s head, or his limbs on the other side of the mount. The GM must 
therefore adjust the Location Penalties for body locations to suit. 
 
Obviously, weapon length is also important. A foot soldier will need to have a weapon with 
a long reach, such as a polearm, if he is to hit a rider’s upper body. Likewise, a rider with a 
short weapon like a dagger will struggle to hit a foot soldier’s legs, let alone feet. See The 
Range of Attacks section in The GM chapter. 

5,4) ATTACKS BY THE MOUNT 
Some mounts, e.g. war horses, can attack targets themselves. The Bestiary in the GM’s Guide 
gives descriptions and characteristics of various mounts and their attacks. The GM should 
require a non-complimentary riding Action Roll before each attack by the mount, to see if 
the rider can command the beast to attack and then stay mounted throughout. The Difficulty 
of the roll should be much harder if the rider is simultaneously making his own attack. 

5,5) ATTACKING THE MOUNT 
It will often be easier for a foot soldier to attack the mount rather than its rider. In such 
cases, the mount’s normal Defence is replaced by the rider’s Riding+CH. 
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5,5,1) SETTING A POLEARM VERSUS A CHARGE 

Polearms (i.e. spears, tridents, halberds and pikes) can be very effective against mounted 
opponents, especially if they are braced against the ground so as to point up at a charging 
horse, which then runs onto the spike. In order to make such an attack, the attacker must 
support the free end of the polearm, and pass an Attack Roll (Spears+ST) versus a Difficulty 
chosen by the GM to reflect the speed and weight of the charging mount. If this roll is: 

• successful, then a normal polearm Attack Roll is made versus the usual Defence 
(Riding+CH), but the Damage Score will be increased by the mount’s speed in 
metres per second; 

• failed, the polearm is snapped or knocked aside without harming the mount. 

5,5,2) CALTROPS 

Caltrops are often used to cause horses to stumble. Each caltrop in the path of a galloping 
horse, e.g. one making a charge, raises the chance that it stumbles by 5%, to a maximum of 
50%. If the horse is only cantering, then each caltrop counts for 2%, to a maximum of 20%. 
A walking horse will step over and around the caltrops without harm. 

5,6) FALLING FROM THE MOUNT 
If a rider falls from his mount, e.g. because it stumbled, the GM should treat the rider as 
having fallen. This may be 2 metres from a horse. See Falling in the Harms Beyond Combat 
chapter. The GM should apply a penalty to the rider’s Defence versus this falling attack if 
his foot and hands are tangled in stirrups and reigns, for example. 
 
There will also be a significant chance that the mount collapses on top of the rider, crushing 
him, if he cannot move out of the way quickly enough… 
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6) AN EXAMPLE OF COMBAT 
Here follows an example of a combat. This demonstration will clarify many of the rules 
covered in this and previous chapters regarding the performing of actions and their timing, 
attacking and defending, weaponry and armour, and damage and injuries. 
 
Gertrude, an Orc Warrioress (and a PC), is riding along the northern trail through Darkwood 
Forest. The GM decides that the trees hide three Human bandits (NPCs) who plan to 
ambush and rob her. Two squat ahead in the bushes beside the trail about 50 metres ahead, 
whilst the third, their leader, is lurking in the trees to the right with his bow. 
 
The GM invites Gertrude’s player to make an Action Roll (Observation+RE) to determine 
if she spots the bandits. Her Observation skill is 4 and her RE attribute is 3, so her player 
would usually roll 1d10+7, but this will be reduced by her Hindrance, HI. How do we 
calculate Gertrude’s HI? 

• Start with her Encumbrance Penalty. Her Brawn skill and ST attributes are both 5, 
so she can carry 30 kilograms without penalty. The weight of Gertrude’s clothing, 
armour, spear and shield comes to 21 kilograms. Her pack weighs 10 kilograms but 
is tied to her saddle. So she has no Encumbrance Penalty. 

• Gertrude is not injured, tired, nor impeded by any other factors. 
Consequently, Gertrude’s HI is 0 currently, and her player throws 1d10+7. She rolls a 2, 
giving a total of 9. 
 
The opposing Difficulty depends on how well Wilbert, Wilfred and Alfred are hiding. Wilbert 
and Wilfred, the two bandits beside the trail, have Stealth skill values of 6 and RE attributes 
of 4, so the GM uses 10 for each of them. Their leader, Alfred, has a Stealth skill of 7 and 
RE of 5, so the GM uses 12 for him. Gertrude’s score of 9 is insufficient for her to notice 
any of the bandits at all. 
 
That is, until Alfred fires his long bow at Gertrude. Alfred’s Bows skill value is 8 and his AG 
attribute is 5, so his Attack would normally be 13. Is his Attack Roll modified? 

• Alfred is fit and healthy, unarmoured, and has dropped his heavy tower shield and 
backpack on the ground beside a tree. He therefore has a HI of zero. 

• The Minimum Strength (mST) of his long bow is 5. Alfred’s ST attribute is 5. 5-5=0, 
so no Strength Penalty is applied. 

• Fortunately for Alfred, he is to Gertrude’s right so can aim at her weapon arm. This 
body location is not automatically protected by her shield, held in her left hand. The 
GM applies a -1 Location Penalty for this body location. 

• Gertrude is about 20 metres away from Alfred. The maximum range of a long bow 
is 30xST=150 metres for Alfred, so this is a medium range shot and the Location 
Penalty is unaffected. 

• His bow is non-magical, so bestows no extra bonus. 

• Alfred is not using the wrong hand to hold his bow so no Off Hand Penalty applies. 

• He is not making more than one attack simultaneously, so no Simultaneous Attack 
Penalty applies. 

• As he is firing through trees, foliage partially obscures his view of the rider. The GM 
decides to apply a miscellaneous penalty of -1 to reflect this. 

This gives a total modifier of -2. Alfred’s Attack Roll is therefore 1d10+8+5-2. As a fighter 
who specialises in the bow, his Bows skill is strongly advantaged. The GM rolls 3d10 and 
chooses the highest result. Unluckily, this is just 4 – giving Alfred’s Attack Roll a total of 15. 
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Gertrude failed to spot Alfred so is surprised by his attack. This means her Defence is zero. 
She has zero Hindrance too. So her Defence Roll against this surprise attack is 1d10. Her 
player rolls a 5. 
 
What damage is done? The Damage Score equals: 

• the difference between the Attack Roll and the Defence Roll, i.e. 15-5=10; 

• plus the Attack Strength of the long bow, which is 2xST=10; 

• Gertrude is medium-sized, so her size band does not affect the Damage Score; 

• charging and brute force attacks are not relevant to missile attacks. 
The Damage Score is therefore 10+10=20. 
 
Long bow arrows puncture their targets so the GM consults the Puncture Damage Table. 
Gertrude’s right arm is protected by gambeson (AC 2) and mail (AC 3) hauberks. Mail gives 
the best protection and a glancing blow results. (If she had been unarmoured, the arrow 
would have killed her.) Gertrude’s next action is delayed by 1 second. 
 
The arrow makes Gertrude aware that she is under attack, and signals to the two bandits 
watching by the trail that combat has started. It is time for Reactions Rolls to determine who 
reacts first. 

• Since Alfred’s action triggered the reactions of the others, and because he is fully 
aware of what is happening, he does not need to take part in the rolls but will start 
automatically on zero seconds. 

• Gertrude’s Observation+AG=9, and she is unhindered, so her player rolls 1d10+9, 
scoring a total of 12.  

• Both Wilbert and Wilfred have Observation+AG=7, with zero HI. The GM throws 
1d10+7 twice, scoring 13 for Wilbert and 14 for Wilfred. 

Consequently, the starting order would be Alfred (0 seconds), Wilfred (1 second), Wilbert (2 
seconds) and Gertrude (3 seconds). However, the glancing blow from Alfred’s arrow delays 
Gertrude until 4 seconds. 
 
The timings of the subsequent actions in this example combat are now listed in the following 
table. The left column (called CLOCK) gives the number of seconds that have elapsed since 
the start of the combat. The middle column (ACTION) describes the actions that the 
combatants are commencing at each particular time. The right column (END TIME) lists 
the times at which any new actions described are expected to finish. Note how actions are 
always resolved by rolls at the end of their duration. 
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0 Gertrude has just been shot. n/a 

Alfred begins to run through the trees towards the trail. His top speed is 8 
metres per second so, flat out, he could cover the 20 metre distance in just 3 
seconds. However, he would very likely trip on a tree root. The GM decides 
that, if he runs at a careful jog, no running Action Roll will be required but it 
will take him 6 seconds instead. 6 

1 Wilfred stands up whilst drawing his hand axe, and moves to the edge of the 
trail – this takes 2 seconds. He hopes to attack the rider as she passes him, 
hopefully knocking her from the horse. 3 

2 Wilbert reacts now. He also stands and readies his hand axe, waiting for the 
rider – just like Wilfred on the other side of the trail.  4 

3 Wilfred is ready to begin another action now, but the GM decides he will wait 
until Gertrude gets closer. n/a 

4 Wilbert is ready to begin another action now but, like Wilfred, he is waiting  
for Gertrude. n/a 

4 At 4 seconds, Gertrude comes to her senses. Her player decides that she will 
spur her horse into a gallop, whilst looking around her for assailants. The GM 
will let her make another observation Action Roll next second. Now, though, 
she asks the player to make an Action Roll (Riding+AG). Riding will often be 
a routine action, but not with an unknown assailant firing arrows and low 
hanging branches. The GM decides that, although the horse is galloping, the 
trail is firm and even, so the Difficulty will only be 14, moderate. Gertrude is 
an excellent rider. With her Riding skill of 8 and AG of 5, her player rolls 
1d10+13 and scores 18. Gertrude’s riding Action Roll beat this score, so she 
stays on her horse as it leaps forward. 
 
The GM checks a Riding Horse’s top speed in The Bestiary – 17 metres per 
second – and realises that Gertrude’s horse will take only 3 seconds to reach 
Wilbert and Wilfred, who are 50 metres distant. 6 

5 Wilfred and Wilbert can see the rider galloping towards them, and both begin 
attacks with their hand axes. The default duration for a hand axe attack is 3 
seconds, so their blows will land at 8 seconds, i.e. at exactly the moment that 
she rides past them. This is perfect. Too early or too late and they will miss 
her as she rides past. 8 

6 Gertrude has completed glancing around now. The GM decides that Gertrude 
cannot fail to notice Wilbert and Wilfred, who are now in full view ahead on 
the trail, but Alfred is still obscured as he runs through the trees to the right. 
Gertrude’s player must pass an Action Roll (Observation+RE) to spot him. 
The GM decides the Difficulty is 14. Gertrude’s player throws 1d10+7 and 
scores 10. Gertrude’s Action Roll fails, meaning that she still has not seen 
Alfred.  
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 Gertrude’s player decides that she will charge at one of the bandits ahead on 
the trail – the one on the right – and stab him with her spear. The default 
duration of a spear attack is 4 seconds. Gertrude will need to make a very fast 
attack, in 2 seconds, if she is to strike the bandit as she gallops past him. (This 
is the quickest possible duration, since the spear’s default is 4 seconds.) She 
begins her attack.  
 
Attacking whilst riding a galloping horse is tricky, and the GM will apply a -5 
penalty to Gertrude’s attack, unless her player makes a successful 
complimentary riding Action Roll. The GM decides to retain the Difficulty of 
14. The player rolls 1d10+13 and scores 15, a success for Gertrude. The 
penalty for attacking whilst riding is therefore reduced by half of Gertrude’s 
skill, to -5+(8/2)=-1 for 8/2=4 minutes. 8 

6 Alfred steps onto the trail at this point. He can clearly see the rider is galloping 
towards his comrades further down the trail. Alfred will notch and loose an 
arrow at her back. Loading a bow would normally take 3 seconds, but he will 
try to do it in 2. 8 

8 A lot is simultaneously happening at 8 seconds into the combat. Let us deal 
with the NPCs first, starting with Wilbert. 
 
Wilbert is swinging his axe at the rider as she, in turn, is charging towards him 
on horseback, her spear levelled at his chest. Wilbert’s One-Handed Axes skill 
value is 5 and his AG attribute is 4, so his Attack would normally be 9. Is his 
Attack Roll modified? 

• He has a zero HI. 

• The mST of his hand axe is 2 and his ST attribute is 4, so no Strength 
Penalty is applied.  

• The GM decides that the most realistic body location for him to hit 
will be the rider’s right leg, and that this will have a zero Location 
Penalty given that she is mounted. 

• His axe is non-magical. 

• He is using his preferred hand so no Off Hand Penalty applies. 

• He is not making any other attacks, so no Simultaneous Attack Penalty 
applies. 

 
Wilbert’s Attack Roll is therefore 1d10+9. His One-Handed Axes skill is 
advantaged, so the GM rolls 2d10 and chooses the highest result.  She scores 
an 8, and adds 9 for a total of 17.  
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 What is Gertrude’s Defence against this attack? It is normally 2xAG=2x5=10. 
However, the -1 penalty from her complimentary riding Action Roll applies, 
reducing her Defence to 9. And she is the target of two attacks at this point 
in time. So her player decides to divide Gertrude’s Defence and assign 5 points 
against the right attacker (Wilbert) and 4 against the left (Wilfred). (If Gertrude 
was a magician, rather than a fighter, this split would not have been possible, 
and one of the axe attacks would have been allocated zero Defence.) So, in 
response to Wilbert’s attack, Gertrude’s player makes a Defence Roll of 
1d10+5, scoring 8. 
 
What damage results? The Damage Score equals: 

• the difference between the results of the Attack Roll and the Defence 
Roll, i.e. 17-8=9; 

• plus the Attack Strength of the hand axe which, with Wilbert’s ST of 
4, equals ST+5=9; 

• Wilbert is not charging or making a brute force attack, so these 
considerations add nothing further. 

The Damage Score is therefore 9+9=18. 
 
What Armour Class is relevant? Gertrude’s right leg is protected by gambeson 
(AC 2) and mail (AC 3) hauberks. Hauberks cover the upper legs, but not the 
lower legs or feet. However, the GM did not specify that Wilbert was aiming 
at one of these second division body locations (which would have attracted 
a -4 Location Penalty) – just that Wilbert was aiming at the right leg. We 
therefore use the best AC on the right leg. Hand axes do slashing damage by 
default so the GM consults the Slash Damage Table. Against a Damage Score 
of 18, AC 3 (mail) is most effective. The result is a minor crushing injury to 
the rider’s thigh. (Looking at AC 3-, it would have been a major injury without 
the padding of the gambeson.) The GM decides that the blow has inflicted 
bruising, which gives a -1 Injury Penalty (worsening Gertrude’s HI to -1) and 
delays the duration of her next action by 1 second. (Note that this does not 
delay the resolution of Gertrude’s current spear attack on Wilbert because it 
is simultaneous with Wilbert’s own attack – also ending at 6 seconds.) 
 
What will Wilbert do next? He starts another attack at the She-Orc, this time 
taking the default of 3 seconds. 11 
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8 Now for Wilfred. He is on the rider’s left side, so any attacks to her first 
division body locations (except for her right arm and leg which he can’t reach) 
will be blocked by her shield. The GM decides that Wilfred will aim at the 
rider’s left foot. This is within reach and only protected by a leather boot (AC 
1). Like Wilbert, his One-Handed Axes skill value is 5 and his AG attribute is 
4, so his Attack would normally be 9. However, aiming at a second division 
body location applies a -4 Location Penalty. This gives an Attack Roll of 
1d10+5. His One-Handed Axes skill is advantaged, so GM rolls 2d10 and 
chooses the highest result. Unluckily, both dice score 1s. A natural result of 1 
means automatic failure, and that a Fumble Roll is required. The GM throws 
1d10 and scores a 9. As this exceeds Wilfred’s One-Handed Axes skill of 5, 
the GM decrees that unlucky Wilfred loses his grip as he is making his swing 
and flings his axe high into the branches of a nearby oak! Wilfred has no choice 
but to recover his axe. He turns and dashes into the trees. The GM decides 
that it will be several minutes before he can return to the combat. n/a 

8 And now for Gertrude, who was attacking Wilbert. Her Spears Attack, 
Spears+AG=13. How is her Attack Roll modified? 

• Her HI is zero (not -1 yet, as her attack is simultaneous with Wilbert’s). 

• Spears are two-handed weapons so a Strength Penalty of (ST/2)–mST 
is applied. Gertrude’s ST is 5 and the spear’s mST is 2, so the penalty 
is (5/2)-2=1, i.e. positive so it is ignored. Gertrude is strong enough 
to easily wield her spear one-handed. (Note that HI is not applied to 
ST for this purpose as an Action Roll is not being made.) 

• She is aiming at Wilbert’s torso, the default body location, so no 
Location Penalty is applied. 

• Her spear is +2 magical, giving a +2 bonus. 

• She is not using her off hand, so no Off Hand Penalty applies. 

• She is not making any other attacks, so no Simultaneous Attack 
Penalty applies. 

• She is making a quick attack, 2 seconds faster than usual, so a -4 
penalty applies. 

• She has a -1 penalty because she is riding at the same time as attacking, 
and passed her complementary riding Action Roll. 

Her Attack Roll is therefore 1d10+13+2-4-1=1d10+10. Gertrude’s Spears 
skill is strongly advantaged, so her player throws 3d10 and takes the highest 
result – a 10. This die explodes, so the player rolls another d10, scoring 4. The 
total is therefore 10+4+10=24. 
 
What Difficulty opposes this Attack Roll? Wilbert is an NPC, so the GM does 
not make a Defence Roll. Instead, the Difficulty simply equals Wilbert’s 
Defence, which is twice his AG of 4, i.e. 8. He is not avoiding any other attacks 
so he can apply his whole Defence against the She-Orc’s charge. But 
Gertrude’s Attack Roll scored 24, so her spear hits.  
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 What damage is done? The Damage Score equals: 

• the difference between the Attack Roll and the Defence, i.e. 24-8=16; 

• plus the spear’s Attack Strength, which is ST+5. With Gertrude’s ST 
attribute of 5, this comes to 10; 

• plus 17 as Gertrude is charging (on her horse) at 17 metres per second. 
The Damage Score is therefore 16+10+17=43. 
 
The GM consults the Puncture Damage Table. The bandits are all 
unarmoured, so the GM cross-references AC 0 with a Damage Score of 43. 
Wilbert has received a fatal injury. The GM decides that, at the same moment 
that Wilbert’s axe hits the mail on Gertrude’s thigh, her spear stabs completely 
through his chest, splitting his heart and killing him instantly. The GM also 
decides that, as the bandit was so thoroughly impaled, Gertrude must pass an 
Action Roll (Brawn+ST) or the spear will be torn from her hand as Wilbert 
collapses on the ground. The GM sets the Difficulty at 17. Gertrude’s 
Brawn+ST equals 10, but the -1 penalty from her complimentary riding 
Action Roll applies, as does her -1 HI now. Gertrude’s player therefore rolls 
1d10+10-2, and scores a total of 14. Gertrude’s Action Roll fails. The GM 
states that the weight of the bandit’s sagging corpse yanks the spear from her 
grasp. (Note that, as Gertrude’s charging attack hit Wilbert and the Damage 
Score was 43, there would have been a 3x43=129% chance of Wilbert being 
knocked off his feet by the charge had he survived.) 
 
What will Gertrude do next? Her player considers spurring the horse again 
and galloping away. After all, Gertrude knows there is at least one archer 
somewhere. But she is reluctant to abandon her magical spear, and the two 
bandits she has fought with seemed amateurish. She decides to reign in her 
horse, dismount and retrieve her spear. The GM decides that it will take her 4 
seconds to stop and dismount. 12 

8 Finally, at 8 seconds into the combat, the GM must make an Action Roll 
(Bows+AG) to see if Alfred manages to reload his bow in 2 seconds rather 
than the default of 3. The GM sets the Difficulty as 14. Alfred’s Bows skill 
value is 8, his AG is 5 and he has no HI, so the GM throws 1d10+13. His 
Bows skill is strongly advantaged, so the GM rolls 3d10 and chooses the 
largest result, a 9 – giving a total of 22. Alfred’s reloading Action Roll is 
therefore successful, and he is ready to loose his arrow. It will hit next second. 9 
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9 Alfred’s arrow strikes at 9 seconds.  
 
Is Gertrude surprised by this attack? Alfred is on the trail now, not hidden by 
trees – but he is behind Gertrude, who is reining in her horse. The GM will 
allow Gertrude an Action Roll (Observation+LU) to spot Alfred, but it will 
be difficult – Difficulty 17. Gertrude’s Observation+LU equals 8, but the -1 
penalty from her complimentary riding Action Roll applies, as does her -1 HI. 
She rolls 1d10+6 and scores a natural 1. This means automatic failure and a 
Fumble Roll. Her player throws 1d10 and scores 7. As this exceeds Gertrude’s 
Observation skill of 4, she has fumbled. Gertrude’s player does not want to 
be surprised by another arrow, so decides to expend a LURP. She rolls again. 
This time, the die lands on a 10! She explodes this with an 8, giving a total of 
10+8+6=24. This time, Gertrude is successful. She sees the bandit archer out 
of the corner of her eye, releasing his arrow… 
 
Alfred’s Attack is 13. How is his Attack Roll modified? 

• His HI is zero. 

• He would aim at the rider’s torso for zero Location Penalty. However, 
her shield automatically protects this body location. (It would not do 
so versus a surprise attack.) So he aims at her right lower leg, accruing 
a -4 Location Penalty. 

• He is about 50 metres from the rider. This is another medium range 
shot, so the Location Penalty is unmodified. 

So the Attack Roll is 1d10+13-4. Alfred’s Bows skill is strongly advantaged, 
so the GM rolls 3d10 and chooses the highest result, a 7. The Attack Roll’s 
total is therefore 16. 
 
If Gertrude had been surprised by this attack, her player’s Defence Roll would 
have been just 1d10 plus modifiers of -2. As Gertrude is not surprised, her 
player adds her Defence of 10 too. So she rolls 1d10+10-2, scoring 12.  
 
How bad is the hit? The Damage Score equals: 

• the difference between the Attack Roll and the Defence Roll, i.e. 
16-12=4; 

• plus the Attack Strength of the long bow, which is 10. 
The Damage Score is therefore 14. 
 
Gertrude’s hauberks do not cover her lower leg, but her leather boot does, 
giving her AC 1 at this location. The GM cross-references AC 1 with a 
Damage Score of 14 on the Puncture Damage Table. Gertrude has received a 
medium injury. The GM pronounces that the arrow has punctured her boot 
and calf muscle. Pain and stiffness inflict a -2 Injury Penalty, which adds to 
her HI, taking it to -3. With two injuries to this leg now, she will be limping. 
 
Alfred will now reload his bow, taking 3 seconds this time. 12 
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10 At 10 seconds into a combat, the players of all participants make Exhaustion 
Rolls, rolling 1d10 each. The GM scores a 3 for Alfred. This is less than his 
CO attribute of 4, so he gains no Exhaustion Penalty yet. Gertrude’s player 
rolls a 2, much less than Gertrude’s CO of 6. Despite her injuries, she too is 
not yet tired. n/a 

12 Gertrude has dismounted now, and wants to return to the bandit’s corpse to 
yank free spear. The GM says this will take 4 seconds. The GM also states that 
Gertrude clearly sees the bandit leader now, back up the trail, reloading a long 
bow. 16 

12 Alfred is now ready to fire his arrow. (Reloading in the default time is a routine 
action, requiring no Action Roll.) It will hit next second. 13 

13 Alfred’s third arrow strikes at 13 seconds. His Attack is 13. How is his Attack 
Roll modified? 

• His HI is zero. 

• He knows the She-Orc has seen him now, so he aims at her weapon 
arm to avoid her shield. This attracts a -1 Location Penalty. 

• He is about 50 metres from her – a medium range attack so the 
Location Penalty is unchanged. 

His Attack Roll is therefore 1d10+13-1. The GM rolls 3d10 and scores a 10, 
which explodes with another 10 and then a 2. Alfred’s total is therefore 
22+13-1=34. 
 
Gertrude’s Defence equals 2xAG=10, but her -3 HI reduces this to 7. 
Gertrude’s player rolls 1d10+7, scoring 11. 
 
The Damage Score equals: 

• the difference between the Attack Roll and the Defence Roll, i.e. 34-
11=23; 

• plus the Attack Strength of the long bow, 10. 
The Damage Score is therefore 33.  
 
Gertrude’s arm is protected by the sleeves of her gambeson and mail hauberks. 
The GM cross-references AC 3 with a Damage Score of 33 on the Puncture 
Damage Table. A major injury. The arrow has split the links of her mail, 
penetrating her hauberks and puncturing her bicep. She growls with the pain. 
Her HI is now -8. Worse, the major injury forces her to abandon her current 
action. The GM decides that she will have retrieved her spear at 17 seconds 
now. 17 

13 Alfred sees the She-Orc limping to her spear, with his arrow protruding from 
her weapon arm, and a malicious grin breaks across his face. He reaches for 
another arrow from his quiver. 16 

16 At 16 seconds, Alfred is ready to aim another arrow at the She-Orc. 17 
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17 Alfred’s fourth arrow strikes now. His Attack is 13. Is his Attack Roll 
modified? 

• His HI is zero. 

• He decides to aim at a second division body location to pass her shield 
and avoid her pot helm. Her face attracts a -4 Location Penalty. 

• He is 50 metres from her – a medium range attack so the Location 
Penalty is unchanged. 

His Attack Roll is therefore 1d10+13-4. The GM rolls 3d10, but the highest 
result is only 5 – not so good this time. Alfred’s total is therefore 5+13-4=14. 
 
Gertrude’s Defence equals 2xAG=10, but her -8 HI reduces this to 2. 
Gertrude’s player rolls 1d10+2, scoring 9. 
 
The Damage Score equals: 

• the difference between the Attack Roll and the Defence Roll, i.e. 
14-9=5; 

• plus the Attack Strength of the long bow, 10. 
The Damage Score is therefore 15. 
 
Gertrude’s face is unprotected. The GM cross-references AC 0 with a Damage 
Score of 15 on the Puncture Damage Table. A medium injury. The arrow has 
split her cheek and bounced off her jaw bone. Blood pours into her mouth. 
Pain makes her see stars, and delays her current or next action by 2 seconds. 
Simultaneously with this arrow’s strike, Gertrude pulls free her spear, so it is 
her next action that is delayed. Her HI is now -10. 
 
Alfred reaches for yet another arrow… 20 

19 Gertrude’s player realises that she is in real trouble now, so decides to use 
Frenzy skill. Gertrude’s large Injury Penalty, -10, will reduce the Difficulty of 
the necessary Action Roll (Frenzy+SD) – the pain making adrenalin course 
through her veins. The Difficulty is 14+-10=4. Gertrude’s Frenzy skill is 7, 
her SD is 3 and her HI -10, so her player rolls 1d10+0. She throws a 6. The 
frenzy Action Roll is passed. Gertrude’s eyes glaze over and she snarls, leaping 
towards her foe. 
 
Now frenzied, Gertrude ignores her HI completely. Her sprinting rate is 7 
metres per second. She will cover the 50 metre distance between them in 7 
seconds. (If Gertrude had not gone berserk, her HI of -10 would have 
prohibited her from moving faster than a walk.) 26 
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20 At 20 seconds, Alfred is firing another arrow. This will strike next second. 
 
Additionally, Exhaustion Rolls are required. Gertrude’s player throws 1d10, 
scoring 6. This does not exceed her CO (also 6), so Gertrude avoids an 
Exhaustion Penalty again. The GM rolls 1d10 for Alfred. She scores a 7. This 
exceeds Alfred’s CO, so he gains a -1 Exhaustion Penalty, raising his HI to -1. 21 

21 Alfred’s fifth arrow attack needs to be resolved now. His Attack is 13. How is 
his Attack Roll modified? 

• His HI is -1 now due to exhaustion. 

• He decides to aim at the She-Orc’s scowling face again, for a -4 
Location Penalty. 

• Gertrude has been running for 4 seconds now, so will have covered 
4x7=28 metres, leaving 22 metres between them. Therefore this is still 
a medium range attack for Alfred, so the Location Penalty is 
unchanged. 

His Attack Roll is therefore 1d10+13-5. The GM rolls 3d10. The highest result 
is 7. Alfred’s total is therefore 7+13-5=15. 
 
Gertrude’s Defence equals 2xAG=10. As she is frenzied, she ignores her -10 
HI. Her player’s Defence Roll is 1d10+10. She scores 18. Gertrude dodges 
and the arrow misses. 
 
For the first time in this fight, Alfred is struck by doubt and fear. The GM 
decides that he will drop his bow and draw his arming sword. This will take 3 
seconds. 24 

22 Gertrude begins a 4 second spear attack. This will land at 26 seconds, when 
she expects to reach the bandit. 26 

24 At 24 seconds, the combatants meet. Alfred is only just beginning his swing 
at the She-Orc with his sword. He decides to make his attack in 2 seconds, 1 
second faster than the default, for a -2 penalty. 26 

26 Alfred’s sword attack strikes at 26 seconds. His Attack with this weapon is 9. 
Is his Attack Roll modified? 

• His HI is -1 due to exhaustion. 

• He aims at the She-Orc’s weapon arm, to avoid her shield. This has 
a -1 Location Penalty. 

• He is making a quick attack, 1 second faster than usual, so a -2 penalty 
applies. 

His Attack Roll is therefore 1d10+9-4. His One-Handed Swords skill is 
advantaged, so the GM rolls 2d10. The highest result is 8. Alfred’s total is 
therefore 8+9-4=13. 
 
Gertrude’s Defence equals 2xAG=10, with zero Hindrance. Her player’s 
Defence Roll is 1d10+10. She scores 14. Gertrude dodges Alfred’s sword. 
 
Alfred knows he is fighting for his life. He stabs with his sword again, making 
a 3 second attack this time. 29 
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26 Gertrude’s spear attack also needs resolving at 26 seconds. Her Spears Attack 
is 13. How is her Attack Roll modified? 

• Her HI is zero whilst she is berserk. 

• She is aiming at Alfred’s torso, the default body location, so no 
Location Penalty is applied. 

• Her spear is +2 magical, giving a +2 bonus. 
So Gertrude’s player throws 1d10+15 for the Attack Roll. She throws 3d10 
and uses the highest score, an 8. This gives a total of 23. 
 
Alfred’s Defence equals 2xAG=2x4=8, reduced to 7 because of his -1 HI due 
to exhaustion. (He is not dividing his Defence towards any other attacks, so 
he can apply it all against the She-Orc’s thrust.) Gertrude’s total exceeds 
Alfred’s, so her spear hits. 
 
What damage is done? The Damage Score equals: 

• the difference between the Attack Roll and the Defence Roll, i.e. 
23-7=16; 

• plus the spear’s Attack Strength, which is ST+5. With Gertrude’s ST 
attribute of 5, this comes to 10; 

• plus 7 as Gertrude was charging at 7 metres per second. 
The Damage Score is therefore 33. 
 
The GM consults the Puncture Damage Table. Alfred is unarmoured, so the 
GM cross-references AC 0 with a Damage Score of 33. Alfred receives a fatal 
injury. The GM decides that Gertrude thrusts her spear deep into his guts. 
Alfred topples to the ground – dead!  

27 Gertrude lets out a blood-curdling snarl and looks around for the next foe. 
 
Wilfred, who has been hiding behind a broad oak, waiting to see whether his 
boss would defeat the She-Orc, gives an involuntary yelp of fear. He turns and 
flees through the trees… n/a 

 
Obviously, a lot can happen in half a minute! Although this may seem like a lot of detail to 
keep track of, the record keeping work can be shared between the GM and players. It is 
suggested that each player tracks the end times of his own character’s actions, along with 
details of any injuries that occur to him. Meanwhile, the GM does the same for the NPCs 
and monsters, and draws a sketch map of the situation and participant’s positions, so that 
lines of sight can be seen and ranges estimated. By comparing the lists of end times against 
the current elapsed time, it is easy to work out whose action is dealt with next. By sharing 
the labour like this, and with a little practice, role-playing a fight becomes fast and realistic. 
 





 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 

CHAPTER 5 – 
MAGIC 

 
 
 
 
 
This chapter describes the two types of magic used in the world – profane and pious magic.  
 
Pious magic is the gift of the gods. Devoted priests are able to use magic prayers to call upon 
divine intervention and change reality. Because they use divine power, these prayers can be 
extremely potent and versatile. However, the gods will only answer prayers which further 
their often inscrutable and inconstant aims, and which are made by priests who have curried 
enough favour. Many prayers go unanswered. 
 
Profane magic has nought to do with the gods. Skilled people are able to change reality for 
themselves by using magic spells to manipulate the ambient magical power that is so rich in 
the world. Spells are spoken and written in the arcane language Magicka, a specialised and 
inherently magical tongue developed by the ancients in aeons past. Casting magic spells does 
not require any devotion to a god, so is an easier ability to acquire. However, spells tend to 
be less versatile and weaker than magic prayers.  
 
The recipe-like nature of spells makes profane magic the easier of the two types to describe 
first. 

1) PROFANE MAGIC 
Spells are divided into twelve disciplines, which represent the distinct fields of profane magic 
that have been studied, developed and codified into text over the millennia. Each discipline 
is associated with a specific list of spells, and all of the spells of a particular discipline have a 
common theme. For example, the spells of the Healing discipline are associated with healing 
injuries and ailments. 
 
The subsequent sections describe every discipline and its spells. Afterwards, the mechanics 
of spell-casting, acquisition, etc. are discussed. 
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1,1) KEY 
Each spell description starts with a table listing important characteristics, like this one: 
 

DISCIPLINE: Aeromancy 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC hours) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: SC metre diameter sphere 

DIE: Blue topaz gemstone, cut and polished 

 
The table is followed by a description of the spell’s effects.  
 
Some of the terms used in the descriptions are now explained (with further detail being 
provided in the Casting Spells section later).  

1,1,1) SPELL-CASTING 

The caster’s Spell-Casting ability, SC, is the sum of the caster’s relevant magic skill value and 
his EN attribute value. This often determines the potency of a spell’s effects. If SC is used 
in the description of a Pyromancy spell, for example, then always assume that it equals 
Pyromancy+EN, and not some other magic skill+EN. Also, unless otherwise specified, 
always assume that SC refers to the Spell-Casting of he who is casting the spell, and not of 
the spell’s target or anyone else. (Spell-Casting should be seen as the magical equivalent of a 
warrior’s Attack, which might equal One-Handed Axes+AG, for example.) 

1,1,2) RANK 

More powerful spells are more difficult to cast. There are six ranks as follows, where the 
Difficulty of the Spell-Casting Roll is given in parentheses: 

• Novice (8); 

• Dabbler (10); 

• Apprentice (12); 

• Proficient (15); 

• Expert (18); 

• Master (21). 
 
The expert and master rank spells are not listed in this chapter but are found in the Advanced 
Magic chapter in the GM’s Guide. Players are strongly discouraged from browsing through 
that book. The expert and master spells are very powerful and will be jealously guarded by 
those able to cast them. Consequently, the GM will make it challenging for PCs to even learn 
of the existence of many of these spells, let alone obtain copies of them. 

1,1,2,1) DIFFICULTY VARIANTS 

Some spells’ descriptions list variants of the default effects, which can be produced if the 
Difficulty of the Spell-Casting Roll is made higher than normal. Whether to attempt this or 
not is the choice of the caster. He must choose which set of effects he is trying to produce 
before making his Spell-Casting Roll. And he will require a special item known as a “die” to 
cast a spell at proficient rank or greater. 
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1,1,3) RESISTIBILITY 

Whether the spell is resistible or irresistible. Targets can try to resist resistible spells if they 
wish; if successfully resisted, such spells have no effect. Irresistible spells cannot be resisted. 

1,1,4) CASTING DURATION 

How long it takes to cast the spell (with the default time in parentheses). There are three 
ranks: 

• Exclamation (1 second); 

• Incantation (5 seconds); 

• Ritual (1 hour). 

1,1,5) EFFECT DURATION 

The duration of the spell’s effects. There are four types, which depend on whether the spell 
can be cancelled or dispelled (revocable) or not (irrevocable): 

• Revocable Finite. Also called “limited”. These spells produce magical effects which 
are sustained for a period of time, before ending.  
The default duration is specified in the spell’s description. E.g. “Revocable Finite (SC 
minutes)” – such a spell’s effects are manifested through the SC minutes after casting 
the spell. Then the spell ends and its effects cease immediately.  
Casters may cancel revocable finite spells before their default duration is reached 
with just a thought. These spells also cease (expire) on the event of their caster’s 
death. In addition, a revocable finite spell could be forcibly cancelled (dispelled) by 
an opponent’s Dispel Magic spell (see the Wizardry discipline later this chapter). 
There are other variations of this type of effect duration, e.g. “Revocable Finite (SC 
hours)”, “Revocable Finite (Next attack)”, “Revocable Finite (Concentration)”. The 
latter requires the caster to concentrate on the spell’s effects as soon as he finishes 
casting the spell. The spell ends and its effects cease as soon as his concentration is 
broken. The GM might establish if the caster stops concentrating or not by requiring 
a successful Action Roll (Magic skill+SD) to be made, versus some Difficulty 
reflecting the amount of distraction. 

If the caster’s SC12, he may cast spells with default durations like “Revocable Finite 
(SC seconds)”, “SC minutes”, “SC hours”, etc. as revocable infinite instead (see the 
next bullet). The GM’s approval is required as it will not be appropriate for certain 
spells to have infinite durations. In addition, giving a finite spell an infinite duration 
like this requires: 

o the spell to be cast as a ritual, i.e. it takes an hour to cast; 
o a sacrifice by the caster – his associated magic skill value is decreased by 1 

point. This loss can be regained through normal skill development. 

• Revocable Infinite. Also called “sustained”. These spells produce magical effects that 
are sustained indefinitely, i.e. they do not end automatically. Revocable infinite spells 
can be cancelled at any time by their caster, but his death will not automatically end 
them. Dispel Magic can be used to dispel them. 

• Irrevocable Infinite. Also called “persistent”. Like revocable infinite spells, these 
produce magical effects which are sustained indefinitely. However, they cannot be 
cancelled or dispelled once cast (unless specifically noted). 

• Irrevocable Instantaneous. Also called “Instantaneous”. These spells produce effects 
that instantly change reality. Their effects are immediate and permanent, rather than 
being magically sustained for a period of time (so Detect Magic would not reveal 
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them except at the moment of casting). They cannot be cancelled or dispelled once 
cast. 

1,1,6) RANGE 

The range of the spell, i.e. the maximum distance from the caster to the spell’s targets. If the 
target is an area or volume, then range is measured to its centre. Some spells have a range of 
Self, in which case the range is effectively zero metres. If a spell has a range other than Self, 
the caster can still cast it upon himself if a person or creature can be the target. 

1,1,7) VOLUME 

The volume or area affected by the spell’s effects. This parameter may also be a number of 
targets of a specific type, as follows: 

• Creature – this means any living (or undead) being – from ant to elf to dragon, NPC 
or PC.  

• Person – this is a subset of creature, referring only to members of the PC races, e.g. 
humans, elves, orcs, etc. 

• Self – this is a subset of person, and means that the spell affects the caster only.  

• Object and Item – these terms refer to inanimate things, e.g. weapons, doors, rocks, 
etc.  

 
Unless otherwise specified, any numbers given for volume will be maxima, and the caster 
can always choose to affect a smaller volume, fewer people, etc. The chosen targets cannot 
generally be changed once the spell is cast. If the spell affects a volume, e.g. SC cubic metres, 
the chosen volume cannot be changed or moved after casting, unless otherwise stated. If the 
target is mobile, e.g. an item or creature (including Self), then assume that any ongoing effects 
move with the target, unless otherwise stated. 

1,1,8) DIE 

A spell’s die is an item that helps the caster to shape magical energy to cast the spell. All 
spells of proficient rank and above require a die. More information about dies is provided in 
the Components section later this chapter. 

1,2) AEROMANCY 
The spells on this list enable the caster to manipulate air (including cold and lightning).  
 
Experts in this discipline call themselves aeromancers. 

1,2,1) NOVICE RANK 

1,2,1,1) COLD WEAPON 

DISCIPLINE: Aeromancy 

RANK: Novice (8) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds) 

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (2xSC seconds) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 weapon 
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A weapon affected by this spell becomes freezing cold (except at the handle), increasing its 
normal Attack Strength by +5. The weapon delivers damage of the Burns (Cold) damage 
type in addition to its default (see the Injury Enhancement spell in the Alchemy discipline 
for guidance on attacks with two damage types). 

1,2,1,2) ILLUMINATE 

DISCIPLINE: Aeromancy 

RANK: Novice (8) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds) 

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC minutes) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 2xSC metre radius around 1 target 

 
This spell causes a single target to glow with magical light. The caster can vary the level of 
light emitted at will, so as to radiate light from the intensity of a sputtering candle (dimly 
illuminating a 2 metre radius) to that of bright daylight (clearly illuminating a 2xSC metre 
radius). The caster can also control the light’s colour, from electric blue to bright white to 
glowing yellow to burning red. The target can be a fixed point or can be mobile if cast upon 
a moving target, e.g. the tip of a finger or the end of a staff. 
 
Difficulty variant. If this spell is successfully cast at Expert Difficulty (18), the duration 
becomes SC hours. Casting this variant requires the following die: a candle made by the 
caster. 

1,2,1,3) LIGHTNING WEAPON 

DISCIPLINE: Aeromancy 

RANK: Novice (8) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (2xSC seconds) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 weapon 

 
As Cold Weapon but with lightning damage instead.  

1,2,1,4) STARTLE 

DISCIPLINE: Aeromancy 

RANK: Novice (8) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (1 second) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: SC metre radius 

 
This spell emits a sudden, short and very loud noise – like a bang, pop or shriek – at a point 
chosen by the caster. This acts as a distraction. Anyone within SC metres that hears this 
sound will be startled if they fail to resist – losing their current action. If a target resists this 
spell, they are unaffected by any further castings of this spell by this caster for the rest of the 
day. 
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1,2,1,5) WIND OF UTILITY 

DISCIPLINE: Aeromancy 

RANK: Novice (8) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (Concentration) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: Affects a plane of ≤SC square metres 

 
This spell lets the caster summon a sudden and strong gust of wind, whose direction he can 
control. The gust is not strong enough to attack with so is normally used to provide a 
distraction. It can extinguish candles, open lamps or even a small fire, so plunging a room 
into darkness. Or it might be used to slam shut doors and windows, scatter documents, etc.  

1,2,2) DABBLER RANK 

1,2,2,1) COLD WALL 

DISCIPLINE: Aeromancy 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC hours) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 5xSC cubic metres 

 
This spell creates a wall of intense cold which stands vertically and is 1 metre thick. The wall 
can follow any line across the ground desired by the caster (including as a circular wall around 
him or an opponent), but it must be resting on a solid surface for its full length and cannot 
be moved once cast. (As a rule of thumb, 5xSC cubic metres will make a circular wall 3 
metres high and SC/4 metres in radius. If the wall is only 2 metres high, its radius can be 
roughly SC/3 metres.) 
 
The wall is fluid and completely transparent in dry conditions (it will be white with snow in 
the wet), though frost will cover the ground on which it stands. Anything entering the wall’s 
volume which fails to resist this spell is struck as if by a Cold Ball every second spent within 
it. Objects thrown or fired through the wall, such as arrows, may be so damaged or deviated 
that they do not hit the intended target.  

1,2,2,2) LIGHTNING BOLT 

DISCIPLINE: Aeromancy 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds) 

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: 5xSC metres 

VOLUME: 1 bolt 

 
On casting this spell, a bolt of lightning, shaped like an arrow, travels from the caster to the 
target. It covers this distance in the blink of an eye, a bright streak too fast to be avoided, 
and automatically strikes a first division body location chosen by the caster. The target must 
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be within range, and there must be a clear line of sight between them and the caster. If the 
target fails to resist this spell, determine the damage by rolling 1d10+(SC/2) on the Lightning 
Damage Table. If this die scores a 10, roll another 1d10 and add the result, and so on. 
 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 

• Proficient (15), the caster may hit a second division body location with his bolt. 
Additionally, the bolt will affect up to SC/2 different targets, so long as they are all 
within range of the caster and in a straight line. All targets are struck in the first 
division body location, except for the nearest. The same Spell-Casting and damage 
roll results are applied to all. The passage of the bolt is blocked by any solid structure 
(which is inanimate and insentient – so a bolt could pass through a golem but not a 
wooden door or stone wall). If a target wears adamant armour on its first division 
body location (see Unusual Materials in the Treasure chapter), the bolt will affect that 
target but no others behind it. 

• Master (21), the effect is as for the proficient variant, but the caster can select a third 
division body location to strike on the nearest target. 

Casting these variants requires the following die: blue lapis lazuli gemstone, cut and polished. 

1,2,2,3) NOISE 

DISCIPLINE: Aeromancy 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC hours) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 10xSC cubic metres 

 
This spell fills the volume with a deafening crackling hiss. Any creature within the volume 
which is able to hear and fails to resist this spell will be subject to an attack of the Mental 
damage type, with a Damage Score of 1d10+(SC/2). The creature will suffer a further attack 
every CO seconds that it remains in the volume. 

1,2,2,4) SILENCE 

DISCIPLINE: Aeromancy 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC hours) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 10xSC cubic metres 

 
This spell stills the air such that any sound within the volume is dampened to the faintest, 
briefest whisper. This will prevent spell-casting by those that fail their Resistance Roll (unless 
they can cast by thought alone – see Enunciation and Gesticulation later this chapter). 
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1,2,2,5) SUDDEN LIGHT 

DISCIPLINE: Aeromancy 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Exclamation (1 second)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: SC metre radius around 1 target or location 

 
An SC metre radius around the target is suddenly filled for a moment with dazzling light. 
Any creature within the volume which uses visible light to see may be stunned if they fail to 
resist the spell. The attack is of the Mental damage type and has a Damage Score of 1d10+SC. 
Having one’s eyes shut at exactly the right moment prevents damage from the flash. 
Creatures which use means other than light to see, e.g. Trolls, Undead, the Fey, will not be 
affected by this spell. 

1,2,3) APPRENTICE RANK 

1,2,3,1) COLD BALL 

DISCIPLINE: Aeromancy 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: 5xSC metres 

VOLUME: SC metre diameter sphere 

 
This spell causes an explosion of intense cold, of SC/2 metre radius, centred on the target. 
The cold ball appears instantly the moment that the spell is cast, so targets cannot try to 
avoid the blast. Every creature fully or partially within the affected volume should try to resist 
this spell. For those that fail, determine the damage by rolling 1d10+(SC/2) on the Burns 
Damage Table. If this die scores a 10, roll another 1d10 and add the result, and so on. The 
cold can burn several body locations at once, so use the Armour Class of the least protected 
first division body location that was engulfed. For simplicity, the GM should tailor the 
resulting injury to this body location, with other parts just getting frosty (but not enough to 
be injurious). If the target has no armour, or is the same AC everywhere, assume that the ball 
damages the default body location, i.e. that with zero Location Penalty. 
 
The caster may not reduce the default radius so, in a hectic field of battle, he must carefully 
consider the placement of his cold ball to avoid hitting allies as well as enemies.  

1,2,3,2) COOL ENVIRONMENT 

DISCIPLINE: Aeromancy 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC hours) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: Self 
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This spell keeps the caster (and the equipment on his person) comfortably cool in hot 
environments. (It does not protect the caster from burns, fire or magical heat.) 
 
Difficulty variant. If this spell is successfully cast at Proficient Difficulty (15), the caster can 
protect up to SC/2 creatures, including himself. Those wishing to benefit must be touching 
the caster as he casts. Casting this variant requires the following die: shed skin of a desert 
snake. 

1,2,3,3) LIGHTNING BALL 

DISCIPLINE: Aeromancy 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: 5xSC metres 

VOLUME: SC metre diameter sphere 

 
As Cold Ball, but a blast of electricity is produced. This causes lightning damage. 

1,2,3,4) SUMMON FOG 

DISCIPLINE: Aeromancy 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC hours) 

RANGE: Within sight 

VOLUME: 100xSC metre radius hemisphere 

 
This spell may only be cast outdoors. Clouds swiftly descend to ground level, such that the 
volume is filled with thick fog within the 60/SC seconds after casting this spell. Within the 
fog, visibility is reduced to only a few metres, even with night vision. The caster can cancel 
this spell and cause the fog to disperse at will (this takes the same time as it took the fog to 
form). Wind speeds of greater than 50 kilometres per hour (14 metres per second) will also 
disperse the fog. 

1,2,3,5) SUMMON NARRATOR 

DISCIPLINE: Aeromancy 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (1 hour) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: Within earshot 

 
This spell invokes a magical voice which reads a text aloud for the caster. This can be useful 
when studying, or for creating a distraction perhaps. The text is always spoken in the language 
in which it is written, with clear and precise pronunciation. To be read, a scroll must be kept 
unrolled, a note unfolded. A book must be spread open; a gentle gust of wind will flick 
through the pages during the recital. If the caster wishes, they can cause the voice to keep 
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repeating the recital until the spell ends. For some reason, the voice is always that of the 
caster’s father or mother, or the person who most influenced their childhood. 

1,2,3,6) SUMMON SYLPH 

DISCIPLINE: Aeromancy 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (1 hour) 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 pentagram 

 
This spell summons a Sylph (see The Bestiary) into a pentagram being touched by the caster. 
The pentagram must be outdoors and in the open air for the spell to work. 
 
The caster may issue the summoned Sylph with orders whilst it is in the pentagram. They 
will be understood regardless of the language used and the Sylph must unquestioningly carry 
them out to the best of its ability. Orders can take the Sylph outside the pentagram, but a 
wise caster will make sure that he orders the Sylph to re-enter the pentagram when its tasks 
are done. This is because the Sylph is not forced by the spell to obey orders issued to it whilst 
it is outside of the pentagram. 
 
If his orders are effective, the caster can make full use of the Sylph’s abilities to: 

• shoot lightning bolts at his enemies; 

• lift enemies into the air and drop them (note that the Sylph is not a beast of burden 
and will not carry him from place to place); 

• deflect missiles aimed at him; 

• enable him to hear sounds from a location that he chooses (within sight and one 
kilometre), and to transmit his voice to this location if desired, i.e. a long-distance 
conversation could be held. 

 
When the spell’s duration ends, or if the caster cancels the spell prematurely, the summoned 
Sylph is immediately banished to whence it came. A successful Dispel Magic spell can also 
end this spell and banish a Sylph, but only if cast whilst the Sylph is within the pentagram by 
which it was summoned. 

1,2,4) PROFICIENT RANK 

1,2,4,1) COLD PROTECTION 

DISCIPLINE: Aeromancy 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC minutes) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: Self 

DIE: Scale from an Ice Dragon 

 
This spell makes the caster (and the equipment on his person) resistant to harm from cold. 
Any attacks against him of the Burns (Cold) damage type have their Attack (or Damage Score 
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if damage is automatic) reduced by SC. This spell is particularly useful for protecting the 
caster from the cold auras of some undead creatures. 
 
Difficulty variant. If this spell is successfully cast at Expert Difficulty (18), the caster can 
protect up to SC/2 creatures, including himself. Those wishing to benefit must be touching 
the caster as he casts. 

1,2,4,2) COLD TRAP 

DISCIPLINE: Aeromancy 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC hours) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: SC metre diameter sphere 

DIE: White opal gemstone, cut and polished 

 
This spell causes a small black globe to appear in the caster’s open palm, SC centimetres 
across. Once he loses physical contact with it, a countdown starts and, after SC minutes by 
default, the globe will explode as a Cold Ball spell, centred on the globe’s location. The caster 
is able to choose a shorter time, as he puts the globe down or hands it over to an unsuspecting 
victim but, once the countdown has started, it cannot be reset. 
 
A successful Dispel Magic spell can be used to cancel a Cold Trap, if it can be cast before 
the globe explodes. 
 
Difficulty variant. If this spell is successfully cast at Expert Difficulty (18), the caster can 
plant a Cold Trap at a location in such a way that the globe remains dormant until such time 
as a creature comes within a set distance of it (up to SC/2 metres). It then explodes. 

1,2,4,3) CONTROL WINDS 

DISCIPLINE: Aeromancy 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (Concentration) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: 1 kilometre radius 

DIE: Root from a tree uprooted by wind 

 
The wind speed and direction within the volume can be controlled by the caster by 
concentrating. Speed can be varied from nought to 6xSC kilometres per hour. 

• 60 kilometres per hour is a moderate gale – effort is needed to walk against the wind, 
and whole trees will sway; 

• 75 kilometres per hour is a strong gale – strong enough to topple some trees; 

• 90 kilometres per hour is a storm – blowing over trees and causing damage to 
buildings. 

 
Increasing the wind speed from nought to 6xSC kilometres per hour takes 1 minute. The 
same time is required to alter the wind direction by 180 degrees. Once the caster stops 
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concentrating, the wind speed and direction gradually revert to their initial conditions over 
the next SC minutes. 
 
Difficulty variant. If this spell is successfully cast at Expert Difficulty (18), the caster can 
purify the air in a large enclosed area such as a cavern or mine. In this case, the casting 
duration becomes a ritual, and the effect duration is irrevocable instantaneous. Any foul, 
poisonous or flammable gases, and miasmata, within SC/3 km of the caster are purged and 
replaced with clean and wholesome air. The caster is surrounded by swirling gusts as he 
completes this ritual. 

1,2,4,4) COOL ITEM  

DISCIPLINE: Aeromancy 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC minutes) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 item 

DIE: Water from an ice bolt spat by an Ice Dragon 

 
This spell causes a single item, weighing ≤(SCx10) kilograms, to instantly become super-
cooled. It stays at this temperature for SC minutes, and then starts to warm naturally. Anyone 
touching the item may be burnt by the cold. The GM should class contact as an attack of the 
Burns (Cold) damage type with a maximum Damage Score of 1d10+(SC/2). A new attack 
should be made every second that contact continues. As the item warms, the GM should 
reduce the maximum Damage Score accordingly. 
 
Magical items affected by this spell that are not the caster’s property resist using twice their 
magic bonus. And a Resistance Roll is always made for sentient items. For this purpose, the 
soul’s SD attribute is increased by the magic bonus on the item. 

1,2,4,5) ELECTRIFY ITEM  

DISCIPLINE: Aeromancy 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC minutes) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 item 

DIE: Heartwood from a tree split by lightning 

 
This spell acts like Cool Item but electrifies the items instead, such that injuries of the 
Lightning damage type are inflicted. Items must be reasonably conductive for this spell to be 
effective, i.e. predominantly metal like swords, armour, coins, etc. 
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1,2,4,6) GUARDIAN SATELLITE 

DISCIPLINE: Aeromancy 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC minutes) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: Sphere of SC centimetre diameter 

DIE: Coil of fine copper wire, at least 1 metre long 

 
This spell causes a glowing orb of light to appear in the air above the caster’s head, making 
his hair stand on end. It flies slowly around in a tight circle, glowing as brightly as a lamp and 
flickering white and electric-blue. It orbits there for up to SC minutes before dissipating 
harmlessly, but with a loud crackle. At any time before it dissipates, the caster can choose to 
launch the orb at a target within 5xSC metres and sight. The orb vanishes and the target is 
struck next second as if by a Lightning Bolt. 
 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 

• Expert (18) – two orbs circulate above the caster’s head until he chooses to launch 
them at targets. They can strike the same target or two different ones if he wishes, or 
he can launch one and save the other for later. They circulate for up to 1 hour. 

• Master (21) – three orbs are created, which circulate for up to SC hours. 
 
If an orb is touched by someone whilst it is orbiting above the caster, it vanishes and they 
are struck as if by a Lightning Bolt. 

1,2,4,7) LIGHTNING PROTECTION 

DISCIPLINE: Aeromancy 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC minutes) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: Self 

DIE: Scale from a Lightning Dragon 

 
As Cold Protection, but protects against lightning and electricity. 

1,2,4,8) LIGHTNING TRAP 

DISCIPLINE: Aeromancy 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC hours) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: SC metre diameter sphere 

DIE: Blue topaz gemstone, cut and polished 

 
As Cold Trap, but an electric blue globe is produced which explodes as a Lightning Ball. 
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1,2,4,9) WAND OF AEROMANCY 

DISCIPLINE: Aeromancy 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Infinite 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 wand 

DIE: Wand of pine wood 

 
This spell must be cast by two casters simultaneously, as they both touch a wand made of 
pine wood (about 30 centimetres long). The two casters of this spell must have differing SCs. 
The wand that is created is attuned to the junior caster, and the senior caster is there solely 
to imbue the wand with his skill – so this spell is often performed by master and apprentice, 
as a reward from the former to the latter. The wand becomes a magical item that bestows a 
+1 bonus to the Aeromancy skill value of the junior caster whilst it is held by them. This 
benefits both their casting and resisting of all Aeromancy spells. 
 
Difficulty variants. 

• Once the caster’s Aeromancy skill value has increased above the level it had when 
they created their wand (ignoring the benefit of the wand or any other modifier), they 
may cast this spell on their wand to turn it into a Stave of Aeromancy. Again, they 
must have a partner spell-caster with a higher Aeromancy SC. The Difficulty of their 
Spell-Casting Rolls is Expert (18). If the spell is cast successfully, the wand swells, 
becoming cudgel-sized (about 90 centimetres long). Henceforth, whilst held, the 
stave bestows a +2 bonus to the junior caster’s Aeromancy skill, and a +1 bonus to 
their One-Handed Clubs/Hammers/Maces skill. 

• Once the caster’s Aeromancy skill value has increased above the level it had when 
they created their stave (ignoring the benefit of the stave or any other modifier), they 
may cast this spell on their stave to create a Staff of Aeromancy. Again, they must 
have a partner spell-caster with a higher Aeromancy SC. The Difficulty of their Spell-
Casting Rolls is Master (21). If the spell is cast successfully, the stave swells, becoming 
quarter-staff-sized (about 180 centimetres long). Henceforth, whilst held, the staff 
bestows a +3 bonus to the junior caster’s Aeromancy skill, and a +1 bonus to their 
Staffs skill. The caster can also wield this staff in their off-hand to deflect melee 
attacks (treat it as a shield). 

 
Wands, staves and staffs have further powers: 

• Protection against magic injuries. 
Magic injuries may occur because of spell-casting fumbles, and are very dangerous. 
A character can use their wand to absorb the energy of a magic injury, if it is in their 
hand when the injury occurs. They will be unharmed, but their wand will shatter into 
fragments, destroyed. With a wand, only a feeble or very weak magic injury can be 
absorbed. A stave can protect against a weak or moderate injury too. A staff can 
protect against a strong or very strong injury also. (A character’s player must choose 
whether or not to sacrifice their wand, stave or staff before knowing a magic injury’s 
effects. But the GM should inform the player, before they choose, of the injury’s 
severity.) 

• Protection against loss of spell-casting ability. 
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A character can use their stave to protect them from losing their spell-casting ability 
as a result of failing to cast an Aeromancy spell. The stave must be in their hand 
when the spell-casting was failed. The stave shrinks, becoming a wand – with 
commensurate loss of powers, e.g. reduction in bonus to Aeromancy skill. If spell-
casting ability was to have been lost for a duration equal to X then, after X, the wand 
automatically swells back into a stave again. Likewise, a staff can absorb two periods 
of loss of spell-casting ability, by shrinking first into a stave and then into a wand. 

 
The use of wands, staves and staffs poses risks as well as benefits. First, when a character is 
unable to hold their wand, stave or staff, their Aeromancy skill is reduced by 1 from its 
default value. E.g. if unable to hold their staff, a character’s Aeromancy would be effectively 
reduced by 4 points. If a character is ever separated from their wand, stave or staff, they 
always knows its direction. 
 
Second, if a character’s wand, stave or staff is ever destroyed, all Aeromancy spells are 
immediately lost from their memory. The spells must be re-memorised before they can be 
cast again. These factors make a wand, stave or staff a vulnerability – foes may try to steal 
and/or destroy it. 
 
Wands, staves and staffs are attuned to their creator (the junior caster). In another person’s 
hands, they remain magical but yield no bonus. 
 
There are equivalent Wand spells in the other disciplines of magic. However, a character can 
only have one functioning wand, stave or staff at a time. If a character wishes to create a 
wand, stave or staff for a different discipline, they must first destroy their existing wand, 
stave or staff. Otherwise, all subsequent castings of Wand spells from any discipline will fail 
(except if they are to upgrade a wand of the same discipline to a stave, or stave to staff). 

1,3) ALCHEMY 
These spells are largely concerned with the creation of items with magical powers. 
 
Experts in this discipline call themselves alchemists. 
 
In some spell descriptions, examples of alchemical parlance are given (in parentheses and 
quotation marks). These show how alchemists refer to certain powers when speaking about 
them. 
 
The spells in this discipline which affect items are usually irresistible. However, a sentient 
item (see the Sentience spell) may try to resist them, and its magic bonus should be added to 
its SD attribute for this purpose. 
 
Some spells in this discipline are cast upon hunky-punks. In all cases, a hunky-punk is a block 
of stone carved into a grotesque caricature of the caster, and weighing at least SC kilograms. 
Normally, it will be set into the masonry of a building to be protected in some way. 
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1,3,1) NOVICE RANK 

1,3,1,1) ALCHEMIST’S KEY 

DISCIPLINE: Alchemy 

RANK: Novice (8) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 portal 

 
This spell can only be cast upon a door or lid, etc. It causes any bolts, catches or other 
fastenings on the door/lid to instantly slide open. If the door/lid is sealed with locks 
requiring keys, the spell will also cause the locks to unlock if they have a Difficulty versus 
lock picking attempts of ≤SC. Locks that are harder to pick are unaffected by this spell. 

1,3,1,2) GUARD BOOK 

DISCIPLINE: Alchemy 

RANK: Novice (8) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Infinite 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 book 

 
This spell magically prevents a single book from being opened by anyone other than the 
caster. Alternatively, if the caster cares to choose a password when casting this spell, then 
persons uttering the password as they touch the book may also open it. Otherwise, a Dispel 
Magic spell must be used to force open the covers. 
 
Difficulty variant. If this spell is successfully cast at Expert Difficulty (18), it may be cast on 
a book, scroll or any other portable combustible object. Henceforth, if the object is tampered 
with by anyone except the caster, it immediately bursts into flames. The fire consumes the 
object entirely in seconds, leaving only fine ashes that disperse on the slightest breeze. A few 
moments later, the object reappears at a location specified by the caster when he cast this 
spell. It is reconstituted exactly as it was before the tampering. Casting this variant requires 
the following die: ashes from a slain Salamander. 

1,3,1,3) WORK MATERIAL 

DISCIPLINE: Alchemy 

RANK: Novice (8) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds) 

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (Concentration) 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: Objects with smallest physical dimension ≤SC centimetres 

 
This spell allows the caster to magically bend, sculpt and bond different solid materials into 
new forms. The touched materials become malleable and plastic in his fingers, and can be 
fused together by squeezing. By default, the caster can work soft organic materials like paper, 
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cloth and leather in this way. Apart from for making novel items, the caster can use this spell 
to repair broken objects. If no new raw materials are required, repairs can be performed very 
quickly, e.g. the caster could simply pick up a leather jerkin and fuse torn surfaces back 
together by squeezing with his fingers, or he might smooth over superficial cracks in a stone 
object to strengthen it. 
 
Although the spell bestows this power only while the caster concentrates, the changes made 
to the worked materials are permanent. 
 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 

• Dabbler (10), hard organic materials like wood, bone and ivory can be worked, plus 
soft organic; 

• Apprentice (12), non-metallic inorganic materials like stone, glass, and ceramics can 
be worked, plus soft and hard organic; 

• Proficient (15), any solid material can be worked including metals. Casting this variant 
requires the following die: a paper wasp nest. 

 
Note that this spell cannot affect magical or enchanted materials or those of adamant (see 
the Treasure chapter). In addition, if a target object’s smallest physical dimension is >(SC/2) 
centimetres, then it cannot be affected by this spell either. E.g. for an alchemist to use this 
spell to tear a hole with his fingers in a wooden door 5 centimetres thick, his SC must be at 
least 10. 
 
This spell is sometimes used to conceal secret doors, i.e. where the door is designed to look 
like part of the wall. The caster can use his fingers to smooth over the gap between the door 
and the wall, and to conceal a keyhole. If the door and wall are of the same material, this will 
render the door effectively invisible. Even Detect Magic could not reveal it, though tapping 
on the wall and listening for changes in timbre might. Once sealed with this spell, a door will 
not open easily until the joins between it and wall are broken. Assuming the door is found, 
this spell can be used to unfuse the cracks, unsealing and revealing it. Or the door can be 
forced with a successful strength Action Roll (Brawn+ST) versus SC/2. 

1,3,2) DABBLER RANK 

1,3,2,1) ALCHEMIST’S LOCK 

DISCIPLINE: Alchemy 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Infinite 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 portal 

 
This spell (a more powerful variant of Guard Book) must be cast upon a door, lid or other 
physical portal. The spell seals the door/lid, magically welding the join shut so that it cannot 
be opened by anyone other than the caster. Alternatively, if the caster cares to choose a 
password when casting this spell, then persons uttering the password as they touch the 
door/lid may also open it. 
 
If the protected portal cannot be bypassed, entry must be gained by using a successful Dispel 
Magic spell to cancel the Alchemist’s Lock. 
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1,3,2,2) IDENTIFY POWER 

DISCIPLINE: Alchemy 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 item 

 
This spell immediately reveals all of a magical item’s powers to the caster, including any 
command words necessary to trigger them. However, it will only work if the caster’s SC is 
greater than or equal to that of the alchemist that created the item. 

1,3,2,3) MAKE POTION  

DISCIPLINE: Alchemy 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Infinite 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 potion 

 
In order to cast this spell, the caster must be touching a vessel containing a small volume of 
water – equivalent in size to a single shot of spirit. After casting the Make Potion spell, the 
next spell cast by anyone touching the water is embedded into it. The embedded spell is 
effectively stored in the water, now known as a potion. Whoever subsequently drinks the 
potion will be affected by the embedded spell automatically. 
 
Potions often come in single-dose glass phials – the narrow neck of the phial is snapped off 
to allow the liquid to be poured down the throat and swallowed in one gulp. All varieties of 
potions are colourless and odourless, so sight and smell cannot be used to guess their effects. 
Consequently, phials are usually labelled. The only certain way to determine the variety of an 
unlabelled potion (other than with the Identify Power spell) is to drink it and see what 
happens! Imbibing only part of a potion will have no effect on the drinker and will make the 
rest of the potion useless, i.e. the whole potion must be drunk in order to experience its 
effects, and a single potion cannot be shared. 
 
Any embedded spell must be suitable for storing in a potion and being subsequently cast 
upon the drinker. Some spells may not suit these restrictions and, at the GM’s discretion, 
may not be embedded into water. 
 
Note that (unlike herbs, poisons, etc.) potions do not spoil with age. The effects of drinking 
a potion will be the same, regardless of whether it is drunk an hour, a year or a century after 
its making. However, the ink of labels often fades and, for this reason, valuable phials are 
often engraved. 
 
Difficulty variant. If this spell is successfully cast at Master Difficulty (21) upon a potion 
already prepared and sealed in a phial then, the moment that the phial is opened, the potion 
vaporises. Everyone within 2 metres of the opened phial breathes in the vapour, and is 
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affected as if they had drunk the potion for themselves. Casting this variant requires the 
following die: an intact bladder from Bladderwrack seaweed. 

1,3,2,4) STONE OF ALARMING 

DISCIPLINE: Alchemy 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC weeks) 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 hunky-punk 

 
This spell must be cast upon a hunky-punk. This is positioned near items that need protecting 
from disturbance. It becomes known as the caster’s stone of alarming. He can only have one 
stone of alarming active at any time.  
 
The spell will emit loud yells of “Thief!” if designated objects in the hunky-punk’s field of 
view are tampered with by anyone except the caster. The caster specifies which objects are 
affected on casting, e.g. he could say the whole contents of a room, or specific things within 
it, or just the door. Objects must be within line of sight and SC metres of the hunky-punk to 
be protected by it. If an object cannot be seen by the hunky-punk when this spell is cast, its 
theft will not trigger the alarm. 
 
The yells always originate from the object being moved, rather than the hunky-punk. They 
continue until the object is put down again somewhere within line of sight and SC metres of 
the hunky-punk. 
 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 

• Proficient (15) then, in addition to the audible alarm, the caster is automatically aware 
of the yells so long as he is within SC kilometres of the hunky-punk; 

• Expert (18), then the caster is able to see, hear and speak through the hunky-punk 
by concentrating. 

Casting these variants requires the following die: a fine silver trumpet. 

1,3,2,5) STONE OF DOOR-GUARDING 

DISCIPLINE: Alchemy 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC weeks) 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 hunky-punk 

 
This spell must be cast upon a hunky-punk. This is set into a wall above or beside a door or 
gateway of importance. It becomes known as the caster’s stone of door-guarding. He can 
only have one stone of door-guarding active at any time. 
 
Henceforth, the caster knows whenever any person (or creature larger than tiny-sized) passes 
through the guarded doorway. Also, if he wishes, he can see an image in his mind’s eye of 
each person as they looked when they passed through. The spell only provides images of the 
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SC most recent people, i.e. if twenty-one people pass through, then the caster will no longer 
be able to see an image of the first. 

1,3,3) APPRENTICE RANK 

1,3,3,1) INJURY ENHANCEMENT 

DISCIPLINE: Alchemy 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Infinite 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 weapon 

 
This spell can only be cast upon a magical weapon which has been created using the Skill 
Enhancement spell. It makes the weapon (or the ammunition fired by a missile weapon) burn 
with fire, glisten with frost, drip with acid, or spark with electricity when a command word 
is spoken by its wielder. (Note that the handle is unaffected, so the weapon can be held 
safely.) 
 
The alchemist selects an extra damage type for the weapon (along with the command word) 
when he casts Injury Enhancement, choosing from the following: 

• Heat (“burning”); 

• Cold (“freezing”); 

• Acid (“dissolving”); 

• Lightning (“shocking”). 
Note that the first three (Heat, Cold and Acid) are all variants of the Burns damage type. 
 
Although the weapon’s attacks deliver two types of damage, each attack can only cause a 
single injury on the target. The GM should check the same Damage Score on both Damage 
Tables, and choose the worst of the results to determine the severity of the resulting injury. 
She should then invent a description of the injury that matches both damage types. E.g. a 
target wearing a mail jerkin (Armour Class 3) is struck in the chest by an arrow from a 
shocking crossbow. The attack has a Damage Score of 30. The Puncture Damage Table gives 
a major injury, while the Lightning table gives a fatal injury. The GM uses the latter. She 
states that the victim looks down to see the flights and shaft of an arrow protruding from a 
cauterised wound in his sternum, beneath blackened mail which fizzes and sparks. The next 
painful jolt clenches his muscles, blurs his fading vision and causes his failing heart to stutter 
and die… 
 
This spell can only be cast once on a particular weapon. Subsequent castings will fail.  
 
No weapon can benefit from more than three different types of Enhancement spell – and 
one of these must be the Skill Enhancement or Attribute Enhancement spell which made 
the weapon magical in the first place. 
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1,3,3,2) RANGE ENHANCEMENT 

DISCIPLINE: Alchemy 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Infinite 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 weapon 

 
This spell can only be cast upon a magical weapon which has been created using the Skill 
Enhancement spell. It makes a thrown weapon, or the ammunition fired by a missile weapon, 
travel 1.5 times as far as normal (“far-reaching”). 
 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 

• Expert (18), the weapon’s default range is multiplied by 2 (“very far-reaching”); 

• Master (21), the range is multiplied by 3 (“extremely far-reaching”). 
Casting these variants requires the following die: an arrow that was fired in an amazing long-
range shot. 
 
This spell can be cast repeatedly on the same weapon but only so as to increase its range, e.g. 
by replacing a far-reaching enchantment with an extremely far-reaching one. 
 
No weapon can benefit from more than three different types of Enhancement spell – and 
one of these must be the Skill Enhancement or Attribute Enhancement spell which made 
the weapon magical in the first place. 

1,3,3,3) SKILL ENHANCEMENT 

DISCIPLINE: Alchemy 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Infinite 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 item 

 
This spell can only be cast upon an item which has been made by the caster. (It is acceptable 
if others assisted in the item’s making, so long as the caster led the effort.) The spell makes 
the item magical. It becomes far harder to damage than non-magical counterparts, and ceases 
to be dulled, rusted or otherwise sullied by age. It also gains a magic bonus of +1 (“gifted”). 
 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 

• Expert (18), the item’s magic bonus is +2 (“very gifted”); 

• Master (21), the magic bonus is +3 (“extremely gifted”). 
Casting these variants requires the following die: a beautiful and intricate item made by a 
master craftsman at the height of his powers. 
 
The magic bonus is generally added to one skill value in Action Rolls made with the item. 
For most kinds of magical item, it will be obvious as to which skill is affected by the bonus, 
e.g. using a +1 magical lock pick increases its user’s Pick Lock skill value by one, and using 
a +2 magical long bow increases its user’s Bows skill by two. However, this spell can be cast 
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upon items which may not be directly associated with a skill, e.g. pieces of clothing. In such 
cases, the caster may choose a single skill (with the GM’s approval) to which the bonus 
applies, the user of the item benefiting from this bonus. E.g. a +1 magical cloak which 
increases its wearer’s Stealth skill value by one, a +2 magical glove which increases its wearer’s 
Legerdemain skill by two, or a +3 magical earring which increases its wearer’s Demonic 
language skill by three.  
 
Note that: 

• the magic bonus cannot affect a magic skill (a Wand spell is necessary for this); 

• the magic bonus can be applied to a relevant Difficulty, e.g. a +2 magical lock would 
increase the Difficulty of a thief’s lock-picking Action Rolls by two; 

• this spell can be cast repeatedly on the same item but only if this would increase its 
magic bonus, e.g. by replacing a +1 bonus with +2; 

• if a bonus is bestowed upon a shield, it will increase the user’s Defence; 

• if a bonus is bestowed upon a piece of armour, it is added to the wearer’s 
Encumbrance Penalty so as to reduce it. (Encumbrance Penalties can be reduced to 
zero in this way but cannot be made positive.) 

 
No item can benefit from more than three different types of Enhancement spell – and one 
of these must be the Skill Enhancement or Attribute Enhancement spell which made the 
item magical in the first place. An item created with Skill Enhancement cannot have Attribute 
Enhancement also cast upon it. 
 
This spell is not used carelessly. If its spell-casting is failed then, in addition to the usual 
consequences of spell-casting failure (i.e. loss of spell-casting ability), the caster’s Alchemy 
skill value is decreased by 1 point (to a minimum of 1). 

1,3,3,4) SECRET WINDOW 

DISCIPLINE: Alchemy 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC weeks) 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 stone 

 
With this spell, the caster makes a section of stone transparent, such that it can be seen 
through like fine glass, but from one side only (the side touched during casting). The stone 
remains opaque when viewed from any other side. 
 
The maximum dimension of the affected stone equals SCxSC centimetres. E.g. a caster with 
SC=8 could create a window 64 centimetres square, in stone up to 64 centimetres thick. 
Thicker stone could not be made transparent by this caster. 
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1,3,3,5) SPELL ENHANCEMENT 

DISCIPLINE: Alchemy 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Infinite 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 item 

 
This spell can only be cast upon a magical item which has been created using the Skill 
Enhancement or Attribute Enhancement spell. After casting the Spell Enhancement spell, 
the next spell cast by anyone touching the item is embedded into it. Once a spell has been 
embedded in this way, it can be cast by anyone holding the item and saying the command 
word, which was chosen by the alchemist whilst he cast Spell Enhancement. Command 
words are often engraved on items so they cannot be forgotten. Sometimes the engraving 
will be a riddle, so that only the worthy can guess the command word and use the item’s 
powers. 
 
Any embedded spell must be suitable for embedding in an item. Some spells will not suit this 
restriction and, at the GM’s discretion, may not be embedded. 
 
The whole process can be repeated such that a single magical item may contain multiple 
embedded spells. A limit applies to the number of spells that can be embedded into a single 
magical item, equal to the item’s bonus from the Skill Enhancement spell (or four if the 
Attribute Enhancement spell was used to make the item magical). The same value is used to 
limit how many times an embedded spell can be cast per day. E.g. a +3 mace cannot have 
more than three spells embedded within it, and each spell cannot be cast more than three 
times daily. 
 
Note that: 

• no Spell-Casting Roll is required to cast a spell embedded within an item – holding 
the item and saying the command word aloud is enough; 

• the SC of the spell-caster that embedded the spell in the item is always used to 
determine the potency of the effects of the embedded spell, and not the SC of people 
casting the spell from the item subsequently; 

• the embedded spell is cast immediately as the command word is spoken, i.e. treat as 
a 1 second exclamation; 

• people casting the embedded spell using the command word do not need its die, even 
if the spell is of proficient rank or greater; and they can use vectors with the 
embedded spell as normal (see the Components section later this chapter). 

 
No item can benefit from more than three different types of Enhancement spell – and one 
of these must be the Skill Enhancement or Attribute Enhancement spell which made the 
item magical in the first place. 
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1,3,3,6) WICKER MAN 

DISCIPLINE: Alchemy 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds) 

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC minutes) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: 2xSC metre radius 

 
This spell causes woody materials in the caster’s vicinity to pull together into a humanoid 
shape, and animate like a short-lived golem. This creature serves the caster to the best of its 
ability, obeying his verbal orders. When the spell ends, it collapses to the ground, as a lifeless 
heap of branches. 
 
The wicker man created with this spell will be much weaker than those created with the 
Golem spell from clay, stone or metal. It also remains animated for far less time. But this 
spell can be cast much more quickly and requires no craftsmanship in preparation. Twigs, 
canes, branches, even planks or roof shingles will be used by the spell if they are lying loose 
and unsecured within range. If there are insufficient loose woody materials within the 
volume, the spell fails. 
 
Because wicker men are so short lived, their characteristics are not listed in The Bestiary. The 
GM can use the Medium Clay Golem as a basis, but multiply its Might, Attack and Strength 
by two-thirds and its weight by one-third. Fire-based attacks are slaying versus a wicker man 
(slaying means Attack Rolls have advantage (at least) and Damage Scores are increased by 
10). 
 
Difficulty variant. If this spell is successfully cast at Expert Difficulty (18), it will rip fixed 
wood free to make the wicker man. In this case, the caster must touch the target source 
whilst casting. E.g. he might touch a door so that the spell can pull planks from it, or a fence 
for stakes, or a tree for its branches. Casting this variant requires the following die: a small 
figure carefully made by the caster from twigs and reeds. 

1,3,4) PROFICIENT RANK 

1,3,4,1) DIMORPHIC ENHANCEMENT 

DISCIPLINE: Alchemy 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Infinite 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: Two weapons, or two pieces of armour 

DIE: Dross from two different forges 

 
The caster must touch two weapons whilst casting this spell: one a magical weapon which 
has been created using the Skill Enhancement spell; the other a non-magical weapon. The 
latter is consumed by the spell’s magic and vanishes forever. The magical weapon acquires 
the ability to take the non-magical weapon’s form at the moment that it strikes future targets, 
such that its attacks become like those of a different weapon. E.g. an alchemist could cast 
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this spell on a magical dagger and a non-magical arming sword, producing a dagger that 
strikes with the Attack Strength of an arming sword. Other examples: 

• an arming sword that strikes as a long sword; 

• a short bow that strikes as a long bow; 

• a hand axe that strikes as a halberd. 
 
Only the Attack Strength of the non-magical weapon is taken on by the magical weapon. 
Other characteristics like weight, size, shape, etc. remain unchanged. Likewise, the magical 
weapon’s existing powers are not affected by this extra ability. 
 
The spell will fail if the two weapons have different primary damage types (e.g. one is Slash 
and one Crush). In addition, the weapons must have a loose similarity in terms of their 
functionality. E.g. a dagger could be made to strike like a long sword, but a dagger could not 
be made to strike like a flail. Neither could a sling be made to strike like a heavy crossbow. 
 
Generally, this spell is used to increase the effectiveness of a smaller weapon by allowing it 
to strike as if it were a much bigger one. This surprises one’s enemies and avoids one having 
to lug a heavy weapon around. However, it is also possible to use this spell to create a cursed 
item, e.g. a long sword that strikes as a dagger. 
 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 

• Expert (18), it can be cast upon two pieces of armour. As with weapons, one of the 
pieces must be magical, whilst the other is not and is consumed by the spell. The 
magical piece gains the non-magical piece’s Armour Class and body location 
coverage, but not its weight. The spell will fail if the two pieces of armour do not 
protect the same first division body locations. They need not protect the same second 
or third divisions, though. Thus, a mail coif could be made to protect as a plate 
visored helm. Unless a cursed piece of armour is being created, normally the non-
magical piece will be of a heavier AC than the magical piece. 

• Master (21), it can be cast on a magical piece of jewellery or clothing in combination 
with a non-magical piece of armour. Both pieces must be worn on the same first 
division body locations, but need not cover the same second or third divisions. E.g. 
a ring could be made to protect as a plate gauntlet, a circlet could be made to protect 
as a plate visored helm, a cloak could be made to protect as a hooded mail hauberk. 

 
This spell can only be cast once on any particular magical item. Subsequent castings will fail. 
 
No item can benefit from more than three different types of Enhancement spell – and one 
of these must be the Skill Enhancement or Attribute Enhancement spell which made the 
item magical in the first place. 

1,3,4,2) GOLEM 

DISCIPLINE: Alchemy 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC weeks) 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 statue 

DIE: Marionette made by the caster from gold, silk and ebony 
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This spell animates a statue made by the caster from clay, marble or metal. Joints which were 
rigid are now magically able to flex, enabling the statue to walk, manipulate objects, etc. Such 
creatures are known as Golems (see The Bestiary). 
 
The Golem has a basic level of sentience and will unquestioningly carry out the caster’s verbal 
orders to the best of its ability, regardless of the language used by the caster. Once without 
orders, it will wait like a motionless statue until the caster tasks it again.  
 
The caster may have no more than SC/2 Golems under his control at any time through this 
spell. 
 
Difficulty variants. The following table cross-references the material from which the Golem 
is made with its size, and sets the required Difficulty of the Spell-Casting Roll.  
 

MATERIAL 
SIZE 

Medium Large Huge 

Clay Proficient (15) Expert (18) Expert (18) 

Marble Expert (18) Expert (18) Master (21) 

Metal Expert (18) Master (21) Master (21) 

 
If the Spell-Casting Roll for this spell is fumbled, the GM may still let the Golem be created 
as if the roll had been successful. This Golem, however, will have a malevolent urge to 
destroy its creator. Rather than attacking straightaway, the rogue Golem shows base cunning, 
obeying orders and behaving normally until the perfect opportunity for murder arises… 

1,3,4,3) MASK OF SURVEILLANCE 

DISCIPLINE: Alchemy 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Infinite 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 mask 

DIE: A plaster “death mask” prepared for the caster 

 
This spell must be cast upon a mask made by the caster, which covers the whole face save 
for holes for the eyes, nostrils and mouth. Commonly he would shape or decorate the mask 
to resemble a hawk or other bird of prey with keen sight. Casting this spell upon the mask 
turns it into a magical item that bestows a +1 bonus to its wearer’s Observation skill. In 
addition, this spell gives the mask two further powers, which the caster would usually keep 
secret from the mask’s wearer. Henceforth, by concentrating the caster can: 

• see through the eyes of the mask’s wearer; 

• cloak the mask’s wearer in an illusion that makes the wearer appear to be the caster 
(as if by the Phantasm spell in the Mind discipline). 

 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 

• Expert (18), it bestows a +2 magic bonus onto the mask which increases the wearer’s 
Observation skill. In addition to the proficient powers, an expert mask allows the 
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caster to hear through the wearer’s ears, and he can also whisper commands to the 
wearer (as if using an expert difficulty Master spell from the Mind discipline); 

• Master (21), the mask bestows a +3 magic bonus to the wearer’s Observation. In 
addition to the expert powers, a master mask allows the caster to receive sensations 
from all of the wearer’s senses, and to hear the wearer’s thoughts.  

 
A single caster may only have three Masks of Surveillance in existence at any time – one of 
each rank. Thus, a caster must destroy the first master mask he made to make a second. 

1,3,4,4) SANCTUARY IN ART 

DISCIPLINE: Alchemy 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds) 

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC hours) 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 artwork 

DIE: Self-portrait painting 

 
This spell must be cast upon a physical artwork like a painting, tapestry, mosaic, carving, 
relief or statue. The artwork must be a depiction of some sort of scene, and its height or 
breadth must be at least half of the caster’s height. The caster (and his worn and carried 
equipment) is instantly transported “inside” the artwork, i.e. he vanishes from the real world 
and becomes depicted within the artwork instead. The manner of his depiction will match 
the art’s style perfectly. His depiction will not prominent, e.g. he might appear as a figure in 
the middle distance of a portrait, rather than the foreground. But anyone who knows the 
caster and who cares to look at the artwork will recognise that the caster is shown within it. 
 
The caster can hide inside the artwork like this for the spell’s duration. During this time, he 
may see and listen, as if he were still standing beside the artwork, but can do naught else. 
 
Anyone touching the caster as he casts is also transported into the artwork with him, and will 
be depicted therein too, unless they resist versus SC. 
 
If the artwork is damaged whilst the caster is within it, the caster is ejected from it. He 
reappears beside the artwork and suffers a mental injury with Damage Score equal to 
1d10+X, where X is a number from 1 to 10 chosen by the GM to reflect the degree of 
damage to the artwork. 1 would reflect very minor damage, 10 very substantial damage. If 
the artwork is destroyed in some instantaneous violence, too quick for the caster’s ejection, 
then the caster is destroyed also. 
 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 

• Expert (18), the caster can enter smaller works of art, but of at least SC centimetres 
in height or breadth. (A small work might be more portable but vulnerable to 
damage.) Also, the caster’s depiction in the artwork is subtle, and it may take careful 
study to notice him therein. 

• Master (21), then, when the caster emerges from the artwork, he can bring with him 
an object depicted in the art. The object must be portable and small enough for the 
caster to carry. The object becomes a real version of itself. Henceforth, this object is 
missing from the artwork. 
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(Notes for the GM: 

• If the caster uses this spell to enter an artwork in which he is already depicted, the 
spell fails immediately and he automatically suffers the strong magic injury, 
“Doubled”, which creates an enemy doppelganger; 

• Might targeting a particularly potent artwork have unforeseen effects? E.g. say the 
caster enters the carved relief on the flanks of an altar to the Dark God…) 

1,3,4,5) STONE OF DISPELLING 

DISCIPLINE: Alchemy 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC weeks) 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 hunky-punk 

DIE: Pentagram-shaped amulet made of lead 

 
This spell must be cast upon a hunky-punk. This is set into the masonry of a building that 
the caster wishes to protect. This becomes known as the caster’s stone of dispelling. He can 
only have one stone of dispelling active at any time. 
 
This spell works exactly like Dispelling Aura, from the Wizardry discipline, except that the 
volume affected by the stone of dispelling extends to all enclosed spaces that are designated 
by the GM as being effectively part of that single building (e.g. cellars would be affected but 
gardens and out-houses would not), and which are within 10xSC metres of the stone. The 
stone instantly casts Dispel Magic on any spell which enters or is cast within this volume. 
 
E.g. the evil enchanter Vellum Doomwelder (Mind skill of 8 and EN of 4) tries to use a 
Scrying spell to spy upon the stronghold of Gathbag the Alchemist (Alchemy skill of 6, EN 
of 5). The moment that Doomwelder’s remote senses cross the threshold, the Stone of 
Dispelling spell is triggered. Gathbag’s player makes a Spell-Casting Roll, throwing 1d10+11. 
Doomwelder’s player makes a Spell-Casting Roll in response, throwing 1d10+12. Let us say 
that Doomwelder’s roll scores least. His Scrying spell abruptly ends, and he wakes from his 
trance having learnt nothing of Gathbag’s lair. 
 
This spell can be dispelled, but the attacking Dispel Magic spell will only be effective if cast 
upon the stone of dispelling itself. 

1,3,4,6) STONE OF EYES 

DISCIPLINE: Alchemy 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC weeks) 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 hunky-punk 

DIE: Cat’s Eye gemstone, cut and polished 
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This spell must be cast upon a hunky-punk. This is set into the masonry of a building that 
the caster wishes to protect. This becomes known as the caster’s stone of eyes. He can only 
have one stone of eyes active at any time. 
 
The stone allows the caster to transfer his senses of sight and hearing to any other point 
within the affected building, simply by touching this stone and concentrating. E.g. the caster 
might be in his study but, by concentrating and touching his stone of eyes, he could see and 
hear what is happening in the hall. 

1,3,4,7) STONE OF WARDING 

DISCIPLINE: Alchemy 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC weeks) 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 hunky-punk 

DIE: Miniature statuette of a fortress carved from black soapstone 

 
This spell must be cast upon a hunky-punk. This is set into the masonry of a building that 
the caster wishes to protect. This becomes known as the caster’s stone of warding. He can 
only have one stone of warding active at any time. 
 
The stone attempts to prevent any creature from entering the affected building. If the 
intruder fails to resist the spell, he cannot physically enter the building, no matter how much 
he tries. 
 
E.g. having failed to scry within Gathbag the Alchemist’s halls, evil enchanter Vellum 
Doomwelder deploys a minion – a goblin thief – to creep inside. He latches a grappling hook 
to a high window ledge, climbs up a rope and hauls himself through the orifice. At this very 
moment, the Stone of Warding spell is triggered. The thief is an NPC so the GM does not 
make a Resistance Roll. Instead, Gathbag’s Spell-Casting Roll must beat the NPC’s 
Alchemy+SD=4. Gathbag’s Alchemy skill is 6 and his EN attribute is 5, so his player makes 
a Spell-Casting Roll throwing 1d10+11. Success is assured. The thief tries to heave his body 
through the window, but bounces off an invisible barrier and falls to his doom below… 
 
If the caster cares to choose a command word when casting this spell, then persons uttering 
the word as they reach the protected volume may enter undeterred. The caster himself is 
never repelled by his own stone of warding. 
 
Difficulty variant. If this spell is successfully cast at Master Difficulty (21) then, in addition 
to being prevented from entering the building, a creature that fails to resist this spell suffers 
an electric shock. The GM rolls 1d10+(SC/2) on the Lightning Damage Table… 
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1,3,4,8) WAND OF ALCHEMY 

DISCIPLINE: Alchemy 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Infinite 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 wand 

DIE: Wand of metal 

 
This spell is the Alchemical equivalent of the Wand of Aeromancy spell. The wand must be 
a thin rod of metal, shaped if necessary using an appropriate craft or the Work Material spell. 

1,4) CURSES 
This discipline is concerned with harming opponents. The most powerful of the spells seek 
to make use of demons. See The Bestiary for descriptions of several varieties of demon. 
 
Experts in this discipline call themselves warlocks. Most are shunned by normal society for 
their use of such repugnant magic. 

1,4,1) NOVICE RANK 

1,4,1,1) DRAIN STRENGTH 

DISCIPLINE: Curses 

RANK: Novice (8) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (1 day) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 creature 

 
This spell reduces the target’s ST attribute by 1 point (to a minimum of 1). In return, the 
caster’s ST rises by 1 point. After 1 day, the target’s and caster’s ST return to normal. 
 
Targets must be members of the flesh-and-bone PC races or creatures with a similar 
physiology. 
 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 

• Dabbler (10), the target’s ST decreases by 2 points; 

• Apprentice (12), the target’s ST decreases by 3; 

• Proficient (15), the target’s ST decreases by 4; 

• Expert (18), the target’s ST decreases by 5; 

• Master (21), the target’s ST decreases by 6. 
In all cases, the target’s ST cannot be decreased below 1, and the caster only ever gains 1 
point to his ST. The target regains lost points of ST at a rate of 1 per day; when all have been 
regained, the caster’s ST also returns to normal. Casting variants of Proficient rank or greater 
requires the following die: a vector for someone suffering from Muscle Rot. 
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1,4,1,2) DRAIN INTELLECT 

DISCIPLINE: Curses 

RANK: Novice (8) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (1 day) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 person 

 
This spell reduces the target’s RE attribute by 1 point (to a minimum of 1). In return, the 
caster’s RE rises by 1 point. After 1 day, the target’s and caster’s RE return to normal. 
 
Targets must be members of the flesh-and-bone PC races or creatures with a similar 
physiology. 
 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 

• Dabbler (10), the target’s RE decreases by 2 points; 

• Apprentice (12), the target’s RE decreases by 3; 

• Proficient (15), the target’s RE decreases by 4; 

• Expert (18), the target’s RE decreases by 5; 

• Master (21), the target’s RE decreases by 6. 
In all cases, the target’s RE cannot be decreased below 1, and the caster only ever gains 1 
point to his RE. The target regains lost points of RE at a rate of 1 per day; when all have 
been regained, the caster’s RE also returns to normal. Casting variants of Proficient rank or 
greater requires the following die: a vector for someone suffering from Brain Rot. 

1,4,1,3) PUNISH 

DISCIPLINE: Curses 

RANK: Novice (8) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (concentration) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 creature 

 
This spell causes the target pain. His Hindrance worsens by an amount equal to the caster’s 
SC/2.  
 
Targets must be members of the flesh-and-bone PC races or creatures with a similar 
physiology. 

1,4,1,4) REVEAL MIASMATA 

DISCIPLINE: Curses 

RANK: Novice (8) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (concentration) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: Within sight 
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This spell makes miasmata (see the Miasma section in the Harms Beyond Combat chapter), 
which are normally invisible, visible to the caster whilst he concentrates. All miasmata within 
sight are affected. They appears as coloured mists to the caster, hanging in the air around 
corrupt places and wreathing the sick. He can use the colour of the miasma to identify the 
disease which it carries, thus: 
 

DISEASE COLOUR OF MIASMA 

Ague Blue 

Brain Rot Silver 

Cough Orange 

Muscle Rot Gold 

Palsy Bronze 

Plague Red 

Pox Yellow 

Snots Green 

Mage Blight Black 

White Fever White 

Whore Rot Purple 

Wound Rot Pink 

1,4,2) DABBLER RANK 

1,4,2,1) BLIND 

DISCIPLINE: Curses 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 creature 

 
This spell damages the target’s eyes, such that he immediately loses his sight and becomes 
blind. 
 
This spell’s effects are permanent and cannot be dispelled. However, a Heal Injury spell (treat 
as a minor head injury) will undo the harm and restore sight. 
 
 (The GM may wish to consult the Blind Fighting skill description in the Art Skills section 
of the Actions chapter for guidance on dealing with suddenly blind characters.) 
 
Targets must be members of the flesh-and-bone PC races or creatures with a similar 
physiology. 
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1,4,2,2) DEAFEN 

DISCIPLINE: Curses 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 creature 

 
This spell damages the target’s ears, such that he immediately loses his hearing and becomes 
stone deaf.  
 
This spell’s effects are permanent and cannot be dispelled. However, a Heal Injury spell (treat 
as a minor head injury) will undo the harm and restore hearing. 
 
Targets must be members of the flesh-and-bone PC races or creatures with a similar 
physiology. 

1,4,2,3) DRAIN SLEEP 

DISCIPLINE: Curses 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: Up to SC sleeping people 

 
The caster must use this spell immediately before settling down to sleep. He casts it on a 
number of other sleepers within range; they must be of his own race. Each target that the 
spell affects reduces the caster’s sleep requirement this night by 1 hour. E.g. if the caster casts 
this spell on three sleepers, his own sleep requirement is reduced by three hours. The caster’s 
sleep requirement cannot be reduced in this way to less than one hour. 
 
Whilst the caster gains sleep from this spell, the targets lose it. When the targets eventually 
awake, they may find that they have had too little sleep (see Lack of Sleep in the Harms Beyond 
Combat chapter). Note that, if a target resists this spell by a sufficient margin, the GM may 
decide that he wakes, knowing that he was the target of a spell. 
 
Difficulty variant. If this spell is successfully cast at Expert Difficulty (18), the caster may 
cast this spell on sleeping people of other races. Casting this variant requires the following 
die: a depiction drawn by the caster of a recurring nightmare. 

1,4,2,4) GAG 

DISCIPLINE: Curses 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 creature 
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This spell damages the target’s vocal cords, such that he immediately loses his voice and 
becomes mute. 
 
In the Enunciation and Gesticulation section later, it is explained that it is generally necessary to 
speak a spell’s incantation aloud in order to cast it. A target may lose the ability to cast spells 
if he fails to resist this spell because his words will become inaudible.  
 
This spell’s effects are permanent and cannot be dispelled. However, a Heal Injury spell (treat 
as a minor head injury) will undo the harm and restore the voice. 
 
Targets must be members of the flesh-and-bone PC races or creatures with a similar 
physiology. 

1,4,2,5) HOBBLE 

DISCIPLINE: Curses 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 creature 

 
This spell breaks the target’s fibula. They suffer a -5 Injury Penalty, due to the pain, and 
cannot walk without a crutch or other support. 

1,4,3) APPRENTICE RANK 

1,4,3,1) ABSORB POISON 

DISCIPLINE: Curses 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Exclamation (1 second)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC hours) 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: Self 

 
By using this spell, the caster may safely absorb into his body a poison to which he is being 
exposed. The poison must have a Potency <SC or the spell fails. Regardless of the type of 
poison, the caster only suffers a slight pain (his HI worsening by -1) but no further ill effects 
for the duration of the spell. He is immune to further exposure to this particular poison for 
the duration. 
 
When the spell ends, the poison will take effect (unless the caster has used an Excrete Poison 
spell to remove the poison from his body, or has otherwise healed himself of it). The caster 
may, at this point, make a Resistance Roll to try to resist the poison’s effects, as normal. 
Likewise, if casting this spell is failed, the caster can still make a Resistance Roll. 
 
The caster may use this spell to absorb multiple different poisons into his body, but the -1 
HI each time is cumulative. 
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1,4,3,2) COMPEL THE FOOL 

DISCIPLINE: Curses 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (Concentration) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 person 

 
This spell was probably based on an intervention by the God of Chaos, invoked by one of 
his Deviants. If this spell is not resisted, the target begins to carry out some involuntary and 
repetitive behaviour, which he cannot stop until the spell ends (i.e. the caster breaks his 
concentration). The behaviour involves the body and is always non-violent. It will usually be 
socially inappropriate, or become so quickly. E.g. the target begins to laugh continuously, or 
sneeze or cough. Or he may tap his fingers or stamp his feet noisily. He may jig about or 
dance. Whatever the behaviour, the target cannot control or stop it for the duration. The 
GM decides to what degree the behaviour impedes any intentional actions attempted by the 
target, applying a suitable HI penalty. And she decides the reactions of any NPCs, of course. 
 
The caster chooses the type of behaviour for his first casting of this spell. However, for some 
unknown reason, subsequent castings by the same caster always induce the same behaviour. 
 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 

• Proficient (15), the effect duration becomes SC minutes; 

• Expert (18), the duration becomes SC minutes and up to SC/3 targets are affected. 
Casting these variants requires the following die: a court jester’s hat. 

1,4,3,3) CURSE OF MISFORTUNE 

DISCIPLINE: Curses 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC minutes) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 person 

 
Whenever the target makes an Action Roll, any dice that score 2 are changed to 1. This 
doubles the chances of the target fumbling. 

1,4,3,4) DELAY POISON 

DISCIPLINE: Curses 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (varies) 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 dose of poison 
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The caster must cast this spell upon a single dose of a poison. The spell delays the onset of 
the poison’s effects once it is administered. If the poison is not then administered within SC 
days, the spell ends and the poison is ruined. 
 
The poison resists this spell using a value equal to 1.5 times its Potency. If the Spell-Casting 
Roll is: 

• passed by >3, the poison’s effects are delayed by a time chosen by the caster not 
exceeding SC days; 

• passed by between 1 and 3, the poison’s effects are delayed by a time chosen by the 
caster not exceeding SC hours; 

• failed, the dose of poison is ruined; 

• fumbled, the dose is ruined and the caster is exposed to it, the poison acting 
immediately. 

 
The poison’s victim may still attempt to resist the poison, but should make their Resistance 
Roll when the effects are triggered rather than on initial exposure. 

1,4,3,5) INHALE MIASMA 

DISCIPLINE: Curses 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC hours) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: One miasma 

 
This spell must be cast upon a disease-bearing miasma recently revealed to the caster by the 
Reveal Miasmata spell. It lets the caster pull the chosen miasma towards him. If the disease’s 
Potency ≥SC, the spell fails. Otherwise, the miasma instantly flows into his body by his 
nostrils and mouth, and any open wounds. Regardless of the type of disease carried by the 
miasma, the caster only suffers a light fever (his HI worsening by -1) but no further ill effects 
for the duration of the spell. He is immune to that particular disease for the duration. 
 
When the spell ends, the disease will take effect (unless the caster has used an Exhale Miasma 
spell to remove the disease from his body, or has otherwise healed himself of it). The caster 
may, at this point, make a Resistance Roll to try to resist the disease’s effects, as normal.  
 
The caster may use this spell to absorb multiple different diseases into his body, but the -1 
HI each time is cumulative. 
 
Note that magical diseases are not borne by miasmata and cannot be inhaled with this spell, 
and fear-inducing miasmata are also unaffected. 
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1,4,3,6) PARALYSIS 

DISCIPLINE: Curses 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 creature 

 
If the target fails to resist this spell, it loses all sensation and motion in one of its arms 
(including the hand). The caster chooses which limb is affected. Curing an excess of phlegm 
in the target’s heart and brain will undo this affliction.  
 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 

• Proficient (15), two limbs are affected, including legs if the caster chooses; 

• Expert (18), four limbs are affected; 

• Master (21), the target’s whole body is affected including its organs, and it dies after 
CO minutes. 

Casting these variants requires the following die: an old person’s walking stick, much relied 
upon. 

1,4,3,7) PUTREFY 

DISCIPLINE: Curses 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (20 seconds) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: 2xSC metres radius 

 
All insentient and/or non-magical organic matter (e.g. plants, wood, cloth, leather, food 
stuffs) within 2xSC metres of the caster begins to rot. (If he wishes, the caster can limit the 
area affected to a specific arc of 90 degrees.) After 10 seconds, the organic matter will be 
unusable, e.g. food inedible, clothing and leather armour giving no protection. After 20 
seconds, it will have reached a revolting state of putrefaction.  
 
The rot extends to a maximum thickness of SC/2 centimetres. Thus, a warlock with an SC 
of 7 could use this spell to rot through a wooden door which was 4 centimetres thick or less, 
but a thicker door would only be weakened. Structural timbers in a building may not collapse 
if they are significantly thicker than SC/2 centimetres. 
 
Sentient creatures, like people, animals and Ents, are unaffected by this spell. Neither are 
magical items affected. Doses of herbs and poisons may resist this spell using their Rarity 
value, to resist putrefaction.  
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1,4,4) PROFICIENT RANK 

1,4,4,1) BLOOD SACRIFICE 

DISCIPLINE: Curses 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Exclamation (1 second)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: Self 

DIE: Dried blood from one who bled to death 

 
Frequent users of this spell are marked by many scars. The caster must wound himself with 
a blade whilst casting this spell, drawing blood. By inflicting an Injury Penalty on himself in 
this way, of up to -X (maximum of -3), the caster can reduce the Difficulty of his next Spell-
Casting Roll by 2X. The next spell must be cast immediately, whilst the wound is still 
bleeding. Note that the caster’s Hindrance applies as usual to the next Spell-Casting Roll, and 
will have been worsened by the Injury Penalty, so the Difficulty of the next Spell-Casting 
Roll is effectively only reduced by X. 

1,4,4,2) CLAWS OF THE GARGOYLE 

DISCIPLINE: Curses 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC minutes) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: Self 

DIE: Stone chip from a Gargoyle demon 

 
Casting this spell makes claws protrude from the end of the fingers on the caster’s hand. 
These claws are long, black and razor sharp (being made of adamant), and the caster can use 
them to make a claw attack with Attack and Attack Strength equal to SC (default duration 4 
seconds, slash damage type). The claws normally appear on the caster’s dominant hand, but 
the caster can choose his weaker hand if he wishes. Whilst the claws are effective weapons, 
they inflict a -1 Hindrance penalty for tasks involving manual dexterity. 
 
Each time that this spell is cast, there is an SC% chance that its duration is Irrevocable 
Infinite, i.e. the change cannot be undone. If a caster with permanent claws ever casts this 
spell again, the GM should roll 1d100. On a result of: 

• 01 to 50, the spell makes claws on the caster’s remaining normal hand, as intended. 
But the duration is automatically Irrevocable Infinite. Thus, both of his hands have 
claws, permanently. He suffers a -2 HI penalty for tasks involving manual dexterity 
and both hands. (Further castings of this spell no longer function for this caster.) 

• 51 to 100, the caster is immediately transformed into a Lesser Gargoyle (the 
Gargoyle is an NPC, not to be role-played by a player). 
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1,4,4,3) CORRODE 

DISCIPLINE: Curses 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (10 seconds) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 item 

DIE: Rusted linchpin or other vital component or tool 

 
This spell causes a single item made of ferrous metal to corrode extremely rapidly. By the 
time that the spell has ended, it is brittle and useless, cracking if any stress is placed upon it. 
This spell is commonly cast upon a sword, shield or breastplate, so as to impede an enemy. 
Magical items or sentient creatures cannot be affected by this spell. 

1,4,4,4) DERANGE 

DISCIPLINE: Curses 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 person 

DIE: Horned goat mask 

 
This spell inflicts a madness on the target, with a Severity equal to the amount by which the 
Resistance Roll against this spell was failed. The madness is chosen randomly using the table 
in the Descriptions of Madnesses section in the Harms Beyond Combat chapter.  
 
This spell’s effects are permanent and cannot be dispelled. Sanity might be restored with 
healing herbs or the Balance Humour spell. 
 
Difficulty variant. If this spell is successfully cast at Expert Difficulty (18), the caster can 
choose the type of madness (including any associated focus) that the target develops. E.g. 
the caster could inflict a phobia of open spaces in order to make an enemy withdraw. 

1,4,4,5) EXCRETE POISON 

DISCIPLINE: Curses 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (1 second) 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 bladed weapon 

DIE: Giant Scorpion stinger 

 
This spell causes a poison, with which the caster is afflicted, to be excreted through the skin 
of his hand and to flow as a crystallising oil onto the blade of the weapon that he holds. This 
happens in one second, after which the caster is cured of the poison. The poison then persists 
on the blade for the next SC attacks, or 24 hours, whichever is over soonest. Exposure to 
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the poison occurs when the weapon makes an attack which causes an injury. (See Applying 
Poisons to Weapons in the Goods and Services chapter.) 

1,4,4,6) EXHALE MIASMA 

DISCIPLINE: Curses 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 target 

DIE: Bat guano 

 
This spell causes a (non-magical) disease, with which the caster is infected, to leave his body 
as a miasma, and flow from his mouth through the air to a chosen victim. The miasma covers 
this distance in the blink of an eye (too fast to be avoided, even if it could be seen) and 
automatically strikes the target. The target must be within range, and there must be a clear 
line of sight between them and the caster. The target is exposed to the disease and must pass 
a Resistance Roll against it (not the spell, which is irresistible) or suffer its effects. The caster 
is cured of the disease. 
 
Targets must be members of the flesh-and-bone PC races or creatures with a similar 
physiology. 
 
Difficulty variant. If this spell is successfully cast at Expert Difficulty (18), the miasma will 
affect up to SC/2 targets within range of the caster. All of the targets must be within the 
caster’s field of view at the time of casting. If a target contracts the disease, the incubation 
period is ignored – more severe symptoms manifesting in CO minutes, where CO is the 
target’s CO attribute. 

1,4,4,7) EYE OF THE NAGA 

DISCIPLINE: Curses 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC minutes) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: Self 

DIE: Scale from a Naga demon 

 
Casting this spell temporarily blinds one of the caster’s eyes, but makes a magical eye appear 
on his palm through which the blind eye sees. The caster’s blinded eye becomes entirely 
white, lacking iris and pupil – whilst his palm eye has a golden iris with a slit-shaped pupil, 
like a snake’s. This palm eye sees heat using the infrared spectrum, enabling the caster to see 
in the dark, up to a distance of SC metres. 
 
By moving his hand around, the caster is able to see through both the palm eye and his 
remaining normal eye simultaneously and without impediment. If he holds an item in the 
affected hand or makes a fist, the magical eye is obstructed and unable to see. For this reason, 
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the eye normally appears on the caster’s weaker hand, but the caster can choose his dominant 
hand if he wishes. 
 
Each time that this spell is cast, there is an SC% chance that its duration is Irrevocable 
Infinite, i.e. the change cannot be undone. If a caster with a permanent palm eye ever casts 
this spell again, the GM should roll 1d100. On a result of: 

• 01 to 50, the spell blinds his remaining normal eye and makes a second palm eye, as 
intended. But the duration is automatically Irrevocable Infinite. Thus, both of the 
eyes in the caster’s face are blinded permanently, and he henceforth sees using his 
two palm eyes. (Further castings of this spell no longer function for this caster.) 

• 51 to 100, the caster is immediately transformed into a Lesser Naga (the Naga is an 
NPC, not to be role-played by a player). 

1,4,4,8) SUMMON DEMON 

DISCIPLINE: Curses 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (1 hour) 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 pentagram 

DIE: Blood from a longstanding foe, slain by the caster 

 
This spell summons a demon into a pentagram being touched by the caster. Demons are 
ranked into four classes of relative power and, by default, the caster summons Class I or II 
demons with this spell. If the caster has a vector for a demon, this spell can be used to 
summon that particular individual. 
 
The pentagram must be large enough to contain the demon. Otherwise, no demon will be 
summoned.  
 
The caster may issue the summoned demon with orders whilst it is in the pentagram. They 
will be understood regardless of the language used and the demon must unquestioningly 
carry them out to the best of its ability. Orders can take the demon outside the pentagram, 
but a wise caster will make sure that he orders the demon to re-enter the pentagram when its 
tasks are done. This is because the demon is not forced by the spell to obey orders issued to 
it whilst it is outside of the pentagram. 
 
When the spell’s duration ends, or if the caster cancels the spell prematurely, the summoned 
demon is immediately banished to the Demonic Realm. A successful Dispel Magic spell can 
also end this spell and banish a demon, but only if cast whilst the demon is within the 
pentagram by which it was summoned. 
 
If the demon successfully resists this spell it may, if it chooses, allow itself to be teleported 
into the caster’s pentagram. It will not then be obliged to obey the caster’s orders, however. 
This situation also arises if the casting of this spell is fumbled (see the Spell-Casting Fumbles 
section later). If a dire fumble occurs, the summoned demon may also be of a greater Class 
than intended, and it is not automatically banished when the spell ends. It is free to wreak 
havoc in the Natural Realm. 
 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 
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• Expert (18), a Class III demon may be summoned; 

• Master (21), a Class IV demon may be summoned. 
 
Note that using this spell will likely have consequences for the caster. Allowing a demon into 
the world disturbs the natural order of things, and a caster who makes excessive use of this 
spell will eventually find that this wrongdoing stains him somehow. Every time that this spell 
is used to summon a demon, the caster’s player and GM should note by how much the Spell-
Casting Roll was passed. If the amount by which the Spell-Casting Roll was passed is less 
than or equal to the summoned demon’s Class, then the caster gains his own Demonic 
Wrongness field (see Demons in The Bestiary). This inflicts a -1 penalty worsening the HI of 
those within 1 metre of the caster. Subsequent summonings where the Spell-Casting Roll is 
also passed by less than or equal to the summoned demon’s Class extend the radius of his 
field by 1 metre each time. Rolls succeeding by more than the Class do not inflict a 
Wrongness field or extend it. E.g. a warlock casts this spell and summons a Fire Fiend, a 
Class IV demon. If his Spell-Casting Roll is passed by: 

• >4, then he is unaffected; 

• ≤4, then he gains a Demonic Wrongness field inflicting a -1 HI penalty to those 
within 1 metre. 

Imagine that he summons further demons with this spell and, on three occasions, his Spell-
Casting Roll is not passed by more than the summoned demon’s Class. His Wrongness field 
is extended by 3 metres, to a 4 metre radius. 

1,4,4,9) TRANSFER INJURY 

DISCIPLINE: Curses 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 creature 

DIE: Intact arrow which injured the caster 

 
This spell enables the caster to instantly transfer a single injury with which he is afflicted to 
a target within range. If the target fails to resist this spell, it automatically suffers the injury’s 
effects while the caster ceases to be affected by the injury any further – he effectively heals 
himself. 
 
Targets must be members of the flesh-and-bone PC races or creatures with a similar 
physiology. 

1,4,4,10) WAND OF CURSES 

DISCIPLINE: Curses 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Infinite 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 wand 

DIE: Wand of hawthorn wood 
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This spell is the Curses equivalent of the Wand of Aeromancy spell. 

1,5) FORCE 
These spells increase the caster’s capabilities in combat and movement by applying forces 
and force fields. 
 
Experts in this discipline call themselves volitants. 

1,5,1) NOVICE RANK 

1,5,1,1) BALANCE 

DISCIPLINE: Force 

RANK: Novice (8) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Exclamation (1 second)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (Concentration) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: Self 

 
The caster is able to balance on incredibly thin surfaces without swaying, e.g. tightropes or 
narrow cliff ledges (even in high winds, earthquakes, etc.).  

1,5,1,2) AUGMENT ATTACK 

DISCIPLINE: Force 

RANK: Novice (8) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Exclamation (1 second)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (Next attack) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 creature 

 
This spell gives the target’s next melee, missile or thrown Attack a bonus of SC/3 (minimum 
of +1). The bonus is cumulative with that from a magical weapon. 

1,5,1,3) LIGHT STEP 

DISCIPLINE: Force 

RANK: Novice (8) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (Concentration) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: Self 

 
The caster is able to tread so lightly that his footfalls are barely detectable. The Difficulty of 
Action Rolls (Observation+RE) to visually track the footprints, or to hear the caster’s 
footsteps, is increased by SC/3. 
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1,5,1,4) SKITTLES 

DISCIPLINE: Force 

RANK: Novice (8) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (1 second) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: Arc of 45 degrees, SC metres long and originating at the caster 

 
This spell produces a shockwave moving rapidly from the caster in the direction that he 
chooses. Everyone within a specific arc of 45 degrees, SC metres long with apex at the caster, 
must resist or be knocked over flat onto the ground. The spell is most effective versus bipedal 
targets. Quadrupedal targets get a +4 bonus to their resistance, and the GM may award other 
bonuses to reflect the natural stability of a target’s shape. 

1,5,2) DABBLER RANK 

1,5,2,1) AUGMENT RANGE 

DISCIPLINE: Force 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Exclamation (1 second)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (Next attack) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 creature 

 
This spell increases the maximum range of the target’s next missile or thrown attack. It will 
travel 1.5 times as far as normal. 
 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 

• Proficient (15), the next attack’s default range is multiplied by 2; 

• Expert (18), the range is multiplied by 3. 
Casting these variants requires the following die: a tail feather from a peregrine falcon. 

1,5,2,2) DEFLECT 

DISCIPLINE: Force 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Exclamation (1 second)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (Next attack) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: Self 

 
This spell increases the caster’s Defence versus the next attack directed at him by SC/3 
(minimum of +1). 
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1,5,2,3) EASE THE LOAD 

DISCIPLINE: Force 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC minutes) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 creature 

 
This spell reduces the target’s Encumbrance Penalty to -1 for the duration. 

1,5,2,4) FORCE KEY 

DISCIPLINE: Force 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (1 second) 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 lock 

 
This spell causes invisible forces to push and pull at the tumblers and levers of a lock. The 
lock resists the spell with a value equal to its Difficulty to pick. E.g. if the lock’s Difficulty to 
pick is 12, the Spell-Casting Roll must score 12 or more. If the Spell-Casting Roll is: 

• successful, the lock clicks open, exactly as if the proper key had been used; 

• failed, the lock seizes. It will not now open using a key (lock-breaking tools are 
required). This spell can be tried once again but, this time, the lock’s resistance is 
increased by 3. If this second Spell-Casting Roll is: 

o failed, the spell fails to release or unlock the lock. This spell cannot affect this 
particular lock henceforth; 

o successful, the lock is unseized and unlocked. 

1,5,2,5) FORCE WALL 

DISCIPLINE: Force 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC seconds) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: SC m2 surface 

 
This spell creates an invisible wall of force which is impenetrable and immovable. It stands 
vertically and can follow any line across the ground desired by the caster (including as a 
circular wall around him or an opponent), but it must be resting on a solid surface for its full 
length. The wall is two-dimensional, having no thickness. Its surface area cannot exceed SC 
square metres, and its smallest dimension cannot be less than 0.5 metres. 
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1,5,2,6) LEAPING 

DISCIPLINE: Force 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Exclamation (1 second)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (1 jump and landing) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: Self 

 
The caster can leap SC metres vertically or horizontally, from a standing position (i.e. no run 
up required), and land without injury. Each jump takes 2 seconds to complete. 

1,5,3) APPRENTICE RANK 

1,5,3,1) AUGMENT DAMAGE 

DISCIPLINE: Force 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Exclamation (1 second)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (Next attack) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 creature 

 
This spell applies a force that increases the Attack Strength of the target’s next melee, missile 
or thrown attack by +2. 
 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 

• Expert (18), the bonus to Attack Strength is +4; 

• Master (21), the bonus is +6. 
Casting these variants requires the following die: a shaving of a creature’s horn or tusk that 
once speared the caster. 

1,5,3,2) AUGMENT PACE 

DISCIPLINE: Force 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Exclamation (1 second)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (Concentration) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: Self 

 
The caster’s movement rates – for the purposes of walking, jogging or sprinting – are 
multiplied by 1.5. 
 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 

• Expert (18), the multiplier is 2; 

• Master (21), the multiplier is 3. 
Casting these variants requires the following die: a shoe from a horse renowned for its speed. 
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1,5,3,3) CALL ITEM 

DISCIPLINE: Force 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (1 second) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 item 

 
On casting this spell, a chosen item within range will fly (safely) into the caster’s hand(s), or 
to the ground at his feet if he prefers. The item’s flight takes 1 second. The item must weigh 
≤SC kilograms to be affected. 
 
This spell may be cast on an item being held by someone else – it will wrench the item from 
the holder’s grip, after which it flies into the caster’s hand(s). Generally, this is done to disarm 
an opponent by removing his weapon. However, if the holder makes a successful grip Action 
Roll (Brawn+ST) versus a Difficulty equal to SC, he retains his grip on the item and the spell 
ends without effect. 
 
Magical items affected by this spell that are not the caster’s property resist using twice their 
magic bonus. And a Resistance Roll is always made for sentient items. For this purpose, the 
soul’s SD attribute is increased by the magic bonus on the item. 

1,5,3,4) HOOK 

DISCIPLINE: Force 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Exclamation (1 second)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC seconds) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 creature 

 
The creature targeted by this spell must walk on legs. This spell hooks the target’s ankle and 
yanks them aloft by it. For the duration, they dangle upside down in the air, their head a 
metre above the ground. They are likely to drop items that they are carrying; things will often 
fall from pockets and purses and spill onto the ground. By concentrating, the caster can shake 
the hook and hence the target – not vigorously enough to injure them but certainly enough 
to frighten or enrage them. When the spell ends, the target falls to the ground. 
 
Difficulty variant. If this spell is successfully cast at Expert Difficulty (18), the caster can 
target a creature in the large size band. Otherwise, he is limited to medium or smaller. Casting 
this variant requires the following die: a fishing hook. 
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1,5,3,5) IMMOVABLE OBJECT 

DISCIPLINE: Force 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC minutes) 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: Objects totalling ≤SC kilograms 

 
The target of this spell is one or more objects with a combined weight not exceeding SC 
kilograms. The caster must be holding all of the objects in his hands as he casts the spell. 
Henceforth, when he releases each object, it becomes immovable. It will remain exactly 
where the caster left it, even if that is hanging in mid-air, and no physical force can move it 
for the duration. The exception is that the caster is able to reposition each object with his 
hands whilst he concentrates upon doing so. Thus the caster might cast this spell on sheets 
of parchment and arrange them in the air to act like steps for him to climb. He might gather 
a bundle of branches and, using this spell, position them like a fence to block a corridor. Or 
he could arrange a rope on the ground in a zigzagging line, cast this spell upon it, and then 
pick up the rigid rope and put it across a chasm as a bridge. 
 
Difficulty variant. If this spell is successfully cast at Proficient Difficulty (15), the caster can 
affect a single item up to 2xSC metres distant from him. E.g. an enemy’s sword or breastplate. 
If this item is being worn or wielded by a person, their player may try a Resistance Roll to be 
unaffected. Casting this variant requires the following die: a blacksmith’s anvil. 

1,5,3,6) LANDING 

DISCIPLINE: Force 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Exclamation (1 second)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (1 landing) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: Self 

 
The caster can land safely after a fall of 10xSC metres. Damage from larger falls is calculated 
normally – see the Falling section of the Harms Beyond Combat chapter – but the distance fallen 
in the calculation is reduced by 10xSC metres. 

1,5,3,7) MANACLES 

DISCIPLINE: Force 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC hours) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: SC/3 people 

 
This spell creates a force that binds the targets’ wrists together, if they fail to resist. 
 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 
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• Proficient (15), the targets’ ankles are also bound, but with enough slack to allow a 
shuffling walk; 

• Expert (18), targets can be creatures as well as people, so long as they have one or 
two pairs of limbs that can be bound together. 

Casting these variants requires the following die: bonds or manacles worn by the caster for 
≥24 hours. 

1,5,3,8) TELEKINESIS 

DISCIPLINE: Force 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (Concentration) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: Self 

 
This spell recreates the force exerted by the caster’s hands but at a remote location. By 
making the necessary gesticulations, the caster can manipulate distant objects as if he was by 
them and moving them with his own hands. The spell also enables the caster to feel the 
objects being manipulated, as if with his real fingers. Thus, he might slam shut a door to 
block someone’s escape, or lift a grappling hook and secure it to the top of a wall. He might 
pick up a sword and attack a person standing at the other end of a room, or even pick their 
pocket. The caster can use this spell to make an invisible unarmed combat attack. The target 
may try to resist the spell, and will be unharmed if successful. 
 
The caster’s remote perspective can make performing actions harder because, although his 
sense of touch is located at the distant point, his eyes and ears are not. So, when making an 
Action Roll, a modifier applies as follows: 
 

RANGE 
(% of 2xSC metres) 

MODIFIER 

0 to 10 0 

11 to 50 -1 

51 to 100 -2 

 
E.g. say the caster’s SC=9, so his maximum range with this spell is 18 metres. His Attack 
with a dagger is 7. If he uses this spell to thrust a dagger at an opponent >9=18/2 metres 
away, his Attack will be only 5. It will be the full 7 if he attacks an opponent within 2 metres. 
 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 

• Expert (18), the caster can control the magic hands without needing to move his 
own. Useful if his real hands are bound. 

• Master (21), the caster’s magic hands act as if his ST attribute was 6. He is strong 
enough to snap ropes, bend metal bars, tear through wooden doors, etc. 

Casting these variants requires the following die: a fragment of the quartz brain of a Troll. 
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1,5,3,9) WEIGHTLESSNESS 

DISCIPLINE: Force 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC seconds) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 creature or object 

 
This spell makes the target weightless for the duration. The target must be a single thing, 
whether a creature or object. The target will float and, unless held or tethered somehow, can 
be moved by the slightest force.  
 
The effects of this spell upon a particular target need to be judged by the GM. But she should 
note that an affected creature will be unable to walk or even fly normally without using 
further magic (e.g. a spell enabling flight or control of wind direction). Physical attacks upon 
the target are likely to do little damage beyond propelling them through the air. The lightest 
breeze will be enough to blow them about like a dandelion seed. 
 
If cast upon a weapon (other than a missile weapon), its Strength Penalty will cease to apply 
and its Attack Strength will equal just ST. Weapons like whips and flails become useless. 
Missile weapons’ attacking characteristics are unaffected unless their ammunition is made 
weightless. Although a weightless projectile would fly many times further than normal, its 
trajectory would be so buffeted by the wind that accuracy would be quickly lost – so it is 
suggested to the GM that weightless projectiles are only allowed to be effective at their usual 
short range, and deliver no advantage in terms of damage. 

1,5,4) PROFICIENT RANK 

1,5,4,1) DON ARMOUR 

DISCIPLINE: Force 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (Concentration) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: Caster’s armour, metal 

DIE: A board game with pieces, e.g. chess or nine men’s morris 

 
This spell helps the caster to don his metal armour. It must first be cast as a ritual upon a 
particular set of armour, which the caster dons during the ritual. Henceforth, he may cast 
this spell as an incantation to make those pieces (assuming that they are lying nearby and are 
not restrained in any way), fly them to the caster and into position – including by securing 
straps and fastenings. The spell speeds the process so that armour is donned SC times more 
quickly than normal (see Donning Armour in the Combat chapter). 
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1,5,4,2) GREASE 

DISCIPLINE: Force 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SCx10 seconds) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: SC metre cube 

DIE: Grease made of olive oil and limestone powder 

 
This spell completely eliminates the force of (dry) friction within a cubic volume of up to SC 
metres along each side. The cube is intangible and invisible, although the caster is able to see 
its outline (as can those using Detect Magic), facilitating his positioning of it. He can position 
the cube as he likes, but it must be within 2xSC metres of him and its bottom side must rest 
on the ground. The cube cannot then be repositioned. 
 
Some of this spell’s effects are obvious. E.g. it is impossible to walk or even to stand up 
within the cube. Manipulating an item by hand without dropping it is impossible without a 
handle loop for the fingers. If the cube rests on even a gentle slope, gravity will pull unsecured 
things within the cube to its lowest point – and potentially out of the cube (whereupon 
friction will soon overcome inertia). Other effects are less obvious. The GM must consider 
the physical laws of motion, especially that every action has an equal and opposite reaction. 
Within the cube, the slightest force is able to push an unsecured object or creature – but the 
reaction to the push will also move the pusher in the opposite direction. Thus, without a 
fixed anchor of some sort, it becomes impossible to make an attack within the cube without 
the blow pushing the attacker and target apart. The Damage Score of all attacks (except 
purely magical ones) should be halved within the cube, to reflect much of their force being 
dissipated in this way. 
 
The caster and those that resist this spell are unaffected, friction acting upon them normally. 

1,5,4,3) HASTEN 

DISCIPLINE: Force 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC seconds) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 creature 

DIE: Falcon’s feather 

 
A force is applied to the target which facilitates his movements. For the next SC seconds, 
the default durations of the target’s moving actions are reduced by 1 second, to a minimum 
of 1 second. 
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1,5,4,4) LEVITATE 

DISCIPLINE: Force 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (Concentration) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 target 

DIE: Bubble, e.g. within a glass phial of oil 

 
After casting this spell, the caster is able to cause the chosen target (which must be ≤SCx10 
kilograms) to rise or sink through the air, or to hover at a fixed height, whilst he concentrates. 
The motion is always straight up or down and at a rate of 1 metre per second when not 
hovering. Should the caster cease concentrating, the force lifting the targets ceases and they 
fall as normal (see the Falling section of the Harms Beyond Combat chapter).  

1,5,4,5) MAGIC ARMOUR 

DISCIPLINE: Force 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC seconds) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: Self 

DIE: Full helm made from glass 

 
The caster’s every body location is protected as if it is covered by an Armour Class equal to 
SC/4. The spell does not hamper the caster’s movement, i.e. no Encumbrance Penalties 
result from the magical armour. 

1,5,4,6) REFLECT MISSILE 

DISCIPLINE: Force 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Exclamation (1 second)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (1 second) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: Up to SC missiles 

DIE: Intact arrow which struck the caster without causing injury 

 
This spell reflects any missiles that are aimed at the caster back at those who fired/threw 
them. Missile means any ammunition (e.g. arrows) or thrown weapons (e.g. spears) currently 
in flight. The amount by which the Spell-Casting Roll was passed equals the maximum 
number of missiles that are reflected by the spell. 
 
The spell aims each reflected missile back at the default body location (that with lowest 
Location Penalty) of its original firer, the missile striking as this spell is cast. To determine if 
each reflected missile hits, the GM takes the total of the caster’s Spell-Casting Roll as the 
Attack. The target will be surprised, so its Defence Roll is just 1d10 plus any Hindrance. 
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Then, if a missile hits, she calculates the damage in the normal way (as if the original firer 
had somehow shot the missile at himself, rather than the caster). 

1,5,4,7) SLOW 

DISCIPLINE: Force 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC seconds) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 creature 

DIE: Bitumen 

 
A force is applied to the target which impedes his movements. For the next SC seconds, the 
default durations of the target’s moving actions are increased by 1 second. 

1,5,4,8) SPIDER CLIMB 

DISCIPLINE: Force 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Exclamation (1 second)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC seconds) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: Self 

DIE: Complete spider web 

 
This spell redirects the action of gravity upon the caster such that the force is always directed 
perpendicularly to his soles, i.e. downwards is always beneath the caster’s feet. 
 
Thus, if the caster jumps and places both feet on a wall, that surface becomes the floor for 
him – he may stand, walk and run on the wall as if it were a floor. Likewise, he could jump 
from the wall onto the ceiling and then move across that as if it were a floor.  
 
Whilst this spell is active, the caster must be careful with how he angles his feet. If he were 
to perform a handstand, for example, he could find himself falling upwards into the air! A 
successful Gymnastics Action Roll (Gymnastics+AG) would then be required to re-orientate 
and fall back towards the ground – at which point the GM should consult Falling in the Harms 
Beyond Combat chapter to see what damage is done. 
 
Note that this spell does not affect anyone or anything other than the caster and his worn or 
carried possessions – gravity remains orientated in the normal direction for everyone and 
everything else. Thus, if the caster drops an object whilst standing on a wall or ceiling, the 
object will not fall towards his feet but will fall in the direction of the normal downwards. 
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1,5,4,9) WAND OF FORCE 

DISCIPLINE: Force 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Infinite 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 wand 

DIE: Wand of ebony wood 

 
This spell is the Force equivalent of the Wand of Aeromancy spell. 

1,6) HEALING 
The spells in this discipline are concerned with healing damage to the body. They have been 
designed to work on flesh-and-bone creatures (e.g. all of the PC races except Trolls and 
Changelings) but may, at the GM’s discretion, heal other creatures with similar physiologies. 
 
Experts in this discipline call themselves healers. 

1,6,1) NOVICE RANK 

1,6,1,1) DIAGNOSIS 

DISCIPLINE: Healing 

RANK: Novice (8) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 creature 

 
This spell is used to inform the caster about the injuries and ailments affecting the target, 
and the state of his humours (see Ailments in the Harms Beyond Combat chapter). If the Spell-
Casting Roll is only just passed, the caster will only learn of the most serious problem. Success 
by a large margin will give a full picture of the target’s health.  
 
This spell will also tell the caster how much time there is before a mortal injury will kill the 
target, if left untreated. 

1,6,1,2) REVIVE 

DISCIPLINE: Healing 

RANK: Novice (8) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 creature 

 
The target immediately wakes from sleep or unconsciousness. (Targets in coma cannot be 
revived using this spell; their spirits have left their bodies.) 
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1,6,2) DABBLER RANK 

1,6,2,1) ABLUTION 

DISCIPLINE: Healing 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: Self 

 
This spell cleans the caster’s skin and hair of sweat, dirt and any foreign bodies like leaves, 
cobwebs and (external) parasites. His teeth are cleansed of food residues. His hair is 
untangled and neatened. And he is shaved in the style that he desires. Unfortunately, this 
spell cannot affect his attire. If this is filthy, he will continue to look grubby and stink. 

1,6,2,2) CLOT 

DISCIPLINE: Healing 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 creature 

 
This spell seals a single injury such that no further blood loss occurs, so long as the target 
remains still. If the injury is mortal then, without this spell, the target will die after CO 
minutes for a mortal slow injury, or COx10 seconds for a mortal fast injury (where CO is 
the target’s Constitution). If this spell has been cast upon the target’s mortal injury and they 
keep still, death will not occur for SC hours. However, different interventions are required 
to heal the injury, e.g. a Heal Injury spell or the administration of a herb. Without such 
interventions, death will still occur if the target moves, or after SC hours. And, in the 
meantime, the Injury Penalty inflicted by the wound is not reduced. 

1,6,2,3) HEAL INJURY 

DISCIPLINE: Healing 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 creature 

 
This spell heals the physical damage of a single injury (see the Injury Severity section of the 
Combat chapter), ending its effects on the target.  
 
Difficulty variants. The following table cross-references the severity of the injury with its 
location on the body, and sets the required Difficulty of the Spell-Casting Roll. For 
Difficulties of Proficient or greater, the following die is required: a cauterising knife, once 
used on the caster. 
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INJURY 
SEVERITY 

LOCATION OF INJURY 

Limb Torso Head 

Minor Dabbler (10) Apprentice (12) Proficient (15) 

Medium Apprentice (12) Proficient (15) Expert (18) 

Major Proficient (15) Expert (18) Master (21) 

Mortal Expert (18) Master (21) Master (21) 

 
E.g. a character is viscously stabbed in the stomach with an arming sword. The blow’s 
Damage Score indicates that a major injury has been dealt. To heal them with this spell, the 
Difficulty of the Spell-Casting Roll is therefore 13, Expert. 
 
This spell cures the physical damage associated with sudden traumas, e.g. cuts, bruises, 
sprains, fractures, burns, organ damage, etc. However, it cannot be used to heal magic or 
mental injuries. Neither can it heal ailments like madnesses and the effects of poisons and 
diseases. Nor can it regenerate missing limbs or other extremities (though it can cauterise the 
wound left behind). Other spells are needed to cure these ills.  
 
Note that this spell can be used to heal injuries on a corpse, so long as it is cast within an 
hour of death, i.e. before putrefaction is well under way. It will not return the corpse to life 
– a Resurrection spell is needed for this. However, it will repair the corpse in preparation for 
a Resurrection spell. For these purposes, treat a fatal injury as if it were mortal. 

1,6,2,4) IGNORE EXHAUSTION 

DISCIPLINE: Healing 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SCx10 seconds) 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 creature 

 
This spell prevents the target from feeling exhaustion. He need not make Exhaustion Rolls 
for SCx10 seconds.  
 
Once the spell ends, the target’s Exhaustion Penalty is worsened by -SC for 1 minute. This 
effect cannot be cancelled with further castings of this spell. 

1,6,2,5) IGNORE PAIN 

DISCIPLINE: Healing 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC minutes) 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 creature 

 
This spell allows the target to completely ignore sensations of pain for SC minutes. The 
target’s Injury Penalty is halved during this period.  
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Once the spell ends, the target’s Injury Penalty is doubled for 1 minute. This effect cannot 
be cancelled with further castings of this spell. 

1,6,3) APPRENTICE RANK 

1,6,3,1) ARMOUR TATTOO 

DISCIPLINE: Healing 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Infinite 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 creature 

 
This spell places an Armour Tattoo onto the body location touched the caster. The caster 
must be holding a piece of armour that protects the same body location – this is consumed 
by the casting of the spell. Subsequently, the tattoo’s wearer is able to protect the 
corresponding first division body location, making it have the same Armour Class as the 
consumed piece of armour, by uttering the command word, as chosen by the caster when he 
cast this spell. E.g. if the caster is holding a plate metal pot helm, and touches the target’s 
head as he casts this spell, it will create an Armour Tattoo on the target’s head. Henceforth, 
when the tattoo’s wearer utters the command word, his whole head is protected as if Armour 
Class 5. The effect lasts for SC minutes before ceasing.  
 
The tattoo’s appearance is an ornate pattern which reflects the item embedded within it, e.g. 
if the tattoo contains a helmet, the tattoo’s design will be an ornate representation of a 
helmet. The command word is also shown in the tattoo, in small letters of Magicka hidden 
within the design. 
 
Each Armour Tattoo may have only one piece of armour embedded within it, and can only 
be used once each day. The maximum number of Armour Tattoos that can be worn by an 
individual is equal to SC/3. If the body part that bears a tattoo is destroyed, the tattoo will 
also be destroyed. 

1,6,3,2) BALANCE HUMOUR 

DISCIPLINE: Healing 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 creature 

 
This spell heals a single ailment (e.g. the effects of a poison or disease, or a madness – see 
the Ailments section of the Harms Beyond Combat chapter), ending its effects on the target. It 
does this by reducing the levels of humours to normal.  
 
The ailment will resist this spell using its Potency, or Severity for madnesses.  
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Difficulty variants. The following table cross-references the humour to be reduced with the 
system of the body that is afflicted, and sets the required Difficulty of the Spell-Casting Roll. 
For Difficulties of Proficient or greater, the following die is required: a jar of leeches, 
sustained on the caster’s blood. 
 

HUMOUR 

SYSTEM OF BODY 

Heart & Lungs 
(Circulation & 
Respiration) 

Stomach & 
Liver 

(Digestion & 
Growth) 

Gonads & 
Womb 

(Reproduction) 

Senses & Brain 
(Perception & 

Thought) 

Blood Apprentice (12) Apprentice (12) Proficient (15) Proficient (15) 

Phlegm Apprentice (12) Proficient (15) Proficient (15) Expert (18) 

Yellow Bile Proficient (15) Proficient (15) Expert (18) Expert (18) 

Black Bile Proficient (15) Expert (18) Expert (18) Master (21) 

 
E.g. the target of this spell is drunk. He can be made sober by casting this spell so as to 
relieve an excess of blood in the stomach and liver. The Difficulty of the Spell-Casting Roll 
is therefore 7, Apprentice. 
 
E.g. the target of this spell is an alcoholic. This addiction is the madness Philia, caused by an 
excess of yellow bile in the brain and gonads. Two castings of this spell are required, therefore, 
both at Difficulty 13, Expert. 
 
Note that: 

• this spell will heal madnesses in all of the different PC races, even though their 
physiologies vary significantly; 

• this spell cannot cure magical diseases like lycanthropy, vampirism and undead 
plague, and nor can it cure injuries. 

1,6,3,3) BURN THE WICK AT BOTH ENDS 

DISCIPLINE: Healing 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 creature 

 
This spell refreshes and energises the target, as if they were well-rested after a night’s sleep. 
 
Over-reliance upon this spell poses hazards. If a target benefits from this spell twice in one 
week then their chance of fumbling increases. For the next two days, dice scoring 2 are 
classed as 1s for the purpose of determining if a fumble occurred. If this spell is used for a 
third time in the same week, 3s and 2s are classed as 1s for triggering fumbles for the next 
three days. And so on… 
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1,6,3,4) MIDWIFERY 

DISCIPLINE: Healing 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (concentration) 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 creature 

 
This spell only functions if cast upon a female in labour. It induces a safe and speedy delivery. 

1,6,3,5) STILL THE LUNGS 

DISCIPLINE: Healing 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC minutes) 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 creature 

 
The target need not breathe for the next SC minutes. They also receive a bonus to Resistance 
Rolls versus infection by disease equal to SC/2. 

1,6,4) PROFICIENT RANK 

1,6,4,1) ALTER PHYSIQUE 

DISCIPLINE: Healing 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC hours) 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 creature 

DIE: Iridescent feather, that changes colour as it moves in the light 

 
Targets of this spell must be members of the flesh-and-bone PC races or creatures with a 
similar physiology. This spell changes the target’s body in terms of its gender and/or colour. 
The caster can transform the: 

• target’s physique to male, female or somewhere in between (e.g. a woman can be 
shifted into a man, looking like her brother might); and/or 

• colour of the target’s skin, hair and eyes. However, the caster must choose from 
shades that are natural for the target’s race (thus, blue skin and green hair are 
impossible). 

The target’s height, weight, age or race cannot be altered. 
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1,6,4,2) ITEM TATTOO 

DISCIPLINE: Healing 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Infinite 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 creature 

DIE: Ornate drawing by the caster, in tattoo ink on vellum, of a sword 

 
This spell creates an Item Tattoo on the target’s skin. The item held in the target’s hands 
whilst this spell is being cast is embedded into the tattoo – the item literally vanishing from 
the target’s grasp into the tattoo. Subsequently, the tattoo’s wearer is able to instantly 
summon the item from his tattoo by speaking a command word, as chosen by the caster 
when he casts this spell. The item then appears in the wearer’s hands. The wearer can repeat 
the command word in order to return the item into the tattoo again. In this way, he may 
retrieve the item from the tattoo and return it there as many times as he desires. 
 
The tattoo’s appearance is an ornate pattern which reflects the item embedded within it, e.g. 
if the tattoo contains a sword, the tattoo’s design will be an ornate representation of a sword. 
The command word is also shown in the tattoo, in small letters of Magicka hidden within 
the design. 
 
Each Item Tattoo may only contain a single item, and the maximum number of Item Tattoos 
that can be worn by an individual is equal to SC/3. The maximum weight in kilograms of an 
item that can be embedded in an Item Tattoo is equal to the SC of the caster of the Item 
Tattoo spell. Whilst an item is stored in a tattoo, it ceases to encumber the tattoo’s wearer in 
any way. In addition, the item’s magic powers cease to affect the wearer.  
 
Sentient items may make a Resistance Roll versus this spell on the first occasion that it is cast 
upon them. The magic bonus on the item should be added to the soul’s SD attribute for this 
purpose. 
 
If the body part that bears a tattoo is destroyed, the tattoo will also be destroyed. If the tattoo 
contained an item at the time of its destruction (or dispelling), then the wearer’s player should 
make a 1d10 roll. The GM should use the result to determine where the item ends up. E.g. 
if the roll scores: 

• 10, the item might reappear somewhere close by and in sight; 

• 1, the item might be irretrievable, reappearing in the Demonic Realm for instance. 
 
If the embedded item is destroyed whilst outside of the tattoo, then the tattoo gradually fades 
from the skin over the next four days – the wearer suffering discomfort and a -3 HI penalty 
during this time. 
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1,6,4,3) REJOIN EXTREMITY 

DISCIPLINE: Healing 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 creature 

DIE: Severed finger 

 
This spell lets the caster reattach a body part (other than the head) that has been removed. 
The caster must hold the part and press it against the body in the correct orientation, whilst 
casting. The spell fails if the body part is not reasonably whole, or if its amputation occurred 
more than SC minutes ago. 
 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 

• Expert (18), a body part can be reattached up to SC hours after its amputation; 

• Master (21), a head can be reattached, so long as this is done within SC minutes of 
the beheading. 

1,6,4,4) RESIST INJURY 

DISCIPLINE: Healing 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC hours) 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 creature 

DIE: Silver crucifix 

 
This spell reduces by one the rank of the next injury inflicted upon the target, e.g. a fatal 
injury becomes mortal slow, a mortal injury becomes major, etc. – and a minor injury causes 
no harm at all. The spell then ends. 
 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 

• Expert (18), the next two injuries inflicted on the target are reduced by one rank; 

• Master (21), the next two injuries inflicted on the target are reduced by two ranks. 

1,6,4,5) SHARE FATE 

DISCIPLINE: Healing 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC days) 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 person 

DIE: Wedding rings from a happy marriage 
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This spell copies a favoured intervention of the Goddess of Love for her paladins. It 
magically links the caster with one other person. Henceforth, each member of this 
partnership is aware of the general emotional state of the other, regardless of the distance 
between them. And, if either partner gains an Injury or Weakness Penalty, then one-third of 
it is borne by the other partner. E.g. the caster is struck by a sword and suffers a major injury, 
which would normally inflict a -5 Injury Penalty. However, thanks to this spell, his Hindrance 
is worsened by just -3, but his partner’s HI is also worsened by -2. The partner would sense 
the caster’s fear and worry, and then feel a sudden pain when the caster was wounded, in the 
corresponding part of their body – the ache continuing until the caster’s injury is healed. 
 
This spell ends if either partner dies or enters a coma. 

1,6,4,6) SPELL TATTOO 

DISCIPLINE: Healing 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Infinite 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 creature 

DIE: Ornate drawing by the caster, in tattoo ink on vellum, of a spiral pattern 

 
This spell creates a Spell Tattoo on the target’s skin. The next spell cast by the target or caster 
is permanently embedded into the target’s tattoo. Once a spell has been embedded in this 
way, it may be subsequently cast by the tattoo’s wearer by uttering a command word, chosen 
by the caster when he casts this spell. 
 
The tattoo’s appearance is always text – the Magicka for the embedded spell – coiled in a 
tight spiral. The command word is also shown in the tattoo, in small letters of Magicka hidden 
within the design. 
 
The tattoo works in exactly the same way as a spell embedded in an item created with the 
Spell Enhancement spell in the Alchemy discipline. Note that any embedded spell must be 
suitable for embedding in a tattoo. Some spells will not suit this restriction and, at the GM’s 
discretion, may not be embedded. 
 
Each Spell Tattoo may have only one spell embedded within it, and can only be cast once 
each day. The maximum number of Spell Tattoos that can be worn by an individual is equal 
to his SC/3. If the body part that bears a tattoo is destroyed, the tattoo will be also. 

1,6,4,7) WAND OF HEALING 

DISCIPLINE: Healing 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Infinite 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 wand 

DIE: Wand of birch wood 
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This spell is the Healing equivalent of the Wand of Aeromancy spell. 

1,6,4,8) WREST 

DISCIPLINE: Healing 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 object or growth 

DIE: Dose of deadly poison 

 
This spell allows the caster to remove a foreign object or harmful growth from within the 
target’s body. The caster must first have learnt about the thing using the Diagnosis spell. On 
successfully casting Wrest, the thing appears in the caster’s palm. 
 
Healers often follow this spell with Clotting, in case the avulsion caused bleeding. 

1,7) HYDROMANCY 
The spells on this list enable the caster to manipulate water (including ice). 
 
Experts in this discipline call themselves hydromancers. 

1,7,1) NOVICE RANK 

1,7,1,1) GRIP 

DISCIPLINE: Hydromancy 

RANK: Novice (8) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC hours) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 creature 

 
The target creature can move across icy surfaces without slipping – it has traction as if it were 
walking on a dry surface.  
 
Difficulty variant. If this spell is successfully cast at Proficient Difficulty (15), the target may 
also walk across the surface crust of snow without sinking in or leaving footprints. Casting 
this variant requires the following die: a pelt from an arctic hare or similar snow-dwelling 
mammal. 

1,7,1,2) REPEL WATER 

DISCIPLINE: Hydromancy 

RANK: Novice (8) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC hours) 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 item 
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This spell protects one small item, e.g. a spell book, from damage as a result of being exposed 
to water. If cast upon a closable container like a sack or pack, the contents will also stay dry.  
 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 

• Apprentice (12), it will keep the caster dry, including all of his worn and carried 
possessions; 

• Proficient (15), it will restore water-based damage to a single small item, e.g. a scroll, 
book or garment. Casting this variant requires the following die: fine beeswax. 

1,7,1,3) SUMMON WATER 

DISCIPLINE: Hydromancy 

RANK: Novice (8) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 vessel 

 
A vessel touched by the caster is instantly filled with up to SC litres of pure drinking water. 

1,7,1,4) WATER BOLT 

DISCIPLINE: Hydromancy 

RANK: Novice (8) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds) 

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: 5xSC metres 

VOLUME: 1 bolt 

 
On casting this spell, a jet of water, shaped like an arrow, travels from the caster to the target. 
It covers this distance in the blink of an eye, a white streak too fast to be avoided, and 
automatically strikes a first division body location chosen by the caster. The target must be 
within range, and there must be a clear line of sight between them and the caster. If the target 
fails to resist this spell, determine the damage by rolling 1d10+(SC/2) on the Kick-Box 
Damage Table. If this die scores a 10, roll another 1d10 and add the result, and so on. 
 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 

• Proficient (15), the caster may hit a second division body location with his bolt; 

• Master (21), he can select a third division body location. 
Casting these variants requires the following die: green peridot gemstone, cut and polished. 
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1,7,2) DABBLER RANK 

1,7,2,1) FREEZE WATER 

DISCIPLINE: Hydromancy 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC hours) 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 10xSC cubic metres 

 
This spell causes a volume of up to 10xSC cubic metres of water – fresh or salt – to freeze 
solid. The caster can choose the shape and volume of the created ice, but its minimum 
thickness cannot be <10 centimetres. The ice is not supported magically and will assume a 
natural position, floating with 90% of its volume submerged – so the most stable shape is a 
flat sheet. The spell is generally used to create a bridge across a river or lake, or to make a 
raft, or to trap boats. As a rule of thumb, a 10 centimetre thickness of ice can support 100 
kilograms, and a 30 centimetres thickness can support 1 tonne – although the GM will have 
to consider factors like distribution of weight, vibrations, etc. The spell does not prevent the 
ice from cracking or melting (which may occur quickly in warm climes), or being dug through 
like an Ice Wall. 

1,7,2,2) ICE BOLT 

DISCIPLINE: Hydromancy 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: 5xSC metres 

VOLUME: 1 bolt 

 
As Water Bolt, but a bolt of ice is launched from the caster. The damage type is Puncture 
rather than Kick-Box. 
 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 

• Proficient (15), the caster may hit a second division body location with his bolt, rather 
than a first; 

• Master (21), he can select a third division body location. 
Casting these variants requires the following die: blue aquamarine gemstone, cut and 
polished. 

1,7,2,3) ICE DAGGER 

DISCIPLINE: Hydromancy 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: 1 dagger 
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This spell summons a dagger made of ice into the caster’s hand. The dagger acts like a prosaic 
dagger but its Damage Score is halved when striking inorganic or magical armour. A fumbled 
attack will cause the dagger to shatter and, if the weapon or the caster is subjected to any 
kind of heat attack, e.g. a Fire Bolt, the dagger melts immediately. It only remains solid and 
sharp for SC seconds, after which it melts, becoming too soft and blunt to be of any use. 

1,7,2,4) ICE SHROUD 

DISCIPLINE: Hydromancy 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (2xSC seconds) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 creature 

 
This spell cloaks a single creature with a chilling layer of hoary ice crystals, which sap heat 
and energy and hinder movement. This worsens the target’s HI by -SC/3 (minimum of -1). 
 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 

• Proficient (15), two targets within range can be affected; 

• Expert (18), up to SC/2 targets can be affected (minimum of 3); 

• Master (21), up to SC targets can be affected (minimum of 4). 
Casting these variants requires the following die: a glass phial containing melted hoar frost. 

1,7,2,5) ICE WALL 

DISCIPLINE: Hydromancy 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 2xSC cubic metres 

 
This spell creates a solid wall of hard translucent ice. The wall stands vertically and is 30 
centimetres thick. It can follow any line across the ground desired by the caster (including as 
a circular wall around him or an opponent), but it must be resting on a solid surface for its 
full length and cannot be moved once cast. (As a rule of thumb for a circular wall 30 
centimetres thick, the maximum radius equals SC/H, where H is the height in metres. So a 
spell-caster with an SC of 10 could summon a 3 metre high circular ice wall of up to 3 metres 
in radius.) With the right tools (e.g. picks) and a successful digging Action Roll (Mining+ST), 
an ice wall can be dug through in ten minutes. This spell does not magically sustain the ice 
so it will melt naturally, and this could happen in minutes rather than hours in hot climes. 
The caster can re-cast this spell on a melting ice wall that he previously summoned, so as to 
repair it before it collapses. 
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1,7,3) APPRENTICE RANK 

1,7,3,1) ANALYSE WATER 

DISCIPLINE: Hydromancy 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: One sample of water 

 
The caster must taste a sample of water immediately after casting this spell. He learns the 
type of water body from which it came, e.g. a well, stream, river, lake or sea. He learns the 
name of this water body if it has one, e.g. the River Lune. In addition, he learns about any 
significant effluents that recently entered the water, and whether their sources are close or 
distant. The degree of knowledge is tempered by the level of relevant skills. E.g. the caster 
might taste effluent in the water from a carnivore’s lair upstream. If his Zoology skill value 
is great enough, he will identify the carnivore as a large bear. Or he might learn that the water 
is contaminated by effluent from a Dwarven city. If his local Geography skill is reasonably 
high, he will be able to identify the precise settlement. With sufficient Mining skill, he will 
know too that the city has a substantial copper smelting industry. If the water body has no 
current, the information will be limited to the immediate vicinity. 

1,7,3,2) ICE BALL 

DISCIPLINE: Hydromancy 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: 5xSC metres 

VOLUME: SC metre diameter sphere 

 
This spell causes an explosion of icy shards, of SC/2 metre radius, centred on the target. The 
ice ball appears instantly the moment that the spell is cast, so targets cannot try to avoid the 
blast. Every creature fully or partially within the affected volume should try to resist this spell. 
For those that fail, determine the damage by rolling 1d10+(SC/2) on the Puncture Damage 
Table. If this die scores a 10, roll another 1d10 and add the result, and so on. The shards can 
hit several body locations at once, so use the Armour Class of the least protected first division 
body location that was engulfed. For simplicity, the GM should tailor the resulting injury to 
this body location, with other parts just getting bruised (but not enough to be injurious). If 
the target has no armour, or is the same AC everywhere, assume that the ball damages the 
default body location, i.e. that with zero Location Penalty. 
 
The caster may not reduce the default radius so, in a hectic field of battle, he must carefully 
consider the placement of his ice ball to avoid hitting allies as well as enemies.  
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1,7,3,3) ICE SHIELD 

DISCIPLINE: Hydromancy 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Exclamation (1 second)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: Arm’s length 

VOLUME: 1 shield 

 
This spell summons a shield of ice – like a giant snowflake, 1 metre across. It appears in mid-
air, positioned by the caster so as to block an incoming attack aimed at him (melee or missile 
but not a surprising attack). The attack must strike in the same second that this spell is cast. 
The shield increases the caster’s Defence against this attack by SC/3 (which may not be 
sufficient to completely block a powerful blow). The shield then falls to the ground and 
shatters into shards of ice that quickly melt. 

1,7,3,4) SUMMON IGLOO 

DISCIPLINE: Hydromancy 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: Hemispherical igloo of ice, 3 metres high 

 
This spell creates a hemispherical igloo of ice, 3 metres in radius. There is a narrow tunnel-
like protrusion for an entrance. The ice is 30 centimetres thick, and lets in some daylight. If 
the caster wishes, the igloo can appear with a number of apertures of varying shapes, sizes 
and positions – which might form windows, arrow slits, smoke vents, etc.  
 
The ice will melt naturally, and quickly in warm weather. The caster can re-cast this spell on 
a melting igloo that he previously summoned, so as to repair it before it collapses. 
 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 

• Proficient (15), two igloos are summoned; 

• Expert (18), three igloos are summoned; 

• Master (21), four igloos are summoned. 
In all cases, the igloos are connected by short tunnels of ice, and there are one or two 
entrances, as the caster wishes. Casting these variants requires the following die: a white clam 
shell at least 30 centimetres across. 

1,7,3,5) SUMMON UNDINE 

DISCIPLINE: Hydromancy 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (1 hour) 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 pentagram 
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This spell summons an Undine (see The Bestiary) into a pentagram being touched by the 
caster. The pentagram must be within 20 metres of a natural water body for the spell to work. 
 
The caster may issue the summoned Undine with orders whilst it is in the pentagram. They 
will be understood regardless of the language used and the Undine must unquestioningly 
carry them out to the best of its ability. Orders can take the Undine outside the pentagram, 
but a wise caster will make sure that he orders the Undine to re-enter the pentagram when 
its tasks are done. This is because the Undine is not forced by the spell to obey orders issued 
to it whilst it is outside of the pentagram. 
 
If his orders are effective, the caster can make full use of the Undine’s knowledge of its water 
body and its abilities, e.g. bestowing the power to breathe underwater, shooting ice bolts at 
his enemies, or enchanting them. 
 
When the spell’s duration ends, or if the caster cancels the spell prematurely, the summoned 
Undine is immediately banished to whence it came. A successful Dispel Magic spell can also 
end this spell and banish an Undine, but only if cast whilst the Undine is within the pentagram 
by which it was summoned. 

1,7,3,6) VOID BALL 

DISCIPLINE: Hydromancy 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: 5xSC metres 

VOLUME: SC metre diameter sphere 

 
This spell must be cast underwater. It causes the water to vanish instantly around the target. 
The resulting vacuum is then immediately filled again by the implosion of the surrounding 
water. The effects are as per the Ice Ball spell but causing Crush damage. 

1,7,4) PROFICIENT RANK 

1,7,4,1) BOOTS OF ICE 

DISCIPLINE: Hydromancy 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 humanoid creature 

DIE: Pair of wooden clogs, tied together 

 
This spell suddenly encases the target’s feet and lower legs in a thick block of ice. This 
imposes a HI penalty upon the target equal to -SC/2. An Action Roll (Brawn+ST) versus a 
Difficulty of SC/2 must be passed for the target to crack the ice using brute strength alone, 
to wrench free their legs (remember to apply this spell’s HI penalty to the roll). Once the ice 
is split, it fractures into pieces easily. The ice will melt naturally, the Difficulty of attempts to 
break free reducing by 1 point every 10 minutes (in temperate climes). 
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If the target’s feet and legs are bare, or they remain encased for long, the GM may subject 
the target to a Cold Burns injury. 

1,7,4,1) BUBBLE CLOAK 

DISCIPLINE: Hydromancy 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC minutes)  

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 creature 

DIE: Tooth from a swordfish’s sword 

 
This spell envelopes the target and his gear with a magical bubble, which fits closely around 
him. In this way, the target is able to stay dry and breathe whilst swimming underwater. He 
is also unharmed by changes in pressure or temperature associated with swimming at depth, 
and can even converse with other people also bubble-cloaked, if they put their heads together 
gently. However, if the target suffers any form of damage from a physical blow, the bubble 
will pop, ending the spell prematurely. If this occurs whilst the target is deeper than SCx10 
metres below the surface, he will lose consciousness after CO seconds and drown. 
 
The user of a Bubble Cloak spell is able to cast spells whilst underwater. It is impossible to 
do so otherwise as the water prevents spells from being spoken clearly. (Particularly skilful 
magicians can cast some spells by thought alone, so could cast them underwater.) 

1,7,4,2) BUOYANCY 

DISCIPLINE: Hydromancy 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Exclamation (1 second) 

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (Concentration) 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 item 

DIE: A piece of driftwood that has floated at least 100 miles 

 
This spell causes a single item to become as buoyant as cork whilst touched by the caster, 
such that it swiftly floats up to the surface of a water body. By default, the maximum weight 
of the item that can be affected equals 10xSC kilograms.  
 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 

• Expert (18), the maximum weight of item is 100xSC kilograms; 

• Master (21), the maximum weight is SC tonnes. 
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1,7,4,3) CALM WATER 

DISCIPLINE: Hydromancy 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC hours)  

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: SCx10 metre radius 

DIE: Pearl from a deep water clam 

 
The surface of the water within the volume is calmed, becoming mirror flat. 

1,7,4,4) ICE TRAP 

DISCIPLINE: Hydromancy 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC hours) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: SC metre diameter sphere 

DIE: Blue sapphire gemstone, cut and polished 

 
This spell causes a small white globe to appear in the caster’s open palm, SC centimetres 
across. Once he loses physical contact with it, a countdown starts and, after SC minutes by 
default, the globe will explode as an Ice Ball spell, centred on the globe’s location. The caster 
is able to choose a shorter time, as he puts the globe down or hands it over to an unsuspecting 
victim but, once the countdown has started, it cannot be reset. 
 
A successful Dispel Magic spell can be used to cancel an Ice Trap, if it can be cast before the 
globe explodes. 
 
Difficulty variant. If this spell is successfully cast at Expert Difficulty (18), the caster can 
plant an Ice Trap at a location in such a way that the globe remains dormant until such time 
as a creature comes within a set distance of it (up to SC/2 metres). It then explodes. 

1,7,4,5) READ THE WAVES 

DISCIPLINE: Hydromancy 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (Concentration) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: Within sight 

DIE: Painting of the sea made by the caster 

 
By casting this spell and then studying the surface of a waterbody, the caster is able to divine 
what significant creatures, vessels or objects have disturbed that surface recently. He sees 
their path traced on the water and learns the general nature of them, as felt by the water’s 
meniscus, e.g. the length and width of a ship’s watermark, whether it dropped or weighed 
anchor, how many oars rowed it, if any; the size of a fish that broke the surface, and the 
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number in its school that did likewise; whether a person was swimming or thrashing their 
limbs; etc. He would not learn the name of the ship, how many masts it had or the number 
of people in the crew, nor the species of fish, or that the person was drowning (though this 
could be deduced). 
 
In calm waters, this spell provides information from the previous SC hours. In very agitated 
waters, e.g. a stormy sea, the information is from the previous SC seconds only. Otherwise, 
the information spans the previous SC minutes. In busy waters, old traces or those of smaller 
vessels are likely to be masked by the traces of recent vessels or larger ones. 

1,7,4,6) SUMMON CURRENT 

DISCIPLINE: Hydromancy 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (Concentration) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: SCx10 metre radius 

DIE: Sperm whale tooth 

 
A strong current is suddenly invoked in the water on or through which the caster travels. 
The caster can control the direction of the current and it will multiply the speed of ships or 
swimmers by up to SC/3 times their normal rate. Once he stops concentrating the current 
dissipates and the spell is cancelled.  
 
Difficulty variant. If this spell is successfully cast at Master Difficulty (21), the caster may 
invoke a fearsome whirlpool in deep water which is strong enough to suck vessels (of 
displacement ≤SCx5 tonnes) under the surface, flooding them so that they sink. 

1,7,4,7) SUMMON FLOOD 

DISCIPLINE: Hydromancy 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 river 

DIE: Debris from a flood’s highest reach 

 
This spell causes a river to suddenly surge into flood. A huge wave will roar past the caster, 
sweeping away his enemies. If the caster wishes it, the foaming froth at the front will form 
the shape of galloping horses, a gaping maw, etc. 
 
The caster can only summon a flood in a river whose width, W≤SC. The wall of churning 
water will instantly rise 5xW metres upstream of the caster, sweep past him and subside again 
5xW metres downstream. The wave will cover this 10xW metre distance in 10 seconds (i.e. 
at W metres per second) and will be W/2 metres high. Anyone struck by the wave is at risk 
of drowning (see Drowning in the Harms Beyond Combat chapter; the Difficulty for the 
Swimming Action Rolls equals W).  
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E.g. a caster with SC=14 causes a flood in a 14 metre wide river. A 7 metre high wave rises 
70 metres upstream, roars by the caster at 14 metres per second, and subsides 70 metres 
downstream. 

1,7,4,8) WAND OF HYDROMANCY 

DISCIPLINE: Hydromancy 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Infinite 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 wand 

DIE: Wand of willow wood 

 
This spell is the Hydromancy equivalent of the Wand of Aeromancy spell. 

1,8) LITHOMANCY 
The spells on this list enable the caster to manipulate earth, rock and stone. 
 
Experts in this discipline call themselves lithomancers. 

1,8,1) NOVICE RANK 

1,8,1,1) CRYSTAL LIGHT 

DISCIPLINE: Lithomancy 

RANK: Novice (8) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC minutes) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: 2xSC metre radius area 

 
This spell excites any large rock crystals within 2xSC metres of the caster, such that they 
begin to glow. Their maximum brightness will increase with the caster’s SC, from that of a 
sputtering candle (dimly illuminating a 2 metre radius) to that of bright daylight (clearly 
illuminating a 2xSC metre radius). 
 
Many underground locations are artificially lit in this way – often using crystals that have 
been mined and then mounted as lamps, or by exposing natural crystals and incorporating 
them into the architecture. The crystals begin to glow as a user of this spell approaches and 
passes them, and then flicker out again. 
 
Difficulty variant. If this spell is successfully cast at Expert Difficulty (18), the duration 
becomes SC hours. Casting this variant requires the following die: a diamond cut and 
polished by the caster. 
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1,8,1,2) SLINGSHOT 

DISCIPLINE: Lithomancy 

RANK: Novice (8) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (1 second) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: SC/4 pebbles 

 
This spell flings pebbles at targets chosen by the caster. The maximum number of pebbles 
that can be launched equals SC/4 (minimum of 1). The pebbles can be aimed at the same or 
different foes within range, and strike simultaneously in the second immediately following 
the spell’s casting. If the Spell-Casting Roll is successful, the caster’s player will then make a 
number of Attack Rolls equal to the number of pebbles fired. He must divide his SC 
(modified by his HI, as usual) amongst the pebbles – each allocation equals the Attack for 
that pebble (and must be at least 1). Do not apply the usual modifiers for Attack Rolls like 
Location Penalty, etc.; each pebble must be aimed at a target’s first division body location. 
 
A Defence Roll is made in response to each Attack Roll. (If more than one pebble is aimed 
at the same target, he may wish to divide his Defence between the attacks, if he is able.) If a 
pebble’s Attack Roll beats the Defence Roll, the Damage Score is calculated normally using 
an Attack Strength equal to SC/4 (minimum of 1), and is applied on the Crush Damage 
Table. 
 
This spell fails if there are no loose pebbles on the ground within range. Casters of this spell 
will often carry some pebbles in a pocket and scatter them about before casting. Pebbles 
must be roughly walnut-sized to be launched by this spell. 

1,8,1,3) SUMMON TREMOR 

DISCIPLINE: Lithomancy 

RANK: Novice (8) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Exclamation (1 second)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: SC metre diameter area 

 
This spell causes a mild tremor in a circular area of the ground in front of the caster. The 
tremor is too weak to cause structural damage to all but the flimsiest buildings. But anyone 
standing in the area must pass a balance Action Roll (Gymnastics+AG), versus a Difficulty 
equal to SC, or fall over flat onto the ground. 

1,8,1,4) WARDING TOKEN 

DISCIPLINE: Lithomancy 

RANK: Novice (8) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds) 

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC hours) 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 precious stone 
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This spell enchants a precious stone, which must then be placed upon the ground by the 
caster. Henceforth, enemies of the caster must pass a Resistance Roll versus SC to willingly 
come within SC metres of the stone. They must pass another Resistance Roll to willingly 
touch it. If an enemy touches the stone, the spell ends. 
 
Difficulty variant. If this spell is successfully cast at Proficient Difficulty (15), the duration 
becomes SC days. Casting this variant requires the following die: the halberd of a gate-keeper 
or member of the Watch. 

1,8,2) DABBLER RANK 

1,8,2,1) EARTH BOLT 

DISCIPLINE: Lithomancy 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds) 

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: 5xSC metres 

VOLUME: 1 bolt 

 
On casting this spell, a bolt of packed earth and stone, shaped like an arrow, travels from the 
caster to the target. It covers this distance in the blink of an eye, a dull streak too fast to be 
avoided, and automatically strikes a first division body location chosen by the caster. The 
target must be within range, and there must be a clear line of sight between them and the 
caster. If the target fails to resist this spell, determine the damage by rolling roll 1d10+(SC/2) 
on the Puncture Damage Table. If this die scores a 10, roll another 1d10 and add the result, 
and so on. 
 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 

• Proficient (15), the caster may hit a second division body location with his bolt; 

• Master (21), he can select a third division body location. 
Casting these variants requires the following die: brown agate gemstone, cut and polished. 

1,8,2,2) EARTH WALL 

DISCIPLINE: Lithomancy 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 2xSC cubic metres 

 
This spell creates a solid wall of packed earth. The wall stands vertically and is 30 centimetres 
thick. It can follow any line across the ground desired by the caster (including as a circular 
wall around him or an opponent), but it must be resting on a solid surface for its full length 
and cannot be moved once cast. (As a rule of thumb for a circular wall 30 centimetres thick, 
the maximum radius equals SC/H, where H is the height in metres. So a spell-caster with an 
SC of 10 could summon a 3 metre high circular earth wall of up to 3 metres in radius.) With 
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the right tools (e.g. picks) and a successful digging Action Roll (Mining+ST), an earth wall 
can be dug through in ten minutes.  
 
Difficulty variant. If this spell is successfully cast at Proficient Difficulty (15), the wall will be 
made of solid stone instead of earth. A stone wall takes an hour to chip through with picks. 
Casting this variant requires the following die: a piece of masonry from a castle wall. 

1,8,2,3) ENGRAVE 

DISCIPLINE: Lithomancy 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (concentration) 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: SC centimetre groove 

 
This spell lets the caster engrave stone or metal. A groove is created which follows the line 
of the caster’s fingertip across the surface. It can be up to SC centimetres in length, and 
between 1 millimetre and 1 centimetre in width and depth, as desired by the caster. With this 
spell, the caster might leave his mark on a stone, or a rune of warning or direction for others 
to see. 

1,8,2,4) SUMMON BRIDGE 

DISCIPLINE: Lithomancy 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC minutes) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 2xSC metre long bridge 

 
This spell causes packed earth or stone to extrude from the sides of a pit, ravine or other 
chasm, so as to create a bridge across it. Openings of up to 2xSC metres can be spanned in 
this way. The bridge is extruded from opposite sides of the opening, at a rate of 1 metre per 
second, and meets in the middle (so an opening of 2xSC metres is spanned in SC seconds). 
The bridge itself will be a single span arch, only 1 metre in width and able to support up to 
(100xSC) kilograms at any time. 
 
After SC minutes, the bridge splits in the middle and the two halves withdraw back into the 
walls on either side. 

1,8,2,5) SUMMON PILLAR 

DISCIPLINE: Lithomancy 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC minutes) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 5xSC metre high pillar 
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This spell summons a pillar which extrudes up out of the ground. The pillar is made of stone, 
earth or sand, as befits the ground from which it came, and is 1 metre in diameter. It is able 
to support the caster or one other person, and lift them up. This is commonly the purpose 
of this spell – to raise up the caster so he can improve his view, reach a high place, escape 
from enemies or cross a barrier. The caster can make the pillar rise up or sink down by 
concentrating, to a maximum height of 5xSC metres. Riding the pillar is easy if vertiginous, 
as it has a smooth motion and a speed of just 0.5 metres per second. 
 
The pillar can be attacked. The GM should treat a pillar as being AC 6 and, if of: 

• sand then as a small-sized super-resilient creature; 

• earth then as a medium-sized super-resilient creature; 

• stone then as a large-sized super-resilient creature. 
If the pillar is “slain”, it vanishes. It does not collapse, so there is no risk of debris from the 
pillar falling onto those below – although the person that was upon the pillar might. 
 
If a pillar is summoned beneath a target, they can make an easy (Difficulty 5) Double AG 
Attribute Roll to step off the pillar before it exceeds a metre in height. 
 
Difficulty variant. If this spell is successfully cast at Expert Difficulty (18), the pillar leans in 
the direction chosen by the caster, by up to 2xSC degrees from vertical. But its top stays flat 
and level. Casting this variant requires the following die: a piece of masonry from a structure 
that collapsed, rather than was demolished. 

1,8,2,6) SUMMON STAIR 

DISCIPLINE: Lithomancy 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC minutes) 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 10xSC metre slope 

 
This spell makes a cliff or slope reshape itself such that a narrow line of hand/footholds 
and/or steps appears, along the route chosen by the caster, over a distance of up to 10xSC 
metres. These decrease the Difficulty of climbing Action Rolls (Climbing+AG) for ascending 
the slope by SC/2. After SC minutes, the steps and holds vanish and the original face of the 
slope reappears. 

1,8,3) APPRENTICE RANK 

1,8,3,1) EARTH BALL 

DISCIPLINE: Lithomancy 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: 5xSC metres 

VOLUME: SC metre diameter sphere 
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This spell causes an explosion of rocky shards, of SC/2 metre radius, centred on the target. 
The earth ball appears instantly the moment that the spell is cast, so targets cannot try to 
avoid the blast. Every creature fully or partially within the affected volume should try to resist 
this spell. For those that fail, determine the damage by rolling 1d10+(SC/2) on the Puncture 
Damage Table. If this die scores a 10, roll another 1d10 and add the result, and so on. The 
shards can hit several body locations at once, so use the Armour Class of the least protected 
first division body location that was engulfed. For simplicity, the GM should tailor the 
resulting injury to this body location, with other parts just getting bruised (but not enough 
to be injurious). If the target has no armour, or is the same AC everywhere, assume that the 
ball damages the default body location, i.e. that with zero Location Penalty. 
 
The caster may not reduce the default radius so, in a hectic field of battle, he must carefully 
consider the placement of his earth ball to avoid hitting allies as well as enemies.  

1,8,3,2) SUMMON GNOME 

DISCIPLINE: Lithomancy 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (1 hour) 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 pentagram 

 
This spell summons a Gnome (see The Bestiary) into a pentagram being touched by the caster. 
The pentagram must be on the ground for the spell to work. 
 
The caster may issue the summoned Gnome with orders whilst it is in the pentagram. They 
will be understood regardless of the language used and the Gnome must unquestioningly 
carry them out to the best of its ability. Orders can take the Gnome outside the pentagram, 
but a wise caster will make sure that he orders the Gnome to re-enter the pentagram when 
its tasks are done. This is because the Gnome is not forced by the spell to obey orders issued 
to it whilst it is outside of the pentagram. 
 
If his orders are effective, the caster can make full use of the Gnome’s abilities, e.g. to: 

• shoot earth bolts at his enemies, or to collapse tunnels or buildings upon them; 

• dissolve an enemy’s metal weapons or armour; 

• repair damaged metal objects; 

• summon coins worth 15 gold suns; 

• resurrect a slain Troll. 
 
When the spell’s duration ends, or if the caster cancels the spell prematurely, the summoned 
Gnome is immediately banished to whence it came. A successful Dispel Magic spell can also 
end this spell and banish a Gnome, but only if cast whilst the Gnome is within the pentagram 
by which it was summoned. 
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1,8,3,3) SUMMON KEEP 

DISCIPLINE: Lithomancy 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Finite (SC days) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: Castle keep 4 metres square and high  

 
This spell summons a very small and simple castle keep made of sandstone masonry. The 
keep is just 4 metres square and 4 high, including the crenelated battlements around the flat 
roof. The walls are 30 centimetres thick. There is a narrow archway for an entrance (with no 
door) and, inside, the space is just a single storey, the stone ceiling supported by buttressed 
arches. There are narrow stone steps protruding inwards from the outer wall which lead up 
through a small opening in the ceiling onto the roof. If the caster wishes, the keep can appear 
with a number of apertures of varying shapes, sizes and positions – which might form 
windows, arrow slits, smoke vents, etc.  
 
When the spell’s duration has elapsed (or if it is cancelled or dispelled), the sandstone 
masonry turns into loose grains of sand – the whole structure collapsing in seconds. The 
caster can re-cast this spell on a keep that he previously summoned, so as to extend its 
duration before it collapses. 
 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 

• Proficient (15), a keep is summoned which is 5 metres square and 6 high, with two 
storeys inside; 

• Expert (18), the keep is as for Proficient, but it is surrounded by a circular curtain 
wall of the same sandstone masonry, 30 centimetres thick and 3 metres high, 
supported by buttresses at intervals around the inner perimeter. There is a single 
archway in the curtain wall, wide enough for a horse to enter (its rider would need to 
stoop low in the saddle). The bailey (i.e. the enclosed yard) within this wall has a 
radius of 7 metres, with the keep at its centre; 

• Master (21), the keep is as for Expert, but is 8 metres high with three storeys inside. 
Casting these variants requires the following die: a plan drawn up by a master builder for part 
of a real castle that was built. 

1,8,3,4) TAR BOLT 

DISCIPLINE: Lithomancy 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds) 

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: 5xSC metres 

VOLUME: 1 bolt 

 
On casting this spell, a bolt of bitumen, shaped like an arrow, travels from the caster to the 
target. It covers this distance in the blink of an eye, a dull streak too fast to be avoided, and 
automatically strikes a first division body location chosen by the caster. The target must be 
within range, and there must be a clear line of sight between them and the caster. If the target 
fails to resist this spell, its HI worsens by -1, due to the sticky bitumen restricting its 
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movement. (If the spell is resisted, the bitumen fails to stick effectively.) Further bolts aimed 
at different body locations will cumulatively worsen the target’s HI to a maximum penalty 
of -5.  
 
If the target is tiny-sized (see Size in The Bestiary), each bolt inflicts -3 to HI, i.e. just two bolts 
will deliver the maximum -5 HI penalty. If the target is small, each bolt inflicts -2. If the 
target is large, each bolt acts as a glancing blow, i.e. the target’s current (or next) action is 
delayed by 1 second, up to a maximum delay of 3 seconds. Huge creatures cannot be 
hindered by Tar Bolts at all, unless they catch fire or strike the eyes. 
 
The bitumen is flammable and, should it catch light, the GM consults the Burns Damage 
table, rolling 1d10-(2X), where X is the HI penalty from the bolts. E.g. for a target suffering 
a -3 HI penalty, the GM would roll 1d10-(2(-3))=1d10+6. 
 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 

• Proficient (15), the caster may hit a second division body location with his bolt. If 
the face is struck, the target’s HI penalty is immediately raised to the maximum of -5 
until the bitumen is wiped away; 

• Master (21), he can select a third division body location, e.g. a huge creature’s eyes, 
inflicting the -5 HI penalty to it. 

Casting these variants requires the following die: black onyx gemstone, cut and polished. 

1,8,4) PROFICIENT RANK 

1,8,4,1) EARTH TRAP 

DISCIPLINE: Lithomancy 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC hours) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: SC metre diameter sphere 

DIE: Green emerald gemstone, cut and polished 

 
This spell causes a small brown globe to appear in the caster’s open palm, SC centimetres 
across. Once he loses physical contact with it, a countdown starts and, after SC minutes by 
default, the globe will explode as an Earth Ball spell, centred on the globe’s location. The 
caster is able to choose a shorter time, as he puts the globe down or hands it over to an 
unsuspecting victim but, once the countdown has started, it cannot be reset. 
 
A successful Dispel Magic spell can be used to cancel an Earth Trap, if it can be cast before 
the globe explodes. 
 
Difficulty variant. If this spell is successfully cast at Expert Difficulty (18), the caster can 
plant an Earth Trap at a location in such a way that the globe remains dormant until such 
time as a creature comes within a set distance of it (up to SC/2 metres). It then explodes. 
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1,8,4,2) EXCAVATE  

DISCIPLINE: Lithomancy 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 m3 of earth/stone 

DIE: Lump of coal 

 
This spell causes up to 1 cubic metre of earth or stone to be magically vanished away. The 
caster is able to specify the exact size and shape of the volume that is disintegrated. In this 
manner, walls can be breached and tunnels and chambers can be created underground. 
 
Voids made with this spell in earth are likely to collapse after only SC hours. Voids made in 
rock may survive for far longer, especially if carefully designed. However, engineering works 
or use of the Support spell may be required to ensure that such excavations remain safely 
open permanently. 
 
Sentient or magical earth and stone (e.g. Gnomes and Trolls) cannot be affected with this 
spell. 

1,8,4,3) SAIL THE DRY SEA 

DISCIPLINE: Lithomancy 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (Concentration) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: SCx5 metre radius 

DIE: Horn from a Giant Sand Worm 

 
This spell makes sand within SCx5 metres of the caster behave like a fluid, with a helpful 
current that will bear a raft or other vessel along in the direction chosen by the caster. This 
at a speed of up to SC kilometres per hour. Once the caster’s vessel has passed or he stops 
concentrating, the sand becomes inanimate once more. 
 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 

• Expert (18), it will affect earth as well as sand; 

• Master (21), it will affect stone, earth and sand. 

1,8,4,4) SAND SPRITE  

DISCIPLINE: Lithomancy 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (1 hour) 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 demon 

DIE: A handful of sand retrieved by the caster 
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This spell must be cast upon a handful of sand, clean and bone dry and retrieved by the 
caster himself, e.g. from a beach or desert. The caster throws it into the air at the end of the 
ritual. The magic causes the sand to multiply and animate, rising up in a loose churning 
column some 4 metres high – a Sand Sprite. By default, the sprite copies the caster’s own 
movements, but the caster can remain still and yet make the sprite move if he concentrates 
fully upon it. In this way, the caster could remain stationary but make the sprite glide into 
battle on his behalf. The sprite can only move as fast as the caster can, and cannot jump or 
fly but must remain upon the ground. The caster and sprite can move up to 5xSC metres 
apart, so long as the former can see the latter; if line of sight is broken, the spell ends and the 
sprite collapses. The sprite can be an effective force in combat, but this depends on the 
caster’s SC. At any time, it can employ one of the following attacks. It can: 

• extrude a club-like limb from any side to make a bash attack – this has a duration of 
3 seconds, an Attack equal to SC and an Attack Strength of SC/2, any damage being 
resolved on the Kick-Box Damage Table; 

• envelop a target of medium size or smaller to make a grapple attack – this has a 
duration of 3 seconds, an Attack equal to SC and an Attack Strength of SC/2, any 
damage being resolved on the Grapple Damage Table. The target can attempt to 
escape from the churning column of sand every second. The target must pass a 
brawn Action Roll (Brawn+ST), versus SC, to burst free. Obviously, the target’s roll 
is worsened by HI, e.g. its Exhaustion Penalty, which will grow as the target tires. 
The sprite is tireless, however. Indeed, the sprite can continue to move and make 
bash attacks whilst carrying up to two medium-sized targets inside itself. Being held 
within churning sand is an unpleasant experience, but targets generally emerge gritty 
but unscathed once the spell ends. There is sufficient air within the sprite for them 
to breathe therein. 

The sand sprite can be attacked in return. Its Defence equals SC/2, its Armour Class is 6, 
and it is of the super-resilient vulnerability (large-sized) – see Vulnerability in The Bestiary. 
 
Casting this spell consumes its die – the handful of sand. More sand will be required for 
further castings. 

1,8,4,5) STATUE FORM 

DISCIPLINE: Lithomancy 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC days) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: Self 

DIE: Figurine of a tranquil person, carved from stone 

 
The caster’s body and carried equipment becomes a granite statue (Armour Class 6). The 
caster can magically see and hear normally, but cannot move. He may, however, cancel this 
spell at any time, reverting instantly to his normal form. Inflicting damage to the statue does 
not harm the caster (his normal form will not be damaged when he reverts back to it) unless 
the statue is destroyed. (For damage purposes, treat the statue as an immobile medium-sized 
super-resilient creature of Armour Class 5 – see the Vulnerability section in The Bestiary.) 
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Difficulty variant. If this spell is successfully cast at Master Difficulty (21), then he may cast 
this spell in reverse whilst touching a petrified target (e.g. the victim of a basilisk’s gaze 
attack), turning them (and their equipment) back to normal and restoring them to life. 

1,8,4,6) SUMMON CRACKS 

DISCIPLINE: Lithomancy 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: 5xSC metres 

VOLUME: Several cubic metres 

DIE: Stalactite of at least 1 metre in length 

 
This spell causes a section of (non-magical) rock to suddenly become riddled with deep 
cracks. The spell might be cast upon a stone wall, to make it collapse or become easier to 
break through. The spell might be cast upon a suspended section of stone such as a ceiling, 
making it collapse, potentially crushing enemies below. Or the spell might be cast upon a 
stone bridge or floor so that it collapses, enemies standing upon it falling into the void below, 
with the rubble. 
 
The volume in cubic metres of stone affected by this spell equals twice the amount by which 
the Spell-Casting Roll was passed (or less than this if the caster desires). The whole affected 
volume must be within the range of the spell and must be one contiguous section, i.e. the 
caster cannot affect multiple separate sections. 
 
The GM should consult Falling in the Harms Beyond Combat chapter to determine the damage 
taken by enemies made to fall using this spell. She should consult Rock Falls in the same 
chapter to determine the damage inflicted by rock falling upon enemies beneath. For rock 
falls, the Attack Strength equals SC if the falling rock was a metre or more in thickness. If 
much thinner sections of rock were cracked and have fallen, the GM should reduce the 
Attack Strength accordingly. 
 
E.g. a lithomancer with an SC of 14 is being chased along an underground passageway by 
four Giant Rats. Plucking up courage, he stops, turns to face his pursuers, and casts Summon 
Cracks. He completes his incantation just as the rats enter his lantern light, 5 metres distant. 
His player makes the Spell-Casting Roll, succeeding by 5. He chooses to affect a ceiling area 
of 2x5=10 square metres and 1 metre thick. As the lithomancer is in a passageway 1 metre 
wide, he makes the affected area of ceiling 10 metres long and positioned to stretch from a 
point immediately in front of him, away over the rats and another 5 metres beyond them. 
The nearest rat has 5 metres to run to escape the rock fall, and would normally easily cover 
this distance in 1 second with its sprinting movement rate of 10 metres per second. However, 
the passageway is only 3 metres high, so the rock fall lands within the same second. An 
Attack Roll is therefore required for all four rats – none of them have time to escape the 
rock fall. All of them could run out of it before 3 seconds have elapsed, so their Defence 
against the rock fall’s attack is not automatically zero. The GM decides that, as the rats are 
clustered together in a tight pack, the lithomancer’s player can roll once and use the same 
result against all of them. The Attack is 3x5=15 and, if it hits, the Attack Strength will be 
SC=14. The rats’ Defence equals their Nimbleness of 12. The Damage Score must be 
modified by +4 due to their small size... 
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1,8,4,7) WAND OF LITHOMANCY  

DISCIPLINE: Lithomancy 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Infinite 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 wand 

DIE: Wand of crystal 

 
This spell is the Lithomancy equivalent of the Wand of Aeromancy spell. The wand must be 
a solid piece of crystal, shaped if necessary using an appropriate craft or the Work Material 
spell. 

1,9) MIND 
The spells on this list enable the caster to sense and manipulate the minds and souls of 
members of the PC races. Other creatures cannot be affected by spells in the Mind discipline. 
 
Experts in this discipline call themselves enchanters. 

1,9,1) NOVICE RANK 

1,9,1,1) BLUR 

DISCIPLINE: Mind 

RANK: Novice (8) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (2xSC seconds) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 person 

 
This spell affects the minds of all observers of a single target, making it very hard for them 
to focus their attention upon him.  
 
Each observer may try to resist this spell when he first encounters the target. However, these 
Resistance Rolls are disadvantaged. If the roll is: 

• failed, the target appears blurred, distorted and translucent to this observer, and is 
consequently less likely to be hit by him. The target gains a bonus equal to SC/3 
(minimum of +1) to his Stealth skill and his Defence versus failing observers. 

• passed, the spell fails to affect this observer – the target appears normally to him and 
can be seen and attacked without difficulty. 

 
Although this spell is resistible, the target cannot resist its affects. Only the observers make 
Resistance Rolls. 
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1,9,1,2) CONCEAL ITEM 

DISCIPLINE: Mind 

RANK: Novice (8) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (2xSC seconds) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: 1 item 

 
This simple illusion hides a single item from the senses of anyone searching the caster. If 
they fail to resist the spell, they can no longer see the chosen item, nor feel it. The item must 
be on the caster’s immediate person, e.g. in his hand, pockets or bag. If the item is moved 
more than 1 metre from the caster during the search, the spell ends. 

1,9,1,3) ENTHRAL 

DISCIPLINE: Mind 

RANK: Novice (8) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (2xSC seconds) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 person 

 
For the duration, the target is compelled to stare at the caster’s face. The target cannot focus 
their attention elsewhere, so is unable to make attacks or cast spells at anyone other than the 
caster. The caster receives a +1 bonus to attempts to influence the target. 

1,9,1,4) PASSION 

DISCIPLINE: Mind 

RANK: Novice (8) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC minutes) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 person 

 
The chosen target affected by this spell feels a single emotion chosen by the caster, e.g. fear, 
fearlessness, panic, calm, happiness, sadness, trust, paranoia, loyalty, vindictiveness, lust, 
loathing, rage, etc. The caster can choose whether the emotion is focused towards a specific 
person, creature, object, etc. within range (including the caster himself), or is unfocused. The 
target feels the emotion strongly but always remains rational.  
 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 

• Dabbler (10), two targets within range can be affected; 

• Apprentice (12), up to SC/2 targets can be affected (minimum of 3); 

• Proficient (15), as Apprentice but the targets feel an extremely powerful emotional 
urge. The urge is strong enough to make the targets act irrationally. E.g. if affected 
by fear, the targets will flee by the fastest possible means from the focus; if affected 
by hatred, the targets will attack the focus regardless of any wounds sustained; if 
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affected by fearlessness, the targets will not feel fear and will be unaffected by magical 
fear effects; 

• Expert (18), as Proficient but up to SC targets can be affected (minimum of 4). 
Casting variants of Proficient rank or greater requires the following die: a gold coin from a 
dragon’s bed. (If this spell is cast at multiple NPC targets, the GM should use a single value 
for their resistance to this spell – effectively assuming that members of a crowd take cues 
from each other and respond in a cohesive, mob-like fashion.) 

1,9,2) DABBLER RANK 

1,9,2,1) DITHER 

DISCIPLINE: Mind 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (2xSC seconds) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 person 

 
This spell prevents the target from making any decisions. For the duration they are rooted 
to the spot, unable to do anything useful or communicate meaningfully. 

1,9,2,2) FIND SOUL 

DISCIPLINE: Mind 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (Concentration) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: Infinite 

 
The caster learns the distance and direction to any person whose vector he touches. He only 
remains aware of the distance and direction to that person whilst he maintains contact with 
its vector. Should he pick up other vectors before the spell is cancelled or dispelled, the spell 
will provide their co-ordinates too.  
 
Note that people are only revealed to the caster if they are within his realm of existence. E.g. 
a caster in the Natural Realm could not find a person that had died and gone to the Spirit 
Realm. Also note that souls trapped in phylacteries (e.g. sentient items) can be revealed by 
this spell. 

1,9,2,3) MINE MEMORY 

DISCIPLINE: Mind 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: Self 
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This spell allows the caster to recall a forgotten memory. It must be a real memory, rather 
than an imagined one. The caster’s player must be able to describe the memory sufficiently 
well for the GM to adjudicate on whether it is real or not. E.g. the caster could use this spell 
to recall which turn he took in a maze, on which date he set sail on a particular voyage, 
whether he saw a particular person at a festival, or where he last saw his house key…  
 
If the Spell-Casting Roll is fumbled then, in addition to the usual consequences, a memory 
is recalled but it is false, and it permanently replaces the forgotten true memory. 

1,9,2,4) SPEAK LANGUAGE 

DISCIPLINE: Mind 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC minutes) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: Self 

 
The caster can understand and speak any language that he hears. However, his ability is 
limited as if he has a language skill value equal to his Mind skill. Additionally, he gains 
absolutely no ability to read or write the language – the comprehension is strictly limited to 
listening and speaking. 

1,9,2,5) STUN 

DISCIPLINE: Mind 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 person 

 
This spell stuns the chosen target. The attack is of the Mental damage type and has a Damage 
Score of 1d10+(SC/2). If this 1d10 scores a 10, then add another 1d10 to the Damage Score, 
and so on. 
 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 

• Apprentice (12), two targets within range can be affected; 

• Proficient (15), up to SC/2 targets can be affected (minimum of 3); 

• Expert (18), up to SC targets can be affected (minimum of 4). 
Casting variants of Proficient rank or greater requires the following die: a jar containing SC 
dead flies, swatted by the caster. 
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1,9,2,6) SUGGESTION 

DISCIPLINE: Mind 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (1 swift action) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 person 

 
This spell implants a thought in the target’s head to induce them to make an action. The 
target takes the thought to be their own and carries out the act immediately. The caster can 
shape the thought as desired (the language matters not) within the following limitations. The 
thought must be set out (by the caster’s player) in a single, simple sentence. It must be about 
a single action that can be attempted by the target immediately and completed within a few 
seconds, e.g. “I will shout, “You lie!””, or “I will emerge from my hiding place”, or “I will 
strike the goblin”. 
 
The target’s Resistance Roll against this spell is automatically successful if the thought would 
cause the target to self-harm (e.g. “I will stab myself”), or put themselves in almost certain 
danger of death (e.g. “I will jump off that cliff”). 

1,9,3) APPRENTICE RANK 

1,9,3,1) COURIER 

DISCIPLINE: Mind 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC days) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 person 

 
This spell is used by enchanters to ensure that secrets are delivered without interception. The 
target of this spell is compelled to utter a specific message out loud when particular 
conditions arise, as chosen by the caster. They relay the message in their own voice but with 
the caster’s style, vocabulary, mannerisms… 
 
The message cannot exceed 2xSC seconds in duration. The target never knows the message 
before the spell compels them to say it (unless the spell’s casting is fumbled). The message 
could even be in a language that is incomprehensible to the target; they will speak it perfectly 
when the prescribed conditions occur. Typical conditions might be the target meeting a 
certain person, or meeting then alone, for example. 
 
Often, targets are unaware that this spell has been cast upon them, and are shocked to find 
themselves suddenly talking in a strange manner. 
 
If the spell ends before the chosen conditions arise, the message is lost. 
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1,9,3,2) DENY IDENTITY 

DISCIPLINE: Mind 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC days) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 person 

 
For the duration, the target is unable to say their own name. Whenever they attempt to do 
so, they give a different name, as chosen by the caster on casting this spell. 

1,9,3,3) DETECT LIE 

DISCIPLINE: Mind 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC minutes) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: Limit of hearing 

 
For the duration, while the caster concentrates, he unerringly knows whether any speech that 
he hears is falsehood. 

1,9,3,4) DETECT MIND 

DISCIPLINE: Mind 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC minutes) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: 2xSC metres 

 
This spell detects sentient creatures. For the duration, whenever the caster closes his eyes 
and concentrates, any sentient creatures nearby to him are visible as glowing white stars 
hanging in the darkness. The spell sees through all material, so creatures can be detected 
through walls, floors, water, smoke, etc. 
 
It is important to note that a particular star’s brightness does not reflect the corresponding 
creature’s distance but, rather, its intellect. Thus, a star representing a person will be much 
brighter than a star representing a cat, even if the person is more distant. (The star for a new-
born baby might be fainter than a cat’s, however.) If the caster looks down towards his feet, 
he is likely to see myriad faint pinpricks of light, representing worms, ants and other tiny 
creatures burrowing in the soil. Unlike the real stars in the night sky, the stars displayed by 
this spell swirl across the caster’s field of view. If a creature moves such that its direction 
changes, its star moves likewise. 
 
Creatures are not detected by this spell if they are further away than 2xSC metres from the 
caster. Neither does the spell detect insentient creatures, like most plants for example. 
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Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 

• Proficient (15), the caster can decide to have the stars for particular creatures lit in 
different colours. To do this, he must first be able to see a creature with his eyes 
open, and distinguish them as a particular individual. Henceforth, when he closes his 
eyes, that individual’s star will glow green or blue, or any other colour chosen by the 
caster. Furthermore, that individual will be displayed in the same colour during 
subsequent castings of this spell, until such time as the caster decides to change their 
colour. In this way, the caster can highlight his companions, or perhaps certain 
enemies, and distinguish them from other sentient creatures detected with this spell. 

• Expert (18), the caster can specify a species of creature when casting the spell, e.g. 
wolves. Stars for members of this species are automatically illuminated in a baleful 
red. 

Casting these variants requires the following die: stained glass of at least three different 
colours. 
 
(The GM should think carefully about whether this spell exists in her world. Allowing PCs 
to use it will let them detect hidden enemies and plan better how to avoid or defeat them. 
However, the spell’s use interferes with normal vision, putting the caster at some 
disadvantage. And the spell can build suspense, especially in the circumstance where it reveals 
a being that the PCs cannot find without the spell.) 

1,9,3,5) FETCH GUARD 

DISCIPLINE: Mind 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC hours) 

RANGE: SC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 person 

 
This limited version of the Phantasm spell creates an illusory guard which acts as a decoy. It 
appears immediately behind the caster and will follow him until he is attacked, at which point 
it will rush forward to engage the attacker in melee. It does this convincingly, delivering blows 
and dodging opponents’ ripostes proficiently. E.g. if the guard hits, it will utter an insult. If 
it is hit, the guard gasps as an illusory wound appears upon it. See Phantasm for the effects 
of the guard’s attacks on a fooled observer, and what occurs if the spell is resisted. 
 
The guard created by this spell is limited in several ways compared to that produced by the 
full Phantasm spell. First, its performance is restricted to melee combat, following the caster 
beforehand, and nothing more. However, it requires no input from the caster to carry out 
this act. Second, the guard cannot move more than SC metres from the caster. Third, its 
duration is short. Once the guard has begun combat, it remains for just SC seconds before 
vanishing. Hopefully the guard distracts one or more of the caster’s enemies for long enough 
for him to gain some advantage. 
 
The phantasm must be modelled on a real person studied by the caster – normally an armed 
warrior of the caster’s race. (The person and phantasm must be medium-sized.) This same 
image is produced every time that this spell is used by this caster. However, the spell’s magic 
is such that, even if an opponent has fought the caster and his guard before, they must still 
resist this spell to recognise the guard as a phantasm. If they fail to resist, they will be fooled 
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again into treating the guard as if it were real. (An observer who sees the phantasm flick into 
existence benefits from a +5 bonus to their Resistance Roll.) 
 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 

• Proficient (15), two phantasmal guards appear; 

• Expert (18), three phantasmal guards appear; 

• Master (21), four phantasmal guards appear. 
Casting these variants requires the following die: a sword freely given to the caster by a 
warrior. In addition, the caster must have studied further warriors; each guard produced by 
a casting of this spell must be unique. A single Resistance Roll per opponent is sufficient, 
even against multiple phantasms. 

1,9,3,6) ILLUSION 

DISCIPLINE: Mind 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC hours) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: SC metres radius 

 
This spell affects the minds of all observers of a single target location. It makes them see an 
illusory scene, not reality. 
 
The caster decides how the illusory scene appears to observers when he casts this spell. The 
illusion must fit within a fixed radius of SC metres that cannot be moved subsequently. The 
illusion itself, though, is not just a static picture. E.g. if the caster creates an illusion of a copse 
of trees to conceal his camp, observers may see the trees sway and foliage flutter in the 
breeze. If the illusion is of a sleeping dragon, to scare intruders away, they will see smoke 
curl up from its nostrils. This spell affects the observers’ brains so that all of their senses are 
fooled by the illusion, not just sight – so they may hear the susurration of leaves or smell the 
dragon’s smoke. In addition, the illusion is not just a flat image but is three-dimensional – 
observers see it with different perspectives as they move around or even through the scene. 
 
Each observer may try to resist this spell when he first sees the illusion. (He benefits from a 
+5 bonus to his roll if he sees the illusion flick into existence.) If his Resistance Roll is: 

• failed, the observer is totally fooled by the illusion and believes it to be real. He will 
not remember seeing what lies beneath the illusion (or even realise that he failed to 
resist a spell). 

• passed, the observer realises that he is seeing an illusion. He still sees the illusion like 
fooled observers, but can also see through it if he wishes by concentrating. (The 
caster does not need to make a Resistance Roll against his own illusion; treat him as 
if he passed.) 

 
If the illusory scene is very realistic, the GM should make it harder for observers to realise 
that it is not real by applying a penalty to their Resistance Rolls. The most realistic illusions 
are reproductions of real scenes that the caster has seen, and had the opportunity to study. 
If the illusion is of a place that the caster knows well, it can have all the real textures, 
movements, sounds, odours, etc. (Against such a realistic illusion, the Resistance Roll is 
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disadvantaged.) If he wishes, the caster can always adjust the illusion of a real place, perhaps 
rearranging some features, changing colours, etc. so as to create an entirely unique place. 
 
Illusions do not have to be based on real places to which the caster has been, however. The 
caster could produce an illusion based on nothing more than a description he has heard or 
read, or even of a scene wholly from his imagination. However, such illusions are less likely 
to be convincingly detailed and less likely to appear real. Observers are more likely to realise 
that such a scene is an illusion and so the GM should give them appropriate bonuses to their 
Resistance Rolls. 
 
Although the illusion is completely intangible (i.e. not physically there), it will feel real to 
fooled observers. An illusory stone wall will feel like stone to them when touched. An illusory 
apple could be picked up, tasted and even eaten (whilst within the affected volume). There 
are limits, however. While a rational observer would not intentionally push his finger through 
a stone wall, he may decide to lean on it. If it is illusory, he will fall through it. In such 
circumstances, the GM should decide whether the observer realises it is an illusion, or if he 
is so fooled that his brain rationalises what happened (e.g. “You’ve fallen through a crack in 
the wall!”). 
 
Note that an illusion does not have to have a visual aspect. The caster could create an illusion 
which consists only of sounds or odours, etc. Note too that, while an observer using Detect 
Magic may see a magical aura around an illusory scene, he will only realise that he is seeing 
an illusion if he passes the Resistance Roll. 

1,9,3,7) MINE THE GESTALT CONSCIOUSNESS 

DISCIPLINE: Mind 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC minutes) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: Self 

 
Casting this spell provides rudimentary proficiency in a single skill of the caster’s choosing, 
excepting magic skills and Devotion. It raises the caster’s skill value to 2 (not by 2) for the 
duration. This skill cannot accrue development ticks whilst magically enhanced. 
 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 

• Proficient (15), the chosen skill is increased to 3; 

• Expert (18), the chosen skill is increased to 4. 
Casting these variants requires the following die: a book of lore about an obscure subject. 

1,9,3,8) POSSESS SENSES 

DISCIPLINE: Mind 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (Concentration) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 creature 
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This spell makes the caster enter a trance in which his senses of sight and hearing are moved 
into a chosen target within range. The caster sees what they see, and hears what they hear. 
He has no influence over the target, but effectively becomes a passenger inside their head. 
The target can move out of the initial range without ending the spell. 
 
Whilst in the trance, the caster’s body is immobile and lacks the use of its eyes and ears. This 
makes it vulnerable. He can still feel, smell and taste though, so he could be shook out of the 
trance or woken with smelling salts. 

1,9,3,9) SLEEP 

DISCIPLINE: Mind 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC minutes) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 person 

 
The chosen target immediately collapses onto the ground, entering a deep unnatural sleep 
from which they cannot be woken by normal means for SC minutes. 
 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 

• Proficient (15), two targets within range can be affected; 

• Expert (18), up to SC/2 targets can be affected (minimum of 3); 

• Master (21), up to SC targets can be affected. 
Casting these variants requires the following die: a hair or scale pulled by the caster from a 
dangerous creature whilst it slept, without waking it. 

1,9,4) PROFICIENT RANK 

1,9,4,1) ALTER-EGO 

DISCIPLINE: Mind 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC hours) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: Self 

DIE: Motley fool’s outfit with marotte 

 
This spell changes the identity of the caster so that observers believe him to be another 
person. 
 
Before casting this spell for the first time, the caster must invent a brief résumé for a famous 
(or infamous) alter-ego. This need explain little more than the race, gender, approximate age 
and name of the alter-ego, and why (s)he is (in)famous. E.g. the caster might use this spell to 
trick people into thinking that he is “The Motley Weasel – the one-eyed Halfling fool at 
Queen Berúthiel’s court, who stole the Crown of the Doomed from the vaults of Lich-King 
Azkariel’s fortress”. 
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Each observer may try to resist this spell when he first sees the caster. If this Resistance Roll 
is failed, the observer is totally fooled by the spell and immediately believes the caster to be 
the alter-ego (he will not even realise that he failed to resist a spell). He also becomes aware 
of the alter-ego’s résumé (though will not realise that he has only just acquired this 
information, nor remember how he learnt of it). It does not matter if the alter-ego is of a 
different race, gender and age to the caster – the observer’s brain will overrule his eyes and 
he will believe the caster to be the alter-ego, even in the face of overwhelming evidence to 
the contrary. If the caster subsequently cancels the spell, or if it is dispelled, fooled observers 
will not realise that the caster’s identity has changed for them. They will just be left wondering 
where the alter-ego went. 
 
If an observer’s Resistance Roll against the spell is passed, he is completely unaffected by the 
spell. His understanding, if any, of the caster’s identity is unchanged. 
 
The same alter-ego is used with subsequent castings of this spell. In addition, each time that 
the spell is used and observers are fooled by it, the “headlines” of the alter-ego’s exploits 
automatically become part of the résumé for subsequent castings. Even if this is just a prosaic 
addendum, e.g. “…and the Black Weasel was seen last week buying rare poisons in Kharé’s 
market”, it will serve to increase the amount of rumour surrounding the alter-ego, and his 
fame or notoriety.  
 
Repeated use of this spell risks the invented alter-ego dominating the caster’s real personality. 
After the first casting of this spell, the GM should require a Resistance Roll versus madness 
with a Difficulty of 12 whenever this spell is cast. If the caster develops a madness as a result, 
it is automatically schizophrenia – the second personality being his alter-ego. If he already 
has a madness, it changes into schizophrenia henceforth. Use of the Balance Humour spell 
may cure the caster of this madness but will not remove the alter-ego, which persists. Only 
restoration from coma or resurrection seems able to wipe an alter-ego. 

1,9,4,2) DENY SKILL 

DISCIPLINE: Mind 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC minutes) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 person 

DIE: Heirloom, lost to its rightful owner 

 
This spell makes the target forget a specific skill, chosen by the caster. For the duration, a 
penalty equal to SC/2 applies to their skill value, reducing it to a minimum of zero. 
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1,9,4,3) GUARD ITEM 

DISCIPLINE: Mind 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Infinite 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 item 

DIE: Chipping from a stone altar 

 
This spell, a variant of Passion, is commonly cast upon items like books, doors, etc. which 
the caster wishes to protect from unauthorised use. The spell imbues a specific item with 
magical power that overcomes those who touch it (other than the caster) with strong 
emotions of fear and repulsion. Unless they resist the spell, they will retreat from the item, 
unable to bear its presence. 
 
Magical items affected by this spell that are not the caster’s property resist using twice their 
magic bonus. And a Resistance Roll is always made for sentient items. For this purpose, the 
soul’s SD attribute is increased by the magic bonus on the item. 
 
Difficulty variant. If this spell is successfully cast at Master Difficulty (21), the item emits an 
aura of dread. People must pass a Resistance Roll versus this spell to approach within SC 
metres of the item. 

1,9,4,4) MASTER 

DISCIPLINE: Mind 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC minutes) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 person 

DIE: Crown once worn by a ruler 

 
For SC minutes, the target person will unquestioningly carry out the caster’s verbal orders to 
the best of his ability, regardless of the language used by the caster. (An order which requires 
a target to directly harm or kill itself may be ignored, however. I.e. this spell can be used to 
force a target to perform dangerous acts, such as attacking foes against the odds, but cannot 
force a target to self-mutilate or jump off a high cliff.) Note that orders must still be followed 
even if they require the target to move beyond the spell’s range. A target is not required to 
complete orders once the duration has ended or the spell is cancelled or dispelled, however.  
 
Difficulty variant. If this spell is successfully cast at Expert Difficulty (18), the caster’s orders 
can be issued telepathically whilst the target person is in range, rather than being spoken 
aloud. The target hears these thoughts in his head and believes them to be his own. When 
the spell is over, the target may wonder why he did what he did, but he will not realise that 
he was possessed by another unless he passes a Mind+RE Action Roll versus the caster’s 
SC. If this roll is passed, he will understand that his mind was controlled but not necessarily 
by whom. 
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1,9,4,5) PERVERT THE TRUTH 

DISCIPLINE: Mind 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC days) 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 person 

DIE: Shed skin of a horse-eating python 

 
This spell has saved many enchanters from death sentences. It makes the target incapable of 
accusing the caster of any wrongdoing or sin, or of agreeing with any such accusation, 
whether actively or by omission. The target will consistently deny the caster’s guilt, regardless 
of the proofs presented, the manner of questioning, the consequences of their denial or the 
threats made against them. Although the target’s face might subconsciously betray emotions 
like confusion, anger or guilt, they are not able to make any conscious admission that 
condemns the caster, or allows him to be condemned. 
 
Difficulty variant. If this spell is successfully cast at Expert Difficulty (18), the caster can 
propose a single statement, the veracity of which the target is likewise unable to consciously 
deny. 

1,9,4,6) PHANTASM 

DISCIPLINE: Mind 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC hours) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 creature 

DIE: Smoke from a lock of burning hair 

 
This variant of the Illusion spell creates the illusion of a single creature, which is not fixed to 
one location but can travel about – this is called a phantasm. The spell can be cast so as to 
disguise a real person, transforming their appearance, or so as to create an independent 
illusory creature that can interact, in a limited fashion, with observers. The creature must be 
medium-sized or smaller (see Size in The Bestiary). 
 
Each observer may try to resist this spell when he first sees the phantasm. (He benefits from 
a +5 bonus to his roll if he sees the phantasm flick into existence.) If his Resistance Roll is: 

• failed, the observer is totally fooled by the phantasm and believes it to be real (he will 
not even realise that he failed to resist a spell); 

• passed, the observer realises that the creature is an illusion. He still sees the phantasm 
like fooled observers, but can also see through it if he wishes by concentrating. (The 
caster does not need to make a Resistance Roll against his own phantasm; treat him 
as if he passed.) 

 
The caster decides how the phantasm appears to observers when he casts this spell. If the 
phantasm is very realistic, the GM should make it harder for observers to realise that the 
creature is illusory by applying a penalty to their Resistance Rolls. The most realistic 
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phantasms are reproductions of real creatures that the caster has met, and has had 
opportunity to study. If the phantasm is of a person that the caster knows well, it can look 
exactly like him and have his mannerisms, his voice, etc. (Against such a realistic phantasm, 
the Resistance Roll is disadvantaged.) If he wishes, the caster can always adjust the phantasm 
of a real person, perhaps changing its clothes, making its nose bigger, its skin more tanned, 
etc. so as to create an entirely unique individual. 
 
Phantasms do not have to be based on real creatures that the caster has met, however. The 
caster could produce a phantasm based on nothing more than a description he has heard or 
read, or even of a creature wholly from his imagination. However, such phantasms are less 
likely to be convincingly detailed and less likely to appear real. Observers are more likely to 
realise that such a phantasm is an illusion and so the GM should give them appropriate 
bonuses to their Resistance Rolls. 
 
As with the Illusion spell, although a phantasm is intangible, a fooled observer will believe 
that he can feel the phantasm, e.g. he could shake its hand. If a fooled observer is attacked 
by a phantasm, he will believe that he feels pain when the phantasm’s attacks hit. If he were 
to give an object to the phantasm, though, it would fall to the ground as the phantasm cannot 
carry real objects or move them in any way. In such circumstances, the GM should decide 
whether the observer realises it is an illusion, or if he is so fooled that his brain rationalises 
what happened (e.g. “Butter-fingers!”). 
 
By concentrating, the caster can control his phantasm’s movements. Concentration is not 
necessary all of the time, however, since each phantasm is intelligent enough to move 
between locations within sight of the caster. It will try to avoid collisions with objects that 
might reveal its illusory nature, so as to maintain the pretence that it is a real creature for as 
long as possible. The phantasm can deliver melee attacks whilst the caster concentrates upon 
it. Attack Rolls can be made for these, using the caster’s closest skill value plus AG. The 
phantasm’s attacks never deliver damage worse than a minor injury, though. Defence Rolls 
can also be made for the phantasm (using twice the caster’s AG). If it is struck by blows, it 
will appear to be hurt – making it a convincing opponent. The caster can also make the 
phantasm talk. Its voice will match that of the original subject’s, if the caster heard it; 
otherwise, it sounds as the caster imagines that it should. The caster must be within range 
and he must maintain his concentration upon the phantasm for it to engage in combat or 
conversation. In the latter case, the phantasm recites aloud the statements that the caster 
mentally sends to it. Alternatively, the caster can pre-program the phantasm to automatically 
give pre-specified short replies to up to SC/3 expected questions. 
 
Although a single creature is produced by a phantasm, the creature can consist of multiple 
illusory components, e.g. a phantasm of John Smith the bar tender might appear to be 
wearing clothes and carrying a dirty dish cloth. If any component is separated from the 
phantasm (e.g. if the caster makes John Smith hand over its dish cloth), then the illusory 
component (in this case the cloth) vanishes immediately.  
 
It is possible for the caster to cast this spell on himself, or on another real creature, so that 
the phantasm is fixed to the target and will move around with it. In this way, the phantasm 
disguises the target’s appearance. E.g. the caster could make a Wood Elf friend look like an 
Orc, or even a bear! Less radical transformations can also be very useful. A phantasm could 
reproduce the target but as much older, with silver hair and wrinkled skin, or wearing 
different clothes or carrying different equipment. E.g. the caster could cast this spell upon 
himself to appear to be wearing the uniform of the Captain of the City Guard… 
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Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 

• Expert (18), the phantasm can be large-sized; 

• Master (21), the phantasm can be huge-sized. 

1,9,4,7) PHANTASMAL COWARD 

DISCIPLINE: Mind 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Exclamation (1 second)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (1 minute) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: 1 person 

DIE: Valuable item lost by the caster whilst fleeing danger 

 
This specialised version of the Phantasm spell creates an illusory duplicate of the caster, 
which steps out of the caster and then immediately dashes away in a direction chosen by him. 
The phantasm sprints for 1 minute before vanishing, hopefully having distracted the caster’s 
enemies. Usually, the caster will be running away in the opposite direction. Alternatively, he 
may flee alongside the phantasm, such that enemies have to choose which is the target of 
their attacks. 
 
As the phantasm is an entirely accurate replica of the caster, the GM should disadvantage 
each observer’s Resistance Roll versus this spell. As usual, any observer that witnessed the 
phantasm appear (they were looking at the caster at exactly the right moment) gets a +5 
bonus to their roll. 
 
The phantasm is autonomous and acts without the caster’s direction. It is clever enough to 
run around obstacles and, at junctions, to choose the path steering closest to the bearing 
along which it was directed. It can run, jump and climb as well as the caster might, in order 
to get away. But it cannot fly, nor open doors. If it is cornered, and has no way of fleeing, 
the spell ends and it vanishes. The phantasm is accompanied by the sound of running 
footfalls (consistent with the kind of surface on which the caster stood whilst casting this 
spell), panting breaths, and whispered expletives in the caster’s panicked voice. 
 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 

• Expert (18), two phantasms are produced, which can run off in different directions; 

• Master (21), as Expert but three phantasms are produced. 

1,9,4,8) PLANT MEMORY 

DISCIPLINE: Mind 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Exclamation (1 second)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC minutes) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 person 

DIE: Skilful painting of a scene from legend 
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The caster is able to implant a false memory into the target’s mind by using this spell. The 
memory must be described in SC words or less. E.g. “I paid you for these goods”, “I told 
you the correct password” or “An urchin just ran off with your purse”. The target, if he fails 
to resist this spell, will wholeheartedly believe the memory to be real and true, for the 
duration. The memory then fades like a dream on waking… 
 
This spell is most effective when the false memory is of something mundane that could easily 
have occurred. The more bizarre and implausible the memory, the greater the bonus that the 
GM should apply to the target’s Resistance Roll. E.g. the GM might apply no bonus if the 
memory is that “We drank together in the Green Dragon Inn last week”. If the memory is 
“I just landed here on the back of a dragon”, then the GM might bestow a hefty bonus to 
the target’s Resistance Roll. 
 
If a false memory is implanted which directly contradicts a real and vivid memory of the 
target, the GM should require a Resistance Roll versus madness with a Difficulty of 12. 
 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 

• Expert (18), up to SC/2 targets can be affected (minimum of 3) with the same 
memory, or the duration becomes SC hours; 

• Master (21), as Expert but up to SC targets can be affected (minimum of 4), or the 
duration becomes SC days. 

1,9,4,9) SCRYING 

DISCIPLINE: Mind 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (Concentration) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: Self 

DIE: Crystal ball made of clear colourless quartz 

 
This spell makes the caster enter a trance in which he can move his senses of sight and 
hearing away from his body. The effect is as if he were walking around normally, looking at 
and listening to his surroundings, yet his body does not move. Only the caster’s senses of 
sight and hearing are shifted – he cannot touch, taste or smell anything remotely. He may 
continue to benefit from any previously cast spells which enhance his senses of sight and 
hearing, e.g. Detect Magic, Read Text, Hear Thoughts, See Memories, etc.  
 
The caster cannot move his senses of sight and hearing apart from each other, or further 
than SCx10 metres from his body. Nor can the senses fly, swim or move through solid 
objects or narrow cracks – they move at all times as though the caster were physically walking 
around. However, if the caster owns a vector for a location, he can use this spell to shift his 
senses of sight and hearing to that location, and then around within SCx10 metres of it. 
 
Whilst in the trance, the caster’s body is immobile, blind and deaf – making him vulnerable. 
He can still feel, smell and taste though, so he could be shook out of the trance or woken 
with smelling salts. 
 
Anyone looking closely at the caster’s crystal ball die will be able to see therein that which is 
being seen by the caster as he employs this spell. The crystal ball also emits faint sounds, 
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matching those heard by the caster’s dislocated hearing. In this way, the caster can share his 
scrying with others. 
 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 

• Expert (18), the caster can move his senses up to SCx100 metres from his body. In 
addition, if he chooses, this spell will project an illusory image of himself that 
accompanies his dislocated senses. This phantasm also replicates his voice, enabling 
him to converse; 

• Master (21), then the effects are as for Expert except the caster can move his senses 
up to SC kilometres from his body. 

1,9,4,10) SILK PURSE OF SOW’S EAR 

DISCIPLINE: Mind 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC days) 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 item 

DIE: Convincing fake or forgery 

 
This notorious spell creates a phantasm that cloaks a single portable object and travels with 
it. The caster chooses whether the phantasm makes the object appear to be in: 

• very poor condition, e.g. dilapidated, bent, broken, rusty, mildewed, moth-eaten and 
so forth; or 

• excellent condition, e.g. well-maintained, clean, polished, etc. 
Objects in very poor condition are usually worth (4xSC)% less than an average equivalent 
and, conversely, objects in excellent condition are usually worth (10xSC)% more. 
 
Difficulty variant. If this spell is successfully cast at Expert Difficulty (18), the phantasm 
extends to a single portable container and its contents too (or just the contents if the caster 
desires it to be so). E.g. a plate of spoiled food might appear (and smell) delicious. A wagon 
of loot might appear to be full of bales of poor quality wool. A barrel of cider might appear 
to be full of piss. Etc. The contents remain cloaked by the phantasm even when subjected 
to examination by fooled observers. Their true condition is revealed if they are separated 
from their container by more than a metre or so. 

1,9,4,11) TELEPATHY 

DISCIPLINE: Mind 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC minutes) 

RANGE: Varies 

VOLUME: 1 person 

DIE: Raven egg 

 
The caster and chosen target are able to communicate telepathically. Their thoughts become 
audible to each other, and automatically translated into each other’s native tongue. The target 
must be within sight of the caster at the time of the casting of this spell, or must be someone 
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for whom the caster possesses a vector. Subsequently, there can be any distance between 
them. 
 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 

• Expert (18), up to SC/2 targets can be affected (minimum of 3), or the duration 
becomes SC hours; 

• Master (21), up to SC targets can be affected (minimum of 4), or the duration 
becomes SC days. 

1,9,4,12) TRAP MEMORY 

DISCIPLINE: Mind 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Exclamation (1 second)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Infinite 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 gemstone 

DIE: Flawless and skilfully cut and polished gemstone 

 
This powerful spell allows the caster to trap a memory within a gemstone. He must be 
touching the gem as he casts the spell. On doing so, the previous SC seconds of sensations 
experienced by the caster are stored within the gem. Anyone subsequently touching the gem 
experiences the stored memory – its sensations flashing through their mind as if they were 
experiencing the events first-hand.  
 
When used, the gem glows faintly with a colour attuned to the dominant emotion felt by the 
caster when he originally experienced the events (see the Emission of Light section in Crystal 
Trolls in the Optional Races chapter). 
 
The caster may choose a command word at the time of casting if he wishes to secure his 
memories. If this is done, anyone touching the gem must utter this word to experience the 
stored memory.  
 
A single gem can store up to SC different memories (with different command words) at the 
same time. Old memories can be deleted by the caster to make room for new ones. However, 

the gem’s value limits its capacity. It must be worth at least 10 🐉G per memory, e.g. the caster 

will need a gem worth at least 30 🐉G to simultaneously store three different memories. 

1,9,4,13) WAND OF MIND 

DISCIPLINE: Mind 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Infinite 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 wand 

DIE: Wand of elm wood 

 
This spell is the Mind equivalent of the Wand of Aeromancy spell. 
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1,10) NATURE 
These spells enable the caster to use nature as a tool to increase his powers. They let him 
subjugate wild beasts, change his shape, and make a range of magical items to help him 
survive in the wilderness. 
 
Note that, in this discipline, the term “beast” means any creature larger than the end of a 
thumb and with no more than instinctive intelligence, i.e. Intelligence ≤4 (see Intelligence in 
The Bestiary). 
 
Experts in this discipline call themselves hedge mages. 

1,10,1) NOVICE RANK 

1,10,1,1) BESTIAL GUARD 

DISCIPLINE: Nature 

RANK: Novice (8) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC hours) 

RANGE: 1 kilometre 

VOLUME: 1 beast 

 
This spell summons to the caster the nearest healthy adult beast within range of the species 
specified when casting the spell, e.g. “Wolf” or “Wild Boar”. Once at the caster’s side, the 
beast will do its best to protect him. By default, the beast must be medium-sized (see Size in 
The Bestiary). 
 
Note that this spell does not magically transport the beast to the caster – it must make its 
own way to him at its fastest pace. And the beast is left unrestrained and may do as it pleases 
once this spell’s duration is over, or if it is cancelled or dispelled. 
 
If the caster is familiar with a specific beast, and is on friendly terms with it, or if he has a 
vector for it, he can summon it with this spell. If this beast is within range, it will come to 
him. 
 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 

• Apprentice (12), the summoned beast can be ordered to guard something, e.g. the 
perimeter of the caster’s camp, typically whilst he sleeps. If the beast senses a threat, 
e.g. intruders, it will raise the alarm (e.g. a wolf might howl, an owl might screech or 
hoot) to wake the caster, and then attack the threat; 

• Proficient (15), the caster may summon a large-sized creature; 

• Master (21), he can summon a huge-sized creature. 
Casting these variants requires the following die: a hair, scale or feather from a dangerous 
beast that wounded the caster. 
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1,10,1,2) CLAWS OF THE LEOPARD  

DISCIPLINE: Nature 

RANK: Novice (8) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC minutes) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: Self 

 
This spell enables the caster to change his shape such that vicious claws sprout from the 
knuckles of one hand. He can use these to make a claw attack, with Attack and Attack 
Strength equal to SC but not exceeding 10 (default duration 3 seconds, slash damage type). 

1,10,1,3) DELOUSE 

DISCIPLINE: Nature 

RANK: Novice (8) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC hours) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: SC metre radius 

 
This spell repels (tiny-sized) pests and vermin from the volume within SC metres of the 
caster. The creatures flee as quickly as they are able. This facilitates a good night’s sleep on 
an otherwise flea- and louse-infested mattress. Or this spell could drive rats from a ship about 
to set sail, so that provisions for the voyage last far longer. Or it might prevent leeches from 
bothering the caster and his companions as they ford a river. The spell lasts for SC hours if 
cast upon a fixed point;  otherwise for just SC minutes. 

1,10,1,4) FEET OF THE FROG  

DISCIPLINE: Nature 

RANK: Novice (8) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC minutes) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: Self 

 
This spell changes the caster’s hands and feet so that his fingers and toes elongate and are 
linked by webbing. He gains an SC/3 bonus to his Swimming skill value for the duration. 
However, the GM may apply a similar penalty to Action Rolls for movement on dry land or 
the dextrous manipulation of objects. 
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1,10,1,5) IDENTIFY SPOOR  

DISCIPLINE: Nature 

RANK: Novice (8) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 footprint 

 
The caster receives a brief vision of a footprint’s maker, as it looked when it made the track. 
(A successful zoology Action Roll (Zoology+RE) may be required to reveal the creature’s 
species and traits.) 

1,10,1,6) STEADY MOUNT 

DISCIPLINE: Nature 

RANK: Novice (8) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC minutes) 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 beast 

 
This spell must be cast upon the caster’s mount. It calms the mount, easing its fear and 
aggression. For the duration, the mount receives a bonus to Resistance Rolls versus fear 
equal to SC/3 (minimum of +1). 

1,10,1,7) THE LEAF IS MY ROBE 

DISCIPLINE: Nature 

RANK: Novice (8) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 person 

 
This utility spell causes leaves and grasses in the vicinity to come together, weaving in the 
blink of an eye into a simple robe that hangs from the target’s shoulders. This bestows a +1 
bonus to Stealth whilst they are hiding amongst similar vegetation. It also shields the target’s 
body from the elements to an extent, and protects their modesty, e.g. after shapechanging. 

1,10,1,8) WILD STAFF 

DISCIPLINE: Nature 

RANK: Novice (8) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (whilst carried) 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 quarterstaff 
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This spell can only be cast upon a quarterstaff carved by the caster from wood, bone, horn 
or tusk. Whilst he carries the staff, the spell toughens it and bestows it with a +1 magic bonus 
(as from the Skill Enhancement spell). If removed from the caster’s possession, the staff 
ceases being magical. 
 
Note that this spell can be cast upon a Staff of Nature (see Wand of Nature later this discipline), 
allowing the staff to bestow magic bonuses to the caster’s Nature and Staffs skill values. 
 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 

• Proficient (15), the staff’s magic bonus is +2; 

• Master (21), the magic bonus is +3. 
Casting these variants requires the following die: the skull of a Giant Elk with antlers, hunted 
and slain by the caster. 

1,10,2) DABBLER RANK 

1,10,2,1) CLOAK WITH THORNS  

DISCIPLINE: Nature 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC hours) 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: SCxSC m2 surface 

 
This spell causes a fence, gate, door or similar wooden structure to immediately sprout a 
tangle of viciously thorned briars. They cover the structure, increasing the Difficulty of 
attempts to climb it by SC/3, and tripling the time required. Anyone climbing the structure 
will be torn and bloodied.  

1,10,2,2) EARS OF THE OWL  

DISCIPLINE: Nature 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC minutes) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: Self 

 
This spell changes the caster’s ears such that he is able to hear very faint sounds. He gains an 
SC/3 bonus to his Observation skill for rolls involving the perception of faint noises. 

1,10,2,3) EYES OF THE HAWK  

DISCIPLINE: Nature 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC minutes) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: Self 
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This spell changes the caster’s eyes, allowing very distant details to be resolved clearly. He 
gains an SC/3 bonus to his Observation skill for rolls involving sight over long distances. 

1,10,2,4) FIND FAMILIAR 

DISCIPLINE: Nature 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: Self 

 
With this spell, the caster learns the distance and direction to his familiar (see the Bind 
Familiar spell). His familiar learns the equivalent information about the caster’s location. 

1,10,2,5) NOSE OF THE WOLF  

DISCIPLINE: Nature 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC minutes) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: Self 

 
This spell changes the caster’s nose such that he is able to perceive scent trails of ≤SC hours 
old. He gains an SC/3 bonus to his Observation skill for rolls involving scents. 

1,10,2,6) SUBJUGATE BEAST 

DISCIPLINE: Nature 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC minutes) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 beast 

 
For SC minutes, the chosen beast will unquestioningly carry out the caster’s verbal orders to 
the best of its ability. This spell does not raise the beast’s intelligence. However, it can be 
assumed that most beasts will understand and obey simple gestures and orders from the 
caster, like “Attack him!” or “Follow me!”. 
 
Orders must still be followed even if they require the beast to move beyond the spell’s range. 
However, the beast is not required to obey orders issued whilst it is out of range, or complete 
them after the duration has ended or the spell is cancelled or dispelled.  
 
If this spell is used three times, upon three successive days and upon the same individual 
beast, then that beast will be broken by the spell – becoming permanently tame towards the 
caster. A tame beast need not follow orders, or defend the caster, but will be docile towards 
him and tractable. If the caster treats the beast cruelly, this tameness may end, of course… 
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Difficulty variant. If this spell is successfully cast at Expert Difficulty (18), the caster’s orders 
can be issued telepathically whilst the beast is within range, rather than being spoken aloud. 
Casting this variant requires the following die: a hair, scale or feather from a beast broken 
and trained by the caster. 

1,10,2,7) WILD BOOTS 

DISCIPLINE: Nature 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (whilst worn) 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 pair of boots 

 
This spell can only be cast upon a pair of boots made by the caster from cloth, leather and/or 
furs. Whilst he wears them, the spell magically toughens the boots against wear and tear, and 
ingress of water. They bestow a +1 magic bonus to the caster’s stalking Action Rolls 
(Stealth+AG) whilst he is walking. It also enables the boots’ soles to change such that they 
leave footprints which are not the caster’s. If removed from the caster’s possession, the boots 
cease being magical. 
 
The caster can study and memorise the footprints of up to SC different people for his boots 
to reproduce. Memorised footprints can be forgotten at will to make room for new ones.  
 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 

• Proficient (15), the boots’ bonus to stalking Action Rolls is +2, and the boots can 
leave the tracks of any medium- or large-sized bipedal creature; 

• Master (21), the boots’ bonus to stalking Action Rolls is +3, and the boots can leave 
no tracks if the caster wishes. 

Casting these variants requires the following die: the claws of a Warg, hunted and slain by 
the caster. 

1,10,2,8) WILD CLOAK 

DISCIPLINE: Nature 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (whilst worn) 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 cloak 

 
This spell can only be cast upon a long hooded cloak made by the caster from cloth, leather 
and/or furs. Whilst he wears it, the spell magically toughens the cloak against wear and tear, 
and ingress of water. It also enables it to gradually change colour and texture, like the skin of 
an octopus, to match its surroundings. This bestows a +1 magic bonus to the caster’s hiding 
Action Rolls (Stealth+RE) whilst he remains still. If removed from the caster’s possession, 
the cloak ceases being magical. 
 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 
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• Proficient (15), the cloak’s bonus to hiding Action Rolls is +2; 

• Master (21), the cloak’s bonus to hiding Action Rolls is +3. 
Casting these variants requires the following die: the pelt of a Greater Bear, hunted and slain 
by the caster. 

1,10,3) APPRENTICE RANK 

1,10,3,1) ANIMATE UNDERGROWTH 

DISCIPLINE: Nature 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC minutes) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: SC metre radius 

 
This spell causes the undergrowth within the affected area to suddenly swell, the plants’ stems 
thickening and lengthening and writhing of their own volition. Everyone within the affected 
area must resist this spell or suffer a -2 HI penalty, as the thorny vegetation snags and trips 
their feet and clothing. Also, they may not move faster than their walking rate. (The caster is 
unimpeded, as are huge-sized creatures and those without solid bodies like ethereal undead, 
sylphs or jellies. Large-sized creatures only suffer a -1 HI penalty, and may walk and jog but 
not sprint.) When the spell ends, the vegetation ceases to move but does not shrink back to 
its previous size. 
 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is cast at the following difficulty: 

• Proficient (15), the undergrowth swells more vigorously. In addition to the default 
effects, anyone within the affected area suffers a grapple attack every 3 seconds, with 
an Attack equal to SC and an Attack Strength equal to SC/2. 

• Expert (18), the undergrowth forms a strong ladder-like lattice over a steep surface, 
which greatly aids its climbing. The ladder is 1 metre wide and up to SC metres long. 
The surface must be firm, and may overhang. It will collapse if loaded in excess of 
SCx20 kilograms. 

• Master (21), the undergrowth will stretch out to span a void. It forms a bridge-like 
lattice that is stable enough to walk across easily. The bridge is 1 metre wide and up 
to SC metres long. It will collapse if loaded in excess of SCx10 kilograms. 

Casting these variants requires the following die: a root of Tangleweed, soil-encrusted. 
 
This spell can be cast in an area without vegetation if the caster throws the die upon the 
ground during casting. Thorny vines will sprout from the ground, even bursting forth from 
barren rock. However, the caster’s SC is halved for the purposes of calculating the potency 
of effects, and the die is annihilated. 
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1,10,3,2) BARK ARMOUR 

DISCIPLINE: Nature 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC minutes) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: Self 

 
The caster’s skin at every body location becomes as tough as bark, i.e. as if Armour Class 2. 
The spell does not hamper the caster’s movement. 

1,10,3,3) BEARD OF BEES 

DISCIPLINE: Nature 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC minutes) 

RANGE: 1 kilometre 

VOLUME: 1 swarm of bees 

 
This spell summons a swarm of bees which settle around the caster’s head like a hood and 
beard. After casting the spell, the swarm takes 1 minute to form, as hundreds of bees fly over 
from the surrounding vegetation. (The spell will fail if the GM decides the local habitat does 
not sustain sufficient bees.) 
 
The swarm clings to the caster for up to SC minutes. During this time, the caster suffers a -1 
HI penalty. However, the swarm will protect the caster thus. Anyone who strikes the caster 
with a melee blow will be attacked (next second) by a fraction of the bees. Each attack by 
the swarm inflicts a -1 Injury Penalty to Hindrance. The pain of the stings is cumulative so 
that if, for example, a foe strikes the caster three times, he will suffer -3 to HI. Up to SC/3 
attacks will be responded to in this manner, before the swarm is spent. (Creatures that are 
immune to poison are unaffected by the stings.) 
 
The swarm can be easily destroyed by any sudden blast of extreme heat or cold, e.g. a Fire 
Ball spell. High winds or smoke will harmlessly disperse the swarm before the end of the 
spell. 
 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 

• Proficient (15), the bees will fly into a dense wall-shaped swarm, with a thickness of 
30 centimetres and a maximum area of 4 square metres. The caster can position this 
wall of bees as he wishes, but it cannot be moved once positioned. Any creature 
passing through the wall will be stung many times, suffering an Injury Penalty to HI 
equal to -SC/3. This may be enough to deter pursuit of the caster; 

• Master (21), the swarm of bees erupts from the caster’s gaping mouth, so the beard 
and hood, or wall, form in 5 seconds not 60. This variant can be cast even if there 
are no bees in the local environment. 

Casting these variants requires the following die: a bee hive made inside a skull. 
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1,10,3,4) BESTIAL MOUNT 

DISCIPLINE: Nature 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC hours) 

RANGE: 1 kilometre 

VOLUME: 1 beast 

 
This spell summons to the caster the nearest healthy adult beast within range of the species 
specified when casting the spell, e.g. a Riding Horse or Camel. Only terrestrial beasts can be 
summoned, i.e. not birds or fishes for example, and they may not be huge-sized. Once at the 
caster’s side, the beast will allow the caster to mount and ride it. 
 
Note that this spell does not magically transport the beast to the caster – it must make its 
own way to him at its fastest pace. Nor does the spell raise the beast’s intelligence. It can be 
assumed though that most beasts will understand and obey simple gestures and orders from 
the caster, like “Faster” or “Stop”. 
 
The beast is left unrestrained and may do as it pleases once this spell ends – which occurs 
automatically if the beast is not strong enough to easily bear the caster. 
 
If the caster is familiar with a specific beast, and is on friendly terms with it, or if he has a 
vector for it, he can summon it with this spell. If this beast is within range, it will come to 
him. 
 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 

• Expert (18), a swimming or flying mount may be summoned, e.g. a Shark or a 
Wyvern; 

• Master (21), a huge-sized mount may be summoned, e.g. a Roc. 
Casting these variants requires the following die: a hair, scale or feather from a mount that 
threw off the caster. 

1,10,3,5) CLASSIFY BEAST  

DISCIPLINE: Nature 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 creature 

 
This spell allows the caster to learn a fact about a beast. The caster’s player may ask a single 
question of the GM. She must answer truthfully but with a single word. Thus, the caster 
might learn the answer to a question such as: 

• What do most scholars call this beast’s species? 

• What is the beast’s favourite food? 

• What is the beast’s current desire? 

• What is the beast’s Attack score? 

• Does the beast have magical powers? 
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• Where is the beast’s lair? 

• Etc. 
 
Multiple castings allow multiple questions to be asked about the same beast. 
 
Difficulty variant. If this spell is successfully cast at Proficient Difficulty (15), the caster may 
target any creature, except a member of the PC races. Non-beasts may attempt to resist this 
spell. Casting this variant requires the following die: a trophy taken from a dangerous creature 
or its nest or lair. 

1,10,3,6) EYES OF THE BAT  

DISCIPLINE: Nature 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC minutes) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: Self 

 
This spell changes the caster’s eyes such that he is able to see in total darkness out to 30 
metres. 

1,10,3,7) NET ARROW 

DISCIPLINE: Nature 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (whilst carried) 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 net 

 
This spell can only be cast upon a net made by the caster from hemp or silk. It transforms 
the net into a magical arrow that can be fired from the caster’s Wild Bow. Just before the 
arrow hits, it changes back into the net to entangle the target. 
 
The caster’s player should make an Attack Roll to aim the arrow using Bows+AG as normal. 
If the attack misses, the net unfurls without snaring the target. If the attack hits, the Damage 
Score should be calculated as normal for a long bow, except that the damage type will be 
Grapple not Puncture – the result reflecting the degree to which the net has entangled him. 
 
The arrow loses its magical nature once it has been fired and transformed into the net, or if 
the arrow is otherwise removed from the caster’s possession. An entangled target can try to 
tear open the net – brawn Action Rolls (Brawn+ST) will be set against the caster’s SC. The 
net can also be cut or burnt through. 
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1,10,3,8) ROPE ARROW 

DISCIPLINE: Nature 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (whilst carried) 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 rope 

 
This spell can only be cast upon a coil of cord or rope, made by the caster and of no more 
than 5xSC metres in length. It transforms the rope into a magical arrow that can be fired 
from the caster’s Wild Bow. The arrow embeds itself securely in any hard surface that it hits 
(it will not affix to any living or magical surface). The arrow then transforms into the rope 
and uncoils, suspended from the embedded end. 
 
The arrow loses its magical nature once it has been fired and transformed into the rope, or 
if the arrow is otherwise removed from the caster’s possession. 
 
The rope remains fused at one end to the surface into which it was fired. It cannot be pulled 
free, although sufficient force may snap the rope. It can be cut or burned through, of course. 

1,10,3,9) WILD BOW 

DISCIPLINE: Nature 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (whilst carried) 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 long bow 

 
This spell can only be cast upon a long bow made by the caster from organic materials. Whilst 
he carries the bow, the spell toughens it and bestows it with a +1 magic bonus and an 
enhanced maximum range of 30x(ST+1) metres. If removed from the caster’s possession, 
the bow ceases being magical. 
 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 

• Expert (18), the bow’s magic bonus is +2, and its maximum range is 30x(ST+2) 
metres; 

• Master (21), the magic bonus is +3 and its maximum range is 30x(ST+3) metres. 
Casting these variants requires the following die: a preserved Hawk, stuffed and mounted by 
the caster. 

1,10,3,10) WILD HUNT 

DISCIPLINE: Nature 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (48 hours) 

RANGE: 1 kilometre 

VOLUME: 1 beast 
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This spell summons to the caster the nearest healthy adult beast within range of the species 
specified when casting the spell, e.g. “Crow” or “Bat”. The beast must be of the small or tiny 
size band (see Size in The Bestiary) and, generally, a flying creature will be most effective. Once 
at the caster’s side, the beast is compelled to track the target being pointed at by the caster. 
The target can any type of creature, including a member of the PC races. The beast will then 
follow the target to the best of its ability, trying to avoid the target’s notice but keeping within 
sight of it. 
 
The beast travels back to the caster: 

• if it loses sight of the target for more than a few minutes; or 

• if the target travels more than SC kilometres; or 

• at the next dusk, for a diurnal beast, or dawn for a nocturnal beast. 
The beast returns to the location where this spell was cast upon it, to report to the caster. 
Once they meet, by touching the beast, the caster has a brief vision of the target and its 
surroundings, as seen by the beast at the end of its hunt. The caster also learns the distance 
and direction to the target at the end of the hunt. The spell then ends. 
 
If the caster does not wait at the location where he cast this spell, the returning beast will be 
unable to report to him and the spell will be fruitless. (The exception is if the caster is able 
to use the Wild Map spell. In this case, the beast’s location is displayed to him in real-time as 
it tracks the target. Thus, he has no need to wait for the beast to return.) 
 
If the caster has a vector for a particular target, then he can cast this spell without being able 
to see the target. The summoned beast will fly off in the direction being pointed at by the 
caster, searching for the target to the best of its ability. The GM decides whether the target 
is found or not by the beast. 
 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 

• Proficient (15), the caster can summon up to SC/3 beasts. These can track up to 
SC/3 different targets (or search for them if the caster has vectors). Or he can direct 
multiple beasts to track (or search for) the same target, to improve resilience. 

• Expert (18), the caster can summon a swarm of creatures (e.g. bats, crows, lampreys, 
piranhas, rats or flesh scarabs), if there is one within 2 kilometres. The swarm acts 
like an individual beast in that it will pursue (or search for) a single target. Whilst a 
swarm is far more noticeable than an individual beast, it can travel ten times further 
and is far more resilient and effective at searching. 

Casting these variants requires the following die: a lodestone 

1,10,4) PROFICIENT RANK 

1,10,4,1) BIND FAMILIAR 

DISCIPLINE: Nature 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Infinite 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 beast 

DIE: Collar or bridle worn by a domesticated animal which was loved by its owner 
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This spell creates a link between the souls of a single beast and the caster. The link enables 
the beast – known as a familiar – to gain some of the caster’s intellect and personality. 
Consequently, the familiar’s Intelligence (see The Bestiary) is increased to 5, and it becomes 
the devoted friend and servant of the caster. Whilst ≤SC kilometres apart, both caster and 
familiar are able to understand each other, communicating telepathically. If touching, caster 
and familiar may transfer injuries from one to the other, so as to heal the hurts of one at the 
expense of the other. The familiar’s lifespan is tied to the caster’s, such that it will not die of 
old age until the caster does so. (Nor will it suffer from any symptoms of decrepitude, as 
might afflict elderly members of its species.) And the familiar may make Resistance Rolls 
using the caster’s values, if these are better than its own. 
 
One of the principle benefits of having a familiar, beyond the companionship, is that its 
senses may be more acute than the caster’s. If the GM asks for observation Action Rolls to 
notice something, and the caster is accompanied by his familiar, then (generally) the caster's 
player should make a roll for the familiar also. 
 
The GM may give bonuses to some of the caster’s Action Rolls whilst he is in the company 
of his familiar, depending on its nature. E.g. if the caster’s familiar is a horse, he should 
receive a bonus to riding Action Rolls. If the familiar is a frightening creature, the caster 
should receive a bonus to Influence rolls for attempts to intimidate. The bonus should not 
exceed SC/5. 
 
One year after casting this spell, and if the caster’s Nature skill increased during that year, 
then the familiar gains a +1 bonus to its Attacks and Resistance Rolls. This bonus can be 
gained again year after year if the same conditions are met repeatedly, to a maximum of +5. 
 
The caster may only have one familiar at a time. If his familiar dies, the caster suffers as if he 
had badly fumbled the casting of a master spell (see Spell-Casting Fumbles later this chapter), 
and the GM should require a Resistance Roll versus madness with a Difficulty of 15 (see 
Madness in the Harms Beyond Combat chapter). 

1,10,4,2) FIND PLANT 

DISCIPLINE: Nature 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: SCx100 metre radius 

DIE: Plant whose Rarity exceeds SC, found by the caster 

 
With this spell, the caster learns the distance and direction to the nearest living plant of the 
species that he specified whilst casting. 
 
This spell cannot detect plants more distant than SCx100 metres from the caster. If the spell 
is cast successfully but there are no plants of the specified species within range, it provides a 
null return. 
 
The caster must have studied a plant of the specified species before using this spell. By 
default, this entails having carefully handled a fresh plant, or having received a detailed 
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description of one from an apothecary or book. If the caster’s mental picture of the desired 
plant is  significantly imprecise, erroneous or incomplete, the spell-casting fails automatically. 
This is particularly important to note when this spell is used to find herbs. It may be that the 
caster has never harvested herbs of the desired species before, and has only ever seen the 
part of the plant which forms the healing dose, e.g. the nut or root. Perhaps he has only 
handled the prepared tonic or ointment. In such cases, trying this spell will only result in 
spell-casting failure. 
 
Difficulty variant. If this spell is successfully cast at Expert Difficulty (18), plants can be 
detected up to SC kilometres away. 

1,10,4,3) HOBBLE STEED 

DISCIPLINE: Nature 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC hours) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: SC creatures 

DIE: Picket from the paling around a lord’s demesne 

 
This spell must be cast upon trained mounts or pack animals, which are familiar with the 
caster. For the duration, they will not wander willingly more than 500 metres from the 
location where the spell was cast. In this way, the caster can let his horse graze freely whilst 
he camps, without having to tether or hobble it. 
 
Difficulty variant. If this spell is successfully cast at Expert Difficulty (18), the caster can 
outline an area on his Wild Map. This must enclose his current location. Having cast this 
spell, the target animals will not stray outside this area. 

1,10,4,4) GILLS OF THE PIKE 

DISCIPLINE: Nature 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC minutes) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: Self 

DIE: Scale from a fish which weighed at least SC kilograms, caught by the caster 

 
This spell gives the caster gills on his neck so that he is able to breathe underwater for the 
duration. Diving deeper than SCx10 metres causes the spell to end prematurely. If this 
occurs, the caster will lose consciousness after CO seconds and drown. 
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1,10,4,5) RUN NOW, HOPE IS IN SPEED! 

DISCIPLINE: Nature 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC hours) 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 beast 

DIE: Horseshoe made of pure silver 

 
This spell increases a mount’s speed by 20%. (For terrestrial mounts, this increase also applies 
to the length and height of its leaps.) 
 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty:  

• Expert (18), the speed increase is 25%; 

• Master (21), the speed increase is 33%. 

1,10,4,6) SHAPECHANGE 

DISCIPLINE: Nature 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC minutes) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: Self 

DIE: Moonstone gemstone, cut and polished 

 
This spell transforms the caster’s body into that of a beast whose form was previously 
memorised by the caster. By default, the beast must be medium-sized. 
 
To successfully memorise a beast’s form, the caster must touch that beast and walk around 
it so as to study it closely from all angles. This is usually done whilst the beast is asleep or 
bound in a net. The caster can memorise the forms of up to SC different beasts in this way. 
Memorised forms can be forgotten at will to make room for new ones.  
 
During a transformation, the caster is paralysed. Transformations require 10 seconds to 
complete and cannot be halted in an incomplete state. The transformation extends to the 
caster’s clothing and carried equipment (if non-sentient). The caster does not gain any powers 
from magical items that have been absorbed into his new form. 
 
Once he has transformed, the caster appears to be an exact clone of the memorised beast, 
i.e. that very individual, not just one of its species. He gains the beast’s physical 
characteristics, like its: 

• appearance and size; 

• methods of locomotion; 

• senses; 

• texture and odour; 

• attacks; 

• Armour Class and resistance or vulnerability to certain types of damage; 
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• etc. 
 
The caster automatically gains some ability to move his new form’s body, but to a limited 
extent. He gains (6xSC)% of the mimicked beast’s movement rates, physical attribute values 
(e.g. AG or ST) and bonuses for skills involving movement, e.g. attacks. E.g. a caster with 
SC=13 transforms into a Wild Boar. The beast he is mimicking has a maximum speed of 8 
metres per second, a ST attribute of 10 and a Gore combat skill of 9. The caster, however, 
will only have 6x13=78% of these values. He will become a wild boar with a top speed of 
8x0.78=6 metres per second, a ST attribute of 10x0.78=8 and a Gore skill of 9x0.78=7. 
 
The caster can also make limited use of the mimicked beast’s magical abilities and cast its 
spells, if it has any. These can only be used (6xSC)% of the time, though – other attempts to 
use them fail. 
 
The caster retains his full mental faculties, i.e. personality, memories, mental attribute values 
(e.g. CH, RE and SD), and bonuses for purely mental skills (i.e. those not requiring 
movement). He will be unable to cast his own spells unless he can cast them with just a 
thought (see the Enunciation and Gesticulation section later) or his beast form is able to speak 
clearly (unlikely).  
 
A Detect Magic spell may reveal that the caster has cast this spell upon himself, and a Dispel 
Magic spell may force the caster back into his normal form. The caster also becomes subject 
to all spells and magic powers which affect the form that he is mimicking. E.g. if the caster 
has taken the form of a boar and then is struck by a weapon which slays boars, the attack 
will be slaying towards the caster (slaying means Attack Rolls have advantage (at least) and 
Damage Scores are increased by 10). 
 
The caster in beast form will feel pain and can be injured if the mimicked beast can. When 
he transforms back into his normal form, injuries are not transferred too, however. But he 
will retain the Injury Penalty from injuries sustained in beast form for the corresponding 
number of minutes. E.g. a caster in the form of a Great Eagle receives a minor and major 
injury, giving an Injury Penalty of -6. When he transforms back to his normal form, he will 
be uninjured but will retain a -6 Injury Penalty for 6 minutes. 
 
If the caster is knocked unconscious in beast form, the Shapechange spell automatically ends 
– the caster transforms back to his normal form and remains unconscious until he is healed 
sufficiently to come round. Likewise, if the caster is slain in beast form, he is slain in his 
normal form too – again, the Shapechange spell automatically ends and he transforms back 
into the corpse of his normal form. 
 
If the casting of this spell is dire fumbled then, in addition to the usual consequences… 
henceforth, whenever the caster falls asleep, he transforms into the beast that he intended 
when fumbling this spell. His slumber continues through this transformation. If subsequently 
woken whilst a beast, the caster does not retain his mental faculties but is truly bestial and 
should be role-played as an NPC by the GM. The caster remains in beast form for a number 
of hours equal to his usual sleep requirement, at which time he transforms back into his 
normal form and wakes. Any events which occurred whilst a beast are but a fast-fading 
dream. (This curse has never been undone by prosaic magic. It is a blessing from the God 
of Beasts.) 
 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 
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• Expert (18), the duration becomes SC hours. Additionally, the caster can memorise 
and transform into large-sized beasts (including medium- and large-sized swarms of 
creatures, e.g. bats, crows, lampreys, piranhas, rats and flesh scarabs); 

• Master (21), the duration becomes SC weeks. Additionally, the caster can memorise 
and transform into huge-sized beasts (including huge-sized swarms of creatures). 

1,10,4,7) SNAKE ARROW 

DISCIPLINE: Nature 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds) 

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (2 minutes) 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 arrow 

DIE: Complete shed snakeskin 

 
This spell is cast upon an arrow held by the caster. The arrow must then be fired by the caster 
using his Wild Bow, within 1 minute of casting. The spell causes the arrow, having struck a 
target, to immediately transform into an asp. If the target is a creature, the tiny and enraged 
snake will bite it in the wound caused by the arrow, and then flee, dropping to the ground 
and slithering away as fast as it is able. 
 
Thus, as well as suffering the normal puncture damage from the arrow, the target must pass 
a Resistance Roll or be poisoned. The GM should use Cobra Venom – see the Apothecary 
section of the Goods and Services chapter. 
 
Two minutes after casting, the asp transforms back into an arrow, which might be recovered 
amongst the undergrowth nearby. 

1,10,4,8) WAND OF NATURE 

DISCIPLINE: Nature 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Infinite 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 wand 

DIE: Wand of ivory 

 
This spell is the Nature equivalent of the Wand of Aeromancy spell. 

1,10,4,9) WILD MAP 

DISCIPLINE: Nature 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Infinite 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: Self 

DIE: Map drawn on parchment or vellum of a land never visited by the caster 
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This spell enables the caster to see a map of his surroundings when he concentrates. This 
shows his location compared to the prominent landmarks within SC kilometres, such as the 
main settlements, trails, rivers and river-crossings, etc., along with the general type of terrain, 
e.g. plain, woodland, hills, mountains. Also displayed to the caster are the points of the 
compass and the distance and direction to the places which have been way-marked by him. 
Up to SC different locations can be way-marked at any one time (e.g. home). Way-marks can 
be unmarked and forgotten at will to make room for new ones. 
 
Keeping this map in his head enables the caster to plot the best route and avoid difficult 
terrain. All things being equal, his journey time will be 100-(3xSC)% of that of a traveller 
using non-magical means (like Geography skill and a map) to cross wild land. E.g. a caster 
with SC=10 and his rival leave Kharé, Cityport of Traps, on the same morning, both 
travelling to the Mountain of the Moon on fast riding horses. The caster will get there in 
approximately 100-(3x10)=70% of the time of his rival. 

1,11) NECROMANCY 
Upon death, the souls of sentient creatures are released from their physical bodies. Dead 
souls generally travel straight to the Spirit Realm but, occasionally, they become trapped in 
the physical world of the Natural Realm or are summoned back into it, where they manifest 
as ethereal undead like ghosts and wights. The spells on this list enable the caster to summon 
such spirits. These can guard him or provide detailed knowledge about the past. These spells 
also allow the caster to animate corpses, making corporeal undead like zombies and skeletons 
to act as his servants. See The Bestiary for descriptions of several varieties of undead. 
 
The most powerful spells in this discipline grant the caster immortality by turning him into 
an undead creature himself. Taking this step is likely to dramatically affect the caster’s ability 
to interact with normal society. Experts in this discipline, called necromancers, are usually 
reclusive and often outcasts. 

1,11,1) NOVICE RANK 

1,11,1,1) EXCARNATION 

DISCIPLINE: Necromancy 

RANK: Novice (8) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (Concentration) 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 corpse or carcass 

 
This spell causes a single corpse or carcass, touched by the caster, to be gradually stripped of 
all soft tissue, leaving just clean bones. Tissue is disintegrated at a rate of SC kilograms per 
minute. 
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1,11,1,2) MORBID SENSE 

DISCIPLINE: Necromancy 

RANK: Novice (8) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds) 

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: SC metre radius 

 
This spell gives the caster a sense of the number of corpses (of the flesh-and-bone PC races 
only, i.e. not Trolls or Changelings) in the vicinity, including those buried beneath the ground. 
He also learns the relative number of unnatural deaths that have occurred there. Burial 
grounds, grave yards, sites of battles, fires, wrecks, etc. will be strongly highlighted to the 
caster, while areas with a happier and more peaceful history will register weakly. 

1,11,1,3) SPECTRE LIGHT 

DISCIPLINE: Necromancy 

RANK: Novice (8) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds) 

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC minutes) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: 10xSC metre radius 

 
This spell is chiefly used to warn of approaching undead, but some necromancers use it as a 
source of light in the darkness. It causes all undead within 10xSC metres of the caster to 
glow, emitting a pallid yellow-green light which becomes stronger nearer the caster. Both 
ethereal and corporeal undead are affected, if they fail to resist. Even Liches in phylacteries 
are affected (but unoccupied phylacteries would not be).  

1,11,1,4) SUMMON ANCESTOR 

DISCIPLINE: Necromancy 

RANK: Novice (8) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (1 hour) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: SC metre radius 

 
This spell allows the caster to summon the dead soul of an ancestor from the Spirit Realm. 
This soul manifests before the caster as a Ghost or Wight (see The Bestiary) over 10 seconds. 
(The first time that a caster casts this spell, he should roll 1d10+SC and add his Status Rank. 
If the total is ≥13, his ancestor spirit manifests as a Wight rather than a Ghost.)  
 
The ancestor spirit that is summoned will be favourably disposed towards the caster, and will 
help and protect him as best it can. It may also speak with him – ancestor and descendent 
will magically understand each other even if they do not speak a common language. 
 
This spell always summons the same ancestor spirit. If the ancestor is summoned from the 
Spirit Realm, it will always be uninjured when it appears. This spell can be used to summon 
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the ancestor from elsewhere, though. E.g. should the caster have summoned his ancestor 
earlier and now finds himself separated from it, he could use this spell to bring it to his side 
again.  
 
Casting a successful Dispel Magic spell on the ancestor spirit will force it to immediately 
dissipate and return to the Spirit Realm. 
 
The ancestor spirit can do more for the caster than act as bodyguard. It can be asked to put 
a question to a particular dead soul back in the Spirit World. Having been given the name or 
description of a dead soul to question, and the question to put to it, the ancestor spirit 
immediately vanishes. It will reappear at the same spot some time later with the answer to 
the question, if it was able to locate the specified soul. If the caster is able to provide the 
ancestor spirit with the True Name of the dead soul to be questioned, then it will return from 
the Spirit World in just one hour. Instead, if the caster does not know the dead soul’s True 
Name, but is otherwise able to describe it well enough for it to be singled out from the 
multitudes of other souls in the halls of the God of Death, then the ancestor spirit returns 
in 24-SC hours. If the caster cannot describe a specific soul, then the attempt fails – his 
ancestor spirit will vanish and not return until this spell is cast again. 
 
Dead souls always answer such questions truthfully, to the best of their knowledge. Note 
that there is no point asking a dead soul about matters that were beyond its ken whilst alive; 
it will not have the answer. 

1,11,2) DABBLER RANK 

1,11,2,1) CORPSE FORM 

DISCIPLINE: Necromancy 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC days) 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 person 

 
This spell only affects members of the flesh-and-bone PC races (i.e. not Trolls or 
Changelings). Upon casting it, the target’s pulse and breathing cease and he collapses to the 
ground. The target appears dead to anyone examining him; rigor mortis sets in after 
approximately 8 hours and the corpse loosens again after approximately 24 hours.  
 
In actual fact, the target has entered an undead state and, although he may not move, he is 
fully conscious and can use his senses of sight and sound as normal. The target will remain 
in this state for the duration of the spell, or until the caster cancels the spell or it is dispelled. 
At this point, his life and mobility are restored. 
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1,11,2,2) INVISIBILITY TO UNDEAD 

DISCIPLINE: Necromancy 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (Concentration) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: Within sight 

 
This spell prevents the caster from being seen by undead creatures whilst he concentrates. 
In addition, any ethereal undead within sight become visible to him. (If an undead resists this 
spell, it will be able to see the caster, and remain invisible to him.) A high level of 
concentration must be maintained, however. The caster can do little more than walk or he 
will lose concentration, ending the spell and rendering the caster visible again. 
 
This spell does not render the caster undetectable. All undead can hear, though not acutely. 
And corporeal undead can smell the scent of blood. They can detect fresh scent trails left in 
the air, or on surfaces recently touched. 

1,11,2,3) PENUMBRAL SUSTENANCE 

DISCIPLINE: Necromancy 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (24 hours) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: Self 

 
This spell enables the caster to go without food or water for a whole day. Instead, he taps 
into the magical energy that powers undead creatures, to a very limited extent. However, 
allowing his living body to be polluted in this way is dangerous. Each time this spell is cast, 
there is a cumulative 1% chance that the caster dies (and rises as a Zombie next nightfall). 
E.g. imagine a necromancer uses this spell repeatedly. On the first day, there is a 1% chance 
of death. On the second day, the chance is 2%. On the third day, 3% - and so on. Consuming 
a healthy amount of food and water during a day, rather than using this spell, resets this 
chance to zero again. 

1,11,2,4) PRESERVE CORPSE 

DISCIPLINE: Necromancy 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC days) 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 corpse 

 
This spell only affects corpses of the flesh-and-bone PC races, which died ≤SC days ago. 
Upon casting it, the corpse ceases to decay until the spell ends. 
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1,11,2,5) REPEL UNDEAD 

DISCIPLINE: Necromancy 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC minutes) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: SC metre radius 

 
For the duration, undead creatures that fail to resist this spell must flee from the volume 
around the caster. 

1,11,3) APPRENTICE RANK 

1,11,3,1) MASTER UNDEAD 

DISCIPLINE: Necromancy 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC minutes) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 undead creature 

 
For SC minutes, the chosen undead creature will unquestioningly carry out the caster’s verbal 
orders to the best of its ability, regardless of the language used by the caster. Note that orders 
must still be followed even if they require the target to move beyond the spell’s range. The 
target is not required to complete orders once the duration has ended or the spell is cancelled 
or dispelled, however. 
 
Zombies and (lesser) skeletons are slow-witted and have poor senses (see the Undead category 
in The Bestiary), but are clever enough to be effective guards and scouts, and can gather 
valuable intelligence for the caster. Whilst a zombie might be able to speak, depending on 
the degree of decomposition, a skeleton will communicate by making tapping sounds, e.g. 
clattering its teeth or rapping bony digits on ribs. 
 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 

• Proficient (15), the duration becomes SC hours; 

• Expert (18), the duration becomes SC hours, and the caster may communicate 
telepathically with the mastered undead creature whilst it is within range. 

Casting these variants requires the following die: a crown made by the caster of finger bones. 

1,11,3,2) PATH OF FLESH – FIRST STEP 

DISCIPLINE: Necromancy 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Infinite 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: Self 
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This spell can only be cast whilst the caster is alive. On casting it, the caster dies and becomes 
a Ghoul, a form of undead described further in The Bestiary.  
 
The caster’s physique immediately withers, becoming emaciated and sickly-looking. This 
gaunt appearance is characteristic of Ghouls. 
 
The caster gains the following abilities, which are shared by all undead: 

• immortality, i.e. will not die of old age (they are already dead); 

• cessation of bodily functions like respiration, circulation (no pulse), digestion, 
perspiration, etc., nor any need to sleep, eat (except for corpse-flesh for a Ghoul) or 
drink – thus Weakness Penalties never apply; 

• does not become exhausted after prolonged physical activity – thus no Exhaustion 
Penalty applies; 

• immunity to diseases and poisons. 
 
As an undead creature, the caster’s senses become significantly changed compared to those 
of the living: 

• Sight – the undead can see, but only as clearly as a human might on a moonlit night. 
Their vision is shadowed in this way regardless of the light sources around them or 
the time of day. Everything is seen as outlines and shapes in shades of grey and black; 
colours are but memories to them. 

• Hearing – the  undead can hear, but sounds are muffled and have a deadened quality, 
akin to hearing underwater. 

• Smell (and taste) – the undead can smell (and taste), but only blood. They smell blood 
that has been spilled and also the blood within living creatures. An undead would be 
able to follow the scent trail recently left by a living person, unless wind or rain 
dispersed it, or it reached a crowded area overwhelmed by scents.  

• Touch – the undead have no sense of touch, beyond feeling the resistance of force 
to their own movement. So sensations and textures like hot and cold, soft and rough, 
wet and dry are lost on them. 

These changes to his senses cause the caster’s Observation skill to be disadvantaged, except 
for scenting or tasting blood, in which case observation Action Rolls are made with no 
advantage. 
 
The caster also gains the following basic Ghoul powers and weaknesses: 

• Paralysing attacks. Every successful melee attack made by the Ghoul on a living 
creature may paralyse it, rendering it utterly unable to move. The Ghoul’s attack’s 
Damage Score gives the percentage chance of paralysis. The paralysis lasts for a 
number of seconds following the attack equal to one-tenth of the Damage Score. 
E.g. if the Ghoul makes a successful melee attack with a Damage Score of 24, there 
is a 24% chance that the victim will be paralysed for the next 24/10=2 seconds. The 
victim’s player should roll 1d100 and hope to score ≥25. If the victim was in the 
process of performing an action when it became paralysed, the action is lost and must 
be restarted when the paralysis ends or abandoned. The GM may even wish to 
consider whether the victim overbalances and topples over… 

• Regeneration of damage. Being dead, healing spells and herbs cannot heal Ghouls. 
However, they are resilient to damage. Additionally, eating the flesh of corpses 
bestows upon them the power to regenerate wounds and injuries. For this reason, 
Ghouls regularly desecrate grave yards and temples of rest to feed. 
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o Eating corpse-flesh turns a Ghoul into a slow-regenerating creature (see the 
Vulnerability section in The Bestiary). Each kilogram of corpse-flesh consumed 
powers this regeneration for 24 hours. The Ghoul does not have to eat daily, 
e.g. eating 3 kilograms of corpse-flesh will fuel his regeneration for the next 
3 days. The corpse-flesh eaten by a Ghoul does not sit in his stomach, but 
magically suffuses throughout his undead tissues. The maximum quantity of 
corpse-flesh (in kilograms) that a Ghoul can absorb equals his CO attribute. 

o If a Ghoul goes without eating corpse-flesh (i.e. he had eaten X kilograms 
but now X days have passed), he will lose his regenerating power and become 
completely unable to heal himself. 

o To benefit a Ghoul, corpses must be of the flesh-and-bone PC races, i.e. not 
of Trolls, Changelings or animal carcasses, and fresher than SCxSC days old.  

• Varying appearance. Eating corpse-flesh also rejuvenates a Ghoul’s physique, at the 
same time as enabling him to regenerate damage. His gaunt body changes into the 
form it had when he was alive and in rude health. A Ghoul’s withered appearance 
returns when he loses the ability to regenerate damage because he has gone without 
corpse-flesh. Such changes in physique are always abrupt, taking only a few minutes 
to occur, and are purely superficial – they do not affect the Ghoul’s physical 
capabilities in any way. 

 
Note that the change to ghoulhood brought about by this spell cannot be cancelled, dispelled 
or otherwise reversed. 

1,11,3,3) RAISE CORPSE 

DISCIPLINE: Necromancy 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC hours) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 corpse 

 
This spell enables the caster to animate a corpse (of the flesh-and-bone PC races only, i.e. 
not Trolls or Changelings), which becomes a Zombie or Lesser Skeleton (see The Bestiary). It 
will rise to its feet and obey the caster’s orders, as if controlled by a Master Undead spell. 
Usually, the caster will issue the zombie or skeleton with a target, which it will move towards 
and attack to the best of its ability. 
 
Casting a successful Dispel Magic spell on a zombie or skeleton created with Raise Corpse 
will end that spell’s effect on that corpse – it collapses to the ground, truly dead once more. 
 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 

• Proficient (15), the nearest 2 corpses are affected by the spell, even if they are not 
visible to the caster or are out of the default range of the spell. They will make their 
way to the caster as quickly as they are able. Buried or entombed corpses are given a 
burst of energy when they are first animated – sufficient for them to force open 
wooden coffins or stone sarcophagi, and to push aside loose soil, so they can free 
themselves and join the caster; 

• Expert (18), as Proficient but SC/2 corpses are affected (minimum of 3). In addition, 
the first attack made by each zombie or skeleton has an Attack equal to SC; 
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• Master (21), as Expert but up to SC corpses are affected (minimum of 4).  
Casting these variants requires the following die: a well-used grave digger’s shovel. 

1,11,3,4) RESTORE THE LIVING ASPECT 

DISCIPLINE: Necromancy 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC seconds) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 corpse 

 
This spell briefly cloaks a corpse or skeleton with an illusory image of how it appeared when 
alive and in its prime. An undead creature may try to resist this spell. 

1,11,3,5) SUMMON SPIRIT 

DISCIPLINE: Necromancy 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (1 hour) 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 pentagram 

 
This acts like the Summon Ancestor spell in that it allows the caster to summon a dead soul 
from the Spirit Realm. Unlike Summon Ancestor, though, the spirit must be summoned into 
a pentagram being touched by the caster. In addition, this spell summons the spirit of a 
specific individual other than that summoned with the Summon Ancestor spell. The caster 
must know the individual’s True Name or possess a vector for them (generally their skull). 
Whether a Ghost or Wight (see The Bestiary) appears in the pentagram depends on the GM’s 
assessment of the individual’s power when alive. 
 
The caster may issue the summoned spirit with orders whilst it is in the pentagram. They will 
be understood regardless of the language used and the spirit must unquestioningly carry them 
out to the best of its ability. Orders can take the spirit outside the pentagram, but a wise 
caster will make sure that he orders the spirit to re-enter the pentagram when its tasks are 
done. This is because the spirit is not forced by the spell to obey orders issued to it whilst it 
is outside of the pentagram. 
 
When the spell’s duration ends, or if the caster cancels the spell prematurely, the summoned 
spirit is immediately banished to the Spirit Realm. A successful Dispel Magic spell can also 
end this spell and banish a spirit, but only if cast whilst the spirit is within the pentagram by 
which it was summoned. 
 
If the spirit resists this spell it may, if it chooses, allow itself to be teleported into the caster’s 
pentagram. It will not be obliged to obey the caster’s orders, however. This situation also 
arises if the casting of this spell is fumbled (see the Spell-Casting Fumbles section later). 
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1,11,3,6) TOMB GUARD 

DISCIPLINE: Necromancy 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC days) 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 skull 

 
The caster must hold a skull as he casts this spell. The skull must be from a member of the 
PC races. Henceforth, by concentrating, the caster is able to see through the eyes of the skull, 
regardless of its location relative to his own. Normally, the caster would leave the skull in a 
position where it has a good view of a location of significance for the caster, e.g. his campsite, 
his study, etc. The skull’s eyes see as well as the caster’s and, in darkness, at least as well as a 
human would on a moonlit night. 

1,11,4) PROFICIENT RANK 

1,11,4,1) BONE BOLT 

DISCIPLINE: Necromancy 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds) 

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: 5xSC metres 

VOLUME: 1 bolt 

DIE: Skull of a person killed by an arrow to the head 

 
This spell only functions if there is a skeleton (dead not undead) to fuel it within SC metres 
of the caster. On casting this spell, a bolt of bone shaped like an arrow travels from the caster 
to the chosen target. It covers this distance in the blink of an eye, a pale streak too fast to be 
avoided, and automatically strikes a first division body location chosen by the caster. The 
target must be within range, and there must be a clear line of sight between them and the 
caster. If the target fails to resist this spell, determine the damage by rolling roll 1d10+(SC/2) 
on the Puncture Damage Table. If this die scores a 10, roll another 1d10 and add the result, 
and so on. 
 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 

• Expert (18), the caster may hit a second division body location with his bolt; 

• Master (21), he can select a third division body location. 

1,11,4,2) DECAPITATED ADVISOR 

DISCIPLINE: Necromancy 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC days) 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 head 

DIE: Skull of a wise man or woman 
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This spell enables the caster to preserve a person’s wisdom after death. It must be cast upon 
a severed head from a corpse of the flesh-and-bone PC races. The corpse must not have died 
more than SC hours previously, and its head must be reasonably intact. The spell turns the 
head into a form of undead creature. It preserves the head from the worst ravages of decay 
for a while. It also restores the head’s intellect (personality and memory), senses (to those 
typical of corporeal undead) and power of speech. Henceforth, the head can be asked 
questions about its history. Its recollection of events in its life is detailed and accurate. Whilst 
it is under no compulsion to answer the questions put to it, most heads animated with this 
spell relish conversation as there is little else for them to do to pass the time. The head is not 
compelled to answer questions truthfully, unless they are put to it by the caster. 
 
The head struggles to remember anything occurring after its death. Each morning, it finds 
that its memory of yesterday is hazy at best. However, given sufficient time, the head may 
begin to recognise people that it first met after death, if it meets them repeatedly. Despite its 
poor short-term memory, the head always recognises the caster and knows that it was he that 
resurrected it in this limited fashion. 
 
Whilst the head can engage in conversation and reminisce about its life, it can do little else. 
It cannot cast the spells that it new in life. Neither does it magically gain any ability to 
understand the caster or new languages. 
 
The duration of this spell can be extended (once only) by placing the head on a metal platter 
of quality. If the platter is: 

• silver, the spell’s duration becomes SC weeks; 

• gold, the duration is SC months; 

• mithril, the duration is SC years. 
Once a head is removed from its platter, this spell ends SC hours later. Replacing it on the 
platter will not extend this duration. 

1,11,4,3) DELAY DEATH 

DISCIPLINE: Necromancy 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC hours) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: Self 

DIE: Zombie’s finger 

 
This spell’s effects are triggered by the caster’s death, should it occur before the spell ends. 
Instead of dying, the caster becomes a Zombie (see The Bestiary). However, instead of going 
berserk, he retains control of his faculties. (The caster’s abilities and characteristics become 
those of a zombie, rather than his own. In particular, the caster loses any ability to cast spells.) 
 
If the caster is killed by such a force that his body is very heavily damaged or destroyed, then 
this spell will fail. (I.e. there must be enough of the corpse left to make a viable zombie.) 
 
When the caster becomes a zombie, the GM should roll 1d100+SC. After this many hours, 
the caster’s soul is lost forever, and the zombie goes berserk. If this character is a PC, he 
becomes an NPC at this point. (The healing spells Hibernation or Regenerate All can restore 
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the caster to life, if cast before he goes berserk. Otherwise, the zombie must be slain, and 
then its corpse sufficiently healed for Resurrection.) 

1,11,4,4) PATH OF BLOOD – BEGUILE 

DISCIPLINE: Necromancy 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Exclamation (1 second)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC weeks) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 person 

DIE: Caster’s blood, mixed with honey and powdered spices 

 
This spell can only be cast by a Vampire making eye-to-eye contact with a person. It allows 
the caster to beguile the person. They are affected as if by a Passion spell which makes them 
infatuated with the caster, and loyal towards him. In the case of adults of compatible race 
and opposite sexual persuasion, these feelings are accompanied by sexual lust for the caster 
too. 

1,11,4,5) PATH OF BLOOD – CELERITY 

DISCIPLINE: Necromancy 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Exclamation (1 second)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (2xSC seconds) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: Self 

DIE: Caster’s blood, mixed with powdered pumice 

 
This spell can only be cast by Vampires. For the next SC seconds, the default durations of 
the caster’s moving actions are reduced by 1 second, to a minimum of 1 second. 

1,11,4,6) PATH OF BLOOD – FIRST STEP 

DISCIPLINE: Necromancy 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Infinite 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: Self 

DIE: Bloodstone gemstone, cut and polished 

 
On casting this spell, the caster dies and becomes a Vampire, a form of undead described 
further in The Bestiary. (This spell can also be cast by a caster that is already a Ghoul. In this 
case, he immediately ceases being a Ghoul, losing all Ghoul powers, and becomes a Vampire 
instead. Mummies and Liches cannot use this spell.) 
 
The caster’s appearance is virtually unchanged by the casting of this spell. The extremely 
observant may notice that, following exertion, there is no blush to the cheeks, sweat on the 
brow, nor pulse in the neck. 
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The caster gains (or retains, if he was a Ghoul) the following abilities, which are shared by all 
undead: 

• immortality, i.e. will not die of old age (they are already dead); 

• cessation of bodily functions like respiration, circulation (no pulse), digestion, 
perspiration, etc., nor any need to sleep, eat or drink (except for blood for a Vampire) 
– thus Weakness Penalties never apply; 

• does not become exhausted after prolonged physical activity – thus no Exhaustion 
Penalty applies; 

• immunity to diseases and poisons. 
 
The caster’s senses are similar to those of a Ghoul, as set out in the Path of Flesh – First 
Step spell. (The caster’s Observation skill is disadvantaged, except for scenting or tasting 
blood, in which case observation Action Rolls are made with advantage.) Vampires have 
particularly strong noses for the scent of blood; they are the bloodhounds of the undead. A 
Vampire can detect traits in the scent left by a living person revealing their gender, race and 
approximate age – and can use these to distinguish the trails of different individuals through 
a crowd. 
 
The caster also gains the following basic Vampire powers and weaknesses: 

• AG and CH attributes are both increased by +2, to a maximum of 7; 

• Regeneration of damage. Being dead, healing spells and herbs cannot heal Vampires. 
However, they are resilient to damage. Additionally, drinking the blood of the living 
bestows upon them the power to regenerate wounds and injuries. For this reason, 
Vampires thirst for blood, and are able to extend their canine teeth to allow them to 
bite and suck direct from the vein.  

o Drinking blood turns a Vampire into a fast-regenerating creature (see the 
Vulnerability section in The Bestiary). Each litre of blood consumed powers this 
regeneration for 24 hours. The Vampire does not have to eat daily, e.g. 
drinking 3 litres of blood will fuel his regeneration for the next 3 days. The 
blood drunk by a Vampire does not sit in his stomach, but magically suffuses 
throughout his undead tissues. The maximum volume of blood (in litres) that 
a Vampire can absorb equals his CO attribute. 

o If a Vampire goes without drinking blood (i.e. he had drunk X litres but now 
X days have passed), he will lose his regenerating power and become 
completely unable to heal himself.  

o To benefit a Vampire, blood must be drunk from members of the flesh-and-
bone PC races. When making a bite, the neck or wrist is generally chosen as 
they yield rich veins. PC Vampires will need to develop a Bite combat skill to 
aim these attacks, unless they prey on sleeping or otherwise compliant 
victims. Unless the victim makes a successful Double SD Attribute Roll 
versus the Vampire’s SC, he will enter a trance whilst the Vampire drinks. 
The trance keeps the victim calm and still as if in a waking dream for, when 
he wakes, memories of the attack will fade in moments. When a Vampire 
finishes drinking, he licks the bite – chemicals in his saliva immediately close 
the wound.  

o It takes a Vampire 10 seconds to drink 1 litre of blood. Every 0.25 litres of 
blood that are lost worsens a victim’s HI by -1. Depending on his CO 
attribute, unconsciousness or even death may quickly result. The 
Exsanguination section of the Harms Beyond Combat chapter should be 
consulted.  
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• Bloodshot eyes. If a Vampire goes without blood for too long, his eyes become 
bloodshot red and he develops a ravenous thirst for it. Drinking blood restores the 
appearance of the Vampire’s eyes to normal, as well as bestowing the power to 
regenerate damage. 

• Sense for the approaching sunrise and sunset. SC minutes before sunrise, a Vampire 
begins to feel a tingling sensation which gets progressively more uncomfortable until 
the sun’s disc emerges from below the horizon. SC minutes before sunset, the 
tingling starts again; it is a more agreeable sensation at this time of day. 

• Burnt by sunlight. Every second that a Vampire is exposed to sunlight (in any form), 
the GM should roll 1d100. If a 1 is thrown, the Vampire spontaneously combusts – 
his body crumbles into ash and he is slain, his soul banished to the Spirit Realm. The 
conflagration is extremely intense, but is so brief and localised that that the Vampire’s 
surroundings and even his clothing will hardly be scorched. If the GM’s 1d100 scores 
2 to 100, the Vampire merely feels a throbbing pain, which worsens his Hindrance 
by -3. Note that, for these purposes, exposure to sunlight is defined as the presence 
of any sunlight in the Vampire’s proximity. The presence of scattered or reflected 
sunlight counts as exposure, so a Vampire cannot avoid sunlight by simply stepping 
into a shadow. In order to avoid exposure to sunlight, a Vampire must hide 
underground or in a windowless room and wait for nightfall. Note that, each year of 
vampiredom adds 1 to the percentage chance of spontaneous combustion in sunlight, 
to a maximum of 50%. 

 
Note that the vampirism brought about by this spell cannot be cancelled, dispelled or 
otherwise reversed (except perhaps through the Blood Mandrake – see Legendary Items in the 
Treasure chapter). 

1,11,4,7) PATH OF BLOOD – SANGUINE BIOGRAPHY 

DISCIPLINE: Necromancy 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: Self 

DIE: Mixture of blood taken from all standard PC races 

 
This spell can only be cast by Vampires. It must be cast immediately after drinking blood 
directly from a person. The caster instantly acquires precise information about their race, 
gender, age, attributes, skills, spells and state of health. He also gains general information 
about their origins and lineage, profession, notable accomplishments, and their strongest 
ambitions and regrets. If the person has a character sheet, the GM should allow it to be 
studied by the caster’s player. 
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1,11,4,8) PATH OF BONE – DISMAY 

DISCIPLINE: Necromancy 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: 2xSC metres and within sight 

DIE: Skull of one who died of fright 

 
This spell can only be cast by Liches. It enables the caster to emit a magical aura of fear. If a 
creature within the volume makes a Resistance Roll that is: 

• successful, it is unaffected by the spell and may act normally; 

• failed by ≤4, it is terrified and will immediately flee until out of sight; 

• failed by >4, it is paralysed by fear (for a number of seconds equal to the margin of 
failure) and will then flee until out of sight; 

• fumbled, it dies immediately from fright. 

1,11,4,9) PATH OF BONE – DOMINATE 

DISCIPLINE: Necromancy 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC hours) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: 2xSC metres and within sight 

DIE: Crown made of Dracolich bone 

 
This spell can only be cast by Liches. It enables the caster to control all undead creatures 
within the volume as if by a Master Undead spell. Note that Ghouls, Mummies, Vampires 
and other Liches may try to resist this spell (as may Dracoliches and Dracowights). 

1,11,4,10) PATH OF BONE – REBUKE 

DISCIPLINE: Necromancy 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC hours) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: SC undead 

DIE: Military commander’s symbol of rank 

 
This spell can only be cast by Liches. Up to SC undead creatures chosen by the caster suffer 
a penalty to their HI equal to –(SC/3). Note that Ghouls, Mummies, Vampires and other 
Liches may try to resist this spell (as may Dracoliches and Dracowights). 
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1,11,4,11) PATH OF DUST – DUST MINION 

DISCIPLINE: Necromancy 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Infinite 

RANGE: 1 metre 

VOLUME: 1 person 

DIE: Finely painted glass eye 

 
This spell can only be cast by Mummies. Whilst casting this spell, the caster scatters onto a 
person a little dust recently taken from his ceremonial urn. If the target fails to resist, he 
becomes the caster’s willing slave – his minion. (By custom, the caster would reward the 
assistant that performed his mummification ritual by using this spell to make them the first 
of his minions.) Henceforth, by concentrating, the caster gains total control of the minion’s 
actions and receives the sensations from his senses – regardless of the distance between the 
caster and minion. (In this way, a Mummy can continue to enjoy sensations lost to other 
types of undead, e.g. colours, textures and scents.) Whilst under the caster’s control, the 
minion experiences events as if in a dream, accompanied by a feeling of satisfaction at helping 
his master. When not controlled, the minion acts for himself as normal. 
 
Permanently killing the caster is the only way to free a minion from this spell’s effects; the 
caster cannot cancel the spell and nor can it be dispelled.  
 
If the minion is slain, an hour later it rises as a Zombie (see The Bestiary) and returns to the 
caster’s tomb as fast as it is able, to serve the caster. Such a zombie is no longer a minion for 
the purposes of this spell; the caster cannot control it nor use its senses. However, the zombie 
will obey basic verbal orders from the caster, e.g. “Patrol my tomb. Capture trespassers and 
bring them to me.” 
 
The caster may have up to SC/2 different minions active at any one time. He can shift his 
control and senses between his minions at will. 
 
Difficulty variant. If this spell is successfully cast at Expert Difficulty (18), the caster can 
target a creature with this spell. 

1,11,4,12) PATH OF DUST – DUST WARD 

DISCIPLINE: Necromancy 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC weeks) 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 portal 

DIE: Key carved from a finger bone 

 
This spell can only be cast by Mummies. The caster casts this spell and then spreads a little 
dust, recently taken from his ceremonial urn, at an entrance to his tomb. The spell will 
henceforth alert him whenever a creature (larger than the tiny size band – see Size in The 
Bestiary) attempts to pass through that entrance. The caster receives a momentary vision of 
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the creature. In addition, the creature must pass a Resistance Roll (i.e. a Double SD Attribute 
Roll) versus the caster’s SC before they are able to pass through. If they fail, they are magically 
repelled and unable to proceed into the tomb. The thought of doing so fills them with dread. 
 
The caster may only have SC/5 Dust Wards active at any time. 
 
Difficulty variant. If this spell is successfully cast at Expert Difficulty (18), it informs the 
caster of the race, gender, age and location of all persons that resisted his Dust Ward and 
which are currently within his tomb. 

1,11,4,13) PATH OF DUST – FIRST STEP 

DISCIPLINE: Necromancy 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Infinite 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: Self 

DIE: Mummified animal 

 
This spell can only be cast whilst the caster is alive. Its use is part of the process of becoming 
a Mummy, a form of undead described further in The Bestiary. The caster must have an 
assistant who will undertake the preparation of the caster’s corpse. The spell must be 
performed in the location to be the Mummy’s tomb. When all is ready, the caster casts this 
spell and then commits suicide by stabbing himself in the heart using a ceremonial dagger. 
The assistant must then prepare the corpse. He carefully removes the organs, placing them 
into a large ceremonial urn with the dagger. Next he drains the blood and washes out the 
cavities with wine, before filling them with spices and myrrh. False painted eyes replace the 
real ones. Then he sews up the cuts. The final act is to place the lid on the urn. This triggers 
the spell’s magic, which desiccates the corpse and turns the contents of the urn to fine dust 
(except for the dagger). It also rouses the caster from death – he wakes as a Mummy.  
 
The mummification process must be completed within the hours of darkness, between dusk 
and the next dawn, or the spell will fail. When complete, the assistant’s player must make a 
mummification Action Roll (Embalming+RE) to gauge how successful has been his work. 
(If the caster played a significant part in the preparations for the mummification process, the 
average of the caster’s and assistant’s Embalming skill can be used.) The Difficulty of the 
Action Roll should reflect the level of preparations that were made. E.g. the GM should use 
a Difficulty of 1 if the caster and assistant had prepared meticulously, obtained all necessary 
tools and materials, and had sufficient time. She should use 10 if the preparations were 
slapdash, poor quality and incomplete equipment had been gathered, the procedure rushed, 
etc. If the mummification Action Roll is: 

• successful by ≥3, the caster will look very similar to how he did in life, and only a 
close inspection will reveal him as being a mummified corpse; 

• successful by <3, the caster will pass for a living person from a distance or in brief 
encounters; 

• failed, the procedure did not go well, and it is obvious that the caster is a mummified 
corpse. He is of the minor Madness Class (see Madness Classes in the Harms Beyond 
Combat chapter). 
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• fumbled, the spell fails. The caster does not arise as a Mummy but is truly and 
permanently dead. (Or, at the GM’s discretion, the caster becomes a ghost haunting 
the tomb – but an NPC.) 

 
As a Mummy, the first caster gains the following abilities, which are shared by all undead: 

• immortality, i.e. will not die of old age (they are already dead); 

• cessation of bodily functions like respiration, circulation (no pulse), digestion, 
perspiration, etc., nor any need to sleep, eat or drink – thus Weakness Penalties never 
apply; 

• does not become exhausted after prolonged physical activity – thus no Exhaustion 
Penalty applies; 

• immunity to diseases and poisons. 
 
The caster’s senses are like those of a Ghoul, as set out in the Path of Flesh – First Step spell. 
 
The caster also gains the following basic Mummy powers and weaknesses: 

• SD and ST attributes are both increased by +2, to a maximum of 7.  

• Pleasant odour. Unlike other corporeal undead, a Mummy is accompanied by a faint 
smell of spices and myrrh. The odour may reveal a Mummy’s true nature. 

• Tied to its tomb. A Mummy cannot travel more than SC kilometres from its tomb, 
as measured from the spot where it first arose from death. It must make use of 
minions (see the Path of Dust – Dust Minion spell) and other allies to explore and 
influence the world beyond this radius. 

• Regeneration of damage. Healing spells and herbs cannot heal a Mummy. However, 
they are resilient to damage. Additionally, a Mummy is a slow-regenerating creature 
(see the Vulnerability section in The Bestiary). 

• Hard to slay. Fire-based attacks are slaying towards a Mummy, as are attacks made 
against it using its own ceremonial dagger. Inflicting any fatal injury on a Mummy 
causes it to crumble to dust, which vanishes into the air in a sudden eldritch gust of 
wind. A Mummy also disintegrates in this way if it moves (or is moved) more than 
SC kilometres from its tomb. In all cases, however, a Mummy reconstitutes in its 
tomb SC hours* later, unharmed. (*SC hours is the default time in dry weather. If 
there is precipitation, the reconstitution will be delayed.) The only way to 
permanently slay a Mummy is to empty the dust from its ceremonial urn into a large 
body of water such that it disperses in the currents.  

 
A Mummy’s ceremonial urn and the dust within it are of prime importance. Not only is the 
dust the key to the Mummy’s permanent destruction, but the dust is also used by it to cast 
many Path of Dust spells. Those seeking to find the dust to defeat the Mummy can use 
Detect Magic – the dust glows weakly when viewed this spell, along with the ceremonial urn 
and dagger. Whilst the dust is virtually impossible to destroy, the ceremonial urn and dagger 
can be damaged or destroyed. But, like the Mummy itself, they always crumble to dust and 
reconstitute after SC hours* in the Mummy’s tomb.  
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1,11,4,14) PATH OF DUST – REPLENISH DUST 

DISCIPLINE: Necromancy 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 urn 

DIE: Sacrificial offering stolen from an altar 

 
This spell can only be cast by Mummies. The caster must slay someone using his ceremonial 
dagger. He then places the blood-stained dagger in his ceremonial urn and casts this spell. 
This ritual must be performed annually, on the anniversary of the caster’s mummification. 
Failure to do so prevents the mummy from casting any Path of Dust spells save this one 
until this ritual is performed. 

1,11,4,15) PATH OF FLESH – BREATH OF THE GRAVE 

DISCIPLINE: Necromancy 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC seconds) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: SC metre diameter volume 

DIE: Stinkhorn toadstool 

 
This spell can only be cast by Ghouls. It allows the caster to emit a loud belch, which 
immediately fills the volume around him, SC metres in diameter, with a foul-smelling miasma. 
Any creature within the volume which fails to resist this spell is infected by Wound Rot (see 
Diseases in the Harms Beyond Combat chapter), and also has its HI worsened by -1 per point of 
failure for the equivalent number of seconds, due to the unbearable stench. E.g. if the 
Resistance Roll was failed by 7, the creature’s HI is worsened by -7 for 7 seconds. (Creatures 
with no sense of smell and/or which are immune to Wound Rot will be unaffected by one 
or both of these effects.) The miasma dissipates after SC seconds. 

1,11,4,16) PATH OF FLESH – DEVOUR SKILL 

DISCIPLINE: Necromancy 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC days) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: Self 

DIE: Item of ancient grave goods 

 
The caster must consume 0.5 kilograms of corpse-flesh immediately prior to casting this 
spell. It bestows a temporary bonus to one of the caster’s skills – the skill being that in which 
the corpse was most proficient whist alive. The bonus gained by the caster equals V/4, where 
V is the value of the deceased’s skill.  
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E.g. the caster desecrates the tomb of a master thief, renowned for her skill at picking locks. 
The GM decides that the thief’s Pick Lock skill value equalled 9. By consuming the thief’s 
corpse flesh and casting this spell, the caster gains a bonus to his Pick Lock skill equal to 
9/4=2. If his SC is 10, this bonus lasts for 10 days.  
 
Note that, for this spell to function, the: 

• corpse must be of the flesh-and-bone PC races and fresher than ≤(SC)2 days old; 

• deceased’s greatest skill value must exceed that of the caster in the same skill. If the 
deceased had several skills in which they were equally proficient, the caster may 
choose one. 

1,11,4,17) PATH OF FLESH – LIFESAP 

DISCIPLINE: Necromancy 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Exclamation (1 second)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (next attack) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: Self 

DIE: Ashes from a funeral pyre, now cold 

 
This spell can only be cast by Ghouls. If the caster’s next melee attack paralyses its target, 
the paralysis will last for SC seconds (instead of one-tenth of the Damage Score). 

1,11,4,18) PATH OF FLESH – SHAPESHIFT 

DISCIPLINE: Necromancy 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC days) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: Self 

DIE: Figurine of a person made from clay mixed with blood 

 
This spell can only be cast by Ghouls. It must be cast immediately after eating a kilogram of 
flesh from a corpse (which, as always, must be of the flesh-and-bone PC races and fresher 
than ≤(SC)2 days old). The caster’s appearance is immediately transformed into that which 
this particular corpse had whilst alive and in rude health. This transformation is purely 
superficial and does not affect the caster’s physical capabilities in any way. 
 
The caster will retain this appearance for SC days, regardless of whether he eats corpse-flesh 
or not. After this time, he will revert to his normal withered form, or his healthy form if he 
has recently fed. 
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1,11,4,19) RAISE CARCASS 

DISCIPLINE: Necromancy 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC hours) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: One carcass 

DIE: Skull of a large- or huge-sized creature 

 
This spell enables the caster to animate the carcass of any medium- or large-sized creature 
(see Size in The Bestiary), so long as it had flesh and bones whilst alive. The undead creature 
will rise to its feet and obey the caster’s orders, as if controlled by a Master Undead spell. 
Sometimes this spell is used by Liches to provide an undead horse for them to ride, as a 
living horse will not bear them. The undead creature’s characteristics remain as they were 
when alive, but it gains the default abilities set out in the Undead section of The Bestiary, 
including becoming of the Resilient and Slow Regenerating vulnerability class. 
 
Casting a successful Dispel Magic spell on an undead creature created with a Raise Carcass 
spell will end the spell’s effect – the creature collapses to the ground, truly dead once more. 
 
Difficulty variant. If this spell is successfully cast at Master Difficulty (21), a huge-sized 
carcass can be animated. 
 
Large-sized undead creatures created in this way are automatically of the minor Madness 
Class (see Madness Classes in the Harms Beyond Combat chapter). Huge-sized undead creatures 
are of the major Madness Class. The caster need not make a Resistance Roll versus madness, 
however, as he controls the creature.  
 
(Note that casting this spell on the carcass of a dragon will not create a dracolich. An undead 
dragon will result, but it will lack the dracolich’s intelligence, magical attacks, etc.) 

1,11,4,20) WAND OF NECROMANCY 

DISCIPLINE: Necromancy 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Infinite 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 wand 

DIE: Wand of bone 

 
This spell is the Necromancy equivalent of the Wand of Aeromancy spell. 
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1,12) PYROMANCY 
The spells on this list enable the caster to manipulate fire. 
 
Experts in this discipline call themselves pyromancers. 

1,12,1) NOVICE RANK 

1,12,1,1) FIRECRACKER 

DISCIPLINE: Pyromancy 

RANK: Novice (8) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (2xSC seconds) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 apple-sized flame 

 
This spell produces a flame like a firework. It hovers in the air (at a point chosen by the 
caster), emitting showers of bright sparks, crackling noisily and jerking to and fro. The spell 
is really designed to cause a distraction, drawing eyes away from the caster. But any creature 
touching the flame suffers damage as if they had been struck by a Fire Bolt. 

1,12,1,2) HEAT WEAPON 

DISCIPLINE: Pyromancy 

RANK: Novice (8) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (2xSC seconds) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 weapon 

 
A weapon affected by this spell becomes burning hot (except at the handle), increasing its 
normal Attack Strength by +5. The weapon delivers damage of the Burns (Heat) damage 
type in addition to its default (see the Injury Enhancement spell in the Alchemy discipline 
for guidance on attacks with two damage types). 

1,12,1,3) REPEL FIRE 

DISCIPLINE: Pyromancy 

RANK: Novice (8) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC hours) 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 item 

 
This spell protects one small item, e.g. a spell book, from damage as a result of being exposed 
to fire or heat. If cast upon a closed container like a sack or pack, the contents will also be 
protected.  
 
Difficulty variant. If this spell is successfully cast at Proficient Difficulty (15), it will restore 
minor fire-based damage to a single small item, e.g. a scroll, book or garment. (Only minor 
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fire damage can be restored in this way – an item burnt to ashes and soot could not be 
reconstituted.) Casting this variant requires the following die: a scale from a Salamander. 

1,12,1,4) SMOKE PHANTOM 

DISCIPLINE: Pyromancy 

RANK: Novice (8) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Exclamation (1 second)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (Concentration) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: SC metre radius and within sight 

 
This simple spell enables the caster to make patterns in smoke, and to control their 
movements within the volume. This might produce effects which are decorative, e.g. 
elaborate smoke rings, or which could distract opponents, e.g. figures suddenly looming out 
of the smoke. 

1,12,1,5) STUBBORN FLAME 

DISCIPLINE: Pyromancy 

RANK: Novice (8) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC minutes) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: 1 flame 

 
The caster is able to cause a flame to alight in his palm. The flame is bright enough to act as 
a lamp and hot enough to start a fire with damp tinder – but it will not burn the caster or his 
worn or carried possessions. The flame can be transferred from the caster’s hand to another 
location on his person, like the top of his staff or hat. It is resilient and will not be 
extinguished by wind or rain (except for the strongest gusts or heaviest downpours). 

1,12,2) DABBLER RANK 

1,12,2,1) CAUTERISE 

DISCIPLINE: Pyromancy 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 creature 

 
This spell allows the caster to cauterise a single wound. The momentary, intense and localised 
heat melts the tissues and seals them, preventing further blood loss. If this spell has been 
cast upon the target’s mortal injury, death will not occur for SC hours. However, different 
interventions are required to heal the injury, e.g. a Heal Injury spell or the administration of 
a herb. Without such interventions, death will still occur after SC hours. And, in the 
meantime, the Injury Penalty inflicted by the wound is not reduced. 
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1,12,2,2) DIVINE ASHES 

DISCIPLINE: Pyromancy 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: Ashes from one fire 

 
The caster must rub the ashes from a fire between his fingers as he casts this spell, and smell 
and taste them. On casting the spell, he receives a brief vision of what was burnt within the 
fire – of how it looked just before it was set alight.  
 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 

• Proficient (15), the caster also sees for a moment who lit the fire and who enjoyed 
its warmth; 

• Expert (18), he also knows all that was said close round the fire whilst it burnt, and 
sees who spoke. 

Casting these variants requires the following die: ashes from an enemy’s campfire. 

1,12,2,3) FIRE BOLT 

DISCIPLINE: Pyromancy 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds) 

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: 5xSC metres 

VOLUME: 1 bolt 

 
On casting this spell, a bolt of fire, shaped like an arrow, travels from the caster to the target. 
It covers this distance in the blink of an eye, a fiery streak too fast to be avoided, and 
automatically strikes a first division body location chosen by the caster. The target must be 
within range, and there must be a clear line of sight between them and the caster. If the target 
fails to resist this spell, determine the damage by rolling 1d10+(SC/2) on the Burns Damage 
Table. If this die scores a 10, roll another 1d10 and add the result, and so on. 
 
The GM should consider whether a combustible target struck by a bolt catches fire. The 
chance is relatively low with fire bolts, as opposed to fire balls or cones. 
 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 

• Proficient (15), the caster may hit a second division body location with his bolt; 

• Master (21), he can select a third division body location. 
Casting these variants requires the following die: yellow jasper gemstone, cut and polished. 
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1,12,2,4) FIRE WALL 

DISCIPLINE: Pyromancy 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC hours) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 5xSC cubic metres 

 
This spell creates a wall of flame which stands vertically and is 1 metre thick. The wall can 
follow any line across the ground desired by the caster (including as a circular wall around 
him or an opponent), but it must be resting on a solid surface for its full length and cannot 
be moved once cast. (As a rule of thumb, 5xSC cubic metres will make a circular wall 3 
metres high and SC/4 metres in radius. If the wall is only 2 metres high, its radius can be 
roughly SC/3 metres.) 
 
Anything entering the wall’s volume which fails to resist this spell is struck as if by a Fire Ball 
every second spent within it. Objects thrown or fired through the wall, such as arrows, are 
likely to be so damaged or deviated that they do not hit the intended target.  

1,12,3) APPRENTICE RANK 

1,12,3,1) FIRE ARROW 

DISCIPLINE: Pyromancy 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC seconds) 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 bow 

 
This spell enables a bow or crossbow to fire arrows made of flame for the duration. The 
arrows appear the moment the archer releases the string or crank, and no time need be spent 
reloading. The arrows act exactly like normal arrows but only inflict Burns (Heat) damage, 
assuming the target fails to resist this spell. (Note that the archer’s Bows or Crossbows skill 
is used in the Attack Rolls, not Pyromancy.) 

1,12,3,2) FIRE BALL 

DISCIPLINE: Pyromancy 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds) 

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: 5xSC metres 

VOLUME: SC metre diameter sphere 

 
This spell causes an explosion of flame, of SC/2 metre radius, centred on the target. The fire 
ball appears instantly the moment that the spell is cast, so targets cannot try to avoid the 
blast. Every creature fully or partially within the affected volume should try to resist this spell. 
For those that fail, determine the damage by rolling 1d10+(SC/2) on the Burns Damage 
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Table. If this die scores a 10, roll another 1d10 and add the result, and so on. The flames can 
burn several body locations at once, so use the Armour Class of the least protected first 
division body location that was engulfed. For simplicity, the GM should tailor the resulting 
injury to this body location, with other parts just getting singed (but not enough to be 
injurious). If the target has no armour, or is the same AC everywhere, assume that the ball 
damages the default body location, i.e. that with zero Location Penalty. 
 
The caster may not reduce the default radius so, in a hectic field of battle, he must carefully 
consider the placement of his fire ball to avoid hitting allies as well as enemies.  
 
The GM should consider whether a combustible target struck by a ball catches fire. The 
chance is greater with fire balls than fire bolts, but less than with fire cones. 

1,12,3,3) PYRE ASHES 

DISCIPLINE: Pyromancy 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: Ashes from one fire 

 
This spell must be cast upon the ashes from either the (complete) burning of a magician’s 
magical wand, stave or staff (as created by a spell like Wand of Aeromancy), or from a 
magician’s funeral pyre. That magician’s preferred spell (and their SC with it) determines the 
effect of the pyre ash that results. The following table gives examples: 

• Aeromancer – Sudden Light 

• Alchemist – Alchemist’s Key 

• Enchanter – Invisibility 

• Healer – Heal Injury 

• Hedge Mage – Shapechange (e.g. wolf) 

• Hydromancer – Ice Shroud 

• Lithomancer – Summon Pillar 

• Necromancer – Raise Corpse 

• Pyromancer – Fire Sprite 

• Volitant – Levitate 

• Warlock – Blind 

• Wizard – Dispel Magic 
 
E.g. the caster burns a necromancer’s wand, and casts Pyre Ashes upon the remains. If the 
ashes are then sprinkled on a corpse, it will rise as a Zombie, to do the caster’s bidding a 
while. 
 
Pyre ashes retain their potency for SC months, after which they vanish. During this time, 
they will usually be carried in small leather pouches attached to a character’s belt. (The ashes 
may be employed by people other than the caster.) A practiced character can open a pouch 
in 3 seconds, and flick a pinch of ash in another 1, all with one hand. If the character is 
flicking ash that he made himself, he can hit a target up to SC metres distant with it. 
Otherwise, the flicked ash’s range is AG metres. No Attack Roll is necessary, but there must 
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be line of sight between character and target. The ash always strikes the intended target, 
unless there is some kind of significant barrier between them (e.g. strong wind, heavy rain or 
thick foliage). The target is then affected by the spell imbued within the ashes, and the ashes 
lose their potency. If the target is a sentient creature, and the spell embedded in the ash is 
resistible, then the target may make a Resistance Roll to try to resist the spell as normal. 
 
If a character has multiple pouches of ash and both hands free, he could flick two pinches 
of ash simultaneously, at the same or different targets (so long as he can see both at the same 
time). If two different ashes strike the same target, they suffer the effects of both. 
 
The ashes from an incinerated: 

• wand are enough to produce SC/3 pinches of pyre ash; 

• stave are enough for SC/2 pinches; 

• staff are enough for SC pinches; 

• magician are enough for 3xSC pinches; 
…with each pinch weighing 1 gram. 

1,12,3,4) SUMMON SALAMANDER 

DISCIPLINE: Pyromancy 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (1 hour) 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 pentagram 

 
This spell summons a Salamander (see The Bestiary) into a pentagram being touched by the 
caster. The pentagram must contain a fire, of at least the size of a small camp fire, for the 
spell to work. 
 
The caster may issue the summoned Salamander with orders whilst it is in the pentagram. 
They will be understood regardless of the language used and the Salamander must 
unquestioningly carry them out to the best of its ability. Orders can take the Salamander 
outside the pentagram, but a wise caster will make sure that he orders the Salamander to re-
enter the pentagram when its tasks are done. This is because the Salamander is not forced by 
the spell to obey orders issued to it whilst it is outside of the pentagram. 
 
If his orders are effective, the caster can make full use of the Salamander’s abilities to: 

• shoot fire bolts at his enemies; 

• give him immunity to fire and heat; 

• extinguish fires, or cause them to erupt as fire balls; 

• transmit the images that are shown to it to allies gathered around a fire elsewhere 
(note that the caster must own a vector for each of the fires to which images are to 
be transmitted; generally the vector is ash from the fire). 

 
When the spell’s duration ends, or if the caster cancels the spell prematurely, the summoned 
Salamander is immediately banished to whence it came. A successful Dispel Magic spell can 
also end this spell and banish a Salamander, but only if cast whilst the Salamander is within 
the pentagram by which it was summoned. 
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1,12,3,5) WARM ENVIRONMENT 

DISCIPLINE: Pyromancy 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC hours) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: Self 

 
This spell keeps the caster (and the equipment on his person) comfortably warm in cold 
environments. (It does not protect the caster from burns, ice or magical cold.) 
 
Difficulty variant. If this spell is successfully cast at Proficient Difficulty (15), the caster can 
protect up to SC/2 creatures, including himself. Those wishing to benefit must be touching 
the caster as he casts. Casting this variant requires the following die: the pelt of a Yeti. 

1,12,3,6) WILL-O’-THE-WISP 

DISCIPLINE: Pyromancy 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC minutes) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: 1 flame 

 
This spell creates a candle-bright flame that flies through the air in front of the caster, at his 
walking pace. The caster can steer the flame’s flight by concentrating; if he is distracted, the 
flame does not halt but continues along its current vector. Unlike Stubborn Flame, this flame 
can be extinguished by light gusts or rain. Though weak, any light is welcome in darkness, 
and the caster can send this flame ahead to get some idea of what is in store. 

1,12,4) PROFICIENT RANK 

1,12,4,1) BEACON 

DISCIPLINE: Pyromancy 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC minutes) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 creature 

DIE: Live glow-worm or firefly in a jar 

 
This spell causes a fiery orb to erupt in the sky directly above the target. It hangs there several 
kilometres up, burning brightly. A shower of sparks rains down (harmlessly) from it upon 
the target below. If the target moves, the orb and its tail of sparks follow. The shower of 
sparks illuminates the target as if they held a lantern. On a clear night, the orb is bright 
enough to be seen from at least SC kilometres away. On a sunny day, the orb can be seen 
clearly from a kilometre distant; further than this, it is easily missed. Thick clouds and fog 
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may obscure the orb, but its fire is otherwise impervious to the worst of the weather.  When 
the spell’s duration expires, the orb vanishes from the sky, like a candle snuffed out. 
 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 

• Expert (18), the duration becomes SC hours; 

• Master (21), the duration becomes SC days. 

1,12,4,2) FIRE BLAST 

DISCIPLINE: Pyromancy 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 fire 

DIE: Orange garnet gemstone, cut and polished 

 
This spell is cast upon a fire, causing it to explode like a powerful Fire Ball, delivering 
1d10+(SC/2)+2 damage. (To be the spell’s target, a fire must be at least the size of a small 
cooking fire, i.e. candles cannot be affected.) 

1,12,4,3) FIRE CLOAK 

DISCIPLINE: Pyromancy 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC seconds) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: 2 metre radius 

DIE: Fine red silk cloak 

 
This spell cloaks the caster in flames. These do not affect him in any way but will burn anyone 
close enough to him who fails to resist, e.g. those engaged in close quarters melee combat 
with the caster. To determine the damage, apply the following process every second that a 
creature is fully or partially within the affected radius. Roll 1d10 on the Burns Damage Table. 
If this die scores a 10, roll another 1d10 and add the result, and so on. The flames can burn 
several body locations at once, so use the Armour Class of the least protected first division 
body location that was engulfed that second. For simplicity, the GM should tailor the 
resulting injury to this body location, with other parts just getting singed. 

1,12,4,4) FIRE PROTECTION 

DISCIPLINE: Pyromancy 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC minutes) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: Self 

DIE: Scale from a Fire Dragon 
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This spell makes the caster (and the equipment on his person) resistant to harm from heat 
and fire. Any attacks against him of the Burns (Heat) damage type have their Attack (or 
Damage Score if damage is automatic) reduced by SC. 
 
Difficulty variant. If this spell is successfully cast at Expert Difficulty (18), the caster can 
protect up to SC/2 creatures, including himself. Those wishing to benefit must be touching 
the caster as he casts. 

1,12,4,5) FIRE SPRITE  

DISCIPLINE: Pyromancy 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (1 hour) 

RANGE: 5xSC metres 

VOLUME: 1 sprite 

DIE: Candle made by the caster and lit by him 

 
This spell creates a flickering red image of the caster made of flames – a Fire Sprite. By 
default, the sprite copies the caster’s own movements, but the caster can remain still and yet 
make the sprite move if he concentrates fully upon it. In this way, the caster could remain 
stationary but make the sprite walk into battle on his behalf. The sprite can only move as the 
caster can. E.g. it can walk and run as fast as the caster and can jump like him too, but it 
cannot fly. The caster and sprite can move up to 5xSC metres apart, so long as the former 
can see the latter; if line of sight is broken, the spell ends and the sprite vanishes. The sprite 
also vanishes if it is touched by water with a volume ≥1 litre; the sprite will be destroyed if a 
light rain falls upon it for long, or if a Water Bolt is cast at it, or even if a puddle is kicked 
and splashed over it. Otherwise, the sprite can be an effective force in combat, but this 
depends on the caster’s SC. It makes punch and kick attacks with a duration of 3 seconds, 
an Attack equal to SC and an Attack Strength of SC/2, any damage being resolved on the 
Burns Damage Table. The GM should consider whether combustible materials touched by 
the sprite catch alight. The sprite can be attacked in return. Its Defence equals SC/2, its 
Armour Class is zero, and it is of the super-resilient vulnerability (medium-sized) – see 
Vulnerability in The Bestiary. 
 
This spell’s die – a lit candle – must be held by the caster as he casts the spell. The candle 
burns fast, and will be fully consumed by a single casting of this spell. Further candles will 
be required for further castings. 

1,12,4,6) FIRE TRAP 

DISCIPLINE: Pyromancy 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC hours) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: SC metre diameter sphere 

DIE: Red ruby gemstone, cut and polished 
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This spell causes a small red globe to appear in the caster’s open palm, SC centimetres across. 
Once he loses physical contact with it, a countdown starts and, after SC minutes by default, 
the globe will explode as a Fire Ball spell, centred on the globe’s location. The caster is able 
to choose a shorter time, as he puts the globe down or hands it over to an unsuspecting 
victim but, once the countdown has started, it cannot be reset. 
 
A successful Dispel Magic spell can be used to cancel a Fire Trap, if it can be cast before the 
globe explodes. 
 
Difficulty variant. If this spell is successfully cast at Expert Difficulty (18), the caster can 
plant a Fire Trap at a location in such a way that the globe remains dormant until such time 
as a creature comes within a set distance of it (up to SC/2 metres). It then explodes. 

1,12,4,7) IGNITE  

DISCIPLINE: Pyromancy 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC minutes) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 item 

DIE: Ashes from a fire started without artifice (by neither man nor magic) 

 
This spell causes a single item, weighing ≤(SCx10) kilograms, to instantly become red hot. A 
flammable item will burst into flames. A non-flammable item will stay at this temperature 
for SC minutes, and then start to cool naturally. The GM should class contact with the item 
as an attack of the Burns (Heat) damage type with a maximum Damage Score of 
1d10+(SC/2). A new attack should be made every second that contact continues. As the 
item cools, the GM should reduce the maximum Damage Score accordingly. 
 
Magical items affected by this spell that are not the caster’s property resist using twice their 
magic bonus. And a Resistance Roll is always made for sentient items. For this purpose, the 
soul’s SD attribute is increased by the magic bonus on the item. 

1,12,4,8) WAND OF PYROMANCY  

DISCIPLINE: Pyromancy 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Infinite 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 wand 

DIE: Wand of ash wood 

 
This spell is the Pyromancy equivalent of the Wand of Aeromancy spell. 
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1,13) WIZARDRY 
The spells in this discipline are concerned with the manipulation of magic itself, and the 
teleportation of creatures and items. Teleportation is the magical transportation of something 
from one place to another in an instant. 
 
Experts in this discipline call themselves wizards. 

1,13,1) NOVICE RANK 

1,13,1,1) DETECT MAGIC 

DISCIPLINE: Wizardry 

RANK: Novice (8) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (Concentration) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: 2xSC metres and within sight 

 
Each spell that produces non-instantaneous effects also creates an aura around its target 
whilst its magic is active. However, these auras are normally invisible. Consequently, it is 
often not obvious whether a target has been affected by a spell or not. E.g. whilst the Fire 
Wall spell produces a wall of flame, clearly visible to all, it may not be apparent that a friend 
has been taken over with a Master spell, or that an opponent has cast Magic Armour upon 
himself. 
 
Spells’ auras are made visible, though, to the user of a Detect Magic spell. Whilst the caster 
concentrates, he sees the glowing aura emitted by each and every non-instantaneous spell 
effect within sight. This makes magical items, including phylacteries and golems, glimmer 
brightly to the caster. And the target of several different active spells will have several 
different discernible auras. The caster may not recognise every one, however. If an aura is 
generated by a spell which has been memorised by the caster, he is automatically able to 
identify exactly which spell it is. If the caster has not memorised the spell, but has some 
magic skill in its discipline, he will recognise the discipline of the spell from its aura. He will 
also learn the spell’s difficulty if he has memorised other spells in that discipline of the same 
or higher difficulty. 

1,13,1,2) GLYPH 

DISCIPLINE: Wizardry 

RANK: Novice (8) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC weeks) 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 symbol 

 
This spell places an invisible symbol onto a wall or door or other fixed surface being touched 
by the caster. The caster chooses the symbol, commonly a stylised rune which has a particular 
meaning for him. He might use glyphs to navigate through a maze, mark the location of 
treasure he has hidden, etc. 
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Glyphs are normally invisible to everyone except their creator. However, a Detect Magic 
spell will reveal them. Finally, those with a Wizardry SC greater than that of the creator of a 
glyph can see his glyph if they pass an observation Action Roll versus the creator’s SC. 

1,13,1,3) SCRIBE 

DISCIPLINE: Wizardry 

RANK: Novice (8) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (Concentration) 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 image 

 
This simple spell magically copies a text or drawing (e.g. a map or spell scroll) that is being 
examined by the caster onto a sheet of parchment (or vellum, bark, etc.) held in his hand. 
The caster can have the image scaled up or down accordingly to better fit on his parchment. 
 
If this spell is used to copy words of Magicka, e.g. a transcript of a spell, then, if the Spell-
Casting Roll is fumbled, both the original and copy vanish in a bright flash, and all within SC 
metres of either text suffer a magic injury, 1d100+SC being rolled for them on the Magic 
Damage Table. 
 
Difficulty variant. If this spell is successfully cast at Proficient Difficulty (15), the caster is no 
longer restricted to copying texts or drawings, but can reproduce any scene before him as a 
detailed line drawing on his parchment. Casting this variant requires the following die: a male 
peacock’s tail feather. 

1,13,1,4) SWITCH 

DISCIPLINE: Wizardry 

RANK: Novice (8) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 object 

 
Both the caster and target of this spell must be holding a small object in their hand(s). On 
casting the spell, and if the target fails to resist, the two objects swap places instantly. If the 
object held by the target is sentient, it may also try to resist this spell. 

1,13,2) DABBLER RANK 

1,13,2,1) BULWARK 

DISCIPLINE: Wizardry 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC hours) 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 pentagram 
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When casting this spell, the caster must choose whether to prevent creatures from passing 
into the pentagram, or to prevent them from leaving it. 
 
If this spell is cast to prevent creatures from entering the pentagram, then its effects are as 
follows. Any creature that crosses over the pentagram moving inwards is instantly teleported 
to just outside the pentagram again. Thus, anyone inside the pentagram when this spell is 
cast is protected from those outside.  
 
This spell’s protection is not absolute, however. The first time that a creature tries to cross 
into the pentagram, it is allowed a Resistance Roll versus the spell. If the roll is passed, the 
creature is not hindered in any way by this spell and may cross the pentagram at will. (If the 
creature fails to resist, no further Resistance Rolls are allowed, and it will be unable to pass 
into the pentagram whilst this spell acts upon it.) Also, this spell only acts upon creatures. A 
weapon or projectile could pass over the pentagram to strike those within. And spells are not 
hindered by the pentagram. E.g. an enemy outside the pentagram could strike those inside 
with a Fire Bolt, or use a Master spell to compel them to walk out of the pentagram, or 
Dispel Magic to cancel the Bulwark spell. 
 
If this spell is cast to prevent creatures from leaving the pentagram, the effects are similar 
but reversed. Any creature that crosses over the pentagram moving outwards is immediately 
teleported to just inside the pentagram again. Thus, creatures within the pentagram when 
this spell is cast are trapped within it, if they fail to resist. 
 
The pentagram must be large enough to contain those inside it within the hemisphere 
delineated by its circumference. E.g. an adult elephant could not be trapped (or protected) 
inside a pentagram of just 1 metre in diameter. It could protect a halfling sitting inside the 
pentagram from an elephant outside, however. This spell automatically fails if it is cast whilst 
the pentagram is obstructed by a large creature or object. 

1,13,2,2) DISPEL MAGIC 

DISCIPLINE: Wizardry 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 spell 

 
This spell cancels (dispels) a single active spell chosen by the caster, i.e. a spell with a finite 
duration that has already been cast and whose effects are still manifest.  
 
When this spell is cast, the target spell resists using its own caster’s Spell-Casting. If the 
Dispel Magic Spell-Casting Roll is: 

• successful, the target spell is dispelled permanently; 

• failed, then the target spell is unaffected. The caster may not attempt to dispel that 
specific spell again for another 24 hours; 

• fumbled, then the caster may not attempt to dispel that specific spell again without 
first increasing his SC. 
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E.g. a wizard with a Spell-Casting of 9 casts Dispel Magic on a wall of fire. The wizard’s 
player makes his Spell-Casting Roll and throws 1d10+9. The Difficulty of the Spell-Casting 
Roll is 10 for a dabbler spell. The pyromancer that cast the Fire Wall spell had a Spell-Casting 
of 8, so his player throws 1d10+8 for the Fire Wall spell’s Resistance Roll. The wizard’s roll 
must exceed or equal both the Difficulty and Resistance Roll for the Fire Wall to be dispelled. 
So, if the wizard’s Spell-Casting Roll scores: 

• less than the Difficulty, then the wizard fails to cast the Dispel Magic spell and the 
wall of fire is unaffected. He may try again (once any lost spell-casting ability is 
regained). 

• better than (or equal to) the Difficulty but less than the pyromancer’s Resistance Roll, 
then the Dispel Magic spell is cast but is resisted by the Fire Wall spell, and the wall 
of fire is unaffected. 

• better than (or equal to) both the Difficulty and the pyromancer’s Resistance Roll, 
then the Dispel Magic spell is cast and not resisted – the Fire Wall spell is dispelled 
and the wall of fire vanishes immediately. 

 
Remember that irrevocable magic spells cannot be dispelled. E.g. Dispel Magic cannot be 
used to make a magical item non-magical.  
 
At the GM’s discretion, magical effects which are not the result of a spell (e.g. some creatures’ 
magical powers) might be dispelled with Dispel Magic (perhaps only temporarily). 

1,13,2,3) READ TEXT 

DISCIPLINE: Wizardry 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC minutes) 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: Self 

 
The caster can read and write any language that he sees. However, his ability is limited as if 
he has a language skill value equal to his Wizardry skill. Additionally, he gains absolutely no 
ability to speak or comprehend the language when spoken – the comprehension is strictly 
limited to reading and writing. 

1,13,2,4) SPELL RUNE 

DISCIPLINE: Wizardry 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Infinite 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 spell 

 
This spell turns the next spell that the caster casts into a spell rune, rather than it being cast 
normally. A spell rune is an invisible symbol which is affixed to the surface being touched by 
the caster as he casts Spell Rune. The spell stored in the rune remains “on hold” until 
particular circumstances trigger its casting. These circumstances are specified by the caster 
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as he casts Spell Rune. When they occur, the spell in the rune is cast immediately, and takes 
effect after one second like an exclamation. 
 
Spell runes are normally invisible to everyone except their creators. However, Detect Magic 
will reveal them. Additionally, a rune glows visibly for the second whilst the spell it contains 
is cast. Finally, those with a Wizardry SC greater than that of the creator of a rune can see 
his rune if they pass an observation Action Roll versus the creator’s SC. To those that can 
see it, a rune looks like a heavily stylised letter of Magicka written in burning ink. The exact 
design of a rune reflects the spell within it. Therefore it is possible to recognise which spell 
is held within a rune, if one has created that rune oneself or seen the same rune before and 
experienced its triggering. 
 
When he casts Spell Rune, the caster must: 

• touch something to which the rune will be affixed. It can be placed on a creature if 
they submit willingly (e.g. the caster himself) or if they fail a Resistance Roll. Or a 
rune could be put on a mobile item, e.g. a weapon. (Sentient items may also resist.) 
In such cases, the rune will move with the creature or item as it moves or is moved. 
Alternatively, the trigger can be fixed to a static surface, e.g. a doorway or a flagstone 
on a corridor’s floor; 

• specify the circumstances triggering the casting of the spell in the rune. They cannot 
involve events beyond the range of the spell in the rune. They are often the speaking 
of a command word, or specific movements like approaching the rune, drawing a 
sword, etc.; 

• specify how the spell in the rune will be targeted when it is triggered. Will it be cast 
upon the person carrying the rune, or the nearest target at which he points when he 
says the command word, etc.?  

 
No-one can have more than SC/3 spell runes active at any one time. If a caster exceeds this 
limit, his oldest rune will automatically be cancelled (regardless of where it is in relation to 
the caster). Or the caster can choose which of his existing runes to cancel. A successful 
Dispel Magic spell can be used to remove someone else’s rune. 
 
By default, each spell rune can be triggered SC/3 times before it expires and vanishes. E.g. 
Vellum Doomwelder is always banging his head on a low beam in the ceiling when he 
staggers to the garderobe to urinate in the night. He decides to avoid this by fixing to the 
beam a spell rune with an Illuminate spell, specifying that the latter will be cast whenever his 
head comes within a metre of the beam in the hours of darkness. Doomwelder has a 
Wizardry skill of 9 and an EN attribute of 4, so the rune will cast Illuminate 13/3=4 times 
before being expended.  
 
Here are further examples of spell runes. 

• A caster might place a spell rune on his forehead, with Heal Injury inside it, specifying 
that the rune will cast Heal Injury on himself as soon as he receives an injury. 

• A caster might place a spell rune on his comrade’s palm, with Fire Ball inside it, 
specifying that the rune will cast Fire Ball whenever his comrade shouts “Burn!”, and 
that the Fire Ball will be targeted at the person towards which his comrade points. 

• A spell rune of Lightning Bolt might be placed on an important door, triggered to 
electrocute anyone touching the door without saying the password (or anyone 
starting to cast Dispel Magic on the rune).  
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• A spell rune might be placed on a sword, triggered to cast Stun on anyone stuck with 
the sword. 

• A Sleep spell might be hidden in a rune placed on the frontispiece of a spell book, to 
be cast upon anyone opening the book other than its owner.  

• An Invisibility spell might be placed on the caster’s strongbox of spell dies, triggered 
by anyone but the caster entering his room. 

• An Illusion spell might be placed upon a door in a corridor, so as to hide the door 
by making it look like part of the wall, triggered by anyone entering the corridor. 

• A spell rune of Summon Stair might be placed on the stone wall below the window 
of the caster’s study, so that he can quickly escape intruders. 

 
Not every spell will suit being put on hold within a spell rune. The GM should use her 
discretion to prevent abuse. 
 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 

• Proficient (15), the rune lasts until it has been triggered SC times; 

• Master (21), the rune lasts until it has been triggered SCxSC times. 
Casting these variants requires the following die: another wizard’s spell rune carefully copied 
by the caster using ink and vellum. 

1,13,2,5) SUMMON COIN 

DISCIPLINE: Wizardry 

RANK: Dabbler (10) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Exclamation (1 second)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC minutes) 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 coin 

 
This spell summons the nearest coin of a chosen denomination into the caster’s hand. After 

SC minutes the coin vanishes back to whence it came. By default, a bronze shield (🛡B) or 
crown (♕B) can be summoned. 
 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 

• Apprentice (12), a silver star (☆S) is summoned; 

• Proficient (15), a silver moon (🌖S) is summoned; 

• Expert (18), a gold sun (☼G) is summoned; 

• Master (21), a gold drake (🐉G) is summoned. 
Casting variants of Proficient rank or greater requires the following die: a coin of which the 
caster has been the first and only owner since its official minting. 
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1,13,3) APPRENTICE RANK 

1,13,3,1) COUNTER SPELL 

DISCIPLINE: Wizardry 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Exclamation (1 second)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 spell 

 
This spell must be cast upon an opponent spell caster who is in the process of casting a spell. 
It causes the opponent to fail his casting attempt. His spell does not take effect, and he 
suffers temporary loss of spell-casting ability. 
 
The caster may only counter a spell that he has memorised. He cannot counter a spell that 
he cannot cast for himself. Additionally, the caster must be able to see and hear his opponent 
clearly, so that he can recognise the incantation. Finally, he must cast Counterspell before his 
opponent finishes casting the spell to be countered. 
 
As with Dispel Magic, the caster’s Spell-Casting Roll must beat this spell’s Difficulty (12 for 
an apprentice spell) and also the opponent’s Resistance Roll. If Counter Spell is successful, 
the opponent’s spell fails. The opponent loses their spell-casting ability for half of the default 
time (see Spell-Casting Failures later this chapter). 
 
Difficulty variant. If this spell is successfully cast at Expert Difficulty (18), and if the 
opponent fails his Resistance Roll, the caster can commandeer the opponent’s spell. The 
commandeered spell is cast successfully but the caster of Counter Spell, rather than his 
opponent, is able to choose the spell’s effects and targets, within the normal limits for that 
spell. (If the commandeered spell has a range of Self, it can affect the caster instead of his 
opponent.) 
 
If more than one caster tries to commandeer the same spell, he whose Spell-Casting Roll 
passed by the greatest margin gains control of the spell. 
 
Casting this variant requires the following die: a piece of a Master Fungoid. 

1,13,3,2) INCREASE DURATION 

DISCIPLINE: Wizardry 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (Next spell) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 person 

 
This spell multiplies the duration of the effects of the next spell cast by the target by SC. E.g. 
a wizard with SC=8 could cast this spell on himself and then cast Read Text, so that the Read 
Text spell’s duration becomes 8x8=64 minutes. 
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The only spells that can be affected are those with effect durations that are finite and which 
specify a period of time exceeding 1 second. 

1,13,3,3) INCREASE RANGE 

DISCIPLINE: Wizardry 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (Next spell) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 person 

 
This spell multiplies the range of the next spell cast by the target by SC. E.g. a wizard with 
SC=8 could cast this spell on a lithomancer ally about to cast Summon Tremor. He can make 
the tremor strike at up to eight times the normal distance. 
 
At the GM’s discretion, if the affected spell’s range is: 

• “Self”, it becomes “Touch”; 

• “Touch”, it becomes “2xSC metres and within sight”. 

1,13,3,4) INCREASE VOLUME 

DISCIPLINE: Wizardry 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (Next spell) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 person 

 
This spell multiplies the volume of the next spell cast by the target by SC. E.g. a wizard with 
SC=8 could cast this spell on himself and then cast Detect Magic, so that the Detect Magic 
spell’s radius becomes 8x8=64 metres (and within sight). 
 
Only spells with volumes defined as quantified areas, volumes or numbers of creatures, 
people or objects can be affected by this spell. Spells with volumes of “Self” cannot be 
affected. 

1,13,3,5) LOCATE ITEM 

DISCIPLINE: Wizardry 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (Concentration) 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 kilometre 

 
This spell tells the caster the distance and direction to a particular item. There are several 
conditions that must be obeyed for the spell to function: 

• The item must be within 1 kilometre of the caster. 
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• As he casts, the caster must be touching the item’s owner, its normal resting place or 
(at the GM’s discretion) the tools with which it was made. 

• The item must have some significance to the caster or its owner. 

• The item must be a unique thing rather than a generic type of item. I.e. this spell 
could find “the key to this door” but could not find “a key”. 

 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 

• Proficient (15), the item can be located within SC kilometres of the caster; 

• Expert (18), the item can be located at any distance. 
Casting these variants requires the following die: a long-lost item of the caster’s, now found. 

1,13,3,6) NIGHT WATCH 

DISCIPLINE: Wizardry 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC hours) 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 pentagram 

 
This spell warns the caster of potential attacks whilst he sleeps. He must cast the spell whilst 
within a pentagram marked on the ground (its radius cannot exceed SC metres). If the caster 
then sleeps within the pentagram, he will be woken by a magical stimulus whenever any 
creature larger than the tiny size band (see Size in The Bestiary) enters the pentagram’s 
hemispherical volume. The caster’s companions may sleep within the pentagram too, so long 
as they are within the pentagram during casting. The caster can then direct the spell to ignore 
their movements, if he wishes. 
 
The Bulwark spell is often cast upon the same pentagram to further protect those resting 
within from intruders. 

1,13,3,7) QUESTION TEXT 

DISCIPLINE: Wizardry 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (Concentration) 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 book or written record 

 
This spell provides a fast way for the caster to probe the knowledge held in a book, scroll, 
tablet or other written record. Having cast the spell, the caster is able to question the target 
book, and the target will answer audibly, in a somewhat distorted version of caster’s own 
voice. Answers can never extend beyond the limits of the knowledge held in the target book; 
the book cannot speculate in its answers. However, at the GM’s discretion, and if the Spell-
Casting Roll was passed by a sufficient margin, the book might link for the caster disparate 
facts and theories held within it. 
 
Difficulty variant. If this spell is successfully cast at Expert Difficulty (18), the volume of this 
spell extends to an SC metre radius – potentially allowing a whole library to be probed with 
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one spell. Every book within SC metres and earshot of the caster can be questioned. Each 
will answer in a slightly different version of the caster’s voice. Casting this variant requires 
the following die: a book stolen by the caster from a library. 

1,13,3,8) SUMMON OUTFIT 

DISCIPLINE: Wizardry 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: Self 

 
This spell must first be cast as a ritual upon a particular set of clothes, which the caster dons 
during the ritual. Henceforth, he may cast this spell as an incantation and that outfit will 
instantly appear on his body, regardless of his location or posture. The summoned clothing 
swaps places with that worn by the caster before casting. In this way, in just a few seconds, 
the caster can transform grubby travelling gear into fine robes befitting illustrious company. 
Or swap such robes for black clothing suited for escaping over city rooftops at night. 
Sumptuary laws are common, limiting certain styles of clothing to people of certain social 
ranks – and this spell can help the caster to circumnavigate such restrictions… 
 
The caster may cast this spell as a ritual to memorise another outfit for summoning with this 
spell. He can memorise up to SC/3 different outfits at one time, and may forget outfits at 
will to make space in his memory for others. 
 
The garments comprising a particular outfit do not need to be kept together or in any specific 
location for this spell to summon them. However, if they are scattered, then the caster’s 
current garments will be teleported away to different locations. Assuming that he memorised 
that outfit too, he will be able to summon it back again. 
 
By default, this spell cannot be used to summon armour (beyond leather footwear).  
 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 

• Expert (18), an outfit including armour of Armour Class ≤2 may be summoned (note 
that magical pieces of armour may resist this spell); 

• Master (21), an outfit with Armour Class >2 may be summoned (but not pieces of 
adamant armour). 

Casting these variants requires the following die: a tailor’s mannequin. 

1,13,3,9) WILD SPELLS 

DISCIPLINE: Wizardry 

RANK: Apprentice (12) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (Next SC spells) 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 spell-user 
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This spell curses a target such that the next SC spells that he casts are chosen randomly, i.e. 
the cursed target casts SC randomly chosen spells instead of the spells that he intended to 
cast. Each time, the GM should use the Random Spell Generator in the Treasure chapter to 
choose an alternative discipline and spell to take effect. The alternative spell should be of the 
same difficulty as the intended spell. If the randomly selected spell cannot take effect given 
the circumstances, she should reroll. 
 
Difficulty variant. If this spell is successfully cast at Expert Difficulty (18), every one of the 
randomly chosen spells is automatically targeted at its cursed caster. Casting this variant 
requires the following die: an item found at a dangerous intersection. 

1,13,4) PROFICIENT RANK 

1,13,4,1) ANALYSE SPELL 

DISCIPLINE: Wizardry 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 spell 

DIE: Magnifying lens 

 
This spell can be cast upon any profane magic spell which is either active or which the caster 
witnessed taking effect within the last minute. It will only work if the caster’s SC is greater 
than or equal to that of the caster of the spell being analysed. The caster learns the target 
spell’s discipline and Difficulty. 
 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 

• Expert (18), the caster also learns the target spell’s name, and a general idea of its 
effects; 

• Master (21), the caster also sees an image in his mind’s eye of the target spell’s caster 
as they cast the spell. 

1,13,4,2) GAUGE POWER 

DISCIPLINE: Wizardry 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: 2xSC metres and within sight 

VOLUME: 1 spell-user 

DIE: Magician’s wand (not borrowed, nor the caster’s own) 

 
If this spell is cast and not resisted, the caster learns which spell was most recently cast by 
the target; and also which spell was most frequently cast by the target in the last SC days. (If 
there is a choice of answers, the GM should choose which spell is most characteristic of the 
target.) 
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Difficulty variant. If this spell is successfully cast at Expert Difficulty (18), the caster also 
learns which is the most powerful spell ever cast by the target. This requires a vector to the 
target. 

1,13,4,3) LONG DOOR 

DISCIPLINE: Wizardry 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Exclamation (1 second)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: Self (and anyone touching caster) 

DIE: Key to an unknown door 

 
This spell can be cast in two different ways. First, it can be cast so that the caster memorises 
a particular door. By default, the maximum number of doors that he can memorise is two. 
The caster can forget a particular door to make room for a new one in his memory if he 
wishes. Note that this spell can only be cast upon doors, gates, etc. that the caster would be 
capable of quickly opening and closing by himself. So a normal door or gate could be the 
target of this spell, or even a heavy curtain across a doorway, but an open archway could not, 
and nor could a fortified double door in a castle requiring three guards to push open, or a 
portcullis raised by chains and winches. 
 
Second, casting this spell whilst opening a door enables the caster to step through the 
doorway and disappear, immediately reappearing through one of his memorised doors 
instead. The caster travels between these locations instantaneously. Witnesses at the first 
location will see him open the door, step through and vanish. Witnesses at the destination 
location will see the caster opening the door and stepping out.  
 
The caster chooses to which of his memorised doors he will teleport, but the spell will fail if 
the destination door is further away than 10x(SC) metres. The spell will also fail if either door 
is locked, barred, or otherwise cannot be opened. 
 
Anyone touching the caster as he steps through the doorway will be teleported with him 
(unless they resist). Thus, this spell gives the caster and his companions an excellent way of 
evading pursuers. Or it might be used to let the caster return to his home in moments, to 
retrieve a useful item or ally… 
 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 

• Expert (18), the caster may memorise a third door, or he can teleport to a destination 
door up to SC kilometres distant; 

• Master (21), the caster may memorise a fourth door, or he can teleport to a 
destination door any distance away. 
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1,13,4,4) MAGIC CHEST 

DISCIPLINE: Wizardry 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: Self 

DIE: Treasure chest containing valuables of the caster 

 
This spell must first be cast as a ritual upon the spell’s die, i.e. a treasure chest of longest 

dimension 50 centimetres, which the caster must touch throughout the ritual. Henceforth, 
he may cast this spell as an incantation and teleport a chosen item from the chest into his 
hand or hands. The item is summoned regardless of the distance between the caster and 
chest. The caster may also cast this spell to stow an item that he holds in the chest. An item 
cannot be affected by this spell if it would not fit within the chest were it empty. 
 
Sentient items may make a Resistance Roll versus this spell if it is used upon them. The magic 
bonus on the item should be added to the soul’s SD attribute for this purpose. 
 
Each caster may have only one magic chest in existence at any time. Casting Dispel Magic 
upon the chest breaks the link between it and the caster, preventing items from being 
summoned or stowed. 
 
Difficulty variants. If this spell is successfully cast at the following Difficulty: 

• Expert (18), the chest’s longest dimension can be 1 metre; 

• Master (21), the chest’s longest dimension can be 2 metres. 

1,13,4,5) RECALL SELF 

DISCIPLINE: Wizardry 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Exclamation (1 second)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: Self 

VOLUME: Self 

DIE: Pigeon’s egg 

 
This spell requires the caster’s wand to be elsewhere, and <(SC/3) kilometres from him. 
Using this spell teleports the caster to his wand. Anyone touching the caster at the time is 
teleported with him, unless they resist this spell. 
 
If the caster has a stave of wizardry, rather than a wand, he may use this spell to teleport to 
his stave from up to SC kilometres away. With a staff of wizardry, there is no limit upon the 
distance between the caster and his staff. 
 
Difficulty variant. If this spell is successfully cast at Expert Difficulty (18), the caster’s wand, 
stave or staff is teleported to his hand. 
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1,13,4,6) REFLECT MAGIC 

DISCIPLINE: Wizardry 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Incantation (5 seconds)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC hours) 

RANGE: As absorbed spell 

VOLUME: As absorbed spell 

DIE: Hand mirror 

 
This spell reflects the next spell cast at the caster back at its own caster. Thus, if a Fire Bolt 
is cast at the caster, it will strike its own caster instead. The reflected spell affects its caster 
exactly as the spell was intended to affect the caster of the Reflect Magic spell (so, if the 
reflected spell is resistible, then its caster may try to resist its effects when the spell bounces 
back at him). A spell will only be reflected if it was specifically aimed at the caster of Reflect 
Magic. Thus, if a Fire Ball is aimed at the caster, it will be reflected but, if the caster is caught 
in the blast of a Fire Ball that was not aimed at him, then it will not be reflected. 
 
Difficulty variant. If this spell is successfully cast at Master Difficulty (21), the caster can 
absorb a spell rather than reflecting it back. The absorbed spell will be stored for up to SC 
hours and, during this period, it can be cast as an exclamation in one second at any target 
selected by the caster (within the restrictions of the absorbed spell). The caster can only store 
one absorbed spell at any time. Note that, if an absorbed spell is not used, it will be cast upon 
the caster at the end of the SC hours. 

1,13,4,7) RESTORATION 

DISCIPLINE: Wizardry 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Instantaneous 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 creature 

DIE: Something valuable to the caster that was lost for at least a year 

 
This spell restores the target’s ability to cast spells – which will generally have been lost 
because of a spell-casting failure. Casting Restoration is not done lightly, however, as it also 
has the effect of making the caster lose his own ability to cast spells for the next EN hours. 

1,13,4,8) SHARE SPELL 

DISCIPLINE: Wizardry 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Resistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Revocable Finite (SC-1 castings) 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 person 

DIE: Page torn from another magician’s spell book, containing the text for a spell 
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On casting this spell, the caster intentionally forgets a specific spell from his repertoire, whilst 
the target gains the ability to cast it. The target’s Spell-Casting is always SC-1 for the shared 
spell, i.e. one worse than the caster of Share Spell. Once the shared spell has been cast SC-1 
times, the target forgets the spell and it becomes re-memorised for the caster and available 
for him to cast again. 
 
The caster cannot cancel Share Spell prematurely. Neither can he re-memorise the shared 
spell until Share Spell is ended. The target is unable to write out a transcript in Magicka of a 
shared spell, but can make notes about it which, if referred to later when studying an actual 
transcript of the spell, will give him a +1 bonus to the memorise spell Action Roll, and will 
also reduce the number of hours of study by one (to a minimum of one). 
 
If the Spell-Casting Roll to cast Share Spell is fumbled then, in addition to the normal effects 
of fumbling spell-casting, the target forgets their favourite spell from their repertoire. 

1,13,4,9) WAND OF WIZARDRY  

DISCIPLINE: Wizardry 

RANK: Proficient (15) 

RESISTIBILITY: Irresistible 

CASTING DURATION: Ritual (1 hour)  

EFFECT DURATION: Irrevocable Infinite 

RANGE: Touch 

VOLUME: 1 wand 

DIE: Wand of yew wood 

 
This spell is the Wizardry equivalent of the Wand of Aeromancy spell. 

1,14) MEMORISING SPELLS 
A spell is cast by speaking one or more words in the complex magical language Magicka. The 
enunciation must be perfect for the spell to work, so a character must memorise the words 
for each spell before he can cast it (unless the spell has been embedded within an item using 
Alchemy’s Spell Enhancement, for example). 
 
Memorising a spell usually requires a transcript of its Magicka to be studied intensely for a 
number of hours equal to half of the spell’s Difficulty. In addition, if the spell is of proficient 
rank or greater, its die must be available throughout this time – see Components shortly. At the 
end of the study, an Action Roll (magic skill+RE) is made versus the spell’s Difficulty. If 
this: 

• roll is passed, the character memorises the spell successfully and may begin to cast it; 

• roll is failed, the character fails to memorise the spell and, if he wishes to try to 
memorise it again, will have to restart his study from the beginning; 

• (roll’s unmodified d10 scored more than the character’s current magic skill value, 
then he can make a Development Roll for that skill – see Incidental Skill Development 
in the Actions chapter). 

 
E.g. Vellum Doomwelder finds a scroll on which is written the Magicka for Summon Water, 
a novice Hydromancy spell. Doomwelder has no skill with this discipline and is keen to 
develop it. This spell’s Difficulty is 8, so he must study the scroll for 4 hours to memorise it. 
This done, his player throws 1d10 plus his Hydromancy skill value, 0, and his RE attribute 
value, 5, i.e. 1d10+0+5. If Doomwelder’s result beats (or equals) the Difficulty of 8, then he 
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has memorised Summon Water and can begin to cast it. He will also be able to make a 
Development Roll for Hydromancy skill, to try to increase its value from 0 to 1. (In this case, 
this roll will automatically succeed.) In this way skill is gained in new disciplines of magic. 
 
A character can only sustain the concentration required to memorise a spell (or to undertake 
tuition or study – see Directed Skill Development in the Actions chapter) for up to RE hours per 
day. Consequently, the time spent memorising a spell may need to be split into several 
periods of study across several days, with full periods of sleep in between. E.g. a magician 
with an RE of 4 would need 2 days to memorise an apprentice rank spell (Difficulty 12), 
studying it for 4 hours on the first day and 2 on the second. 

1,14,1) LIMITS ON MEMORISING SPELLS 

A character’s calling limits which spells he can memorise, thus: 

• Fighters cannot memorise spells of expert or master rank. They can only memorise 
proficient spells from one discipline, and apprentice spells from the same discipline 
and one other. 

• Jacks cannot memorise spells of master rank. They can only memorise expert spells 
from one discipline, and proficient spells from the same discipline and one other. 

• Magicians can only memorise master rank spells from one discipline, and expert 
spells from the same discipline and one other.  

 
E.g. consider a magician who has memorised expert and master spells from the Aeromancy 
discipline. He now cannot memorise master spells from any other discipline. He may 
memorise expert spells from one further discipline if he wishes, but no more. He can 
memorise as many novice, dabbler, apprentice and proficient spells as he wishes. 

1,14,2) SPELL ACQUISITION 

How do characters come across transcripts of spells to memorise? They may: 

• find spell scrolls or spell books on their travels – the former being a sheet of 
parchment containing the instructions in Magicka for casting a single spell, the latter 
being a book containing instructions for multiple spells; 

• purchase spell scrolls from the Guild of Mages; 

• trade copies of spell transcripts with others. 
 
Alternatively, a spell can be acquired through research, i.e. the character develops a spell for 
himself from first principles, rather than just by finding a transcript of it. The process of spell 
research is described later in this chapter. 

1,14,3) FORGETTING SPELLS 

Usually, spell-casters do not forget spells once they are memorised. Consequently, there is 
no need for every spell-caster to lug around a heavy spell book wherever he goes. However, 
the wise will keep a spell book in a secure location for reference purposes in case they need 
to re-memorise a spell, usually after a spell-casting fumble. This happens frequently. 
 
A spell-caster can train himself to forget spells in order to comply with the limits on memory 
imposed by his calling (see Limits on Memorising Spells previously). This is not without cost, 
though. Memorising a spell which was previously restricted takes ten times as long as normal, 
and the character must sacrifice a point from the magic skill value for the discipline whose 
spells are being forgotten. E.g. consider a fighter who has memorised proficient spells in 
Pyromancy, and who then acquires a copy of a proficient Force spell which he would like to 
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learn to cast. As a fighter, he may only memorise proficient spells from one discipline, so he 
decides to forget his proficient Pyromancy spells to make room in his memory for the 
proficient Force spell. Memorising the Force spell takes ten times longer than normal. If, at 
the end of this study, the fighter’s memorise spell Action Roll is successful, he: 

• will have forgotten all of his proficient Pyromancy spells, which can no longer be 
cast; 

• loses one point from his Pyromancy skill value; 

• has memorised the proficient Force spell and may now cast it; 

• can now memorise further proficient Force spells at normal cost.  

1,14,4) THE GUILD OF MAGES 

While some copies of spells disseminate through the spell-casting population via trade 
between individuals and through finds of lost spell books and scrolls, the Guild of Mages 
may sell copies of spells to those with enough money. 
 
This guild was initially set up by powerful magicians to research and codify new spells, and 
to collect books and scrolls to preserve arcane lore. However, as with any powerful 
organisation, its aims now seem to accord more with accumulating wealth and political 
influence. 
 
Most cities contain a Guild Hall. Each is overseen by an Archmage, a very senior magician 
with a seat on the Guild’s Grand Council. Each Hall provides some or all of the following 
services, depending on its size. 

1,14,4,1) LIBRARIES 

Every Guild Hall has a library. The Guild charges visitors for access to its books, or for 
undertaking research on visitors’ behalf. Fees to see books or for having research done range 
widely, depending on the value of the books involved. The Guild will accept books as a form 
of payment whenever possible.  

1,14,4,2) MAGICAL ITEMS 

The largest Guild Halls have alchemists that will manufacture simple magical items for 
appropriate payment (the Value section of the Treasure chapter gives typical costs). They also 
buy unique and powerful items whenever possible – the Guild would rather have these in its 
own vaults than in those of a potential enemy organisation. 
 
These alchemists will also identify the powers (and command words) of magical items 
brought to them – for a fee. Typically a charge of 1 gold drake per power is levied. 

1,14,4,3) HOSPITALS 

Many Guild Halls have a hospital, staffed by skilled healers. There is usually a charge for 
healing people – the cost in gold drakes typically equals the Difficulty of the spells that are 
required. However, many Halls receive donations from benefactors that are spent on healing 
the poor freely.  

1,14,4,4) TELEPORTATION 

On the roof of each Guild Hall’s tower is a pentagram used for Teleport spells. This transport 
network is normally reserved for the Archmages but, occasionally, someone else is able to 
put forward the considerable amount of money charged to use the service. 
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1,14,4,5) SALE OF SPELLS 

The Guild sells spells to the spell-casting public in the form of spell scrolls, which can be 
bound straight into a spell book. A spell scroll customarily costs the spell’s Difficulty squared 
in gold suns. E.g. a spell scroll of Earth Ball (Lithomancy discipline, apprentice rank) usually 
costs 12x12=144 ☼G. 
 
However, not every spell is for sale. The nature of some disciplines, e.g. Curses and 
Necromancy, is such that their use is outlawed in many places. Consequently, the Guild may 
not sell these spells – not openly, at least. (Finding someone who will sell copies of these 
spells can be a challenge, perhaps requiring the infiltration of secretive cults…) 
 
Also, the Guild never sells copies of proficient, expert and master rank spells, regardless of 
the discipline. These are only made available to members, and they must earn them by 
undertaking suitable work for the Guild. 

1,14,4,6) MEMBERSHIP 

The differing membership ceremonies and indoctrination rituals of each Guild Hall are left 
to the GM to invent. They will reflect the whims of the local Archmage. A prospective 
member will invariably be asked to complete a suitably challenging task to demonstrate his 
commitment, expertise or potential. Membership may also require an invitation from an 
existing member.  
 
The benefits of membership vary between branches, but members are always given the 
opportunity to earn copies of proficient, expert and master rank spells. They may also be 
able to purchase some of the more common dies. Members might also be permitted to use 
the Guild Hall’s private facilities, e.g. bunk rooms, training areas and equipment, libraries, 
storage vaults, etc. 
 
Of course, in return, members must help the Guild to further its aims. This might simply 
mean following the ethos of the organisation. Members are expected to: 

• assist other members whenever possible; 

• prevent the destruction of books or scrolls whenever possible; 

• donate any books or scrolls that they find (other than their own spell books) to the 
nearest Guild Hall; 

• report to the local Guild Hall when they enter a settlement that has one. 
 
Members are also expected to obey the orders of the local Archmage, who may command 
them to undertake missions for the Guild. 
 
A breach of any of these requirements may result in sanctions, such as the confiscation of 
spell books, temporary or permanent revocation of membership, assassination, etc. 
 
Members of the Guild of Mages carry a silver broach in the shape of a flying raven. 
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1,15) CASTING SPELLS 
Once a spell is memorised, it may be cast. In order to cast a spell, the caster recites the words 
of the spell in Magicka, the ancient language of all profane magic – and his player must make 
a successful Spell-Casting Roll. The caster’s player rolls 1d10+SC, where SC is the caster’s 
Spell-Casting ability, i.e. the sum of the caster’s relevant magic skill value and his EN attribute 
value. E.g. if the attacker is casting an Ice Bolt spell, his Spell-Casting equals 
Aeromancy+EN. As usual: 

• if the relevant magic skill is advantaged or disadvantaged in some way, multiple dice 
are thrown and either the highest or lowest value is selected; 

• Spell-Casting Rolls explode on a natural 10, i.e. if the d10 shows a 10 (after resolving 
any advantage tier), then 1d10 is added to the total, and so on; 

• Spell-Casting Rolls automatically fail on a natural 1 (after resolving any advantage 
tier), triggering a Fumble Roll; 

• modifiers like Hindrance are added to the roll. 
 
The opposing Difficulty depends on the spell’s rank, and will be one of the following: 8 
(Novice); 10 (Dabbler); 12 (Apprentice); 15 (Proficient); 18 (Expert); 21 (Master). 
 
If the Spell-Casting Roll: 

• beats (or equals) the Difficulty, the spell is successfully cast; 

• is worse than the Difficulty, the Spell-Casting Roll fails and the spell is not cast. 

1,15,1) MULTIPLE CASTINGS 

Unless otherwise stated in a spell’s description, casting a spell multiple times on the same 
target never increases the strength of its effects. E.g. casting an Augment Attack spell, which 
gives a +1 bonus to Attack, twice at the same target will not result in the target’s Attack being 
increased by +2. 

1,15,2) SPELL-CASTING FAILURES 

If a Spell-Casting Roll is failed, the GM should blame this on fatigue – especially if the caster 
has cast several spells recently. They are mentally and magically drained, and must have 
misspoken the words of Magicka as a result. 
 
Spell-casting failure causes the caster to immediately lose the ability to cast any magic spells 
whatsoever for a time. If F is the amount by which the Spell-Casting Roll was failed, and if 
the spell’s rank was: 

• novice, spell-casting ability is lost for Fx10 seconds; 

• dabbler, spell-casting ability is lost for F minutes; 

• apprentice, spell-casting ability is lost for Fx10 minutes; 

• proficient, spell-casting ability is lost for F hours; 

• expert, spell-casting ability is lost for Fx10 hours; 

• master, spell-casting ability is lost for F days. 
 
E.g. Vellum Doomwelder attempts to cast Wand of Wizardry, a proficient Wizardry spell. 
He fails the Spell-Casting Roll by 3 points. He immediately loses the ability to cast spells for 
the next 3 hours. 
 
The character may still use command words to cast spells embedded in magical items or 
tattoos, for instance. And spell-casting ability is not lost if a spell is cast but resisted.  
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Lost spell-casting ability can be healed prematurely with the Wizardry spell Restoration, the 
herb Archmage’s Trefoil and also Potions of Restoration. 

1,15,3) SPELL-CASTING FUMBLES 

Like other Action Rolls, if a Spell-Casting Roll scores a natural 1, after any advantage or 
disadvantage is resolved, then the spell-casting attempt fails and a Fumble Roll is required. 
All spell-casting fumbles result in: 

• the effects of spell-casting failure, i.e. loss of spell-casting ability (see the previous 
section); plus 

• loss of the fumbled spell from the caster’s memory. He may not cast this spell again 
until he has re-memorised it (see Memorising Spells earlier). (The player should put a 
cross by the spell on his Character Sheet with a pencil.) 

 
If a dire fumble occurs (i.e. the Fumble Roll scored 10) then, in addition to the above, a roll 
is made on the Magic Damage Table (at the end of the Advanced Magic chapter in the GM’s 
Guide). The fumbling caster’s player uses the Difficulty of the fumbled spell as the Damage 
Score and adds 1d100. The GM then applies the result to the character. 
 
At the GM’s discretion, in addition to the above, a fumbled spell might take effect but with 
a perverse and dangerous outcome. E.g. a bolt spell might strike an ally rather than an 
opponent. A healing spell might harm the intended target, or cure a wounded enemy instead. 
A summoning spell might teleport the caster to the location of the target creature, or 
summon a demon into the world instead… 

1,15,4) SPELL-CASTING FEATS 

If a Spell-Casting Roll’s d10 scores a 10, before any modifiers are applied, and the spell is 
cast successfully, then a feat occurs. The player may describe some flourish that makes the 
spell-casting particularly remarkable, and which extends or customises the spell’s effects, e.g. 
the spell affects an extra target. If a Spell-Casting Roll is a feat and it succeeds by ≥20, then 
the feat is spectacular, and a more powerful flourish occurs. Perhaps twice the normal 
number of targets are affected… 

1,15,5) DEFAULT CASTING DURATION 

The default time required to cast spell is equal to: 

• 1 second for exclamation spells; 

• 5 seconds for incantations; 

• 1 hour for rituals. 
 
Exclamations are fast because they require only a single word of Magicka to be uttered. 
Incantations require a short phrase to be recited in Magicka. Rituals are slowest because they 
require the perfect recital of a long set of instructions. 

1,15,5,1) FAST CASTING 

The caster may try to cast a spell more quickly than the default duration, but this will increase 
the Difficulty of the Spell-Casting Roll by 2 for every second faster than the default (see 
Reducing the Time Required for an Action in the Actions chapter). And the duration cannot be 
reduced to less than half of the default or to less than 1 second. In practice, this means that 
a caster might consider casting an incantation in 4 or 3 seconds, rather than 5, for a 2 or 4 
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point worsening of the Difficulty. He cannot cast exclamations any faster, and there is little 
point in rushing rituals. 

1,15,5,2) SLOW CASTING 

An incantation spell can be cast as a routine action, i.e. no Spell-Casting Roll is required to 
cast it, assuming that the: 

• caster’s SC equals or exceeds the spell’s Difficulty; 

• caster feels that they are (relatively) safe from danger, enemies, etc.; 

• caster can carefully cast the spell, slowly and without distractions, over 1 minute 
(rather than the usual 5 seconds). 

 
If a resistible incantation is cast in this way, and is to be resisted, assume that the result of 
the Spell-Casting Roll equalled the spell’s Difficulty. 
 
Slow casting may be helpful, for instance, when using healing the injured after combat. 

1,15,6) ENUNCIATION AND GESTICULATION 

Whilst casting a spell, the caster must concentrate upon reciting the Magicka correctly. If his 
SC is high enough, the caster may only need to think through the words of the spell in his 
head in order to cast it. If he is less skilled, he will need to say the spell’s words out loud. 
This is shown in the following table: 
 

SC = 
MAGIC SKILL + EN 

CASTING DURATION RANK 

EXCLAM-
ATION 

INCANT-
ATION 

RITUAL 

1 to 6 Speech Speech Speech 

7 to 11 Thought Speech Speech 

12 to 15 Thought Thought Speech 

≥16 Thought Thought Thought 

 
If speech is required to cast a spell, note the following. 

• Whispering is not permissible, although quiet speech is. The words must be 
pronounced perfectly and with emphasis. 

• If a character is gagged or has lost his voice (perhaps because a Gag spell has been 
cast upon him), he will be unable to cast the spell. 

• Others within earshot may be able to identify the spell before it is cast. If a listener 
can cast spells of the same discipline and rank, he will certainly recognise it (unless it 
is a novel spell). 

• (GMs should note that many non-humanoid creatures in The Bestiary have spell-
casting abilities but lack the means to articulate normally. The restrictions on 
enunciation do not apply to such innately magical creatures.) 

 
Gesticulation is never required to cast spells, but often looks good. 

1,15,7) BEING DISTRACTED WHILST CASTING 

Casting spells requires varying degrees of concentration. 
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1,15,7,1) INCANTATIONS AND RITUALS 

A character can perform other simple actions whilst casting an incantation or ritual. E.g. he 
could walk forwards and draw a sword at the same time. However, if he performs any sort 
of action which the GM judges will disturb his concentration too much (such as fighting), 
then the spell-casting attempt should automatically fail. In some distracting situations, the 
GM might only allow a spell-casting attempt to be made if the character first passes a 
concentration Action Roll (Magic skill+SD), modified by HI, versus some Difficulty 
reflecting the amount of distraction. Suffering an injury whilst casting an incantation or ritual 
should always cause the attempt to fail. 

1,15,7,2) EXCLAMATIONS 

Casting an exclamation only requires a single word of Magicka and a single second. Because 
of this simplicity, they can be cast whilst the caster is in the process of undertaking another 
action. I.e. a character’s current action need not be cancelled in order to cast an exclamation 
spell; the action continues after casting the spell as if uninterrupted. E.g. one might cast 
Augment Attack whilst striking with a sword.  
 
The exception is if a character’s current action is casting a spell. He cannot interrupt one 
recital in Magicka with a word from another spell without ruining the first. Thus, if a 
character who is casting an incantation or ritual suddenly needs to cast an exclamation spell, 
then the casting of the incantation or ritual must be abandoned, that spell uncast. 
 
Exclamation spells are not without hazards, however. After casting an exclamation of 
Difficulty equal to X, the caster must wait X/2 seconds before casting another exclamation, 
or he risks mental burnout. If the caster lives dangerously and casts another exclamation 
before X/2 seconds has passed, then the Difficulty for the Spell-Casting Roll is increased by 
X/2. If the roll is: 

• successful, the character casts the second exclamation safely; 

• unsuccessful, the Spell-Casting Roll is automatically fumbled. Spell-casting fumbles 
are dangerous (see Spell-Casting Fumbles earlier). 

 
E.g. Olga the Orc is in a fight. She casts a Deflect spell, which is a dabbler exclamation in 
the Force discipline (Difficulty 10). She should now allow 10/2=5 seconds to pass before 
casting another exclamation. Two seconds later, her opponent makes a fearsome attack. Olga 
decides that she must cast another Deflect spell to help parry it. Because she has not waited 
5 seconds before casting another exclamation, the Difficulty of her Spell-Casting Roll is 
increased by 5, taking it from 10 to 15. Olga has a Force skill value of 4 and an EN attribute 
of 2 so her player throws 1d10+6. She needs to roll a 9 or 10 to succeed. Risky! 

1,15,8) SIMULTANEOUS SPELLS 

Whilst it is possible to attack with two weapons at the same time, it is impossible to cast two 
spells simultaneously. A caster cannot interweave the words of Magicka for different spells 
to cast two at once, without ruining both. 

1,15,9) RESISTING SPELLS 

All spells are classed as being either resistible or irresistible (also known as direct or indirect).  
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1,15,9,1) RESISTIBLE OR DIRECT SPELLS 

Whether a spell is resistible or not is noted in its description. Resistible spells usually affect a 
target directly. E.g. a Sleep spell puts its targets to sleep. Likewise, a Fire Ball spell creates 
magical fire which directly harms those within its volume. 
 
The target of a resistible spell may choose to resist it. If so, his player makes a Resistance 
Roll by throwing 1d10 plus the target’s relevant magic skill value and SD attribute. (Thus, if 
the target’s relevant magic skill value is zero, roll 1d10+SD.) If the target has a non-zero 
Hindrance, it must be added too. As usual, after resolving any advantage tier, a natural 10 
explodes and a 1 means automatic failure and a Fumble Roll. 
 
The Resistance Roll is made after the caster’s player’s Spell-Casting Roll. Obviously, if the 
Spell-Casting Roll fails, the spell is not cast so there is no need for a Resistance Roll as there 
is no spell to resist. 
 
If the spell is cast, compare the total value from the Spell-Casting Roll with that from the 
Resistance Roll. If the Spell-Casting Roll: 

• beat (or equalled) the Resistance Roll, the spell is not resisted and the target is affected 
by it; 

• was worse than the Resistance Roll, the spell is resisted. Although it was cast 
successfully, it fails to affect the target. 

 
Thus, the caster’s Spell-Casting Roll must equal or beat both the spell-casting Difficulty and 
the target’s Resistance Roll if a resistible spell is to take effect. 
 
If a Resistance Roll is fumbled, then the spell takes effect with maximum potency, e.g. the 
target takes maximum damage, for the maximum duration, etc. 
 
A target may only try to resist a particular casting of a spell once – normally when it first 
affects him. If he resists, he is not affected by this particular casting again, even if he moves 
out of the spell’s volume and then re-enters it. Likewise, if he fails to resist, he does not get 
a second Resistance Roll if he moves out of the spell’s volume and then re-enters it – he will 
be automatically affected by the spell. If the same spell is cast afresh, he may try to resist it 
again. 
 
Resisting spells is done subconsciously. So, although a player might make a Resistance Roll 
for his character, the character will not automatically know that he has resisted a spell 
(although he might guess as much if he saw someone glaring at him whilst chanting an 
incantation). 
 
This subconscious tendency to resist spells can be over-ridden by a conscious desire not to 
resist a particular beneficial spell. So a character will not automatically resist a healing spell 
being overtly cast upon him by an ally. 
 
Although resisting spells is subconscious, it cannot occur if the target does not react until 
after the spell is cast, e.g. because his Reactions Roll was worse than the caster’s. In such 
cases, the target cannot try to resist the spell’s effects at all. 
 
The GM does not make Resistance Rolls for her NPCs and creatures. Instead, they resist 
using their relevant magic skill plus SD, or their Intelligence, without adding a 1d10 roll too. 
Unless otherwise noted in a spell’s description, if a magical item is affected by a resistible 
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spell, then it resists using twice its magic bonus. An exception is sentient items. If an item is 
sentient, then the GM should make a Resistance Roll on its behalf, throwing 1d10+(2xSD), 
with the item’s magic bonus added to the soul’s SD for this purpose. 

1,15,9,2) IRRESISTIBLE OR INDIRECT SPELLS 

Irresistible spells usually affect the caster, the environment or inanimate objects. They only 
affect other creatures indirectly. Such spells cannot be resisted; no Resistance Roll can be 
made. E.g. consider the Summon Fog spell, which magically fills the air with opaque fog. 
Characters entering the affected volume cannot try to resist the spell to suddenly see through 
the fog. 

1,15,10) COMPONENTS 

Physical components are used to cast certain spells. There are two types of these: dies and 
vectors. 

1,15,10,1) DIES 

A spell’s die is an item that helps the caster to shape magical energy to cast the spell. All 
spells of proficient rank and above require a die if they are to be cast (unless they are 
embedded in an item or rune). The die for each spell is listed in its description. 
 
Dies limit the power of magicians. A significant part of their resources will be spent upon 
accumulating dies for different spells, returning home at regular intervals to study them, and 
ensuring their collection is safe and secure. 
 
Usually, a spell’s die does not need to be held by the caster as he casts the spell. It is enough 
for him to have studied that spell’s die within the last EN+RE weeks. To have properly 
studied a die, a character will have examined it, at close quarters and in peace and quiet, for 
several minutes. 
 
For every week longer than EN+RE since the character studied the die for a spell, that spell’s 
Difficulty increases by +1. Thus, as time passes without access to dies, a character will find 
it increasingly difficult and soon impossible to cast proficient, expert and master spells. 
 
Once a character has a magic skill value of 10, they can study notes in their spell book in 
place of their dies for spells of that specific discipline. Assume that it takes a number of hours 
equal to a spell’s Difficulty halved to make adequate notes about its die in a spell book. 
 
If the die for a spell is held by the caster during casting, the spell-casting Difficulty is reduced 
by 1. In addition, if he wishes, the caster can allow a die that he holds to be consumed by the 
spell-casting – this reducing the Difficulty by 3 rather than 1. In such cases, the die vanishes 
when the spell is cast – it is lost to the caster and cannot be used again. (The GM should 
note that, rather than being destroyed, consumed dies reappear at distant intersections.) 

1,15,10,2) VECTORS 

A vector is an item that links a spell to a distant target. By default, most spells require their 
targets to be within a limited range and often within sight. By using a vector, there can be 
any distance between the caster and target; the vector guides the spell’s effect to the target. 
 
The vector is always an item with which the target of the spell is very strongly associated, e.g. 
a physical piece of a person like a lock of hair, phial of blood or a finger bone, or an item 
that the person treasures such as a wedding ring, private journal or favourite weapon. There 
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must be some emotional weight to the vector, so it is likely to be something valued by the 
target which it has had to give away, something forcibly taken from it, or something that it 
has lost and wants back. Things which have been carelessly discarded, e.g. toe nail clippings, 
cannot be used as vectors. 
 
Unlike dies, a vector must be touched during spell-casting. And vectors are always consumed 
by spell-casting (with two exceptions, described shortly). This prevents a caster from firing a 
series of spells at a remote target; he would need multiple vectors to be able to do this. (The 
GM should note that consumed vectors actually reappear on the ground near the target’s 
location at the moment that the spell is cast. If the caster is aware of this fact, if he is clever 
enough to find the target’s precise location at the time he cast his spell, and if the target did 
not notice the vector appearing close by, then the caster may be able to recover the vector.) 
 
Two kinds of vectors are not consumed by spell-casting and can be used repeatedly – a vector 
that: 

• was given to the caster by the target to which it links, for the purpose of being a 
vector; 

• links to a location. Vectors can also be obtained for places, not just for people and 
creatures. Again, there must be a strong resonance between the vector and the 
location that it represents. Such a vector might consist, for example, of some soil 
from that location, of a chipping from the corner of an altar, of a phial of water from 
a spring, of a detailed sketch of the place that was actually drawn there, etc. 

 
The GM should note that there will be some spells for which the use of vectors is 
inappropriate, e.g. spells with a range of self. 

1,15,11) PENTAGRAMS 

Many summoning spells require a pentagram to be drawn or made on the ground before 
they can be cast. All such pentagrams consist of a five-pointed star symbol within a circle, 
the points of the star touching the circle’s circumference roughly 72˚ apart. Preparing a 
pentagram may require tools, e.g. chalk or a chisel to mark flagstones, a spade for turf, or 
perhaps burning oil. The symbol could also be drawn in mud or sand with a finger or twig, 
or even constructed from interwoven branches if necessary. If a pentagram is to be reused, 
it may be made in a more robust fashion – perhaps from polished metal inlaid into a stone 
floor. 
 
All pentagrams must be constructed carefully. Spells cannot be cast upon a pentagram if even 
one of its lines is incomplete or broken. As a rough guide, a pentagram whose outer circle is 
X metres in diameter generally takes X2 minutes to draw. E.g. if the pentagram’s circle has a 
radius of 5 metres, it takes 100 minutes to draw. The GM will vary this time depending on 
the method used to make the pentagram; obviously, carving a pentagram permanently into 
stone will take much longer. 
 
A pentagram can be affected by multiple spells at the same time (unless the GM feels that 
their effects would somehow conflict). 
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2) PIOUS MAGIC 
At the time of creation, the gods used their power to make the world. In those ancient times, 
the gods’ avatars would walk amongst the men and beasts. However, for reasons long 
forgotten, the gods withdrew from the world aeons ago. Now, rather than physically entering 
the world themselves, they seem to influence affairs remotely through the works of priests 
and their followers. 

2,1) THE GODS 
Descriptions are now given of the twelve gods, and their: 

• aspects – the sphere of influence of the god, i.e. those forces, things or emotions 
which the god embodies and controls; 

• names – the GM is left to decide upon the names of the god to the different peoples 
of her world, but examples are given from fiction and history; 

• depiction – gods can take any shape they choose. However, most gods usually have 
a preferred form which they use when appearing in visions or dreams; 

• alignment – describes the outlook of the god. See the Alignment section shortly; 

• symbols – the motifs and symbols associated with the god, often seen at holy places; 

• demigods – each god will occasionally bestow divine powers upon a certain creature, 
which is favoured because its nature befits the god’s aspects, and make use of it to 
achieve goals rather than working through priests. See the Demigods section shortly; 

• worshippers – the races and professions which commonly (but not always) worship 
this god; 

• priests – what priests of this god are called, and the manner of their dress; 

• strictures – what customs the god’s priests must obey; 

• temples – the form of places of worship devoted to the god; 

• holy days – the most important holy days and festivals observed by the god’s priests. 

2,1,1) BEASTS 

Aspects: Beasts, combat, valour, hunting, moon, autumn. 
The God of Beasts represents the vigour of the wild beast, the hunt and the 
chase, and the call of the Moon. 

Names:  Oromë, Tyr, Jhebbal Sag. 
Depiction: He appears as a muscular middle-aged male of the beholder’s race. Large 

antlers sprout from his brow and his lips conceal a wolf’s canines. He wears 
furs and carries a spear and long bow. Beholders are afraid; they hear the 
distant howling of wolves and smell horse sweat. 

Alignment: True Neutral. 
Symbols: Crimson colour, wolf or long bow. 
Demigods: Were-Wolf (in were-form). 
Worshipped by: Orcs, hedge mages, knights, lycanthropes. 
Priests: Priests of Beasts have no special name or code of dress. They wear a beast’s 

claw or talon as a pendant on a leather thong around their neck. 
Strictures: Priests of Beasts must: 

• never refuse a fair challenge to combat; 

• never kill beasts except in need, e.g. for food or in self-defence. 
Killing immature beasts must only be done in extremis; hunting the 
old and sick is encouraged. 
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Temples: Priests of Beasts do not worship within temples like those of other religions 
but, instead, meet in holy places to pray – often in the heart of a rich hunting 
forest or at the site of an ancient battle. 

Holy days: First full moon after the Autumn Equinox. There is a festival on this date in 
many rural communities – on which beasts are hunted, slaughtered, skinned 
and roasted over open fires and eaten – and thanks are given to the beasts 
and their God. Priests of Beasts officiate at these celebrations, and lead the 
hunts to ensure that no more is killed than can be eaten. 

2,1,2) CHAOS 

Aspects: Chaos, disorder, transformation, destruction, madness.  
The Chaos God is often worshipped by those who believe that regeneration 
and evolution can only follow purging destruction. However, the Chaos God 
seeks destruction for its own sake. 

Names:  Cthulhu, Tharizdun, Apep. 
Depiction: His appearance varies but is often a thrashing mass of pallid tentacles. 

Beholders are horrified; they hear deafening static noise and feel nauseous. 
Alignment: Chaotic Evil. 
Symbols: Fly or pentagram. 
Demigods: Varies (roll on a table from the Creatures by Habitat and Threat section of The 

Bestiary). 
Worshipped by: Kalamen, demons, warlocks, berserkers, lycanthropes. 
Priests: Priests of Chaos are known as Deviants. They have no code of dress. 
Strictures: None. Deviants are all eventually deranged by their communion with the 

Chaos God. 
Temples: Rather than maintaining temples, Deviants gather spontaneously to worship 

at places that have witnessed terrible violence, or are expected to do so. 
Holy days: None. Every act of violence and destruction is a celebration of the Chaos 

God. 

2,1,3) DARKNESS 

Aspects: Darkness, fear, hatred, power. 
The God of Darkness is the most senior of the evil gods. He ruled alone in 
the black void long before Creation occurred. 

Names:  Melkor, Mars. 
Depiction: He appears as a black void. Beholders see nothing within the darkness, yet 

have a sense of perceiving something moving within it. They are utterly 
terrified. 

Alignment: Lawful Evil. 
Symbols: Black colour, moth or bat. 
Demigods: Giant Vampire Bat. 
Worshipped by: Bone Elves, Orcs, Goblins, warlocks. 
Priests: Priests of Darkness are known as Moths, and their apostles are Grand Moths. 

They wear a pendant of lead shaped like a moth or chrysalis around their 
necks. They wear black cowled robes when within their temples.  

Strictures: Moths must: 

• accumulate power for their God; 

• strive against the forces of good; 

• obey the orders of more senior Moths. 
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Temples: Dark Temples are invariably hidden structures. Often, they take the form of 
an underground catacomb. Those who know the right path through the maze 
will find several large chambers, ornamented with carvings depicting the 
god’s symbols and victories, in which the Moths worship. The innermost 
sanctum always contains a sacrificial altar and a copy of the Mothonicum – a 
tome listing the Strictures of the Void written in Darkspeech. 

Holy days: The Winter Solstice, i.e. the longest night. Bloody sacrifices are made on this 
date by Moths and worshippers, who revel in the terror and pain that these 
cause. Whilst the victims are often down-and-outs plucked from the streets 
in the dead of night, occasionally the victim will be someone of more 
consequence – or even a worshipper or Moth, especially when political 
manoeuvring within the temple reaches fever pitch. 

2,1,4) DEATH 

Aspects: Death, judgement, retribution.  
The God of Death rules the Spirit Realm. He sits in judgement of the souls 
of the dead when they enter his halls. 

Names:  Mandos, Hel, Pluto. 
Depiction: He appears as a blanched skeleton dressed in a black cowled robe. His eyes 

glow with bright blue flames. He carries weighing scales. Beholders are afraid; 
they feel icy cold and their breath becomes mist. 

Alignment: Lawful Neutral. 
Symbols: White colour, skull or rat. 
Demigods: Ghost. 
Worshipped by: Mourners. 
Priests: Priests of Death are called Clerics. They wear a bone pendant shaped like a 

skull on a leather thong around their neck. When within their temples, they 
additionally wear a simple habit of white cloth. 

Strictures: Clerics must: 

• slay any undead that they encounter, for the dead should be at rest, 
or report to the nearest Temple of the Dead if they encounter undead 
too powerful to slay; 

• bury or burn the corpses of any dead that they find; 

• report to the Temple of the Dead when they enter a settlement; 

• obey the orders of senior Clerics. 
Temples: A Temple of the Dead will be found in almost every town and city. They are 

large domed buildings made of whitewashed stone. Apart from living 
quarters for Clerics, they contain chambers where the dead lie in state. 
Grieving relatives pay Clerics to oversee the burial of their dead. 

Holy days: Apart from by his Clerics, the God of Death is usually worshipped only at 
funerals. However, in most cultures there is an annual holiday called the Day 
of the Dead. The date of this festival varies with local custom; traditionally, 
the ruler chooses the anniversary of their father or mother’s passing. On this 
day people celebrate their ancestors and tend the graves of their kin. Clerics 
lead services to sanctify grave yards. In many lands, this holiday is a jolly 
occasion rather than a sombre one. In the most exuberant cultures, people 
dress up as skeletons as part of the festivities. 
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2,1,5) DECEPTION 

Aspects: Deception, illusion, dreams, beauty, desire. 
The Goddess of Deception represents the lustre of flawless beauty, a façade 
behind which motives are hidden. She is worshipped by everyone who uses 
guile and subterfuge, however slight, to achieve their ends. 

Names:  Irmo, Ishtar, Suspiria. 
Depiction: She appears as the beholder’s sexual fantasy. Beholders are entranced and 

attracted, yet also somehow afraid and repulsed. When her appearance ends, 
beholders immediately forget how she looked to them. 

Alignment: Neutral Evil. 
Symbols: Spider or mirror. 
Demigods: Dryad. 
Worshipped by: Changelings, Goblins, shapechangers, Vampires. 
Priests: Priests of Deception have no special name or code of dress. 
Strictures: Priests of Deception must simply further their Goddess’ desires, which are 

usually communicated through feverish dreams. 
Temples: Priests of Deception maintain temples, richly decorated with mirrors and 

ornate furnishings and tapestries, and full of eye-watering frankincense 
smoke. These halls are always secret places, hidden from all except those 
desired by the Goddess. 

Holy days: The Summer Solstice. Orgiastic rites are performed in the Goddess’ temples 
and other secret places. There is indiscriminate sexual activity and the 
consumption of mind-altering substances. 

2,1,6) DOOM 

Aspects: Fate, destiny, order, knowledge, truth, time.  
The Goddess of Doom represents order and knowledge, and seeks a world 
where people of all races work together to solve the mysteries of the universe. 

Names:  Vör, Wryd, Minerva. 
Depiction: She appears as an ancient female of the beholder’s race. Her skin is wrinkled 

and wizened with immense age, her eyes so sunken as to be dark pits. She 
wears a saffron robe and clutches a thick book, bound with snake skin, to 
her withered breast. Beholders are afraid; they feel the moisture drying from 
their mouths and eyes. 

Alignment: Lawful Neutral. 
Symbols: Orange colour, serpent or open grimoire. 
Demigods: Greater Naga. 
Worshipped by: Wood Elves, wizards, academics, Liches. 
Priests: Priests of Doom are called Ministers. They wear a copper pendant shaped 

like a coiled snake on a leather thong around their neck. When within their 
temples, they also wear an orange robe. 

Strictures: Ministers must: 

• strive against the forces of chaos; 

• encourage education and book-learning; 

• prevent the destruction of books or scrolls whenever possible; 

• report to the Temple of Doom when they enter a settlement; 

• obey the orders of senior Ministers. 
Temples: Temples of Doom are found in only the largest cities. Like the halls of the 

Guild of Mages, they contain extensive libraries. However, while the Guild 
sees its libraries as a source of power and revenue to be protected, libraries 
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in Temples of Doom are free to all – Ministers spend much of their time 
copying manuscripts so that educational texts can be disseminated widely. 
The temples also contain classrooms where Ministers teach reading and 
writing to the uneducated. 

Holy days: On the last day of the year, and the first day of the next. Ministers and 
worshippers spend the last day of the year in quiet reflection, evaluating the 
year that has passed. In this way they learn from their experiences and identify 
“resolutions” – tasks to accomplish in the coming year. On the first day of 
the new year, there is a celebration of learning. This is a much less 
introspective occasion. Ministers give books to the local needy, or begin 
journeys to deliver books to remote settlements. 
Lesser versions of these celebrations are held on the last and first day of each 
month also. 

2,1,7) EARTH 

Aspects:  Earth, stone, smithing, craft.  
The God of Earth represents the strength of stone and its bounty to the 
industrious. 

Names:  Aulë, Jord, Vulcan. 
Depiction: He appears as a middle-aged male of the beholder’s race. A fat but powerful 

man, with ruddy skin and brown eyes. He wears a leather apron over a grubby 
smock. Beholders are awestruck; they smell iron and taste blood. 

Alignment: Lawful Good 
Symbols: Rust colour, Troll or hammer. 
Demigods: Gnome. 
Worshipped by: Dwarves, Orcs, Trolls, Earth Dragon-Newts, Gnomes, alchemists, 

lithomancers. 
Priests: Priests of Earth wear a thick iron ring. When within their temple, they also 

wear a red-brown smock under a leather apron. 
Strictures: Priests of Earth must: 

• strive against the forces of evil and chaos; 

• endeavour to excel at one or more relevant crafts, e.g. building, glass-
blowing, mechanics, metal working, mining, pottery or stone 
working; 

• report to the Temple of Earth when they enter a settlement; 

• obey the orders of senior Priests of Earth. 
Temples: Temples of Earth take the form of utilitarian stone buildings with bronze 

cupolas, invariably within the industrial quarter of the town. Each has an 
over-sized anvil for an altar. 

Holy days: On the 111th day of the year, the 222nd and the 333rd. On these three dates, 
Priests of Earth attempt to complete construction projects that benefit their 
communities. E.g. a new road might be opened on one of these dates, and 
on another a bridge reopened after repairs. 
Additionally, on the 11th and 22nd days of each month, Priests of Earth 
labour freely for the poor. E.g. a priest skilled in smithing might make 
ploughshares or reshoe horse’s hooves. A priest skilled in thatching might 
repair roofs. The priests will be given aid by worshippers, and food and ale 
by the folk for whom they work. 
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2,1,8) LIGHT 

Aspects: Light, fire, sun, stars, travel, exploration, summer.  
The Goddess of Light represents the fiery sun, whose light drives out the 
darkness, and also the stars, beacons that aid the lost traveller. 

Names:  Varda, Theia. 
Depiction: She appears as a beautiful middle-aged female of the beholder’s race, dressed 

in a golden gown. Her hair is made of flames and her eyes are dazzling white 
lights. Beholders are awestruck; they smell smoke. 

Alignment: Lawful Good. 
Symbols: Gold colour, eye or glowing wand. 
Demigods: Salamander. 
Worshipped by: Wood Elves, Fire Dragon-Newts, Salamanders, pyromancers. 
Priests: Priests of Light wear a ring of gold upon their finger, marked with the sign 

of the open eye. 
Strictures: Priests of Light must: 

• strive against the forces of evil and chaos; 

• maintain maps of their travels, and develop associated Geography 
skills; 

• report to the Temple of Light when they enter a settlement; 

• obey the orders of senior Priests of Light. 
Temples: Temples of Light are found in the largest cities, their glittering domes of 

forged metal and glass illuminating the work of the Priests inside. Within, 
maps and charts are collated into gazetteers of the world which allies of the 
Goddess may consult. Each temple also contains a special hearth chamber, 
in which a fire is always kept lit. 

Holy days: The Summer Solstice, i.e. the longest day. This festival lasts for three days. 
Each evening worshippers hold feasts and dance in the light of many candles 
and torches. And Priests of Light travel to prominent peaks to light beacon 
fires, so that points of light can be seen for many miles into the distance.  
It is also auspicious to commence a long journey during the festival, especially 
to an unknown land. 

2,1,9) LOVE 

Aspects: Love, hope, mercy, pity, protection, peace, healing.  
The Goddess of Love represents the power of love and hope, and which can 
be woken even in the darkest hearts. 

Names:  Nienna, Sjöfn, Venus, Eir. 
Depiction: She appears as a beautiful young female of the beholder’s race, dressed in 

purple robes and carrying a shield emblazoned with a silver cross. Beholders 
are entranced; they are becalmed. 

Alignment: Neutral Good. 
Symbols: Indigo colour, cross or shield. 
Demigods: Hound (use the characteristics of a Wolf). 
Worshipped by: Healers. 
Priests: Priests of Love are called Paladins. They wear a crucifix of silver on a leather 

thong around their neck. 
Strictures: Paladins must: 

• strive against the forces of evil; 

• protect the poor and the weak; 

• assist other Paladins whenever possible. 
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Temples: Paladins do not worship in temples, but live and work amongst the 
community. They are paid to officiate at marriage ceremonies. 

Holy days: On the eighth day of the eighth month. Paladins and worshippers give gifts 
to the poor of either money, food or service. The lords of many lands set this 
date aside as a holiday and encourage their subjects to make donations for 
Paladins to distribute; it is seen as a healthy thing for society.  
Paladins are expected to give gifts to the poor on the seventh day of every 
week, also. 

2,1,10) PLANTS 

Aspects: Plants, growth, fertility, regeneration, renewal, spring.  
The Goddess of Plants represents the fertility of spring and green nature 
itself. 

Names:  Yavanna, Brigid, Maia. 
Depiction: She appears as a beautiful middle-aged female of the beholder’s race, heavily 

pregnant and dressed in vines and creepers. Flowers bloom at her feet, which 
penetrate the soil. Bees and butterflies swarm around her. Beholders are 
awestruck; they smell sickly-sweet pollen. 

Alignment: Chaotic Good. 
Symbols: Leaf green colour, Green Man. 
Demigods: Green Manling. 
Worshipped by: Halflings, hedge mages, healers, farmers. 
Priests: Her priests are called Druids. They wear a wooden pendant shaped like an 

acorn on a leather thong around their neck. Otherwise they travel unmarked. 
Strictures: Druids must: 

• strive against the forces of evil; 

• assist other Druids whenever possible; 

• protect the wilderness as best they can from excessive and organised 
destruction, or report to the nearest Druidic Temple if they 
encounter such activity on a scale beyond that which they can 
manage. 

Druids do not seek to subjugate nature and use it as a tool like Hedge Mages. 
Instead, most Druids spend their time travelling through the land and 
protecting the wilderness, while some manage Druidic Temples and estates. 
The clearance of land for agriculture and the building of settlements is seen 
by the Druids as the imposition of structure and organisation on a landscape 
that should be free and wild. The boundaries of Druidic lands are marked 
with large dolmen stones; Druids do not tolerate any agriculture, construction 
or industry within these reserves. 

Temples: Druidic Temples are large grass-covered mounds, surrounded by circles of 
standing stones. Within each barrow is a meeting chamber, surrounded by a 
network of corridors and vaults within which Druids may dwell when they 
are not ranging through the wilds.  

Holy days: The Spring Equinox. On this holiday, worshippers decorate their homes and 
livestock with flowers, and honey cakes are shared. It is auspicious to 
fornicate on this date and also to give birth; such children are frequently 
named after the Goddess. 
In towns and cities, where the Goddess’ influence feels remote, worshippers 
find spaces to plant trees. In the wilderness, Druids mark the equinox with 
ancient rites involving blood and urine, performed around the largest and 
oldest trees in their lands, or at the dolmens marking their borders. 
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2,1,11) STORMS 

Aspects: Sky, wind, storms, cold, winter.  
The God of Storms represents the wild forces of nature associated with the 
sky and cold and winter. 

Names:  Manwë, Thor, Jupiter. 
Depiction: He appears as an old but vigorous male of the beholder’s race, with silver 

hair and beard. He wears white robes under mail, and sometimes carries a 
two-handed war hammer. His hair and clothes are buffeted as if in a gale. 
Beholders are afraid; they hear the howling of wind and smell ozone. 

Alignment: Chaotic Neutral. 
Symbols:  Silver colour, albatross or trumpet. 
Demigods:  Sylph – which takes the shape of an albatross made of mist – this is visible 

and the size of a Great Eagle. 
Worshipped by: Lightning Dragon-Newts, Sylphs, aeromancers. 
Priests: Priests of Storms have no special name. They wear a bracelet of copper upon 

their wrist, marked with the sign of the lightning bolt. They wear robes with 
silver decoration when they meet to worship at holy places. 

Strictures: Priests of Storms are simply expected to further their god’s inconstant aims. 
Temples: Priests of Storms do not worship within temples like priests of other 

religions. Their holy places are often the centres of wind-swept plains, or the 
summits of rain-lashed mountains. 

Holy days: The Winter Solstice. In northern lands, this day is a holiday in which the 
family’s survival through winter is celebrated. Offerings are made to the God 
of Storms, gifts are given to kinsmen and there is feasting together in the 
warm indoors. 
The first snowfall of the year is also marked in many lands. On these days, 
offerings are made at holy places in an effort to secure a mild winter. 
In southern lands, where winter and cold have less influence, festivals of kite 
flying are held to bring on rainstorms after the dry summer. 

2,1,12) WATERS 

Aspects: Water, seas, rivers. 
The God of Waters represents the wild forces of nature associated with 
water, and which link the highest mountain spring to the deepest ocean 
depths. 

Name:  Ulmo, Njordr, Neptune. 
Depiction: He appears as a towering humanoid giant made of aquamarine water. He 

wears scale mail encrusted with crustaceans, shellfish and seaweed, and 
carries a trident. Beholders are afraid; they hear the rumble of the depths and 
smell brine. 

Alignment: Chaotic Neutral. 
Symbols: Turquoise colour, fish or pouring goblet. 
Demigods: Undine. 
Worshipped by: Ice Dragon-Newts, Kalamen, Undines, hydromancers. 
Priests: Priests of Waters have no special name. They wear a shell pendant on a 

leather thong around their neck. They wear robes of turquoise when they 
meet to worship at holy places. 

Strictures: Priests of Waters are simply expected to further their god’s inconstant aims. 
Temples: Priests of Waters do not worship within temples like priests of other 

religions. Their holy places are often beside high waterfalls, or on cliffs 
overlooking crashing ocean waves.  
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Holy days: The first spring tide in the tenth month. It is auspicious to launch a ship for 
the first time on this day, or to start a long voyage. Consequently, this date is 
a holiday in many ports, and festivals are held on quaysides. However, storms 
often mean that these celebrations are delayed. In which case, offerings are 
thrown into the wild waves in order to appease the God of Waters. 

2,2) ALIGNMENT 
Alignment gives a crude but effective way of categorising each god’s outlook. It gives an 
indication of how each god: 

• is likely to behave; 

• wants its worshippers to behave; 

• believes that the world should be ordered; 

• and so on… 
 
The available alignments can be arranged on a graph with two axes – one representing the 
spectrum between good and evil, the other the spectrum between order (i.e. lawfulness) and 
chaos: 
 
 

Law 
Lawful 
Good 

Lawful 
Neutral 

Lawful 
Evil 

 
Neutral 
Good 

True 
Neutral 

Neutral 
Evil 

Chaos 

Chaotic 
Good 

Chaotic 
Neutral 

Chaotic 
Evil 

 Good  Evil 
 
 
Good gods believe in altruism and respect for others.  
 
Evil gods believe in furthering their own aims, regardless of the cost to others. 
 
Lawful gods believe that the benefits of order outweigh those of freedom. They believe in 
honour, trustworthiness, authority and justice. They can also be judgemental and stubbornly 
enforce tradition when there is need for change. 
 
Chaotic gods believe that the benefits of freedom outweigh those of order. They believe in 
creativity and adaptation. They can also be fickle, irresponsible and arbitrary in their actions. 
 
Neutrality either implies a belief that a balance must be struck between good and evil and 
law and chaos, or a lack of concern with such issues. 
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2,3) PRIESTS AND DEVOTION SKILL 
Anyone can pray to a god. However, only priests can use magic prayers.  
 
Magic prayers are effectively the religious equivalent of spells. They enable a priest to call on 
his god to intervene and change reality. Unlike spells, magic prayers are not divided by 
discipline and three types are used by all priests, regardless of the different gods that they 
worship: interventions, divinations and blessings. 
 
The skill used to measure a priest’s devotion to his god, and to determine if magic prayers 
are answered, is called Devotion. Devotion is only used for these purposes. It behaves in 
different ways to most normal skills, as will be explained in the next sections.  

2,3,1) GAINING A DEVOTION SKILL 

Each character may only develop a single Devotion skill, for one god. (People can worship 
many gods but can only be devoted to one.) A character’s Devotion skill cannot develop 
until he has made a conscious choice to truly devote himself to a particular god. This decision 
will usually be expressed to a priest in a temple to the god, or another suitably sacred place. 
If the priest feels that the character is genuine in his desire, he will ask the character to 
undertake a quest to prove his commitment. (Very occasionally, the character might receive 
a vision directly from the god for this purpose instead.) If the character successfully 
completes the quest, the god will reward him by raising his Devotion skill value to 1. 
 
As will be noted from the Character Generation chapter, Player Characters may start the game 
with some ability with profane magic – positive magic skill values and the ability to cast a 
few magic spells. This usually reflects studies that these characters undertook during their 
adolescence. This is not the case with pious magic, however. New PCs should not start the 
game as priests, although they may choose to become priests through the process of role-
playing. 

2,3,2) INDOCTRINATION AND HIERARCHY 

Once he has a positive Devotion skill value, the character is technically a priest. However, it 
should be noted that several religions are strictly regimented organisations, and the character 
may have to obtain the blessing of a senior priest, or undergo an indoctrination ceremony, 
before the religion will officially ordain him as one of their own. 
 
The priests of most religions (but not all) are organised into a common hierarchy. Certain 
ranks relate to those priests which travel out in the world, spreading the word and 
undertaking quests for their gods. These ranks are more compatible with the adventuring 
lifestyle expected of Player Characters, and are listed here: 
 

RANK DEVOTION DESCRIPTION 

Acolyte 1 to 2 A student priest. 

Divine 3 to 5 A fully fledged priest. 

Hierophant 6 to 9 
A senior priest. An interpreter of sacred mysteries and 
arcane principles.  

Apostle 10 
A founder of temples and an oracle. A mouthpiece for his 
god.  

 
Other ranks of priests relate to the administration of temples and ecclesiastical districts, and 
will be more suitable for NPCs. The equivalent ranks to those in the previous table are 
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deacon, vicar, bishop and archbishop. These parochial priests are rewarded for their worship 
with the same kinds of magical powers as are acolytes, divines, hierophants and apostles.  

2,3,3) DEVELOPING DEVOTION SKILL 

The Devotion skill’s value does not develop through use of the skill or through tuition or 
study, as with normal skills. Instead, a character’s Devotion skill only ever increases as a 
reward for completing quests for his god.  
 
Priests often receive quests from higher ranking colleagues. Or a god might directly order a 
priest to undertake a quest, e.g. when answering a prayer of divination. Sometimes, a priest 
may encounter a demigod which will instruct him to undertake a quest (see the Demigods 
section later this chapter). 
 
The GM should ensure that quests which are rewarded with increases to Devotion skill are 
sufficiently challenging and risky so that Devotion skill does not develop faster than other 
important skills. Achieving a Devotion skill value of 10 should require years of dedicated 
service. 

2,3,4) DEVOTION SKILL AND CALLING 

A character’s calling clearly affects his ability to develop magic skills and to use profane magic 
– those of the magician calling being naturally better than jacks, which are in turn naturally 
better than those of the fighter calling. 
 
Calling has no bearing on Devotion skill and pious magic, however. A priest of the fighter 
calling should be able to develop his Devotion skill just as fast as priests who are magicians. 

2,3,5) PRAYER ACQUISITION 

Unlike spells, prayers do not have to be found, written down or studied and memorised. 
While spells are always recited and written in Magicka, prayers are wordless thoughts. Their 
power comes from the god and the faith of the priest, rather than from the words themselves. 

2,4) PRAYERS OF INTERVENTION 
A priest can pray to his god for divine intervention, calling on his god to magically change 
reality in order to assist him in some way. 
 
Magic spells also cause changes in reality, but these are very prescriptive – each spell is a 
recipe for causing prescribed effects. Gods are not constrained in this way and, if they choose 
to answer a priest’s prayer, they can intervene to help the priest in any number of ways. 
However, whilst a magician always knows what the results of casting a spell will be, a priest 
can never be certain what form an intervention will take. And many prayers are not answered 
at all.  

2,4,1) CLASSES OF INTERVENTION 

Divine interventions produce changes to the physical world. They are divided into four 
classes or magnitudes: hidden, minor, major and spectacular.  

2,4,1,1) HIDDEN 

Hidden interventions are the weakest class. Their effects appear to be natural events, i.e. 
prosaic and unmagical. Even close observers may be unable to notice any magical change in 
reality (though the priest whose prayer summoned the intervention is always aware of its 
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effects). E.g. the intervention might cause a useful item to appear in the priest’s pocket, or 
let him automatically perform an action which would otherwise have required a successful 
Action Roll versus a difficulty less than or equal to 1.5 times his Devotion skill. 

2,4,1,2) MINOR 

The hidden and spectacular classes are opposite ends of a spectrum. In between are the 
minor and major classes. Minor interventions are more powerful than hidden interventions 
– they need not be so subtle – but are weaker than major interventions. The GM must decide 
for herself into which class a particular intervention best fits. 

2,4,1,3) MAJOR 

Major interventions are more powerful than minor interventions, but weaker than 
spectacular ones. 

2,4,1,4) SPECTACULAR 

Spectacular interventions are the most powerful class. They can only be summoned by an 
apostle (or archbishop). Their effects can be astonishing and may have serious implications 
for a wide locality and its population. Almost anything can occur, though the restrictions set 
out in the Limitations section, next, must be obeyed. And the GM should remember that gods 
will often be reluctant to make interventions that dramatically alter the balance of power, 
such as it is, between themselves. If one god produces a spectacular intervention that inflicts 
great harm upon the worshippers of another, there is likely to be an equivalent retaliation or 
worse. 

2,4,2) LIMITATIONS 

When considering any intervention’s effects, the GM must always follow these restrictions: 

• An intervention’s effects must be compatible with the intervening god’s aspects. If 
the GM cannot invent satisfactory effects that are compatible, then either an 
intervention of a lesser class should occur instead, or none should occur at all. A 
god’s aspects are those things within its sphere of influence, i.e. those forces, things 
or emotions which it embodies and controls. E.g. the aspects of the God of Darkness 
are darkness, fear, hatred and power. An intervention by this god would never create 
light or love. 

• Interventions always cause immediate and permanent changes to the physical world, 
and do not produce ongoing magical effects as might a spell (or a prayer of blessing). 

• No intervention can change the past, and the future can only be affected if the 
intervention changes the present. Such is the will of the Goddess of Doom. 

• The GM should always allow victims of an intervention to make an Action Roll 
which, if successful, lets them avoid or mitigate the effects. E.g. an Action Roll 
(Gymnastics+AG) to leap out of the way, or a Double SD Attribute Roll to resist 
(see Resisting Prayers shortly). It would be unfair if prayers of intervention could be 
used to automatically slay priests’ enemies, without giving them some chance to 
escape this fate. Such is the will of the Goddess of Love. 

• Interventions never directly impart knowledge to a priest. Prayers of divination are 
used for this purpose. 

2,4,3) EXAMPLES 

Here are some examples of the commonest interventions that different gods will make. In 
some cases, an intervention’s effects are limited by Fervour (FV). This is the priestly 
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equivalent of a magician’s Spell-Casting, SC, and will be described fully in the Prayer Roll and 
Fervour section, shortly. 

2,4,3,1) BEASTS 

The God of Beasts embodies combat and bravery. Many call on him to intervene in battles, 
but his priests understand that glory comes from fighting despite the odds. However, whilst 
the god is happy for his priests to die glorious deaths in battle, he will sometimes answer 
their prayers of intervention, as long as they have shown valour. He might fill the nostrils of 
nearby beasts with the scent of his priest’s enemies, such that they are emboldened by rage 
or ravenous hunger and charge into the battle to attack (this would require a major or 
spectacular intervention, depending on the scale of the assistance that it musters). Or the god 
might infect his priest with lycanthropy and push him into were-form (another spectacular 
intervention). 

2,4,3,2) CHAOS 

The Chaos God rarely answers prayers of divination, but revels in answering prayers of 
intervention – often in surprising ways, and not always to the advantage of his deviants. 
Almost any kind of destruction or transformation might occur, although the effects should 
be constrained by the class of the intervention. E.g. an intervention might induce madness, 
the class of intervention being proportionate to the Difficulty of the Resistance Roll versus 
madness. A minor intervention might cause the belts and straps of enemies’ clothes and 
armour to break. A major intervention could bring down the roof. A spectacular intervention 
might cause an enemy’s body to mutate. Or it might swell a nearby creature to enormous 
proportions, and set it on the rampage. 

2,4,3,3) DARKNESS 

The God of Darkness delights in blinding his moth’s enemies, the class of intervention being 
proportionate to the number blinded. His minor interventions can induce sudden panic, 
those affected losing their current action. A major intervention could make his moth radiate 
authority and power momentarily, such that those around quail and obey him. A spectacular 
intervention might cause enemies to drop dead from fright, or transform the priest into a 
shadow so he could slip beneath a door. Or the black void of space might descend upon an 
area, those within freezing solid in the airless vacuum… 

2,4,3,4) DEATH 

The God of Death generally has little interest in mortal affairs, unless they relate to the 
hunting and vanquishing of undead. His clerics make frequent use prayers of intervention to 
exorcise undead. A successful intervention, which is not resisted by the undead creature (a 
Double SD Attribute Roll can be made for it), results in the creature’s soul being banished 
to the Spirit Realm. (If the creature was a corporeal undead, it collapses to the ground as a 
normal corpse.) If the intervention is resisted, the cleric may not to try to banish this 
particular creature again until his Devotion has increased. The number of undead that can 
be exorcised with an intervention depends upon its class, as follows: 

• Hidden – a single undead creature within sight of the cleric or able to hear his prayer; 

• Minor – as Hidden but up to FV/3 undead; 

• Major – as Hidden but up to FV undead; 

• Spectacular – every undead creature within sight of the cleric or able to hear his 
prayer. 
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2,4,3,5) DECEPTION 

Interventions by the Goddess of Deception often manipulate the desires of those around 
her priests to their benefit. She frequently triggers lewd or avaricious thoughts, either directed 
at a priest to increase his or her influence, or at someone else so as to distract the attentions 
of onlookers, letting her priest move unnoticed.  
 
The Goddess’ interventions often involve sleep. A hidden intervention could make a guard 
fall asleep at his post. A major intervention might make an enemy struck by the priest’s arrow 
fall to the ground asleep. 
 
Or the Goddess might answer a prayer by using dreams to send messages from one priest to 
another. In times of need, several priests have found themselves sharing the same dream, 
and agreeing plans whilst asleep which they all remember upon waking. Most rarely of all, 
the Goddess makes the dream world encroach directly into reality for a short time. A priest 
might find himself aided by a thing that he recognises from one of his recurring dreams. This 
thing could take many forms, from a nightmarish creature that attacks his enemies, to a house 
in which he can shelter. Such things always have an eldritch quality befitting their dream 
origins, and they dissipate like mist after a time. If the priest’s enemies have pursued him 
inside a building summoned with this prayer, perchance they will disappear with it and be 
trapped in the Realm of Dreams… 

2,4,3,6) DOOM 

The Goddess of Doom rarely makes interventions, instead preferring to provide information 
to her ministers through prayers of divination. However, she will sometimes intervene to 
calm the hysterical or heal madness. In the latter case, the minister must be touching the 
target’s head as he makes a successful prayer. If a madness’ Severity is: 

• ≤4, a hidden intervention is required to heal it; 

• 5 to 7, a minor intervention is required; 

• 8 and 9, a major intervention is required; 

• ≥10, a spectacular intervention is required. 
 
The Goddess will also answer ministers’ prayers of intervention to exorcise demons from 
the Natural Realm. A successful intervention, which is not resisted by the demonic creature 
(a Double SD Attribute Roll can be made for it), results in the creature being banished to the 
Demonic Realm. If the intervention is resisted, the minister may not to try to banish this 
particular creature again until his Devotion has increased. The demon must be within sight 
of the minister or able to hear his prayer to be affected. The maximum class of demon that 
can be exorcised with a single intervention depends upon the class of the intervention: 

• Hidden – Class 1 demons; 

• Minor – Class 1 or 2 demons; 

• Major – Class 1, 2 or 3 demons; 

• Spectacular – demons of all classes. 
 
The goddess has also been known to answer her ministers’ prayers of intervention by aging 
mortal enemies such that they become decrepit. 

2,4,3,7) EARTH 

A priest of the God of Earth could use a hidden intervention to find a small gemstone in his 
pocket, to fund the purchase of food for the poor of some other worthy cause. A minor or 
major intervention could induce a sudden tremor in the ground, distracting enemies or even 
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knocking them over, or might cause their metal weapons and armour to suddenly corrode 
and become brittle. A spectacular intervention could open the ground beneath enemies’ feet, 
swallowing them into a deep pit. 

2,4,3,8) LIGHT 

A hidden intervention from the Goddess of Light might produce a sudden gleam of light in 
the distance to highlight the direction to her priest’s goal. Or a minor intervention could 
make old torches flicker into light along the route that the priest should take through a 
dungeon. A major intervention might restore sight to the blind. Enemies that fail to resist a 
spectacular intervention could be engulfed in fire (as a Fire Ball spell with 1d10+FV damage). 

2,4,3,9) LOVE 

The Goddess of Love embodies healing. She will heal a paladin’s injuries and those of any 
allies that they are touching as they make a successful prayer of intervention. A hidden 
intervention will heal all of the targets’ minor injuries. A minor intervention will heal all minor 
and medium injuries. A major intervention heals all minor, medium and major injuries. And 
a spectacular intervention heals all minor, medium, major and mortal injuries.  
 
Note that other gods, unless noted otherwise, are not able to heal with their interventions – 
even their own priests. Healing is simply incompatible with their aspects. 
 
Alternatively, the Goddess of Love will intervene to shield her paladins and their followers, 
or the weak and defenceless, from harm. She often does this by calming an aggressor, or by 
increasing their target’s Armour Class. A paladin’s prayer of intervention might sanctify the 
burial mounds of fallen warriors, or certain pathways, so that enemies fear to tread there. 

2,4,3,10) PLANTS 

The Goddess of Plants is often willing to heal her druids and those they wish to help. She 
might heal a druid’s injuries directly, in the manner of the Goddess of Love, but she 
commonly turns a nearby plant into a beneficial herb that the druid can administer. Similarly, 
she will provide sustenance to a hungry druid and his allies, by making plants sprout magical 
fruit that sate the appetite and sustain the body. She is willing to provide other forms of aid 
to her druids when they are hard pressed. She might cause dead wood to start growing 
rapidly, warping and sprouting roots, branches and leaves – perhaps to jam a door in its 
frame, to split open a locked chest, or swell and twist an enemy’s axe handle. She will make 
undergrowth grow and sprout thorns to entangle enemies. Sometimes she will wake trees, 
turning them into Slowroots or Green Men to protect her druids. 

2,4,3,11) STORMS 

A priest of the God of Storms could use an intervention to induce favourable winds to speed 
his ship’s voyage for a while. A hidden intervention would alter the wind’s speed and 
direction a little, whilst an intervention of greater magnitude could produce more dramatic 
changes in the wind. A major intervention could invoke a sudden and localised chill in the 
air that hinders the priest’s enemies. (Remember that such changes in weather are not 
magically sustained, however, so conditions will revert to their ambient state in time.) A 
spectacular intervention might create a whirlwind to suck enemies into the air and drop them 
from height moments later. Or it might cause bolts of lightning to strike them (treat like a 
Lightning Bolt spell doing 1d10+FV damage). 
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2,4,3,12) WATERS 

A minor intervention from the God of Waters could fill a drinking vessel with fresh water. 
Or it might make a river’s flow ease to allow it to be safely forded. A sudden current might 
fling fish onto the bank for the priest and his allies to eat. A major intervention might cause 
a spring to burst forth from the ground before a priest, or let him breathe underwater. A 
spectacular intervention might make a river rise up in a great wave, which crashes into 
enemies downstream or along its banks (treat like the Summon Flood spell in Hydromancy). 
Or a great wave might lift a wreck up onto the shore… 

2,4,4) PRAYER ROLL AND FERVOUR 

To employ a prayer of intervention, a Prayer Roll is required. The priest’s player throws 1d10 
and adds his Devotion skill value plus the following attribute, which depends on his god: 
 

GOD 
FAVOURED 
ATTRIBUTE 

 
GOD 

FAVOURED 
ATTRIBUTE 

Beasts ST  Earth CO 

Chaos LU  Light EN 

Darkness CH  Love EM 

Death SD  Plants CO 

Deception BE  Storms AG 

Doom RE  Water AG 

 
A priest’s Devotion skill value plus relevant attribute is known as his Fervour, abbreviated 
to FV. E.g. if a priest of chaos has a Devotion skill value of 8 and a LU attribute of 4, his FV 
is 12 and he rolls 1d10+12 for Prayer Rolls.  
 
Devotion skill is never advantaged nor disadvantaged, so a single d10 is always rolled initially. 
As usual, if this die gives a natural: 

• 10, then explode the roll with a series of d10s, until a die gives a natural result other 
than 10; 

• 1, then the Prayer Roll automatically fails, and a Fumble Roll is required. 
 
As usual, modifiers like the priest’s Hindrance are added to the Prayer Roll.  
 
In response, the GM makes a Difficulty Roll by throwing 1d10 (no modifiers apply). As 
normal, if this d10 gives a natural 10, it explodes. 
 
If the Prayer Roll succeeds (beating the Difficulty Roll or equalling it) by: 

• ≥0, a hidden intervention occurs; 

• ≥10, a minor intervention occurs; 

• ≥15, a major intervention occurs; 

• ≥20, a spectacular intervention occurs, but only if the priest is an apostle (or 
archbishop). Otherwise, it is major. 

 
Once a god has intervened in a particular situation, he will not intervene again. Further 
prayers of intervention will not be answered until the circumstances have changed 
significantly.  
 
If a Prayer Roll is: 
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• failed, then the prayer is unanswered. Further prayers of intervention in this particular 
situation automatically fail. The god has decided not to intervene, and making further 
prayers may even displease it; 

• fumbled, then as failure but also any further prayers by this priest on this date will 
automatically fail. The god’s attentions are elsewhere this day, or perhaps the priest 
has fallen from favour for the moment or is being punished for some transgression; 

• dire fumbled (i.e. the Fumble Roll scored a 10), then the effects are as fumble but 
the priest also loses a point of Devotion (to a minimum of 1). 

The player can spend a LURP to try a Prayer Roll again, of course. (Note that apostles, whose 
Devotion is 10, cannot fumble their Prayer Rolls, though they may fail them.) 
 
E.g. consider a priest of Beasts whose FV is 9. He has lost his way in dense woodland. He 
makes a prayer of intervention, asking his god for aid in his predicament. His Hindrance 
is -1. His player makes a Prayer Roll and throws 1d10+9-1, scoring 13. The GM throws 1d10 
for the Difficulty Roll, scoring 10. She rolls another d10, scoring 3. Her total is therefore 13 
also. This is enough for a hidden intervention. After considering the God of Beasts’ aspects 
and the limitations for interventions, the GM decides that an owl suddenly hoots loudly and 
purposefully from somewhere nearby. The priest walks towards the sound, and finds himself 
back on the path. 

2,4,4,1) PRAYING FOR A SPECIFIC INTERVENTION 

Sometime a priest will have a specific idea for an intervention. If the GM is satisfied that the 
desired intervention is compatible with the limitations given earlier, she should categorise it 
into one of the four classes. The player then makes his Prayer Roll with a +1 bonus. If this 
roll is successful, the desired intervention immediately comes to pass. 
 
E.g. consider a druid whose FV is 11. He is unhindered. He has almost stumbled into a dozen 
bandits encamped in a clearing in his wood. Before they see him, he makes a prayer of 
intervention, calling on the Goddess of Plants to cause the undergrowth to ensnare and trap 
these enemies. The GM agrees that this idea is specific enough for a +1 bonus, and decides 
that, given the nature of the proposed intervention, it will require a major intervention. The 
druid’s player makes a Prayer Roll and throws 1d10+11+1, scoring 18. The GM throws 1d10 
in return, scoring 8. The druid has passed by 10, which is enough for a minor intervention, 
not major. There is a shout from the bandits, and the nearest two rush at the druid – but 
briars seem to have grown round their ankles, and they both trip and fall on their faces. The 
druid takes this opportunity to flee… 

2,4,4,2) DEFAULT PRAYER DURATION  

Although prayers are employed using thought alone, rather than spoken words like spells, 
they still require the priest to compose himself and concentrate to commune with his god.  
 
The default time required to make a prayer is 5 seconds. The priest may choose to reduce 
this duration to a minimum of 3 seconds. However, for every second quicker than 5, a -2 
penalty applies to the Prayer Roll.  

2,4,4,3) ENUNCIATION AND GESTICULATION 

There is no need for prayers of any sort to be recited aloud, or to be accompanied by gestures. 
Thought alone is enough. 
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2,4,4,4) BEING DISTRACTED WHILST PRAYING 

Unlike casting spells, a priest can perform other actions whilst praying. Even suffering an 
injury whilst praying does not affect the Prayer Roll. So long as the priest is conscious, he 
can pray. 

2,4,4,5) RESISTING PRAYERS 

As with resistible spells, where an intervention would directly affect a target, he may try to 
resist the effects using his self-discipline. The target’s player makes a Resistance Roll by 
making a Double SD Attribute Roll. If the target has a non-zero Hindrance, it must be 
applied so as to reduce the total score. 
 
The result of the Double SD Attribute Roll is compared with the result from the Prayer Roll. 
If the Prayer Roll scored: 

• better than or equal to the Resistance Roll, the prayer is not resisted and the target is 
affected by the intervention’s effects; 

• worse than the Resistance Roll, the prayer is resisted and the intervention fails to 
affect this target. 

 
A target cannot make a Resistance Roll if he is a priest of the same god as the priest whose 
prayer invoked the intervention (though it is likely that the god would tailor the intervention 
so that it did not harm its own priests). 

2,5) PRAYERS OF DIVINATION 
These prayers enable a priest to ask questions of his god.  
 
Prayers of divination are treated in the same way as prayers of intervention, except in the 
following matters. 

2,5,1) CLASSES OF DIVINATION 

The four classes of divination – common, private, secret and profound – are described next. 
The GM must decide into which class each divination fits, based on the value of the 
information sought. 

2,5,1,1) COMMON 

Common divinations are the weakest sort. The answer must be common knowledge, though 
it is unknown to the priest. E.g. the location of the nearest river or town. 

2,5,1,2) PRIVATE 

Private divinations are used to reveal private information, i.e. facts that are not common 
knowledge yet are also not secret. E.g. the address of a stranger seen in the street, or the 
favourite food of an official who must be bribed. 

2,5,1,3) SECRET 

Secret divinations reveal secret knowledge – something that is actively guarded from 
dissemination. Life is cheap in the medieval world, so it is very likely that blood would be 
spilt to protect such information. E.g. it might be a vision of the inside of a fort’s gate house, 
showing the guards within, such that the priest learns of their number and level of 
preparedness. 
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2,5,1,4) PROFOUND 

Profound divinations are the most powerful sort, and reveal knowledge that is so secret that 
many lives would be expended to protect it. E.g. this might be the identity of a murderer, or 
the head of the Assassin’s Guild. Only apostles (or archbishops) can make such powerful 
divinations. 

2,5,2) LIMITATIONS 

The gods are not omniscient and so it is possible for a priest, using a prayer of divination, to 
ask a question that his god cannot answer. Such prayers will be unanswered.  
 
How does the GM decide what a god knows, and what it does not? All gods are immortal, 
of course, with memories that stretch back to the start of time. And they can see into the 
minds of their priests, and worshippers during prayers – though other souls are normally 
closed to them. Each god is also omnipresent to an extent, in that it will be aware of all events 
which are connected with its aspects, or which occur in related media. E.g. the: 

• God of Beasts sees all that happens under moonlight, is able to use the senses of 
beasts, and is present whenever quarry is hunted and fought; 

• God of Death is present at every death, and may interrogate the souls of the dead; 

• Goddess of Deception is present at all acts of intentional deception (she hears every 
intentional lie and learns the hidden truth) and sees every sleeping dream; 

• Goddess of Love is present at all acts of love, hope or pity; 

• God of Storms sees all that happens under the open sky. 
 
Divinations never reveal certain knowledge of future events. The Goddess of Doom does 
not reveal what is in store to other gods, her own priests or anyone else. To do so would be 
against the true order of things. 

2,5,3) PRAYER ROLL 

A Prayer Roll is made exactly as for a prayer of intervention. If the Prayer Roll succeeds 
(beating the Difficulty Roll or equalling it) by: 

• ≥0, a common divination occurs; 

• ≥10, a private divination occurs; 

• ≥15, a secret divination occurs; 

• ≥20, a profound divination occurs, but only if the priest is an apostle (or archbishop). 
Otherwise, it is secret. 

Information of the relevant sort is immediately revealed to the priest in answer to his prayer’s 
question. 
 
If the Prayer Roll fails to beat the Difficulty Roll, then the prayer is unanswered. Further 
attempts to divine the answer to the same question will automatically fail until the 
circumstances change significantly. The player can spend a LURP to try a Prayer Roll again, 
of course. 

2,5,3,1) SINGLE WORD ANSWER 

A prayer of divination will be more likely to succeed if the priest phrases his question such 
that it has a single word answer, e.g. “Yes” or “No”. In such cases, the player makes his 
Prayer Roll with a +1 bonus. 
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2,5,3,2) DEFAULT PRAYER DURATION 

As with prayers of intervention, divinations with a single word answer take 5 seconds to 
complete by default. So, at the end of the 5 seconds, the priest will have learnt his god’s 
answer (assuming his Prayer Roll was successful enough). This duration can be shortened to 
4 or 3 seconds, with a -2 penalty to the Prayer Roll for each second quicker than 5. 
 
If the god cannot answer the divination’s question with a single word, it will provide the 
priest with a vision. After making the successful Prayer Roll, the priest immediately loses 
consciousness whilst his mind withdraws from the world, entering a trance. (Hence priests 
sit down before making such prayers!) The trance lasts for 60/FV minutes and provides the 
priest with a fleeting dream or vision which reveals the answer that he seeks. 
 
Whilst in the trance, the priest is immobile and lacks the use of his eyes and ears, making him 
very vulnerable to attack. He can still feel, smell and taste though, so he could be shook out 
of the trance or woken with smelling salts.  
 
Receiving a vision directly from the mind of a god can sometimes unhinge a priest. After 
receiving a vision, the GM should require a Resistance Roll versus madness with a Difficulty 
of 12 (or 15 for a vision from the Chaos God or God of Darkness). Failure will result in the 
priest developing a madness. Such is the gift of the Chaos God. 

2,6) PRAYERS OF BLESSING 
With this prayer, a priest asks his god to bless an item or place such that it is favoured and 
protected by the god.  
 
Prayers of blessing are treated in the same way as prayers of intervention, except in the 
following matters. 

2,6,1) BLESSING ITEMS 

The term “item” refers to any single object that is inanimate and not alive. It should not be 
taken to apply to things like buildings, as these must be treated as places instead. The GM 
should only allow priests with high Fervours to bless large items. 

2,6,1,1) TRIVIAL 

A trivial blessing to an item bestows a +1 magic bonus upon it. The magic bonus is generally 
added to one skill value in Action Rolls made with the item, in exactly the same way as if an 
alchemist had cast a Skill Enhancement spell upon the item.  
 
Enemies of the god that blessed the item will find it painful to touch the item (-1 to HI whilst 
it is touched). This normally affects the priests and other servants of opposing gods. 
 
Priests of any god that touch a blessed item will immediately know that it is blessed, and 
learn of its effects and which god blessed it.  
 
The Detect Magic spell will reveal blessed items as magical, but spells like Dispel Magic and 
Identify Power have no effect upon them. 

2,6,1,2) MINOR 

A minor blessing bestows a +2 bonus on the item (and -2 to enemies’ HI). In other respects, 
minor blessings act like trivial ones. 
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2,6,1,3) MAJOR 

A major blessing bestows a +3 bonus on the item (and -3 to enemies’ HI). In other respects, 
major blessings act like trivial ones. 

2,6,1,4) MOST POTENT 

Only apostles (or archbishops) can make such powerful blessings. A most potent blessing 
acts like a major blessing but also bestows another power upon the item. This can have any 
effect that the GM wishes, so long as it relates to the god’s aspects in some way. E.g. a priest 
of: 

• Love might bless a cuirass so that the wearer is unharmed by FVx5% of attacks from 
non-magical weapons, and gains +3 to his Influence skill; 

• Chaos might bless a mace so that it inflicts a random disease upon anyone that it 
injures, and has a +3 bonus to its Attack Rolls; 

• Doom might bless a pendant so that whoever wears it always knows the direction to 
their true goal, and gains a +3 bonus to their Geography skill; 

• Light might bless a torch so that it never extinguishes, and grants a +3 bonus to the 
Observation skill values of those using its light to see by. 

2,6,2) BLESSING PLACES 

Blessings on places always affect a distinct area, such as a particular room or building, a 
woodland glade, a pool, a cave or mountain summit, etc. The GM should only allow priests 
with high Fervours to bless large places. 

2,6,2,1) TRIVIAL 

Whilst within a blessed place, allies of the god that blessed the place may reduce their HI by 
1 point (to a minimum of zero). Enemies of the god feel pain if they enter the place (-1 to 
HI whilst within). 
 
Priests of any religion who enter the place will immediately know that it is blessed, and which 
god blessed it. 
 
The Detect Magic spell will reveal blessed places as magical, but spells like Dispel Magic and 
Identify Power have no effect upon them. 

2,6,2,2) MINOR 

A minor blessing bestows a +2 improvement to HI for allies, and -2 for enemies. In other 
respects, minor blessings act like trivial ones. 

2,6,2,3) MAJOR 

A minor blessing bestows a +3 improvement to HI for allies, and -3 for enemies. In other 
respects, major blessings act like trivial ones. 

2,6,2,4) MOST POTENT 

Only apostles (or archbishops) can make such powerful blessings. A most potent blessing 
acts like a major blessing but also bestows another power upon the place. This can have any 
effect that the GM wishes, so long as it relates to the god’s aspects in some way. E.g. a priest 
of: 

• Darkness might bless a house so that its rooms are plunged into darkness through 
which only his god’s worshippers can see; 
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• Love might bless the dais of a temple such that any who lie upon it have their wounds 
healed; 

• Waters might bless a lake such that its water is pure and fresh to drink and teems 
with fish. 

 
(There may appear to be little difference between places with most potent blessings and 
intersections, as described in the Realms of Existence section of The GM chapter. Indeed, there 
is dispute between priests and magicians as to whether all such places have divine origins or 
not.) 

2,6,3) LIMITATIONS 

A single item cannot bear more than one blessing at a time. If an item is already blessed, then 
a new blessing will only take hold if its priest’s FV is greater than that of the priest who 
originally blessed it. If the new blessing does take hold, then the old one ends immediately. 
 
No more than four different items can carry a particular priest’s blessing at any time, one of 
each class. Consider a priest who bestows a most potent blessing upon his sword. If he then 
bestows a most potent blessing on a shield, the sword will lose its blessing as the shield gains 
it. The priest may instead bestow a blessing of another class upon the shield without affecting 
the sword’s most potent blessing. 
 
Magic bonuses on items due to blessings are not cumulative with those from spells. Only the 
greatest bonus is applied to Action Rolls when using the item. 
 
Equivalent limitations apply to blessings applied to places rather than items. 

2,6,4) PRAYER ROLL 

A Prayer Roll is made exactly as for a prayer of intervention. If the Prayer Roll succeeds 
(beating the Difficulty Roll or equalling it) by: 

• ≥0, a trivial blessing occurs; 

• ≥10, a minor blessing occurs; 

• ≥15, a major blessing occurs; 

• ≥20, a most potent blessing occurs, but only if the priest is an apostle (or archbishop). 
Otherwise, it is major. 

 
If the Prayer Roll fails to beat the Difficulty Roll, then the prayer is unanswered. Further 
attempts to bless the same item or place will automatically fail until the circumstances change 
significantly. The player can spend a LURP to try a Prayer Roll again, of course. 

2,6,4,1) PRAYING FOR A SPECIFIC BLESSING 

If the priest’s player has a specific idea for a most potent blessing, which is compatible with 
the god’s aspects and which the GM can use as the basis for deciding its precise effects, then 
the player makes his Prayer Roll with a +1 bonus. 
 
E.g. consider an Apostle of Love whose FV=13. He and his quailing comrades are about to 
enter the Catacomb of the Yellow Lich, and he wishes to inspire them by blessing his bugle 
such that those hearing it are calmed, filled with resolve and made immune to fear. The GM 
classes this as a most potent blessing, and allows the +1 bonus. The player makes his Prayer 
Roll by rolling 1d10+13+1, plus any Hindrance. The GM rolls 1d10 for the Difficulty Roll. 
The Prayer Roll must beat the Difficulty Roll by 20 or more for his bugle to receive this 
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blessing. If he succeeds by less, a blessing of a lesser class will result (and its effect will only 
be to give him a bonus to his Music skill). 

2,6,4,2) EFFECT DURATION 

Blessings are normally sustained for only a finite time before their magical effects cease. This 
duration depends upon their class: 

• trivial blessings last for FV minutes; 

• minor blessings last for FV hours; 

• major blessings last for FV days; 

• most potent blessings last for FV months. 
 
Because of the temporary durations of blessings, magical items found in ancient hoards of 
treasure will usually have been created by profane magic (alchemy) rather than pious magic. 
The exception is that an apostle (or archbishop) can choose to make a major or most potent 
blessing upon an item or place permanent. Doing so creates a magical item or place whose 
powers do not cease after a limited time (even if that apostle later bestows another major or 
most potent blessing). The blessing continues until the item or place is destroyed, or the god 
chooses to end it. 
 
Apostles (and archbishops) never bestow permanent blessings carelessly because, each time 
it is done, the apostle’s Devotion skill value is reduced by 2 points. That is, the priest ceases 
being an apostle, although he may regain this rank if he strives hard enough. 
 
Whenever such an item outlives the priest that blessed it, it becomes known as a relic. Such 
items often achieve legendary status. 

2,6,5) BLESSING PEOPLE (GEASA) 

Blessings on people are known as geasa (singular “geas”). A geas requires a specific task or 
duty to be carried out. Henceforth, the person subject to the geas receives a +1 bonus to his 
Action Rolls for significant actions related to completing the task or fulfilling the duty. Failure 
to complete the task or to fulfil the duty required by the geas is usually punished by death. 
Thus, a geas is never entered into lightly. 
 
A geas requiring the completion of a task must specify a clearly defined goal for the geased 
person to achieve. Once that goal is delivered, the task is complete and the geas is lifted. The 
person usually receives a reward from the god, e.g. restoration of all expended LURPs, 
gaining a magical item or, if they are a priest, then their Devotion value might increase by a 
point. An example of a geas for a task might be to undertake a quest, e.g. making a pilgrimage 
to a distant temple, restoring a derelict shrine, recovering a lost relic, or killing a particular 
monster. 
 
If a geas requires a duty not a task, then the duty must be a clearly defined and ongoing 
behaviour that the geased person will exhibit. Normally, geasa for duties are never lifted – 
although gods can obviously free people from geasa if they wish (this might be unlikely with 
a god of Lawful alignment – see Alignment later in this chapter). Priests sometimes enter into 
geasa obliging them to fulfil the duties expected by their god. E.g. Moths of Darkness usually 
enter into a geas obliging them to obey more senior Moths without question. Another 
example of a geas for a duty might be to guard a particular treasure through every waking 
hour. But what if the treasure is stolen whilst the geased person is on guard? A Lawful or 
Evil god might see this as a failure needing punishment. A Chaotic or Good god might decide 
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that, if the person did his best but was beaten, then he still fulfilled the geas. The GM should 
use her discretion, accounting for the god’s alignment and the circumstances of the failure, 
and particularly the geased person’s attitude. If the god (i.e. the GM) decides that punishment 
is due, then it will usually be death or, at the very least, a punishment that renders a PC 
unplayable. Even Chaotic gods enforce geasa (most of the time), else geasa would carry little 
weight. However, a god’s alignment can flavour the punishment. The God of Darkness 
(Lawful Evil) always kills transgressors of geasa in a manner that spreads fear and sets an 
example to others, e.g. public spontaneous combustion. The God of Earth (Lawful Good) 
generally turns transgressors into statues, whilst the fickle Goddess of Plants (Chaotic Good) 
often turns them into trees. She has been known to restore the occasional transgressor back 
to their normal form (sometimes centuries later) and then demand a boon, enforced by 
another geas. Anyone entering into a geas would do well to think carefully about the wording 
of the obligation being put upon them, lest they fail. 
 
Whilst making his prayer, a priest must touch or be touched by those upon whom the geas 
is to be placed. In this way, he might place the geas on several people at once. An apostle (or 
archbishop) has no need for physical contact and is able to place a geas on everyone who 
clearly hears the words of his spoken prayer – and so, for example, he might bind a whole 
company of soldiers with a geas through a single prayer. However, only the willing can be 
placed under a geas. Anyone who is unwilling to comply with a geas at the moment of the 
prayer, or who has been tricked into taking part, will not be bound by it. Entering into a geas 
must be a voluntary act. 
 
Whilst blessings on items and places come in tiers of power – trivial, minor, major and most 
potent – this is not the case with geasa. The Prayer Roll needs only to succeed for the geas 
to take effect (remember to apply HI). 
 
In all cases, the geas bestows a +1 bonus to Action Rolls for significant actions made towards 
the specified task or duty. The GM can use her discretion, of course, as to which actions are 
significant enough to deserve the bonus and which are not. E.g. if a person is under a geas 
to find a lost item, then they should receive a +1 bonus to a haggling Action Roll when trying 
to buy passage on a ship to further their journey. They should not get the bonus when 
haggling with an innkeeper about the price of his beer. A person under a geas obliging them 
to guard an important person would expect to receive the +1 bonus to his Action Rolls for 
noticing threats, fighting off attackers, etc. 

2,7) CONGREGATIONS 
A priest is able to harness a congregation of worshippers to increase the chance that a magic 
prayer is answered. He gains a bonus to the Prayer Roll as shown in this table: 
 

CONGREGATION’S 
CONTRIBUTION 

CONGREGATION’S SIZE 

≤12 13 to 48 49 to 144 ≥145 

Weak 0 +1 +1 +2 

Medium 0 +1 +2 +3 

Strong 0 +2 +3 +4 

 
The size of bonus depends on the number of worshippers in the congregation. Lay people 
count as 1 each, whilst every priest counts as 12 (assuming they are of the same god).  
 
The contribution of the congregation reflects how engaged the worshippers are with the 
prayer. E.g. if the congregation has gathered in response to threatening circumstances, the 
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worshippers are likely to be united in their hope for aid and very engaged. If this is a routine 
performance on a scheduled holy day, then many will be far from engaged with the prayer 
(although worshippers of lawful gods may value the importance of following a leader and 
contributing to a tradition). Similarly, if the congregation is led by an apostle, it will probably 
be more engaged with the prayer than if their leader is a mere acolyte. A congregation where 
lay people are outnumbered by priests can always be assumed to make a strong contribution 
to the prayer. 
 
E.g. a priest leading a congregation of three other priests and a lay worshipper would receive 
a bonus to his Prayer Roll equal to +3. 

2,7,1) ENUNCIATION AND GESTICULATION 

When using a congregation to make a prayer, the priest must speak aloud so all can hear him. 
Engaged lay worshippers will concentrate upon his words and repeat them. 

2,7,2) PRAYER DURATION 

When using a congregation, the default time to make the prayer is 1 minute. Of course, 
getting a hundred people together and focused upon the priest will often take far longer than 
this… 

2,8) GIFTS 
Gods reward their priests’ devotion by bestowing gifts upon them at various times. These 
gifts take the form of varied magical abilities. If the priest is devoted enough, reaching the 
highest echelons of his faith, then he can expect to receive gifts that are so potent that he 
will be clearly marked out from the general populace. 
 
The following tables list the gifts gained by priests of different gods (listed alphabetically) as 
their Devotion increases. Note that the gifts are cumulative (except those from the Chaos 
God), i.e. an apostle (or archbishop) will have received all of the gifts shown for his god.  
 
Once a gift has been gained, it is never lost (except through loss of faith or 
excommunication). The use of some particularly powerful gifts will cause a priest’s Devotion 
skill value to be reduced, but this does not make him lose the gift, or his priestly rank, and 
his Devotion value can be restored by undertaking further brave deeds for his god.  
 
Assume that gifts take but a second to employ, unless otherwise stated. 
 
(In addition to those gifts listed below, the apostles of all gods gain the gift of Resilience. 
They cease to suffer Weakness Penalties due to lack of food, drink or sleep. Regular prayer 
is sustenance enough.) 
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2,8,1) BEASTS 

“Sign of the Wolf” – gained when Devotion reaches 3: 

• The priest’s ST attribute is increased by 1 point (to a maximum of 5). 

• He gains the sense of smell of a wolf. He can perceive scent trails (of up to FV/3 
days old), smell upwind creatures long before they are seen, etc. He receives a +3 
bonus to smell perception Action Rolls (Observation+RE). 

 
“The Hunter” – gained when Devotion reaches 6: 

• The priest’s ST attribute is increased by 1 point again (to a maximum of 6). 

• When the priest makes a long range attack with a missile or thrown weapon, his 
Location Penalty is not doubled. 

 
“Moonchild” – gained when Devotion reaches 10: 

• The priest’s ST attribute is increased by 1 point again (to a maximum of 7). 

• Whilst exposed to moonlight, the priest is immune to attacks made with weapons 
which are not magical. (Weapons made of pure silver are slaying against him, 
however. Slaying means Attack Rolls have advantage (at least) and Damage Scores 
are increased by 10.) 

• All beasts which encounter the priest perceive him to be a friend and ally. In addition, 
once per month, the priest can summon beasts to his aid. All beasts within 1 
kilometre are drawn to him, moving towards him at their fastest pace. The beasts will 
try to please and protect the priest, and will follow his verbal instructions to the best 
of their ability. 

 
Note that, as with profane magic’s Nature discipline, the term “beast” means any creature 
larger than the end of a thumb and with no more than instinctive intelligence, i.e. Intelligence 
≤4 (see Intelligence in The Bestiary). 

2,8,2) CHAOS 

Gifts from the Chaos God are not received in any kind of ordered way. Instead, whenever 
the player of a deviant makes a Fumble Roll (for any purpose, not just prayer), he should 
compare the result with his Devotion skill value. If the Fumble Roll scores less than or equal 
to his Devotion, then his deviant has been blessed with a gift. (Apostle deviants receive a 
new gift with their every fumble.) The player then rolls 1d100 to randomly select a gift from 
the next table. 
 
The GM should apply the following restrictions to gifts: 

• A deviant cannot have more than LU different types of gift at any one time. Once 
this limit is reached, then receipt of a new gift will cause the loss of an existing gift 
of the deviant’s choice. 

• If rolling on the table produces a gift that the deviant has already, roll again to choose 
an alternative – with the exception of those few gifts that are asterisked. 

• If rolling on the table produces a gift that is incompatible with an existing gift, the 
existing gift is lost and the new one is gained. 

• If the GM feels that a particular gift is inappropriate for a character, she may, of 
course, require a reroll. She is encouraged to invent mutations too. 
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1d100 GIFT 

01 

“Angel of Disease”: 
The deviant becomes immune to non-magical 
diseases. In addition, he spreads a disease amongst 
others, chosen using the table to the right (see the 
Harms Beyond Combat chapter for more information 
about diseases). Anyone coming within FV/2 metres 
of the deviant is exposed to this disease. They may 
make a Resistance Roll as normal to see if they resist 
contracting it, but the disease’s Potency is increased 
above normal by FV/4. Exposure only occurs on the 
first occasion that the deviant is met by a particular 
individual each month. 

1d10 DISEASE 

1 Ague 

2 Brain Rot 

3 Cough 

4 Muscle Rot 

5 Palsy 

6 Plague 

7 Pox 

8 White Fever 

9 Whore Rot 

10 Wound Rot 
 

02 to 
03 

“Antennae to Heaven”: 
The deviant gains a pair of metre-long antennae, 
protruding from the crown of his head. These 
give him an extra sense, for which they have 
great sensitivity. Roll on this table to determine 
exactly what it is that they detect. (The GM is 
encouraged to substitute her own ideas for the 
suggestions here.) 
The antennae are flexible but delicate. If 
damaged or amputated, they will regrow within 
a week. 

1d10 DETECTS 

1 Alignment 

2 Blood 

3 Emotions 

4 Gold 

5 Herbs 

6 Magic 

7 Sickness and disease 

8 Temperature 

9 Undead 

10 Weather (future) 
 

04 

“A Shaving of the Horn that Speared You”: 
The deviant sprouts a pair of horns from his forehead, similar to those of a goat. 
He is able to make an Unarmed Strikes butt attack, delivering Puncture injuries. 
His BE attribute is reduced by 2 points, to a minimum of 1. 

05 

“At The Gates of Silent Memory”: 
The deviant becomes mute, completely lacking a voice. Furthermore, all of his 
sounds are eerily quiet. His footsteps are virtually silent (bestowing a +5 bonus to 
Stealth skill for stalking). Even his actions intended to make noise, like clapping, 
sound muffled. 
Once a day, the deviant can deaden all sound originating within FV metres of him, 
for FV seconds. Verbal communication and spell-casting is impossible within the 
affected radius. The silence therein is absolute. 

06 to 
07 

“Beating My Head”: 
The deviant’s head becomes that of a beast (but appropriately sized for his 
shoulders). Roll on the following table to determine which type. His mental 
faculties and senses remain unchanged. His voice-box stays the same but 
changes to his mouthparts will alter his voice. His BE is reduced to 0. In most 
cases, he may develop a new Unarmed skill for biting, goring, etc., as befits the 
beast. Whether and how this combat skill is advantaged or disadvantaged 
depends on his calling. 
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1d100 GIFT 

06 to 
07, 

cont’d 

“Beating My Head”, continued: 
 

1d100 BEAST 
HEAD 

AC 
ATTACK 

TYPE 
DURA-
TION 

ATTACK 
STR 

DAM-
AGE 

NOTES 

01 to 04 Baboon 0 Bite 3 ST+1 Slash  

05 to 08 Bat 0 Bite 3 ST+1 Puncture  

09 to 12 Bear 0 Bite 3 ST+1 Slash  

13 to 16 Boar 0 Tusk gore 3 ST+1 Slash  

17 to 20 Bull 0 Horn gore 4 ST+2 Puncture  

21 to 24 Catfish 0 Bite 3 ST+1 Slash 

Gills allow 
breathing 
underwater 
(but not 
swimming at 
depth). 

25 to 28 Crocodile 1 Bite 3 ST+2 Slash  

29 to 32 Donkey 0 Bite 3 ST Slash  

33 to 36 Elephant 1 Tusk gore 4 ST+1 Puncture 

1 metre trunk 
can be used as 
a weak limb, 
but not for 
making 
attacks. 

37 to 40 Falcon 0 Bite 3 ST+1 Slash  

41 to 44 Heron 0 Beak stab 3 ST+1 Puncture  

45 to 48 Hippo 0 Tusk gore 4 ST+1 Slash  

49 to 52 Jackal 0 Bite 3 ST+1 Slash  

53 to 56 Leopard 0 Bite 3 ST+1 Slash  

57 to 60 Lizard 1 Bite 3 ST+1 Slash  

61 to 62 Moose 0 Antler gore 4 ST+1 Puncture  

63 to 66 Newt 0 Bite 3 ST Slash 
Head is fast-
regenerating. 

67 to 70 Ram 0 Horn butt 4 ST+1 Crush  

71 to 74 Rat 0 Bite 3 ST Slash  

75 to 78 
Rhino-
cerous 

1 Horn gore 4 ST+2 Puncture  

79 to 82 Shark 1 Bite 3 ST+2 Slash 

Gills allow 
breathing 
underwater 
(but not 
swimming at 
depth). 

83 to 86 Snake 0 Bite 3 ST+1 Puncture 
Poisonous 
bite – see 
cobra venom. 

87 to 88 Stag 0 Antler gore 4 ST+1 Puncture  

89 to 92 Toad 0 Bite 3 ST 
Kick-
Box 

Long tongue 
involuntarily 
licks eyeballs & 
catches flies. 

93 to 96 Walrus 0 Tusk gore 4 ST Slash  

97 to 
100 

Wolf 0 Bite 3 ST+1 Slash  
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1d100 GIFT 

08 to 
09 

“Bend”: 
The deviant can make his bones soften (and harden again) by concentrating for a 
few seconds. In this state, his ST attribute is halved (to a minimum of 1) but he 
gains a +3 bonus to Action Rolls for contortions, escaping bonds, etc. And when 
calculating damage from falling, halve the distance fallen. 

10 to 
11 

“Bites Their Tongue”. 
The deviant can employ this power up to 1d10 times a day. It makes anyone within 
earshot of him speak gibberish. They are unable to utter meaningful words in any 
language they know (including Magicka, so spell-casting becomes impossible). This 
effect lasts for FV minutes. 

12 to 
13 

“Black Tongue”: 
The deviant gains a 3 metre long prehensile tongue, like a stretchy octopus tentacle. 
Despite its length, the tongue can be retracted into the deviant’s mouth – although 
its tip has a tendency to flick out without him noticing and his speech is rather 
slobbery. The deviant can manipulate light objects with his tongue and can also 
lash opponents with it, wielding it like a whip. If such an attack delivers an injury, 
it will be of the Mental damage type. 

14 to 
15 

“Blemee”: 
The deviant’s head shrivels, sinks into his shoulders and vanishes. Then facial 
features emerge on his chest. His BE attribute is reduced to 1 and his Observation 
skill value is penalised by -3. However, he gains a beautiful, mellifluous voice, 
bestowing +1 to CH. 

16 to 
17 

“Bloodflow”: 
The deviant’s skin acquires a strange amber hue, as his blood becomes that of a 
demon (Class I). The deviant becomes resilient – see the Vulnerability section in 
The Bestiary. For the blood’s toxic effects, see Demon’s Blood in the Apothecary section 
of the Goods and Services chapter. 

18 to 
19 

“Brainstorm”: 
The deviant’s reactions become enhanced. Once each day, the deviant may forego 
making a Reactions Roll and automatically start his actions first. 

20 to 
21 

“Breeding Fear”: 
The deviant becomes of the major Madness Class (see Madness Classes in the Harms 
Beyond Combat chapter). 

22 to 
23 

“Broken Arrows”: 
There is a percentage chance equal to 2xFV that each projectile attack aimed at the 
deviant, or an ally of his within 2xFV metres of him, will go awry. Such projectiles 
will turn round in mid-flight to strike their firers (in the easiest body location). 
Additionally, there is an FV% chance that projectiles launched by the deviant’s 
allies within FV metres of him go awry. In the same manner, they will turn around 
and strike their firers. 

24 to 
25 

“By the Pain I See in Others”: 
The deviant is somehow able to broadcast his pain. Whenever he is wounded and 
suffers an Injury Penalty, everyone within FV metres of him suffers the same 
Injury Penalty halved. This effect continues until a person moves out of range, or 
the deviant is healed. 
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1d100 GIFT 

26 to 
27 

“Change of Heart”: * 
The deviant’s body immediately changes race. Roll on the Race table in the 
Character Generation (or Optional Races) chapter to select the new race. The GM 
should compare the racial averages for attributes of the deviant’s previous and new 
race (e.g. by consulting the tables in the Rolling Out Attributes sections of the 
aforementioned chapters), and add or subtract the difference to the deviant’s 
attributes. This transformation lasts for FV days before the deviant reverts to his 
old race (and attributes). However, the Chaos God will make this a permanent 
change if the deviant desires it to be so. 

28 to 
29 

“Crusher Destroyer”: 
Roll twice on the Race table in the Character Generation (or Optional Races) chapter 
to select two PC races. The deviant’s melee attacks become slaying against targets 
of the first race (slaying means Attack Rolls have advantage (at least) and Damage 
Scores are increased by 10). Conversely, melee attacks at the deviant made by those 
of the second race also become slaying. 

30 to 
31 

“The Cutter”: 
The deviant’s preferred arm changes into a vicious crab-like claw, from the elbow 
down. This claw has a shell-like carapace of AC 2, and can be used to make 
Unarmed Strikes attacks doing Slash damage. 

32 to 
33 

“Darkwinds”: 
The deviant sprouts a compact pair of ragged, leathery wings from his back. These 
let him fly at a speed of up to 2 metres per second for up to 5xFV seconds. He 
must then rest his wings for at least 5xFV minutes. 

34 to 
35 

“Deprived”: 
The deviant ceases to need physical sustenance – food, drink, even air. All food 
and drink immediately spoils in the vicinity of the deviant. The air around him 
smells foul. 

36 to 
37 

“Diamond Eyes”: 
The deviant’s eyes are replaced by two large polished diamonds. By concentrating, 
the deviant can now shift his viewpoint to that of any person he can see. 

38 to 
39 

“Dislocated”: 
The deviant’s body always appears to be FV centimetres from where it is actually 
located. Any attacks aimed at the deviant using sight have an FV% chance of 
missing harmlessly. A Detect Magic spell cannot be used to show the deviant’s real 
position. 

40 to 
41 

“Disorder”: 
Mundane objects break and fail far more than usual in the deviant’s vicinity. E.g. 
ropes, straps, bow strings and chair legs snap, pots fall from shelves and shatter, 
bags and sacks split open and spill their contents, swords stick in scabbards, doors 
warp in their frames, etc. FV such events will occur in the deviant’s vicinity each 
day. (Items on the deviant’s person are never affected. Nor does this gift directly 
cause Action Rolls to fumble.) In addition, non-magical melee weapons striking 
the deviant break FV% of the time, rendering them useless until repaired. 

42 to 
43 

“Distractor”: 
All find the deviant’s presence eerily hard to bear. Anyone within FV/2 metres of 
the deviant who attempts an Action Roll is disadvantaged by one tier (e.g. 
advantaged becomes not advantaged). 
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44 to 
45 

“Diviner”: 
Whenever the deviant makes a significant choice randomly, he is rewarded with a 
bonus to a subsequent Action Roll. The deviant’s player must invent a rite, taking 
at least 1 minute to perform, that he always performs for this purpose, e.g. casting 
finger bones on the ground or splitting a small creature’s entrails and studying their 
pattern. The GM should award a maximum bonus of +3 if the choice was life-
threatening or life-changing for the deviant, or a +2 or +1 bonus for a less 
significant choice. (Choosing at random the type of ale to buy at an inn would not 
result in any bonus!) If the deviant makes multiple choices in this manner, the 
bonuses he gains are not cumulative. Unused bonuses expire after 24 hours. If the 
deviant goes against the randomly-selected choice, then he suffers a -3 HI penalty 
for 24 hours as punishment. 

46 
“Endemoniada”: 
The deviant immediately splits open, revealing a gore-covered Spine Demon. This 
leaps from the deviant’s corpse and goes upon the rampage. 

47 to 
48 

“The Ethereal Mirror”: 
There is a percentage chance equal to 2xFV that each spell targeted at the deviant 
is reflected back, striking its caster. 

49 to 
50 

“Fall from Grace” 
When the deviant falls, he drifts gently downwards like a feather (at about 0.5 
metres per second). The slightest wind will carry him away from the vertical. 
Additionally, whenever he falls asleep (as opposed to unconscious or comatose), 
gravity reverses its direction for him. Unless anchored, he falls upward – gently like 
a falling feather. If this fall occurs outdoors then, normally, the deviant will be 
woken from his slumber many minutes later by either the extreme cold or 
breathing difficulties inflicted by high altitude. This typically occurs between 3 and 
5 thousand metres above sea level. The moment that he wakes, gravity’s direction 
reverts to normal and he drifts downwards again, at his normal feather-slow rate. 
Of course, if there is the slightest wind, the deviant will not alight on the ground 
at the location where he fell asleep. He may be many kilometres away… 

51 

“The Fated Breath”: * 
Once per day, the deviant can change a single die scoring a 2 to either a 1 or 10. 
The die may have been rolled by the deviant’s player, another player or the GM. If 
this gift is obtained again, a die scoring a 2 or 3 can be changed. If this gift is 
obtained for a third time, a die scoring 2, 3 or 4 can be changed. This gift may not 
be obtained more than three times. 

52 to 
53 

“Fat Man”: 
The deviant’s body swells to 10 times its normal weight, and 1.5 times its normal 
height. The result is a grossly corpulent physique. The deviant’s AG attribute is 
reduced to 2 if it was ≥4, or 1 if it was <4. His BE is reduced by 2 points, to a 
minimum of 1. He gains +1 to his ST and CO. He also gains the damage reduction 
associated with the large size band (see Target’s Size in the Combat chapter). 
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54 to 
55 

“Fortune Presents Gifts Not According to the Book”: 
The deviant’s pockets and backpack magically accumulate small items that others 
have mislaid. Each time that someone in the general vicinity of the deviant leaves 
a small object somewhere other than its usual place, there is an FV% chance that 
the object teleports to the deviant’s person. Even if this does not occur, there is 
still an FV% chance each day that something appears with him, potentially from 
much further afield. The items will not be bigger than a short dagger, and need not 
have any value or relevance to the deviant – they will often be useless to him. If 
the deviant is without pockets or pack, the items appear in his palm. 

56 to 
57 

“Godsend”: * 
The deviant’s LU attribute is increased by 1 point (to a maximum of 10). 

58 

“Havoc”: 
The deviant becomes a fast regenerating creature (see Vulnerability in The Bestiary). 
However, more powerfully still, even fatal injuries will be regenerated unless they 
result in decapitation. Beheading is the only way to slay the deviant. 

59 to 
60 

“Hazard Profile”: 
The deviant gains a sixth sense which gives him pins-and-needles a few seconds 
before danger strikes. The sensation is strong enough to wake him from sleep, 
potentially allowing an observation Action Roll to notice the danger just in time. 
Note that this sensation is only triggered by a significant danger. The deviant would 
not get pins-and-needles before catching a cold, for example, but might were it the 
Plague. 

61 to 
62 

“If I Had a Tail”: 
The deviant sprouts a 2 metre long prehensile tail. This is dexterous enough to 
manipulate objects up to ST kilograms in weight, or wield a light weapon. 

63 to 
64 

“Infected Voice” 
The deviant’s voice has a clearly noticeable and unsettling echoing quality, as if it 
somehow originates from a distant and very dark place. Its sound spooks animals, 
makes babies cry and kills the conversation in tap rooms… 

65 to 
66 

“The Invisible Way”: 
The deviant becomes invisible. Anything worn or carried by him becomes invisible 
too, until put down. A Detect Magic spell will not reveal the deviant. He only 
becomes visible when sleeping or unconscious, or when his HI is -5 or worse. The 
GM should require Blind Fighting skill for those aiming attacks at the deviant (e.g. 
default of -8 to Attack). 

67 to 
68 

“Mantis”: 
The deviant is able to suddenly stretch his arm and strike a target up to FV/2 
metres away with a one-handed melee attack. Targets not expecting the attack 
suffer a -2 penalty to their Defence due to the shock of being struck when 
apparently out of reach. The deviant must ensure that his attack’s duration is ≤2 
seconds, so he may suffer a penalty to his Attack (-2 per second quicker than 
normal). The deviant’s arm contracts back to normal size the moment his strike is 
completed, and will not stretch again for at least 1 minute. 
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69 to 
70 

“Medusa”: 
If the deviant is male, re-roll. Otherwise, the deviant’s hair falls out and her bare 
scalp becomes scaly. Then dozens of small snakes – vipers and asps – erupt from 
her scalp. Each is around 50 centimetres long, and joined to the deviant’s head at 
the end of its tail. 
Each snake moves independently, such that the medusa’s “hair” writhes about in 
a disturbing manner. But the medusa can assume control of the snakes to direct 
their eyes towards a particular person or creature (one target at a time). When the 
snakes act in unison like this, they have a hypnotising stare which paralyses those 
subjected to it, even if they return the snakes’ gaze for just a fleeting moment. A 
Resistance Roll (Double SD) must be made for targets, versus a Difficulty of 12. 
If this roll is: 

• succeeded, the target is immune to the snakes’ gaze for 24 hours; 

• failed, the target is rendered motionless – unable to do anything but watch 
the writhing snakes. The medusa does not need to maintain her snakes’ 
gaze upon paralysed victims – they remain paralysed until the medusa is 
out of sight. A victim can make another Resistance Roll to break free if the 
medusa assaults them; 

• fumbled, the target is paralysed for 1 hour per point of failure; 

• dire fumbled, the target (but not their worn and carried possessions) is 
petrified (permanently turned to stone). 

The medusa has immunity to snake venoms, and a +2 bonus to her Observation 
skill for visual perception, so long as her snakes are exposed and free to move. At 
times, the medusa will likely want to wear a hood to conceal her nature. Darkness 
encourages her snakes to lie still and rest. 
If a snake is significantly wounded, it will slough away from the medusa’s scalp and 
die. A replacement regrows within a week. 
(Players should remember that their characters are very unlikely to know about a 
medusa’s paralysing gaze until they witness or experience it. Apply a -5 penalty to 
those trying to act whilst avoiding the medusa’s gaze.) 

71 to 
72 

“Mouth Mantra”: 
The deviant’s back twists and swells, becoming hunched. His AG and BE 
attributes are reduced by 1 (to a minimum of 1). A second mouth appears on the 
swollen hump. This functions normally and independently – often too 
independently. It seems to have its own consciousness and tends to make jokes at 
inappropriate moments, or mutter what the deviant is really thinking. (The GM or 
a different player could role-play the mouth.) If the deviant’s player passes a double 
SD Action Roll versus his own FV, he may cast two magic spells simultaneously 
(though a -2 penalty applies to both Spell-Casting Rolls). 

73 to 
74 

“My Arms, Your Hearse”: 
The deviant’s torso swells and an extra pair of arms sprouts from his sides. These 
function normally and allow for additional attacks to be made (though the usual 
Simultaneous Attack Penalty applies). 

75 to 
76 

“Not Me Sir”: 
Whenever the deviant inflicts a minor or medium injury, the victim is immediately 
cloaked by a phantasm, which makes them look (and sound) to everyone exactly 
like the deviant. (Observers may make a Resistance Roll to see through this illusion, 
as per the Phantasm spell.) This phantasm lasts until the injury is healed, and 
cannot be dispelled earlier using profane magic. 
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77 to 
78 

“Parasite”: 
The deviant is aware of all (non-pious) healing magic occurring within FV metres 
– whether a spell being cast from the Healing discipline, including those cast from 
magic items, or a potion being drunk or a herb being administered. Each time, he 
may choose whether the effects are applied to him instead of the intended victim. 
The exception would be healing by pious magic; this gift cannot affect the magic 
produced by other gods. 

79 to 
80 

“Pendulous Skin”: 
The deviant’s skin toughens into a leathery hide that protects as AC 1. His BE 
attribute is reduced by 1 (to a minimum of 1). 

81 to 
82 

“Random Impulse”: 
Once each day, the deviant can cause all those within 
FV metres and within sight to feel a sudden and 
extremely powerful emotional urge, which lasts for FV 
seconds. The deviant’s player makes an Action Roll 
(Devotion+LU). Each creature affected must make a 
Double SD Attribute Roll in response. If a creature’s 
roll fails to beat the deviant’s roll, it will feel such an 
extreme form of the emotion that it will immediately 
act, even irrationally. The type of emotion is 
determined randomly using the table to the right. The 
deviant can choose whether the emotion is focused 
towards a specific target (e.g. himself, the person at 
whom he points, etc.) or is unfocused. 

1d10 EMOTION 

1 Hate 

2 Love 

3 Happiness 

4 Sadness 

5 Suspicion 

6 Loyalty 

7 Fear 

8 Calm 

9 Loathing 

10 Lust 
 

83  

“Sear Me”: 
The deviant immediately explodes in an intense but brief conflagration – dying 
instantly. All within FV metres are struck by a Fire Ball, which delivers a Damage 
Score equal to 1d10+FV. A Resistance Roll can be made for victims by rolling 
1d10 plus twice their SD attribute. If they resist, they are not directly harmed by 
the blast. No Resistance Roll can be made for deviants; they must embrace their 
God’s act of destruction. 

84 
“Slow Kill”: 
The deviant becomes a very-slow regenerating creature (see Vulnerability in The 
Bestiary). Each dawn, the least of his injuries is regenerated. 

85 

“Suckling the Mender”: 
If the deviant is male, re-roll. Otherwise, the deviant falls pregnant. The foetus 
grows rapidly and is born after just 30-FV days. Throughout, the deviant suffers a 
-1 penalty to her HI, and a growing sense of foreboding. Labour lasts for 30-FV 
hours, during which time pain increases her HI to -5. This penalty ceases abruptly 
when her labour ends, the deviant birthing a homunculus (see The Bestiary). (There 
is a (50-FV)% chance that the deviant dies in labour, in which case the homunculus 
will claw its way out of her corpse.) Henceforth, the homunculus acts as the 
deviant’s familiar, as if the Demonic Familiar spell had been cast. However, the 
deviant is not immune to the homunculus’ Wrongness. 
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86 to 
87 

“Swarm”: 
The deviant is surrounded by a dense swarm of flies. The radius and density of the 
swarm increase in proportion to his FV. Anyone within FV/2 metres of the deviant 
has their Hindrance worsened by FV/4 due to the distraction of the flies. The 
deviant himself is only impeded by the presence of the flies in that they cause a –
FV/4 penalty to any Action Rolls involving Stealth skill. The swarm can be blown 
away in high winds or destroyed by a Fire Ball, for instance, but the deviant will 
quickly attract new flies – the swarm restoring itself within a few hours. 

88 

“Taste the Poison”: 
The deviant’s spit becomes poisonous, having the effect of a randomly chosen 
poison. He is able to spit accurately over distances up to CO metres. To 
envenomate a target, he must strike their face – normally a -4 Location Penalty, 
with an Attack equal to FV. 

89 to 
90 

“Tearing Apart”: * 
One of the deviant’s skills becomes strongly advantaged, whilst another becomes 
strongly disadvantaged. The affected skills are chosen randomly (roll 1d100 and 
count down the skills as listed on the Character Sheet). The GM should reroll skills 
that are rarely used. 

91 to 
92 

“Teeth of Lions”: 
The deviant is blessed with a magical tooth which gives him toothache, inflicting -1 
to HI. He can pull the tooth out of its socket – this causing the pain to end for a 
while. If the deviant throws the tooth to the ground, it bursts into a random 
creature of the medium size band. (The GM should consult the Creatures by Habitat 
and Threat section of The Bestiary for how to randomly select a creature, rerolling 
any not medium-sized.) The deviant has no automatic influence over the creature 
but it will be amenably disposed towards him, at least initially. It will appear facing 
away from the deviant, so he may be able to hide or flee from it if he wishes. After 
FV days, a new tooth will have regrown and the toothache will start again. Once 
the deviant’s FV≥6, his tooth will turn into a random large-sized creature. 
However, his toothache is worse, inflicting -2 to HI. Once the deviant’s FV is 10, 
his tooth will turn into a random huge-sized creature, but the toothache inflicts -3 
to HI. 

93 to 
94 

“Third Eye”: 
The deviant has a third eye on the back of his head. His Observation skill value 
gains a +1 bonus. This is increased to +3 for the purpose of testing whether an 
attack from the rear is surprising or not (see Defending Surprise Attacks in the Combat 
chapter). Obviously, he must keep his hair short and not wear a hat or helmet. 

95 to 
96 

“Trampled Under Hoof”: 
The deviant’s feet become goat-like hooves. He adds 1 metre per second to his 
jogging movement rate, and 2 to sprinting. 

97 to 
98 

“You’re Lost, I’m Free”: 
Any lodestone used within the vicinity of the deviant will settle on a random 
direction rather than pointing North. Any associated Action Rolls for navigation 
suffer a penalty equal to FV/2. 
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99 to 
100 

“Wild Magic” 
All spells cast within FV metres of the deviant are chosen randomly. The caster 
chooses the spell from his repertoire as normal, and the usual Spell-Casting Roll is 
made. But, before describing any effects, the GM uses the Random Spell Generator 
(see the Treasure chapter) to choose an alternative discipline and spell to take effect. 
The alternative spell should be of the same difficulty as the intended spell. If the 
alternative spell cannot take effect given the circumstances, the GM should reroll. 
This gift also affects the casting of spells embedded in items near the deviant. 

2,8,3) DARKNESS 

“Harbinger” – gained when Devotion reaches 3: 

• The moth’s CH attribute is increased by 1 point (to a maximum of 5). 

• His Blind-Fighting skill value is increased to 5 if currently lower.  

• He no longer feels any fear (and is immune to magical fear effects). 
 
“Ebony Tears” – gained when Devotion reaches 6: 

• The moth’s CH attribute is increased by 1 point again (to a maximum of 6). 

• His eyes become wholly black, whites and all, and he gains the ability to see in 
darkness as if it were daylight.  

• He becomes a slow-regenerating creature (see the Vulnerability section in The Bestiary) 
whilst not exposed to sunlight (for a definition of exposure see Path of Blood – First 
Step in the Necromancy discipline). Whilst exposed to sunlight, his eyes weep 
occasional black tears. 

• Once per day, the moth can unleash a terrifying shriek. His player makes an Action 
Roll (Devotion+CH). Any creature hearing the shriek must make a Double SD 
Attribute Roll in response. If a creature’s roll is: 

o successful, the creature is afraid but undaunted 
o fails by ≤4, the creature is afraid and blinded for FV/2 seconds; 
o fails by >5, the creature is afraid and blinded permanently; 
o fails by ≥10, the creature dies immediately from terror. 

 
“Night’s Blood” – gained when Devotion reaches 10: 

• The moth’s CH attribute is increased by 1 point again (to a maximum of 7). 

• The moth’s blood turns black. He becomes a fast-regenerating creature whilst not 
exposed to sunlight. Whilst exposed, he is completely blind. 

• All light within FV metres of the moth is significantly dimmed. Small flames like 
those of candles and lamps (and the Stubborn Flame spell) flicker and die. 

• Once a day, the moth can repel all sunlight from a kilometre radius around a location 
in which he prays. Within this volume (which cannot then be moved) it is darkest 
night, even if elsewhere it is day. The effect ends at the following dawn. 
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2,8,4) DEATH 

“The Tower” – gained when Devotion reaches 3: 

• The cleric’s SD attribute is increased by 1 point (to a maximum of 5). 

• Whilst he concentrates, the cleric is able to cause undead to turn and flee from the 
sight of him. Powerful undead (e.g. Ghouls, Mummies, Vampires and Liches) may 
try to resist this effect. In such cases, the cleric’s player makes an Action Roll 
(Devotion+SD). Each undead makes a Double SD Attribute Roll in response. If the 
undead’s roll fails to beat the cleric’s roll, it must flee. 

• The cleric may say a blessing over a corpse (or corpses) which sanctifies it – 
preventing it from being affected by Necromantic spells (e.g. Raise Corpse) unless a 
roll is made in which the spell-caster’s SC beats the priest’s FV. 

 
“Hand of Doom” – gained when Devotion reaches 6: 

• The cleric’s SD attribute is increased by 1 point again (to a maximum of 6). 

• Whenever the cleric touches a corpse, closes his eyes and concentrates, he witnesses 
the events experienced by the corpse immediately prior to its death. 

• By pointing at an undead creature and using this gift, the cleric can worsen an undead 
creature’s Hindrance by an amount he chooses up to -10. The penalty applies for the 
same number of hours. The creature may not resist this effect. However, the cleric’s 
own HI worsens by half as much for half as many minutes. E.g. by suffering a -3 HI 
penalty for 3 minutes, a cleric inflicts a -6 HI penalty upon an undead for 6 hours. 

 
“Covenant of Death” – gained when Devotion reaches 10: 

• The cleric’s SD attribute is increased by 1 point again (to a maximum of 7). 

• The cleric will be resurrected on his death. His soul enters and assumes control of 
the body of a fresh corpse lying in state within a Temple of the Dead – the corpse 
sitting up, alive and healthy again. The corpse will always be of the same race and 
gender as the cleric’s original incarnation. Additionally, it will be of such a similar age, 
build and fitness that the cleric will retain his former attributes and skill values. He 
will, of course, have the looks and voice of a different person. The cleric’s Devotion 
skill value is reduced by 3 points each time such a resurrection occurs, and 
resurrection will not occur if his Devotion is <3. 

2,8,5) DECEPTION 

“Eyes are Mosaics” – gained when Devotion reaches 3: 

• The priest’s BE attribute is increased by 1 point (to a maximum of 5). 

• His Influence skill value is increased to 3 if currently lower.  

• He becomes able to charm any person that looks into his eyes from within FV 
metres. The priest’s player makes an Action Roll (Devotion+BE). The target makes 
a Double SD Attribute Roll in response. If the attempt succeeds, the target sees the 
priest as attractive, as a potential friend and ally, and so on. The charm lasts until the 
priest leaves the target’s sight. 

 
“The Dark Caress” – gained when Devotion reaches 6: 

• The priest’s BE attribute is increased by 1 point again (to a maximum of 6). 

• His Influence skill value is increased to 6 if currently lower.  

• By touching a sleeping person and concentrating, the priest can experience their 
dreams. If he is able to maintain this physical contact for an hour, he will learn the 
person’s innermost desires. In addition, the priest may induce somnambulism such 
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that the person will undertake a task for the priest in their sleep. The task can involve 
a series of “pre-programmed” actions but cannot involve any form of decision-
making by the sleepwalker. Neither can the task’s duration exceed 1 hour or the 
sleepwalker will wake. The sleepwalker may resist carrying out the task by passing a 
Double SD Attribute Roll versus the priest’s FV. The GM should give the 
sleepwalker’s roll a bonus if the task is complex or violent; the more so, the greater 
the bonus and the more likely the sleepwalker will resist. 

 
“Changeling” – gained when Devotion reaches 10: 

• The priest’s BE attribute is increased by 1 point again (to a maximum of 7). 

• His Influence skill value is increased to 9 if currently lower.  

• He is able to change his physical appearance to match that of any individual (of the 
standard PC races, and within ±25% of his weight) that he has ever touched. 
Transformations occur gradually over 1 minute and extend only to his body and 
voice, not to clothing or possessions. Neither do the transformations affect his 
attribute or skill values. They are permanent, lasting until the priest changes his 
appearance once more, and cannot be dispelled by magic. 

2,8,6) DOOM 

“Diviner of Truth” – gained when Devotion reaches 3: 

• The minister’s RE attribute is increased by 1 point (to a maximum of 5). 

• The minister becomes able to tell infallibly whether a speaker is lying intentionally. 
(Unintentional or accidental lies are not sensed in this way.) The minister himself 
becomes unable to intentionally tell a lie. If he tries to do so, the words will choke in 
his craw. 

 
“New Mind” – gained when Devotion reaches 6: 

• The minister’s RE is increased by 1 point again (to a maximum of 6). 

• He gains a photographic memory and can now remember visual images (e.g. faces, 
texts, maps, the layouts of rooms, etc.) perfectly, even if they were seen only for a 
moment years ago.  

• He becomes able to reverse age-induced damage to small items that he touches. E.g. 
he could restore to pristine condition the following: a book that had been kept in the 
damp, and whose ink had run and whose paper was mouldy; or an old rusty sword, 
whose blade was notched and blunt. The minister’s Devotion skill value is reduced 
by 1 point each time he restores an item with this gift, and he cannot use this gift at 
all if his Devotion is ≤1. 

 
“Grace” – gained when Devotion reaches 10: 

• The minister’s RE is increased by 1 point again (to a maximum of 7). 

• The default duration of the minister’s actions is reduced by 1 second (to a minimum 
of 1). 

• It is excruciatingly painful for anyone to intentionally lie to the minister. 

• The minister can recreate items which have been destroyed by touching a single 
fragment of them. An item’s constituent parts, even if no more than ashes or shards 
scattered far and wide, will be instantly brought together, reforming the item as if it 
were new. The minister’s Devotion skill value is reduced by 3 points each time he 
recreates an item, and he cannot use this gift at all if his Devotion is <3. 
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2,8,7) EARTH 

“Artisan’s Touch” – gained when Devotion reaches 3: 

• The priest’s CO attribute is increased by 1 point (to a maximum of 5). 

• He becomes able to divine information about the crafting of artificial items by 
touching and studying them for 1 minute. He learns: 

o the name and race of the item’s maker; 
o the names of the materials and techniques used to make the item; 
o where and when the item was made; 
o the use to which the item is put if not apparent, e.g. this key opens the castle 

gaol; 
o the name and race of the owner of the item, and of he that has the strongest 

connection to it (if different to its maker), e.g. this is “Orc-Driver”, the club 
of Bandobras Took the Halfling. 

 
“Hand of Stone” – gained when Devotion reaches 6: 

• The priest’s CO attribute is increased by 1 point again (to a maximum of 6). 

• The priest can choose to turn any organic material that he touches to stone. His 
player makes an Action Roll (Devotion+CO), and a Double SD Attribute Roll is 
made in response for a sentient target. If the Action Roll is successful, the target’s 
body and all worn or carried organic equipment immediately turn to stone as if by a 
Statue Form spell, but with a permanent duration. If the petrify Action Roll fails, the 
priest may not to try to petrify this particular creature again (unless his Devotion 
increases). 

• The priest can reverse petrifaction by touching a target and praying for 1 hour. 
 
“Birth in Regress” – gained when Devotion reaches 10: 

• The priest’s CO attribute is increased by 1 point again (to a maximum of 7). 

• He becomes able to resurrect a slain Troll by touching its corpse. The priest’s 
Devotion skill value is reduced by 1 point each time he resurrects a Troll, and he 
cannot use this gift at all if his Devotion is ≤1. 

• He becomes able to create a Common Troll from a sufficiently large piece of rock. 
To do this, he must cut himself and allow his blood to pour onto the stone. The 
priest then bestows a name upon the Troll. This causes the rock to shudder and 
crack, and then a Troll clambers out of the fragments. During the subsequent FV 
days, the priest can call this Troll to his aid by shouting its name aloud. If the Troll 
is within FV kilometres of the priest, it will hear his magical call and come as quickly 
as it can to the priest’s side. This Troll will always remain a faithful friend of the 
priest, even after this period. The priest’s Devotion skill value is reduced by 2 points 
each time that he creates a Troll, and he cannot use this gift if his Devotion is ≤2. 

2,8,8) LIGHT 

“Dazzle” – gained when Devotion reaches 3: 

• The priest’s EN attribute is increased by 1 point (to a maximum of 5). 

• Once per day, the priest is able to emit an instantaneous flash of bright light from 
his eyes which can stun observers within FV metres. The GM should refer a Damage 
Score of 1d10+FV to the Mental Damage Table, and then apply the result to anyone 
who can see the priest’s face at this moment. If this 1d10 scores a 10, then add 
another 1d10 to the Damage Score, and so on. Even creatures which use means other 
than light to see, e.g. Trolls, Undead, the Fey, will be affected. 
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“The Light Pours Out of Me” – gained when Devotion reaches 6: 

• The priest’s EN attribute is increased by 1 point again (to a maximum of 6). 

• He becomes able to cause a volume to be lit up as if bathed in bright noon sunlight. 
By default, the volume is a hemisphere of 2xFV metres in radius – but a lesser radius 
can be chosen or the volume can be made to fit the shape of a specific room or 
chamber. The chosen volume will remain lit in this way indefinitely, unless cancelled 
by the priest. He can cause a maximum of FV/2 different volumes to remain 
illuminated at any time. 

• In addition, the priest becomes able to travel instantaneously between any of his 
god’s temples that he has already visited. To do so, he concentrates, visualising a 
particular temple, and then strides into the fire in the hearth chamber of his current 
temple. He emerges, unscathed, from the flames of the hearth fire in the destination 
temple. 

 
“Mirror of Illusion” – gained when Devotion reaches 10: 

• The priest’s EN attribute is increased by 1 point again (to a maximum of 7). 

• His body glows with a gently scintillating light at all times. 

• He ceases being harmed by any natural (non-magical) fire (as do the possessions that 
he carries or wears). 

• The priest is able to invoke an illusion, once each day. This must fit within a radius 
of 2xFV metres of the priest, lasts for 2xFV hours and cannot be repositioned. (If 
the priest expends one point of Devotion, the duration of the illusion becomes 
infinite.) The illusion can depict anything that the priest desires, including scenery 
and terrain, creatures and objects. The illusion appears utterly real in every detail to 
observers both without and within its radius, including reproducing movement as 
the priest desires – e.g. the wind flutters leaves and ripples waters, creatures walk 
about and interact, etc. Unlike with the illusions created by Mind spells, no Resistance 
Roll is allowed to notice the illusion’s false nature. But this illusion is purely visual. 
The mind is not fooled into hearing sounds, smelling scents or feeling textures. It is 
but a trick of the light. 

2,8,9) LOVE 

“Multifoiled” – gained when Devotion reaches 3: 

• The priest’s EM attribute is increased by 1 point (to a maximum of 5). 

• He is no longer impeded by the armour that he wears. Its contribution to his 
Encumbrance Penalty can be ignored (i.e. ignore armour’s weight for encumbrance 
purposes). He need not wear a gambeson as padding to benefit from the full 
protection of heavy armours (i.e. use AC 3 instead of AC 3-, etc.). And his sleep is 
never impeded by wearing armour – even a suit of full plate. 

 
“Act of Love” – gained when Devotion reaches 6: 

• The priest’s EM attribute is increased by 1 point again (to a maximum of 6). 

• He becomes able to instantly transfer injuries from one creature’s body to his own, 
simply by touching the creature. The touched creature no longer bears the injuries 
and is healed of them. Note that this gift does not grant the priest any enhanced 
healing abilities, and injuries can only be transferred from creatures with similar 
physiologies to the priest. (A missing body part cannot be transferred – though a 
bleeding gash could be removed from the stump of an amputated limb to appear on 
the priest’s body instead.) 
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• Once per day, the priest can emit an aura of tranquillity. The priest’s player makes an 
Action Roll (Devotion+EM). Each creature within FV metres of him must make a 
Double SD Attribute Roll in response. If a creature’s roll fails to beat the priest’s roll, 
it will feel calm, and lose all feelings of anger, aggression and hate, for FV minutes. 

 
“Stigmata Martyr” – gained when Devotion reaches 10: 

• The priest’s EM attribute is increased by 1 point again (to a maximum of 7). 

• He becomes unharmed by FV% of attacks from non-magical weapons. A 1d100 roll 
should be made for each non-magical weapon attack that hits the priest. Attacks 
which score ≤FV are ineffective, bouncing off harmlessly. 

• He gains the stigmata – blood slowly seeping from open wounds on his palms. These 
wounds never heal but do not harm the priest at all. Once per day, the priest can 
pour blood from his palms into the mouth of a wounded person. All of his injuries 
are healed, missing body parts are regenerated and foreign objects removed, and 
humours balanced – so that poisons, diseases and madnesses are cured. Even those 
slain by fatal injuries will be cured and resurrected if this blood is applied within FV 
seconds of death. (In the case of amputation, body parts must be held together.) 

2,8,10) PLANTS 

“Green Fingers” – gained when Devotion reaches 3: 

• The druid’s CO attribute is increased by 1 point (to a maximum of 5). 

• The druid becomes able to cause a single herb plant (see Apothecary in the Goods and 
Services chapter) to sprout from an area of moistened soil. He can choose the herb’s 
species, so long as he selects from those whose Rarity value (for the first habitat) is 
≤FV. The plant will grow to maturity in a number of hours equal to its Rarity and 
then die. If the druid is swift enough, he can harvest the plant’s flowers, fruits or 
leaves, etc. before they wither. The plant will have produced a number of doses of 
the herb equal to FV/2 or 21-Rarity, whichever is least. These can be made into doses 
of tonics or ointments in the usual manner. 
Once the druid’s Devotion is 10, he can use this gift to grow wholly new species of 
herbs, specifying their magical effects on users. Whilst druids usually create herbs 
with healing powers, the effect of a new herb could be anything which will aid the 
druid and befit the Goddess’ aims. (The GM should also ensure that the effect is 
appropriate for delivery from a herb by ingestion or via a tonic or ointment.) E.g. 
the plant might sprout into a:  

• shrub producing berries from which an ointment is made that, if spread on 
the throat, creates gills allowing the user to breathe underwater for a time; 

• bush, a nut from which will provide enough nutrition to sustain the eater for 
a week without further food or water; 

• rose whose flowers can be made into doses of tonic that rejuvenate the body 
of the drinker, each reversing the natural effects of aging by 10 years; 

• fungus that can be made into a tonic which, immediately after drinking, 
allows the user to breathe out a blast of fire like a dragon; 

• weed whose root can be made into a tonic that makes the drinker whole-
heartedly believe anything that he is told during the next day. 

If the Goddess wills it, these new herbs will not die within hours but will live long 
enough to fruit, seed and start colonising the local environment naturally. In such 
cases, the type of plant that sprouts will reflect the habitat in which it was created – 
e.g. if this gift is used in a hot arid land, a cactus might grow. 
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The druid’s Devotion skill value is reduced by 3 points each time he creates a new 
species of herb, and he cannot use this gift at all if his Devotion is ≤3. 

 
“Patterns in the Ivy” – gained when Devotion reaches 6: 

• The druid’s CO attribute is increased by 1 point again (to a maximum of 6). 

• He becomes able to protect an area of woodland from unwanted intruders. Only one 
area can be protected with this gift at a time. The druid must walk around the chosen 
area, which must be less than FVx100 metres across. Once he has completed his 
circuit, the area enclosed by the route that he walked is protected. Any creature – 
except beasts native to the woodland and those persons that the druid designates as 
allies – must make a Double SD Attribute Roll, versus a Difficulty equal to the druid’s 
FV, when it moves into the area from outside. If the roll is: 

o passed, the creature will pass into the area unaffected, without realising that 
it has resisted the druid’s power; 

o failed then, without realising it, the creature will become disorientated and 
will be diverted, moving around the area and away without entering it. 

• Whilst within his protected area of woodland, and whilst concentrating, the druid is 
able to move his senses of sight, hearing and smell to any tree therein. He can look 
around and listen as if he were standing at that tree’s location. (A “green man”-like 
impression of his face appears in the bark of the tree.) Whilst concentrating in this 
way, the druid cannot see or hear anything at his real location. 

 
“Nectar” – gained when Devotion reaches 10: 

• The druid’s CO attribute is increased by 1 point again (to a maximum of 7). 

• He becomes able to awaken a mature tree, turning it into a Green Man. To do this, 
he must cut himself and allow his blood to pour onto the tree’s bark. The druid then 
bestows a name upon the tree, which immediately awakes as a Green Man. During 
the subsequent FV days, the druid can call this Green Man to his aid by shouting its 
name aloud. If the Green Man is within FV kilometres of the druid, it will hear his 
magical call and come as quickly as it can to the druid’s side. This Green Man will 
always remain a faithful friend of the druid, even after this period. The druid’s 
Devotion skill value is reduced by 2 points each time that he creates a Green Man, 
and he cannot use this gift if his Devotion is ≤2. 

2,8,11) STORMS 

“Body Electric” – gained when Devotion reaches 3: 

• The priest’s AG attribute is increased by 1 point (to a maximum of 5). 

• He does not fall. Instead, he levitates downwards, floating down through the air at 
the rate of a feather. Note that the priest cannot levitate up or sideways – only down 
– but winds may blow him in other directions. 

• Once per day, the priest is able to summon a lightning bolt from the sky and make it 
strike a chosen target. The target must be under the open sky and within FV metres 
and in sight of the priest. The attack affects the target’s uppermost body location, is 
of the Lightning damage type and has a Damage Score of 1d10+FV. If this 1d10 
scores a 10, then add another 1d10 to the Damage Score, and so on. 

 
“Cloud Busting” – gained when Devotion reaches 6: 

• The priest’s AG attribute is increased by 1 point again (to a maximum of 6). 

• By looking at the skies above him, the priest can infallibly tell how the weather will 
behave in the vicinity over the next 24 hours.  
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• By sacrificing a point from his Devotion skill value, he can cause the local weather 
to change over the next hour so as to manifest in the way that he desires (but to a 
non-disastrous extent – see the subsequent Wind of Change gift). Thus, he might 
summon rain for parched crops, fog to conceal an army, or even a blizzard in the 
desert for a short while. His Devotion must be >1 to do this. 

 
“Wind of Change” – gained when Devotion reaches 10: 

• The priest’s AG attribute is increased by 1 point again (to a maximum of 7). 

• Once per year, the priest can invoke a disastrous weather-related event – e.g. a 
hurricane, tornado, blizzard or lightning storm – which affects the area at which he 
points. The disaster will only occur if the God of Storms feels so inclined – they are 
usually produced to protect a holy site from a great enemy, or to punish the wrongs 
of a large number of people. The disaster’s duration and scale are decided by the god 
(i.e. the GM) but it will invariably lay waste to a huge area and kill or injure many 
people, including the innocent (this god likes to demonstrate the power of his wrath). 
Often a Lightning Dragon will be involved in the destruction. Those sheltering 
within sites holy to the God of Storms should always survive unscathed, however. 
The priest’s Devotion skill value is reduced by 3 points each time he invokes a 
disaster, and he cannot use this gift at all if his Devotion is ≤3. 

2,8,12) WATERS 

“He Rides on the Crest of a Wave” – gained when Devotion reaches 3: 

• The priest’s AG attribute is increased by 1 point (to a maximum of 5). 

• Whilst concentrating, the priest is able to stand on the surface of water and ride a 
wave which conveys him at speed in the direction he wishes. The wave will travel at 
up to FV metres per second across the sea or a large body of water, where the depth 
exceeds FV metres. On smaller water bodies like pools or rivers, the wave reaches 
FV/2 metres per second. He cannot use this power on water bodies that are 
shallower than 1 metre. 

• Undines treat the priest as kin. Should the priest swim, he can expect an undine to 
accompany him and assist his breathing. 

 
“Flowers of the Sea” – gained when Devotion reaches 6: 

• The priest’s AG attribute is increased by 1 point again (to a maximum of 6). 

• By sacrificing a point of Devotion, the priest is able to wade into a deep body of 
water (which must be ≥1 km across) and call upon it to yield up its treasure. After a 
few hours, an item which was lost in the depths will be washed ashore where the 
priest stood. The item will always be useful to the priest and valuable. Generally, it 
will be a magical item as these will not have been harmed by lengthy time underwater, 
other than accumulating a layer of mud, slime and weed which can be wiped away. 
The larger the body of water, the more powerful the item will be but the longer it 
will take to wash ashore. 

 
“All Swept Away” – gained when Devotion reaches 10: 

• The priest’s AG attribute is increased by 1 point again (to a maximum of 7). 

• Once per year, the priest can invoke a disastrous river- or sea-related event – e.g. a 
tidal wave, flood, water spout or whirlpool – which affects the area at which he 
points. The disaster will only occur if the God of Waters feels so inclined – they are 
usually produced to protect a holy site from a great enemy, or to punish the wrongs 
of a large number of people. The disaster’s duration and scale are decided by the god 
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(i.e. the GM) but it will invariably lay waste to a huge area and kill or injure many 
people, including the innocent (this god likes to demonstrate the power of his wrath). 
Often an Ice Dragon will be involved in the destruction. Those sheltering within sites 
holy to the God of Waters should always survive unscathed, however. The priest’s 
Devotion skill value is reduced by 3 points each time he invokes a disaster, and he 
cannot use this gift at all if his Devotion is ≤3. 

2,9) DEMIGODS 
A demigod is a creature which has been bestowed with divine powers to act as a god’s servant 
or messenger. The particular creatures favoured by gods for this purpose were listed in the 
descriptions of the gods, previously.  
 
The presence of a demigod obviously signifies the interest of its god in the events taking 
place. Priests accompanying the demigod, and employing prayers that are aligned with its 
goals, should receive an appropriate bonus to their Prayer Rolls. 
 
The characteristics of any demigod are as the normal version of the creature (see The Bestiary), 
except that they gain the following magical powers. Demigods: 

• have godly intellect, i.e. use a value of 10 for their CH, EM, RE and SD attribute 
values, and for the values of any mental skills related to their god’s aspects; 

• are able to speak and read all languages fluently, and can communicate telepathically 
with those around them; 

• can sense the general alignment of those around them, helping them to divine 
people’s true intentions; 

• are immune to non-magical attacks; 

• are unaffected by any spells where the caster’s Spell-Casting is less than the greatest 
Fervour of any priest of its god within FV metres of the demigod. The priest is 
likewise protected. E.g. if a demigod is accompanied by a priest of its god whose 
FV=8 then, whilst there is no more than 8 metres between them, both the demigod 
and priest are immune to spells where SC<8. 

2,10) ALTARS 
An apostle (or archbishop) may sanctify an altar to their god by placing upon it a permanent 
blessing – either major or most potent. To be sanctified, an altar must be a suitable focal 
point for worship, its nature reflecting the associated god. Altars commonly take the form 
of a statue or other depiction of the god, but might also be a fountain, a tree, a rock split by 
lightning, a fearsome skull, an ornate bell, a renowned priest’s sarcophagus, etc. Sanctifying 
an altar has several effects and implications. 

2,10,1) BEACONS 

All priests can sense a sanctified altar from afar – they somehow feel the presence of the 
altar, and know its approximate distance and direction and to which god it is dedicated. A 
priest can sense a sanctified altar from FV kilometres away if the altar is dedicated to his own 
god. Otherwise, the range of this sense is just FVx10 metres. (The GM should note the 
existence of altar shrouds, which can confuse this priestly sense – see the Treasure chapter.) 

2,10,2) STRENGTHENED PRAYERS 

If a priest employs a magic prayer at an altar to his god, his Devotion skill is temporarily 
advantaged, i.e. he throws 2d10 for his Prayer Roll and chooses the highest result. 
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2,10,3) ALTAR GUARDIANS 

An apostle at a sanctified altar can perform a special geas to designate another priest as the 
altar’s guardian. (Priests and altar must be dedicated to the same god.) As with all geasa, the 
designated priest must have volunteered for this role. Henceforth, their duty is to protect the 
altar and the shrine or temple within which it is located. The guardian can never again leave 
the shrine without breaking the geas. However, the guardian becomes immortal – they do 
not age, are immune to non-magical diseases, and praying at the altar provides all of the 
sustenance that they need. The guardian becomes a fast-regenerating creature (see the 
Vulnerability section in The Bestiary), and is automatically aware of all sentient creatures within 
their shrine. By concentrating, they can see any such creature in their mind’s eye, the image 
being clearer in proportion to the harm the creature intends to the altar and shrine. If the 
threat is great enough, this sense will even wake the guardian from sleep. They will also 
benefit from the geas’ +1 bonus whilst actively protecting the altar and shrine, and the +3 
improvement to Hindrance from the blessing on the place. These powers make an altar 
guardian a formidable opponent, and the most important temples have one. 

2,10,4) NEGLECT AND DESECRATION 

Priests must lead acts of worship at a sanctified altar with some regularity. If worship does 
not occur for a prolonged period without reasonable excuse, the relevant god may be 
wrathful. Any priests that should or could have attended the altar can expect to be punished. 
What constitutes a prolonged lack of worship and the nature of any punishment will depend 
upon the god. A god of lawful evil alignment will likely expect regular worship at every 
sanctified altar, and will severely punish priests who neglect an altar in their vicinity. By 
comparison, a chaotic good god would be much more forgiving. A god will also be lenient 
if priests have been dealing with a crisis, such that they could not reasonably worship at an 
altar. Example punishments include loss of Devotion, withdrawal of gifts, imposition of 
never-ending and Hindrance-worsening pain, excommunication and even death. The worst 
punishments will be reserved for priests who allow an altar to be desecrated. 

2,11) CALENDAR AND CONSTELLATIONS 
Each month is associated with a particular god and constellation, as shown in the following 
table. E.g. in the Month of the Gull, the stars nearest the zenith at midnight are those in the 
constellation of the Gull. Priests of Storms receive a +1 bonus to their Prayer Rolls in the 
Month of the Gull, and receive a -1 penalty to Prayer Rolls made 6 months later in the Month 
of the Spider. Equivalent bonuses and penalties apply to other priests in other months. 
 

MONTH  SEASON 
CONSTELLATION / 
MONTH OF THE… 

ASSOCIATED 
GOD 

First Winter Bat Darkness 

Second Winter Rat Death 

Third Spring Tree Plants 

Fourth Spring Troll Earth 

Fifth Spring Fly Chaos 

Sixth Summer Spider Deception 

Seventh Summer Wand Light 

Eighth Summer Cross Love 

Ninth Autumn Wolf Beasts 

Tenth Autumn Fish Waters 

Eleventh Autumn Snake Doom 

Twelfth Winter Gull Storms 
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2,12) LOSS OF FAITH 
Sustaining one’s devotion to a god takes effort. What happens if this effort is not made? 
 
The GM should reduce a priest’s Devotion skill value if his actions over a sustained period 
are inconsistent with his god’s aims. The “sustained period” caveat allows for occasional 
deviations – priests are only human (or elf, dwarf, etc.) after all and will make errors of 
judgement which gods are willing to overlook. 
 
When a god feels that a priest is losing his faith, it will give a warning. Perhaps the priest will 
receive a vision from the god indicating its displeasure. If the warning is ignored, then a 
reduction in Devotion skill should follow. Note that this may cause the loss of gifts. 
 
If this reduction in Devotion does not direct the priest onto the right path, and he continues 
to display a lack of interest in working for his god, then further warnings and larger 
reductions in Devotion should follow. 
 
Such reductions in Devotion skill are not irreversible. If the priest regains his fervour and 
starts accomplishing quests for his god, then his Devotion may increase again. 
 
Eventually, the priest may have his Devotion skill reduced to zero. At this point he is 
excommunicated. 

2,12,1) EXCOMMUNICATION 

If a priest has his Devotion skill reduced to zero, then he has been excommunicated – he is 
disowned by his god, will no longer be able to use magic prayers and loses all of his gifts. 
The excommunicated priest will also find himself treated as an enemy of this god when 
encountering items and places with its blessing. The priest will not be able to develop a 
Devotion skill for this god again (except in the most exceptional circumstances). 
 
Whilst excommunication normally occurs through a gradual loss of faith, sometimes a god 
can become so enraged that it excommunicates a priest immediately, without warning. This 
would only occur following the most heretical behaviour. 
 
A priest that has been excommunicated may later become a priest of another god. However, 
his Devotion skill value will never be able to exceed 5. If he is excommunicated for a second 
time, he can no longer develop Devotion skill at all – no god will answer his prayers again. 

3) CONFLICT BETWEEN PROFANE AND 
PIOUS MAGIC 
Characters are able to use both spells and prayers. However, eventually, each character must 
make a choice between excelling at profane or pious magic. It is impossible to dedicate 
oneself enough to the study of Magicka and also to the service of a god to become a master 
of both. 
 
Consequently, the sum of a character’s Devotion skill value and his highest magic skill value 
cannot exceed 15. Once this limit is reached, a character can only increase one skill if the 
other has decreased. 
 



 
 

 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 

CHAPTER 6 – 
OPTIONAL RACES 

 
 
 
 
 
The following chapter provides rules for six optional races for Player Characters – the 
Changling, the Dragon-Newt, the Dryad, the Kalaman and the Common and Crystal Troll. 
These races are physiologically different to the standard PC races, and/or are inherently 
magical in nature. Consequently, they tend to be more complicated to role-play and the GM 
may wish to use them as Non-Player Characters only. 

1) ROLLING FOR RACE 
If the GM allows players to have characters of the optional races, use the following table to 
randomly choose a PC’s race: 
 

1ST 1d100 2ND 1d100 RACE 

01 to 20 

n/a 

Human 
21 to 35 Wood Elf 

36 to 40 Bone Elf 
41 to 55 Dwarf 

56 to 70 Halfling 

71 to 80 Orc 
81 to 90 Goblin 

91 to 100 

01 to 40 Common Troll 
41 to 70 Dragon-Newt  

71 to 79 Changeling 

80 to 88 Dryad 
89 to 97 Kalaman 

98 to 100 Crystal Troll 

2) CHANGELINGS 
The Changeling (or Hobjelly) is a cousin of the Creeping and Lurking Jellies described in The 
Bestiary. When at rest, it looks like a roughly hemi-spherical blob of colourless, transparent 
jelly, approximately 1 metre in diameter. Like the other jellies, its touch is highly acidic, and 
it envelops organic material into its fluid body to digest as food. However, the Changeling 
has far more intelligence than its cousins, combined with keener senses and incredible control 
over the shape, colour and texture of its body. This enables it to transform itself so as to 
mimic other (medium-sized) creatures almost perfectly. 
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION Hemi-spherical blob of colourless and transparent jelly. 

HEIGHT (centimetres) 36 in default shape. 

WEIGHT (kilograms) 100 

FAVOURED HAND Always ambidextrous. 

NATURAL LIFESPAN (years) 30+CO+LU 

STARTING AGE (years) 1 

SPECIAL ABILITIES 

• Shape-changing – to mimic medium-sized 
creatures and simple objects (which have been 
memorised beforehand). 

• Extrusion through narrow gaps, of minimum 2 
centimetre thickness and 20 centimetre cross-
section. 

• Acid touch, rapidly dissolving organic material. 
Unarmed melee attacks deliver Kick-Box and Acid 
damage. 

• Poisonous spore cloud attack – up to 3 times per 
day. 

• Does not become exhausted after prolonged 
physical activity. 

• Immune to acids, poisons (except salt) and 
diseases. 

• Fire and heat-based attacks are slaying, electricity 
injures as mental, poisoned by salt. 

• Suffers damage as a medium-sized super-resilient 
creature. 

• Able to breathe water and resist the cold and 
pressures of swimming at depth. 

• Vision in infra-red spectrum. Range is V metres in 
daylight and 10xV metres in the dark, where V 
equals Observation skill value. 

 
Whilst a Changeling can easily assume the form of a person to blend into “normal” society, 
a number of physiological limitations affect how Changelings interact with other people. 
These must be remembered by players and the GM. A Changeling: 

• cannot see beyond a relatively short distance in daylight; 

• cannot touch a person without burning them with its acid; 

• cannot touch (non-magical) organic objects for longer than a few seconds without 
starting to dissolve and digest them. Fortunately, Changelings have little need for 
possessions. A Changeling might be encountered carrying just a metal dagger and a 
few coins inside its body. When needed, it can extrude such items out of itself. (It 
could not carry possessions in a backpack.) Changelings have no need for clothing – 
they cannot wear it without dissolving it, and can reproduce the appearance of 
clothes when mimicking a person. (Metal armour can be useful, however, so long as 
it does not require cloth or leather straps to be worn.) Changelings generally require 
the assistance of a trusted non-Changeling to handle those organic possessions which 
have value to them; 

• leaves obvious tracks (acid burn marks) if it remains still for more than a few 
moments on grass, wooden floorboards, rugs and the like. 
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A Changeling can carry up to 10 kilograms of equipment or food within its body and still 
move normally. (Doing this poses no threat to its brain nucleus, which is kept remote from 
these objects.) 
 
Changeling physiology also limits the formation of their own society. They have virtually 
none – not even their own language. This is primarily due to their method of reproduction. 
Changelings are of a single gender, and they are small in number. They reproduce by emitting 
a cloud of tiny spores (with a strong yeasty odour) via an involuntary mechanism triggered 
whenever one Changeling touches another for the first time. (Subsequent meetings between 
these two individuals will not produce spores.) The two Changelings’ spores bind together 
in pairs as they are mixed and carried off by the wind. Any adult member of the flesh-and-
bone PC races in the vicinity that inhales a spore-pair must pass a Resistance Roll (Double 
CO) versus a poison with Potency of 8. If this roll is failed, they die immediately and, over 
the next 24 hours, the corpse gradually dissolves into transparent goo, and a new Changeling 
is born. 
 
Physiologically, the new Changeling is already an adult. Mentally, it inherits racial memories 
of being a Changeling from the spore-pair, and it also inherits some fragments of memories 
from the corpse. Thus, a new Changeling is not helpless like a baby but is able to act as 
effectively as many Human adults might.  

2,1) IN COMBAT 

2,1,1) NATURAL ATTACKS 

If a creature touches a Changeling then, every second, the GM should roll 1d10+T, where T 
is the number of consecutive seconds that skin-to-Changeling contact has been maintained, 
and apply the result to the Burns Damage Table for the affected body part. If this die scores 
a natural 10, explode the roll as usual. This simulates acid burns – which become 
progressively more dangerous as contact is maintained. 
 
A Changeling can make a grapple attack to try to envelop a victim within 1 metre – especially 
its exposed flesh. If this attack is evaded, the victim is able to dodge or shrug off the 
Changeling before it can harm them. Organic armour and clothing will provide protection 
for a few seconds, depending on its thickness, before being dissolved. Metal armour cannot 
be dissolved, but any straps and fastenings holding it together will be, and mail armour is too 
porous to provide any protection versus the Changeling’s acid. Each second, a victim may 
try to escape by making a successful Action Roll (Brawn+ST) versus the Changeling’s 
Grapple+AG. If the victim wins, it is able to tear the Changeling away and escape. 
Changelings do not become exhausted by maintaining their grapple, whilst their victims often 
become too weak to struggle further, and so are digested. 
 
A Changeling can also choose to release a cloud of (unfertilised) spores up to three times per 
day. Anyone within 8 metres of the Changeling when this happens must make a successful 
Resistance Roll (Double CO) versus a Difficulty of 8, or be poisoned. Failure means that a 
victim is blinded for 1 hour per point of failure. A fumble results in permanent blindness. 
This blindness can be cured by reducing an excess of phlegm in the senses. 

2,1,2) EXHAUSTION 

Changelings do not become exhausted in combat. They do not suffer Exhaustion Penalties. 
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2,1,3) RECEIVING DAMAGE 

A Changeling is a super-resilient creature of AC 0. However, they do sometimes wear metal 
armour when mimicking other PC races (favouring plate helms and mail which can be worn 
without leather fastenings). 
 
Normal weapons often have little effect on a Changeling. Their impacts, slashes and 
punctures are absorbed harmlessly in most cases, the wound disappearing as the weapon is 
withdrawn. A Changeling’s body, though fluid-like, will generally stay together as one 
cohesive mass, despite such blows. With luck, one could lop off part of a Changeling, but 
the Changeling would not be hindered by this and could effortlessly reabsorb the part back 
into its body. If a Changeling is slain by an attack, the GM can assume that its nucleus brain 
was struck. (This organ slowly perambulates around a Changeling’s body, so an attacker 
cannot predict where it is situated from previous experience of Changelings.)  
 
A Changeling is immune to acid-based attacks. Electrical attacks do not deliver burns damage 
to a Changeling – instead, treat them as delivering mental damage only. Fire and heat-based 
attacks are slaying towards a Changeling (slaying means Attack Rolls have advantage (at least) 
and Damage Scores are increased by 10). 
 
Salt is toxic to Changelings. If a Changeling is touched by salt, e.g. splashed by seawater, it 
must pass a Resistance Roll (Double CO) or be poisoned. The GM should set the Difficulty 
to reflect the amount of salt involved – some examples follow. A failure to resist means that 
the Changeling has a chance of instant death equal to SVx10, where SV is the amount by 
which the Resistance Roll was failed. If the Changeling survives, it suffers an Injury Penalty 
equal to -SV for the next SV minutes. 
 

QUANTITY OF SALT 
DIFFICULTY OF 

RESISTANCE ROLL 

Pinch of salt 14 

5 grams (1 teaspoon) of salt, or light splash of seawater 15 

20 grams of salt, or a drenching splash of seawater 16 

100 grams of salt, or prolonged and complete immersion in 
seawater (roll every 10 seconds) 

17 

 
A dead Changeling can be brought back to life by pouring a strong (or very strong) healing 
potion onto its corpse within 1 hour of its death. 

2,1,4) FAVOURED WEAPONRY 

Using normal weapons is hard for a Changeling as wooden handles dissolve whilst they are 
held (unless the weapon is magical). Daggers and short swords can be wielded easily, so long 
as their tangs are sufficiently wide (any leather wrapping on the hilt will dissolve revealing 
the tang beneath). However, Changelings’ lack of strength means they suffer Strength 
Penalties if they wield large swords. These are also hard to transport – a belt and scabbard 
would be no use to a Changeling. They favour daggers which can be carried within their 
bodies, and which have low Strength Penalties. 
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2,2) MIMICRY 
A Changeling is able to change shape, and size to an extent, so as to mimic virtually any 
medium-sized creature. It can also change the colour and texture of its skin membrane, so 
that the mimicry becomes almost perfect to the casual observer. For example, it can extrude 
tiny filaments that appear like hairs. Although lacking a skeleton, it can control its shape 
sufficiently so that, if it has assumed the form of a Human for example, it can walk like a 
Human, control its arms and hands to manipulate objects, and so on. A Changeling can also 
maintain voids within its body which let it mimic a wide range of creatures of different sizes 
(within the medium size band). It can even create a void like a mouth, throat and lung that 
reasonably reproduces a specific creature’s voice when expanded and contracted. 
(Changelings’ voices are always quiet, lacking the power to call out or shout.) Consequently, 
Changelings are able to infiltrate society using their mimicry. They are not undetectable, 
however, and their bizarre physiology gives them away sooner or later. 
 
A Changeling mimicking a Human, for example, can appear to eat in the normal fashion, so 
as to blend in. It creates a void within itself for a mouth and stomach, picks up a piece of 
food and swallows it. Sitting on a wooden stool at the same time poses problems, however, 
as the stool will be dissolved before long. Unless the floor is earth or stone, most Changelings 
mimicking a person will walk around whilst they eat, giving them a restless air. 
 
Whenever a Changeling mimics another person or creature, the GM should require its player 
to make an Action Roll (Mimicry+AG). Mimicry is a special skill that Changelings can 
develop but other races cannot. If the Action Roll is: 

• successful, the transformation is perfect. It takes 5 seconds to accomplish, during 
which time the Changeling is unable to undertake any other action; 

• failed, the Changeling fails to change shape, and cannot transform again until at least 
10 seconds have elapsed; 

• fumbled, the transformation takes much longer than normal, i.e. 1 minute, and the 
result is significantly malformed. Facial features and limbs might be misaligned or 
missing, hair might protrude from the wrong part of the body, the skin might be a 
garish colour, etc. The result might not be noticeable in the dark or from a distance, 
but will be unnervingly obvious otherwise. The Changeling cannot change shape 
again for at least 1 minute. Additionally, the form that the Changeling was trying to 
assume is forgotten from its memory. 

 
A Changeling must study and memorise a creature’s form before transforming into it. A 
Changeling can memorise a number of different forms equal to its Mimicry skill value, and 
forms can be forgotten at will to memorise new ones. How thoroughly a Changeling is able 
to study a specific individual determines the Difficulty chosen by the GM for the mimicry 
Action Roll. E.g. if the Changeling spent an hour or more in the company of the creature, 
and had time to observe them closely, then the GM should make the Difficulty low. If the 
Changeling could only observe the creature briefly or from a distance, the Difficulty should 
be high. Similarly, if the Changeling is mimicking a simply clad bald man, then the Difficulty 
should be lower than mimicking a woman with long hair and a rich costume of many fabrics. 
 
When a Changeling mimics a creature, the effect is purely superficial. It gains the creature’s 
appearance, natural attacks and methods of locomotion, but not its senses, odour, Armour 
Class, resistance or vulnerability to certain types of damage, nor any magical abilities. 
Touching a Changeling, regardless of the form it has assumed, will always reveal its squishy 
consistency and acidic nature. A Changeling mimicking a creature with claws or teeth, for 
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example, could make claw or bite attacks, but these will always result in bashes which deliver 
Kick-Box and Burns (Acid) damage. (Use the Changeling’s Unarmed combat skills to aim 
such attacks. If the creature is able to make simultaneous attacks, then Simultaneous Attack 
Penalties will always apply to the Changeling.) And its movement rates are two-thirds of the 
normal for the mimicked creature, due to the Changeling’s lack of skeleton and therefore 
strength. E.g. if a Changeling becomes human, its movement rates should be calculated using 
two-thirds of the results produced by the standard formulae in the Character Generation 
chapter. If a Changeling mimics a creature capable of winged flight, it will only have strength 
to glide.  
 
Changelings can also mimic simple solid objects (once memorised) – generally to hide by 
looking as inconspicuous as possible. Such objects must have a simple and compact shape, 
and lack moving parts. Examples would be a small grassy mound, a pile of masonry, a 
wooden crate, or a rug. 
 
A Changeling’s shape-changing is not restricted to reproducing creatures and objects that it 
has memorised. A Changeling can customise its form if it wishes. Typically, this might be a 
Changeling in default hemispherical form extruding one or more tentacles to manipulate an 
object. Or elongating its body to envelop an opponent. Or creating a void within itself to act 
like a mouth, throat and lung, so as to be able to talk (by default, a Changeling has a weak 
and wet-sounding voice). Or flattening itself to squeeze through a gap, or become parachute-
shaped when falling. Such transformations should be treated as routine actions, not needing 
an Action Roll unless the GM thinks a particularly complex form is being assumed. (In which 
case, she could require a roll using Mimicry+SD versus some Difficulty.) Such 
transformations can also be done in just a few seconds, rather than 5.  

2,3) MOVEMENT 
Changelings are not fast in their default form. They can ooze along the ground at up to 2 
metres per second. As they do not become exhausted, they normally move at this top speed. 
 
Changelings are excellent climbers. In their default form, scaling a firm and dry surface is a 
routine action for them, requiring no Action Roll – even moving up a vertical or overhanging 
surface or across the ceiling. However, if the surface is infirm or very wet, it is harder to 
adhere to it, and a successful Action Roll (Climbing+AG) must be made, versus a suitable 
Difficulty. The climb may be easier for the Changeling if it assumes a shape with limbs and 
fingers. 
 
If a Changeling falls, it instinctively flattens itself into a parachute shape. This takes 2 seconds. 
Consequently, Changelings never take more damage from falling than as if they had fallen 
20 metres. 
 
A Changeling can swim as fast as it can walk by flattening and undulating its body (or it can 
mimic a creature like a fish). It can breathe underwater, and the coldness and pressure of the 
depths does not harm it. It can also sense normally underwater.  
 
A Changeling is able to shrink its body to a minimum thickness of 2 centimetres and a 
minimum cross-section of 20 square centimetres – just large enough to squeeze its nucleus 
brain through a gap. Thus, a Changeling could extrude itself through a crack of 2 by 10 
centimetres, for example. It can squeeze itself through small gaps at 0.5 metres per second. 
A Changeling would not even need to change its shape to escape from manacles or prison 
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cell bars, but could just pull its fluid body through and out of them – like pushing jelly 
through a sieve. 

2,4) SENSES 
Changelings are naturally creatures of darkness. A Changeling is able to see in the infra-red 
spectrum, detecting heat with its skin membrane. In daylight, the Changeling cannot see in 
this way further than V metres, where V equals its Observation skill value. At night, its infra-
red vision extends to 10xV metres. This encourages Changelings to be nocturnal, but they 
are not otherwise harmed by exposure to sunlight, in the way that a Troll or Vampire would 
be. A Changeling does not dry out in the sun like a jellyfish or slug might. Its skin membrane, 
which it can split and regenerate at will, is sufficiently resilient to retain moisture within its 
body as effectively as other PC races. 
 
A Changeling is able to hear sounds by detecting vibrations in the air with its skin membrane. 
This makes its hearing as good as a slightly deaf Human’s. A Changeling’s senses of touch 
and smell work effectively. Changelings are unerringly able to recognise members of their 
own race, even if disguised as another creature or object, by their scent. 
 
A Changeling has no sense of taste. Changelings say everything tastes like pickled onions, 
but they like pickled onions. 

2,5) SUSTENANCE 
A Changeling will eat any organic material. Favourite hunting techniques involve foraging 
for ant nests to sit upon, or small animal’s burrows in which to seep. It can absorb up to 10 
kilograms into its body at any time, this being dissolved at a rate of 1 kilogram per minute. 
It must eat at least 10 kilograms of organic material, or 1 kilogram of flesh, each day to stave 
off hunger. Changelings are always hungry, and have a -5 penalty to their CO attribute for 
the purposes of Weakness Penalties associated with hunger (see Hunger and Thirst in the 
Harms Beyond Combat chapter). This makes them prone to losing consciousness, or even 
dying, if they do not eat daily. A Changeling that has lost consciousness due to hunger can 
be revived by depositing organic material upon its body. A Changeling does not need to be 
conscious for its acids to ingest food. If the supply of food is maintained, its Weakness 
Penalty will gradually lessen, consciousness being regained when it reaches zero. 

2,6) CHARACTER GENERATION 
The process outlined in the Character Generation chapter is repeated for Changeling PCs, with 
the following differences. 

2,6,1) ATTRIBUTES 

The attributes of Changeling characters are fixed as follows: 
 

AG BE CH CO EM EN LU RE SD ST 

6 1 2 6 3 6 4 5 6 1 

2,6,2) GENDER 

All Changelings are hermaphrodites. 
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2,6,3) STATUS 

Changelings do not have a society as such. They have a Status Rank of 1. (For the purpose 
of starting spells, assume Status Rank is 4.) 

2,6,4) CALLING 

All Changelings are of the Jack calling. 

2,6,5) EFFECT OF RACE ON SKILLS 

The Changeling inherits many fragmented memories from the corpse that provided cells for 
its genesis. The following table shows those skills whose values are affected by a Changeling’s 
race. Assume other skill values are zero for now. 
 

SKILL VALUE NOTES 

Climbing 3  

Combat – Daggers/Knives 1  

Combat – Unarmed Grapples 3  

Geography  2 
For the area most frequented by the corpse 
before it died. 

Language – Common 9  

Language – second 6 The corpse’s native tongue, if not Common. 

Language – third 3 The corpse’s second language, if it knew one. 

Prediction 1  

Stealth 3  

Swimming 3  

 
The following table shows those skills whose advantage tiers are determined by a 
Changeling’s race and cannot be personalised. Other skills’ advantage tiers are determined 
by calling. 
 

SKILL 
ADVANTAGE 

TIER 
NOTES 

Climbing 
Strongly 

advantaged 
 

Legerdemain 
Strongly 

advantaged 

It is easy for a person with fluid hands to palm a coin, 
although organic items will be dissolved within 
seconds. 

Mimicry Not advantaged A special skill for Changelings only. 

Observation Disadvantaged 
Changelings’ senses are weaker than those of other PC 
races. 

Prediction Advantaged 

Changelings have a natural facility with this skill. If 
used successfully, the Changeling splits its body open 
to create a hole through which the opponent’s weapon 
slides harmlessly. 

Stealth Advantaged 
Changelings are very quiet when they move and (in 
default form) are hard to see as they are colourless and 
transparent. 

Unarmed 
Grapples 

Advantaged  
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The following skills cannot be used or developed by Changelings, due to their physiology. 
They should be crossed out on the Character Sheet. 

• All adrenal skills; 

• Aeromancy; 

• Pyromancy; 

• Riding – Changelings’ acidic skin prevents mounts from bearing them. If ever a 
Changeling did ride a mount, make a climbing Action Roll (Climbing+AG) instead. 

2,6,6) STARTING WEALTH AND POSSESSIONS 

The GM decides whether a Changeling PC starts with any possessions. It is suggested that 
they start with none. 

3) DRAGON-NEWTS 
A Dragon-Newt (or Wormling) is the initial stage in the life-cycle of a dragon. As described 
in The Bestiary, dragons (also known as worms) are huge reptilian monsters. They have lizard-
like heads with sharp teeth, elongated necks and bodies, long prehensile tails, and four legs 
ending in clawed feet. In addition, some kinds of dragons have huge wings on their shoulders, 
with which they can fly at speed.  
 
Dragon-Newts and dragons come in four sub-species – earth, fire, ice and lightning. They 
are hermaphroditic, i.e. they are of a single sex. A dragon will lay a single egg once every 
decade or so, in some remote location as befits its sub-species, e.g. an Earth Dragon will lay 
its egg in some deep cavern and a Lightning Dragon will nest on some vertiginous cliff top, 
while an Ice Dragon may nest at the bottom of a deep lake. The egg is then abandoned by 
its parent, and hatches after several years. (Bizarrely, each dragon’s – and Dragon-Newt’s – 
True Name is engraved in Magicka upon the inside of its egg’s shell.) 
 
The Dragon-Newt that emerges from the egg is rather different to the parent dragon. 
Regardless of their sub-species, newly hatched Newts look like slender reptilian humanoids 
of about the same height as Halflings. They are bipedal, standing vertically on their toes – 
the heels of their elongated feet raised above the ground as a second knee, in the fashion of 
birds. They have scaly skins, clawed hands and feet, twitching tails (these are not prehensile 
enough to be used as a limb for carrying, but aid balance and can be used to swipe opponents) 
and are carnivorous (eating only meat – preferably raw and, better still, rotting). 
 
The colour of a Dragon-Newt’s scales reveals its sub-species. Newts of the Earth Dragon 
have asphalt black scales. Those of Fire Dragon lineage have golden scales. Newts of the 
Lightning Dragon are electric blue in colour. Newts hatched from Ice Dragon eggs have 
silver scales and webbed claws. 
 
Although Dragon-Newts invariably hatch into the world alone, they are not defenceless. First 
of all, a Newt is born with vestigial memories from its parent. Consequently, unlike a normal 
baby, the Newt is able to co-ordinate its movements, speak, read and write, and somehow 
remember fragments of skills that its parent developed. Although the Newt’s memory is 
never bestowed with recollections of its parent’s experiences, it does retain a kind of general 
racial memory: enough to know that it is a Dragon-Newt and that it is destined to grow into 
a dragon; and enough about the history and ways of the world to give it a grasp of manners 
and politics and general knowledge comparable to that of many educated Humans.  
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Dragon-Newts usually mix uneasily with other races. They are often persecuted because 
everyone fears dragons, even Newts themselves! Consequently, they tend to seek acceptance 
and protection within a band of tolerant comrades, or become loners.  
 
How does a Dragon-Newt grow into a dragon? This process happens in discreet stages, 
called instars. Having just hatched, a Newt is in its first instar. In time, it will undergo three 
metamorphoses, during which its body will grow in size somewhat and its mind will develop 
further. A fourth instar Newt will eventually undergo a fourth and final metamorphosis, 
during which its body is radically transformed in size and shape (perhaps growing wings or 
even an extra head!), the Newt awaking as a young dragon. 
 
The timing of a Dragon-Newt’s metamorphoses depends on the development of its combat 
and magic skill values. The first metamorphosis, from first to second instar, triggers when 
the Newt first has a combat skill value and a magic skill value which are both ≥5. Soon after, 
the Newt will fall into a deep sleep from which it cannot be roused until the metamorphosis 
is complete. Over the next 5 days, the Newt’s body grows physically; in addition, it 
subconsciously reorders its inherited racial memory such that, when it next awakes, it will 
have grown mentally also. When the 5 days are complete, the Newt awakes into its second 
instar. At this point, the Newt’s player should increase his character’s attributes according to 
the rules outlined in the Instar Changes section below.  
 
The metamorphosis from second to third instar is triggered when the Dragon-Newt first has 
combat and magic skill values which are ≥8. It takes 8 days of slumber. The metamorphosis 
from third instar to fourth is triggered when the Newt first has combat and magic skill values 
of 10. This requires 10 days of slumber.  
 
A fourth instar Dragon-Newt is able to choose when to start its final metamorphosis into 
full dragonhood. This metamorphosis takes a long time – perhaps many months of deep 
sleep – so the Newt will only begin once it has withdrawn into a suitably secure and private 
lair. This effectively leads to the retirement of the PC because role-playing a dragon is not 
recommended – its size and terrifying nature would make it very difficult for such a PC to 
interact in any normal campaign. 
 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

Reptilian humanoid with tail (tail length equal to 
Height). 

• Earth – black scales. 

• Fire – golden scales. 

• Ice – silver scales, webbed claws. 

• Lightning – electric blue scales. 

HEIGHT (centimetres) 

• Earth – 2d10+100. 

• Fire – 2d10+110. 

• Ice – 2d10+120. 

• Lightning – 2d10+110. 

WEIGHT (kilograms) (Height / 2.6) + 2d10 

FAVOURED HAND Always right-handed. 

NATURAL LIFESPAN (years) Immortal. 

STARTING AGE (years) 0 
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SPECIAL ABILITIES 

Common: 

• Armour Class 1 on all body locations because of 
tough scales (becoming AC 2 at third instar). 

• Bite, claw, and tail bash attacks. 

• Excellent sense of smell: +3 to Observation skill 
for Action Rolls for olfactory perception. 

• Immortal. 

• Immune to non-magical diseases. 

• Magical vision, enabling normal sight in complete 
darkness. 

• Poisonous blood. Immune to poisonous blood of 
own sub-species. 

• Earth Newts – immune to damage from acid. 

• Fire Newts – immune to damage from heat or fire. 

• Ice Newts – immune to damage from cold, ice or 
water; can breathe underwater, and are unaffected 
by the pressure and cold of swimming at depth. 

• Lightning Newts – immune to damage from 
lightning or electricity. 

3,1) IN COMBAT 
Like Trolls, Dragon-Newts have natural armour and enhanced possibilities for unarmed 
combat in comparison to the standard PC races. 

3,1,1) NATURAL ARMOUR 

While the standard PC races are Armour Class 0 by default, Dragon-Newts of the first and 
second instars are naturally AC 1 on all locations because of their scaly hide. Once a Newt 
reaches its third instar, this natural armour toughens to AC 2. Note that this natural armour 
does not hinder the Newt in any way. In addition, Newts have no need to wear gambeson 
armour as padding under heavier types of armour. 

3,1,2) NATURAL ATTACKS 

Dragon-Newts often attack with their teeth and claws, or bash opponents by swiping at them 
with their tails. They may use Unarmed Strikes skill to direct claws and tail bashes, but must 
develop a separate skill, Unarmed Bites, for biting opponents. 
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Unarmed Bites 0 ST Slash 3 

Unarmed Strikes (Claw) 0 ST Slash 2 

Unarmed Strikes (Tail Bash) 0 AG Kick-Box 3 

3,1,3) EXHAUSTION 

Although dragons do not suffer from Exhaustion Penalties, Dragon-Newts do. 
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3,1,4) RECEIVING DAMAGE 

Dragon-Newts have flesh, bones and blood, and so suffer injuries in the same way as 
members of the standard PC races do. Unlike dragons, they can be healed with spells from 
the Healing discipline and herbs. 

3,1,4,1) POISONOUS BLOOD 

Once a Dragon-Newt reaches its second instar, its blood becomes poisonous (see Dragon’s 
Blood in the Apothecary section of the Goods and Services chapter). The Potency of the Newt’s 
blood increases through its four instars, thus: 
 

INSTAR POTENCY 

First 0 

Second 2 

Third 4 

Fourth 6 

Dragon, Young 8 

Dragon, Old 10 

 
Should a Newt’s blood splash into an attacker’s eyes, nose, mouth, etc. (the percentage 
chance equals the Damage Score for a slash or puncture attack), or should a bite draw the 
Newt’s blood, the attacker’s player must make a Resistance Roll (Double CO) versus the 
Potency. If the Resistance Roll is failed, the attacker’s player must roll 1d100 and, if the result 
is ≤(SVx10), the attacker dies immediately (where SV is the amount by which the Resistance 
Roll was failed). If the attacker lives, pain worsens their HI by -5 for SV days. 

3,2) SENSES 
Dragon-Newts have excellent vision, and can see in the dark as well as a Human would in 
daylight. In addition, they have an especially keen sense of smell, which helps pinpoint the 
location and path of opponents, rotting flesh to eat, and so on.  

3,3) SUSTENANCE 
Dragon-Newts are carnivores and can only digest meat. They dislike the taste of cooked 
meat, preferring raw flesh and, best of all, that which has started to putrefy. Like many 
reptiles, they like to gorge themselves rather than eating often. A meal of X kilograms of 
meat will sustain a Newt for X days. A Newt may fit up to CO kilograms in its stomach 
before being sated. However, the digestive process makes it drowsy. After eating X kilograms 
of meat, the Newt’s Hindrance is worsened by -X for the next X hours. E.g. if a Newt eats 
3 kilograms of flesh, it need not eat again for 3 days, but its Hindrance will be worsened by 
-3 for the 3 hours after eating, penalising any Action Rolls while it sleepily digests its meal. 

3,4) DRAGON STENCH 
All dragons emit a distinctive, pungent and revolting odour known as “dragon stench”. 
Dragon-Newts emit a much weaker form of the stench. In their initial instars, the smell will 
be so weak that only sensitive creatures will react to it – a Newt will smell like a predator to 
mammalian herbivores and they will be afraid. For this reason, Newts find it almost 
impossible to ride or handle horses. By later instars, even insensitive creatures like Humans 
will be aware of a somehow unpleasant odour when close. 
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3,5) CHARACTER GENERATION 
The process outlined in the Character Generation chapter is repeated for Dragon-Newt PCs, 
with the following differences. 

3,5,1) DETERMINING SUB-SPECIES 

The setting for the GM’s campaign will generally dictate which sub-species of Dragon-Newt 
a PC belongs to – the GM is unlikely to allow an Ice Newt to join her desert scenario. 
Otherwise, the player should be allowed to choose. 

3,5,2) ATTRIBUTES 

The attributes of first instar Dragon-Newt characters are fixed as follows: 
 

AG BE CH CO EM EN LU RE SD ST 

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 

3,5,3) INSTAR CHANGES 

When a Dragon-Newt reaches its second, third and fourth instars, all of its attribute values 
are increased by one point each. So a Newt’s attributes are (usually) all 4 at second instar, 5 
at third and 6 at fourth. 
 
A Dragon-Newt’s bulk also grows markedly whenever it changes instar – increase its height 
by 40 centimetres and its weight by 40 kilograms each time. 

3,5,4) GENDER 

All Dragon-Newts are hermaphrodites. 

3,5,5) STATUS 

Dragon-Newts do not have a society as such. They have a Status Rank of 4. 

3,5,6) CALLING 

All Dragon-Newts are of the Jack calling. 

3,5,7) EFFECT OF RACE ON SKILLS 

The following table shows those skills whose values are affected by a Dragon-Newt’s race. 
Assume other skill values are zero for now. 
 

SKILL VALUE NOTES 

Combat – Unarmed Bites 2  

Combat – Unarmed Strikes 2 For clawing opponents, or tail-bashing. 

Dragon Lore 5  

Geography for area where hatched 2  

Stealth 2  

Zoology 2  
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SKILL VALUE NOTES 

Language – Common 7 Dragons and Dragon-Newts have a 
strong natural affinity for linguistics, 
but never seemed to have bothered to 
develop their own tongue. Instead, 
over the aeons, they have acquired a 
comprehensive grasp of the languages 
of the other races, and this knowledge 
is passed down through their racial 
memory, dragon to newt to dragon. 

Language – Wood Elvish 7 

Language – Bone Elvish 7 

Language – Dwarvish 7 

Language – Hobbitish 7 

Language – Darkspeech 7 

Language – Trollish 2 

Language – Kalash (Ice Newts only) 2 

 
The following table shows those skills whose advantage tiers are determined by a Dragon-
Newt’s race and cannot be personalised. Other skills’ advantage tiers are determined by 
calling. 
 

SKILL 
ADVANTAGE 

TIER 
NOTES 

Aeromancy 

Strongly 
advantaged 

For Lightning Dragon-Newts only. 

Strongly 
disadvantaged 

For Fire and Ice Dragon-Newts. 

Hydromancy 

Strongly 
advantaged 

For Ice Dragon-Newts only. 

Strongly 
disadvantaged 

For Earth and Lightning Dragon-Newts. 

Lithomancy 

Strongly 
advantaged 

For Earth Dragon-Newts only. 

Strongly 
disadvantaged 

For Fire and Ice Dragon-Newts. 

Pyromancy 

Strongly 
advantaged 

For Fire Dragon-Newts only. 

Strongly 
disadvantaged 

For Earth and Lightning Dragon-Newts. 

Riding 
Strongly 

disadvantaged 

Horses (and other herbivores) are naturally afraid of 
Dragon-Newts and will not normally allow themselves 
to be mounted by them.  

Not advantaged For carnivorous mounts. 

Swimming 

Strongly 
advantaged 

Dragon-Newts of the Ice kind are excellent swimmers. 

Strongly 
disadvantaged 

Earth, Fire and Lightning Dragon-Newts fear water. 

 
The following skills cannot be used or developed by certain kinds of Dragon-Newts. They 
should be crossed out on the Character Sheet. 

• Aeromancy – these spells cannot be used by Earth Dragon-Newts; 

• Hydromancy – these spells cannot be used by Fire Dragon-Newts; 

• Lithomancy – these spells cannot be used by Lightning Dragon-Newts; 

• Pyromancy – these spells cannot be used by Ice Dragon-Newts. 
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4) DRYAD 
This horrifying monster looks exactly like a beautiful human woman except, to the rear, 
attached where her buttocks would be, is the body of a giant spider. This bristles with stiff 
hairs and has eight jointed legs, each 3 metres long and ending in a viscous spike. These legs 
are attached to a spider’s sternum, which fuses to the woman’s body at the front and a 
bulbous abdomen behind. The abdomen is easily a metre in diameter, and has a pair of 
twitching spinnerets hindmost. 
 
Alas, this spider body is often overlooked by men. Dryads are always cloaked in a magical 
phantasm such that male observers see only the beautiful woman, should they fail a 
Resistance Roll (Double SD) versus a Difficulty of 15. (A man must resist again should the 
Dryad disappear from sight and then reappear.) In this way, Dryads mate and procreate. 
 
Having copulated, a Dryad will often find it convenient to envenomate her unfortunate 
partner. She has a retractable stinger in her tongue, with which she pricks the man, often on 
his mouth whilst kissing. He is immediately paralysed if a Resistance Roll (Double CO) is 
failed versus a Difficulty of 10. The Dryad will then cocoon his stiff body in her silk, to leave 
beside the melon-sized egg that she will lay shortly. Hatchlings are always Dryads, and are 
always hungry for flesh… There are tales that Dryads eat their male offspring, but this is 
untrue – all hatchlings are female. 
 
If pressed into combat, a Dryad will attempt to spear with her spider legs. She can make two 
such attacks against different targets with no simultaneous attack penalty. She need not see 
the targets either. Her leg bristles let her feel disturbances in the air and aim these attacks 
without sight. Such attacks must be made at the first division body location, but no penalty 
applies to them for lack of vision. Thus, she can spear targets behind her or in the dark with 
some precision. For mundane weapons, a Dryad usually favours combining a dagger with a 
buckler. She can apply her own venom to the blade (it lasts for just one attack within the 
next minute). Dryads rarely wear armour. Neither do they use their web-spinning in combat; 
their silk extrudes slowly and this needs effort and concentration. 
 
Dryads typically dwell in forests, making shelters with their webs amongst the trees. Several 
will live together (in what is commonly called a coven) for there is safety in numbers, 
especially when they have a brood to protect. However, an occasional Dryad makes a living 
in a town or city; they seem to find easy employment in brothels, dealing with unruly patrons. 
Although Dryads instinctively see men as prey, they usually react to women with courtesy. 
 
This race’s origins are unclear, but most scholars agree that the Goddess of Deception must 
have played a role, and she is certainly worshipped by most Dryads. 
 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 
Female human adjoined at the rear to the body of a 
giant spider. 

HEIGHT (centimetres) 

3d10+200 
(50 cm less than this value gives the standing height of 
the human part of a Dryad’s body, should she bend her 
spider legs so that her human feet touch the ground.) 

WEIGHT (kilograms) As height in centimetres. 

FAVOURED HAND Always ambidextrous. 

NATURAL LIFESPAN (years) 90+CO+LU 

STARTING AGE (years) 1d10+20 
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SPECIAL ABILITIES 

• Constant phantasm concealing spider body from 
men (failing Double SD Resistance Roll versus 15). 

• Night vision: able to see in low light twice as far as 
a human. 

• AC 2 on spider body due to tough carapace. 

• Spear attacks with spider legs (at two targets with 
no simultaneous attack penalty, and without sight). 

• Poisonous sting in tongue. 

• Immunity to Dryad poison. 

• +3 to Resistance Rolls versus magic spells. 

• Spiders see Dryads as their own kin, and react 
favourably to them. 

4,1) IN COMBAT 
Dryads have enhanced possibilities for unarmed combat in comparison to the standard PC 
races. 

4,1,1) NATURAL ARMOUR 

Dryads are Armour Class 0 by default on the human parts of their body, and Armour Class 
2 on the spider parts. 

4,1,2) NATURAL ATTACKS 

Dryads can attack opponents with their spear-like spider legs. Unarmed Strikes skill is used 
for this attack. 
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Unarmed Strikes 
(leg spear) 

0 ST Puncture Slash 3 

 
A Dryad has a stinger in her tongue. This attack is only used in moments of intimacy with 
prey, so is classed as hitting automatically. The venom causes paralysis if a Resistance Roll 
(Double CO) is failed versus a Difficulty of 10. Curing an excess of phlegm in the gonads 
will cure the victim’s paralysis. The stinger must be given 60/CO seconds to replenish its 
poison before it can be used again. 

4,1,3) EXHAUSTION 

Like most other PC races, Dryads can become exhausted. 

4,1,4) RECEIVING DAMAGE 

Dryads have flesh, bones (including a chitinous exoskeleton around the spider parts of their 
body) and blood, so suffer injuries in the same way as members of the standard PC races do. 
They can be healed with the same Healing spells and herbs. 
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4,2) MOVEMENT 
A Dryad moves at speed on her eight spider legs. Calculate her movement rates using the 
standard formulae (see Movement Rate in the Character Generation chapter), based on a height 
of 3d10+200 centimetres. When travelling, she instinctively holds her body so that her 
human feet hang just above the ground. To men fooled by her phantasmic power, she 
appears to glide gracefully along as if by magic. 
 
A Dryad’s eight spider legs mean that she cannot be knocked over in combat (e.g. due to 
attacks to her legs, charging attacks or skills like Unarmed Trips/Throws and Stagger). They 
let her spring a long distance from standing; as far as STx4 metres (this requiring space ST 
metres high). They also make her an effective climber. However, unlike other spider species 
(but akin to the Greater Giant Spider), a Dryad is far too heavy to crawl upside down across 
ceilings.  
 
Their bulky bodies sometimes limit their passage. They need at least 2 metres width to move 
through comfortably. A Dryad cannot pass through gaps of less than 2 square metres, i.e. 
she could pass through an average doorway, at a squeeze. To crawl, she must splay out her 
spider legs, and curl up her human body in a tuck position. This lets her move through spaces 
with a height of just 1 metre, but her pace is very slow and maintaining this posture for very 
long is uncomfortable. Conversely, by drawing in her spider legs beneath her and 
straightening them, she might raise her head by 1 metre above her normal height, and reach 
objects even higher with her hands. To rest, a Dryad will squat on its spider legs, placing its 
spider body on the ground (and crossing her human legs in front). 
 
Dryads struggle to swim, and have a natural fear of water as a result. 

4,3) SENSES 
Dryads see in the dark as well as a Bone Elf might. Their spider bristles let them feel sudden 
movements close by. 

4,4) SUSTENANCE 
Dryads are omnivorous but need regular meals of meat. They need twice as much nutrition 
as a Human might. 

4,5) CHARACTER GENERATION 
The process outlined in the Character Generation chapter is repeated for Dryad PCs, with the 
following differences. 

4,5,1) ATTRIBUTES 

The attributes of Dryad characters are fixed as follows: 
 

AG BE CH CO EM EN LU RE SD ST 

5 6 5 3 1 4 3 4 3 6 

4,5,2) GENDER 

All Dryads are female. 

4,5,3) STATUS 

Dryad society has no hierarchy. They all have an effective Status Rank of 4. 
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4,5,4) CALLING 

Players of Dryads may choose their calling as normal. 

4,5,5) EFFECT OF RACE ON SKILLS 

The following table shows those skills whose values are affected by a Dryad’s race. Assume 
other skill values are zero for now. 
 

SKILL VALUE NOTES 

Climbing 3  

Combat – Daggers/Knives 1  

Combat – Unarmed Strikes 3  

Geography – for area where raised 2  

Gymnastics 2  

History – Dryad 2  

Language – Common 9  

Language – Arachni 3*  

Running 2  

Stealth 2  

Trap-Setting 2  

Weaving 2 

Dryads often make simple garments 
from their silk, to wear when mixing 
with those not of their race. They use 
alcohol to remove the natural 
stickiness, and then dry the strands 
before weaving them. 

Zoology 2  

 
The following table shows those skills whose advantage tiers are determined by a Dryad’s 
race and cannot be personalised. Other skills’ advantage tiers are determined by calling. 
 

SKILL 
ADVANTAGE 

TIER 
NOTES 

Climbing 
Strongly 

advantaged 
 

Gymnastics Advantaged  

Hydromancy Disadvantaged  

Mind Advantaged  

Riding 
Strongly 

disadvantaged 
It is impossible for a Dryad to ride, except perhaps 
creatures of huge size. 

Running Advantaged  

Swimming 
Strongly 

disadvantaged 
Dryads are not particularly buoyant and struggle to 
swim. 

Unarmed 
Strikes 

Advantaged  
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5) KALAMEN 
Kalamen are bizarre humanoids with the characteristics of marine molluscs. Each has a 
barrel-like torso and an urn-shaped head, and walks and swims with three large prehensile 
tentacles where a Human’s legs would be. They have two more tentacles for arms but, instead 
of a hand and fingers, each arm tentacle splits at the end into three smaller tentacles that act 
as fingers (the palm-like junction at the base of these hiding a retractable poison-injecting 
spine). The inner surface of all of these tentacles is covered in small round suckers which aid 
the Kalaman’s dextrous manipulation of objects and its locomotion. Three more tentacles 
are found on the Kalaman’s face – shorter ones which form a fringe-like moustache and feed 
food into the sharp beak behind. Above the mouth are two large almond-shaped eyes – 
wholly black and featureless. Finally – the Kalaman’s skin. This is somehow able to change 
colour very rapidly such that, in moments, it matches the pattern and hue of the Kalaman’s 
surroundings. The colour changes are automatic – effortlessly controlled by the Kalaman’s 
subconscious. Alternatively, the Kalaman can consciously make his skin emit light – a faint 
blue glow that is invisible if any other light source is present, but which is bright enough to 
light his way in complete darkness. 
 
Other races commonly hold Kalamen to be cold, inscrutable and somehow alien. This is 
probably because they remain a relatively uncommon sight on dry land, but many believe 
that there is some diabolical aspect to their nature. While Kalamen might have had demonic 
origins, their settlements have been established in the Natural Realm for many aeons – 
submerged cities of coral and stone found in coastal seas and deep lakes, each with a complex 
network of flooded and dry chambers. Their societies are highly ordered oligarchies – usually 
ruled by priests of the God of Waters, though settlements exist that worship other gods, 
particularly the Goddess of Deception or the Chaos God. 
 
The calm orderliness of Kalash society arises through at least two factors. First, Kalamen 
find it difficult to lie to each other because they are telepaths. Whilst concentrating, a 
Kalaman is able to hear the thoughts of those that it is touching (regardless of their race). 
Consequently, two Kalamen will customarily grasp each other’s tentacles when they meet 
and wish to converse. The verbal Kalash language – a series of loud hisses, clicks and slurping 
noises – is reserved for when physical contact is impossible or not wanted.  
 
Kalamen have found that they are able to use their telepathy to plant thoughts in the minds 
of people of other races. If a Kalaman is able to make physical contact, even for an instant, 
it can communicate a subtle suggestion by telepathy. Its player makes an Action Roll 
(Influence+EM) versus a Difficulty equal to twice the target’s SD attribute. If the attempt 
succeeds, the target will believe that he has had the idea for himself and will carry out the 
order. If the attempt fails, the target will realise that the thought is not his own. The GM 
should apply a penalty to the Action Roll if the Kalaman’s order would be disturbing or 
unnatural to the target. Kalamen strive hard to keep their telepathy and, in particular, their 
power of suggestion, secret from other races. 
 
A second factor shaping their society is the lack of sexual desire. Kalamen do not mate in 
the way of other races, but spawn like fishes – females laying strands of thousands of sticky 
eggs, males fertilising the surrounding water. Kalaman larvae are insentient plankton – the 
vast majority becoming food for marine predators. Only the fittest survive long enough to 
grow into sentient juvenile Kalamen. If they find their way back to their own kin, they are 
taken into society, allotted a caste and put to work. It is a great honour for an adult Kalaman 
to be chosen to spawn. However, most will only spawn once, dying a few hours afterwards, 
physically spent. Nevertheless, a few percent of spawning Kalamen are fortunate enough to 
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survive the act. The blessed few return to their settlement, where they are feted and promoted 
to the priesthood. 
 
Some Kalamen larvae have evolved (or been designed?) to parasitise members of the 
standard PC races. If such a person happens to be swimming in the sea soon after a Kalaman 
spawning ritual, they may be unfortunate enough to swallow one of the tiny larvae. This 
immediately secretes a powerful venom which numbs the person’s mouth, suppresses their 
appetite and also makes them mildly euphoric. The larva attaches itself to the person’s tongue 
and, over the next few days (during which it continues to excrete venom), consumes it, 
growing rapidly in the process. Once the larva has devoured the tongue, it secures itself to 
the mouth where the tongue sat, connecting itself to the tongue’s blood supply. The larva 
also extrudes a thin, chitin-tipped tentacle into its host’s brain stem. This done, it is securely 
bonded to its host. It ceases to excrete venom and enters a more passive phase of its life. 
Henceforth, it allows itself to be used as a tongue by its host – enabling normal speech, 
movement of food in the mouth, and taste (the host develops a penchant for fish and offal 
brains). But the larva’s primary function is to gather information from its host’s brain and 
senses. The larva will live like this for several years – acting as its host’s tongue whilst secretly 
gathering intelligence about Dry-Lander society. Only a few circumstances trigger the larva 
from this passive state: 

• If an encounter might reveal the larva, then it will take control of its host’s body. The 
host is powerless to resist. The larva will compel the host to prevent any examination 
of their tongue. 

• If its host meets another parasitised person, then the larva will again take control of 
its host’s body, compelling them to embrace and passionately kiss the other person 
on the mouth. A sharp-eyed observer might see three tentacle-like tongues emerging 
from each mouth and entwining, before the kiss and embrace are ended. This kiss 
presumably allows some telepathic sharing of intelligence between the two larvae. 

• If its host meets a Kalaman, the larva will exert control of its host’s body to defend 
the Kalaman from harm. It will also allow the Kalaman to insert a tentacle into its 
host’s mouth – thereby enabling telepathic communication between the Kalaman 
and the larva. If the Kalaman issues any orders, the larva will ruthlessly direct its host 
to fulfil them, even if this results in the host’s death and, thus, its own. 

• After several years, the larva will compel the host to swim out to sea, dive down 
below the surface, and open its mouth. The larva then violently detaches itself from 
its host and swims sway. The host is left bleeding from the mouth, tongueless and 
also brain-damaged – and will usually drown and become food for sharks and crabs. 
The larva resumes its normal development, quickly growing into a juvenile Kalaman 
and taking its valuable memories of life in Dry-Lander society back to its people. 
Such Kalamen are lionised and allotted to the military caste, where their expertise is 
used to inform terrestrial operations. 

 
Kalamen generally favour weapons adapted for underwater use, such as spears, tridents, 
crossbows and nets. They do not customarily wear clothing or armour, as this would hamper 
their natural camouflage. (An armoured jerkin or cuirass made for a Dwarf might fit a 
Kalaman’s barrel-shaped body with little adjustment, though.) 
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 
Mollusc-like humanoid with three tentacle legs and two 
tentacle arms. Skin is smooth and changes colour to 
match the surroundings. 

HEIGHT (centimetres) Male 6d10+150; Female 6d10+130 

WEIGHT (kilograms) (Height / 2.4) + 2d10 

FAVOURED HAND Always ambidextrous. 

NATURAL LIFESPAN (years) 50+CO+LU 

STARTING AGE (years) (1d10/2)+15 

SPECIAL ABILITIES 

• Able to breathe water and resist the cold and 
pressures of swimming at depth (but must keep 
breathing membrane damp when out of water – see 
the Breathing section shortly). 

• Colour-changing skin. +3 to Stealth skill for Action 
Rolls for hiding whilst stationary (or bio-
luminescence).  

• Night vision: able to see in low light five times as far 
as a human (and able to see in complete darkness 
using bioluminescence). 

• Poisonous stinger attack. 

• Immunity to Kalaman poison. 

• Telepathy and power of suggestion whilst 
touching. 

5,1) IN COMBAT 
Kalamen have enhanced possibilities for unarmed combat in comparison to the standard PC 
races. 

5,1,1) NATURAL ARMOUR 

Like the standard PC races, Kalamen are Armour Class 0 by default on all body locations. 

5,1,2) NATURAL ATTACKS 

Kalamen can attack opponents with their retractable poisonous stingers, located in each 
palm. Unarmed Strikes skill is used for this attack. 
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Sting 0 AG Puncture 3 

 
A sting attack that hits a body location of AC≤1 may paralyse the victim. The victim’s player 
makes a Resistance Roll versus a Potency equal to the Kalaman’s Unarmed Strikes+CO. If 
failed, the victim becomes completely unable to move his body for 10xSV seconds (where 
SV is the amount by which the Resistance Roll was failed). Each stinger must be given 
60/CO seconds to replenish its poison before it can be used again.  
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5,1,3) EXHAUSTION 

Like most other PC races, Kalamen can become exhausted. 

5,1,4) RECEIVING DAMAGE 

Kalamen have flesh, bones (cuttlebone structures in their head and torso) and blood, so 
suffer injuries in the same way as members of the standard PC races do. They can be healed 
with the same Healing spells and herbs. 

5,2) BREATHING 
Kalamen are ideally adapted for an aquatic life for they breathe water not air, and are able to 
withstand the pressures and cold associated with swimming at great depths. When on dry 
land, a Kalaman relies on a small reservoir of water stored in the bulb-like cavity at the top 
of its urn-shaped head. The Kalaman breathes by absorbing moisture through a membrane 
at the base of this cavity. The entrance to this cavity is narrow to prevent water from 
splashing out when the Kalaman travels on dry land (though, obviously, the cavity would 
drain if the Kalaman were to hang upside down). 
 
The only restriction on a Kalaman’s survival out of water is that it must keep its breathing 
membrane damp. If this membrane dries out, the Kalaman begins to feel unwell. After CO 
minutes, its body shuts down and the Kalaman falls unconscious in order to conserve 
oxygen. It will not wake until water is splashed into the cavity on the top of its head. If a 
Kalaman’s breathing membrane stays dry for more than CO hours, it dies. 

5,3) MOVEMENT 
Unlike all other PC races, Kalamen move with their three walking/swimming tentacles, 
rather than on two legs. On land, they are able to walk and run with a complex undulating 
gait as fast as a Human could. In water, the rapid flexing of these tentacles enables them to 
swim as fast as they might run. Kalamen almost never ride – horses (and other mammalian 
herbivores) are inherently afraid of Kalamen and rarely allow themselves be mounted by 
them. 

5,4) SENSES 
Kalamen see in the dark as well as a Goblin might. They have no sense of smell. Their sense 
of taste is very acute. 

5,5) SUSTENANCE 
Like Dragon-Newts, Kalamen are carnivores and can only digest meat. Unlike Dragon-
Newts, however, they like their food to be fresh rather than rotten, and have a strong 
penchant for raw brain. They often carry a traditional tool for this purpose – a special knife 
with a curved handle and circular blade (often of obsidian or adamant) for cutting holes in 
skulls. The Kalaman’s tentacles do the rest… 
 
Kalamen are very sensitive to exposure to alcohol – an amount which might make a Human 
merry will knock a Kalaman unconscious.  

5,6) AGING 
When decrepitude sets in (see Aging and Decrepitude in the Harms Beyond Combat chapter), a 
Kalaman’s skin becomes unable to change colour, or bioluminesce, and turns white. This a 
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visible sign for his kin of his approaching death. Thus, decrepit Kalamen lose their bonus to 
Stealth skill for hiding.  

5,7) CHARACTER GENERATION 
The process outlined in the Character Generation chapter is repeated for Kalaman PCs, with 
the following differences. 

5,7,1) ATTRIBUTES 

The attributes of Kalamen characters are fixed as follows: 
 

AG BE CH CO EM EN LU RE SD ST 

4 1 2 5 6 5 4 6 5 2 

5,7,2) STATUS 

Each player of a Kalaman should roll on the following table to determine his character’s 
status. Note that the result of both 1d100 rolls should be increased by 20 (to a maximum of 
100) if the character’s race was selected by rolling. 
 

1ST 1d100 2ND 1d100 STATUS STATUS RANK 

01 to 95 

01 to 30 Slave 1 

31 to 60 Labourer 2 

61 to 100 Academic 4 

96 to 100 
01 to 60 Acolyte 6 

61 to 100 Priesthood 7 

5,7,3) CALLING 

All Kalamen are of the Magician calling. 

5,7,4) EFFECT OF RACE ON SKILLS 

The following table shows those skills whose values are affected by a Kalaman’s race. Assume 
other skill values are zero for now. 
 

SKILL 
STATUS RANK 

1 2 4 6 7 
Combat – Crossbows 0 0 1 1 2 

Combat – Spears 0 1 1 2 2 
Combat – Unarmed Strikes 2 2 1 1 0 

Demon Lore 0 0 3 1 2 

Fishing 4 4 2 3 1 
Geography – for area where raised 2 2 2 2 2 

History – Kalash 2 2 3 4 4 
Language – Kalash 8 9 9 10 10 

Language – Common 5* 5* 6 6 7 
Language – Demonic 0 0 2 3 4 

Language – Icthidic 2 4 5 4 4 

Serenity 1 2 2 2 3 
Stealth 2 2 2 2 2 

Swimming 5 5 5 5 5 
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The following table shows those skills whose advantage tiers are determined by a Kalaman’s 
race and cannot be personalised. Other skills’ advantage tiers are determined by calling. 
 

SKILL 
ADVANTAGE 

TIER 
NOTES 

Aeromancy 
Strongly 

Disadvantaged 
 

Curses 
Strongly 

Advantaged 
 

Fishing Advantaged Kalamen understand the habits of fish. 

Hydromancy 
Strongly 

Advantaged 
 

Pyromancy 
Strongly 

Disadvantaged 
 

Riding Disadvantaged 

Horses (and other mammalian herbivores) are 
naturally afraid of Kalamen and will not normally 
allow themselves to be mounted by them. At the GM’s 
discretion, a separate Riding skill can be developed for 
mounts which are not mammalian herbivores which is 
not advantaged. 

Stealth Advantaged 
Kalaman’s natural camouflage makes stealth intuitive 
for them. 

Swimming 
Strongly 

Advantaged 
The Kalaman’s natural method of locomotion. 

Unarmed 
Strikes 

Advantaged  

6) TROLLS, COMMON 
Common Trolls are large humanoids made of rock. Standing three metres high and weighing 
as much as two tonnes, they have great strength and make fearsome warriors. Their stony 
hide gives them protection from the blows of weapons, more than compensating for their 
relatively slow and stiff-limbed movements.  
 
The fact that Common Trolls are made of rock which is cold to the touch, yet fluid enough 
in places for them to move their joints and limbs, marks them out as being highly magical 
creatures. Their race is generally believed to have been created by the God of the Earth, but 
others postulate some arcane magical ritual involving golems; nobody knows for sure. Trolls 
do not seem to know much about their origins as a species – which is not surprising as they 
are fairly dense intellectually as well as physically. There are male and female Trolls, but few 
non-Trolls know how to tell the genders apart. 
 
Common Trolls need no air to breathe, and are immune to the effects of poison and disease. 
They neither tire after vigorous physical activity nor die of old age. They do, however, need 
food. They eat precious stones and bones – a fact that often renders them unpopular. Like 
other peoples, Trolls ingest their food via their mouths – a cracked fissure spanning the lower 
half of the face. This mouth also moves when a Troll speaks – though its deep and gravelly 
voice will be magical in nature, rather than the product of breathing. A Troll’s head has other 
deep pits which magically function as eyes, nostrils and ears. 
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While not inherently aggressive, their lack of intelligence means that they often use their size 
and brawn to win arguments. Fighting easily becomes a good way of life for a Common Troll 
and many can be found working as guards or soldiers. They generally have few career paths 
to follow other than that of a warrior – they are very poor at academic study and find spell-
craft particularly hard. 
 
Common Trolls generally live in caves or tunnels. They are nocturnal as sunlight can disrupt 
the magic that powers them, forcing them into sleep.  
 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION Large humanoid made of basalt. 

HEIGHT (centimetres) 5d10+250 

WEIGHT (kilograms) Height x 4 

FAVOURED HAND Always ambidextrous. 

NATURAL LIFESPAN (years) 

Immortal. Common Trolls’ bodies do not age, though 
parts will weather and accumulate lichens over time. It 
is believed that there are species of lichen which only 
grow on certain parts of Common Trolls. 

STARTING AGE (years) Unknown. 

SPECIAL ABILITIES 

• Large size (all other PC races are Medium). 

• AC 6 on all body locations due to rocky flesh. 

• Does not become exhausted after prolonged 
physical activity. 

• Immortal. 

• Immune to poisons and diseases. 

• Damaged as a large-sized super-resilient creature. 

• Can wield two-handed weapons one-handed 
without penalty. 

• Magical vision, enabling normal sight in complete 
darkness. 

• Unconsciousness in direct sunlight. 

 
Because of their bizarre physiology, markedly different from the standard “flesh and bone” 
PC races, role-playing Common Trolls may present some challenges. Their nocturnal nature 
can make interacting with PCs of other races problematic. Likewise, a Common Troll’s great 
height and weight may prevent it from following other PCs into confined spaces or into the 
upper storeys of timber-framed buildings, whose wooden floors may not be strong enough 
to support its bulk.  

6,1) IN COMBAT 
Because of their highly magical nature and rocky composition, some of the rules for combat 
are slightly different for Common Trolls in comparison to the other PC races. 

6,1,1) NATURAL ARMOUR 

While the standard PC races are Armour Class 0 by default, Common Trolls are naturally 
AC 6 on all locations because of their rocky flesh. Note that this natural armour does not 
hinder the Common Troll in any way. They have no need for artificial armour – it would add 
no extra protection. 
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6,1,2) NATURAL ATTACKS 

Common Trolls’ stiff and heavy bodies are only really suited for making Unarmed Grapples 
like bear-hugs, or Unarmed Strikes attacks by punching. Their punches deliver damage of 
the Crush type, rather than Kick-Box. 
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Unarmed Grapple (Bear-Hug) 0 ST Grapple n/a 4 

Unarmed Strikes (Punch) 0 ST Crush n/a 2 

6,1,3) EXHAUSTION 

Common Trolls do not tire after vigorous physical activity. Consequently, Exhaustion 
Penalties are not applied to them, and Exhaustion Rolls are not required for them in 
prolonged combats. 

6,1,4) RECEIVING DAMAGE 

Common Trolls are not easy to slay. All of their body locations are Armour Class 6 because 
of their stony hide. They are large creatures, so the Damage Scores of attacks against them 
are reduced by 4 points. For damage purposes, they are classed as large-sized super-resilient 
creatures of Armour Class 6 (see the Vulnerability section in The Bestiary). Thus, when an 
attack hits a Common Troll, the attacker’s player must throw 1d100+6. If the result is: 

• ≤ half the Damage Score, then the Common Troll is slain by the attack; 

• > half the Damage Score, the Common Troll is completely unharmed. 
 
Healing magic and herbs cannot help Trolls. However, some priests of the God of Earth are 
able to resurrect slain Trolls – see Earth in the Gifts section of the Magic chapter. Gnomes are 
also able to resurrect Trolls; afterwards, they would ask the Troll to undertake a quest for the 
God of Earth.  

6,1,5) FAVOURED WEAPONRY 

Common Trolls are strong enough to wield normal two-handed weapons with only one 
hand, without suffering a Strength Penalty. However, their large and clumsy hands and 
fingers make it very hard – if not impossible – for them to use most normal one-handed 
weaponry effectively. They also struggle with missile weapons. They are generally limited to 
making ranged attacks by throwing spears or rocks. Large chains are sometimes used by 
Common Trolls, in the manner of one-handed whips. 

6,1,5,1) MELEE 
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6,1,5,2) THROWN 
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E.g. a Common Troll with ST=8 can hit targets up to 24 metres away with a large rock. Many 
Common Troll characters will develop a combat skill for throwing rocks, this Attack being 
Throw Rock+AG. 

6,2) EFFECT OF SUNLIGHT 
All types of Troll (Common, Crystal or Great) fear the sun. Direct sunlight disrupts the magic 
which animates them and immediately makes them collapse into a squat heap on the ground, 
asleep. 
 
For these purposes, direct sunlight is defined as rays which come directly from the sun to 
the Troll. Reflected or scattered sunlight does not affect a Troll (it would a vampire). 
Consequently, if the sun’s disc is completely hidden by thick cloud, or if the Troll is fully 
within shadow (e.g. under a thick forest canopy or within a cave entrance), then it will not 
be affected. However, if a Troll is exposed outside while the sun’s disc can be seen in the sky 
(even if only partially), then it will be forced into sleep.  
 
Trolls can sense the approaching sunrise and sunset. CO minutes before sunrise, a Troll 
begins to feel an itching sensation which gets progressively stronger until the sun’s disc 
emerges from below the horizon. This itching then continues throughout the day, only 
beginning to wane CO minutes before sunset. The itching acts as a warning, giving Trolls 
time to retreat into the shadows before sunrise. Some Trolls can be so stupid though that 
they ignore the warning. The reader will be familiar with the tale of the three Trolls that were 
so pleased with themselves when they captured a famous Halfling burglar and his Dwarven 
companions that they didn’t notice the approaching dawn and were petrified. 
 
A determined Troll which passes an Action Roll (Mining+ST) will be able to bury itself in 
earth if necessary, so as to protect itself from exposure to the sun’s rays.  
 
Moon-, star- and fire-light and magical illuminations have no harmful effect on Trolls. 

6,2,1) WAKING ROLL 

Trolls especially fear sunlight-induced sleep because they often do not wake from it. A Troll’s 
player should make a 1d10 Waking Roll at the sunset following its falling asleep because of 
exposure to sunlight. If the result is ≤CO, then the Troll wakes. If the result is >CO, the 
Troll remains asleep. Such a sleeping Troll cannot be woken except by passing a Waking 
Roll. Even hurting the Troll will not cause it to wake before sunset. 
 
Another Waking Roll can be made at the following sunset but, this time, 1d10+1 is thrown, 
making it harder to pass. If this roll is also failed, the Troll can try again at the next sunset 
but, this time, 1d10+2 is rolled. And so on. 
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After several Waking Rolls are failed, the cumulative bonus will become so great that it 
becomes impossible for the Troll to wake. It will remain asleep forever. Trolls call this the 
“Long Sleep”. They believe that the God of Earth will wake long sleepers to fight in a great 
battle at the end of time. As Trolls naturally assume a hunched squatting position when they 
fall asleep, legs bent and arms hugging their knees, long sleeping Trolls can eventually come 
to resemble boulders, especially with the eroding action of wind, rain, moss and lichen.  
 
Trolls partake in normal sleep, just like other creatures do – except that they usually rest 
during the day. Waking Rolls are not required to rise from normal slumber. 
 
(The GM should note that Waking Rolls are never made for Great Trolls, the giant brethren 
of Common Trolls – see The Bestiary. Exposure to direct sunlight forces them straight into a 
Long Sleep from which they do not wake.) 

6,3) SENSES 
Common Trolls have excellent vision, and can see in darkness as clearly as a Human would 
in daylight. Their sense of hearing is as acute as that of Humans. Their sense of touch is 
rudimentary, limited to gross pressure and temperature but not texture. Their sense of smell 
is also limited, effective only for sniffing out precious stones and bones, which are their food. 

6,4) SUSTENANCE 
To avoid starvation (see the Hunger and Thirst section in the Harms Beyond Combat chapter), a 
Common Troll must eat precious stones equivalent to a value of ten gold drakes per day. 
Note though that this is not a daily requirement. A gem worth N drakes will sate a Troll’s 
hunger completely for the subsequent N days. E.g. if a Troll eats an opal worth 20 drakes, it 
need not eat again for the next 20 days. Trolls have an uncanny ability to recognise the types 
of earth and rock that naturally contain precious stones. 
 
Common Trolls also eat bones – preferably once they are dry and crunchy. A meal of X 
kilograms of bones will sustain a Troll for the next Nx10 days. E.g. if a Troll eats 3 kilograms 
of bones, it need not eat again for 30 days. (Assume that an adult Human or Elf skeleton 
weighs about 10 kilograms, the femur weighing 0.5 and the skull 1. Dwarf and Orc bones 
will weigh a fifth more, Halfling and Goblin skeletons a third less.) 
 
Once a Common Troll has eaten food sufficient for the next 100 days, it is sated and can eat 
no more. 

6,5) CHARACTER GENERATION 
The process outlined in the Character Generation chapter is repeated for Common Troll PCs, 
with the following differences. 

6,5,1) ATTRIBUTES 

The attributes of Common Troll characters are fixed as follows: 
 

AG BE CH CO EM EN LU RE SD ST 

2 4 3 6 4 1 4 3 5 8 
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6,5,2) STATUS 

Common Troll society, such as it is, is not divided by status. All Common Trolls have a 
Status Rank of 2. 

6,5,3) CALLING 

All Trolls are of the Fighter calling. 

6,5,4) EFFECT OF RACE ON SKILLS 

The following table shows those skills whose values are affected by a Common Troll’s race. 
Assume other skill values are zero for now. 
 

SKILL VALUE NOTES 

Combat – Throw Rock 2  

Combat – One-Handed Clubs/ 
Hammers/Maces 

2 
Used with Clubs, Great Hammers and 
Great Maces. 

Combat – Unarmed Grapples 2 Bear-hugs only. 

Combat – Unarmed Strikes 2 Punches only. 

Geography for area where raised 2  

Language – Common 5*  

Language – Trollish 7*  

Mining 2  

Stone Working 2  

 
The following table shows those skills whose advantage tiers are determined by a Common 
Troll’s race and cannot be personalised. Other skills’ advantage tiers are determined by 
calling. 
 

SKILL 
ADVANTAGE 

TIER 
NOTES 

Gymnastics 
Strongly 

Disadvantaged 
Trolls are not agile. 

Legerdemain 
Strongly 

Disadvantaged 
Sleight-of-hand is an alien concept to 
Trolls. 

Riding 
Strongly 

Disadvantaged 
Trolls are rarely able to find a mount strong 
enough to ride. 

Stealth 
Strongly 

Disadvantaged 

Trolls are not stealthy – they are large, and 
the grating and creaking of rubbing stone 
surfaces can be heard whenever they move. 

Stone Working 
Strongly 

Advantaged 
 

Unarmed Trips/Throws Disadvantaged 
Trolls are too stiff and heavy for making 
such attacks easily. 

 
The following skills cannot be used or developed by Common Trolls, due to their physiology. 
They should be crossed out on the Character Sheet. 

• All adrenal skills; 

• All magic skills except Lithomancy; 

• Giant-Slaying; 

• Swimming – Trolls do not swim, they sink and wade. 
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6,5,5) STARTING SPELLS 

Some Common Trolls may start the game having memorised a number of novice spells from 
the Lithomancy discipline: 
 

1d100 NUMBER OF SPELLS 

01 to 90 0 

91 to 95 1 

96 to 98 2 

99 to 100 3 

6,5,6) MOVEMENT RATE 

For Common Trolls, the results of the normal formulae for the jogging and sprinting 
movement rates should be halved. 

6,5,7) STARTING WEALTH AND POSSESSIONS 

Each Common Troll character should start the game owning a single gemstone (tasty food) 
worth an amount of gold suns equal to 2d10+10, along with any other possessions that the 
GM sees fit. 

6,6) ETTINS 
Some Common Trolls grow a second head on their shoulders. Such Trolls are called Ettins 
(from Etti-Nach in Trollish). An Ettin’s two heads incessantly mutter to each other. This can 
seem comic, until an argument arises between them… 
 
Ettins suffer a permanent -1 to Hindrance (caused by a lack of coordination between their 
two brains) but benefit from the following benefits: 

• +1 to RE; 

• Observation skill is strongly advantaged; 

• whenever a Waking Roll is required, roll twice and choose the best result; 

• may cast two spells simultaneously (though few Ettins acquire spell-casting abilities); 

• one head can sleep whilst the other remains awake and alert. Note that each head has 
its own 5 hour sleep requirement. 

 
This mutation grows more likely with increasing age. Each year, a player of a Common Troll 
should roll 1d100 at the first midnight of the Month of the Troll (the second month of the 
year). If the roll is ≤LU, a lump swells up on the Troll’s shoulder, and its existing head begins 
to slowly shift to one side. The Troll suffers a -1 Injury Penalty due to the discomfort of this 
mutation until the last midnight of the same month. At this time, the lump’s outer surface 
cracks open to reveal a second head, which wakes. This new head is fully functioning and 
independent of the first, and has its own personality which quickly develops. 
 
Ettins are never found with more heads; two seems to be the limit. 
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7) TROLLS, CRYSTAL 
These creatures are named Crystal Trolls in the Common tongue. In Trollish they are the 
Atro-Nach, which translates as Spell-Drinkers. Crystal Trolls are venerated by other Trolls. 
 
Although Crystal Trolls have similarities with Common Trolls, there are many significant 
differences. Crystal Trolls are made of magically animated stone like Common Trolls, but 
instead of being dark, rough, irregular and lichen-encrusted, they are translucent and smooth 
– their bodies comprised of dozens of connected crystals of different sizes and shapes. All 
of the crystals are polyhedrons; flat-faced and many-sided. These crystals are arranged in a 
clearly humanoid shape, with a head and torso, and pairs of arms and legs with corresponding 
hands and fingers, and feet – but there are no other features. Particularly disconcerting is that 
Crystal Trolls’ heads have no obvious eyes, ears, nose or mouth. They sense the world 
magically; they cannot smell or taste, but their senses of hearing and touch are as good as 
those of Humans. Likewise, they have excellent vision and can see in darkness as clearly as a 
Human would in daylight. They also have audible voices which have a crystalline timbre. 
 
There is no Crystal Troll society as such. This is due to their scarcity and also the isolated 
nature of their coming into being. They wake into existence in caverns deep below ground. 
Like Dragon-Newts, each is born alone with vestigial memories of an earlier life. But, 
whereas Dragon-Newts have distant memories of dragonhood, most Crystal Trolls have 
hazy recollections of a past life not as a Crystal Troll but as a member of a different race. 
Some priests speculate that the God of Earth allows those in his favour to be reborn as 
Crystal Trolls. (If the GM allows it, a PC suffering the most powerful magic injury can be 
reincarnated as a Crystal Troll; see the Magic Damage Table in the Advanced Magic chapter of 
the GM’s Guide.) 
 
Another factor strongly influencing social interaction by Crystal Trolls is their emission of 
light. Their bodies glow, and the colour of this light changes to reflect their emotional state. 
This allows those with sufficient experience to read a Crystal Troll’s state of mind. Because 
of this, most Crystal Trolls wear thick robes, with cowls drawn down over their faces, to hide 
the light that shines forth from them. 
 
Each Crystal Troll is surrounded by an invisible field which sucks in any magical energy 
within range; this energy being the Crystal Troll’s source of sustenance. The proximity of a 
Crystal Troll makes spell-casting almost impossible, prevents the working of magical items, 
and even disrupts magical creatures – including other Crystal Trolls. This ability makes 
Crystal Trolls particularly dangerous to undead, and they have sometimes worked alongside 
(or become) Clerics of the God of Death. They have also been employed as weapons in 
power struggles between factions of the Guild of Mages. The most famous Crystal Troll is 
Red Frederick, who was kept chained in the throne room of the Sultan of Solth for almost a 
decade. Visiting dignitaries enjoyed the spectacle of his strange fiery glow and clumsy 
acrobatics, but his main reason for captivity was to prevent magical attempts on the Sultan’s 
life. Beaten and humiliated if he ever spoke, his miserable confinement ended when, having 
secretly loosened one of his chains, he managed to throw the links around the Sultan’s neck 
and throttle him. It is certain that details of the murder would never have become well known 
had not the daughter of the Grand Vizier of Kharé been in audience with the Sultan at the 
time. Red Frederick was dragged to the dungeon by the Sultan’s guards. Nothing more is 
known of his fate. 
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Like other kinds of Troll, Crystal Trolls are forced into sleep by exposure to direct sunlight. 
However, if a Crystal Troll has absorbed enough magical energy, it can resist this effect for 
some time. 
 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 
Humanoid made of glowing crystals. Lacking features 
like eyes, ears, mouth, etc. 

HEIGHT (centimetres) 4d10+140 

WEIGHT (kilograms) Height x 4 (weak floors may not support this weight) 

FAVOURED HAND Always ambidextrous. 

NATURAL LIFESPAN (years) Immortal. Crystal Trolls’ bodies do not age. 

STARTING AGE (years) 0 

SPECIAL ABILITIES 

• AC 6 on all body locations due to rocky flesh. 

• Does not become exhausted after prolonged 
physical activity. 

• Immortal. 

• Immune to poisons and diseases. 

• Damaged as a medium-sized super-resilient 
creature. 

• Magical vision, enabling normal sight in complete 
darkness. 

• Unconsciousness in direct sunlight, if without 
sufficient energy. 

7,1) IN COMBAT 
Like Common Trolls, Crystal Trolls: 

• are super-resilient creatures of Armour Class 6 (see the Vulnerability section in The 
Bestiary); 

• make unarmed punches that deliver Crush damage not Kick-Box; 

• do not suffer Exhaustion Penalties. 
 
Unlike Common Trolls, Crystal Trolls: 

• are medium-sized rather than large, making them considerably easier to slay; 

• are too weak to wield two-handed weapons single-handedly. 

7,2) MAGIC ABSORPTION 
Each Crystal Troll is surrounded by an invisible field which absorbs magical energy. This 
absorption field extends for 20 metres around the Crystal Troll. Whenever a magic effect 
occurs within the absorption field, the Crystal Troll’s player makes an Absorption Roll – 
throwing 3d10. (Note that each of the Absorption Roll’s dice will independently explode on 
a natural 10.) The result is the strength of the Crystal Troll’s absorption field. 
 
In opposition, each magic effect within the absorption field resists the absorption field, as 
set out in the following sections.  
 
(The Crystal Troll’s player should not make more than one Absorption Roll per minute. On 
making a roll, its result is applied against all magic effects for the next 60 seconds. The player 
can expend a LURP to reroll early, if he wishes.) 
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7,2,1) NEW MAGIC EFFECTS 

A Crystal Troll’s absorption field stops spells and spell-like effects from taking effect. 

7,2,1,1) SPELLS AND SPELL-LIKE EFFECTS 

Every spell: 

• cast at the Crystal Troll or at targets within its absorption field; 

• cast by a caster within the absorption field; 

• taking effect within the absorption field; 
…will resist the Crystal Troll’s Absorption Roll with its caster’s SC, or the Difficulty of the 
spell if the SC is unknown. 
 
If the Absorption Roll is: 

• successful (equalling or exceeding the spell’s resistance), then the spell has no effect, 
its energy being absorbed by the Crystal Troll; 

• unsuccessful (scoring less than the spell’s resistance), the spell is not absorbed and 
behaves normally. 

 
Any magic effect that can be treated like a spell should be treated as such. Examples include: 

• magical breath weapons, e.g. a Fire Dragon’s fire breath; 

• magical gazes, e.g. a Basilisk’s petrifying stare; 

• magical fear effects, as induced by Fire Fiends, Barghests, White Ladies, etc. 
 
If the SC of the spell-like effect is unclear, use the modifier for usual rolls for that effect. E.g. 
consider a Crystal Troll which hears a Barghest’s terrifying magical howl. The GM would 
normally throw 1d10+7 for the howl attack. Thus, the howl resists absorption with a value 
of 7. If the Absorption Roll is: 

• successful, the howl’s magic is absorbed by the Crystal Troll. The howl is still audible, 
and hearing it will worry the Crystal Troll and those within its absorption field, but it 
will not induce any magical fear in them; 

• unsuccessful, the howl’s magic takes effect, and all who hear it must pass a Resistance 
Roll of suffer the effects. 

7,2,1,2) MAGIC PRAYERS 

Magic prayers are wholly unaffected by a Crystal Troll’s absorption field. 

7,2,2) PRE-EXISTING MAGIC EFFECTS 

A Crystal Troll may encounter magic effects which are already active. These are temporarily 
supressed by its absorption field. 

7,2,2,1) SPELLS AND SPELL-LIKE EFFECTS 

Every already active spell (and spell-like effect) which encounters the absorption field will 
try to resist it. If the Absorption Roll is: 

• successful, the spell’s effects are supressed (i.e. cease) whilst in contact with the 
absorption field – but they restart again once contact with the field ends; 

• unsuccessful, the spell’s effects continue unaffected. 
 
E.g. consider a trap consisting of an Illusion spell which has created the illusion of a floor 
where there is actually a deep pit. A Crystal Troll approaches the illusion. Once within 20 
metres, its player makes an Absorption Roll, throwing 3d10. The illusion tries to resist 
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absorption. The enchanter that cast the Illusion spell had an SC of 12. If the Absorption Roll 
scores: 

• ≥12, the illusion will vanish – suddenly revealing the hole in the floor. Once the 
Crystal Troll moves more than 20 metres away, the illusion flicks back into existence 
and the pit is hidden again; 

• <12, the illusion spell resists the absorption field and is unaffected – the Crystal Troll 
will not see the pit and may fall into it. 

7,2,2,2) INSENTIENT MAGIC ITEMS 

Insentient magic items resist a Crystal Troll’s absorption field with a value equal to twice 
their magic bonus. E.g. the Absorption Roll would need to be ≥6 to beat a +3 magic sword. 
If the Absorption Roll succeeds, the item’s magic is supressed by the absorption field; it 
remains magical but its magic bonus is reduced to zero and its embedded spells cannot be 
cast. Once the item is outside of the absorption field, its powers are restored to normal. 

7,2,2,3) SENTIENT MAGIC ITEMS AND PHYLACTERIES 

Sentient magic items resist the Crystal Troll’s absorption field with 1d10 plus twice their SD. 
Additionally, the magic bonus on the item is added to the soul’s SD attribute for these 
purposes. If a sentient item fails to resist the absorption field, it is affected like an insentient 
item and also becomes insentient until out of the absorption field. 
 
Phylacteries that fail to resist are affected like sentient magic items, their souls becoming 
insentient. A Lich is able to transfer its soul to another phylactery outside of the absorption 
field (if it has one) to avoid this fate. 

7,2,2,4) DEMONIC WRONGNESS 

If a Crystal Troll’s absorption field encounters a demon’s Wrongness field (see Demons in The 
Bestiary), the Wrongness field will resist with a value equal to twice the demon’s Class. E.g. a 
Fire Fiend is Class IV, so the Absorption Roll must equal or exceed 8. If the Absorption Roll 
is: 

• successful, the Wrongness field is supressed and has no effect until out of contact 
with the absorption field; 

• unsuccessful, the Wrongness field is unaffected. 

7,2,2,5) UNDEAD COLD AURAS 

The cold auras of undead resist with their normal Attack. E.g. the GM would throw 1d10+7 
for a Lich’s cold aura. The Crystal Troll’s Absorption Roll must therefore equal or exceed 7 
to suppress such a cold aura, whilst it is (wholly or partially) enveloped by the absorption 
field. 

7,2,2,6) INHERENTLY MAGICAL CREATURES 

Some creatures are inherently magical, i.e. they could not be alive without magic. Examples 
are the Fey, Golems, Undead and Trolls, including Crystal Trolls themselves. What happens 
to such creatures when they encounter a Crystal Troll’s absorption field? As usual, the Crystal 
Troll’s player makes an Absorption Roll, and the magical creature resists using, by default, 
its Intelligence (or twice its SD for a PC). If the Absorption Roll is: 

• successful, the creature becomes temporarily insentient and inanimate (effectively 
“deactivated”). Once the absorption field moves away, the creature returns to life, 
with no recollection of the intervening period. A Lich is able to switch its soul to a 
phylactery outside of the absorption field, if it has one, to avoid this fate; 
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• unsuccessful, the creature is unaffected. 
 
In the case of two Crystal Troll’s fields overlapping, then the players of both make 
Absorption Rolls – the results pitted against each other. The winner is unaffected. The loser 
becomes insentient and inanimate, and its absorption field is suppressed, until the winner’s 
field moves out of range. This effect clearly impedes social interaction between Crystal Trolls. 

7,2,2,7) INTERSECTIONS 

The magical effects of intersections are too powerful to be supressed by a Crystal Troll’s 
absorption field. 
 
At the GM’s discretion, a Crystal Troll might be able to absorb magic energy directly from 
an intersection, but this should be very dangerous. The consequences are left for the GM to 
decide, but could involve the Crystal Troll and creatures nearby suffering magic injuries (as 
if a flay Action Roll had been successful and also fumbled; see Emission of Magic Energy 
shortly). 
 
Some scholars speculate that Crystal Trolls are “born” at subterranean intersections, without 
the involvement of the God of Earth. 

7,2,2,8) MAGIC PRAYERS 

A Crystal Troll’s absorption field might envelop a thing blessed by pious magic. Such 
blessings are wholly unaffected. 

7,3) SUSTENANCE 
Crystal Trolls need no sustenance beyond the magical energy that they suck in through their 
absorption fields. (They do not eat gemstones and bones like Common Trolls.) Each 
absorbed magic effect sustains the Crystal Troll for a number of days equal to 5 times the 
value with which it tried to resist absorption. E.g. if a Crystal Troll: 

• absorbs a spell cast by a magician with an SC of 15, it gains 15x5=75 days of power; 

• deactivates a Gnome whose Intelligence is 12, it gains 12x5=72 days of power. 
 
The player of a Crystal Troll will need to track how large is his PC’s reserve of energy, in 
days. As each day passes, this reserve decreases by one. 
 
Each Crystal Troll has a maximum storage capacity for energy equal to 365 days, i.e. 1 year. 
Once at this level, a Crystal Troll is unable to absorb further energy. 
 
Crystal Trolls do not suffer from hunger (and associated Weakness Penalties) like other races. 
If a Crystal Troll runs out of energy, it immediately falls into a “Long Sleep”, from which it 
will not wake unless and until its field absorbs magic. If this happens, the Crystal Troll wakes. 

7,4) EMISSION OF LIGHT 
Crystal Trolls glow. The brightness of the light is proportionate to the amount of magic 
energy that it has stored. A Crystal Troll that has an energy reserve of: 

• 365 days glows as bright as a large bonfire (illuminating a 20 metre radius); 

• 300 days glows as bright as a torch (illuminating 10 metres); 

• 200 days glows as bright as a lamp (illuminating 5 metres); 

• 100 days glows as bright as a candle (illuminating 3 metres); 
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• 1 day glows as bright as a dim, sputtering candle (the glow barely visible with any 
other light source present). 

 
The colour of the light emitted by a Crystal Troll reflects its dominant emotional state: 

• red for anger or rage; 

• orange for sadness or suffering; 

• yellow for fear, doubt or anxiety; 

• green for guilt or jealousy; 

• blue for hope (positive expectation); 

• indigo for relief, satisfaction or pride; 

• violet for happiness, affection or kindness; 

• white for calm. 

7,5) EMISSION OF SPELLS 
A Crystal Troll’s absorption field prevents it from casting spells in the way that other races 
do, i.e. manipulating ambient magic by uttering phrases in Magicka. However, with effort, a 
Crystal Troll can momentarily reverse part of its absorption field to “cast” a spell that it has 
previously absorbed. 
 
A Crystal Troll’s player must keep a log of the spells that his PC absorbs – just the most 
recent ones numbering no more than Discharge Spell+SD. Discharge Spell is a special skill 
which Crystal Trolls can develop but other races cannot. This skill is advantaged. 
 
When the player decides that his PC will cast a particular absorbed spell, he makes an Action 
Roll (Discharge Spell+SD). He must equal or exceed the spell’s Difficulty, e.g. 10 for a 
dabbler spell. Thus, it is easier to discharge a weak spell than a powerful one. If the Discharge 
Spell Action Roll is: 

• successful, the absorbed spell is cast by the Crystal Troll, as though it were the actual 
caster. The target, duration, volume, etc. of the spell can be selected within the 
normal restrictions. Assume the Crystal Troll’s SC equals Discharge Spell+SD. The 
Crystal Troll’s reserve of energy is depleted by a number of days equal to the spell’s 
Difficulty; 

• unsuccessful, the attempt fails. The Crystal Troll fails to manipulate its absorption 
field appropriately, and 1 day of its energy is expended; 

• fumbled, the attempt fails and cannot be reattempted. The stored pattern of energy 
that was the spell is wiped. The Crystal Troll’s reserve of energy is depleted by a 
number of days equal to twice the spell’s Difficulty. 

 
Note the following: 

• the duration of this action matches that of the normal spell casting, i.e. 1 second if 
the spell was an exclamation, 5 for an incantation and 1 hour for a ritual; 

• the attempt cannot succeed if the Crystal Troll has insufficient energy in reserve; 

• a particular absorbed spell can be discharged repeatedly, until either a Discharge Spell 
Action Roll is fumbled or this spell is no longer one of the Discharge Spell+SD most 
recent spells absorbed by the Crystal Troll; 

• Crystal Trolls can absorb many different types of magic effect, but only spells can be 
discharged in this way. 
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(Note that Crystal Troll priests can employ magic prayers without impediment. Their 
absorption fields do not affect pious magic.) 

7,6) EMISSION OF MAGIC ENERGY 
With effort, a Crystal Troll can momentarily reverse its entire absorption field to release a 
blast of magical energy, harming those around it. 
 
A Crystal Troll’s player must make an Action Roll (Flay+EN). Flay is a special skill which 
Crystal Trolls can develop but other races cannot. This skill is disadvantaged. The Difficulty 
is the desired radius of the blast, and also the Damage Score of the magic injury which is 
applied to victims. The Difficulty cannot exceed 20. If the Flay Action Roll is: 

• successful, creatures within the radius of the Crystal Troll suffer the appropriate 
magic injury. The Crystal Troll’s reserve of energy is depleted by three times the 
Damage Score; 

• unsuccessful, the attempt fails. The Crystal Troll fails to manipulate its absorption 
field appropriately, and 1 day of energy is expended; 

• fumbled, only the Crystal Troll itself suffers the magic injury. Its reserve of energy is 
depleted by five times the Damage Score – wasted. 

 
E.g. imagine a Crystal Troll’s player wishes to harm a target 10 metres away. The Difficulty 
of the Flay Action Roll must be 10. If the roll is successful, the GM will apply a result of 
1d100+10 on the Magic Damage Table to the target, and to anyone else within 10 metres. 
And the Crystal Troll will lose 30 days of energy. 
 
Note the following: 

• the duration of a flay attack is 5 seconds by default; 

• the attempt cannot succeed if the Crystal Troll has insufficient energy in reserve. 
 
A Crystal Troll can also use Flay skill in a helpful manner, to restore a person’s lost spell-
casting ability (e.g. lost as a result of spell-casting failure). To do so, the Crystal Troll must 
have >100 days of energy in reserve, and must be touching the forehead of the person it 
intends to aid. The Crystal Troll’s player makes an Action Roll (Flay+SD), versus a Difficulty 
of 15. If this roll is: 

• successful, the person’s spell-casting ability is restored. The Crystal Troll loses 100 
days of energy; 

• failed, the person’s spell-casting ability is not restored, and the Crystal Troll loses 1 
day of energy; 

• fumbled, the person’s spell-casting ability is not restored, and will not restore itself 
naturally for another 100 days. And the Crystal Troll loses 100 days of energy. 

7,7) RESISTING SPELLS 
Unlike other races, Crystal Trolls cannot resist spells or magic effects. Consequently, if a 
Crystal Troll fails its Absorption Roll (or cannot make one because a spell is being cast at it 
using a vector from a remote location), it will automatically be affected by the magic. 

7,8) EFFECT OF SUNLIGHT 
Like other kinds of Troll, Crystal Trolls are harmed by exposure to direct sunlight (and get 
the same itching sensation which warns them of the approaching dawn). However, unlike 
other Trolls, Crystal Trolls can endure direct sunlight assuming they have a reserve of >50 
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days of energy. Each day with exposure to direct sunlight costs two days of energy, i.e. double 
the usual rate. Once a Crystal Troll’s reserve is reduced to 100 days or less, exposure to direct 
sunlight will cause it to collapse into a squat heap on the ground, asleep. Exactly as with 
Common Trolls, the Crystal Troll will not awake unless a successful Waking Roll is made at 
the sunset following its falling asleep because of exposure to sunlight. See the Waking Roll 
section in Common Trolls, earlier this chapter. 

7,9) CHARACTER GENERATION 
There is a choice of character generation processes to follow, depending on whether the 
Crystal Troll PC is a reincarnated NPC or PC. 

7,9,1) REINCARNATED NON-PLAYER CHARACTER 

If the Crystal Troll’s previous incarnation was not a PC, the GM should work through the 
process outlined in the Character Generation chapter, except for the differences set out in 
following sections. 

7,9,1,1) RACE 

The race of the previous incarnation must be determined. 

7,9,1,2) ATTRIBUTES 

The attributes of Crystal Troll characters are fixed as follows: 
 

AG BE CH CO EM EN LU RE SD ST 

2 4 2 6 3 5 4 4 5 5 

7,9,1,3) CALLING 

Assume the Crystal Troll is of the Fighter calling. 

7,9,1,4) EFFECT OF RACE ON SKILLS 

Skill values should be taken from the table in the Character Generation chapter corresponding 
to the race and status of the Crystal Troll’s previous incarnation. Allocate a value of 1 to the 
special Discharge Spell and Flay skills. 
 
Skills’ advantage tiers should reflect the previous incarnation’s race and calling – except for 
those skills in the following table, which takes precedence and cannot be personalised: 
 

SKILL 
ADVANTAGE 

TIER 
NOTES 

Discharge 
Spell 

Advantaged A special skill for Crystal Trolls only. 

Flay Disadvantaged A special skill for Crystal Trolls only. 

Gymnastics 
Strongly 

Disadvantaged 
Trolls are not agile. 

Legerdemain 
Strongly 

Disadvantaged 
Sleight-of-hand is an alien concept to Trolls. 

Riding 
Strongly 

Disadvantaged 
Trolls are rarely able to find a mount strong enough to 
ride. 
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SKILL 
ADVANTAGE 

TIER 
NOTES 

Stealth 
Strongly 

Disadvantaged 

Trolls are not stealthy – they are large, and the grating 
and creaking of rubbing stone surfaces can be heard 
whenever they move. 

Unarmed 
Trips/Throws 

Disadvantaged 
Trolls are too stiff and heavy for making such attacks 
easily. 

 
The following skills cannot be used or developed by Crystal Trolls, due to their physiology. 
They should be crossed out on the Character Sheet. 

• All adrenal skills; 

• All magic skills; 

• Swimming – Trolls do not swim, they sink and wade. 

7,9,1,5) STARTING SPELLS 

Crystal Trolls cannot cast spells in the usual manner, so will not have memorised any. 
 
It is recommended that each Crystal Troll starts the game without any absorbed spells, but 
with 1d100+100 days of energy. The GM may decide otherwise of course… 

7,9,1,6) PERSONALISATION OF SKILLS 

Following personalisation of the Crystal Troll’s skills, the GM should select two skills that 
reflect the previous incarnation’s profession. These skills are given a value of 5 and 
advantaged. It is recommended that one of these is Magic Lore and one from the Crafts. E.g. 
perhaps the Crystal Troll is the reincarnation of a skilled alchemist whose magic went fatally 
awry – in which case the GM would select Magic Lore and Metal Working. The alchemist’s 
skill values were nearer 10 than 5, but the Crystal Troll has only partial recollection of this 
previous life… 

7,9,1,7) STARTING WEALTH AND POSSESSIONS 

The GM decides whether a Crystal Troll PC starts with any possessions. It is recommended 
that they do not; emerging into the night from some remote cave, confused, disorientated 
and penniless… 

7,9,2) REINCARNATED PC 

If the previous incarnation was a Player Character, the character generation process can be 
simplified greatly by using the dead PC as a basis. 

7,9,2,1) ATTRIBUTES 

The attributes of Crystal Troll characters are fixed as follows: 
 

AG BE CH CO EM EN LU RE SD ST 

2 4 2 6 3 5 4 4 5 5 

7,9,2,2) EFFECT OF RACE ON SKILLS 

The dead PC’s skill values can be retained but adjusted down by some proportion, e.g. halved, 
to a level befitting a brand new PC, i.e. most non-zero skill values being 1 or 2, with a few at 
3. Allocate a value of 1 to the special Discharge Spell and Flay skills. 
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Skills’ advantage tiers can also be retained from the dead PC, except for those affected by 
the Crystal Troll race. Apply the rules from the previous Effect of Race on Skills section. 

7,9,2,3) STARTING SPELLS 

Crystal Trolls cannot cast spells in the usual manner, so will not have memorised any. 
 
It is recommended that each Crystal Troll starts the game without any absorbed spells, but 
with 1d100+100 days of energy. The GM may decide otherwise of course… 

7,9,2,4) STARTING WEALTH AND POSSESSIONS 

The GM decides whether a Crystal Troll PC starts with any possessions. It is recommended 
that they do not; emerging into the night from some remote cave, confused, disorientated 
and penniless… 
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INDEX 

Ablution (spell), 213 
Absorb Poison (spell), 192 
Absorption Roll 

see Magic Absorption, 410 
AC 

Armour Class, 115 
Acid damage table, 127 
Acolyte 

priestly rank, 341 
Action Roll, 55 

Complimentary, 97 
timing of resolution, 99 

Actions, 53 
Cancelling, 99 
Determining success or 

failure, 54 
Reducing default duration, 

99 
Timing, 98 

Advantage, 56 
effect of Calling, 42 

Aeromancy 
discipline, 162 
skill, 93 

AG 
Agility, 36 

Agility, 36 
Alchemist’s Key (spell), 174 
Alchemist’s Lock (spell), 175 
Alchemy 

discipline, 173 
skill, 93 

Alcoholism, 216 
Alignment, 340 
Allowance 

see Boon skill, 80 
Altars, 375 

as beacons, 375 
desecration, 376 
Guardians, 376 
neglect, 376 

Alter Physique (spell), 217 
Alter-Ego (spell), 251 
Ambidexterity, 121 
Ambush Weapons (skill), 85 
Analyse Spell (spell), 317 
Analyse Water (spell), 225 
Animate Undergrowth (spell), 

266 
Apostle 

priestly rank, 341 
Apprentice 

spell-casting difficulty, 160 
Arcing Ambush (skill), 64 
Armour, 112 

damage to, 142 
donning, 115 
iron vs steel, 115 
padding - see Gambeson, 

114 
Pieces available, 113 
sleeping in, 115 

Armour Class, 115 
Different ACs on same 

body location, 119 
for layers of different 

armour, 136 
Armour Tattoo (spell), 215 
Arrows 

bodkin vs broadhead, 111 
recovering used, 72 

Asphyxiation 
see garrotte, 110 

Astronomy (skill), 90 
Attack, 116 

rear - see First Division 
Body Locations, 118 

with two types of damage - 
see Injury 
Enhancement, 178 

Attack Roll, 116 
Attack Strength, 108, 125 
Attribute Roll, 58 
Attributes, 36 

Developing, 104 
minimum value, 54 
Racial averages, 36 

Augment Attack (spell), 201 
Augment Damage (spell), 204 
Augment Pace (spell), 204 
Augment Range (spell), 202 
Axes, One-Handed (skill), 85 
Axes, Two-Handed (skill), 85 
Background, 51 
Balance (spell), 201 
Balance Humour (spell), 215 
Ball lightning 

see Guardian Satellite, 171 
Barbering (skill), 86 
Bark Armour (spell), 267 
BE 

Beauty, 36 
Beacon (spell), 303 
Beard of Bees (spell), 267 
Beasts 

God of, 332 
Nature discipline, 260, 357 

Beauty, 36 
Begging (skill), 78 
Bestial Guard (spell), 260 

Bestial Mount (spell), 268 
Bind Familiar 

spell, 271 
Blackjack, 107 

see Knock Out, 70 
Blind (spell), 190 
Blind Fighting (skill), 79 
Blindness 

see Blind Fighting, 79 
Blood Sacrifice (spell), 196 
Bloodied (skill), 64 
Blur (spell), 242 
Boat Building (skill), 86 
Bodkin arrow, 111 
Body location 

determining Armour Class, 
119 

first division, 118 
second division, 119 
third division, 119 

Bone Bolt (spell), 285 
Bone Elf, 33 
Boon (skill), 80 
Boots of Ice (spell), 227 
Botany (skill), 90 
Bow Making (skill), 86 
Bows (skill), 85 
Brawn (skill), 93 
Breastplate, 114 
Brewing (skill), 86 
Brigandine, 114 
Broadhead arrow, 111 
Brute force attacks, 126 
Bubble Cloak (spell), 228 
Building (skill), 86 
Bulwark (spell), 308 
Buoyancy (spell), 228 
Bureaucracy 

see History, 92 
Burn the Wick at Both Ends 

(spell), 216 
Burning magical item 

Injury Enhancement spell, 
178 

Burns damage table, 127 
Buying spells, 324 
Calendar, 376 
Call Item (spell), 205 
Calligraphy (skill), 86 
Calling, 42 
Calm Water (spell), 229 
Caltrops, 144 
Candle, poisoned 

see Chandlery, 86 
Casting spells, 325 
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Cauterise (spell), 298 
CH 

Charisma, 36 
Chandlery (skill), 86 
Changeling, 379 
Chaos 

God of, 333 
Character generation, 31 
Charging 

Effect on Damage Score, 
125 

setting of polearm against, 
144 

Charisma, 36 
Chausses, 114 
Classify BEast (spell), 268 
Claws of the Gargoyle (spell), 

196 
Claws of the Leopard (spell), 

261 
Clerics 

God of Death, 334 
Climbing (skill), 93 
Cloak with Thorns (spell), 263 
Clot (spell), 213 
Clubs/Hammers/Maces, 

One-Handed (skill), 85 
Clubs/Hammers/Maces, 

Two-Handed (skill), 85 
CO 

Constitution, 36 
Coat, 114 
Codpiece, 114 
Coif, 114 
Cold Ball (spell), 166 
Cold damage table, 127 
Cold Protection (spell), 168 
Cold Trap (spell), 169 
Cold Wall (spell), 164 
Cold Weapon (spell), 162 
Coma, 139 
Combat, 107 

mounted, 142 
Command word 

see Spell Enhancement, 
181 

Compel the Fool (spell), 193 
Complimentary action, 97 
Components 

for spells, 330 
with embedded spells - see 

Spell Enhancement, 
181 

Conceal Item (spell), 243 
Congregations, 355 
Consolation (skill), 64 
Constellations, 376 
Constitution, 36 
Contingency (skill), 81 
Control Winds (spell), 169 
Cookery (skill), 86 

Cool Environment (spell), 
166 

Cool Item (spell), 170 
Coopering (skill), 86 
Corpse Form (spell), 279 
Corpse-flesh, 283 
Corrode (spell), 197 
Counter Spell (spell), 313 
Courier (spell), 246 
Cover 

versus attacks - see 
Miscellaneous 
Modifiers, 121 

Creature 
definition for spells - see 

Volume, 162 
Crossbows (skill), 85 
Crush damage table, 129 
Crystal Light (spell), 231 
Crystal Troll, 409 
Cuirass, 114 
Cuisse, 114 
Curse of Misfortune (spell), 

193 
Curses 

discipline, 188 
skill, 93 

Dabbler 
spell-casting difficulty, 160 

Daggers/Knives (skill), 85 
Damage, 125 

to objects, 140 
Damage Score, 125 
Damage Type, 109 
Darkness 

God of, 333 
Deafen (spell), 191 
Death, 139 

God of, 334 
Death Prod (skill), 65 
Decapitated Advisor(spell), 

285 
Deception 

Goddess of, 335 
Defence, 121 

default value, 121 
Defence Roll, 116 
Deflect (spell), 202 
Deflect Missile (skill), 65 
Delay Death (spell), 286 
Delay Poison (spell), 193 
Delouse (spell), 261 
Demon 

exorcism - see Doom, 345 
Demon Lore (skill), 91 
Deny Identity (spell), 247 
Deny Skill (spell), 252 
Derange (spell), 197 
Detect Lie (spell), 247 
Detect Magic (spell), 307 
Detect Mind (spell), 247 
Development Roll, 100 

Development ticks, 101 
bonus to advanced combat 

skill, 78 
Deviants 

God of Chaos, 333 
Devotion, 341 

development of, 102, 342 
favoured attributes by god, 

347 
loss of faith, 377 

Devotion (skill), 82 
Diagnosis (spell), 212 
Dice, 27 
Die 

spell component, 330 
Difficulty, 54 

Difficulty Roll, 56 
minimum, 55 

Dimorphic Enhancement 
(spell), 182 

Dimorphism 
Dimorphic Enhancement 

spell, 182 
Direct spells, 329 
Disarm 

see Injuries to the Hand, 
138 

Disarm (skill), 65 
Discharge Spell (skill), 414 
Disciplines of profane magic, 

159 
Dispel Magic (spell), 309 
Dissolving magical item 

Injury Enhancement spell, 
178 

Dither (spell), 244 
Divine 

priestly rank, 341 
Divine Ashes (spell), 299 
Dodge Death (skill), 66 
Don Armour (spell), 208 
Doom 

Goddess of, 335 
Door 

breaking through, 140 
Double Attribute Roll, 59 
Dragon Lore (skill), 91 
Dragon-Newt, 387 
Drain Intellect (spell), 189 
Drain Sleep (spell), 191 
Drain Strength (spell), 188 
Druids 

Goddess of Plants, 338 
Drunkeness, 216 
Dryad, 393 
Duration 

changing finite spell 
duration to infinite, 161 

prayer of divination, 351 
prayer of intervention, 348 
spell effects, 161 
spell-casting, 161, 326 
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Dwarf, 33 
Ears of the Owl (spell), 263 
Earth 

God of, 336 
Earth Ball (spell), 235 
Earth Bolt (spell), 233 
Earth Trap (spell), 238 
Earth Wall (spell), 233 
Ease the Load (spell), 203 
Eat Magic (skill), 66 
Electricity damage table, 132 
Electrify Item (spell), 170 
Elf 

Bone, 33 
Wood, 32 

Elves, 32 
EM 

Empathy, 36 
Embalming (skill), 87 
Embedded spell 

see Spell Enhancement, 
181 

Embedding spells 
see Spell Enhancement, 

181 
Empathy, 36 
EN 

Enchantment, 36 
Enchanter 

see Mind, 242 
Enchantment, 36 
Encumbrance Penalty, 48, 59 

on magical armour – see 
Skill Enhancement, 180 

Engrave (spell), 234 
Enthral (spell), 243 
Enunciation 

prayers, 348, 356 
spell-casting, 327 

Etiquette 
see History, 91 

Ettin, 408 
Evade (skill), 66 
Excarnation (spell), 277 
Excavate (spell), 239 
Exclamation 

spell-casting duration, 161, 
328 

Excommunication, 377 
Excrete Poison (spell), 197 
Exhale Miasma (spell), 198 
Exhaustion Penalty, 60 
Exhaustion Roll, 117 
Exorcism 

demons - see Doom, 345 
undead - see Death, 344 

Expert 
spell-casting difficulty, 160 

Exploding dice, 56 
Expression (skill), 82 
Exsanguination 

undead vampire, 287 

Eye of the Naga (spell), 198 
Eyes of the Bat (spell), 269 
Eyes of the Hawk (spell), 263 
Falling 

Changlings, 384 
Familiar 

beast, 271 
Farming (skill), 87 
Far-reaching magical item 

Range Enhancement spell, 
179 

Fatal Injury, 138 
Feats, 58 
Feet of the Frog (spell), 261 
Feint (skill), 67 
Fervour, 347 
Fetch Guard (spell), 248 
Fey Lore (skill), 91 
Fighter 

Calling, 42 
Find Familiar 

spell, 264 
Find Plant (spell), 272 
Find Soul (spell), 244 
Fire Arrow (spell), 300 
Fire Ball (spell), 300 
Fire Blast (spell), 304 
Fire Bolt (spell), 299 
Fire Cloak (spell), 304 
Fire damage table, 127 
Fire Lighting (skill), 87 
Fire Protection (spell), 304 
Fire Sprite (spell), 305 
Fire Trap (spell), 305 
Fire Wall (spell), 300 
Firecracker (spell), 297 
First aid 

see Medicine skill, 87 
Fishing (skill), 87 
Flailcraft (skill), 67 
Flails, One-Handed (skill), 85 
Flails, Two-Handed (skill), 85 
Flay (skill), 415 
Fletching (skill), 87 
Foolery (skill), 83 
Force 

discipline, 201 
skill, 93 

Force Key (spell), 203 
Force Wall (spell), 203 
Forgetting spells, 322 
Fractions, 28 
Freeze Water (spell), 223 
Freezing magical item 

Injury Enhancement spell, 
178 

Frenzy (skill), 62 
Full parry, 122 
Fumble Roll, 57 
Fumbles, 57 

Attack roll, 116 
Defence Roll, 122 

Spell-Casting, 326 
FV 

Fervour, 347 
Gag (spell), 191 
Gambeson, 114 

benefit, 126 
Garrotte, 110 
Gauge Power (spell), 317 
Gauntlet, 114 
Geasa 

see blessings upon people, 
354 

Gem Physic (skill), 83 
Geography (skill), 91 
Gesticulation 

prayers, 348, 356 
spell-casting, 327 

Ghoul 
see Path of Flesh - First 

Step, 282 
Giant-Slaying (skill), 68 
Gifted magical item 

Skill Enhancement spell, 
179 

Gifts 
for priests, 356 

Gills of the Pike (spell), 273 
Glancing Blow, 136 
Glass Blowing (skill), 87 
Glyph (spell), 307 
Goblin, 35 
Goblinoids, 34 
God 

of Beasts, 332 
of Chaos, 333 
of Darkness, 333 
of Death, 334 
of Deception, 335 
of Doom, 335 
of Earth, 336 
of Storms, 339 
of Waters, 339 

Goddess 
of Light, 337 
of Love, 337 
of Plants, 338 

Gods 
alignment, 340 
greater, 332 

Golem (spell), 183 
Grade 

of language skill, 89 
Grapple damage table, 130 
Grease (spell), 209 
Greave, 114 
Green Man 

Druid’s face - see Patterns 
in the Ivy, 373 

Grip (spell), 221 
Guard Book (spell), 174 
Guard Item (spell), 253 
Guardian Satellite (spell), 171 
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Guild of Mages, 323 
Gymnastics (skill), 94 
Halfling, 34 
Hasten (spell), 209 
Hauberk, 114 
Heal Injury (spell), 213 
Healing 

discipline, 212 
hospitals, 323 
skill, 93 
with Prayer of 

Intervention - see Love, 
346 

Heat damage table, 127 
Heat Weapon (spell), 297 
Hedge mage 

see Nature, 260 
Helm, 114 
Herbs 

creation of - see Green 
Fingers gift, 372 

HI 
Hindrance, 59 

Hierophant 
priestly rank, 341 

Hindrance, 59 
History (skill), 91 
Hobble (spell), 192 
Hobble Steed (spell), 273 
Hobjelly 

Changling, 379 
Hook (spell), 205 
Hospitals, 323 
Human, 32 
Hunky-punk 

see Alchemy, 173 
Hunting 

see Zoology, 92 
Hydromancy 

discipline, 221 
skill, 93 

Ice Ball (spell), 225 
Ice Bolt (spell), 223 
Ice Dagger (spell), 223 
Ice Shield (spell), 226 
Ice Shroud (spell), 224 
Ice Trap (spell), 229 
Ice Wall (spell), 224 
Identification of magical 

items, 323 
Identify Power (spell), 176 
Identify Spoor (spell), 262 
Ignite (spell), 306 
Ignore Exhaustion (spell), 214 
Ignore Pain (spell), 214 
Illiteracy, 90 
Illuminate (spell), 163 
Illusion (spell), 249 
Immobile targets, 124 
Immovable Object (spell), 

206 
Improvise Weapon (skill), 68 

Incantation 
spell-casting duration, 161, 

328 
Increase Duration (spell), 313 
Increase Range (spell), 314 
Increase Volume (spell), 314 
Indirect spells, 330 
Influence (skill), 83 
Inhale Miasma (spell), 194 
Injuries, 126 

fatal, 138 
glancing blow, 136 
hand, 138 
head, 138 
leg, lower, 138 
major, 137 
medium, 137 
minor, 137 
mortal fast, 137 
mortal slow, 137 

Injury Enhancement (spell), 
178 

Injury Penalty, 59 
Innuendo 

see Foolery, 83 
Inspire (skill), 68 
Instantaneous 

spell effect duration, 161 
Intersections 

see most potent blessing 
on place, 353 

Invisibility 
Blind Fighting for attacks, 

79 
Invisibility to Undead (spell), 

280 
Iron 

armour, 115 
weapons, 108 

Irresistible spells, 330 
Irrevocable infinite 

spell effect duration, 161 
Irrevocable instantaneous 

spell effect duration, 161 
Item 

definition for spells - see 
Volume, 162 

Item Tattoo (spell), 218 
Jack-of-all-Trades 

Calling, 42 
Jerkin, 114 
Jewellery (skill), 87 
Jogging, 46 
Kalaman, 397 
Kick-Box damage table, 131 
Knock Out (skill), 69 
Landing (spell), 206 
Language skills 

Development, 102 
Languages, 89 
Leaping (spell), 204 
Leather Working (skill), 87 

Legerdemain (skill), 94 
Levitate (spell), 210 
Light 

God of, 337 
Light source 

Crystal Light spell, 231 
Guardian Satellite spell, 

171 
Illuminate spell, 163 
Kalaman bioluminescence, 

397 
prayer of intervention, 342 
Spectre Light spell, 278 
Stubborn Flame spell, 298 
The Light Pours Out Of 

Me gift, 371 
torch, 108 

Light Step (spell), 201 
Lightning Ball (spell), 167 
Lightning Bolt (spell), 164 
Lightning damage table, 132 
Lightning Protection (spell), 

171 
Lightning Trap (spell), 171 
Lightning Weapon (spell), 163 
Limited 

spell effect duration, 161 
Lipreading (skill), 83 
Lithomancy 

discipline, 231 
skill, 93 

Locate Item (spell), 314 
Location Penalty, 118 
Long Door (spell), 318 
Lost 

Geography skill, 91 
Love 

God of, 337 
LU 

Luck, 36 
Luck, 36 
Luck Reroll, 47 
LURPs, 47 
Magic, 159 
Magic Armour (spell), 210 
Magic bonus 

see Prayers of Blessing, 
351 

see Skill Enhancement 
spell, 179 

Magic Chest (spell), 319 
Magic damage table, 133 
Magic Lore (skill), 92 
Magic sense 

see Observation, 84 
Magical items 

burning – see Injury 
Enhancement spell, 178 

command words - see 
Spell Enhancement, 
181 
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creation of – see Skill 
Enhancement spell, 179 

damage to, 142 
dimorphic, 182 
dissolving – see Injury 

Enhancement spell, 178 
far-reaching – see Range 

Enhancement spell, 179 
freezing – see Injury 

Enhancement spell, 178 
gifted – see Skill 

Enhancement spell, 179 
identification, 176, 323 
resisting spells, 329 
shocking – see Injury 

Enhancement spell, 178 
Spell Enhancement, 181 

Magical Weapon Bonus, 121 
Magician 

Calling, 42 
Magicka, 90 
Mail, 114 
Major Injury, 137 
Make Potion 

spell, 176 
Manacles (spell), 206 
Manoeuvre in Armour (skill), 

70 
Martial arts 

see Unarmed Combat, 112 
Mask of Surveillance (spell), 

184 
Master 

spell-casting difficulty, 160 
Master (spell), 253 
Master Undead (spell), 281 
Master Weapon (skill), 70 
Master Weather (skill), 70 
Mathematics (skill), 92 
Mechanics (skill), 87 
Medicine (skill), 87 
Medium Injury, 137 
Medusa, 364 
Mental damage table, 133 
Metal Working (skill), 88 
Midwifery (spell), 217 
Might (skill), 63 
Mind 

discipline, 242 
skill, 93 

Mine Memory (spell), 244 
Mine the Gestalt 

Consciousness (spell), 250 
Minimum Strength, 108, 117 
Mining (skill), 88 
Ministers 

Goddess of Doom, 335 
Minor Injury, 137 
Misdirect (skill), 71 
Momentum 

see Feats, 58 
Momentum (skill), 71 

Months 
see Calendar and 

Constellations, 376 
Morbid Sense (spell), 278 
Mortal fast Injury, 137 
Mortal slow Injury, 137 
Moths 

God of Darkness, 333 
Mounted combat, 142 
Mounts 

undead - see Raise Carcass, 
296 

Movement Rate, 46 
Prohibited, 60 

mST 
Minimum Strength, 108, 

117 
Mummy 

see Path of Dust - First 
Step, 292 

Music (skill), 84 
Nature 

discipline, 260 
skill, 93 

Navigation 
see Geography, 91 

Necromancy 
discipline, 277 
skill, 93 

Needlecraft (skill), 88 
Net Arrow (spell), 269 
Nets/Whips (skill), 85 
Night Watch (spell), 315 
Noise (spell), 165 
Non-magic bonus 

see Feats, 58 
Nose of the Wolf (spell), 264 
Novice 

spell-casting difficulty, 160 
Object 

definition for spells - see 
Volume, 162 

Observation (skill), 84 
Off Hand Penalty, 121 
Optional races, 379 
Orc, 35 
P 

passed by, 61, 64, 93 
Paladins 

Goddess of Love, 337 
Paper Making (skill), 88 
Paralysis (spell), 195 
Parrying, 122 
Passion (spell), 243 
Path of Blood – Beguile 

(spell), 287 
Path of Blood – Celerity 

(spell), 287 
Path of Blood – First Step 

(spell), 287 
Path of Blood – Sanguine 

Biography (spell), 289 

Path of Bone – Dismay 
(spell), 290 

Path of Bone – Dominate 
(spell), 290 

Path of Bone – Rebuke 
(spell), 290 

Path of Dust – Dust Minion 
(spell), 291 

Path of Dust – Dust Ward 
(spell), 291 

Path of Dust – First Step 
(spell), 292 

Path of Dust – Replenish 
Dust (spell), 294 

Path of Flesh – Breath of the 
Grave (spell), 294 

Path of Flesh – Devour Skill 
(spell), 294 

Path of Flesh – First Step 
(spell), 281 

Path of Flesh – Lifesap 
(spell), 295 

Path of Flesh – Shapeshift 
(spell), 295 

Pauldron, 114 
PC 

Player Character, 24 
Pentagram, 331 
Penumbral Sustenance (spell), 

280 
Persistent 

spell effect duration, 161 
Person 

definition for spells - see 
Volume, 162 

Pervert the Truth (spell), 254 
Phantasm (spell), 254 
Phantasmal Coward (spell), 

256 
Pick Lock (skill), 88 
Plant Memory (spell), 256 
Plants 

God of, 338 
Plate, 114 
Player Character, 24 
Polearms, 144 
Politics 

see History, 92 
Possess Senses (spell), 250 
Pottery (skill), 88 
Prayer Roll, 347 
Prayers 

for blessing items, 351 
for blessing people, 354 
for blessing places, 352 
for divination, 349 
for intervention, 342 
resisting, 349 

Prediction (skill), 71 
Preserve Arrows (skill), 72 
Preserve Corpse(spell), 280 
Priests, 341 
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Hierarchy, 341 
Indoctrination, 341 

Profane magic, 159 
Proficient 

spell-casting difficulty, 160 
Prohibited movement rates, 

60 
Prone 

see Defending When 
Restrained, 124 

Puncture damage table, 134 
Punish (spell), 189 
Putrefy (spell), 195 
Pyre Ashes (spell), 301 
Pyromancy 

discipline, 297 
skill, 93 

Question Text (spell), 315 
Quickening (skill), 63 
Race, 31 
Raise Carcass (spell), 296 
Raise Corpse (spell), 283 
Range 

spell, 162 
Range Enhancement (spell), 

179 
Range Modifier 

to Location Penalty, 120 
Rank 

of a spell, 160 
RE 

Reasoning, 36 
Reactions 

surprise attacks, 124 
Reactions Roll, 98 
Read Text (spell), 310 
Read the Waves (spell), 229 
Rear attack 

see First Division Body 
Locations, 118 

Reasoning, 36 
Recall Self (spell), 319 
Reflect Magic (spell), 320 
Reflect Missile (spell), 210 
Reflex (skill), 63 
Rejoin Extremity (spell), 219 
Relics 

blessed items – see 
Duration, 354 

Repel Fire (spell), 297 
Repel Undead (spell), 281 
Repel Water (spell), 221 
Resilience (skill), 63 
Resist Injury (spell), 219 
Resistance Roll 

versus prayers, 349 
versus spells, 329 

Resistible spells, 329 
Restoration (spell), 320 
Restore the Living Aspect 

(spell), 284 
Restrained, 124 

Resurrection 
Stigmata Martyr gift, 372 

Reveal Miasmata (spell), 189 
Revive (spell), 212 
Revocable finite 

spell effect duration, 161 
Revocable infinite 

spell effect duration, 161 
Ricochet (skill), 72 
Riding (skill), 94 
Ritual 

spell-casting duration, 161, 
328 

Rocks 
Throwing, 111 
Throwing large, 405 

Rope Arrow (spell), 270 
Run Now, Hope is in Speed! 

(spell), 274 
Rune 

see Spell Rune, 310 
Running (skill), 94 
Sabaton, 114 
Sail the Dry Sea (spell), 239 
Sanctuary in Art (spell), 185 
Sand Sprite (spell), 239 
SC, 160 
Scribe (spell), 308 
Scrying (spell), 257 
SD 

Self-Discipline, 36 
Secret door 

Spell Rune & Illusion, 312 
Work Material, 175 

Secret Window (spell), 180 
Self-Discipline, 36 
Serenity (skill), 84 
Shapechange (spell), 274 
Share Fate (spell), 219 
Share Spell (spell), 320 
Shield Bash (skill), 85 
Shield Wall (skill), 73 
Shields, 124 

damage to, 141 
Shocking magical item 

Injury Enhancement spell, 
178 

Silence (spell), 165 
Silk Purse of Sow’s Ear 

(spell), 258 
Simultaneous Attack Penalty, 

121 
Size band 

damage score, 125 
grapple attacks, 112 

Skiing (skill), 94 
Skill development 

directed, 102 
incidental, 100 

Skill Enhancement (spell), 179 
Skills, 61 

Adrenal, 61 

Advanced combat, 63 
Art, 78 
Combat, 85 
Craft, 85 
Language, 89 
Lore, 90 
Magic, 93 
Manoeuvre, 93 
minimum value, 54 
new, 95 

Skittles (spell), 202 
Slash damage table, 135 
Sleep 

requirement, 47 
spell, 251 

Slings (skill), 85 
Slingshot (spell), 232 
Slow (spell), 211 
Smell Violence (skill), 73 
Smoke Phantom (spell), 298 
Snake Arrow (spell), 276 
Souls, 139 
Speak Language (spell), 245 
Spears (skill), 85 
Spectre Light (spell), 278 
Spell book 

Forgetting Spells, 322 
spell acquisition, 322 

Spell Enhancement (spell), 
181 

Spell Rune (spell), 310 
Spell scroll 

spell acquisition, 322 
Spell Tattoo (spell), 220 
Spell-casting 

avoid loss with wand, 172 
loss of ability, 325 
restoration - see Crystal 

Troll, 415 
Restoration spell, 320 
underwater - see Bubble 

Cloak, 228 
whilst blind, 80 

Spell-Casting (SC), 160 
Spell-Drinker Troll, 409 
Spells 

acquisition, 322 
casting, 325 
cost, 324 
forgetting, 322 
memorising, 321 
memorising limits, 322 
resisting, 329 

Spider Climb (spell), 211 
Sprinting, 46 
Sprite 

fire, 305 
sand, 239 

ST 
Strength, 36 

Stabilisation (skill), 63 
Staffs (skill), 85 
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Stagger (skill), 73 
Startle (spell), 163 
Statue Form (spell), 240 
Status, 37 
Steady Mount (spell), 262 
Stealth (skill), 94 
Still the Lungs (spell), 217 
Stone of Alarming (spell), 177 
Stone of Dispelling (spell), 

186 
Stone of Door-Guarding 

(spell), 177 
Stone of Eyes (spell), 186 
Stone of Warding (spell), 187 
Stone Working (skill), 89 
Storms 

God of, 339 
Strength, 36 
Strength Penalty, 117 
Strongarm (skill), 74 
Stubborn Flame (spell), 298 
Studied Strike (skill), 74 
Study, 103 
Stun (spell), 245 
Subjugate Beast (spell), 264 
Sudden Light (spell), 166 
Suggestion (spell), 246 
Suit, 114 
Summon Ancestor (spell), 278 
Summon Bridge (spell), 234 
Summon Coin (spell), 312 
Summon Cracks (spell), 241 
Summon Current (spell), 230 
Summon Demon (spell), 199 
Summon Flood (spell), 230 
Summon Fog (spell), 167 
Summon Gnome (spell), 236 
Summon Igloo (spell), 226 
Summon Keep (spell), 237 
Summon Narrator (spell), 167 
Summon Outfit (spell), 316 
Summon Pillar (spell), 234 
Summon Salamander (spell), 

302 
Summon Spirit (spell), 284 
Summon Stair (spell), 235 
Summon Sylph (spell), 168 
Summon Tremor (spell), 232 
Summon Undine (spell), 226 
Summon Water (spell), 222 
Sunder (skill), 74 
Surgery 

see Medicine skill, 87 
Surprise attacks, 123 
Survival 

fishing, 87 
foraging, 90 
hunting, 92 
trapping, 89 

Sustained 
spell effect duration, 161 

Swimming (skill), 95 

Switch (spell), 308 
Swords, One-Handed (skill), 

85 
Swords, Two-Handed (skill), 

85 
Tactics (skill), 76 
Tar Bolt (spell), 237 
Taunt (skill), 76 
Telekinesis (spell), 207 
Telepathy (spell), 258 
Teleportation, 323 
The Leaf is my Robe (spell), 

262 
Theology (skill), 92 
Throttling 

see garrotte, 110 
Thunderbolt (skill), 77 
Timing actions, 98 
Tomb Guard (spell), 285 
Torch 

see one-handed weapons, 
108 

Tracking 
follow with Observation, 

84 
identify with Zoology, 92 

Trading (skill), 92 
Transfer Injury (spell), 200 
Trap Memory (spell), 259 
Trap Setting (skill), 89 
Treasure chest 

breaking into, 140 
Troll 

Common, 402 
Crystal, 409 
Ettin, 408 
resurrection – see Earth 

God gifts, 370 
Spell-Drinker, 409 

True Name 
of dragons, 387 

Tuition, 102 
Tuition Roll, 102 
Twinshot (skill), 77 
Unarmed Combat, 112 
Unarmed Grapples (skill), 85 
Unarmed Strikes (skill), 85 
Unarmed Trips/Throws 

(skill), 85 
Undead 

exorcism - see Death, 344 
senses - see Path of Flesh 

First Step, 282 
Undead Lore (skill), 92 
Underwater breathing 

Bubble Cloak spell, 228 
Gills of the Pike spell, 273 
March into the Sea gift, 

374 
V 

skill value, 61, 64, 93 
Vambrace, 114 

Vampirism 
see Path of Blood - First 

Step, 287 
Variant 

Difficulty of spell, 160 
Vector 

spell component, 330 
Void Ball (spell), 227 
Volitant 

see Force, 201 
Volume 

spell, 162 
Waking Roll, 405 
Walking, 46 
Wall of bees, 267 
Wand of Aeromancy (spell), 

172 
Wand of Alchemy (spell), 188 
Wand of Curses (spell), 200 
Wand of Force (spell), 212 
Wand of Healing (spell), 220 
Wand of Hydromancy (spell), 

231 
Wand of Lithomancy (spell), 

242 
Wand of Mind (spell), 259 
Wand of Nature (spell), 276 
Wand of Necromancy (spell), 

296 
Wand of Pyromancy (spell), 

306 
Wand of Wizardry (spell), 321 
Warding Token (spell), 232 
Warlock 

see Curses, 188 
Warm Environment (spell), 

303 
Water Bolt (spell), 222 
Watercraft (skill), 89 
Waters 

God of, 339 
Weapons, 107 

damage to, 141 
improvised, 112 
iron vs steel, 108 

Weather Lore (skill), 92 
Weaving (skill), 89 
Weightlessness (spell), 208 
Whipcraft (skill), 78 
Wicker Man (spell), 182 
Wild Boots (spell), 265 
Wild Bow (spell), 270 
Wild Cloak (spell), 265 
Wild Hunt (spell), 270 
Wild Map (spell), 276 
Wild Spells (spell), 316 
Wild Staff (spell), 262 
Will-o’-the-Wisp 

spell, 303 
Wind of Utility (spell), 164 
Wizardry 

discipline, 307 
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skill, 93 
Wood Elf, 32 
Wood Working (skill), 89 

Work Material (spell), 174 
Wormling 

see Dragon-Newt, 387 

Wrest (spell), 221 
Zoology (skill), 92 
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SUMMARY OF ATTACK 
PROCESS 

 
1. Calculate the Attack. 

a. Add the relevant melee combat skill to AG. 
b. Apply any relevant modifiers, i.e. add up the following: 

i. HI (including Encumbrance, Injury, Exhaustion and Weakness Penalties, plus any 
miscellaneous penalties); 

ii. Strength Penalty (mST-ST); 
iii. Secondary Damage Type Penalty (-2); 
iv. Location Penalty (0, -1 or -2 for a 1st division body location, -4 for 2nd, -6 for 3rd;  

halve for short range missile/thrown attack, double for long range); 
v. Magical weapon bonus; 
vi. Off Hand Penalty (-2); 
vii. Simultaneous Attack Penalty (-2 per attack). 

2. Calculate the Defence. 
a. Double AG. 
b. Apply any relevant modifiers, i.e. add up the following: 

i. HI; 
ii. Strength Penalty (mST-ST) in melee; 
iii. Magical weapon bonus in melee; 
iv. Off Hand Penalty (-2) in melee; 
v. Is the Defence divided between simultaneous attacks (limited by calling)? 
vi. Is the defender making a parry, or a brute force attack? 

3. Make the Attack Roll, throwing 1d10+Attack. 

4. Make the Defence Roll, throwing 1d10+Defence. (Use Nimbleness for a creature or 2xAG for an NPC.) 

5. Hit or miss? If the Attack Roll: 

• beats or equals the Defence Roll, the attack hits; 

• is less than the Defence Roll, the attack misses. 

6. Calculate the Damage Score.  
a. If the attack hit, add up the following: 

i. Difference between the totals of the Attack and Defence Rolls; 
ii. Attack Strength; 
iii. Target’s size (-8 if huge, -4 if large, +4 if small, +8 if tiny); 
iv. If the attacker was charging, add his movement rate; 
v. Is the attacker making a brute force attack? 

b. Cross-reference the Damage Score with the Armour Combination on the relevant Damage Table. 
Use the most protecting AC, remembering that a body location could be protected by different 
types of armour, and considering layering of armour also. 

7. Describe the resulting injury, remembering: 
a. Fatal injury – instant death; 
b. Mortal injury: 

i. Fast – death after COx10 seconds (of unconsciousness if 1d10>CO); 
ii. Slow – as Fast but death after CO minutes; 

c. Major injury – loss of current action and -5 Injury Penalty; 
d. Medium injury – 2 second delay to current action and -2 Injury Penalty; 
e. Minor injury – 1 second delay to current action and -1 Injury Penalty; 
f. Glancing blow – 1 second delay to current action; 
g. 3 x Damage Score gives the percentage chance of: 

i. an additional mental injury if struck on the head; 
ii. dropping a held item if struck on the hand; 
iii. being knocked down if struck on the lower leg or charged. 
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CHARACTER SHEET 
Player: ATTRIBUTE VALUE 

Character: AGility  

Race: BEauty  

Calling: CHarisma  

Gender: COnstitution  

Age: EMpathy  

Height: ENchantment  

Weight: LUck  

Favoured Hand: REasoning  

Sleep Requirement: Self-Discipline  

Social Status: STrength  

PERSONALITY 

Goal: 

Plan: 

Boundaries: 

Idiosyncrasies: 

Role: 

Traits +2 +1 0 -1 -2 Traits 

Creative      Conservative 

Impulsive      Careful 

Extrovert      Introvert 

Kind      Callous 

Stable      Highly-Strung 

Notes: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Devoted to God of: FV: LURPs: 

MADNESS SEVERITY 
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HINDRANCE (HI) REACTIONS 

Encumbrance Penalty: Observation+AG = 

Exhaustion Penalty: MOVEMENT RATES 

Injury Penalties: Walk: 

Weakness Penalty: Jog *: 

Miscellaneous Penalties: Sprint **:  

Total HI: (* Prohibited if HI≤-9, ** prohibited if HI≤-5.) 

SKILL ADVANT VALUE MODS DEV 

(Advantage tiers:  Str Adv,  Adv,  –,  Disadv,  Str Dis) 

A
d
re

n
al

 

Frenzy     

Might     

Quickening     

Reflex     

Resilience     

Stabilisation     

A
d
v
an

ce
d
 C

o
m

b
at

 

Arcing Ambush     

Bloodied     

Consolation     

Death Prod     

Deflect Missile     

Disarm     

Dodge Death     

Eat Magic     

Evade     

Feint     

Flailcraft     

Improvise Weapon     

Inspire     

Knock Out     

Manoeuvre in Armour     

Master Weapon     

Master Weather     

Misdirect     

Momentum     

Prediction     

Preserve Arrows     

Ricochet     

Shield Wall     
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SKILL ADVANT VALUE MODS DEV 

A
d
v
an

ce
d
 C

o
m

b
at

 
Smell Violence     

Stagger     

Strongarm     

Studied Strike     

Sunder     

Tactics     

Taunt     

Thunderbolt     

Twinshot     

Whipcraft     

A
rt

 

Begging     

Blind Fighting     

Boon     

Contingency     

Devotion     

Expression     

Foolery     

Gem Physic     

Influence     

Lipreading     

Music     

Observation     

Serenity     

C
o

m
b

at
 

Ambush Weapons     

Axes, One-Handed     

Axes, Two-Handed     

Bows     

Clubs/Hammers/Maces 1H     

Clubs/Hammers/Maces 2H     

Crossbows     

Daggers/Knives     

Flails, One-Handed     

Flails, Two-Handed     

Nets/Whips     

Shield Bash     

Slings     

Spears     

Staffs     
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SKILL ADVANT VALUE MODS DEV 
C

o
m

b
at

 

Swords, One-Handed     

Swords, Two-Handed     

Unarmed Grapples     

Unarmed Strikes     

Unarmed Trips/Throws     

C
ra

ft
 

Barbering     

Boat Building     

Bow Making     

Brewing     

Building     

Calligraphy     

Chandlery     

Cookery     

Coopering     

Embalming     

Farming     

Fire Lighting     

Fishing     

Fletching     

Glass Blowing     

Jewellery     

Leather Working     

Mechanics     

Medicine     

Metal Working     

Mining     

Needlecraft     

Paper Making     

Pick Lock     

Pottery     

Stone Working     

Trap Setting     

Watercraft     

Weaving     

Wood Working     

L
o

re
 Astronomy     

Botany      

Demon Lore     
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SKILL ADVANT VALUE MODS DEV 

L
o

re
 

Dragon Lore     

Fey Lore     

Geography     

History     

Magic Lore     

Mathematics     

Theology     

Trading     

Undead Lore     

Weather Lore     

Zoology     

M
ag

ic
 

Aeromancy     

Alchemy     

Curses     

Force     

Healing     

Hydromancy     

Lithomancy     

Mind     

Nature     

Necromancy     

Pyromancy     

Wizardry     

M
an

o
eu

v
re

 

Brawn     

Climbing     

Gymnastics     

Legerdemain     

Riding     

Running     

Skiing     

Stealth     

Swimming     

LANGUAGE GRADE LANGUAGE GRADE 
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SPELL DISC/DIFF SPELL DISC/DIFF 
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ENCUMBRANCE KGs Injuries: 

Weapons  

Armour  

Shield  

Equipment  

Total  

Max weight before Enc Penalty  

Magic Armour Bonus: 

Encumbrance Penalty: 

Defence (2xAG): 

Shield: 
 
 

WEAPON 

ATTACK 
 

(Skill + AG + HI + 
modifiers, e.g. 

Magic Bonus + 
ST Penalty + 

Off Hand Penalty) 

A
D

V
A

N
T

 

A
T

T
A

C
K

 

S
T

 

D
A

M
A

G
E

 

T
Y

P
E

 

D
U

R
A

T
IO

N
 

M
A

X
 

R
A

N
G

E
 

W
E

IG
H

T
 

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

Notes: 
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PIECE OF ARMOUR KGs PIECE OF ARMOUR KGs 

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

BODY LOCATION AC BODY LOCATION AC 

1st div:  Arm – Left  1st div:  Arm – Right  

2nd div: Arm – Left Upper  2nd div: Arm – Right Upper  

2nd div: Arm – Left Lower  2nd div: Arm – Right Lower  

2nd div: Hand – Left  2nd div: Hand – Right  

1st div:  Leg – Left  1st div:  Leg – Right  

2nd div: Leg – Left Upper  2nd div: Leg – Right Upper  

2nd div: Leg – Left Lower  2nd div: Leg – Right Lower  

2nd div: Foot – Left  2nd div: Foot – Right  

1st div:  Head  1st div:  Torso  

2nd div: Head – Face  2nd div: Torso – Front  

2nd div: Head – Crown  2nd div: Torso – Back  

2nd div: Head – Neck  2nd div: Torso – Left Side  

Notes: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2nd div: Torso – Right Side  

2nd div: Torso – Groin  

2nd div: Torso – Bottom  
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Equipment: 
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